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ABSTRACT

This select bibliography contains 941 entries. Each bibliographic entry contains the citation of
a report, conference paper, or .journal article containing geotechnical int'orm'ltion about tile
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The entries cover the period from 1972, when
investigations began t'ora WlPl' Site in southeastern New Mexico, thFough December 1990.

Each entry is followed by an abstract. If arl abstt'act or suitable summary existed, it has been
included; 316 abstracts were written For other doct_ments. For some entries, an annotation has
been provided to clarify tile abstract, comment on tile set_ing and significance of the
document, or guide the reader to related reports. An index of key words/phrases is included
For all entries.

*This repott was prepared For Sal_(lia National Labo_att)ries b)' D.W. I'oweFs under contract
42-1784.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located about 26 miles east of Carlsbad, NM, is a

research and development facility proposed as a repository for transuranic waste from US

defense programs. The rocks in which the waste is to be disposed are bedded evaporites,

mainly halite. Research about the WIPP Site has necessitated the development and production

of hundreds of geotechnical documents.

1.2 Purpose

This bibliography is intended to benefit a broad readership that includes specialists in

the field, interested parties in other disciplines, managers, and the general reader interested in

geotechnical information about the WIPP. Documents prepared during the early years of the

WIPP Project were not always published via the channels that have since become standard to

the project (e.g., SAND reports). Because such early documents may be relatively obscure to

some readers, the authors have included abstracts for these and all other entries.

1.3 Criteria for Inclusion

All documents included in the bibliography are WIPP-related, have geotechnical content,

were mostly funded by the US Department of Energy (DOE), are available in the open

literature or as specified, and were printed and distributed between 1972 and December 1990.

These criteria were intended to be more inclusive than exclusive. For example, documents on

waste/rock interactions are included, as are documents on borehole plugging that served both

the WIPP and other possible repositories in salt for disposal of radioactive waste. Also,

documents are included from the period prior to the involvement of Sandia National

Laboratories and before the present location was selected (1972 through 1975) to show the

direct succession from this early work to the present. A few documents are included for

which only the basic work was funded directly or indirectly by the DOE.



1.4 Abstracts and Titles

Approximately two-thirds of the abstracts were written by the authors of the cited

document. Existing abstracts have been retained fundamentally as written by original authors.

Obvious typographical and grammatical errors ilave been corrected. Some editing has been

done to make the bibliography more cohesive as a whole, and acronyms and abbreviations have

been clarified within each abstract to the extent practicable, in a few cases, a word or phrase

has been inserted in an existing abstract for the sake of clarity; such insertions are enclosed in

brackets [ ]. Formulas have been eliminated from a few abstracts during editing, and some

symbols are replaced by words.

Titles and authors are presented exactly as given on the title page of each document.

Typographical and other errors are noted by [sic], and punctuation oz" other material added for

clarification is enclosed in brackets [ ]. The format of each citation was revised by C.

Crawford (TRI) to match the style in Garber et al. (1992).

The remaining abstracts were either adapted from existing material or written by Powers

and/or Martin and are identified by "DWP" and/or "MM/DWP" and flush right on the last line

of the abstract. When conclusions, summaries, or executive summaries provided the basis for

an abstract, key material was sometimes used verbatim from the source and quoted directly;

some technical editing may have subsequently occurred, changing punctuation etc. Abstracts

written solely by Powers may differ slightly in focus from the original document because of

the temporal scope of this bibliography, since early work was often followed by much more

detailed study. No offense is intended to the authors of such early documents. The original

document must be regarded as definitive in all cases.

1.5 Annotations

The abstracts of 43 entries are followed by an annota:ion. Some annotations provide

cross-references, and the rest provide a scientific and historical context for documents deemed

to have special significance in the development of geotechnicai concepts for the W!PP. These

documents were selected by Powers and reflect his perspective on the geotechnical work at the

WIPP. Some excellent technical work may not have been annotated due to time constraints.



1.6 Methodology

After an initial list was compiled and cross-checked, it was circulated to WIPP Project

participants with a request that they add or delete items. Copies of each document were

subsequently obtained in order to verify its existence, confirm the title and authors' names,

and derive an abstract.

Readers are encouraged to contact Powers concerning any corrections or additions for a

later version or addendum. For additions, readers are requested to supply a complete copy of

the document to either Powers or the Waste Management and Transportation Library at Sandia

National Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM.

1.70rgan;zation

The bibliography is ordered alphabetically by author. Same-author documents are

ranked by date of publication. Documents with multiple authors are sorted alphabetically by

the second author"s name, or by the number of coauthors. Smith and Jones comes before

Smith, Jones, and Brown, but Smith and Brown (1990) comes before Smith and Jones (1978).

Likewise, Smith, Jones, and Brown (three authors) comes before Smith, Brown, Jones, and

Green (four authors), despite the second author alphabetical order.

1.8 Index

Standard indexing systems such as GEOREF were found unsuitable for making an index

of key words/phrases for this bibliography. Therefore, Powers created a WIPP-specific index

that contains at least one reference to each entry in the bibliography.

1.9 Document Sources

The locations of the documents listed in this bibliography are generally self-evident

from each citation. Thus. journal articles and similar documents may be examined at libraries

or purchased from publishers. However, some less-obvious sources are given below.

For SAND reports and some other government documents, the National Technical

Information Service, US Department ot" Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA

22161, can provide printed or microfiche copies. DOE employees and DOE contractors can



obtain these documents from the Office of Scientific and Technical Information, PO Box 62,

Oak Ridge, TN 37831.

Some WlPP reports by the DOE and DOE contractors are available through the

Department of Energy, WIPP Project, PO Box 3090, Carlsbad, NM 88221-3090.

Reports by and to the Environmental Evaluation Group are available through the

Environmental Evaluation Group, Suite F-2, 7007 Wyoming Blvd., NE, Albuquerque, NM

87109. !

1.10 Reference Cited

Garber, D.P., M.M. Gruebel, and E.N.S. Lorusso. "The Concise Format Guide for Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant Program SAND Reports.



2.0 BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS

A

Abitz, R., J. Myers, P. Drez, and D. Deal. 1990. "Geochemistry of Salado Formation Brines
Recovered From the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Repository," IVt_ste Management 90.
Waste Processing, Transportation, Storage and Disposal, Technical Programs and Public
Education, Tucson, AZ, February 25 - March 1, 1990. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 881-892.

ABSTRACT: lntergranular brines recovered from the repository horizon of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) have major- and trace-element compositions that reflect seawater
evaporation and diagenetic processes. Brines obtained from repository drill holes are
heterogeneous with respect to composition, but their compositional fields are distinct from
those obtained from fluid inclusions in WIPP halite. The heterogeneity of brine compositions
within the drill-hole population indicates a lack of mixing and fluid homogenization within the
salt at the repository level. Compositional differences between intergranular (drill hole) and
intragranular (fluid inclusions) brines are attributed to isolation of the latter from diagenetic
fluids that were produced from dehydration reactions involving gypsum and clay minerals.

Modeling of brine/rock equilibria indicates that equilibration with evaporite minerals controls
the concentrations of major elements in the brine. Drill-hole brines are in equilibrium with
the observed repository minerals halite, anhydrite, magnesite, polyhalite, and quartz. The
equilibrium model supports the derivation of drill-hole brines from near-field fluid, rather
than large-scale vertical migration of fluids from the overlying Rustler or underlying Castile
Formations.

Acton, R.U. 1978. "Thermal Conductivity of S.E. New Mexico Rocksalt and Anhydrite,"
Thermal Conductivity 15, Proceeding._ of the Fifteenth International Conference on Thermal
Conductivity, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, August 24-26, 1977. Ed. V.V. Mirkovich.
SAND77-0962C. New York, NY: Plenum Press. 263-276.

ABSTRACT: The thermal conductivity of several rocksalt materials has been determined.
Some of the materials were core samples from well AEC 8, Carlsbad, NM. These samples
ranged from nearly pure halite (NaCI) to nearly pure anhydrite (CaSO4). Core sample
crystallite size ranged from about 3 cm to essentially packed salt sand (=0.5ram). The samples
exhibited thermal conductivities from --1.5to 7.5 W/InK because of variations in purity and
grain size.

A l-m cube of rock salt from the Mississippi Chemical Company's southeast New Mexico
potash mine was obtained for other experiments. The thermal conductivity of one sample
from each of the orthogonal directions of the cube was measured. This material had a high
conductivity of =8.5W/InK and was very isotropic. A core of rock salt from the Morton Salt
Co., Paynesville, Ohio had a thermal conductivity ot" 6 W/inK, which is in the upper band of
the results on cores from well A EC 8.

Finally, a concrete made with salt-sand and rocksalt aggregate was determined to have a
conductivity of =2 W/InK.

A longitudinal heat flow apparatus was used to determine the thermal conductivity. An
analysis of the experinaent gave an accuracy within +_.lS"/uon geological samples and within
+10% on 304 stainless steel.
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Alderman, S.S., Jr., W.A. Seedorff, Jr., and C.O. Rodriguez. 1978. Preliminary Report,
Resource Study Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Eddy County. New Mexico. Working Draft. San
Carlos, CA: Agricultural & Industrial Minerals, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This preliminary report fulfills the first phase of the contract for this study,
reporting work and results completed by April 15, 1978. q'he purpose of this study is to
estimate the potash ore reserves and resources within the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
site. Basic data have been gathered, including core logs, geophysical logs, and chemical
analyses for government and industry drill holes within the area, data on iithology and
correlation of specific units within the Carlsbad district, and data about mineralization within
ore zones.

Samples from the fourth ore zone from four WIPP holes were tested in the laboratory for
potash leaching. Minimum product grade of 22% K20 was attained in four of seven tests.

The Carlsbad district is estimated to include 415 million t of recoverable ores/resources within
current properties and undeveloped properties. A total of 250 million t of recoverable
ores/resources of langbeinite are estimated, and these ores/resources would result in about 72
and 74 million t, respectively, of recoverable product. DWP

ANNOTATION: The final report on potash resources is also available, it is included in the
bibliography under Seedorff, 1978.

Anderson, H.M., J. Pietz, and D. Smith. 1983. Solutions to Radionuclide Migration with
Nonlinear Retardation Mechanisms in Backfill Material. Interim Progress Report. June-
December 1982. SAND82-7089. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Previous models of the backfill barrier have incorporated a linear isotherm with
a single valued retardation term, Rd, for predicting the retardation effect of bentonite clays on
radionuclide transport. The failure of this modeling approach to accurately predict
radionuclide migration has prompted the development of more comprehensive
phenomenological models for retardation.

This paper advances a conceptual framework for modeling retardation in the backfill with any
ot" a number of complex physiochemical processes including sorption, chemical
precipitation/dissolution, ion or isotope exchange, chemical substitution reactions, or
entrapment. These processes are accounted for by the inclusion of a general retardation sink
term in a model for diffusion-controlled flow through a porous medium. Nonlinearities in the
retardation mechanism may render an analytic solution to the resultant differential equation
unattainable. However, semianalytic monotone iterative schemes described in this paper are
shown to provide an effective technique for the necessary integrations.

No attempt has been made to calibrate the model to reflect the backfill barrier's potential or to
provide quantitative estimates of effectiveness in an actual repository. Comparisons between
models with different retardation mechanisms and estimates of potential delay time
effectiveness in an actual repository will be the subject of future reports.

Anderson, R.Y. 1978. Report to Sandia Lahoratories tm Deep Dissolution of Salt, Northern
Delaware Basin. New Mexico. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: Deep-seated dissolution in the Delaware Basin has developed in association with
the Capitan Reel" and the underlying Bell Canyon (Delaware) aquifers and at a more permeable
horizon between the Castile and Salado Formations. The uplift, erosion, and exposure of the
reef in the Guadalupe and Glass Mountains has channeled meteoric waters through the reef
aquifer. These waters gained access to the salt through fractures around the reef margin and
dissolved overlying and superjacent salt by means of brine density flow. This type of deep
dissolution moved into tile salt beds laterally at a horizon of increased permeability between
the Castile and Salado Formations and dissolved a wedge that undercut the overlying
evaporites. The deep-seated dissolution also produced a number of large-scale collapse
structures along the basin margin and along the western edge of salt. This wedge-like effect,
combined with surface dissolution, has removed 50% of the original salt from the basin and
70% of the original salt at the lower Salado horizon.

The waters in the aquifers, by gaining access to overlying salt through fractures, have also
dissolved smaller scale localized chambers in overlying salt beds that subsequently collapsed to
form breccia pipes, deep-seated sinks, and other collapse structures. These features have been
exhumed to different stratigraphic levels in the tilted and eroded basin, resulting in surface
expression as limestone buttes (castiles), collapsed outliers, domal structures with collapsed
centers (breccia pipes), and deep-seated sinks. Many of the deep-seated sinks are associated
with salt anticlines, which probably t'ormed as a result of differential stress from unloading
related to dissolution. Localized collapse, as well as regional dissolution, is an ongoing process.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site lies in a corner of tile Delaware Basin that has been
relatively protected from regional but not localized effects of deep dissolution. Deep seated,
wedge-like dissolution, however, has progressed from north to south in the basin and salt in
the northern part of the Delaware Basin will eventually be dissolved at the lower Salado
horizons before overlying salt has been removed from the basin by processes of near-surface
dissolution (suberosion).

ANNOTATION: Anderson prepared this report for Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
specifically to summarize data and concepts about dissolution in the Delaware Basin as
background for a geological characterization report (Powers et al., 1978). During late 1976 and
1977, Anderson was asked to develop more detailed information on highly deformed evaporites
at borehole ERDA-6 and testable concepts about the overall extent and processes of salt
dissolution. This earlier work, in letter and memo form, became the basis for drilling
ERDA-10 :_everal mi south of the WlPP Site to determine if salt beds in the upper Castile
Formation would be reduced or absent because of dissolution. The ERDA-10 core indicated
that these units were absent because of depositional events during the time when the Castile
was formed.

Anderson presented a theory and laboratory model of brine density flow and invoked it as an
important part of the dissolution process. Anderson and K irkland published this separately in
Geologj, (Vol. 8, no. 2, 66-69).

Some concepts and data presented in Anderson (1978) were further tested or examined.
Individual anomalies that were considered evidence of deep-seated dissolution l_y Anderson
were drilled, and rnany surficial features were mapped in detail (e.g., Bachman, 1980, 1981;
Snyder and Gard, 1982). Wood et al. (1982) calculated the significance of the Bell Canyon
aquifers and brine density flow for removing halite. Robinson (1989) and Robinson and
Powers (1987) examined some alleged dissolution breccias in the Castile and basin margin to
margin halite deposition. Holt and Powers (1984, 1986b, 1988)reexamined concepts of Rustler
dissolution, though these are little treated in Anderson (1978). l,ambert (1983a) also
extensively critiqued the views expressed by Anderson; Anderson (1981, 1982)expanded some
of his earlier concepts.
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Subsequent studies by other workers generally review the processes or limit the apparent extent
of dissolution. The report was very useful as a broad summary of anomalies, processes, and
upper limits to the extent of dissolution. Earlier work focused more on surficial indicators of
stability for the area and indications of solution of the upper Salado, especially in the Nash
Draw area.

Anderson, R.Y. 1979a. Evaluation of Potential Environmental Hazards Related to Dissolution
Effects in the Vicinity of the WIPP Site. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Four potential geologic hazards or problems, related to salt dissolution, may
affect geologic stability of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site: rate of regional near-
surface dissolution (subrosion), rate of regional deep-seated dissolution, reef-margin structural
and dissolution features, and breccia pipes and deep-seated dissolution in the basin. For each
of these, differences in interpretation are reviewed, a possible failure mode is presented, and
current and further work are discussed.

Near-surface dissolution and erosion might discharge groundwater with radioactive material in
surface drainage after a protracted period. Cores from the salt basin and Delaware Basin could
provide a chronology of dissolution events. Deep-seated dissolution is attacking the lower
Salado within the basin The erosion-dissolution contact between the Castile and Salado
Formations is partly responsible. Brine could migrate through a dissolution zone into the
Capitan aquifer. Cores from San Simon Swale and Sink and the Salt Basin could help establish
migration rates of the dissolution wedge. Brine in Castile structures is meteoric in origin.
These structures favor flow between the reef or basin aquifers and the site. Geophysical data
and cores should be obtained to determine if a suspected "sink" 2 mi north of the WIPP Site is
in a dissolution or flowage feature. WIPP-12 should be deepened to test for brine/gas in the
anticlinal structure. Brine density flow explains the process of developing solution features in
the western part of the basin. The features are nearly randomly distributed. Some may exist
in the eastern part of the basin (e.g., Bell Lake, Slick Sink, "sink" 2 mi north of the WIPP site.
Water might rise to the surface carrying waste, but it is more likely to move down to the basin
aquifer. Several possible sinks should be drilled and cored to determine the origin of collapse
and obtain a climatic record. DWP

Anderson, R.Y. 1979b. Mechanism and Rates of Development of Regional and Localized
Dissolution Features in and Below Evaporites. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Dissolution in evaporite basins progresses through different stages. The
Delaware Basin has progressed to a mature stage with dissolution features nearly at a
maximum. These features include reef margin dissolution depressions, reef margin wedges,
basin collapse structures, and a basin dissolution wedge.

Uplift of the western basin margin began active dissolution along the reef margin about 2-3
million years ago with substantial dissolution by l million years ago. Active dissolution
reached the northeastern corner of the Delaware Basin in the past 100,000 years and is still
active. Within the basin, westernmost collapse structures are probably Pleistocene in age.
Central basin structures predate 0.5 million-year-old ca_iche. Sinks in the eastern part of the
basin probably formed in the last 60,000 years.
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Reef margin depressions and wedges can be expected to extend from the northeast to the site
area of the disposal horizon. Depressions will probably develop northeast of the site along the
reef within 100,000 years, and it is conceivable that a wedge could penetrate the site in the
same time. The deformed evaporites north and east of the site may be predisposed to
dissolution along fractures,

Basin wedge dissolution is temporarily stabilized 12-14 mi from the site because basin
geometry directed water away from the northern basin. The reef margin wedge will probably
reach the site before the basin wedge. Bell Lake Sink indicates the area is actively subject to
localized dissolution that may be obscured by shifting dune sand. Uncollapsed or partly stoped
local solution chambers could be present below the site or could develop, affecting isolation.

Geologic uncertainty is increased in the Delaware Basin because dissolution is at a mature stage
and because all dissolution features may not have been discovered or correctly interpreted.

DWP

Anderson, R.Y. 1979c. Notes on Dissolution attd Brine Chambers Related to the WIPP. Santa
Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Clear replacement halite in core from borehole WIPP-II reflects brine mobility
and replacement of laminated calcite-anhydrite of the Castile Formation in a manner similar to
core from borehole ERDA-6. WIPP-II is dry; ERDA-6 produced brine. Generalized cross-
sections show that WIPP-II has salt flow in Halite I1. WIPP 1I is located between structures at
ERDA-6 and near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site that are thought or assumed to
have Halite ! cores. A similar feature exists east of the WIPP Site in T22-23S, R33E.
Anhydrite 1I trapped pressurized brine at ERDA-6 and other locations but was not folded at
WIPP-II. Anhydrite 11 may have permitted water from the Capitan aquifer to intrude and
pass through fractures into the deformed area. Faulting and fracturing may extend to the Bell
Canyon, thereby providing sources and pathways for brine.

Water intruded continuously to form brine chambers during or after the development of
anticlinal structures. Structures are probably associated with 3- to 8-million-year-old period
of extension in the Rio Grande Rift. Brine may have been emplaced in the last few million
years and cannot be assumed to represent long-abandoned flow systems.

Young faulting near San Simon appears related to rift extension and uplift. Faults cutting
evaporites may also be Pleistocene-Wisconsin. Inferred faults at the WIPP Site anticline could
be rejuvenated and brine, if present, could move.

Breccias from anhydrite beds of the lower Salado at ERDA-10 may be caused by dissolution of
indeterminate age. These "show that there are unexplained examples and evidence of a
previous episode of dissolution at the [ERDA]-10 locality." DWP

Anderson, R.Y. 1981. "Deep-Seated Salt Dissolution in the Delaware Basin, Texas and New
Mexico," Environmental Geolog.I, and H.vdrolog.r in New Me.x'ico. Eds. S.G. Wells, W.
Lambert, and J.F. Callender. New Mexico Geological Society Special Publication No. 10.
[Roswell, NM]: New Mexico Geological Society. 133-145.

ABSTRACT: Patterns of salt dissolution in the Delaware Basin are related to the bedrock
geometry and hydrology that developed following uplift, tilting, and erosion in the late
Cenozoic; the greatest volume of salt has been removed since that time. During the Permian,
some salt was dissolved from the top of the Castile Formation before deposition of the Salado
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Formation and from the top of the Salado before deposition of the Rustler Formation. In
addition, some salt dissolution occurred after the Permian and before the Cretaceous. Post-
uplift surface dissolution has progressed across the Delaware Basin from south to north and
west to east and generally down the regional dip. Deep-seated dissolution has occurred around
the margin of the basin where the Capitan limestone aquifer is in contact with the Permian
evaporites and within the basin where selective dissolution in the lower Salado has undercut
the overlying salt beds of the middle and upper Salado. Dissolution has not advanced down
regional dip uniformly but has left out[iers of salt and has progressed selectively into
structurally predisposed areas. This selective advance has significance for the stability of the
US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site.

Anderson, R.Y. 1982. "Deformation-Dissolution Potential of Bedded Salt, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Site, Delaware Basin, New Mexico," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management V.
Proceedings of the Materials Research Society Fifth International Symposium on the
Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management. Berlin. Germany. June 7-10, 1982. Ed. W.
Lutze. New York, NY: North-Holland. Voi. II, 449-458.

ABSTRACT: The origin of deep-seated collapse and brecciation, common to bedded salt in a
number of evaporite basins, is poorly understood. Young uplift and exposure of evaporites in
the Delaware Basin and an active hydrologic system provide a unique opportunity to examine
the pathways of water movement related to collapse features and salt dissolution. Salt
deformation is also closely associated with brine reservoirs, dissolution, and collapse. This
report briefly discusses evidence for deep-seated dissolution; considers relationships between
deformation, dissolution, and brine; and examines the potential for dissolution at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) with respect to stages in the deformational-dissolution process.

Depressions around the basin margin are caused by dissolution of evaporites by the Capitan
reef aquifer. Within the basin, wedge-like fronts, depressions, and isolated lows show the
effects of dissolution. Brine density flow is an important mechanism in dissolution. Deformed
Castile around the basin edge and near the WIPP Site are also associated with pressurized brine
and gas. Continuing deformation and water recharge are necessary to account for reservoir
pressures. Salt deforms more readily in the presence of water, and the most likely source of
water is under the evaporites. Density foundering ofanhydrite further drives deformation.

It is proposed here that dissolution progresses by steps. Meteoric water recharges the basin
aquifer (Delaware Mountain Group) and may be involved in salt flowage and forming brine
reservoirs. The Salado is dissolved above Castile deformation, which causes overlying beds to
collapse and accumulate alluvial fill. Salado dissolution is incorporated into the regional
dissolution wedge and later into surface drainage.

The WIPP Site is in an area predisposed to deep-seated dissolution. Surface sinks and
depressions on marker beds in the vicinity of the site may indicate that the area is in the
second dissolution stage. DWP

Anderson, R.Y. 1983a. Evidence for Deep Di.ssolutitm in the Delaware Basin. Prepared for the
State of New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Because of contentions that data do not sapport the concept of deep dissolution,
it is necessary to present the evidence that explains, "feature by feature and step by step, the
conclusion that great quantities of salt have been selectively removed by dissolution from the
lower part of the Salado Formation." The geophysical contrasts between halite and anhydrite
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and the many boreholes present in the basin provide excellent data on the distribution of"these
rocks.

An unconformity between the Castile and Salado Formations successively truncates deeper
Castile salt beds from south to north, resulting in stacked anhydrite units. This feature is best
understood by "hanging" the geophysical logs on the basal salt in the Halite Ill member of the
Castile. Salt beds in the upper Castile can be traced with little change in thickness until they
encounter the unconformity. The basin was apparently tilted about 6 ft/mi to the south by the
end of the Castile deposition. The Castile/Salado contact can be estimated by thickness of
accumulated beds compared to areas with salt and by a natural gamma signature at that point
in most logs.

In northern Loving County, TX, geophysical logs show disrupted lower Salado units in an area
east of the Pecos River. Upper Salado marker beds are traceable into part of this area without
change in thickness, but are lowered relative to the Castile/Salado contact. The Rustler
Formation is traceable through this area without change in thickness. Salt is lost along the
edges of this area at a rate of about 200 ft/mi, about an order of magnitude greater than for
depositional facies variations. DWP

Anderson, R.Y. 1983b. Review Comments Related to Dissolution of Evaporites in the Delaware
Basin. Prepared for State of New Me.,.ico Environmemal Evaluation Group. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Three documents are reviewed that relate to dissolution of evaporites and the
integrity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Lambert's conclusions about dissolution
in the lower Salado Formation are almost completely wrong because the contact between the
Castile and Salado Formations was not correctly understood. The key to this contact is that the
Castile was exposed before the Salado was deposited. Upper salt units were dissolved across
exposed beds, stacking anhydrite beds along a modest angular unconformity, if this is not
recognized, the compensating thickness of the Salado is not recognized, and the evidence for
dissolution is lost. The most important general point is that arguments about geochemistry,
lack of a sink for brine, and strata-bound dissolution are irrelevant if no deep dissolution is
recognized by Lambert. Weart errs in concluding deep dissolution does not operate in the
Delaware Basin. The evidence for deep dissolution is strong and compelling. If the pathways
and sinks considered have been shown not to exist, it means the site cannot be considered
properly evaluated, and the future effects of dissolution cannot be predicted. The WIPP Site
cannot be said to be "qualified with respect to dissolution." in addition, Weart did not consider
the possible relationship between brine in pressurized reservoirs in Castile anhydrite and areas
of deep dissolution. Possible sources of water and solutes, such as lithium, may be alluvium in
deep depressions containing volcanic ash. The sources and pathways for the brines clearly are
not known. These uncertainties make it more important to understand the possible relationship
to deep dissolution because the implications would be highly significant for a repository.
Other documents on dissolution that appear to eliminate the Delaware Mountain Group (DMG)
as a sink for brines indicate that deep dissolution has not been taken seriously by the
Department of Energy (DOE); more serious problems exist if the DMG is not the sink for
brines. Despite evidence for deep dissolution presented more than six years ago, no research
program has been designed or implemented to explain the process, it is recommended that
evidence for deep dissolution be independently evaluated. New Mexico should withhold
consent until research demonstrates the hydrology ot" deep dissolution and validates failure
scenarios and consequence analysis. A panel of state geologists and Environmental Evaluation
Group (EEG) personnel should evaluate evidence and participate in designing a research
program.

DWP
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ANNOTATION: The papers reviewed by Anderson (Lambert, 1983a; Weart, 1983c; and Wood
et al., 1982) are included in this bibliography.

Anderson, R.Y. 1987. Report to New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) on
Evaluation of Drillhole DOE-2. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: DOE-2 was drilled to test the origin of a local depression on Salado marker beds
about 2 mi north of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. The feature was alternately
suggested to be caused by deformation or dissolution.

Original contacts of Castile halite and anhydrite units may not be present. Some deformed
anhydrite and breccia above Halite I are not an original contact. The breccia generally
resembles a dissolution residue, except fragments are not suspended in a "paste" typical of
dissolution. Pull-apart structures indicate deformation.

No definitive evidence of dissolution was found, and the Castile is similarly deformed nearby.
The simplest explanation is that halokinetic deformation, initiated at depth, has moved upward
and involved the Salado as well as the Castile Formation.

Large halite crystals and associations with H2S and hydrocarbons are similar to locations with
brine. WIPP-12 brine may have been partly derived from the area of DOE-2. Brine
chemistry establishes that the evaporites are the most likely source of brines through
deformation and recrystallization. "[T]he untested anticlinal structure beneath the site remains
a candidate for a brine reservoir."

Deformation of underlying beds may predispose higher units to dissolution. WIPP-14, east of
DOE-2, shows anomalies that may be genetically related to structures at DOE-2. Increased
fracturing of higher beds may permit water penetration and dissolution as early stages of
large-scale solution depressions. This would be similar to Poker Lake and Big Sinks. DWP

Anderson, R.Y., and D.W. Powers. 1978, "Salt Anticlines in the Castile-Salado Evaporite
Sequence, Northern Delaware Basin, New Mexico," Geology and Mineral Deposits of Ochoan
Rocks in Delaware Basin and Adjacent Areas. Carlsbad. NM. May 4. 1977. Ed. G.S. Austin.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources Circular 159. SAND77-0431C.
Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources. 79-83.

ABSTRACT: A number of structures have been encountered within the body of the Castile-
Salado evaporites that can reasonably be interpreted as salt anticlines. One such structure,
associated with brine, H2S, and dissolution effects, was found during exploratory coring for
the proposed nuclear waste disposal site near Carlsbad, NM. Correlation of stratigraphic units
in the recovered core with cores and logs from nearby boreholes shows that the middle
anhydrite unit (A-II) of the Castile Formation, which attains clips of as much as 70 °, has been
displaced vertically by as much as 950 ft (290 m). Extension fractures in the A-I! unit suggest
that it has been stretched above a pod of exceptionally thick salt of the lower halite unit (H-l)
of the Castile Formation that moved into the axis of the anticlinal structure. Exceptionally
thick and thin units of lower salt (H-l) occur in other nearby boreholes in a zone of
deformation marginal to the reef. Suspected salt anticlines also occur at scattered localities in
the northern part of the Delaware Basin. The association of extension fracturing to
microfolding in the middle anhydrite unit (A-II) suggests that salt deformation accompanied or
followed Cenozoic uplift and tilting of the basin.
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Anderson, R.Y., K.K. Kielzke, and D.J. Rhodes. 1978. "Development of Dissolution Breccias,
Northern Delaware Basin, New Mexico and Texas," Geology and Mineral Deposits of Ochoan
Rocks in Delaware Basin and Adjacent Areas, Carlshad. NM. May 4, 1977. Ed. G.S. Austin.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources Circular 159. Socarro, NM: New
Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources. 47-52.

ABSTRACT: Beds of dissolution breccia are persistent in the Castile-Salado evaporites in the
western part of the Delaware Basin. Dissolution breccia consists of subangular to somewhat
rounded and elongate fragments of individual laminae of calcite-laminated anhydrite set in an
anhydrite matrix. Collapse breccias consisting of angular fragments of laminated anhydrite
with little or no matrix often overlie dissolution breccias or may occur separately within the
anhydrite some distance above dissolution horizons, Correlation of individual calcite-laminated
anhydrite laminae associated with dissolution breccias with the same laminae associated with
halite beds shows that dissolution breccias are equivalent to halite beds. Even the thinnest
halite beds in the eastern part of the basin once extended west of their present distribution,
probably to near the western margin of the basin. The tracing of identified dissolution
horizons to large areas of deep dissolution west of existing halite beds shows that it is removal
of salt from the lower part of the Salado and upper part of the Castile Formations that has
caused collapse of the depressions.

Argiiello, J.G. 1988. IVIPP Panel Entrywa.l' Seal - Numerical Simulation of Seal Composite
Interaction for Preliminary Design Evaluation, SAND87-2804. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a series of structural analyses performed to
evaluate the structural interaction of the components of a potential two-component panel
entryway seal configuration with each other and with the rock salt formation at the repository
horizon of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). A two-dimensional axisymmetric
geomechanical model was used to numerically simulate the interaction of the components of a
30,48 m (100 ft) long seal, consisting of concrete end caps and a crushed salt core, with each
other and with the surrounding formation. Issues addressed in this report pertain to the
consolidation of the crushed salt in terms of how much of the seal core reaches effective
consolidation in the presence of the stiff concrete end caps because these could conceivably
cause bridging (retardation of closure around the core) to occur, in addition, the stress field in
the end caps is evaluated to determine if the concrete component maintains its integrity. The
stresses induced in the surrounding formation are also evaluated to determine if the presence
of the concrete component in the seal system results in a "tightening" of the formation around
the seal.

Argiiello, J.G. 1990. "Analysis of WIPP Disposal Room and Entryway Drift Intersection," Rock
Mechanics, Contributions and Challenges: Proceedings of the 31st US Symposium, Colorado
School of Mines, Golden, CO, June 18-20, 1990. Eds. W.A. itustrulid and G.A. Johnson.
Brookfield, VT: A.A. Balkema. 329-336.

ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional (3-D) finite element structural analysis of the intersection
of a typical disposal room and entryway drift at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has
been performed. This analysis reveals how complicated underground openings, truly 3-D in
nature, respond in a creeping medium, and the response may appear anomalous to those with a
"hard rock" background. Computed closures at the intersection are presented and compared to
available in situ data. A qualitative agreement between measured and computed closures is
seen.
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Argiieilo, J.G., and R. Berafin. 1987. "Numerical Simulation of Drift Response in Rock Salt
Resulting From the Emplacement of RH-TRU Waste in an Array of Horizontal Long
Boreholes in a Separate Panel at the WIPP," Rock Mechanics.' Proceedings of the 28th US
Symposium, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. June 29-July !. 1987. Eds. I.W. Farmer,
J.J.K. Daemen, C.S. Desai, C.E. Glass, and S.P. Neuman. SAND86-2224C. Boston, MA:
A.A. Balkema. 643-652.

ABSTRACT: A series of thermal/structural analyses was performed to assess the feasibility of
the Horizontal Long Borehole Concept for the emplacement of remotely handled transuranic
(RH TRU) waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Results from the study indicate a
strong sensitivity to power output per canister and to borehole spacing. This suggests that the
feasibility of implementing the concept at the site will be highly dependent on the maximum
power output per canister and on the spacing at which the boreholes containing these canisters
might be placed.

Argiiello, J.G., ard H.S. Morgan. 1986. Numerical Simulation of the Creep Response of Model
Salt Pillars. ':,AND85-2429. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A series of model pillar creep response calculations has been performed using a
cylindrical model pillar configuration with the reference creep law and material properties for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Pillar shortenings obtained from these calculations
using the finite-element code SANCHO are presented and compared to measurements obtained
from laboratory model pillar experiments performed by Lomenick in the 1960s. The
calculations generally underpredict the measured responses for early parts of the tests. For
many tests, the computed responses are greater than the measurements near the end of the test
durations. The underpredictions at early times are similar to the underpredictions obtained
when data and calculations for the South Drift portion of the WIPP are compared.

Argiiello, J.G., and T.M. Torres. 1987. IVIPP Panel Entryway Seal - Numerical Simulation of
Seal Component/Formation Interaction for Preliminar.l' Design Evaluation. SAND87-2591.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a series of structural analyses performed to
evaluate the interaction of a potential two-component panel entryway seal configuration with
the rock salt formation at the repository horizon of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). A
two-dimensional plane strain geomechanical model of the configuration is used to numerically
simulate and compute the interaction of each component with the formation. The structural
response of the component itself and that of the formation, resulting from this interaction, is
then evaluated. Issues addressed in this report pertain to the consolidation of the crushed salt
component in terms of when effective consolidation is reached and to the stresses induced by
the concrete component in terms of whether its presence in the seal system results in a
"tightening" of the formation around the seal.

Argiiello, J.G., and T.M. Torres. 1988. Thermal Effects of RH-TRU Waste Emplacement on
WIPP Storage Room ThermalStructural Response. SAND88-2217. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a series of two-dimensional (2-D)
thermostructural analyses performed to evaluate the effects of emplacing remotely handled
transuranic (RH TRU) waste in the ribs of a typical waste storage room at the Waste Isolation
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Pilot Plant (WIPP). A "reference" or baseline case, in which 60 watt (W) canisters of RH TRU
waste are emplaced at 2.44 m (8 ft) centers, is first investigated. Variations to the power
output per canister and to the spacing of the canisters are then evaluated to determine their
effects on room response. An overall 2-D geomechanicai model, consisting of two separate
2-D idealizations of the configuration, one thermal and one structural, is used to numerically
simulate the response of a typical waste storage room at the repository horizon. Results show
that for the "reference" condition, the added thermal load has no significant effect on room
response and is comparable to the room response for the isothermal case. Furthermore, in
varying the power output per canister, a moderate increase in power output, to 100 W per
canister, resulted in a small increase in room closure, when compared to the baseline response,
while a large increase in power output, to 300 W per canister, resulted in a very large increase
in room closure. A small increase in canister spacing, from the baseline value, to 3.66 m
resulted in a large decrease in room closure, whereas a larger inc.,'ease in spacing to 6.10 m
resulted in only a moderate additional decrease in room closure.

Argiiello, J.G., M.A. Molccke, and R. Bcratin. 1989. "3D Thermal Stress Analysis of WIPP
Room T RH TRU Experiments," Rock Mechanic, as a Guide for Efficient Utilization of
Natural Resources: Proceedings of tlre 30th US Symposium. IVest Virginia University.
Morgantown. 1t/I", Jtote 19-22. 1989. Ed. A.W. Khair. SAND88-2734C. Brookfield, VT:
A.A, Baikema. 681 -688.

ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional finite-element thermal stress analysis of the rernotely
handled transuranic (Rlt TRU) waste experiments in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Room T has been performed. This analysis aids in the interpretation of the bore-hole closure
results being obtained from the Room T experiments and helps in assessing potential
performance impacts in a typical storage room during the waste retrieval period, Computed
results are presented and compared to available in situ data, and a qualitative agreement
between measured and computed closures is seen.

Argiiello, J.G., D.E. Munson, and D.S. Preece. 1987. "Preliminary Results of the Three-
Dimensional Modeling.of the WIPP Room D Excavation Sequence," Rock Mechanics.'
Proceedings of the 28ttr US S.l'mposittm. Tucson. AZ. June 29-Jul.|' 1, 1987. Eds. I.W.
Farmer, J.J.K. Daemen, C.S. Desai, C.E. Glass, and S.P. Neuman. SAND86-2380C. Boston,
MA: A.A. Ba]kema. 863-872.

ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional finite-element analysis of the creep deformations occurring
during excavation of a room in salt is presented. Comparisons with in situ data show that the
equivalent response of the excavation process can be captured with current computational tools.
Results of the analysis further suggest that because of the very sn:all influence introduced by
the mining process, the current practice of modeling drift response with two-dimensional
models, assuming instantaneous excavation, is appropriate.

Avis, J.D., and G.J. Saulnier, Jr. 1990. Anal.l,sis of the FItdd-Pre.ssure Responses of the
Rustler Formation at 11-16 to the Co/rstructirm o]" the Air-Intake Shaft al ttte It,'aste Isolation
Pilot Plant (I_'IPP) Site. SAND89-7067. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The construction of the Air-Intake Shaft (AIS) at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site in 1987 and 1988 initiated fluid-pressure responses, which were used to estimate
the hydrologic properties of the Culebra Dolomite, Magenta Dolomite, and Forty-niner
Members of the Rustler Formation. Fluid-pressure responses were monitored with downhole
transducers at observation well !t-16, about 17 m northwest of the AIS, and water-level
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responses were observed and measured in observation wells 1-1-1,ERDA-9, and WIPP-21, the
closest observation wells to the A IS.

The AIS pilot hole, with a 0.25-m diameter, was drilled to a depth of 650 m and reamed to a
diameter of 0.37 m. The pilot hole remained open and draining to the underground facility
for about three months. The pilot hole was then upreamed (raise bored) to a 6.17-m diameter
shaft from the underground facility to land surface. The pilot hole was drilled and reamed
using a bentonite-mud-based brine as a drilling fluid. During the construction period, the
fluid-pressure responses of the Culebra Dolomite were also affected by grouting and sealing of
the Rustler Formation in the waste-handling shaft (WHS), by a multipad/tracer test at the H-
II hydropad in the southern WIPP Site, and by water quality sampling at WIPP-19 and H-15.

The well-test sirnulator GTFM [graph-theoretic-field model] was used to analyze the fluid-
pressure responses of the Culebra and Magenta Dolomites and the Forty-niner claystone. The
AIS was modeled as a test well with a zero-wellbore-pressure boundary condition. !-1-16 was
modeled as an observation well. The pilot-hole drilling/reaming period was modeled as a
well-bore history period and was simulated separately for each unit whose fluid-pressure
responses were analyzed. A cement-invasion skin was used in simulating the Culebra
dolomite's drilling/reaming period. A mud-filter-cake skin was used to create reduced
wellbore pressures in simulating the pilot-hole drilling/reaming periods of the Magenta
dolomite and Forty-niner claystone.

The estimated Culebra transmissivity ranged from 1.3 x 10.7 to 6.6 x 10-7 rn2/sec. The most
representative transmissivity of the Culebra between tt-16 and the AIS was estimated to be 6.6
x 10-7 m2/sec. This estimate was obtained by calibrating the simulation of the Culebra's !-1-16
fluid-pressure response to a measurement of the flow rate from the Culebra to the AIS made
133 days after the upreaming of the Culebra. The transmissivity of the Culebra between the
AIS and observation-wells H-I, ERDA-9, and WIPP-21 was estimated to range frorn I x 10-6
m2/sec to I x 10-7 m2/sec.

Radial formation-heterogeneity boundaries were employed to simulate the H-16 fluid-pressure
responses in the Magenta Dolomite and the Forty-niner claystone. The formation-
heterogeneity boundary for the Magenta I)olomite was estimated to be 40 m from the AIS with
a near-field transmissivity of 8.0 x 10-s m2/sec and a far-field transmissivity of 3.5 x 10-_
m2/sec. The formation-heterogeneity boundary for the Vorty-niner claystone was also
estimated to be 40 m from the AIS with a near-field transmissivity of 9.0 x 10-9 m_/sec and a
far-.field transmissivity of 1.3 x 10-g m2/sec.

GTFM was used to simulate the flow rates of ground water draining from the Culebra
Dolomite, the Magenta Dolomite, and the Forty-niner claystone to the open AIS. The
simulated Culebra flow rate on the dab' of the water-ring measurement in the AIS was 0.058
L/sec and is in excellent agreement with the measured rate of 0.056 L/sec indicating an
acceptable model calibration. One hundred days after upreaming, the simulated Culebra flow
rate was 0.06 L/sec, the simulated Magenta flow rate was 0,007 L/sec, and the simulated
Forty-niner flow rate was 0.0004 k/sec. The simulated Forty-niner flow-rate curve indicated
a transition to the less-permeable, far-field system after 15 days.
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Baca, T.E, 1983. An Evalualic)n of the Non-Radiological Environmental Problems Relating to
the WIPP. EEG-20. [Sante Fe, NM:] Environmental Evaluation Group. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM),

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) project is designed to receive, inspect,
emplace, and store defense-generated transuranic wastes in a retrievable fashion in an
underground salt medium and to conduct studies and perform experiments in salt with high-
level wastes. While not unique in its individual components, the entire operation presents some
inherent environmental problems. Six major nonradiological environmental problems for the
WIPP have been identified: air pollution, water pollution and sanitary waste, solid waste,
domestic drinking water, occupational health and safety, and toxic chemicals.

These non-radiologicai concerns were evaluated by identifying the apparent specific
environmental concerns, evaluating the control strategies for ameliorating these concerns, and
identifying the Federal or State regulatory mechanism for ensuring that proposed control
strategies are complied with during the construction and operation of the WIPP Facility.

These non-radiological concerns are adequately addressed by WIPP plans. State monitoring
will ensure air quality conditions for permits to be maintained. A permit will be required for
a sewage lagoon system. Federal agencies will monitor occupational health and safety. Toxic
chemicals used in the Health Physics Laboratory need to be identified and quantified.

The WIPP Site is located in an ar._a of low population density. A low onsite employment
population is expected during construction and operation. These factors allow for a low
population/problem exposure rate. DWP

Bachman, G,O, 1973. Surficial Featltre.s and Late Cenozoic Histor)' in Southeastern New
Mexico. LJSGS-4339-8. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Since deposition of the Ogallala Formation during Pliocene time, southeastern
New Mexico has been subjected to erosion, solution, subsidence, and widespread eta!Jan
activity, These processes have combined to influence the formation and morphology of major
drainage systems. Aligned drainage patterns resulted from solution of caliche localized tgy
longitudinal sand dunes. San Simon Swale appears to have formed by processes of erosion and
solution subsidence of Permian evaporites and was formerly an important tributary to the
Pecos River. The combination of processes that formed San Simon Swale was similar to the
combination of erosion and coalescing sinks that formed the lower Pecos Valley in southern
New Mexico.

ANNOTATION: Bachman (1973) examined surficial features of a large area in southeastern
New Mexico, continuing the discussion of stability of evaporites begun in Bachman and
Johnson (1973). Bachman says relatively little about rocks older than the Ogallala Formation
(Pliocene) compared to his later reports. He interpreted linear, oriented depressions on the
Querecho Plains as troughs etched in caliche by rainwater that collected between long linear
dunes that have since disappeared.

Bachman (1973) interpreted the Gatufia Formation as post-Ogallala because it contains Ogallala
clasts. This contrasted with some interpretations of the deposition of the Gatufia Formation as
being earlier than the time of the Ogallala deposition. Bachman also clearly separated the unit
informally called the Mescalero caliche from the Ogallala. The Mescalero caliche has since
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been determined to be less than 0.5 million years old, and it has been used extensively by
Bachman to develop a more precise chronology of dissolution events in southeastern New
Mexico,

Bachman also proposed that San Simon Swale formed by subsidence and erosion following salt
solution (interpreted by C.L. Jones) in the San Simon Sink area. This preceded the summary
by Anderson (1978),

Bachman, G.O. 1974. Geologic Processes and Cenozoic Histor), Related to Salt Dissoluthm in
Southeastern New Mexico, Open-File Report 74-194. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey,

ABSTRACT: Salt of Permian age in the subsurface o1" an area near The Divide, east of
Carlsbad, NM, is being considered for a nuclear waste repository. The geologic history of the
region indicates that dissolution of salt has occurred in the past during at least three distinct
epochs: after Triassic but before middle Pleistocene time; during middle Pleistocene time; and
during late Pleistocene time. Thus, destructive geologic processes have been intermittent
through more than 100 million years.

Nash Draw, near The Divide, formed during late Pleistocene time by the coalescing of collapse
sinks. The rate of its subsidence is estimated to have been about 10 cm (0.33 ft) per thousand
years. The immediate area of The Divide adjacent to Nash Draw has not undergone stress by
geologic processes during Pleistocene time and there are no present indications that this
geologic environment will change drastically within the period of concern for the repository.

ANNOTATION: In this report, Bachman specifically considers the geological stability of the
area including the present site of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The report is
significant as the first relatively complete treatment of the geology and relationships of
Pleistocene age deposits, especially the Gatufia Formation and Mescalero caliche. Other later
reports develop different aspects of the latest geological history of southeastern New Mexico,
but this report is an irnportant begint_ing.

Bachman (1974) considers that salt was dissolved from the western Delaware Basin as early as
Triassic. The long interval, mainly of exposure, t'rom Triassic to the late Tertiary also should
have been a time of salt dissolution. Bachman associates the Gatufia Formation with the most
humid Pleistocene interval more than 600,000 years ago, a time when major dissolution in the
Delaware Basin is thought to have occurred. This observation and correlation for the
uppermost Gatufia is consistent with radiometric based ages available later (Bachman, 1980),
though data now available de,nor, si_ate some rocks assigned to the Gatufia in southeastern New
Mexico and west Texas are Miocene in age. Bachman also examined the Mescalero caliche in
detail as evidence of arid climate conditions and recognized that the unit develops on stable
surfaces. More recent dissolution has disturbed the Mescalero, identifying areas of dissolution
and providing a maximum age. Bachman shows evidence of modern collapse and concludes
that dissolution and erosion continue. Bachman (1974) estimated that dissolution had lowered
the surface within Nash Draw about 180 ft since the end of Gatufia deposition (about 600,000
years ago), though he has since reconsidered that estimate and believes it is too high.

Though some interpretations (age of uppermost Gatuna) were subsequently borne out and
others (dissolution in Nash Draw) seem high, this report served as a clear initial statement of
the stability of the Los Medafios area with respect to dissolution. On the basis of the US
Geological Survey (USGS) studies, an initial site was chosen and investigated by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) in 1974. In 1976, when the current WIPP Site was chosen to
replace the original site, it fell within the same area recommended by these studies.
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Bachman, G.O. 1976. "Cenozoic Deposits of Southeaste,'n New Mexico and an Outline of the
History of Evaporite Dissolution," Jmcrnal o/ Re_earch. US Ge_dl_gical Survey. Vol. 4, no.

135-149.

ABSTRACT: Sedimentary records of Cenozoic history in southeastern New Mexico begin with
the Ogallala Formation ot" Miocene and Pliocene age. l,ater records include the Gatufia
Formation of early or middle Pleistocene age, Mescalero caliche (an int'ormal term) of middle
Pleistocene age, and fluvial deposits ot' late Pleistocene age, but there are many gaps in the
record. The modern landscape is the result of erosion and deposition in climates that have
ranged from semihumid to semiarid as well as dissolution ot" soluble rocks in Permian
formations in the subsurface. This dissolution may have begun as early as .:urassic time and
has continued intermittently to the present.

Bachman, G.O, 1980, Regional Ge.logl' and Cenozoic lti,st¢Jr.v of Pecos Region, Souttwastern
New Mexico. Open-File Report 80-1099. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey,

ABSTRACT: This report summarizes the Cenozoic history of the Pecos drainage in the
Delaware Basin, southeastern New Mexico, and incorporates an outline of the dissolution and
karst development in Permian evaporites in the region.

Evaporites include anhydrite, gyl_surn, halite, and related minerals. They are included in the
Castile, Salado, and Rustler Formations of l_ate Permian age, the time of the Ochoan
deposition. These formations have been transgressed by strata of the Dockum Group of Irate
Triassic age and unnamed t'orrnatior_s of Early Cretaceous age.

Complex karst I'eatures include collal:,se sinks, karst mounds (new term), karst domes (new
term), and caves. Karst mounds are erosional remnants _t" regional breccia. Karst domes are
structural features lhat have t'ormed on a very irregular dissolution surface. They are
analogous to towers, kegelkarst, or mogotes in tropical regions, except that karst domes are
almost buried by their own dissolution residue.

Breccia chimneys are collapse sinks that have formed over the Capitan aquifer system. They
appear to be the result ot" unsaturated water rising under a strong hydraulic head through
fractures and dissolving upward into the evaporite sequence.

Breccia chimneys, karst mounds, and karst domes studied during this work were I'ormed
during middle Pleistocene time.

Dissolution has been an active process in the Delaware I]asin at least since Triassic time and it
is impractical to :lttenlpl Io calculate a rate of dissolution for the basin, l-arlier estimates of
the rate ot" dissolution are considered to be conservative. Subsurt'ace evidence does not suggest
that deep dissolution is presently an aclive process in the Castile Formation beneath the thick
beds of Salado salt.

Pleistocene glaciation in the n¢)rthern and central United States was probably accompanied by
"pluvial" periods in southeastern New Mexico. Pluvials are characterized by less extreme
temperatures, less evaporation, and more effective moislure than at present.

ANNOTATION: l]achman (1980) adds considerable information about surficial features in
southeastern New Mexico to the framework ol" Quaternary history he previously presented
(Bachman and Johnson, 19'73; Bachman, 1974). The report is significant as a rational, field-
based examination and explanation ot" surt'icial dome and collapse I'eatures in the Delaware
Basin postulated (Anderson, 1978) to have formed by dissolution o1"Castile f:ormation halite.
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Anderson proposed that water rises through fractures fiom the underlying Delaware Mountain
Group because of higher pressures, dissolves halite in the Castile, and then sinks because of
increased density (brine density flow). This specit'ic process is not a significant cause of
Castile dissolution (see annotation regarding Wood et al., 1982).

Bachman (1980) interpreted two important sets ot" dissolution features: the "breccia pipes" (Hills
A-D) and karst dome/mound features, lte hypothesizes that breccia pipes formed as fluid
pressures decreased in the underlying Capitan Reel'. Collapse in the Capitan propagated
upward, forming a columnar feature with a sink at the surface. After the Mescalero caliche
formed, salt was dissolved regionally from the Rustler and/or Salado, and the surface rocks
around the breccia pipe core subsided to t'orm pseudodomal structures. Snyder and Gard
(1982) agreed with this interpretation (see annotation).

Bachman also defined two new features, karst domes and karst mounds, based on his study in
the Queen Lake-Malaga Bend area south of Malaga, NM. Bachman interpreted these as near-
surface features; Anderson (1978) suggested that they were seated in the Castile. WIPP-32 was
drilled in Nash Draw, as a test of this interpretation, in the karst mound or dome closest to the
site. Solution and collapse were restricted to the upper Salado and Rustler, demonstrating the
Castile was not involved.

A test hole in the Malaga Bend-Queen Lake area near Malaga, NM, was discussed, but it was
never drilled. No feature could be agreed upon as a satisfactory test of the hypothesis that the
feature was caused by dissolution driven by the hydrology of the Delaware Mountain Group as
opposed to near-surface hydrology.

This report was an important milestone in understanding regional etTeets ot" dissolution, though
several other important reports followed that still addressed dissolution as a regional (e.g.,
Lambert, 1983a; Robinson and Powers, 1987) or WIPP Site process (ltolt and Powers, 1984,
1986b).

Bachv_aan, G.O. 1981. Geology of ,Vash Draw. Eddy Cmmtl'. New ,_lexico. Open-File Report
81-31. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Nash Draw is a partially closed depression about 29 km (17 mi) east of Carlsbad,
Eddy County, NM. it has been mapped geologically in conjunction with detailed studies to
evaluate the proposed nuclear Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Maps at scales of 1:24,000
accompany this report,

The stratigraphic section exposed in Nash Draw includes the Rustler i=ormation and Dewey
Lake Red Beds of l.ate Permian (Ochoan) age, the Dockum Group of Late Triassic age, and
the Pleistocene Gatufia Formation. Other deposits ot" middle to late Quaternary age include the
Mescalero caliche, spring deposits, and windblown sand.

Dissolution of evaporites has been a major process in the formation of Nash Draw. Nash
Draw formed before, and during, Gatufia time about 600,000 years ago. Near-surface
dissolution of gypsum in the Rustler Formation is pr,_sently active and is responsible for
numerous collapse sinks and related karst features.

Bachman, G.O. 1983. Regional Geolog.l' of Ochoan l','vapm'kle,s. Northern Part of Delaware
Balm. New Mexi_-o Bureau ol" Mines and Mineral Resources Open File 184. [Socorro, NM:
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources]. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l, ibrars, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM),
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ABSTRACT: The Ochoan Series (Permian) in the northern part of the Delaware Basin,
southeastern New Mexico, includes in ascending order the Castile, _,alado, and Rustler
Formations, and the Dewey Lake Red Beds. The Castile and Salado Formations comprise a
sequence of evaporites that include anhydrite, gypsum, halite, and associated potash salts. The
Rustler Formation contains some halite and minor amounts of potash minerals. These
evaporites were deposited within the basin formed by the Capitan barrier reef, as well as
across the reef. The evaporites, as well as the Capitan reef, are all subject to dissolution with
resulting karst features analogous to those formed in limestone regions.

An ancestral Pecos River was the major drainage system in the western part of the Delaware
Basin, New Mexico, during late Cenozoic time. That ancient river system was responsible for
the formation of an extensive karst terrain along the east side of the present Pecos River in
New Mexico and southward into Texas. During late Cenozoic time extensive dissolution
occurred in the Salado Formation within the karst area as a result of the groundwater regime,
The dissolution front was perched on the upper anhydrite member of the Castile Formation.

On the eastern side of the Delaware Basin in New Mexico, a large collapse sink--SanSimon
sink----overlies the Capitan reef, which is a prominent aquifer system in that area. So-called
"breccia pipes" are ancient sinks that collapsed into the caverns in the reel" on the northern
margin of the basin. These have since been partially exhumed. The San Simon sink is
presumed to be a modern analog of these breccia pipes.

Bachman, G.O. 1985. As,w.s.smeltt of Near-Sur.laee Dis.solutiopt At altd Near the IFaste lsolatiotz
Pilot PlaJtt (IFIPP), Southea.st_'rlt New Mexico. SAND84-7178. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The area at and near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site was examined
for evidesJce of karst development on the geomorphic surface encompassing the site. Certain
surficial depressions of initial concern were identified as blowouts in sand dune fields (shallow
features unrelated to karstification). An ancient stream system active mote than 500,000 years
ago contained more water than any system since. During that time (Gatufia, middle
Pleistocene), many karst features such as Clayton Basin and Nash Draw began to form in the
region. Halite was probably dissolved from parts of the Rustler Formation at that time.
Dissolution of halite and gypsum from intervals encountered in borehole WIPP-33 west of the
WIPP Site occurred during later Pleistocene time (i.e., <450,000 years ago), ttowever, there is
no evidence of active near-surface dissolution within a belt to the east of WIPP-33 in the
vicinity of the WIPP shaft.

Bachman, G,O. 1987a. "Stratigraphy and Dissolution of the Rustler lq)rmation," 7"tle Rustler

Formatiott at tttt, II'IPP Site, Reporl of a ll'ork._hop on the Gt,olog._' am/ HydrtJlog.l' of ttw
Ru._lh'r Formaliopt As II Relates IO the IFIPP Project. Carl._had. N51, _larch 1985. Ed. L.
Chaturvedi, SAND86-7077C; EEG-34. Santa Fe, NM: Enx,ironmental Evaluation Group.
16-25.

ABSTRACT: The Rustler Formation consists of five members that are regionally persistent.
The Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members maintain their characteristics and thickness,
while the evaporite and clastic members vary in facies and thickness. Clastic sediments
increase southwest from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site.

The Rustler has been modified by dissolution, forming karst features on a variety of scales and
characterized by disorderly drainage. Nash Draw, Remuda Basin, and Burton Flat are major
karst features developed in response to dissolution within the Rustler. Nash Draw began to
form as a Pleistocene drainage system. Collapse sinks developed along the strike of the Rustler
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as it was exposed. The sinks coalesced and Nash Draw subsided, disrupting drainage. The
Mescalero caliche then formed on the surface east of Nash Draw. Nash Draw still expands
slowly as a karst valley. Remuda Basin is a blind valley that drains into an open cave system
in the Rustler. Burton Flat is a karst plain with many closed depressions, collapse sinks, and
caves. The Mescalero caliche is not observed here because the surface is not stable enough for
such a soil to develop or be preserved.

Karst features develop in an orderly manner. Paleokarst features are preserved in Pierce
Canyon and southern Nash Draw, The Pleistocene Gatufia Formation shows collapse. Collapse
sinks and caves in other areas show continuing karst processes. Evidence of perennial lakes
indicates significant climatic variation during the Pleistocene. Rates of dissolution calculated
assuming constant dissolution and subsidence arc invalid. Many karst features apparently
formed during times of greater rainfall. DWP

Bachman, G,O. 1987b. "Evaporite Karst in the Pecos Drainage, Southeastern New Mexico,"
Geology of the II,'ester_t Delaware Ba._itl. ll"est Te._'czs am/ SoutheasterJl New Me._'i_'o. Eds,
D.W. Powers and W.C. ,lames. El Paso Geological Society Guidebook 18. El Paso, TX: El
Paso Geological Society. 118-123,

ABSTRACT: Hundreds of karst features are present in evaporites in southeastern New
Mexico. Most of these features arc collapse sinks or elaborate drainage systems associated with
collapse sinks. Many of these features formed during the middle to late Pleistocene, Breccia
pipes are present along the northern part of the Delaware Basin. These are unique, deep-
seated collapse sinks that formed during the middle Pleistocene.

Bachman, C.O. 1987c. K,tr,st tit Evaporites itt Soutltea.stertt New ,._l_'.xico. SAND86-7078.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia Natiol_al Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Permian evaporites in southeastern New Mexico include gypsum, anhydrite, and
salt, which are subject to both blanket and local, selective dissolution. Dissolution has
produced many hundreds of individual karst features including collapse sinks, karst valleys,
blind valleys, karst plains, caves, and breccia pipes. Dissolution began within some t'ormations
during Permian time and has been intermittent but continual ever since. Karst features other
than blanket deposits of breccia are not preserved from the early episodes of dissolution, but
some karst features preserved today (such as breccia pipes) are remnants of karst activity that
was active at least as early as mid-Pleistocene time. Rainfall was much more abundant during
late Pleistocene time, and many features visible today may have been formed then. The
drainage history of the Pecos River is related to extensive karstification of the Pecos Valley
during mid-Pleistocene time. Large-scale stream piracy and dissolution of salt in the
subsurface resulted in major shifts and excavations in the channel. In spite of intensive
groundwater studies that have been carried out in the region, major problems in groundwater
in near-surface evaporite karst remain to be solved, Among these are determination of
recharge areas and time of recharge.

Bachman, G.O. 1989. ,4mtOl(lled Bihliograph.l' of Palc,oclimale Slttdic'.', Relevaltl to the' It'aste
lwlation Pilol PlaJtl. So_alwa.sl_'rJl New ,Ih'.\ic'o. SAND89-7087. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: A selective, partially annotated bibliography on paleoclimate literature (through
1984) presents the various interpretations of the nature of past climate in New Mexico and
adjacent areas in the Southwest. Groundwater flow and concomitant dissolution of evaporites
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in the Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico, the geologic setting of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, has occurred since Permian deposition and may be contintling at some
places in the basin. An understanding of patterns of past rainfall may contribute to an
understanding of the history of groundwater flow and evaporite dissolution at and near the
WIPP Site and may help to predict the relative magnitudes of groundwater flow and evaporite
dissolution to be expected during the required period of repository performance. Although
most references in this list are annotated and pertain to paleoclimate in the vicinity of New
Mexico, other references have been included that place the Southwest in the context of world
climatic change, pertain to principles and methods of collecting climatic data for past geologic
time, and complement such a collection of references because of their historic interest.

Bachman, G.O., and R.B. Johnson. 1973. Stabilit)' of Salt in the Permiatt Salt Basin of
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Ne,v Mexico, With a Section on Dissoll,ed Salts in Surface
Water. h.I, F.A. Swenson. USGS-4339-4. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The Permian salt basin in the western interior of the United States is defined as
that region comprising a series of sedimentary basins in which halite and associated salts
accumulated during Permian time. The region includes the western parts of Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas, and eastern parts of Colorado and New Mexico.

Following a long period of general tectonic stability throughout the region during most of early
Paleozoic time, there was much tectonic activity in the area of the Permian salt basin during
Late Pennsylvanian and Early Permian time just before bedded salt was deposited. The Early
Permian tectonism was followed by stabilization of the basins in which the salt was deposited.
These salt basins were neither contemporaneous nor continuous throughout the region so that
many salt beds are also discontinuous. In general, beds in the northern part of the basin
(Kansas and northern Oklahoma) are older, and the salt is progressively younger towards the
south.

Since Permian time, _he Permian salt basin has been relatively stable tectonically. Regionally,
the area of the salt basin has been tilted and warped, has undergone periods of erosion, and
has been subject to a major incursion of the sea; but deep-seated faults or igneous intrusions
that postdate Permian salt are rare. in areas of the salt basin where salt is near the surface,
such as southeastern New Mexico and central Kansas, there are no indications of younger
deep-seated faulting and only a few isolated igneous intrusives of post-Permian age.

On the other hand, subsidence or collapse of the land surface resulting from dissolution has
been commonplace in the Permian salt basin. Some dissolution of salt deposits has probably
been taking place ever since deposition of the salt more than 230 million years ago,
Nevertheless, the subsurface dissolution fronts of the thick bedded-salt deposits of the Permian
basin have retreated at a very slow average rate during that 230 million years.

The preservation of bedded salt from subsurface dissolution depends chiefly on the isolation of
the salt from moving groundwater that is not completely saturated with salt. Karst topography
is a major criterion for recognizing areas where subsurface dissolution has been active in the
past; therefore, the age of the karst development is needed to provide the most accurate
estimate of the dissolution rate. The Ogallala Formation of Pliocene age is probably the most
widespread deposit in the Permian salt basin that can be used as a point of reference for
dating the development of recent topography. It is estimated that salt has been dissolved
laterally in the vicinity of Carlsbad, NM, at an average rate of about 6-8 mi per million years.

Estimates of future rates of salt dissolution and the resulting lateral retreat of the underground
dissolution front can be projected with reasonable confidence for southeastern New Mexico on
the assumption that the climatic changes there in the past 4 million years are representative of
clin,atic changes that may be expected in the near future of geologic time.
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Large amounts of salt are carried by present-day rivers in the Permian salt basin; some of the
salt is derived from subsurface salt beds, but dissolution is relatively slow. Groundwater
movement through the Permian salt basin is also relatively slow.

ANNOTATION: The studies by the US Geological Survey (USGS) reported by Bachman and
coworkers were fundamental for selecting the present Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site
and as a beginning assessment of the issue of halite dissolution.

The USGS cooperated with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to find an alternate site
for radioactive waste disposal in salt beds after the Lyons, KS, site was abandoned in 1972.
Bachman and Johnson (1973) examined the larger Permian Basin for geological stability as a
criterion for site selection. They found that the area is generally tectonically stabJe, but they
also recognized that salt has been dissolved in the basin since salt was deposited during the
Permian.

Bachman and Johnson (1973) estimated for the first time that salt in the basin near Carlsbad,
NM, was dissolved with an average lateral rate of about 6 to 8 mi/million years. To estimate
this rate, Bachman and coworkers extrapolated or projected the position of the Ogallala
Formation and underlying older rocks into areas affected by dissolution and assumed that salt
extended to the western margin of the basin. Swenson examined dissolved salt load within
several subbasins in the Permian Basin.

Bachman and Johnson (1973) briefly examined paleoclimate information, and concluded that
the climatic range for the last 4 million years represents the probable extremes for the
foreseeable future. Salt is being dissolved slowly, and the rate is not likely to change greatly
in the near future because of climatic changes.

Bachman and Johnson (1973) recommended two areas for consideration as possible sites, in
central Kansas, one area was recommended west of the solution front, in southeastern New
Mexico, they recommended an area between Nash Draw and San Simon Sink. This area was
later intensively examined, and both the first site of investigation and the current WIPP Site
are within the recommended area.

Balazs, E.I. [Undated]. Report on First-Order Leveling Surve.l' fop" Sandia Laboratories Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Project. [Rockville, MD: National Geodetic Survey]. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: "The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) of the National Ocean Survey (NOS)
completed 516 km of first-order, class 1 leveling in New Mexico and Texas in the fall of
1977." A segment 202 km long was releveled from Carlsbad toward El Paso, showing about 10
cm of upward movement at the west end relative to Carlsbad and relative local subsidence over
the Salt Basin. New lines (314 kin) were established from Carlsbad across the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, Nash Draw, San Simon Sink, and potash mine areas to second-order
lines near Eunice and Hobbs, NM. Releveling will provide information about vertical
movement. DWP

Balazs, E.I. 1982. I'ertical Movement in the Los Medaflos and Nash Draw Areas. New Mexico.
A.s Indicated hy 1977 and 1981 Leveling Surveys. NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS
37. Rockviile, MD: National Geodetic Survey. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: Free-adjusted heights of two survey epochs were compared for the Los Medafios
and Nash Draw areas. The changes in heights of common bench marks were tabulated and
plotted. The apparent movement for the area documented in this report is relative to bench
mark ! BOR, set in a bridge in Carlsbad, NM. A total of 122 of the 147 common bench
marks indicates consistent subsidence averaging approximately 18 mm between 1977 and 1981
(4.6 ram/year). At two bench marks, located over potash mines in the area, the subsidence is
much larger.

Balestri, R.J., B.W. Torres, S.B. Pahwa, and J.P. Brannen. 1979. "Preliminary Safety
Assessment of the WIPP Facility," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management.
Proceedings of the Symposium on Science Underlying Radioactive Waste Management,
Materials Research Society Annual Meeting, Boston, MA, November 28-December 1, 1978.
Ed. G.J. McCarthy. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 1, 513-520.

ABSTRACT: A limited safety assessment for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has been
based on the consequences to an individual maximally exposed "as a result of introducing the
radionuclides into the biosphere." The consequences have not been extended for population or
weighted by probability of release events. Ecological, hydrological, and geological parameters
were assumed to be static, and the transfer coefficients for the pathway was assumed to be
independent of soil and chemistry. Wastes were not assumed safe at any time, and the
consequences were modeled as a function of time until a maximum was reached after the
release event. "The consequence parameter is the 50-year dose commitment from one year of
exposure." Five breaching scenarios were selected as representations of worst case events
assumed to occur 1000 years after decommissioning. Four events transfer waste through liquid
up to and through the overlying Rustler Formation aquifers; a fifth event represents drilling
that brings waste directly to the surface. Contact handled transuranic (CH TRU) waste, based
on assay data from Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), was assumed present.
Various computer codes from INTERA Technologies, governmental agencies, and laboratories
were used to model the transport functions through a computer code (CAPER: Consequence
Assessment Program for Exposure to Radioaction) developed to control the data, output, and
interactions of the codes.

For the four 'natural' breaching events, "... if a breach of WIPP does occur for which the
modeling assumptions remain valid, the consequences are several orders of magnitude less than
those associated with [the] current environment." The drilling scenario has substantially higher
doses to drilling crew because the time delay introduced by geologic storage does not occur.
Inhalation is the primary exposure mode. No conclusions are made about the safety of the
WIPP based on these analyses.

While mathematical models have been constructed and used to represent elements of the
repository, geological system, and biosphere, there is no established method to identify the
appropriateness of models and response ot" the entire system. Such a method must be
established before models and results can be used in making decisions. DWP

Bard, S.T. 1982. Estimated Radiation Doses Resulting if an Exploratory Borehole Penetrates a
Pressurized Brine Reservoir Assumed to Exist Below the WIPP Repositor.I, Horizon - A Single
Hole Scenario. EEG-15. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The consequences of a radiation dose have been analyzed for a scenario in which
an exploratory gas or oil well is postulated to penetrate the repository and intercept a brine
reservoir in the Castile Formation. Brine, corings, and drilling mud are contained in a one-
acre holding pond on the surface. The dried holding pond area is reclaimed with a bulldozer
to original topography after drilling. The estimated radiation bone dose commitments to a
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bulldozer operator and a member of a farm family 500 m downwind from :he pond area are
summarized for penetration time 100, 400, and 1000 years after closure of the repository. The
bone dose commitments are based on 40 hours' exposure for the bulldozer operator and as a
fifty-year dose commitment following one-year intake of radionuclides by a member of the
farm family. "The highest estimated 50-year bone dose commitment to an individual
reclaiming the contaminated holding pond area was determined to be 590 millirem (mrem)
from the inhalation of contact handled transuranic (CH TRU) wastes resuspended into the
atmosphere at an event time of 100 years post-closure." It is conservatively assumed that both
active and passsive control of the site has been lost by 100 years after closure. A second dose
model for this individual, using a specific activity approach, results in a 50-year dose
commitment of 450 mrem. "Both . . . estimates may be compared to the 5800 mrem to bone
surfaces that may be expected from natural background radiation to an individual in the
United States over a fifty-year period .... " DWP

Barr, G.E., and D.D. Gonzalez. 1980. "Current Status of the Ilydrogeology for the WIPP,"
Proceedings of Workshop on ThermomechanicaI-Hydrochemieal Mode'ling for a Hardrock
Waste Repository, Berkele)'. CA, Jui)' 29-31. 1980. Ed. W.J. Schwarz. LBL-11204; ONWI-
164; SAND80-1539C. Berkeley, CA: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 89-94.

ABSTRACT: The current efforts to define the hydraulic system at the proposed Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site are described. These efforts are directed toward further
refining the field data and conducting specific tests to determine the isotropy of the media and
the appropriateness of their representation as porous or as fractured systems.

Barr, G.E., F.W. Bingham, and M.S, Tierney. 1981. "The Use and Misuse of Scenarios in
Waste-Disposal Studies," Proceedings of the Workshop on Raditmuclide Release Scenarios for
Geologic Repositories. Paris. France, September 8-12, 1980. SANDS0-1537A. Paris, France:
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. 79-90.

ABSTRACT: A scenario is an assumed sequence of physically possible events that describes a
failure of a waste-disposal system. Six examples of the use of scenarios in analyzing the safety
of a waste repository provide evidence for the following assertions. Scenarios are most
effective when they are used to analyze specific sites, and the most productive use of scenarios
requires a multidisciplinary team effort and feedback between the conceptual and analytical
phases of the safety study.

Barr, G.E., S.J. Lambert, and J.A. Carter. 1979. "Uranium Isotope Disequilibrium in
Groundwaters of Southeastern New Mexico and Implications Regarding Age-Dating of
Waters," Isotope Hydrology 1978, Proceedings of an lnternalitmal S.i,mposium tm Isotope
Hydrolog)', Neuherherg, June 19-23. 1978. STI/PUB/493; IAEA-SM-228/32; SAND77-1779.
Vienna, Austria: lnternatio_,al Atomic Energy Agency. Vol. 2, 645-660.

ABSTRACT: Regional exploration of bedded salt for a radioactive waste repository in the
Delaware Basin (Permian, New Mexico, USA) included boreholes into the evaporites and
associated rocks. One such hole, ERDA No. 6, encountered an accumulation of saturated
NaCI-Na2SO 4 brine accompanied by l[2S-rich gas. This fluid and fluids from other boreholes
elsewhere in the area have been characterized geochemically according to solute content,
180/160 and D/H ratios and natural actinide content. Deviations from the equilibrium
234U/238U activity ratio (u) of !.0 were found in all water samples. These deviations are used
to affirm the isolation of ERDA No. 6 and to establish bounds on the age of the ERDA No. 6
fluid.
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A mathematical model for the age of ERDA No. 6 water intrusion was formulated in terms of
the following variables: initial u-value (uo) of the brine precursor waters, zero-order kinetic
rate constants of leaching of 234Th and 238U from the rocks, and degree of leaching of 234Th
from the rocks. The model allows calculation of u-values of brines as a function of time,
leach rate Uo. Various combinations of uo'S, leach fractions and leach rates indicate that the
leach rate must be low. If no leaching is assumed and the uo is the highest known u from the
nearby Capitan Reef (uo=5.2 at present), the fluid is older than 880,000 years. ERDA No. 6
brine has undergone more profound rock/fluid interactions, reflected in its solutes and stable
isotopes, compared with younger meteoric Capitan waters.

Barr, G.E., W.B. Miller, and D.D. Gonzalez. 1983. Interim Report on the Modeling o/ the
Regional Hydraulics of the Rustler Formation. SAND83-0391. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The finite-element code ISOQUAD was used to simulate the head distribution
within the two major water-bearing units of the Rustler Formation at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP), the Magenta and Culebra Dolomites. The derived surfaces correlate well with
those generated manually by the US Geological Survey (USGS) and Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL). Calculated migration of a continuously injected contaminant from an
assumed smeared point source at the center of the site was observed in terms of concentration
relative to the initial input. Migration rates of specific concentration fronts decreased with
increasing time. The average rate of movement of the 10 -3 relative concentration contour was
less than l0 m/year for the first 800 years in the Culebra Dolomite. By 800 years, the
migration of this concentration front has essentially ceased, in the case of the Magenta
Dolomite, the average rate of movement of the l0 -a relative concentration contour was 0.44
m/year for the first 676 years of continuous contaminant injection', the contaminant plume in
the Magenta shows little movement thereafter. For reasons of scale, the plumes calculation
overestimates the actual rate of movement of contaminants. Particle velocities for selected
streamlines, more characteristic of containment movement, are calculated for comparison with
the results of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). These particle velocities
indicate groundwater travel times of -130,000 years from the center of the WIPP Site to a
distance of 12.9 km (8 mi).

The validity of the porous-medium approximation of the Rustler aquifers was examined by the
evaluation of the drawdown portion of the aquifer pump tests. Drawdown curves were
successfully duplicated as a function of hydraulic conductivity, storativity, and well radius.
Estimation of the effective radius examined in each well test indicates that there are no
significant fluid-bearing fractures or channels within 60 m of tested wells. Because of
variable test duration and in situ hydraulic properties, effective radii tested range from 37 to
1500 m.

Barrows, L,J. 1980. "Geophysical Studies of Evaporites in the Northern Delaware Basin,"
Abstracts, Annual Meeting of tt_e Southwe._t S_'ction, American .4._,_o_'iation of Petroleum
Geologists. SAND80-0027A. 16. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Geophysics has been an integral part of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
since its inception. Previous activities have included electrical resistivity surveys, review of
pet oleum exploration seismic lines, purchase ot" aeromagnetic and gravity surveys, installation
of an earthquake seismometer, a seismic refraction survey, and five seismic reflection surveys.
Ongoing or planned activities include installation of a multistation seismometer array,
subsurface radar, vertical-gradient aeromagnetics, and high-resolution seismics.
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The seismic reflection and gravity data indicate complex structure in the northern part of the
site. The seismic lines show a deterioration in reflector quality, character, and continuity
within this "disturbed zone." Events within the Castile Formation have a blocky nature with
abrupt offsets and angular discontinuities between blocks. The lower members of the Castile
Formation are thinner than normal. Both the underlying Delaware Mountain Group and
overlying Salado Formation are less deformed than the Castile Formation. The present well
control is consistent with the seismic interpretation. An interesting feature is an "expandable
scale" contraction of the lower Salado in two wells in which the individual beds are present but
have been reduced 10-50% in thickness.

Barrows, L.[J.], and J.D, Fett. 1985."A High-Precision Gravity Survey in the Delaware Basin
of Southeastern New Mexico," Geophysics. Vol. 50, no. 5, 825-833.

ABSTRACT: Since 1974, the Department of Energy (DOE) has been studying bedded salt
deposits in southeastern New Mexico as a possible location for disposing of defense-generated
transuranic and low-level radioactive wastes. The program, known as the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP), includes intensive geologic characterization of about 40 km2 and construction of
an underground test facility. The gravity survey reported here is part of the geologic site
characterization.

The gravity survey was conducted to delineate structural features near and at the proposed site.
However, during the survey the gravity field was found to be dominated by effects of lateral
density variations within relatively flat-lying strata. Particularly distinctive is a pattern of
elongate negative anomalies about one-half miiligal in anaplitude. Bore holes in the anomalies
encountered normal stratigraphy and no unusual geologic structures. However, bore hole
densilogs showed lower densities and uphole velocity surveys showed lower acoustic velocities
than are measured outside of the anomalies. The low densities adequately account for the
observed gravity anomalies.

The regional stratigraphy contains water-soluble minerals (halite, polyhalite, anhydrite-gypsum,
carbonates). Much of this material has dissolved, and the region has been identified as a
karstland. At the site, dissolution is slowly affecting the Rustler Formation overlying the rnain
salt-bearing units. The low rock densities, associated with the negative gravity anomalies, are
interpreted as caused by alteration in the vicinity of solution conduits within the Rustler
Formation. This interpretation is supported by partial coincidence between the negative
gravity anomalies and closed topographic depressions (alluvial dolines), greater anhydrite-to-
gypsum conversion detected in boreholes within the anomalies, and solution conduits
encountered in one of the boreholes.

Barrows, L.J., D.D. Gonzalez, and W.D. Weart, 1982. "Geotechnical Field Measurements for
Evaluation of the WlPP Site," IEEE 7"ratt,saction.s otz Nuclear Science. Nuclear Science
S.l'nzpo.sium, San f'ram'i,sco, CA, October 21-23, 19SI. SAND81-2383C. Vol. NS-29, no. I,
239-241.

ABSTRACT: Direct and indirect field measurements ot" site features have been useful in
evaluating the site for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Geoplaysical and hydrological
investigations have been applied with a formal program of quality assurance to obtain reliable,
well documented data and analytical techniclues.
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Geophysical techniques applied to resolving the det'ornlation of deeper evaporites along the
northern edge of the WIPP Site provide a case history. A wide range of surface seismic
reflection, gravity, and electrical methods were designed to provide information about these
relatively shallow units. 13ore-lmie logs have revealed additional velocity and density variation.
Additional geophysical studies and drilling will help evaluate these features.

Hydrologic tests at the WIPP Site include 3-well pump tests, multi-well tracer tests, and long-
term pump tests under unusual conditions. Transmissivities rarlge from 10 -I to 10 '4 t't:_/day.
In addition to low transmissivilies, low pump rates, water quality, depth, power sources, and
weather are serious obstacles. 'l'ests may run for a year.

Data acquired by these programs and methods are part of the basis for consequence
assessrnents for the WIPP. I)WP

Barrows, l,.J., W,I), Weart, and J.I,. Iiern. 1980. "Geophysical Studies ol" the Waste Isolation
Pilot. l_lant, '' Program with Ahslracl.s. 11)9lh Sociel)' of i_liptiJlg Ettgilw¢'r.s of .,Ih_lE .,Inmml
Meeling, Las I'c,gas, NI'. Fehruarj' 24-2& I_),_'0. SANI)80-0048A. l.illlelon, CO: Society o1"
Mining Engirleers of AIMI:.. 446. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a r_lanned repository for defense-
generated nuclear wastes. 'l'he reposilory will be at a depth of 650 m in the evapc)rite
formations of the l)elaware Basin in southeastern New Mexico. Geopi'lysical studies have
included electrical r'esistivity, review of petroleum company seismic lines, purchase of a
speculative aeromagnetic survey, operation of an earthquake seismometer station, five
reflection seismic surveys, and a well logging program. Present or planned activities include
adapting high resolulion seismic techniques to the site conditions, a high-resolution vertical-
gradient aeromagnetic survey, and installation ot' a digital seismometer array.

Barrows° l,.J., S-E. Shaffer, W.ll. Miller, and ,I.!). Fett. 1983. I['a_te Isolation l'Hot l'lanl
(II'IPP) Sil_' Gravil,l' Sz_rl'_,j' attd htl¢'rl_r¢'lalioH. SANI)82-2922. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
Nat tonal l.abc_ratories.

AI3S'I'RAC'I': A portion oI' the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Sile has been extensively
surveyed with higl'1-precisiorl gravity. "lhe main survey (in "I'22S, R311£) covered a rectangular
area 2 by 4-I/3 rni encornr_assirlg all of WII'P Site Zone II and part of the disturiwd zone to
the north oi" the sile. Slalions were al 293-fl inlervals along 13 nortl1-south lines 880 fl apart.
"l'he data are considered accurate to within a few hundredlhs of a milligal.

l.ong-wavelength gravity anomalies correlate well with seismic lime structures on horizons
below the Castile l:orn'mtion. Both the gravity anomalies and the seismic time SllLlCtUl-es are
interpreted as resulting from relaled density and velocity variatiorls within the Ochoan series.
Shorter wavelength negalive gravity anomalies are inlerl_reted as resulting from bulk density
alteration in the vicinity cJl"karsl conduits.

The WIPP gravity survey was unable to resolve low-anIplitude, long-wavelenglh anomalies thal
should result l'rom the geologic slruclures within the disturbed zone. It did indicate the degree
and characler oI" karsl clevelc_l'_rnerlt within the surveyed area.

Barrel, !,.(,. 1989. Re.sult_ Jr,mr i:'h'¢'tr_mlagtt¢'li¢' Sttr/ac¢, Su/'v¢'.l'.s Io ('harm'terize the' Cuh'hra
Aquifer ut ttw II'IPP Site. SAND87-1246. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.
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ABSTRACT: The hydrologic character of the aquifer contained within the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation is being studied. The hydrology studies suggest that
permeable portions of this aquifer may be in the form of a strip (or strips) that cannot be
described by a uniform (horizontal or radial) flow model. Electromagnetic surface geophysical
surveys were conducted over an area south of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) facility to
provide information on aquifer boundaries, zones of high transmissivity, etc, for the two-
dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) fluid flow modeling. Approximately 20 line
km of controlled-source audiofrequency magnetotelluric (CSAMT) data were acquired covering
an area of approximately 12.6 km2, A new, time-slice data analysis scheme, described briefly
in this report, was applied to the data. From the time-slice analysis of the data, interpreted
resistivities at various depth intervals are determined. The interpreted resistivities at a depth
interval appropriate for the aquifer under study, calibrated using measured transmissivities at
various well locations within the area, are used to determine _ln inferred transmissivity of the
Culebra aquifer over the 12.6 km 2, From the analysis of the inferred-transmissivity results,
the aquifer shows a north-south trending high-transmissivity zone connecting wells DOE-I and
H-I! in agreement with the hydrology tests, In general the high-transnlissivity zone trends
northeast between wells DOE-I and 11-15, trends north-south between well DOE-I and a
point east of P-17, encompassing well tl-II, and trends to the southwest between wells P-17
and H-12, The analysis uf the inferred-transmissivity results also shows wells H-3, I-1-15, and
P-17 to be in an area of lower transrnissivity, and wells 11-4, tt-12, 11-14, Cabin Baby, WIPP-
21, and ERDA-9 appear to be in an area or low transmissivity. There does not appear to be a
high-transmissivity zone that trends from DOE-I toward the northwest and the WIPP Facility.
Combining the CSMAT resistivity data and the measured transmissivities at the various well
locations gives a good overall picture of the transmissivity in areas where no well data exist.

Basler, J.A. 1983. lnstrumemation Ll._t,d or ttydraulic Te._ting o/ Potential II'ater-Bearing
Formations at tile Waste l.solatiott Pilot Plant Site itz Southt'a._terll New Me.x'ic'o. Open-File
Report 83-144. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSI'RACT: Requirements for testing hydrologic test wells at the proposed Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM, necessitated the use of inflatable formation packers and
pressure transducers. Observations during drilling and initial development indicated small
formation yields that would require considerable test times by conventional open-casing
methods. A pressure-monitoring system was assembled for performance evaluation utilizing
commercially available components. Formation pressures were monitored with a
l/4-in.-diameter steel tube extending through the inflation element, which permitted sensing
formation pressures in isolated test zones. Surface components or the monitoring system
provided AC transducer excitation, signal conditioning for recording directly in engineering
units, and both analog and digital recording. Continuous surface monitoring of formation
pressures provided a means of determining test status and projecting completion times during
any phase of testing. Maximum portability was afforded by battery operation with all surface
components mounted in a small self-cont_lined trailer.

The transducer system was successfully used for monitoring recovery from bailing, slug-
injection tests, displacement tests, pressure-pulse tests, and pumping tests. Modification of the
transducer assembly for use with the feed-through packet" enabled monitoring of shut-in tests,
slug tests, and pressure-pulse tests. The monitoring system permitted formation testing to
determine transmissivities ranging t'ron'l I x 10-6 ft2/day to 100 ft2/day.

BDM Corporation. 1978. Ctmst'qt,'nt'e ,4_e.ssm('tt! of Radiomtc'lidt' Reh'a._e from Ihe IrlPP
Repository to tilt' EnviroJtme_tl. Bi)M-TAC-78497-TR. Albuquerque, NM: BDM
Corporation. (Copy on rile at the Waste Management and rrapsportation l..ibrary, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: A computer program (CAPER: the Consequence Assessment Program for
Exposure to Radionuclldes) is being designed to combine pathway and dosimetry models to
follow radionuclides from their release into the biosphere through the environment to uptake
by, and dose to, man. An interim set of programs and routines to provide interfaces between
pathway and dosimetry models has been used to produce consequence results for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) until CAPER is operational. The programs and routines are
generally explained, and tables of variables and sample output have been provided. Release
mechanisms used for the examples were breach of the repository by water with transport
through water-bearing units to the Peeps River at Malaga Bend and exploratory drilling into
the repository. DWP

aeane, R,E,, and C,,l, Popp. 1975. Cllemical, Mineralogical. and Thermogravimetric Analy,w._
of Selected Core Samples from Carl_had, New Me.x'ico. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Core samples from boreholes AEC-7 and AEC-8, located east of Carlsbad, NM,
were analyzed for major elements, water insoluble fractions, and weight loss from heating at
temperatures to 500°C. Water soluble minerals and sulfates form the bulk of the rock. Most
of the insolubles fall chemically within the field defined by magnesium chlorite - potassium
feldspar - talc, an assemblage recognized in evaporites that have undergone mild diagenesis.
Other phases calculated to occur are mixed-layer illite-montmorillonite, quartz, and iron oxide,
Differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetric analysis were used to analyze weight loss
on heating. More than halt" of the samples showed wei_,ht losses less than 0,5%; a few samples
ranged from 2 to 7 weight % fluid loss. There is little or no trend to weight loss with depth.
Some zones show very little weight loss on heating and show good potential for radioactive
waste disposal horizons. DWP

Beauheim0 R,L, 1986, ftydraulic-Te_t Interpretations for Well DOE-2 at the Waste l._olation
Pilot Plant (II'IPP) Stte. SAND86-1364. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Eleven different zones were tested in Well DOE-2 in five phases of testing
between 1984 and 1986. Testing techniques included a constant-head, borehole-infiltration
test, drill-stem tests, slug tests, pressure-pulse tests, and rnuitiwell pumping tests, Four of the
zones tested--the lower Dewey Lake Red Beds, the Tamarisk Member of the Rustler
Formation, the lower unnamed member of the Rustler Formation and Rustler/Salado contact,
and the entire Salado Formation--had permeabilities too low to measure with the equipment and
test techniques used. The other zones had permeabilities ranging over six orders of magnitude.
No saturated strata were encountered above the Rustler Formation, although parts of the
middle Dewey l.ake Red Beds appear to have appreciable permeability.

in the Rustler Formation, the Culebra Dolomite Mernber is the most permeable unit, having a
transmissivity of --90 ft2/day. The Culebra behaves hydraulically as a double-porosity system,
with the major permeability provided by fractures and the major storage provided by matrix
porosity. The Culebra at DOE-2 is well connected hydraulically to the Culebra at Wells lt-6b
and WIPP-13 to the west, probably by interconnected fractures, Response times between these
wells are very short (<1 day/10,000 ft). The Culebra does not appear to be as fractured to the
south at Wells WIPP-12 and -18, or to the east at Well ll-5b, as indicated by delayed, low-
magnitude (or nonexistent) responses to DOE-2 pumping, and by low permeabilities
interpreted from other tests conducted at those wells, The other Rustler members at DOE-2,
which are not known to be fractured and do not display hydraulic responses typical of
fractured (or double-porosity) media, have permeabilities three to four orders of magnitude
lower than that of the Culebra, Hydraulic heads decrease through the Rustler with increasing
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depth. This implies that the Tamarisk, and indirectly the Magenta and Forty-niner, could act
as a source of recharge for the Culebra.

In the Salado Formation, the interval including Marker Beds 138 and 139 and the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon has an extremely low average permeability (<0.3
#d), and showed no evidence over llboul 2 days or testing oi' containing high-pressure sources
of either brine or gas.

in the Bell Canyon Formation, the llays sandstone was the most permeable unit tesled, havinl_
an average permeability of about 2.4 millidnr¢ies (0.55 l't/day). The Olds and Ramsey
sandstones, overlying the llays, have pernleabilities almost two orders oI" magnitude lower.
llydraulic heads in the Bell Canyon sandstones could not be quantified precisely enough to
define vertical gradients within the Bell Canyon.

In freshwater ternls, the observed Bell Canyon head is higher than the hydraulic head oi' the
Culebra Dolomite. If the Bell Canyon and Culebra were connected by an open borehole,
however, salt dissolution in the Salado section would increase the specil'ic gravity of the Bell
Canyon fluid so thal, at the elevation el" the Culebra, the Culebra head would be higher than
thai of the Bell Canyon. In this event, the l'Iow direction would be d¢)wnwards l'rom the
Culebra into lhe Bell Canyon.

Beauhetm, R.I,. Iq87a. A,a/).si._ of Pumpi,g 7"e_ts el the Culehra Dolomite Co_tducted ,,It the
tl-3 tlydropad a/ the It'a_te I solalio, Pilot Pht,t (It'IPP) Site. SAND86-231 I. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National l, aboratories.

ABSTRACT: 'two pumping tests were conducted in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the
Rustler Formation at the I-I-3 hydropad at the Waste Isolati_Jn Pilot Plant (WIPF')Site. The
first test was in 1984, with well 11-3b3 pumped for 14 days at an average rate of 4 gal/min.
The second test, the tt-3 multipad test, was in late 1985 and early 1986, with well 11-3b2
pumped for 62 days at an average rate o1"4.8 gal/min. Both tests provided information on the
hydraulic properties of the Culebra at the 11-3 hydropad. The second test provided
information on average Culebra hydraulic properties on a much larger scale; responses were
observed up to 8000 ft from the pumping well.

The interpretation of these tests had three principal objectives. The first was to determine the
most appropriate conceptualization c_f the nature ot' the Culebra flow system around the 11-3
hydropad. The pumping well responses during the 11-3 tests appear t_} be those of wells
completed in a double-porosity medium with unrestricted interporosity flow. In such a
system, fractures provide the bulk of the permeability, while matrix pores provide the majority
of the storage capacity. The importance of fracture I'h)w is indicated by the speed with which
the observation wells on the tl-3 hydropad respond to pumping and the nearly identical
behaviors of these wells and the pumping well. The similarity between pumping- and
observation-well behavior on the 11-3 hydrc_pad is s_} pronounced that the responses of all
three wells on the hydropad can be interpreted only I)y using pumping-well analytical
techniques, nut observation-well analytical techniques. 11-3bl and !1-363, in particular,
appear to be very well connected by fractures.

The second objective was to quantify the hydraulic properties of the C'ulebra in the vicinity of
the !1-3 hydre:'ad. The total-system (fractures plus matrix) transmissivity of the Culebra
derived from _.. first test is 2.9 t't2/day; that I'rona the second test is 1.7 I'll/day. The lower
value derived l rom the second test probably represents lower transmissivity (lower fracture
connectivity) at 11-3b2 than at 11-363, ,'lncl/;or lower average transmissivity of tt_e volume of
Culebr;l stressed in the rnultipad test as opposed to the smaller volume stressed in the first test.
The fracture-to-total-system storativity ratios derived I'rom the various analyses range from
0.03 to 0.25, indicating a relatively high degree of st(_rage within the fractures. The highest
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storativity ratios were consistently found at 11-3bl, Wellbore skin values are highly negative,
indicnting direct wellbore connection with I'ractures,

'l'he third objective was to quantify the average hydraulic properties o1' the Culebra between
the 11-3 hydropad and more-distant observatiorl wells, Meeting this objective was complicated
by the effects of an apparent increase in groundwater leakage front the Culebra into the Waste
Ii_ndling Sh_t't on the data from wells near that shaft, and by water level/pressure trends
already existing at many of the abservalion wells when Ille mulllpad lest beg_n, Between 1/-3
and wells DUE-I and I1-11 to Ihe southeast, the average apparent Culebra transrnlssivity is
between .5,5 and 13 t'tS/day, and the apparent storativity is between 6,6xlO-_and 10xl0 n,
The nlpid responses observed at DOI!-.I and I1-11 during the multipad test, and the associated
relatively high transrnissivities, indicate a pret'erential hydraulic connectit)n, probal_ly related t()
l'rnctures, between 11-3 :'Ind the soulheasl pt)rtion ot" the WIPP Site,

i]etween II-.t and wells I1-1 and 11-2 to the north-northwest, the apparent transmissivity is
between 0.46 lind 2.._ I'tS/day, and the al_pllrent storativity is between 2.7 × 10_ and 4.5x 10 n
If Ihe possible shat'l-le_k_lge el't'ects are ignored, the apr_arent transrnissivity between 11-3 and
wells WII_'P-It;, _1 _nd _" ,..-.- , -..,- to the n_)t-th is between 1.1 and '_ q I'll/day, and tl)e aPr)arenl
storativity is betweerl 9.0 × l() 0 and 2,t);,_:10 n I1" shaft leakage did, as is It'u)ugl'lt, at'feet the
responses observed at WIPI)-19, -21, and -22, tl'wn the transmissivity values Ii_ted tll:_ove are
not representative. The wells i() Ihe nurll'h _)1' 11-3 are n()i so) well cc_nne¢led hydraulically t_)
1t-3 as are I3OE-I nnct II-I1', they pr()victe tit) indicali_)ns IhIll groundwater flow occurs
primarily lhr()ugh I'ra¢lures.

'l'he interpretati()ns presentecl it) this report represent at1 analytical apl_roach It) the
understanding of large-scale tests, It) an aquifer with ct)nsiderable areal heterogeneity, an
analytical npproach has signit'icant limitati_)ns. Calculated transnlissi_,.ities and storativities are
only "tipparent" vnlues, representing the [.iver[ige resl_onse o1' large volumes _t" aqlJjl'er Io_| stress
imposed at a certain Iocati(_n. These interprelaliuns are m_)st uset'ul in qualitatively del'ining
areas ot' '°higher" and °'lower" Iransmissivity. Quantitative e_aluatit)t)/'sin'lulatit)n of
I)eterogenet)us systems on a large scale is best attempted with nurnerical models, at) el'furl nuvv
under way,

Beauheim, R.I,. 1987b. htli'rl)ri'l(lll_ul5 iLf ._'lnl¢l('_ll'('ll II.l'dralth(' 7('_1_ _'nmh/i'h'd ..11ilthJ ,¥t'it_
lit(' II'"L_lr l,srflczlmit Pih_l Pla/ll !II'IPP) A'//r, 1_°_'3-1_,_'_. SANI)8?-00.'_9, Albuquerque, NM:
Sand ill Nat tonal I.aboral()r ies,

AI]STRAC'I': i]oth single-v,:ell and multil'_le-well hydraulic tests ha,,e been l_erl't)rmed in wells
at and near the WII)P site as part t)l' the site h.vdrt_geuh)gi¢-¢haractetizatiur_ pr(_gran'_. The
single-well tests conducted I'lt)nl 1983 to 1987 ill 23 ,,,,,ells are Ihe sub je¢l of lhis rel'u)rl. "l'he
stratigral_hic horizons tested include the Ul_per Castile I.ormatiorl', the Salado l:ornlatit_n; the "-
urlnarned, Culebra, 'l'arnarisk, Magunla, and I:orty-niner Members of the Rustler I:urmation',
the I)ewey l,ake Red Fleds', and ('enuz_i¢ alluvium. 'le.sts v'ere also perfurmed It)assess the
inlegrity of a borehole plug isolating a pressurized brine rese_,,.uir in the Anhydrite !11 unit _)1"
the Castile I:ormatit)rl. The types t)l' tests perl'ormed included drillslem tests (I)Sl's), rising-
head slug tests, falling-head slug tests, pulse tests, arid pumr_ing tests.

"l't_e Castile and Salado testing was pert'()rmed :it well Wii)I)-12 It) Iry I_) del'ine the suurce ot"
high pressures measured at the WIPI)-12 w,ellhead between Iq80 and 19g.S, The tests of the
plug above the Caslile brine reservuir indicated that the plug may transmit pressure, but il' so,
the apparent surface pressure from the underlying brine reservuir is significantly lower than
the pressure measured at the wellhead. The remainder el' the Ul_per ('a_tile did nol show a
pressure response dift'erentiable l'rorn that ()1"the plug. All atternpts at testing the Salm.lo in
WIPP-12 using a straddle-packer I).g'l' to_al failed because uf an inability to lucate good packer
seats, IrOUt atternpts to text large s(.,cli(_ns ()l' the gala(h) using a .single--l:mcker I)S'I" to()l and a
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bridge plug were successful, All zones tested showed pressure buildups, but none showed a
clear trend to positive surface pressures, The results of the WII)I'-12 testing indicate that the
source of' the observed high pressures is within the Salado F'ormath)n rather than within the
upper Castile Formation and that this source must have a very low t'low capacity and can only
create high pressures in a well shut irl over [I period of days to weeks.

DSTs performed on the lower silts[one i:_ortiorl of the unnamed lower member of the Rustler
Formation at t!-16 indicated a transmissivity for tile siltstone or about 2.4 x 10.4 f't2/day. The
formation pressure or the siltstone is higher than that or the overlying Culebra at ti-16
(compensated ror the elevation dil't'erence), indicating the potential ror vertical leakage upward
into the Culebra. tlowever, the top ot' the tested interval is separated from the Culebra by
over 50 ft or claystone, halite, and gypsum.

The Culebra Dolomite Member ot" the Rustler l:ormation was tested in 22 wells. In 12 of' these
wells (H-4c, !t-12, WIPP-i2, WIPI'-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, WIPP-22, WIPP-30, P-15, P-17,
ERDA-9, and Cabin Baby-I), falling-head slug tests were tile only tests performed. Both
falling-head and rising-head slug tests were perl'ormed in I1-1, and only a rising-head slug lest
was pert'ormed in P-18. DSTs were pert'ormed in conjunction w'itl_ rising-head slug tests in
wells 11-14, ti-15, 11-16, 11-17, and 11-18. At all of these wells except 11-18, the indicated
transmissivities were I rt2/day or less lind single-porosity models fi! the data well. At 1t-18,
the Culebra has a transmissivity of al_out 2 t't2,,day, The apl,arent single-porosity behavior ot'
the Culebra at 11-18 may be due to the small spatial scale o1' the tests rather than to the
intrinsic nature ot" the Culebra at that location, I'umping tests were pert'ormed in the other 3
Culebra wells. The Culebra appears to beha_,e hydraulically like a double-porosity medium at
wells tl-gb and DOE-I, where transmissi,,ities are 8.2 and II 1"I2/day, respectively, The
Culebra transmissivity is highest, 43 I't_ d[iy, at the l!ngle well. No double-porosity behavior
was apparent in tile Engle drawdowrl data, but the observed single-porosity behavior may be
related more to wellbore and near-wellbore conditions than t(, the true nature of the Culebra at
that location.

The clays[one portion ot" the Tamarisk Mernber o1" the Rustler Formation was tested in wells
1t-14 and i1-16. At 11-14, the pressure in the claystone t'ailed to stabilize in three days of
shut-in testing, leading to tile conclusion that the transmissi_ily o1" the claystone is too low to
measure in tests pert'ormed on the time scale ot" days, Similar behavior at 11-16 led to the
abandonment ot" testing at that location as well.

The Magenta Dolomite Membv_ ot" the Rustler I:ormati()n was tested in wells i!-14 and 11-16,
At 11-14, examination of" the pressure response during l)S'l's revealed that the Magenta had
taken on a significant oxerprussure skin during drilling and Tamarisk-testing activities.
Overpressure-skin efl'ects were less l)ronounced during the drillslem and rising-head slug tests
perl'ormed on the Magenta at II-16. 'l'he transmissivily ()I' the Magenla at 11-14 is about 5..5X
I0 a ft2/day, while at 11-16 il is about 2.7 x I0 2 l't_/da_,.. l'he static l'ormation pressures
calculated for the Magenta at 11-14 and II-16 are higher than those oi" the other Rustler
nlembers,

"l'he l:orly-niner Member ()i' lhe Rustler Formalion was lesled in wells 11-14 and II-16. Two
portions oi" tile l:orty-niner were tested at II-14: the medial claystone and the upper anhydrite,
DSTs and a rising-head slug test were l)erl'ormed ()n the claystt)ne, indi_.'ating a transmissivity
ol' ab()ut 7 x I0 i l't2 tla). A buildup test ()f the l:(,rty-rlirler anhydrite revealed a
lransmissi_ily too h)w Io measure on a lime scale of days. /% pulse test, l)STs, and a rising-
head slug test of the l:t)rty-niner ¢la) at II-16 indicated a transmissivity oI' about 5.3 x I0 3
l't2/day, l:o|'mation pressures estimated For the l:t_rty-niner at 11-14 and II-16 are lower than
those calculated For the Magenta (compensated l'_)r the ele_atiun dilTerences), indicaling [hal
water ¢.'allllOl l_e m()xing d()_.nvuar(.Is l'r()l)) the l:ort)-lliner to the Magenta at these locatiollS.
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The lower portion of the Dewey Lake Red Beds, tested only at well I,i-14, has a transmissivity
lower than could be measured in a few days° time. No information was obtained pertaining to
the presence or absence ot" a water table in lhe Dewey Lake Red Beds at 11-14.

The hydraulic properties o1"Cenozoic alluvium were investigated in a pumping test performed
at the Carper well. The alluvium appears to be under water-table conditions at that location.
An estimated 120 t't ot" alluvium were tested, with an estimated transmissivity of 55 ft'/day.

The database on the transn]issivily of the Culebra dolomite has increased considerably since
1983. At that time, values ot" Culebra transmissivity were reported from 20 locations. This
report and other recent reports have added values from 18 new locations, and have
significantly revised the estimated transmissivities reported for several of the original 20
locations. In general, locations where the Culebra is t'ractured, exhibits double-porosity
hydraulic behavior, and has a transmissivity greater than I ft2/day are usually, but not always,
correlated with the absence of halite in the unnamed member benealh the Culebra. This
observation has led to a hypothesis tim! the dissolution of halite frorn the unnamed member
causes subsidence and fracturing of the Culebra. This hypothesis is incomplete, however,
because relatively high transmissivities have been measured at I)OE-I and t1-11 where halite is
still present beneath the Culebra, and low transmissivity has been measured at WIPP-30 where
halite is absent beneath the Culebra.

Recent measurements of the hydraulic heads o1" the Rustler members confirm earlier
observations that over most ot" the WIPP site, vertical hydraulic gradients within the Rustler
are upward t'rom the unnamed lower member to the Culebra, and downward t'rom the Magenta
to the Culebra. New data on hydraulic heads of the Forty-niner claystone show that present
hydraulic gradients, are upwards from the Magenta to the Forty-niner, effectively preventing
precipitation at the surface at the WIPP site t'rom recharging the Magenta or deeper Rustler
members.

Ileauhelm, R.L. 1987c. htterpretattmt of the II'IPP-13 ,_luhipad Pumping Test of the Culehra
Dolomite at ttw II'a._te l._olatimt Pilot Phmt (It'IPP_ Site. SAND87-2456. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National I.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: A large-scale pumping test of the Culebra l)olomite Member ot" the Rustler
Formation was I._ert'ormed in early 1987 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in
southeastern New Mexico. This test (the WIPP-13 or northern) multipad test, complemented
the 11-3 (or southern) rnultipad test (conducted in late 1985 and early 1986) by creating a
hydraulic stress that could be measured over the northern portion of the WIPP Site. The test
consisted of pumping well WiPP-. 13 at a rate of 30 gpm for 36 days and monitoring drawdown
and recovery responses in 17 observation wells and one WIPP shaft. Responses were observed
in 14 of these wells, including one well 20,550 I't t'rorn WIPP-13 and in the WIPP Exhaust
Shaft. Several of these wells had also responded during the !!-3 multipad test.

Individual well tests at locations around the WiPP Site have demonstrated that the Culebra is a
heterogeneous, water-bearing unit. The responses measured at observation wells to purnping
tests in heterogeneous systems cannot be rigorously interpreted using standard analytical (as
opposed to nurnerical) techniques developed for tests in homogeneous, porous media.
Application of analytical techniques to data from heterogeneous media results in evaluations of
average hydraulic properties between pumping and observation wells that are nonunique in the
sense that they are representative only of the responses observed when a hydraulic stress is
imposed at a certain location. These "apparent" hydraulic properties do, however, provide a
qualitative understanding of the nature and distribution of both hydraulic properties and
heterogeneities or boundaries within the tested area.
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The interpretations of the responses at the pumping and observation wells are consistent with
the following conceptualization: "l'he Culebra is a Fractured, double-porosity system around
WIF'P-13, 11-6, and I)OE-2, with relatively high transmissivity (-70 ft2/day) and relatively low
storativity (5 x I0 _ to 8 x I0_). l'his system appears to extend Further to the north toward
WIPP-30, although WIPP-30 itself lies in a lower transmis:,ivity zone. The apparent
transmissivily between WIPP-13 and observatic_n wells loward the center of the WIPP Site to
the sc)uth and east, where fracturing in the Culebra decreases, decreases to 16 to 28 I't2/day,
and apparent storativity increases to 3.5 x 10 _ to 5.5 x I0 _. To the west toward Nash Draw,
the apparent transrnissivity increases to 265 to 650 t't_/day, reflecting increased Fracturing in
that direction, while the apparent storativity increases to 5.2 x 10_ to 6.4 x I0 -_

The analyses of the responses measured at observation wells to the WIPP-13 multipad pumping
test provide a qualitative conceptualization of three distinct domains within a heterogeneous
portion of the Culebra north of lhe center of the WIPP Site. This conceptualization is being
refined by using numerical-modeling techniques to simulate the WIPP-13 multipad test and
other tests at the WIPP Site in an attempt to define the distribution of hydraulic properties that
will reproduce the respc)nses observed.

I
tleauhelnn, R.I,. 1988a. "Scale Et'fects in Well 'lesting in I:ractu0"ed Media," Fourth I

Canadian_American Conference cm tlydrok, e_H_Jk,._'t.'lmd l,'low. Ileal 7'truth/or au, i ,_,la_._
Transport m Fractured Rock._. Banff, Canada, Jura, 21-24. I_,_',_'. L"ds, B. tlitchon and S.
Bachu. SAND87-1955C. l.)ublin, Ot1: National Water Well Association. Vol. 4, 152-159.

ABSTRACT: The hydrologic characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIi'P) Site in
southea.,,tern New Mexico has centered on the Culebra Dolomite, a locally f_actured unit
exhibiting double-porosity behavior. Extensive well testing has been performed in the (2ulebra
at a number of scales: single-well drillstem and slug tests, single-well pumping tests, short-
term (I-10 days) pumping tests involving observation wells up to 140 ft away, and long-term
(30-60 days) pumping tests involving observation wells at distances of up to 4 mi. l-ach scale
of tests provides different and cornplen'_entary types of inforn'latiorl on the interactions between
the fractures and the porous matrix and on the degree and continuity of Fracturing, Case
histories of tests perfornled al different scales provicte examples of the concepts involvecl and
the qt_antitative and qualitative results obtainable.

Small-scale (drillstem and slug) tests are most .,,ensitive to the fractures in direct connection
with the wellbore and provide the least Opl)ortunity for cJl:_serxable l)ressure equilibrium
between fractures ancl matrix, "l'hese tests may indicate a transmissivity dilTerent from that
c}btained from larger scale tests. ,,ks the scale of the tests increases, the rnatrix participates
rnore l'ully in the hydraulic response observed. Single-well pumping tests provide ,, good
estimation oi" the double-lmrosity parameters affecting pressure responses on a local scale and
may reveal the existence of fracture discontinuities. Short-teunl Dumping tests with relatively
close observation wells provide information on the spatial scale uver which double-l_orosity
behavior remains distinguishable l'rom single-pc)rosily behavior, as well as information on
t'racture discontinuities. Finally, long-term pumping tests with distant observation ,,veils

f illustr;t!e the regional-scale heterogeneous, single-porosity behavior of the system.

Beauhelm, R,I,. 1988b. "The Role of Pun]ping Tests in C'haraclerizing Fracture Properties and
Distribution in the Culebra l)olornite at the WII)I ) Site," I:'OS 7'r(uz_actiml_, .,im(,rtcan
Geoplu,sical Union. SANI)88-2443A. Vol. 69, no. 44, 1177. (Abstra_.'t Only).

AI3STRACT: For the past ten years, the h_+drogeologic characterization of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico has centered on the Culebra Dolomite, the
most transmissive water-bearing unit above the repository Imrizon. "lhe Culebra is locally
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fractured and is a potential radionuclide transport path to the accessible environment in the
event of a repository breach. A variety of hydraulic and conservative-tracer tests has been
performed in the Culebra to determine the extent to which fractures control flow and transport
on different scales and to characterize the properties and distribution of fractures. This paper
discusses the application of pumping tests to the characterization of the Culebra, while the
accompanying paper by Pickens et al. discusses the application of tracer tests.

Pumping tests in fractured systems can provide a variety of types of information depending on
the distribution of observation wells and the scale of testing. Thirty pumping tests have been
performed at twenty locations in the Culebra. Single-well pumping tests provide good
estimates of the degree of fracturing and resulting double-porosity parameters affecting
pressure responses on a local scale, and often reveal the existence of discontinuities in the
extent of fracturing, which appear as hydraulic boundaries. Short-term pumping tests with
relatively close observation wells (within 43 m) provide information on the spatial scale over
which double-porosity behavior remains distinguishable from single-porosity behavior, which
relates to fracture density (or matrix-block size). Qualitatively different behaviors of
observation wells in different directions from the pumping wells indicate preferential
directions of fracturing. A series of spatially overlapping long-term pumping tests with distant
observation wells (up to 6 km away) has illustrated the regional-scale heterogeneous, single-
porosity behavior of the Culebra. Qualitatively different behaviors of observation wells with
different orientations relative to the pumping wells provide information on regional fracture
distributions.

Integration of the interpretations of the pumping-test data with the information on fracture
characteristics derived from tracer tests has shown that fractures are highly significant in
controlling flow and transport on the local scale. Although both fractured and unfractured
portions of the Culebra are present within the WIPP land-withdrawal area, numerical modeling
has shown that flow: and transport behavior on a regional scale approaches that of a porous
medium.

ANNOTATION: The paper referred to by Beauheim is included in the bibliography under
Pickens et al. (1988).

Beauheim, R.I,. 1989. lnlerpretation of tt-IIB4 Hj'draulic Tesls and the tt-11 Mullipad
Pumping Tesl of the Culehra Dolomite at the lt'a._te Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Site.
SAND89-0536. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l, aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillstem tests, slug tests, a srnall-scale pumping test, and a large-scale pumping
test of the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation were performed in 1988 at the
H-I! hydropad at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site in southeastern New Mexico. The
drillstem, slug, and small-scale pumping tests were conducted in well H-lib4 to evaluate well
and aquifer properties in preparation for a tracer test. The large-scale pumping test, known as
the H-il muitipad test, was performed by pumping well H-ilbi in the southern part of the
WIPP site at a rate of six gpm for 63 days and monitoring drawdown and recovery responses
in three other wells on the H-II hydropad and at I1 observation wells within a three-mile
radius. Responses were observed in 10 of these distant wells. The H-II multipad pumping
tes' complemented the !1-3 and WIPP-13 multipad pumping tests conducted in the central and
northern portions of the WIPP site in late 1985 and early 1987, respectively.

Individual well tests at various locations around the WIPP site have demonstrated that the

Culebra is a laterally heterogeneous water-bearing unit. The responses measured at observation
wells to pumping tests in heterogeneous systems cannot be rigorously interpreted using
standard analytical (as opposed to numerical) techniques developed for tests in homogeneous
porous media. Application of analytical techniques to data from tests of heterogeneous media
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results in evaluations of average hydraulic properties between pumping and observation wells
that are nonunique in the sense that they are representative only of the responses observed
when a hydraulic stress is imposed at a certain location. These "apparent" hydraulic properties
do, however, provide a qualitative understanding of the nature and distribution of both
hydraulic properties and heterogeneities or hydraulic boundaries within the tested area.

The interpretations of the responses at the test and observation wells provided the following
information: The Culebra is a fractured, double-porosity system at H-II with a transmissivity
between 27 and 43 ft2/day and a storativity between 3.4 x 10.5 and 1.5 x 10-4. Drawdown
during the multipad test appeared to be largely concentrated to the north and south of H-II;
wells to the east and west showed relatively low-magnitude responses. The rapid and high-
magnitude responses observed at DOE-I, H-3b2, and H-15 during the multipad test are
believed to reflect the presence of a fracture network extending to the north from H-II.
Numerical simulations indicate that the fracture network also extends south of H-ll, but no
wells are currently situated within it.

Double-porosity hydraulic behavior was observed at DOE-I during the multipad test, and at
both DOE-I and H-3b2 during other pumping tests performed at those locations. The
fractures appear to continue past DOE-I to the north toward H-15, although H-15 itself lies in
a lower transmissivity, apparently single-porosity zone. Apparent transmissivities in the region
north of H-II range from 7.1 to 9.0 ft2/day and apparent storativities range from 2.4 x 10-6 to
8.4 x 10-6 Apparent transmissivities between H-II and observation wells to the west,
southwest, and southeast, where fracturing in the Culebra decreases and single-porosity
hydraulic behavior is observed, range from 6.0 to 21.0 t't2/day and apparent storativities range
from i.8 x 10-_ to 6.5 x 10-'_. Interpretation of the responses to the multipad test observed at
the western and southern wells was complicated by an anomalous and widespread rise in water
levels of unknown origin.

Thus, the analyses of the responses measured at observation wells to the H-ll rnultipad
pumping test are consistent with a conceptualization ot" two distinct domains within a
heterogeneous portion of the Culebra south of the center of the WIPP site: a fractured region
having low storativity extending to the north and south from t4-11, and a relatively
unfractured region west, southwest, and southeast of Ii-I! having higher storativity. This
conceptualization is being refined using numerical-modeling techniques to simulate the H-II
muitipad test and other tests at the WlPP site in an attempt to define a distribution of
hydraulic properties that will reproduce the responses observed.

Beauheim, R.L., and A.M. [,aVenue. 1991. "Use of Large-Scale Transient Stresses and a
Coupled Adjoint-Sensitivity/Kriging Approach to Calibrate a Groundwater-Flow Model at
the WIPP Site," GEOI'AL 90, Slockholm. SwedeJl. Ma._, 14-17, 1990. SAND89-2373C. Paris,
France: Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. 369-376.

ABSTRACT: Performance assessment calculations for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
require a reliable groundwater-flow model for the Culebra Dolomite, the most transmissive
water-bearing unit overlying the repository horizon. Since 1976, 58 wells have been completed
to the Culebra Dolomite to provide data on hydraulic head, transmissivity, and storativity.
Testing at these wells has indicated that the Culebra is a locally fractured medium exhibiting
double-porosity hydraulic behavior. Variations in the degree of fracturing of the Culebra in
the vicinity of the WIPP Site have resulted in a range of transmissivities spanning six orders of
magnitude. This high degree of heterogeneity has complicated flow-model calibration by
increasing the uncertainty in transmissivity estimates between measurement points. Initial
modeling efforts concentrated on obtaining a flow model calibrated to estimated steady-state
conditions. When that model was used to try to simulate transient hydraulic stresses, however,

I

the calibration was found to be inadequate. Manual efforts to try to irnprove the transient
calibration had limited success.
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A coupled adjoint-sensitivity/kriging methodology was developed to facilitate transient
calibration. Kriging is used to define an initial transmissivity distribution for the model.
Adjoint-sensitivity techniques are then used to identify regions within the model where
transmissivity changes will reduce a cumulative least-squares performance measure consisting
of the difference between model-calculated and observed hydraulic heads. "Pilot points" with
specified transmissivities are then located in the most sensitive regions. The pilot-point
transmissivities are included in the transmissivity data base for kriging to generate a revised
transmissivity field. This process is repeated until a satisfactory calibration is obtained. The
approach allows for the specification of both steady-state and transient performance measures
to permit simultaneous calibration to steady-state and transient head data.

This approach has been successfully applied to the calibration ot" the Culebra groundwater flow
model. The Culebra model consists of a single layer of 28 x 48 grid blocks representing an
area extending 21.3 x 30.6 kin, roughly centered on the 41.5 km 2 WIPP Site. A key factor
permitting the delineation of hydraulically significant fracturing using the coupled adjoint-
sensitivity/kriging calibration approach was the existence and documentation of large-scale
transient hydraulic stresses on the Culebra. These stresses were caused by construction of four
shafts at the WIPP Site and by three large-scale pumping tests lasting one to two months each.
The pumping tests were performed at different locations around the WIPP Site, and were
designed to have spatially overlapping fields of influence. Each test produced observable
hydraulic responses over an area of l0 to 20 km 2. Calibration to these tests provided
information on the distribution of" fracturing that would never have been obtained from
steady-state calibration alone and significantly changed the transmissivity field used for solute-
transport modeling.

This study has shown that coupling adjoint-sensitivity techniques with kriging results in a
highly efficient approach to combined steady-state and transient model calibration and that
calibration of a regional-scale model requires calibration to regional-scale transient stresses.
Steady-state calibration or transient calibration to non-overlapping local-scale stresses cannot
provide a reliable regional-scale model for performance-assessment calculations.

Beauheim, R.L., and J.F. Pickens. 1985. "Effects of Borehole History on Well-Test Analysis,"
EOS Transactions. American Geoph.l'sical Union. SAND85-2008A. Vol. 66, no. 46, 890.
(Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The behavior of water-bearing units during hydraulic tests may be strongly
influenced by the pressure and thermal history imparted to the borehole prior to testing.
Drilling and well-completion activities typically create disequilibrium between pressure and
thermal conditions in the bore hole and those in the surrounding formations. As the overall
system moves towards equilibrium, transient recovery conditions develop that can be mistaken
for a formation's natural hydraulic response to a given test. The misperception of these
transient conditions can lead to erroneous estimates of formation hydraulic properties and static
pressures. These problems can be most severe when testing low-permeability media under
shut-in conditions. The effects of bore hole history may affect test data to varying degrees,
depending on factors including the duration and magnitude of the disequilibrium, the length of
time the system has been moving back towards equilibrium, and the hydraulic properties of the
rock.

Tests performed in bore hole DOE-2 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in
southeastern New Mexico illustrate the effects of bore hole history. Apparently anomalous
pressure rises have been explained through consideration of the bore-hole thermal history.
Reversals in pressure trends can be explained through a consideration of the pressure history
of the bore hole.
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Beauheim, R.L., attd J.F. Pickens. 1986. "Applicability of the Pressure Derivative to
Hydraulic-Test Analysis," EOS Trattsactions. American Geoph.l,sical Union. SAND86-0437A,
Vol. 67, no. 16, 276, (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Use of the pressure derivative in well-test interpretation has recently flourished
in the petroleum industry. Pressure-derivative data (i.e., rate of pressure change with time)
can provide significant information on the nature of the hydrogeologic system being tested.
This contribution can be particularly important in single-well testing. The addition of
pressure-derivative analysis can allow conclusive differentiation between single-porosity,
double-porosity, and fractured systems, as well as determination of such parameters as
distances to hydraulic boundaries, it can be particularly useful in identifying causes for data
deviations from type curves or other pressure-response idealizations.

The utility of the pressure derivative is strongly dependent on the quality of the test data.
Because pressure-derivative analysis is entirely dependent on the rate of pressure change, a
high signal-to-noise ratio in the data is imperative. Pressure-derivative analysis is virtually
impossible with data collected using hand-held devices, and many of the pressure-transducer
systems marketed today also lack the necessary precision. Currently, the best data-acquisition
systems use quartz-crystal transducers.

Beauheim, R.L., and G.J, Saulnier, Jr. 1989a. "Evaluation of Excavation Effects on Rock-
Mass Permeability Around the Waste-Handling Shaft at the WIPP Site," Proceedings of an
NEA Workshop on Excavation Response in Geological Repositories for Radioactive Waste,
Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. April 26-28, 1988. SAND88-1092C. Paris, France:
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. 427-439.

ABSTRACT: Pulse-injection permeability tests were performed in six subhorizontal boreholes
drilled at four horizons in the Waste Handling Shaft at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site to evaluate potential changes in permeability caused by stress relief around the shaft. The
tests were performed using a triple-packer test tool capable of simultaneous isolation and
pressure and temperature monitoring of three intervals within a borehole. The tests were
designed to provide a "profile" of permeability with increasing distance from the shaft wall.
All lithologies tested had very low hydraulic conductivities, with values ranging from 6 x 10-15
to I x 10-_3 m/sec. No significant changes in permeability as a function of distance from the
shaft wall were observed. Thus, if a zone of enhanced permeability caused by stress relief
exists around the shaft, it is probably within the first I-2 m of rock around the shaft that
could not be tested using the available test-tool configuration. The testing revealed the
presence of a depressurization zone around the shaft, apparently caused by drainage of fluid
from the formations into the shaft.

Beauheim, R.L., and G.J. Saulnier, Jr. 19891). "ln-Situ Hydraulic Testing of Evaporites at the
Waste isolatic, n Pilot Plant Site," 28lh htter,ational Geological Congres.s. Abstracts,
IVashinglon. DC. July 9-19. 1989. SAND88-2708A. Voi. 28, no. 1-107. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a research and development facility of
the US Department of Energy (DOE) designed to demonstrate the safe disposal of transuranic
wastes resulting from the United States' defense programs. The WIPP repository horizon lies
650 m below land surface in the bedded halite of the Permian Salado Formation in the
Delaware Basin in southeastern New Mexico. Questions have arisen recently as to what
amount of porosity in the backfiiled waste-emplacement rooms might become saturated with
brine before creep deformation of the surrounding halite host rock consolidates the backfill
and closes off the remaining unsaturated porosity. To evaluate the potential for brine in the
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Salado F'orrnation to migrate into the repository and shafts during the backfill-consolidation
process, which is expected to last 100 years or more, a program of hydraulic testing of the
primarily evaporitic rock around the repository and shafts was initiated. Testing was
perforrned in the WIPP Waste llandling Shaft in the summer of 1987, testing from the
repository workings (the "underground") began in August 1988, and testing is planned to begin
in the Air Intake Shaft in rnid-[989.

3"he objectives of the testing program are to determine the extent ot" the hydrologic disturbed
rock zone (DRZ) around the repository and shafts; evaluate the permeability of halite,
anhydrite, and clay units of the Salado that could contribute brine to the underground
openings; define the fluid-pressure distribution within the Salado near the WIPP l:acility and
shafts; define the continuity of saturation within the Salado; and determine whether the low-
permeability evaporites beyond the DRZ behave hydraulically as saturated porous media
subject to Darcy's law. In addition, tests in selected bore-hole intervals will be repeated after
2 and 5 years to evaluate tirne dependence in the evolution of the hydrologic DRZ and
depressurized zones around the underground openings.

Tests are being conducted in 0. I-m diameter holes drilled or cored to depths of as much 10 m.
In the shafts, one to three subhorizontai holes are drilled radially at each testing horizon. In
the underground, as many as five holes are drilled at each testing location: vertically upward
and downward, subhorizontal, and diagonally upward and downward. The holes are filled
with brine as soon after they are drilled as possible. Guarded-packer systems are then
installed to isolate different sections of the boreholes for testing, l".ach isolated interval is
monitored with a pressure transducer and a thermocouple. 13orehole-closure gages are included
in the bottom-hole test intervals in the testing performed in the underground to allow
discrimination between pressure rises caused by hole closure and those caused by fluid inflow.
Data-acquisition systems controlled by nlicrocomputers record all test data, and allow real-time
data plotting and printing.

The pore pressure in the rock in the immediate vicinity of a borehole tends to decrease during
and after drilling because of fluid drainage into the newly opened hole. Because of the
extremely low hydraulic conductivities of the horizons tested to date (K = 10 -12 to 10 'l'_
m/sec), recovery from this depressurizalion to predrilling pressures is slow. To accelerate the
pressure recovery, the test tools are constructed to minimize the fluid volumes within the
borehole test intervals. Small volumes of fluid are also injected under pressure to help increase
the lowered fluid pressures in and around the boreholes to near the estimated predrilling
pressure. Pulse injection and/or pulse-withdrawal tests a_e initiated after pressures have
stabilized or have at least defined a consistent trend. Test analyses are performed using a
well-test simulator that incorporates drilling and pretest pressure histories and provides
estimates of transmissivity, storativity, and formation pressure.

Results to date from testing of the Salado in the Waste Ilandling Shaft indicate that the DRZ
around the shaft is currently re';tricted to the firs( 1.6 or less from the excavation, t:rom
1.6 m to 12.7 m, hydraulic conduclivities of 2 × 10 z4 to 3 _; 10 J'J m/sec have been inlerpreted
for halite, anhydrite, and polyhalite beds. i:luid pressures increase with distance from the
shaft, reflecting drainage into the shaft since its construction in 1982.

In the WIPP underground, the I)RZ also appears to be restricted at present (up to 5 years after
construction) to the first few meters surrounding the excavalion. Outside Ihe I)RZ, no
indication of unsaturated conditions has been found, "lest behaviors are consistent with those
predicted from l.)arcy's law and othex basic principles of flow through porous media, although
significant heterogeneity has been observed, More detailed and recent findings will be
presented at the Congress.

The results of this test program are being used to develop a detailed characterization of the
hydraulic behavior of the evaporites surr_unding the underground repository workings and
shafts under both undisturbed and clisturbed (by excavation) conditions, Data from this
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program will be used in numerical modeling to assessthe volume of brine likely to flow into
the repository and shafts during backfill consolidation, The data will also be used in
performance assessment modeling of the long-term behavior of the repository system,

Beauheim, R.L., B.W. Hassinger, and J.A. Klaiber. 1983. Basic' Data Report for Borehole
Cabin Bab.i,-! Deepening attd H.I,drologic Testing. l_'aste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Project.
Southeastern New Mexico. WTSD-TME-020. [Albuquerque, NM]: D'Appolonia Consulting
Engineers, Inc. for Westinghouse Electric Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Borehole Cabin Baby-I was originally drilled to a depth of 4159.0 ft below kelly
bushing (8.0 ft above ground surface) in 1974 and 1975 as a "wildcat" hydrocarbon exploratory
well. Control of the bore hole was given to the US Department of Energy (DOE) after it was
found to be a "dry hole." Cabin Baby-I was reentered, deepened, and hydrologically tested in
August and September 1983. The well is located in Section 5, T23S, R31E, just outside the
limit of WIPP Zone !!I, approximately 2.5 mi south of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
exploratory shaft.

The deepening and testing of Cabin Baby-I was undertaken to provide data on the hydrologic
properties, including hydrostatic head potential of selected permeable zones in the Bell Canyon
Formation; to provide representative fluid samples from selected permeable zones in the Bell
Canyon Formation for determination of fluid composition and density; and to define further
the stratigraphy of the upper Bell Canyon Formation at the Cabin Baby-! location.

The bore hole was deepened front the previous total depth to a new depth of 4298.6 ft below
kelly bushing by continuous coring. Field operations related to deepening and logging of the
borehole began August 12, 1983 and were completed August 30, 1983. Hydrologic testing
activities began August 30, 1983 and were completed September 29, 1983, Drill-stem tests
were conducted in four zones in the Bell Canyon Formation, and one test of the Salado
Formation was performed. Fluid samples were collected from the ttays and Olds sandstones of
the Bell Canyon Formation.

Bechtel National, Inc. 1979a. Soil,s De,sign Report - l'olume I. Plant Site Neat" Surface
Structttres. Document No. DR-22-V-01. San Francisco, CA: Bechtel National, Inc. (Copy
on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National l_,aboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The soils design report presents the results of foundation studies for the surface
structures at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) located in southern New Mexico about 26
mi east of Carlsbad in eastern Eddy County. The results of studies for the access roads and
railroad will be presented in Volume II of the soils design report.

To develop information for this report, a field exploration program, laboratory testing, and
engineering analyses were pert'ormed during November 1978 through May 1979.

The logs of all borings and test pits, together with the results of all field and laboratory tests,
are contained in the series of reports by Sergent, Hauskins, and Beckwith. The soil test results
are summarized in this report. DWP

ANNOTATION: The reports by Sergent, llauskins, and Beckwith are included in this
bibliography.
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Bechtel National, Inc, 1979b. Soils Destgn Report - I'olume II. Ac'ce.ss Road_ attd Railroad.
Document No. DR-22-V-02. San Francisco, CA: Bechtel National, Inc. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque,
NM),

ABSTRACT: Soil and foundation studies in the field and laboratory for access roads and an
access railroad to the WIPP Site were conducted by Sergent, ilauskins, and Beckwith; this
report summarizes the results of the work. The access roads total about 17 mi of construction,
13 from the north and 4 from the south. The access railroad is about 6 mi long, extending
from the existing spur to the west. The fieldwork was conducted in two phases: 9 shallow
borings were drilled and sampled, and 48 test pits were excavated, sampled, and tested.
Surface soils consist mostly of sand and silt), sand with some outcrops of caliche. The shallow
subsurface deposits consist of sand, caliche, and underlying Gatufia, Santa Rosa, or Dewey
Lake Formations. No groundwater was encountered.

Laboratory work included classification tests, California Bearing Ratio (CBRI, chemical tests,
and triaxial tests. Fill will need to be compacted, but local materials meet requirements for
fill, road subbase, and subballast for railroad. DWP

ANNOTATION: The work by Sergent, Itauskins, and Beckwith, which is the background for
this summary, is reported in this bibliography.

Bechtel National, Inc, 1979c, Geologic Data and l/oh, Iltstorv for Bm'c't_oh' It'IPP-12,
Document No, 22-V-510-01. San Francisco, CA: Bechtel National, Inc. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albucluerque,
NM),

ABSTRACT: WIPP-12, located in the southeastern quarter of section 17, T22S, R31E,
encountered the upper Castile Formation at a depth of 2778 ft belong' the surface. The
drillhole encountered 3 ft of Mescalero caliche, 5 ft of Gatufia t:orrnation, 142 ft of Santa
Rosa Formation, 474 ft of Dewey l.ake Red Beds, 326 ft of Rustler Formation, 1774 ft of
Salado Formation, and 50 ft of Castile Formation. About 1042 ft of core were recovered. A
suite of geophysical logs was run in the hole.

WIPP-12 was drilled to confirm a suspected anticlinal structure indicated by a seismic reflector
anomaly; confirm continuit.v and attitude of bedding; determine lithology, stratigraphy, and
structure to correlate with other drill holes; acquire core for laboratory testing; anti examine
hydrologic properties of core from suspected water-bearing zones. Core properties are
reported in data tables. No conclusions are reported for structure or correlation. DWP

Bechtel National, Inc, 1979d. GeoloS,,tc Data .for Bmehoh, B-25. l)ocument No. 22-V-510-02.
San Francisco, CA: Bechtel National, Inc. ((,opy on file at the \Vaste Management anti
Transportation l.ibrar_, Sandia National l.ab(Jratories, .,\lbuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: B-25. located in the southeast quarter of section 20, "122S, R31E, was drilled to
determine the lithology and stratigraph,, for geologic correlation and shaft design, to determine
in situ permeability of selected horizons, and to acquire core for rock testing. lhe hole was
continuously cored t'rom 22.4 to 901.3 f't depth, arl(t it v,as then reamed to) a diameter of 6 I/'4
in.
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|3-25 encountered 14 ft of overburden and Me,scaler() calh.'he, 20,7 ft c)f (Ji.ltLJfia I:orm;ition,
10, l i't (}f St|nit| Rosa i.ormati()n, ,188,2 ft of I)e_,vev l.ake Red 13ed_,,309.9 ft o1" Rusth.,r
J:ornlation, and 58.c) ft of _alad() l:q)r111[itic)11,

"['he Rustler/Salad(J contact, ("ulei_ra i)()lumite, and Magenta l)oh)mite intervals were prepared
and then tested l'<)r hydrologic ,..'l_aracteristics, LInits were isolated by packers and ther)
swabbed until m) more fluid was r(.'c_)xered, An electric tape was lowered int() the hole to
n1()nitorfluid levelrecovery for an h(,ur, A se¢()nd,timed swah run was used to calculate

transmissivity. lhe transrnissivities calculated for these three zunes, re._l-)eclively, are 5 x I0 3
ft2/day, I ,x I0 2 i-t_/dav, and 7 x I0 ,t ft,/day. lhese cah:ulati()ns indicate the relative
transrnissivities, but they may not accurately represent sit(., c(>nditi()ns. I)WI )

Bechlel Nallonal, Inc. 1979e, (h'_d.,l;l' I.ahmut_wl, R('_ull_ o.f Rr_('k 7'(,sting, I)ocument No,
22-V-.-510--04, Nan l:rancisco, CA' 13echtel Nati()nal, Inc, (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportati()n l.ibrary, Sandia National [.ah()rat()ries, Albuquerque, NM),

AI3S'I'I,_ACI': i:ort_--tw() c()re samples and five hand samples l'nonl I_()re holes and test pits 13-
I, 13-5, 13--9, 13-12, 13-15, 13-25, 13-32, 13-28, 13-29, WIPI'-12, and 11)-4 were tested I'or v'lrious
physical pml_erties and mineral(_gy. The samples represented the (]alufia, Sant_ Rosa, l]ewey
I,ake, Rustler, and Salado I:cJrmations. lhe tests included bulk specific gravity, porosity,
absorpti_)n, unconfined cornpressi_,e st|'engtl'1, nn()dulus of elasticity and l)()isson's ratio, sonic
velocity, pelr_)graphy, X-ra\ dil'fra¢li()r_, sl_ectr(_gral)hy, and wet-dry cycles. 'l'hese (:lala [Ire
rep()rted without further anal_is, l)Wl )

Bell, I),R. 1984. llll'P llydrrq_ad 5"ta('/Itl(' SI¢rv('y. l"Imd R('l,mt. "lucson, AZ: llydro Gee
('hem, Inc. (('Ol:)y on file at the Wasle Management and 'l'ransr)c_rtation l,ihrary, Sandia
Nation_l l.almral()ries, AIl_uquerque, NM).

AI3S'II_,,\CI: Wellheads it] the _,i¢illily (_f the Waste Is()lati()n l'ilut Plant (WII'P)and of
hydr()logic interesl were surveyed in 1984 using satellite l)_)siti_)ning and differential leveling.
Two first ()taler-class I hc)rizontal reference p()ints (13LIRI,_O, near "lucson, AZ; 131-'I"III!, near
llohbs, I",IM) were used t() l:)rovide c(_ruections to satellite data f()r receivers located [it survey
points. Elevations (.leterlnir_e(:l l)v l_r_ce_sed satellite l'_siti()ninl_ data resulted Jr) a star)dl.lrd
deviali()r_ l'r()rr) i').14 Io 0.29 rn with an a,,erage of 0.216 hi. ('_n'nn'_()n l')()ints will) the 1981
level survev 1)3' the Nati(_nal (ie()detic _u0_e\ (N(i_) yield al_parently signit'icant dift'erences
that cannot be res()l_e(.l l')ecause _-_I"the dil'l'erer_ces in the lm_is of clef, alison an(.l ge()idal height
c(:)rrecti_ns used h\ the tw(_ sur_eys. lhe standard deviati()n ()I" elexati()n difl'erences between
the two types (_l"sur_,e\'s is similar t_) the average st'_ndard (.leviati,:)n for elevations determined
by satellite l_ositioning. "lhe relati,,'e ele_ali_)ns uf wellheads detern_ined hv satellite positioning
appear t_) be accurate and within required parameters. I)WI )

Bell & Nlurl)h.v and Associates. 1979. (;,'oplu'stcc_l htn'slt,k,a/t_m ./ ttt_, Ila_/(' ls_lat/mt I'tlot
l:'lcmt l:'ddl' ('mmll', ,Vuw _l('.xt_'t_. i)allas, IX: Bell & MUrl_hy and Associates, (('_)py ()n
file at the Waste Man;_.,en]er_t and lran'.;l)ortali¢_n l.ihrary, S;tr]c.lia Nali_nal l.abt)r'tlories,
Alhuquerque, Nh'I).

! ,,\I.IS'II_,A("I: ,,\h_)ut 7,1 line mi of _ei_mi¢ rel'lecti()n data ,,,ere c(_ll(.'cte(l in 1978 wilhin the
sixteen ._quare rni centeretl _)n lhe \Vaslc l_()lali()n Pil_)l l)lant (WII'P) Silt,. (iranl (ieophysical
C_)rp_rati()n rec()Ided an_l l)r_)ce_ed the (l'ata; l:h.'ll and Murl)h_ A_)cialt,_ l:,r_)',ided (.ILnalitv
assurance and interpreted the data. Milt(_n l)_)hrin c_rl_ulte(.l _)n all l)ha_e_.
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The data were collected to prepare seismic structure contour tnal}s o1"the Salado anti Castile
Formations, in particular, to ascertain geologic structures(s)affecting these horizons, The
Cherry Canyon Formation was also nlal_ped.

Vibrator patterns and geophone arrays were spaced at I I0-1't intervals for data acquisition.
Two short experimental lines, totalling about 2.2 mi, used 55 t'I spacings. Geophone arrays
consisted of a 6-arm fan of 36 geophones. The sweep frequency was from 100-25 IIz for 12
see, A 12-fold stack was created.

Data quality varied due to equipment and field conditit)ns. Refractions arrived at about the
same time as reflections, complicating the process of muting and cornpositing shallow data.
The data are generally considered fair. The Salndo, Castile, anti Cherry Canyon I:ormations,
and the Cowden anhydrite member of the Salado Formation, are characterized by homoclirml
dips to the east of about 100to 125 ft/rni. The Castile reflectors could not be identified in the
north-central four square mi el'the survey area. Well logs indicate 200 to 500 ft of anhydrite
is mlssing".., and was apparently replaced by salt. This lithologic change may be indicative of
the cause of Castile reflection deterioration in this are[I." The geophysical data and well data
available do not indicate faulting on the Castile l:ormatic)n between I'RDA-9 and WIPP-12.

i)W P

Bentley, II,W, 1983. "l)evelopment :lnd Testing of Gr(_undwater Tracers at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP Site), New Mexico," EOS "l'r(ltl._ac'llml._, ,.Intert('mt (;rUldLl'._ical l l.lmt, Vol,
64, no, 45, 714. (Abstract Only),

AI]STRA('T: 'i'hiocyanate and five fluorinated derivatives o1"I_enzoic acid have been used as
groundwater tracers at selected locations in the ('ulebra l)()h)mite Member of the I)ermian
Rustler Fornl'ltic)n. The tracers, which are analyzed by high I'_erformance liquid
chron'latc)graphy at a sensitivity ()t" al'_oul 10 l_g/l., were selected because they were unlikely It)
exhibit sorption or biodegradation and because o1"their ease ot' h_,lrlttling arid analysis.

Results indicate that perl'lu()rt_berlzoate and tril'luorometl'kylbenz_)zate are neither sorbed nor
degraded, These results include a tracer test lasting more thatl a year, field tests designed to
demonstrate non-sorptive behavior, alld 1:|13oratory verification of r_orl-bic)ttegradation,
Thiocyanate and o-, m-. and I)--flu(Jrobenzoat,: do show aerobic bacterial degradation, but have
proved useful in the low-oxygen waters of the Culcbra.

lleraun, R., and M.A, Molecke, 1o87a, "Numerical 'l'hermal Modeling of the WII)I) In Situ
Room A I Sinlulaletl I)III.W i.:xperivrlents," II'.sl_' _Imt.g_'mr.t ,%,7II'.s/r I solalimt m the' US,
7'_'¢ltltic.I Progr.ms .tld l'itt_li_' l:'dt.'.liml, l tl_'sml, ,.IZ, ,ll.r_'h I-5, 1!)87, !!tl. R,(i. I_t)st,
SAND87-0.167(', "l'ucson, AZ: L!r_iver,sity of Ar'izovla, Vol, 2, 245-253,

AI]SI'RAC'I': 'l'he intent _t" this paper is It)present the results of transient thermal analyses
performed to determine temperatures in the near- _.lVltlfar-field, in the vicinity of a ttel'ense
high-level waste container anti an emplacement tlrifl. l'hree tlifferent drtl't/canistet
configurations were modeled: one containing nitro_,en gas, _ln()ther crtlshetl s[iJl, lil)tl the I_.|sl
bentonite/sand as a backfill material between the container and the b_re-hole wall, 'l'he test
containers are a nonreference o_eVl_ack design, consisting t)t' a 2,5-ctll thick mild steel
container either with or without a thin ()verwrap ()t" 'l'iCotle-12, The thermal ct)rlductivity ot"
the salt t'orrnatior_ was :.lssumetl It) be lellll')erattlre tlel_erltterlt, while I:_()th the density arid

specific heat were assurnecl t_) be constar_t, "l'he analyses were undertaker1 using a four node,
bilinear, quadrilateral finite-element nonlinear heat transfer program, ('OYO'I'I!, and a finite-
(tit'ference thermal analyzer c()de. SINI)A, Results presented include typical temp(_ral and
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spatial distributions of temperature, The near-t'ield temperature results obtained I'rom the
numerical modeling compare well with mt,asure(I experimental data.

Beraun, R,, and M,A, Molecke, 1987b, 7'hermal Anal.r._t_ o/the It'IPP In SHu Room A I DtlLI_'
Package Experimettts. SAND86-0681. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of transient thermal analyses performed to
determine temperatures in the near- and far-field vicinity of a defense high-level waste
container and an emplacement drift. Three different drift/waste package configurations were
modeled: one containing nitrogen gas, another crushed salt, and the last bentonite/sand as the
backfill material between the container and the bore-hole wall. The thermal conductivity of
the salt formation was assumed to be temperature dependent while both the density and
specific heat were assumed to be constant. Analyses were undertaken using a four node,
bilinear, quadrilateral finite-element nonlinear heat transfer program, COYOTE, and a finite-
difference thermal analyzer code, SINI)A. Typical temporal and spatial distributions of
temperature are presented for each case. The tetnperature profiles and histories of the backfill
material and host rock salt are used to assess their thermal behaviors and to guide future
material test analyses, The near-field temperatures obtained I'rom these thermal analyses are
compared with measured experimental data.

Berry, II.A, 1989. An Aerial Radiological Surve)' of the II'a_/e l._olatton Pilot Plant and
Sto'rounding Area, Carl_had, New ,_h'.ric'o. AMO-8809; I;GG-10617-1189. l,as Vegas, NV:
EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc.

ABSTRACT: An aerial radiological survey was conducted during th_ period 8 April to 19
April 1988 over a 404-square-kin (156-square-mi) area covering the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) located near Carlsbad, NM, and the surrounding area, The survey was conducted at a
nominal altitude of 91 m (300 t't) with a line spacing of 152 m (500 ft). A contour map of the
terrestrial exposure rates plus the cosmic exposure rate extrapolated to I m above ground level
was prepared and overlaid on an aerial photograph of the area. The average terrestrial
exposure rates ranged from approximately 6.0 to 9.0 microroentgens per hour (#R/hr). Two
areas of increased exposure rate were evident. Both areas indicated higher than normal
concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides. A rnachine-aided search of data for man-
made sources of radiation indicated the presence of Cs-137 at the Gnome site, which was
expected from previous survey work done in the area. No other sources of man-made
radiation were found.

Bertram-Ilowery, S.G,, and R.L, Ilunter. 1989a. Plan_ for Evaluation of the II'a,_te l._olation
Pilol PlaHI'._ Compliance with KP,4 S/andard._ for Radiom'live II'a_,le ,_lmtagement and
Dispo._al. SAND88-2871. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRAC'I': The Department of Energy (DOE) is actively pursuing the disposal ot'
transuranic (TRU) waste in a geologic environment at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
near Carlsbad, NM. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project will assess compliance with
the l:'nvironmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Eitvirmtmen/al Sltmdards for ,,_tamtgemettl arid
Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, tligh-Level and Tran,uranic Radioa('/ive ll'aste_ (40 CFR Part
191). The Standard is divided into two subparts, Subpart A limits annual radiation doses to
members of the public t'rom waste rnanagen_ent and storage operations at disposal facilities,
and Subpart B limits cumulative releases of radioactive materials for 10,000 years, radiation
doses to members of the public for 1000 years, and radioactive contamination of certain
sources of groundwater for 1000 years, as a result ()l'disposal of wastes. The WIPP Project
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will assess compliance with Subpart A primtlrily by means of an extensive monitoring program.
The Project will assess compliance with Subptlrt B primarily using the performance tlssessment
techniques developed for the evaluati_n of the performance c)t' hil_h-level waste repositories,
Compliance with the Assurance Requirements and the Ground Water Pr()tection Requirements
will be assessed using other techniques, The WIPP Project will be the first t(J evaluate the
compliance oi" a mined geologic repository with the I-PA St_.Indard, Although Subparl 13 oi' the
Standard was remanded to EPA by the lJniled Slates Courl of Appeals for the First Circuit,
this paper discusses lhe Standard _is firsl pron'lulgatetl. Con_r_liance plans for the WIPP will be
revised as necess'Iry in response to any changes in the Slilndard.

Bertram-IIo_,ery, S.(;,, ,,ld R,I,, Ilunter, t,d,_. 1989b, Pr,'hmtHar.l' Plat; /or Dt,_p,_,_ai-S)'._tem
C',haraelerlcaliOn arid l.mtg-Term Performance l"l'ahta/ton o/ /he ll'a_/e I,_ola/ion Pilot Plate,
SAND89-0178. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.abor;tlcJries.

AIIS'i'RACT: The US I)epartment ot" Energy (DOE) is planning to dispose of transuranic
wastes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)near Carlsbad, NM. Sandia National
I.aboratories (SNI,) is responsible I'(_r evaluating the ¢(Jmpliance of the WIPP with the
l._nvironmental Protection Agency's (I:F'A's) l;'/ll'lrotl/llc'/ll_d Sltmdard_ for v_ltmageme_u o_ltt
Di,_po_al o/ SpeJtt Nuc'lear Fuel, Ilil¢tl-l.erel aJtd "l'rtm_ttrantc' Radto_wttve It'a._le_ (40 CI.'R Part
IOI. Set, part #). This plan has been developed to present the issues that will be addressed
before compli,lnce can be evaluated, These issues examine the procedural requirements for
evaluating compliance, which follow from the prc_cedural nature ot' the Standard, and the
technical requirements for further characterizing the behavi(_r of the disposal system, including
uncertainties, to support the cc_mpliance assessment, The plan briefly describes the activities
that will be conducted prior to 1993 by SNI, to characterize the WIPP disposal system's
behavior and predict its perf(_rnl'tnce.

Berlrain-IIo_ery, S,G,, and P,N, S_lft, 1990. Statu_ Report: Pole_lttal for Lo_zg-'l'erm
l_o/_tion t_r tilt' II'a_te I_ola/lo_l P/Iol Pla_u Disposal S.r_/em. SANI)90-0616. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABS'i'RACT: The US Depaltment of i!nerp, y's (I)Ol-'s) Waste Isolation Pilot l)lant (WII)I)) must
comply with ILnvironnlental Protecti¢)n Agency (I:.I_A)Regulati¢_n 41)CI.'R Part Ivl, Suhpart B,
which sets environmental standards for radioactive waste disposal. The regulation,
Environnze_lal Radl_Hiot_ Ih'oteclto_l Slmtd_rd_ for ,_la_ltlgc'metll tdtltl Disposal of Spe_ll Nzwh'ar
Fuel, iligh-l.evul told 7'r_m,,urtmlc' R_dl_ttCltve II'a_le_ (hereafter referred to as the Standard),
was vacated in 1987 by a Federal Court of Appeals and is undergoing revision. 13y agreement
with the State of New Mexico, the WIPi _ Project is evaluating cumpliance with the Standard as
promulgated in 1985 until a new regulation is av_lil;Ible.

This report sumnaarizes the early-1990 status of Santlia National l,aboratories' (SNI.'s)
understanding o!' the Project's ability to uchie_'e compliance. The report reviews the
qualitative and quantitative requirements for compliance, and identifies unknowns con_plicating
pert'ormance assessrnent. It discusses in relatively nontechnical terms the approaches to
resolving those unknowns, and c_)n,:lutles that SNI. has reas¢_nable confidence that compliance
is achievable with the Standard as first pronaulgated. This report is not a t'ormal evaluation of
con_pliance: av,'_il_ble data and models ;_re insutTicient for a full-scale assessment, and 4_'; Cb'R
Part it)l h_s nc;t been reissued t'_llowing remand. "l'he first preliminary pert'(_rn_ance
assessment report t'_)r the \VII_P will be cc_mpleted in I)ecember 1990.

Bertram-Iio_ery, S.(;., M.(;. _,larictta, I).R. An¢lerso,, K.F. ilri,ster, I..S. Gomez, R.V.
Guz.o_ski; and R,P, Rechard, 1089. Draft Fore_'a_/ o/ 11/_'Fuztzl R_'porl for /he Comp_zri_on
t_ 40 (.'FR Pat/ lYl, Slchptlr/ I1, [t_r It1_' IItlsle ls_ltt/l_ I'tlo/ IJIcttZl. SAN1)88-1452.
Albuquerque, NM: S_lnttia Natic)nal l.al_(_rat_ries.
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ABSTRACT: The US Department of Energy (I)OE) is planning to dispose of transuranic
(TRU) wastes that have boon generated by defense programs at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM. The WIPI' Project will assesscompliance with the requirements of
the United States Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Standard, Environmental
Radiatimt Protection Standard_ /or _tlamtk,ement arid Di._po,_alof Spent Nuclear Fuel. Hil4lt-
Level a/td Tra/t._ura/tir RadhJacliVr II'u_lc_ (40 CFR Parl 191). Assessing compliance with the
long-term performance criteria of Subpart B of the Standard is a cornerstone of successful
implementation of a DOE TRU waste disposal system.

This report forecasts the planned 1992 document, £?ompuri._o_tto 40 CFR. Part I_1. Suhpart B.
/or the I_'u._te I_olation Pilot Plant (It'IPP). It has the sarne t'ormat, with the same table of
contents. The text is, where available, a preview for 1992. Where not yet available, the text is
either preliminary or incomplete, DOE, as the implementing agency far the WIPP under the
Standard, is responsible for determining whether the WII'P complies with the four requirements
of Subpart B. The 1992 document, which will describe the compliance evaluation process and
compare the WIPP's performance with Subpart B of the Standard, will be the quantitative basis
for DOE's determination. That report will evolve from this forecast.

Bertram-Ilowery, S,G., M,G. Marietta, R,P, Recllard, P,N. S_lfl, D.R. Audersou, II,L. Baker,
J.E. Bean° Jr., W. Beyeler, K.F. llrluster, R.V. Guzo_ski, d.C. Helton, R.D. McCurley,
D.K. Rudeeu, J.D. Schrelber, and P, Vaughn. 1990. Preliminary Compari._on with 40 CFR
Part 191. Suhpart B .for ttle It'a_te I_olutimt Pilot Plato. Decemher 1990. SAND90-2347.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: "the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)is planned as the first mined geologic
repository for transuranic (TRU) wastes generated by defense programs of the US Department
of Energy (DOE). Before disposing of waste at the WIPI>, the DOE must evalaute compliance
with the United States Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Standard, Etavirotame_ztal
Radiation Protectiml Stmtdard._ /or ,._lanagemem and Di._po_al of Spent Nuclear Fuel, lligh-
Level and 7"ratt._uramc Radioactive II'a_tc_ (.4o CI,'R Part I_l ). Sandia National l, aboratories
(SNI,) is evaluating long-term pert'ormance against criteria in Subpart B of the Standard,
"Performance assessmenl" as used in this report includes analyses for the Containment
Requirements (191.13(a)) and the Individual Protection Requirements (191.15). Because
proving predictions about future human actions or natural events is not possible, the EPA
expects compliance to be determined on the basis of specified quantitative analyses and
informed, qualitative judgment. The goal of the WIPPperformance assessment team atSNL is
to provide as detailed and thorough a basis as practical for the quantitative aspect of that
decision.

This report summarizes SNI.'s late-1990 understanding of the WIPP Project's ability to evaluate
compliance with Subpart B. This preliminary assessment cannot be defensibly compared to the
requirements of the Standard to interpret whether the WIPP disposal system complies with
Subpart B. Defensibility ot" the compliance evaluation ultimately will be determined primarily
by qualitative judgment regarding "reasonable expectations of compliance," assutning that
concept is retained by the EPA in repromulgating the vacated Subpart B. Other considerations
such as completeness and adequacy ot" the numerical simulations will also be factors in
determining defensibility. Performance assessment must determine the events that can occur,
the likelihood of these events, and the consequences of these events. The impacts of
uncertainties must be characterized and displayed; however, no single summary measure can
adequately display all the information produced in a performance assessment. Adequate
documentation is an essential part ot'a performance assessment.

in lieu of results suitable for comparison with the Standard, this report presents results of
sensitivity analyses that address specific uncertainties in the modeling system. All results are
preliminary and are conditional on assumed conceptual models and parameter value
distributions. The results show the degree to which some uncertainties in the conceptual
models that describe aspects ot" disposal-system behavior may all'oct predicted performance.
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The results also demonstrate the methodology used Io assess peri'ormance. The reported
complementary cumulative distribution t'unctions (CCI)Fs)=ire statistical means of I'amilies ol"
CCDFs. The modeling system is sensitive to changes in scenario probabilities, and reductions
in the probability o1" intrusion significantly reduce predicted probabilistic cumulative releases.
Comparison ot" clay-lined-fracture and dual porosity transport models for the dominant water-
bearing unit above the repository indicate a significant increase in radionuclide retardation and
a consequent reduction in predicted releases with the dual-porosity model. Simulations of a
variable number of intrusions show that, for the selected probability model, multiple intrusions
do not increase the largest cumulative releases. Simulations of a hypothetical waste
modification suggest that for modifications to be elTective, waste permeability must be reduced
nlore than four orders of magnitude below the estimated unmodil'ied value to restrict brine
flow to an intruding bore hole. Simulalions oI" gas generation and the effects gas will have on
brine flow and radionuclide transport are not sul'ficiently advanced to be incorporated in this
year's CCDF curves, but prelinlinary results of" one-dimensional simulations are included.
Preliminary analyses for the Individual Proteclion Requiremenls slJggesl thal no releases will
occur; therefore, dose predictions are not likely to be required,

Although disposal-system characterization work has been under way for about 15 years and
much is known about the WIPP, till work necessary to support the perl'orrnance assessment has
nol been completed. Most work currently in progress to support the performance assessment is
not advanced enough to support a dei'ensible comparison to the Slandard because many
imporlanl nlodules are in preliminary or inlermediale slages of understanding or readiness.
The compliance assessment system can be used l'or sensitivity and uncertainty analyses and is
adequate for preliminary perl'ormance studies.

Biffle, J.ll, 1981. Second Bent'hmark Prohh'm /or II'/PP Structural Computation with the JAC
Computer Program. SANDS 1-0767. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboralories.

ABSTRACT: This report describes calculations using the JAC computer program for the
second benchmark problem for Waste Isolation Oilot Plant (WIPP)structural conlputalions. The
problem considers 27 distinct geological layers, including I0 clay layers---4of which are to be
modeled with sliding interface conditions, l leafed and unheated drifts at a depth of 650 n] are
considered. The results are described in accordance with lhe instructions in lhe description of
the benchmark problem. A discussion is included of the al)r)licabilily of using JAC for this
ty0e of problenl.

llinllham, F,_V., a,ld G.E. Ilarr. 1979. Scenarios for l_ong-7"crm Reh'a.se of Radtt,mcltdc,_ from
a Nuclt'ar-II'a_lt' Rel_O_ii_,'l' itl ItlC 1.o_ .Ucdaf)o_ Rcglml o.f New ._h'.xi('o. SANl)78-1730.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report discusses hypothetical sequences of events that could conceivably
release radionuclides from radioaclive waste buried in the proposed Waste Isolation F'ilol Plant
(WIPP) repository. All the scenarios are described in terms specific to the V,'ll3P Sile; they
include only events whose occurrence is physically possible there, The report estimales (he
relative probabilities of the scenari¢)s at times ranging from 1000 to I million years after the
repository is sealed, Although none of the scenarios is judged likely, lhe reporl recommends
several for detailed computer modeling and consequence analysis,

Blngham, F.W., a,:d (i.E. llarr. 1980. "l)e_elopment of Scenarios for the l,ong-'l'erm Release
of Radionuclides l'rom the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilol Plant in Southeastern New
Mexico," St'it'lllific l:tast+_ for ,.Vllclt'ar It'¢lslt, 3latla,qt't_lt'ltl, Prtn't't'ding.s of lilt' hllt'rtlallotta]
Syml_o.si,m, Bostt.l, 3/',-I. :Vovemhcr 27.-3(1, 1_79. lid. C.J.M, Norlhrup, Jr, SANI)79-0955C.
New York, NY: Plenum Press, Vol, 2, 771-778.
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ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPi') is 'l project for the disposal o1" radioactive
waste, from US defense programs, which contains long-lived transuranic elements.
Radioactive safety analyses for WIPP require descriptions ot" mechanisms that can be assumed
to release waste. Scenarios are developed to decide which processes awe possible, to decide
which processes need t'urther study, and which processes can be eliminated, to rc;c()nlmenct
processes t'or early study, anti to gvoup processes for computer modeling.

Preliminary fault trace analysis was too uncertain and too unwieldy to guide experimental
programs and plant design, As an alternative, event trees were constructed that began with an
event assumed to breach tile repositc)ry and move waste. Nineteen breach events were
developed based on processes known to be possible in the Delaware I]asin, Subsequent events
specify how waste is moved anti contacts people,

Event trees were ranked by estimatir0g relative probabilities of events, S_lt'ety analysis actually
assumes unit probability for events, and the consequences aPr_ear acceptable, Relative
probabilities are helpful in deciding which scenarios a,'e most likely and should continue to be
examined,

Scenarios were grouped into three classes l'()r m¢)deling based ()n radionuclide Iransporl
mechanisms. Bounds to the consequences oI" each cl:ixs _)I' scenarios were calculaled,
elinlinaling the need to cal_.'ulIlle lhe c¢)nseqtwr_¢es of t,ach scelIllrio or assunle worst-case
scenarios. The scenario classes art, direcl exposure Io the bi¢)sr_here, wilier flow between two
aquifers, and waler flow l'ronl only one aquil'er. IIased on relative probabilities, drilling
scenarios dominate the l'irst I000 years. Cracking, seal l'ailure, and drilling begin to be
important in scenarios at I0,000 years. Cracking and dissc)lution domin'Ite tit I00,000 and I
million years, l:our basic models are recommended for conlputer mc_deling: I) direct drilling
into waste, 2) hydraulic connection of upper and lower acluil'ers, 3) hydraulic connecli()n
allc)wing only radionuclide dilTusi()n to the upper aquifer, and 4) hydraulic connection allowing
flow fron'| tin upper aquifer through tile repository ¿Ind back to the upr)er aquifer. The last
model bounds radionuclide transport for a single aquifer.

These methods may not be apl_ropriate elsewhere. Site-specific inl'ornlatiorl made possible
many important assumptions. I)WP

Blnllham, F.W,, M.I,. Merrill, and M.S. 'l'lernev. 1980. "Supl'_lements to tile Release Scenario
Analyses for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Prr,('c'_'dtngs of the l_,_'qJ Natimtal ll'c'd,,l('
7"crmimil Slorog_' Program ltl.]mmolic_l 3l¢'¢,ltJlg. C.lumhtt',, 011, D¢'u¢'mher ¢_-11, 19,_'ql,
ONWI-_i_,. .:., Cc)lurnbus, Oil: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Memorial Institute,
138-141.

ABSTRACT: Three suPlglemenlar_ waste release scenarios for tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) have been an'Jlyzed since the publication of the Draf! Envtr,nmental lmpa('t Statument
(DEIS). Some reference repository specifications have been changed from those in tile I)EIS,
and radionuclide solubility limits are included. 'File scenarios represent rupture ()f a
pressurized brine pocket untlel a repository, domestic use of gr¢_undwater near the WIPP, and
agricultural use of water from tile Pecos River. Ra-226 is the most sigvlit'icanl contril_utor It)
doses calculated from these scenarios. Ra-.226 concentrations from I)umped well water is about
5 times the limit for nc)noccupalional eap¢)sure, hut tile water is too salty to be potable. The
Ra-226 ingestion rate from agricultural use of Pecos R,i_er water is less than 10 4 o1" the
average natural dietary intake. I)WP

Black, S,R, 1982. Ba_W Data R('l,Orl Bmutt_d¢' It'IPP-12 Du_'p_'ntn._,, II'a_l(, l_olallmt Pllol Planl
(II'IPP) Pro.]¢'cl Sottlit¢'asl¢'rn .Vc'_t' ._l¢,._t¢'_,. "IMI! 3148. Albucluertlue, NM: i)'Appolonia
Consulting l_ngineers, Inc. (("Ol)y _)n file at lhe Waste Management and "l'rar_sp(_rtation
l.ibrary, Sandia N:lti(_nal l.aboratories, Alhutltlerqtle, NM).
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ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-12 was originally drilled in 1978 as an exploratory borehole to
characterize the geology of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in Eddy County, NM. A
report describing the original field work and geology of the borehole was recently released.
WIPP-12 was reentered and deepened ill late 1981. WIPP-12 is lo,::ated in Section 17, T22S,
R31E, just outside the limit of Zone II, approximately one mi north of the exploratory shaft
site. The deepening of WIPP-12 was undertaken to investigate the presence of an anticlinal or
domal structure and thickening of halite indicated by surface seismic reflection surveys
conducted in the area; to determine the nature and extent of deformation in the Castile
Formation, in a location adjacent to tile zone of anomalous seismic reflections found north of
the well location ("Disturbed Zone"); and to characterize any fluid-bearing zones encountered
in the Castile Formation while drilling.

Field operations related to deepening of the borehole began November 16, 1981, and were
completed January 1, 1982. The borehole was deepened through the Castile Formation to a
total depth of 3927.5 ft by coring. Pressurized brine was encountered on November 22, 1981
at a depth of about 3016 ft. The brine reservoir is apparently related to a system of near-
vertical fractures of unknown extent observed in Anhydrite i!1. The Halite I member is about
200 ft thicker than observed in undisturbed areas in the vicinity of WlPP (for example,
Borehole DOE-I). Small-scale lithologic features such as folding of anhydrite stringers in
halite and halite lineation appear to confirm tile presence of a structural disturbance at this
location.

This Basic Data Report includes geologic information gathered during WIPP-12 deepening. All
information relating to characterization of the brine reservoir is contained in other reports.
With minor exceptions, no analytical or interpretive work was performed on the data for
inclusion in this report. Slight adjustments were made to coring depths reported by the driller
to achieve correlation with geophysical logs.

Black, S.R., R.I,, Beauheim, and J.R. Register. 1984."ilydrogeology of a Brine Occurrence in
Bedded Evaporites, l)elaware Basin, New Mexico," Ah._lt'acls wilh Program._. Geological
Sociel.v of America. 971h Annual Jleeling. Reno. NI'. November 5-,_'. 1984. Vol. 16, no. 6,
446. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: While investigating tile subsurface geology near tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WlPP) Site, a bore hole (designated WIPP-12) intercepted a pressurized brine reservoir in an
anhydrite unit in the Permian evaporite sequence. Brine flowed at tile surface at rates up to
15,000 barrels/day. Extensive investigation, including core analysis, drilistem testing, flow
testing, and fluid sarnpling revealed that the brine reservoir consists of a systenl of fractures in
anhydrite on the flank of a gentle anticline formed by halo-tectonism; an estimated volume ot"
17 million barrels of brine is contained within a heterogeneous system of large near-vertical
fractures with relatively high permeability and low storage capacity, and tiny microfractures
with relatively low permeability and high storage capacity; the brine is connate Permian
seawater that migrated to the fractures from surrounding rock. The brine reservoir is isolated
frorn other similar occurrences ill the Delaware Basin and from regional meteoric groundwater
systems by intact evaporites with extremely low permeabilities.

Boa, J.A., Jr. 1977. l_lorehole Plul,'ginl,, Program (IVa.sle Dispo.sal), Report No. 1;
Miscellaneous Paper C-77-14. Vicksburg, MS: US Army Fngineer Waterways Experiment
Station. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and i'ransportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This stud.,,, was initiated to try and find competent grouts to be used in
stemming boreholes associated with radioactive waste disposal. The grouts need to have a life
of several thousand years and be essentially impermeable, in addition, tile grouts should be
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pumpable up to depths of several thousand ft into environments of high temperature. Grouts
for use in both salt and nonsalt formations are to be studied.

Boa, J.A., Jr. 1978. Borehole Plugging Program (Waste Disposal). Report I. Initial
Investigations and Preliminary Data. Miscellaneous Paper C-78-1. Vicksburg, MS: US
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This report covers efforts during the first year of the program. A study was
initiated to find competent grouts to be used in stemming bore holes associated with
radioactive waste disposal. The grouts must be durable for several thousand years and be
essentially impermeable, in addition, the grouts should be pumpable to depths of several
thousand ft into environments of high temperature. Grouts for use in both salt and nonsalt
formations are to be studied. This program is still under way.

Bodine, M.W., Jr. 1978. "Clay-Mineral Assemblages from Drill Core of Ochoan Evaporites,
Eddy County, New Mexico," Geology and Mineral Deposits of Ochoan Rocks in Delaware
Basin attd Adjacent Areas. Carlsbad. NM. May 4. 1977. Ed. G.S. Austin. New Mexico
Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources Circular 159. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau
of Mines and Mineral Resources. 21-30.

ABSTRACT: The ERDA-9 drill hole, Eddy County, NM, was cored for !,987 ft, from 230 ft
below the top of the Salado Formation through the upper 41 ft of the Castile Formation. Clay
minerals in 47 insoluble residues include corrensite, random to partially ordered clinochlore-
saponite mixed-layer clays, illite, clinochlore, saponite, a tentatively identified talc-saponite
mixed-layer clay, serpentine, and talc. Serpentine is restricted to the Castile and lowermost
Salado Formations', (?)talc-saponite is confined to some polyhalite beds in and overlying the
McNutt potash zone. The salztons (thin argillaceous seams) consist of corrensite, illite, and
clinochlore, while the adjacent evaporite strata often contain abundant random mixed-layer
clinochlore-saponite, mixed-layer (?)talc-saponite, or saponite. Chemical compositions of the
residues have high Mg-AI atom ratios reflecting abundance of the trioctahedral clays.
Mineralogy and chemistry of the assemblages strongly indicate that severe alteration and Mg-
enrichment of normal clay detritus occurred in the evaporite environment through brine-
sediment interaction. It is further suggested that the relatively immature clays---saponite,
mixed-layer (?)talc-sapphire, and randomly interstratified clinochlore-saponite--formedlater
through recrystallization of preexisting trioctahedral clays in response to transient pore fluids;
the saiztons, impermeable to such fluids, developed a more mature clay assemblage in a static
pore fluid environment. The serpentine-saponite residues with their high Mg-AI and Si-AI
atom ratios in Castile and lowermost Salado evaporites are indicative of a silica-rich detrital
source; the more aluminous clay assemblages with decreased Mg-AI and Si-AI atom ratios in
the overlying evaporite strata suggest a substantially more argillaceous detrital source.

Bodine, M.W., Jr., and C.A. Loehr. 1978. Selected Investigations of Igneous Dikes Intruding
Ochoan Sedimems in the Carlshad Region. Interim Report (Jan. 6, 1978). Socorro, NM:
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Geoscience Department. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Dike exposures in evaporites at two widely separated localities appear to be part
of a single intrusive episode along a lineament up to 75 mi long. Trends and geophysical
evidence from Yeso Hills, south of Whites City, and underground workings of Kerr-McGee
mine between Carlsbad and Hobbs, suggest a single lineament. Both dike and evaporite
lithologies are altered; halite at the mine is more altered than gypsum/carbonate outcrops at
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Yeso Hills. Salt in the mine is altered up to 12 meters from the dike; clays are altered to
about 5 m. A new trioctahedral mica clay, named trioctillite, is the major mineral replacing
talc-illite-trioctahedrai clays. Textural effects of the intrusion are minimal. DWP

Bodine, M,W., Jr., and J.R. MacMillan. 1978. Investigation of Petrology, Mineralogy and
Geochemistry of a Permian Basin Core. Interim Report (Jan. 6. 1978). Socorro, NM: New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Geoscience Department. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National l, aboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Core samples from ERDA-9 were selected to study the genesis of the evaporites
and extent of post-depositional alteration. Silicates were separated for size analysis, x-ray
diffraction, and scanning electron microscopy. Whole rock, water soluble, acid insoluble, and
clay size insoluble fractions were chemically analyzed. Cores and thin sections were described
for lithology, textures, mineral associations, and petrography. Samples represented major
iithologies, a depositional cycle, polyhalite-anhydrite occurrences, possible disposal horizons,
and postdepositional solution and recrystallization.

Minerals and textures indicate post-depositional alteration attributed to fluids migrating
through the sediments. Polyhaliteand atypical mineral assemblages (e.g., sylvite - langbeinite),
along with low bromine and variable age dates, suggest drastic recrystallization. The
mineralogy and chemistry of acid insoluble silicates preclude detrital origin.

K-bearing minerals and units should be evaluated basin-wide to determine the mechanisms
and extent of alteration. Dynamic models should be developed to help evaluate post-
depositional fluid flow. DWP

Borns, D.J, 1982. "Det'ornlation of a Layered Evaporite Sequence and the Role of Pressure
Solution, Northern Delaware Basin, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, SE New Mexico,"
Abstracts with Programs 1982. Geological Sociel.l' of America. 951h Amtual MeetiJtg. New
Orleans. LA. Octoher 18-21. 1982. SAND82-1204A. Vol. 14, no. 7, 448. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico contains approximately 1000 m
of layered evaporites. Areas in the northern Delaware Basin, bordering the Capitan Reel', have
anomalous seismic reflection data, such as loss in reflector continuity. Core from holes within
this zone exhibit complex mesoscopic folds and extension structures. On a larger scale,
anticlines and synclines are indicated by structure contours based on boreholes. The
deformation is probably gravity driven, either vertical (halokinesis) or subhorizontal (gravity
slide). The age of deformation is equivocal, Permian to recent.

Small-scale structures suggest that deformation is episodic with an early, syndepositional stage
of isoclinal folding. Later, tight to open asymmetric folding is more penetrative and exhibits
an opposite sense of asymmetry than the earlier isoclinal folding. The younger folds are
associated with development of zonal crenulation cleavage and microboudinage of more
competent carbonate layers. At the same time, halite beds developed a dimensional fabric and
ptygmatic folds in anhydrite stringers. Late-stage, near vertical fractures formed in competent
anhydrites. Microscopic textures exhibit rotated anhydrite porphyroblasts, stress shadow
growth and microboudinage. Except during late-stage deformation, anhydrite and halite
recrystallized synkinematically. Drastic strength reduction in anhydrites through dynamic
recrystallization occurs experimentally near 200°C. However, evaporites of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WlPP) Site never experienced temperatures above 40°C. Microscopic fabrics and
pressure, temperature history of the evaporites suggest that pressure solution was the active
mechanism during deformation. This mechanism stresses the importance of fluid in facilitating
deformation in low temperature evaporite sequences.
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Borns, D.J. 1983a. Petrographic Stud)' of Evaporite Deformation Neap" the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP). SAND83-0166. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico contains -1000 m of layered
evaporites. Areas in the northern Delaware Basin, bordering the Capitan Reef, have
anomalous seismic reflection characteristics such as loss in reflector continuity. Core from
holes within this zone exhibits complex mesoscopic folds and extension structures. On a larger
scale, anticlines and synclines are indicated by structure contours based on bore holes. The
deformation is probably gravity-driven. Such a process is initiated by basin tilting during
either a Mesozoic or Cenozoic period of uplift. The age of deformation is equivocal, ranging
from Permian to recent.

Small-scale structures suggest that deformation was episodic with an early, syndepositional
stage of isoclinal folding. Later, open-to-tight asymmetric folding is more penetrative and
exhibits a sense of asymmetry opposite to that of the earlier isoclinal folding. The younger
folds are associated with development of zonal crenulation cleavage and microboudinage of
more competent carbonate layers. At the same time, halite beds developed dimensional fabrics
and convolute folds in anhydrite stringers. Late-stage, near-vertical fractures formed in
competent anhydrite layers. Microscopic textures exhibit rotated anhydrite porphyroblasts,
stress shadow growth, and microboudinage. Except during late-stage deformation, anhydrite
and halite recrystallized synkinematically. Drastic strength reduction in anhydrites through
dynamic recrystallization occurs experimentally near 200°C. However, evaporites of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site never experienced temperatures >40°C. Microscopic fabrics
and pressure, temperature history of the evaporites suggest that pressure solution was the
active mechanism during deformation of evaporites at the WIPP Site. This conclusion stresses
the importance of fluid in facilitating deformation in low-temperature evaporite sequences.
The formation of pressurized brine pockets is empirically associated with deformation. The
development of high-angle fractures in the uppermost anhydrite unit of the Castile in response
to folding provides the reservoir for the brines. Brine fluids may have emanated from
deforming halite and anhydrite units through pressure-solution-induced reduction of porosity.

Borns, D,J. 1983b. "Kinetics of Evaporite Deformation," Abstracts with Programs, Geological
Society of America. 96th Anmml Meeting. Indianapolis. IN. October 31 - November 3, 1983.
Vol. 15, no. 6, 530. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Evaporite sequences have been 3tudied at Sandia and elsewhere as sites proposed
for hazardous waste disposal and hydrocarbon development and storage. Rates of deformation
are important in evaluating the geological performance of different evaporites. Reported
naturally occurring strain rates (_) are such: 5xl0-_/sec for a salt glacier; 10-11 for mine
closure; 3 x 10 -14, 10 -15, and 10-1"6for salt domes; and 3 x 10 -16 ['or bedded salt deformation
near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Rates are controlled by the temperature, stress
and active mechanism of deformation for each specific case.

Strain rates are estimated through in situ measurements and the integration of geometric strain
analysis and stratigraphic arguments for time duration. An inherent problem in the estimates
is the large extrapolation of rates through time. Another approach to estimate rates is to
calculate _ directly using the co_lstitutive models for different dominant deformation
mechanismL Specific relative mechanisms can be determined from petrofabric study. Such
calculations, however, suffer from the relatively poor data on diffusion in intergranular fluids
and the variety of grain boundary diffusion models.

Specifically for deformation near the WIPP Site, southeastern New Mexico, geometric-

stratigraphic integration predicts a _ of 10-14/sec to 10 16/see. Also, strain rates of 10-t5 to
10-16/sec are calculated by constitutive mocleis for dislocation creep and pressure-solution.
The rates using two approaches are basically in agreement. These rates are generally lower
than those in salt domes because gravity-driven flow structures near WIPP result from a lower
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T and a and, therefore, pressure solution is the dominant mechanism rather than dislocation
creep.

Borns, D.J. 1985. Marker Bed 139." A Study of Drillcore From a Systematic Array.
SAND85-0023. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: In southeastern New Mexico, Marker Bed 139 (MBI39) is one of 45 numbered
siliceous or sulfatic units within the Salado Formation of the northern Delaware Basin. MBl39
is divided into five zones. Zones I and V are the upper and lower contact zones, respectively.
Zone II is a syndepositionally deformed subunit of polyhalitic anhydrite. Zone ill is mixed
anhydrite and polyhalitic anhydrite, a distinctive pale-green and pink, with subhorizontal
fractures. Zone IV consists of interlayered halite and anhydrite without the overprint of
polyhalite.

This sequence was transitional between submarine and subaerial. The anhydritic units of
MBI39 formed in salt-pan or mudflat environments or" both. Undulations observed along the
upper contact of MBI39 are interpreted to result from traction deposits or from reworking of
the upper portion of the marker bed during the transition from anhydrite to halite deposition.
Zones II and I!I exhibit soft-sediment deformation and later traces of dewatering, e.g.,
formation of stylolites. Such deformation is not observed in the halite above MBi39 or in
Zone V and the halite units below MBI39.

A distinctive set of subhorizontal fractures occurs in MBI39 in mid-zone !11 and, to some
extent, in Zone IV. These fractures are partially infilled with halite and polyhalite. Brine
occurrences at the mined facility horizon at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) may be
related to these fractures. The fractures formed either in response to stress cycles that were
functions of sedimentation and erosion or in response to deformation in the underlying Castile
Formation. The subhorizontal orientation, dominant in the sampling data, is more consistent
with the interplay between stress and sedimentation cycles.

Borns, D.J. 1987a. "Structural Development of Evaporites in the Northern Delaware Basin,"
Geology of the Western Delaware Basin. IVest Texas and Southeastern New Mexico. Eds.
D,W. Powers and W.C. James, El Paso Geological Society Guidebook 18. SAND87-0825J. El
Paso, TX: El Paso Geological Society. 80-97.

ABSTRACT: Within the evaporites of the northern Delaware Basin, deformation has been
observed on mega- to microscopic scales. Sequences of anticlines and synclines are delineated
by correlation of well logs. Orillcores exhibit fold structures within the anhydrites and halites.
Textures from these cores suggest that the deformation was the result of several events. Such
events are a depositional-diagenetic stage and a later penetrative event.

Three processes have been proposed for the origin of these structures: dissolution, gravity-
driven deformation, and syndepositional processes. The several stages of structural
development may represent in part all three of these processes and can confuse discussion of
the dominant mechanisms. Overall, the gravity-driven deformation (gravity inversion of halite
and anhydrite units) appears to have produced the basin-scale anticlines and synclines.
Dissolution appears to have produced some large-scale troughs along the western side of the
basin. The timing of the deformation other than the syndepositional stage is difficult to fix.
Recent work suggests that the gravity-driven deformation commenced with the basin tilting
that began 30 Ma. Such uplift and tilting occurred during the Mesozoic, at the Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary and during an ongoing stage that commenced 30 Ma ago. This youngest
period of tilting may be the dominant period of deformation.
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Borns, D.,I. 1987b. The Geologic Strucltu'e.s Oh.served in Drillho/e DOE-2 and Their Possible
Origin.s: IVaste l,_olation Pilot Plant. SAND86-1495. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
t.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) is developing the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) for underground storage of transuranic waste produced by defense-related programs.
The WIPP underground storage facility will be located approximately 650 m below the surface
within a sequence of evaporites over 1000-m thick. This evaporite sequence is divided into
three major units lin descending order): the 100-m thick Rustler Formation; the 600-m thick
Salado Formation in which the underground facility is placed; the 300-m thick Castile
Formation. After 10 years of geological site characterization, the major effort of this task is
drawing to a close. Still, such questions remain as the origins of evaporite deformation within
the Salado and Castile Formations. "['wo mi north of the WIPP Site, a stacked sequence of
depressions, defined by marker beds in the Salado, was indicated by shallow bore holes. Such
structures raise questions regarding the role of dissolution and gravity tectonics at the WIPP
Site. To investigate these structures, DOF decided to drill hole DOE-2 north of the WIPP Site.

At DOE-2, the downward displacement of stratigraphic markers in the Salado confirmed the
presence of stacked depressions, which were the primary target of the drilling program. The
halitic units between the marker beds were thickened compared to the average section
determined from basin-wide drilling. Halitic units in the lower Salado show evidence of
recrystallization during deformation and parasitic fold structures. Such deformation structures
and thickened halitic units are inconsistent with dissolution within the Salado as the cause of

deformation in the basal units of the Salado. The remaining question is whether dissolution
occurred in the underlying Castile and resulted in the deformation of the Salado. At drill hole
DOE-2 and in nearby deep bore holes, complex structures in the Castile Forn_ation are found.
One hundred rn or more of halite is expected in an average section of the Castile Formation;
however, the only Castile halite section penetrated by DOE-2 is less than 3 m thick. In
contrast, markers in the anhydrite units indicate recumbent structures and thickening of the
anhydrite units by folding. As a consequence, the Castile Formation is nearly its average
thickness, with the folded thickness of anhydrite compensating for the missing halite. The
nearby thickening of halite within the Castile, the absence of relic anhydrite laminae in the
attenuated halite units, and the high strain fabric of the remaining halite suggest that
dissolution was not the dominant process in the Castile. The favored hypothesis for the Castile
structures is salt flow in response to gravity inversion of the anhydrite and halite units of the
Castile.

Borns, D.J. 1987c. Rate.s of Evaporitu De formalin, n: 7"he Role ¢,f Pre.s.sure S_lution.
SAND85-1599. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRAC'T: Evaporite sequences have been intensely studied for hazardous waste disposal
and hydrocarbon development and storage. Rates of deformation are important in evaluating
the long-term performance of different evaporites. Reported naturally occurring strain rates

(,_) are 5 x I0 -]] s-I for a salt glacier; I0 l] for mine closure; 3 x 10`]4 , I0 -]'_, and I0 -16 for
salt domes; 3 x I0 16 for bedded salt. Rates are controlled by temperature, differential stress,
and active mechanism of deformation for each specific type of evaporite and setting.

Strain rates are estimated through in-situ measurements and the integration of geometric strain
analysis and stratigraphic arguments for the time required l'or the observed clel'ormation to
occur. An inherent problem in such calculations is the large extvapolation of rates through
time. Another approach for rate estimation is to calculate ,_ directly, using the constitutive
models for different ctefc)rmation mechanisms that may be dominant. Specific mechanisms can
be deterrnined from petrot'abric study, as at lhe Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (W1PP) Site,
southeastern New Mexico, where textures indicating that pressure solution was active are
observed. Calculations based on experimental data are limited by the relatively poor data on
diffusion in intergranular fluids. A variety of grain boundary dift'usic)n models has been used.
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Some models (e,g., cubic appro×imation of the grain shape) leave gradients undefined _lt the
grain edge.

For gravity-driven deformation near the WlPP Site, geometric-stratigr'lphic integration predicts
a t ot" 1014 s-1 to 10-10 s1, Strain rates of 10 '15 to 1016 s-1 are predicted using models for
di,location,_ creep and pressure solution. The rates using lwo approaches, geometric-
stratigraphic and constitutive, are basically in agreement. These rates for the gravity-driven
flow structures near WIPP reflect lower temperatures and stresses than salt domes. AI tile
temperatures and stresses estimated for the WIPP flow structures, pressure solution is probably
the dominant mechanism, rather than dislocalion creep. It remains to be determined where in
the transition from transient to steady-state response to an underground excavation in rock salt
pressure solution becomes a major mechanism.

Borlls, D.J., and S-E. Shaffer, 1985. Regtonal It'e//-Lo,_,, Correlation in Hw New klextco Porlion
of ltw Delaware Ba.sin. SAND83-.1798. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Although well logs provide the most complele rec¢_rd of stratigraphy and
structure in the northern Delaware l]asin, regional interprelaiions of these logs generate
problems of ambiguous lilhologic sign:ltL_res and one-hole anomalies. Inlerprelalion must
therefore be based on log-to-log correlation rather than on inferences from single logs. In this
report, logs from 276 wells were used Io ,n_ke stIatigraphic picks of Ochoan horizons (the
Rustler, Salado, and Castile l:orrilalions) in the New Mexic, o p¢_rtion el' the l)elaware Basin.
Current log correlati_In suggests thai the C++slile is characleriz.ed by lateral thickening and
thinrling; some Castile thinnings are ¢_f l'ermian age; irregulal tOl)ography in the (iuadalupian
Bell Canyon l:ornlation may I_r()duct ' _ll_l_arenl slrucltll-eS i11 Ihe overl\,illg Ochoail units;
exlensive dissolution ot' the Sal',ld¢) i._ nol alllllJrenl in lhe aie_l o1" the Wasle lsolalion Pilot Planl
(WIPP) Silo.

llorns, D,,I., and J.('. Siornionl, 1987. "l;)elinealion of the l)islurl_ed Rocl_ Zone Around
l£xcavalions in Salt, W;isie Isolalion I>i1¢_II)1a111(WII_I'), SI-; New Mexico," ,,l/,_/ra<'t._ with
PrfJk,rtlr#l._, GeohJgical So['i('I.l' fl f .4itl('ri('(t. /Oh'7 .'tmlua/ Jl_'_'llII.k' fllh] l<.',tl,O_ilio#t. /_h<J_'#li._,'.,4Z,
O<'lot_er 26-29, ll),k'7, Vol. 19, no. 7, 595. (Abslracl Orilv).

ABS'I'RACT: l:or nucle_lr waste rep¢l,<;ilorie._ wilh holh It)ng Ol)eralillll:ll periods (_'_-50yr);ind
Icing i:)ert'orillance _lsse,'4Slllelll l:,eii_ct._ (-<_10,000yli, lhe l)i!;lulbed i_lJc'l_ lolle (I)RZ), lhe Zi)lle
ot" rl)ck irl which lhe nlechanical :lnd h\'ttrol(ll]ic i_roi_l+'ilie._ ha_e ch;inped in resl)OllSt' lo
exc:i_alion, is imporlzinl lo both ()l_el_liii)rl;ll (e,g., slab or fraclure failure of the excavalion)
and Iollg-lerlll I.lert'_irlll_lllce (e.g., seal syslc'nl I_ert'_)rnl'al_¢e illlcl l'luid Ir{lll<;I)_,il't), At lile Wasle
Isolation Pilot Plaill (WIPI_), lhe I)RZ lla_ heen cll_lraclerized with lhree apl)roaches: visual
obseivalioi_; l)ernleal_ilil$ ii_e',isuien_t'iil_; ge(lllliy,_ical nlelh_l_t_ Vi;;u_ll ol_ervali_lns in drill
holes indicate lhat fluids and t'r_iclure_ (l_iee_.i_iili!!, allot e_,c"<it',ili¢_il in_tuced)_ire cl)llllllon in
the hosl rock of the tJllder_rt)till_l tacililv. INItllile_t)tl._ p>a.<4Iwrnleal_iliiv IIle_lSlilt'lileills indic_ile
lhal beyond 2 m t"ronl tin excatalion h'alile arid iilleil_ed_ (tlnh\'ctrile clnd ¢la\) all_lw _el'v low
gas flow (calculated l_erme_lbililie:; <l lllicrt)ctarc\'). Within 2 ill _)t' the t'xcavljli_)il, \cry high
flow i_.lles were me_JStlled. (7,eOl_hy<_ical._ludie._ h',ive ulilized r'a_t',ir. Irailsienl eleclromagnelic
nlelhod (TI'M) and direcl currenl (I)(') ele¢li(lillat+_ilelic illelh_)tl_, i,_.i_lai has been uset'ul> I_til
the penetration of ladtlr is limited by Ihe WCiler C(illleill _ilicl bedded llalure i)f ihe hosl rock,
"l'he 'I'ILM was able to clelect a I'ourt'oltl illClellse in resislivity I'I'</M I ll;I 5 I!1 inl(/ lhe rock.
This Irelld 111_i)'reflect ;.1 _;trialior_ in the il_oislurc' ¢oillerll t'r¢)m I'f/i_ I))' weighl near lhe
excavation to 4% in lhe ho,_l r_)¢k. lhe I)C inethod has been able t_l delecl zones of m_)isiure
around the excavalion. All three _il_l_l_iaches have defined _ I)RZ :il \VIPP extending lalerally
throughtJul the excavation _illCt _aryiil_ in depth I"io111 I Io ._ II1, acc_rding I(_ the size and f.ige
of the opening, l_leciron_a_neli¢ and _eismi¢ ililagiilg sludies :Ire till(It, l- w_.iv in addilion lo gas
['low rlle,"isIJrelllents ;.lilt] ,:rosshole ulllaS()lliCs l(I clevelol) more detailed three-dinlensionlil
det'ii_ilions of the DRZ,
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Borns, D.J., and J.C. Stormonl. 1989a. "An Interim Report oll Excavation Effect Studies at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant: "l'he Delineation of the Disturbed Rock Zone," Prm'eeding._ of
an NEA Workshop on Excavation Respon,_e in Geological Repo._itories for Radioactive It'a._te,
IVinnipeg, Canada, April 26-2h', 198,_', SAND87-1375. Paris, France: Organisation for
Economic Co-Operation anti Development. 413-425. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: For nuclear waste repositories with both long operational periods (50 year) and
long performance assessment periods (10,000 years), the Disturbed Rock Zone (DRZ), the zone
of rock in which the mechanical and hydrologic properties have changed in response to
excavation, is important to both operational (e.g., slab or fracture failure of the excavation)
and long-term performance (e,g., seal system performance and fluid transport). At the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the DRZ has been characterized with three approaches: visual
observation, geophysical methods, and permeability measurz_ients. Visual observations in drill
holes indicate that fluids and fractures are common in the host rock of the underground
facility. Geophysical studies have utilized radar, electromagnetic (EM), and direct current
(DC) electromagnetic methods. Radar has been useful, but the penetration is limited by the
water content and bedded nature of the host rock. The EM method was able to detect a
fourfold increase in resistivity from I to 5 m into the rock. This trend reflects a fourfold
increase in the moisture content from near the excavation (0.5 to I% by weight) to 5 m into
the host rock (2 to 3% by weight). The DC' method has been able to detect zones of moisture
around the excavation. Numerous gas permeability measurements indicate that beyond 2 m
from an excavation halite and interbeds (anhydrite and clay) allow very low gas flow
(calculated perrneabilities <1 microdarcy for gas flow tests and <0.01 rnicrodarcy for brine-
based permeability tests), Within 2 m of the excavation, very high flow rates (104 SCCM
[standard cma/min]) were measured. All three approaches have defined a DRZ at the WIPP
extending laterally throughout the exc'ivation and varying in depth from ! to 5 m, according to
the size and age of the opening.

Borns, D.J,, and J.C. Stormont. 1989b. "The Delineation of the Disturbed Rock Zone
Surrounding Excavations in Salt," Rock ,_h,chanics a._ a Guide for E/ficient Utilicatitm of
Natural Resources" Proceeding,_ of the 3()th US S.l'nlpositlm, ll;esl I'irginia Unit,ersit),
Morgantown, II'I', Jtolt' 19-22, 1989. Ed. A.W. Khair. SAND88-2230C. Brookfield, VT:
A.A. Balkema. 353-360.

ABSTRACT: At the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico, the
Disturbed Rock Zone (DRZ), the zone of rock in which the mechanical and hydrologic
properties have changed in response to excavation, has been characterized with visual
observations, geophysical methods, and gas-flo_' measurements. The visual observations,
geophysics, and gas-flow tests have defined a DRZ at the WIPP extending laterally throughout
the excavation and varying in depth from I to 5 m. Desaturation and microfracturing has
occurred to some degree within the zone, The dilation thal results from the microfracturing in
the DRZ provides a component of the observed closure.

Borus, D.J., L.J. Barrows, D.W. Powers, and R.P, Snyder. 1983. Deformation of Evaporites
Neat" the IVaste l,solation Pilot Plant (II'IPP) Site. SAND82-1069. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Delaware Basin is a broad asymmetric sedimentary trough in southeastern
New Mexico and west Texas. Basin subsidence occurred from the Pennsylvanian into the
Triassic. The basin also underwent tilting since the early Cenozoic.
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l.ayered evaporite units are I000 m lhick in the basin. These evaporites are divided into three
stratigraphic units (listed in order oI' increasing abe): the Rustler i-ornlation, the Salado
Forn1_11ion, and the Castile l:ormalion. These units, especially the Caslile, are defornled along
portions of the margin of" lhe Delaware Basin and in some areas internal to the basin. In the
northern Delaware Basin adjacent to the Waste Isolation l'ilot Plant (WIPP) Site, the term
"Disturbed Zone" (DZ) has been applied to an areal in which del'ormalion structures are found
in bore holes and from which ¢ha¢_tic seismic reflection data were obtained, The origin and
timing of this del'ormation is considered important for the delernlinalion of failure scenarios
for lhe WIPP Site. llowever, the del'ort'nalion does not present a major hazard to the
construction and ()peralional stages of the facility.

Geophysical studies (borehcJle logging, seismic rel'leclion, and detailed gravity) have covered
the DZ areas, l.ogs show vertical relief in the order of lens Io hundreds of meters. Seismic
profiles suggest a blocky structure with abrupt offsets and changes in dip belween units. This
chaotic slructure occurs within the Castile Forn'lation, but with little or no defornlation
exhibited by the overlying and underlying slralil. Changes in seismic character, such as wiggle
shapes, imply lhal unit thicknesses _nd/or acoustic properties vary, On the periphery of lhe
I)Z, seismic r_rofiles indicale salt l'Ic_v,'_igeflexures. Outside the I)Z, the seismic time strl.|¢tures
appear t_ be generated l'_y lateral _elocity variations. The gravity field is don'ninated by
anomalies originating in lateral density _ariati_ns within relatively fiat-lying strat_.l. Low-
_iml_lilude, long-wavelength effects oI" I)Z structures cannot be resc_ived,

Through detailed core description, b_)lh rneso-- and microsc_)l:_ic, fold styles in the I)Z units are
separable into distincl stages and sequences of generation. An older sedimentary stage oI"
folding is distinguished from ialer teclonic l'oldirlg by _rJicrofahri¢ developrnerll and opposite
senses of asynlmetry. The tectonic folding and deformalion displays a progressive develoi_ment
oi" fabrics ending in late-stage fracturing oi' conlpetent anhydrite units, l)etr(_l'al)rics reveal
s_nkinenlalic growth oi" rotated anhydrite l_orphyroblasls and stress shadow growth.
Microboudinage is als¢_ ctm_m_n. O1" the possible deformation nlechanisms for anhydrite and
halite, pressure solution aprwars the me)st al'_l_licable Io the DZ, Therel'ore, an inlergranular
fluid plays an important role in facilitating del'orrnali¢_n under lhe pressure, temperature, and
stress histories of the region.

Gr_ivity l'ounderirlg, gravity sliding, gyl:_surn dehydration, dissolution, and deposilional
variations (e.g,, thickness)_ire all hypotheses of origin of del'orn'lalion thal have been
considered. Of lhese, gravity foundering and sliding are considered the most probable causes
of del'orn'lation, llowever, no hyl:_othesis adequately ansv,'ers why the deformation has a
limited areal distribution. A possible explanati¢._n would be areal v,arialions in rock strength
caused by variations of intergranular water contenl, Age and liming oI" del'orrnation are also
crucial. Standard stratigraphic arguI11elltS based on superl'_osition may not apply to such
highly incoml)etenl rnateri_l as halite, Cira_it_ foundering, could have hal_pened at any time
since deposition, including lhe present; gravilv sliding would probably have occurred since
basin tilting began in the Cen,._zoic.

Deformation could be ongoing, llowe_er, the strain rates are such (_I0 't_ s 'I) thal
del'orni_llion would pr_gress slov,l.v, relativ'.' to the facility's time frame of 2.5 x I0 _ years.
l)el'¢_rrnation ¢_I"Salado units v_,ould be n_inimal (,_I0 m) or nonexistent, l'_lJt within this tirne
frarne, upper anhydrite units of the (+'t_stile _.'c>uldfracture and provide the vc,_..,+,_efor a brine
reservoir. Such _(_lurnes would he small +<1% ) and v,'oulcl require' -_O4to I0 _ years to
develop. At these slrain rates, fraclures thal c()nnecl the fractured '._ml_ydrites (-_I"lhe Caslile
with the middle Salado _.'ould n()t dexel()p Del'orrnatior_ should I,ol directly jeol._ardize ihe
facility over lhe next 2.5 x I0 _ years.

IIr_dsh_,,_, I',I_,, _n(l E.'I', l,(_u(lerh()ugh. 19_,7, Compi/a/i_m _.I I/Lsl_wi_'al Badio/ogi('a/ Data
Collected i_t l/l(' l'ici_tit.l' _.( the' II'IPP Site. DOE.,'\VIPP-87-004. C_risbad, NM:
Westinghouse t_lectric C'orp¢)ration,
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ABSI"RAC'I': The Radioio_ic_ll lt;.iseline Progrilm (RhlP)lit the W_lste Isohltion Pilot I)lilnt
(WIPP) IXlSbeen imr)lenlenlctlIt)chllractt,rizetilerildiologicalconditi()n,s;|ttht,,_itt'lJriorto
receipt ot" radioactive wil._tes, ltecau_e s()utheasterll New Mexico W_lS tilt, _ite ot" an
undergiound t'iucle_Irtestin 1961, v_iriou,,.samplirlgl:_rogramshave intermittentlymonitored
ba¢I,.groundand elevtztedr_MiaIionleveI_in the vicinilyel"the WIPP, in addition,the sitc'
ret-,ic_nwas rIzdiolc)gi¢IzIIychlzrilctt,ri/_eddurin_ the IC)70_in suI_I_ortel"the WIPP /:'nriro..1_,nl./
ImH;t'l .._'l,lu.ll',! ¢ I':IN /,

The historicaldatll_Ireclv';lWlll._rimilrilvl'r()mmonil_iiinp,;icti,_itit,.,ioI'tilt' [.ISPublic lleillth
Service (PIIS), lhe t;S I!nvironment;zl Pr(Itection Agency (EPA), tilt' t.yS Geological Survey
(L.ISGS), lind Siindi;i Nationill l.ilborIitories (SNI.), Albtliluerque. lnl'ornliition on llir and Wilier
quality, meat, milk, blot;I, lind vegetation is included in tile rep(Irt.

"]wo wells:Ittile(theme sit(,,,.howsli.ghtc_)rltilmin:,itionI'rollltile(JlliiIllt'iIet()n;ition,while two)
other _veIIs;it(incomewere intenti_naIIyc_I_tiltniiliiIedml I:mltof 11tH1ct,r It'.st,IIS(I,Sv.'ellI,
wilhin 3:10ni el"the (ira)meshill't,has ,_h_,,,,.'nn_)c_iI_t;imin;ttionFrom tilt'deI()nation.

lhis survey i,; intended t_ I-_,)_i_lc ;I _)uree _)r reference I'_l hist_ric;ll d;Itil ()n rIIdiolc_giclll
conditi(ins ivl tile ,, icinii_, ()I" the \VII)I ) .Sil(, l_ii()r t() (.,st_.ll_iishiilp,11syntt, lll;llic Rill ). I)WI )

]|rllllll_ihttllll, "l'. I(l](). 1'/1_'#,1¢_1 ilm/ ]ll_'tnt¢,rl,._w_'l(l_ll_' .tm.¢ll'_/_ _1 I/1(' /_tn'i,t t/¢,tl:¢,t ..Ir¢'(l itl

tJt_' I1'I1'!'. lechnic;ll i\lenllll:llidUlll I.tel_llll RSI 01/8(). R;ipid ('il_. SI): RI: .SI_I.I(', Inc.
(('c)p_' ,_n file ill |lit' \_'il_,t(' _l;lll',l_t'lllq'lll nvitl Ivi)llXl_()ll;|li()ll I.il_nl_, S;Ivldi;i N;lliOllal

AIISIP,,\('I; :X li!lit_'!'It'IileIltih_'lil):il;lll_l lhe111I_ _i',c_,c'l;l',lic ',In;tl,,,,i,, _,I",.'_li_liti_lis

',Ill{l\('lil)_t' llhl!i,l "'_'(' III lllt''.IcIllil',_,I lilt'l(iiilil,|l'l_'_i"_ '_t'ill_, hall l_'II11_'l_ilillt",lit'ill,

li'lllI'_(_l;Iflil_' Ii';I''..';illI_' _'_l!_,:,l_"+. i,-,'_'ll_!i;lll!_liI_l .i_i11vi'._'!lIil;It_'_II_,_III,ih_i,i_l"I_iilllI

l_ltll ....I,_ctll_' ,;:tli',t'_i l,_, lll_'lili;il _'tt_'<.l' lh, _ '!_'_'1, _1__, _i,_.'_l h',i', llliiilliti,_n' ;lll_t " Itit'
tltit';li_>li lt'tllilill', t;t/_ !tt!_t lll_ _ ,_,!11_1_'_1 _!!.' 1 _! t_,!;tl 'It '+' _ ti !+_,'_'li!);l ! ,liv_ _ iilil t_'illl_!'i;lllliV

,_I1 ltl_' < l_'!'I_ l>i'li it i ,_i ;if! i_. I 1'. '.ii!litl i, :ilit _'lt,,t!'.'ll 1t ilt+'i !1 _ _ t<','l_ !_' t!lt'_ LI_,
,'i_l,liil_'_t ' l)\\ I'

l|r_iiiil,_hlilll.4. I, 7 *: ! ,, ,_i+ ,,!,, '_,,, 1,,, ..... '/ / / i _ , _,<, ,_ '! _ /,
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blend o1" bentonite and silictl sand" mllterial. ,_ever[il different annuli sizes were also
considered in this study.

Results show that the normal stresses ¢)n the dome o1' tilt, Ti('(_de-I "_ _:,_ntainer are spatially
nonunil'orrn and time dependent. The maximum n()rmal stresses predi_:ted are similtlr l'or the
two APDs considered; however, the lirne of occurrence el' lhe maxima is si_nil'icantly
dil'l'erent, l.'or the two backfill materials considered, lhe predicted z]urmal stresses c)n the dome
are approximately 11% lower when the "bentonite/sand" is used, c_mpared to the "crushed salt,"
The "crushed sall" was I,'Iken to be "slilTer" than the "benl,)nite/sand," Results /11soshow lhal a
luther backl'ilied annulus in the range l'rc_n 0.05 m to 0.30 m will hilve the elTect oI" decreasinl_
the normal stresses on the cuntainer dame, as well as the radial stresses on the cylindrical
portion of the container, only durin_ early times. Ullimalel.v, the use or lar_,er ba_.'kl'illed
annuli results in stresses of greater magnitutle IhiIn smaller annuli, When bm:ki'ill material is
used l'or the conditions studied, it ill)l}ei|l'S that t|n Ol_Iimum annulus size is approxii,lalely 0,0.5
m. 1'here are indicalions that tln open arlnulus (no backfill) pr_)vicles an ¢)pportunity I¢_ reduce
the maximum normal stresses on tile d(_me oI" the "l'iCode-12 ¢onliliner, 'is well as the radial
stresses on the cylindrical porlion ¢)I' lhe container, to ma_,nitudes lower than those predicted
when backl'ill nltIteritll is present.

Ilrand_haull, "r., ,J,i,. I,latlllau, =lnd I,.I,. Van Stlmheek. Iq7¢_, /'rr/Imttt_ry I)r_U,,_t rJ/ rm
l:'._.'f_',"imc_tlIra' I)_'h'rmmm_m_ _.1 it_, I.,_J lt_'m'_k, ('_U_'ttl' _/ _zIlu_l_,d i_llm _ /h_' I'RI.'-
II'/PP l)r_ik,_t_i/ud ..,Irreg. 'l'echnical _em,)randum Rep_rI I_,._1-()()_. Rapid ('ity, ._1):
R I-/SPI'.'C, Inc,

AI]S'I'RAC'T: The heated pillar experiment has been i_r_p¢_sed l_ evalu=tte the l_ad-hearin_
capacity of a salt pillar sul_.jecI I_) stresses l'rum e.xcavati_n and lherm_11 h_ads. 'lhe prelin]inilr_ _
experimentill design c_ncerns l_e_)melry, electri_:al l_t_'t'r, and lime limiI_, l)ril'I w'idlh ar_und
the healed pillar ix c()nsidered to l_e al leasl 4 m, and dril'l _r pillar hei_,hl ix t_) he less than 5
m. "lhe e._perimenI_.11 area is assumed I_ he al a del_lh _I' 3()5 m. l_leclrical healer loading
should be about 2 kW/nl _)I" r_illar length. lhis will le_ull il] lellll_ertilure.',i less lhiln I00"('
during the first year. l£1evaled temperatures in the pillar _ill dr_l_ I_3' 50% wilhin lWu weeks
and 75% wilhin l'i,,e weeks al'ler endin_.,_heiIting, l]a_ed _n n_n-.linear analyses, l_ad he_ring
capacity should bel_in t_ de_.'rease al'lel i'_ul I_ six m_nth_, assumin_,_ un¢_nl'ined c()i11pressive
slren$,,th of ah_)uI I._-20 t_.IPa, l"urther detailed anal_'ses can m_)re accurately assess transient
displacements both bel'_)re and after Stlelll_lh Failure. I)WP

llraustetter, i,.J. 19,_3. IJr_,/_,_l /'m_mclr_=' ('_zh'_dmtm_ /_r Itt_. I!_'_11_,_.1/"l/Ira' l:'_purim¢'nl In /hr

I.a boralor ies.

AIJS'I'RA(;'I': Results are presented l'_r a pretest parametric study ,_I" several c¢_nl'igurali¢_ns
and heat loads Fur the healed pillar e.xl_erimenI (l_,ti(_m II) in the Waste Ist_lati¢_n l_il_I Pl;.inl
('WII+P) Ill Nile l£.,_l)erimental Area. l'he l+U_l_(>se_I" this '_tudv is t_ serve as ;I l+;_,,is l'_Jr
selection _)I" a l'inal experiment _ezJlnetrv and heat iu:ld. lhe e_;l_eriment c_)nsist._ _)I' a pillar oI'
undisturbed r_ck salt surr_unded I_ an e._cav_led annul;_r r(_m. lhe pillar surface is c_vered
b)' a blanket heal s()urce lhat is externally irlsulaled. A I(_lal ()I" Five thermal and fen slruclur;11
calcul'11ions is described in a l'(_ur--t_)-l'i_'e ,,'ear experimenI_11 time frame. Results are presented
thal include relevar_l ten11_eralure/time hist()rie_, del'_)rmati_)ns, r_)ck salt stress COml_()nent and
effective stress pr_l'iles, :Ind maximum slresses in anhydrite l_'e1_ thal are in ¢l_se l_r_._imity
to the room, Als_) included ille predicted cont_urs _)I' a c()ilser_,;,lliVe l_)sl-pr_cessed llleilSUle ()I"

potential salt ['ailure. Observed disl:_lacemenl histories are seen to he hiBhly dependent _)n
pillar and room height, but insensitive l(_ c_ther _e_)metrical vc_rialic_n_. Tile use oI" a tensile
cutoff acrc_ss slidelines i_ seen t_ pr¢)duce m_re accur;ite predicti_)ns el" anhydrite m;ixin]un]
stress, but to have lillle el'l'ecl ¢_nr,_ck-_alt '_tre_ses. "lhe p_)tential l'()r salt failure is seen to be
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small in each case for the time frame ot' interest and is ¢_nly seen at longer tinles in the center
of the room floor.

flranstetter, L.J, 1995, ,$'('('fJ_zd Re.fer('nc(' C'alct_la//mr .l_Jr the' It'IPP. SANI183-2461,
Albuquerque, NM: Sandi[l National l,aboratories,

AI]STRACT: Results or the second ret'erence calculation for the W=lste Isolation Pilot Plunt
(WlPP) Project using the dynamic r.lax=ltion finite-element code SANCIIOare pre,_ented, This
reference calculation is intended to predict the response of _l typical panel oi' exc_iv_tted rooms
designed for stor[Ige of nonheat-producing nucle_Ir v,asle, Resulls are presenled lh[It include
relevant deformations, relative clay seam displacements, and stress and strain profiles, This
calculation is a particular solution obtained by a computer cucle that has proven analytic
capL|bilities when comp,'lred with other structural finite-element codes. It is hoped that the
results presented here will be useful in providing scoping values for defining experiments and
for developing instrumentation, It is also hoped lhat the calculation will be useful as p_,|rt oI"
an exercise in developinR a method_logy for performing important clesign calculations by mc_re
thi_n one analyst using more than ¢_ne computer code and for defining internal (')uality
Assurance (QA) procedures l'¢_r such calculations,

Hransteller, I,,J., R,I), RrleR, attd (I,M, _to.e, 1981 1 ,_h't/md /'m' ,tl_Jehm,, Ru_,,Imml ,_'_'a/e
l)e/_JrnlallrJtl_ altd ,'_'lre_'_ ..lrr_ulid P,adt_cllrv II'c_lu l)up_il_rlu_ I_1 B_'_l¢t_'tl ._'all.
SANI381-0237; NI.JRl-:Ci'('R-2339. Albuquerque, NM' Sandia Nati_nal I.ahoratories.

AI]S'IRACT: When heat-producing nuclear waste is, placed in mined drifts, the surr_unding
geology is disturi_ed to some extent. Primar_ c_ncerns on a regi_nal scale re;t3 include fracture
of brittle stratigraphic layers bounding v,ater-I_earing stratit, sufl'ace upheaval _r subsidence,
and disturbance ot' other nearh), rnining operati_ns. 'ihis study presents a structural :tnalysis
method that mit_, ser_e as a I)ase t'_r an,,_,,'ering questions uf this s{_rl. I he analysis meth()d is
presented with the use of a generic hut _er3 specific l_hlem. ,\ (leposil_ry in bedded salt is
chosen for an_al_sis and a c_'linder _I' earth 08 mi deep h)' 3.0 mi in diameter is modeled.
Sandstone, shale, and l_e(Irock are m_deled as linear elaslic media, 'lhe rock s:lll is modeled
w'ith an elastic, secondary creep nl_del, l)ril'Is thal are hackfilled with crushed salt are
modeled with a simr_le _olumelricall_ creeping m_del thal acgulately caplures the suhsi_lence
caused I'_y drit't closure, l:_ll_,,ing a slight initial suhsidence, the results shrew a n_aximum
surface rise of 0.46 rn at _,_0>ears _ith e_entual subsidence _t' 0.18 m after th_usands ot" _ears
at a point directly aho_e the dep_sil_r._ center.

Branstetter,l,,J.,R.D. RrI¢'R,and (,,M. Stonsc.l(,_g2.7lie/'./.i_'_'_of a R_mhm_ l'art_l_,mo
Rock 3"a'/l Cr¢'('p r*/t ('¢;l('lll{lll_,tlS _I _ ._'l_r{,_j,'_' l{_t_l ('1_*_1t_'_' [r_/' I11_' II'IPP I*I'_1"_'_'1.

SANDg2-0024. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,al_oral¢_ries.

AIIS'IRAC'I: lleterogeneity is characteristic of many geulogic media. In particular, naturally
occurring rock sail in ,;oulheasler_] New ,'Vlexic_ sho_'s a wide variIttioll of secondary creep
rates between tested samples. It is iml)ortant to know how this scatter in Prol)erlies affects
room closure predi_.'tions. 'lhis repurt presents the results of it study designed to quantify this
effect for a particular isothermal st()rage r¢mlll m,_del. ,\ series of _:alctllali()ns ()1' r_)o111closure
is made with both h{_m{_gene_us and iand¢_nlly distrihuted creep pr¢_perties. C'alculations
involving random property variati,_ns were di_id_'d int¢_ tw_ sets: th_se in which ,,ariations
occurred only in the _ertical direction and those in which huth horiz¢_ntal and ,,_ertical
variations were present. The intr,_duction ¢_1"randomly distril_uled cret'l) properties is sh¢_wn to
yield room closure predicti_ns that, v. hen a_eraged among several calculati_ns, are reduced
from the single preclicti_n of an analogot_s homogeneous calculilti_n. The _tnalysis l'inds an
average creep property _alue lhat _:ould I)e used to achieve the same closure result as the
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average oi" several random ctllculali_ns. S()nle Si[llenlenls c_)n_.'erning .,:onl'idence inlervals on
room closure predictions llre n|l.l(le.

llransleller, l,,J,, C,M, Stone, and II,I), l(rl_il, 1981. II'IPI" l_(,1_'Izm_rl_ I/ l_e._u/l,_ (l.,_t_th,
S,,INC'IIO, SANI)81-01_53, Albuquerque, NM: S:indi_1 Nation_.11l._ibor_itories.

ABSTRACT: Results of the secolld l'_erlchn1_irk problem in lhe W_Isle Isolation l:'il_.,l Pklnl
(WIPP) code evalu_llion series using the l'inite-elernent d),niirni¢ rel_.ixtltion code SANC'.IIO are
presented, A description of SANC, IIO _.Intl ils model l'or sliding interl'ilces is given, along with
a discussion of the various srni111routines used for Bener_Iting stress plot data. Conclusions and
a discussion of this benchrnark ptq:_l_lern, tlS well as recon'irrier_dtltions l'or a possible third
benchn_t'Irk problem are presenled.

llr_u._ch, I,,M,, a,d D,M, Wl,t_r.,i, 1979, ..l ,,_,_'_,,n_,_u_/ II'_:_._I_'l_l<tli_nl P_'_'i_d._P_'I_' I_ Dir_'('l
.,I_'_'_",,, h.l' E._'l_l_r_t_r.l' IJ_'illl_t,_,, i_t G_'_l_u,,i_' ll'_t_, l_t'p¢_il¢_t'ii',_, I_()I'/A1./05346-'I'5,
l_ittsbut'fih, PA: Westingh_use l._le_tri¢ Corp_ralion.

ABS'I'RAC"I': "l'he consequen_.'es oi' drilling int() the W_Iste Isolation Pih)t l::hlnt (WII)P) _it some
l'ulure lime _Ire irnporl_inl beciluse drilling represerlls the worst-case mode oi" direct
introduclion _:_I' r_Idio_Icli_,il), Io the biosphere. N'linin'lurn re_.|sor|ilble periods l'_r this
h),polheli¢i11 sc.ent|rio ha:,e l'_een in_,,esligaled l'_eCiluse lhe c_nsequen,,:es deperld _t'1 the let'Iglh oI'
time th_It passes i'_efore the irltrusion is ilSS_irned t_ occur.

It wi|s llssurned thi|l current drilling tecl'Inoi_.)i_)' is n'iilint_.lined _r improved, there is nt_ ¢()ntrol
over lhe site, knowledge _I the sile is losl, _,ind there is in_'enlive to e,_l_l_re the sile, i_iased on
the prob_.Ibilities [issigne(i I<_e,,ents, il is eslin1_11edlhere is [I 9.5% l_r_:_babilit)' drilling w_uld not
occur tit the site before 250 )ears h[l,,e pilssed. It is estilr1[lted that the probtlbilit)' is c)9% ll'll.ll
drill_ng during, this peri_)d w_uld n_t intercept a w_isle ¢I.|nister becl.luse _)I' inslitution_.11 controls
_,ind the limited _Irell oI" waste canister._, l:tlcilit)' design should include provisi_n l'or site
markers lind record preserv_Ition. Incentives l_J drill the site do n_:_t_11"_pe_It'overly sil_nil'icant
during the 250-yetlr period, DWP

Pil¢_l PIt;Ill t lIIPP_ P_¢,j¢,_'l ,_'_t_lll_'¢l_le_'_l,,\'_,w :Al_.._'i('¢_."I'MI'I 3156. Albuquerque, NM: tJS
l)epltrtrnent _I" lqnergy, W_isie Is_l_ition l:il_t Plant.

AI_,IS'IRACI: 'l'he l_olenli_,11el'l'ects _I" de_,el_l_ing resuurces wilhin and outside _)I' Zone III at
the %'ilste Isolltti_tl Pil_l l:_l_InI (WIPP.) h_Ive been e_,:11uated to i|ssisl the l_)ep_irtrrlent oI" ILnergy
(DOli) in selling l_,:licy for resour_'e re_:_:er_ ', The n'leth_ds _tpplied were t_ determine which
teu'hnolc_gies _)r ilctivities iIre _ppli¢ili'_le, t_ e_,"11uate the disturbance _._I"rock straltl near the
WII_'P l'_y lllese i1¢ti_ities, _.ind t_ ilssess iln._ el'l'ects on utu.liilti_n do,_;e¢_:)nsequences n'ep_rted in
the ,_'_i/_,ll' .,l_¢_/1'sts R_,l_'l i,b',,ll?_. It is ¢on_'luded thilt ilcti,,ilies related t_ poti|sh _.Ind
hydro¢ilrb_:_n resource exlri1_lion _ind s_lution n'lining l'rorn v, ilhin (and _ulside _Jl') ('onlr_l
Zone IV, using currently _.IVilililble i11"Id_11_plic_11"_lele_'hn_lugy, ,.,,'ill n_l _'ornl)ron'lise the integrily
oi" the WIPP or in_'reilse the likelih_od _I" _'_l'_re_.1¢hingevent.

Plausible waste-release everlls lhal c_uld _c_.'ur 111"terl()ss ()I' inslill.lli()rlal _ontl'{)Is "llre
l'undarnentl111y indeperlderll _.)I"former re,_ouru'e re¢_):,el'__ restricti_ns at the site .... [l)]otilsh
e.xplori_lion _ind cc_n:,erlli_,_n_,11rnirlirlg _r solutiun rninirl B in C'untrol Zone IV are physically Ioo
l'i"r removed to _.11'l'ecllhe integril.v _I" the WIPI: l'_.1¢ilit_'..... l'yl_iu'ill "exl_l_._r_._ti_ni_nd produ¢lion
oI' hydroc_irborls l'r_rn witl_in ,..'_nlr_l Z_._neIV like_,',,'ise would nc_l al'l'e_.'l the waste en'11:_l_icedin
the WIPP l't1,::ility.... "lhe _'+_nlnlUrli_'tlli<+n evenls..,anal.vzed in the WII+P SAR , . . tlre
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applicableto currentresourceextractiontechnology in Cont=-olZone IV and beneath Control
Zones I,II,nnd Iii(forhydrocarbons)."

The DOF. could prudently allow ='esourcerecovery in Contrul Zone III. ",,,many =esource
recovery operatiorlswillbe reviewetlby the l]i,M,.,and the Minerals Management Service...
planned activities will be evaluated on a case-by-case btlsis Io insure that the integrity ot' the
WIPP t'a¢ility will net be jeopaMized," DWP

llrausch, I,,M,, J,S, Ilart, K,R, Porter, a.d J,K, Register. IqS0, 7"echmcal and Envirmtme.lal
.4na/.l',sc,sDevcloiv_ietil of lhc Sih' mid Prc/imim_r,l' Dc'._tl,.,tlI'alht.lion Prok'ram l.o.s ,_h'dat}os
S/If, Soulhea,sh'rn New ,_h'.vic'o, TME 3058, Albuquerque, NM: US Departnlent of I'nergy,
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant OiTice, (Cop_.' on file at the US I)eptirtment ot" t_nerg.v Public
Reading Room, National Atomic Museum. Albuquerclue, NM),

ABSTRACT: 'lhe Wnste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Program is currently the authorized
alternative t'or dislmsing of ractioacti_e waste I'rom det'ense programs; the prererred alternative
is to dispose ot" these wastes in the t'irst repository developed for radioactive w,tste t'rom
corrlmercial sources. Additional site studies, under the site preliminary design validation
(SPDV) program, include ¢onstru¢ling two deep shut'Is and an underground exl:mrimental
I'a¢ility bet'ore a final decision is math., about the suitability of the WIPF' Site. This report
evalu[ites the environmental impacts of constructing the sh'lt'ts and undergr_lund facility, but it
is not the document ror making decisions,

The rnost significant impacts of the program are on m_ise le,,els and archet_logical resources.
'l'he elTects on archec)Ic)gy can be mitigated I'_' an al:_pro,,ed plan. M_Meralely signil'icanl
impacts [ire on terrain (subsitlence), soils, air qualily, vegelaliun, wiltllife, antl housing.
Mitigtlting merisures are prol'msed fur el'i'e,,:ts on soils, \egetati_!n, and wildlife. 'lhe least
signil'i,,:anl impacts are on terrain (salt storage pile). Impulatit_rl, ernplt_yment, ecormrny, lanct
use and recreation, and trariSl'_ortatiun. Mitigating measurt's ale propos:ed l't_r salt storage, lantl
use, and recreation. I)WP

llrmlsk._, N.S, 10ct(). Cr._'A ('/o_ur_' rant lh'alm,q ._'ludn's m II'li'P X.h Itsln_., ('Oml._'sslmt.I
II'.vl, Icloctll' mid ..tlll'Htd_ZllOH _h'._l.'¢'.l_'.l_,' "!'_'_I _ll'lhod_ .,'hI R_'sldls, SANI)¢10-7076,
,,\ll_ucluerque. NM: Sandia Nalit_nai l,al_oraluries,

AIIN'I'RA("i': ('onlpressiOl]al _:l_e ullraS_ll_iC data _vele used to qualilali_el$ assess the t,xtenl
of crack clllStil'e diiring h_ttrt_slalic C_llllpressi_in _tt" danlaged slleCilllens _ll" \Vasle Ist_laliltll Pilot
Plaill (\VII_Pi sail. ('racks _ere iiilr_tttlcett dtirilig c_)lislaill sliaiil-rale lii',ixial lesls _il low
c_lnfining I_ressule 10.5 MP,,lt ,is SlX'cinlens _eit, taken !0 eilher 0.5, 1.0, _1 1.5% axial slrain.
I:or lhree specilllells laken !_, l.()"i_ axial slrain, lhe I_iesstire _ls increasetl Ill 5, I0, or 15 MPa.
I:_r lilt' renlaining si_e¢iillt'i_s, t_lt'._Sl.llt ' v,",lS rai_,etl I_l 15 lk'|Pa. _ili'tl_et'orlllS 1"_1'ct_llll)rt'ssional
_a_t's lia_eling b_/lh parallel al_d I_t'il_eildictllh, ' Io lhe ttireclitlil of l_la\imum prill¢ipal slress
were nleastirt'tl in lhe tllld;illlagett sl',ile, tltiril_g cllllSlalil slraill-rale lt,sls :llltl Ihell rlloilil_lied ;is
fun¢lioris t_t" lime _hile lhe Sl_ecinlens _vert' held al i_ressuie. II_llll _;l_e _elocities and
allll_liitides increast,_! OVt'i [i_iie al pleSSille, ilidicalillg Ih',il ¢l:icks cl_l<>t'_!;illtl l/eihal_S Ile_ilett.
lhe l-t,¢ti\er_, _ll" tillla_iillim _,_{l_t,¢ilal,i¢leristics ttelwiltled tip,Ill bolh i_le_._,tllt' ;illtl danlage ie_el.
lhe higher the I_lt"4SUit ', lilt' gle',llt'r Ihe _t,l_cil\ recti\t'r\; II_l_,_,t'_.t'l, :iinl_lilude rec{l_,ely

sll_/_ved Ill) clear c_rrelali_lil _vilh prt, s_;tlre. Iqlr b_tlh anll_lilutles ;llltl _t'li_cilit's, it'cli\elies _,',ele

l_l'ealesl in lhe Sl'lecitlleils _vilh the It'asl tlanl;.ige.

l_vtl differeill d;.il',i illlerl/lt'lalic_llS tile i_iest'nled t'ol lilt' ill_t'lSt' C_licl;llit_ll bt't_eell '_elt_c.'il)
:llltl a_lll_liltldt' rt'c_,_el it"; aild d;ilil_ige le_t'l. l'ile i'irsl t'\pl:iil;ili_n i:i I_a<,e_lt,niilt, l_ tiptop l,iillle
tlt, f_rlllalillll I_rllcei4st'_,. Iol Cl',icl-.s l_l cll_st, ielali\el_ _lUickl_, clack _:lll_ lilti'_l reiil_iin cl_st' Ill
lheil _riginal geOlllt'llies. I:_r higher le_el<_ of clanl',lgt', ¢iack ,4tllt",lct.,s tire __t'l'_t'l ',illd IIltly n_ll

i iec[tist, inllllt't]lalel\ tll,,ll_ I_le_StlliZ'<llillll. l ht, ,4e¢olld e_piallillilill in_Jl_t,s pltl,41i¢ ttet'i!rlll;.llitln
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mechanisms. During constant-strain-rate triaxial testing, the hardness of the microstructure
increases as cracks are introduced. The increased hardness causes the creep rate for crack
closure to be lower in specimens taken to higher levels of damage. For both data
interpretations, complete crack closure and healing are expected if hydrostatic stress is
maintained for an extended time period.

Brokaw, A.L., C.L. Jones, M.E. Cooley, and W.H. ilays. 1972. Geology and Hydrology of the
Carlsbad Potash Area, Eddy and Lea Counties, New Mexico. USGS-4339-1. Denver, CO:
US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The potash mines of southeastern New Mexico are in a sparsely populated area
15-30 mi east of Carisbad. Topographic relief is low, surface drainage poor, and collapse
features common. The climate is semiarid.

Sedimentary rocks attain thicknesses of more than 20,000 ft and range in age from Ordovician
to Quaternary. The area includes the northern end of the Delaware Basin and the largely
buried Capitan Reef. The basin contains as much as 13,000 ft of Permian strata. The oldest
exposed rocks are of Late Permian age, but drilling has provided much data on the buried
older rocks. The principal structures are broad gentle features related to late Paleozoic
sedimentation: the northern Delaware Basin, a shelf north and west of the basin, and a central
basin platform to the east. These structures were tilted eastward before Pliocene time, have
been inactive since, and now show a general eastward dip of less than 2 degrees.

The salt deposits are in the l,ate Permian Ochoan Series composed of a thick salt-bearing
evaporite lower part (Castile, Salado, and Rustler Formations) and a thin nonsait-bearing upper
part (Dewey Lake Red Beds).

The Castile Formation consists largely of interlaminated gray anhydrite and brownish-gray
limestone, but includes much rock salt. It is about 1,500-1,600 ft thick along the southern
edge of the potash area; it thins northward to about 1,000 ft near the margin of the Delaware
Basin and tongues out in the southernmost parts of the northwest shelf. All the salt is
concentrated in a thick middle member that lies 200-300 ft above the base of the formation.

The Salado Formation, the main salt-bearing unit of the potash area, ranges in thickness from
about !,900 ft in the south to about 1,000 t't in the north. The formation is characterized by
thick persistent units of rock salt alternating with thinner units of anhydrite and polyhalite.
Thin seams of claystone underlie the anhydrite and polyhalite unit, and there are a few beds
of sandstone and siltstone at large intervals. The Salado Formation is divided into three
informal units: a lower and an upper salt member, generally free ot" sylvite and other
potassium and magnesium evaporite minerals, and the McNutt potash zone, generally rich in
these minerals.

The Rustler Formation, mostly anhydrite and rock salt, thins from 300 to 400 t't in the
southern part of the area to about 200-250 ft in the northern part. Some dolomite is present
in the upper and lower paris of the formation, and thin to thick units of sandstone and shale
are interbedded at long to short intervals.

The Dewey Lake Red Beds at the top of the Ochoan series consist of reddish-brown siltstone
and fine-grained sandstone. The formation is 250-550 ft thick in the potash area.

Three rnain hydrologic units control the groundwater hydrology of the C'arlsbad potash mining
area: the Pecos River, the water-bearing strata overlying the Salado f:ormation, and the
Capitan Limestone and other water-bearing strata underlying the Salado. "l'he distribution and
development of large dissolution features, particularly in the Nash Draw and Clayton Basin
areas, exert a major effecl on the occurrence and movement of the, groundwater. The Pecos
River receives nearly all of the groundwater outflow from the area. Most of that outflow
reaches the Pecos near Malaga Bend.
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The main water-yielding units overlying the Salado Formation are the basal solution breccia
zone and the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation, the Santa Rosa Sandstone,
and the alluvium. The basal solution breccia zone is the hydrologic unit most significant in
the solution of halite from the upper part of the Salado Formation. The easternmost extent of
evaporite solution in the potash mining area is roughly at the common boundary between
Ranges 30 and 31 E. The formations above the Salado Formation seem to be connected
hydrologically and can be considered a single multiple aquifer system. Solution activity and
associated collapse, subsidence, and fracturing have increased the overall permeability of the
rocks and the interformational movement of water in the aquifer system.

Groundwater in the formations above the Salado moves generally southward and southwestward
across the potash mining area toward the Pecos River. Although the total amount of
groundwater discharging to the Pecos River is not known, it has been estimated that 200 gals
per minute enter the river from the basal solution breccia zone.

The potentiometric and water-table contours outline a series of groundwater ridges and troughs
imposed on the regional southward to southwestward pattern of groundwater movement. A
large southwestward-plunging groundwater trough extends from Malaga Bend northeastward
roughly through Nash Draw to beyond the mining area in the vicinity of Laguna Plata.
Another much smaller trough is east and southeast of the Project Gnome site.

The Salado Formation has an intergranular porosity and permeability that ranges from low to
virtually none. Locally, fractures and solution openings impart a spotty formational
permeability. In the potash mining area, the Salado Formation is dry except for water in the
leached zone at the top of the formation and small pockets of water or water and gas
encountered occasionally during mining.

The Cambrian to Permian sedimentary rocks underlying the Salado Formation contain water of
brine composition and are under high artesian pressure. These rocks are not exposed in the
potash mining area but lie deeply buried throughout much of southeastern New Mexico and
western Texas. in the potash mining area the elevations of the potentiometric surfaces of
different zones of these rocks range from a few ft to a few hundred ft above or below the
land surface.

Brookins, D.G. 1980a. "Polyhalite K-Ar Radiornetric Ages from Southeastern New Mexico,"
lsochron/l.fest. No. 29, 29-30.

ABSTRACT: Four new radiometric K-Ar ages for polyhalites from southeastern New Mexico
are compared to seven previous ages. The new samples are mixed with halite and sylvite. The
exact halide content could not be determined from x-ray diffractometry, nor can it be stated
with certainty that other halides and/or other evaporite minerals are present or not. Earlier
studies of langbeinite and langbeinite-sylvite mixtures noted a distinct lowering of K-At ages
with increasing sylvite content. The K-Ar analyses and age calculations were carried out by
Geochron Laboratories, Inc., to see if similar effects are noted for polyhalites.

Of eleven samples, four polyhalites considered pure average 11.98% K, and these samples
range from 200 to 216 +_ million years. Six less pure samples average 12.39% K and range in
age from 209 +_.7 million years to 154 _+ 15 million years. Samples with observed sylvite yield
more recent ages. One saxnple, mixed w ilh halite and sylvite, was adjacent to a Tertiary age
igneous dike; the evaporite sample yielded an age of 21.4 +_0.8 million years. DWP

ANNOTATION: The seven previous ages for polyhalitic samples are reported in Brookins,
Register and Krueger (1980), which is included in this bibliography. An earlier study by
Schilling (1973) which showed the lower ages related to sylvite content, is not referred to in
this bibliography.
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Brookins, D.G. 1980b. "Use of l/.vaporite Minerals for K-Ar and Rb-Sr Geochronology:
Evidence from Bedded Permian Evaporites, Southeastern New Mexico, USA,"
Naturwissen.schaften. Vol. 67, 604.

ABSTRACT: Potassium-rich evaporites of the Delaware Basin (USA) are known to be
Permian in age; they have not been subjected to tectonism except mild folding. A Tertiary
igneous dike intrudes the evaporites, and Pleistocene rubble chimneys are known. The K-Ar
and Rb-Sr systematics of these rocks have been evaluated for the effects of post-formation
events such as dissolution, deformation, and nonepisodic events. Sylvite samples have been
dated by Rb-Sr methods, and polyhalite was studied with K-At. Sylvite isochrons from Rb-Sr
methods yield an age of 214 _+ 15 Ma for 36 samples. K-Ar methods yielded ages of 198 + 7
Ma to 216 _ 7 Ma for pure polyhalite and 154 _+ 15 Ma to 187 _+7 Ma for impure polyhalite.
The lowered ages apparently are proportional to Na content as halite in impure samples.
Diapirism or pronounced events will perturb these systems, but K-At and Rb-Sr should be
useful tools to examine chemical-isotopic integrity ot" the beds. DWP

Brookins, D.G. 1980c. "Clay Minerals Suitable for Overpack in Waste Repositories: Evidence
From Uranium Deposits," Scientific Ba._i._ for Nuclear Waste Management, Proceedings of ltle
International Symposium on the Scientific Ba.si.s for Nuclear IVa.sle Managemenl, Bo._lml, MA,
November 27-30. 1979. Ed. C,J,M. Northrup, Jr. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2,
427-435.

ABS'I'RACT: Studies of clay minerals as overpack material around radiom'tive waste canisters
have resulted in some disagreement over migration of radionuclides through the overpack.
Data on clay minerals from uranium deposits of the Grants, NM, mineral belt are useful
because these deposits are old, some have been remobilized and reprecipitated, some have had
uranium disseminaled by groundwater, and deposits have characteristic clay mineral and
elemental suites.

Rb-Sr studies suggest that most of these clay mineral assemblages have remained closed
systems since deposition or diagenetic events. Barren zones are typically more
montmorillonite-rock, while uranium ore zones include more chlorite or illite; the data suggest
chlorite forms during miner:llization anct fixes a number of elements, it is argued that sand-
poor shales from the Morrison l:ormation be used as canister overpack rnaleri_ls, in the event
of canister failure, reactions should promote chlorite formation and sorption of radionuclides.
The clay would also retard fluid flow around canisters. DWP

Brookins, I).G. 1981a. "C;eochemic:ll Study of a l,amprophyre Dike Near the WIPP Site,"
Scientific Ba._i_ for Nuclear ll"a._,le Atanagernenl. Proceeding._ of /he 7'hird lnlernational
S.I,mposiltrtt oil /tie Scietllifi<' B(l,si.s for Ntt('/ear l[,'a.sle 3,laJlagenlenl. B_)._,lo/I, MA, Nov_.,nlher
17-20, 1980. Ed. J.G. Moore. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 3, 307-313.

ABSTRAC'I': A "l'ertiary-age igneous dike intrudes the evaporite rocks of the Delaware Basin
over a length of about 125 kin. The contract effects can, with caution, be used as an analog to
emplacing a radioactive waste canister in the Salado l:ormation. Contact effects include
recrystallization and alteration of typical Salado silicate assemblages (corrensite + illite + talc +
chlorite) to I M-d phlogophitic clay +_saponite _+ mixed layer saponite-chlorite + a talc silicate
mixture, l:luid inclusions show maxiumum homogenization temperatures of 150°C al the
contact zone. i:luid movement was probal?ly restricted to very close to the dike edge.
Chemistry of the rocks is relatively homogeneous. Rare earth element (RI:£E) analyses from
the dike rock are typical of these rocks with pronounced enrichment of light REE relative to
heavy RI_E. Ce and Eu do not show loss or negative anomaly. There appears to have been
little chemical exchange between dike and host evaporite; the host evaporites were more altered
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although not extensively and with little modification of original structures, This indicates
canister and overpack "should remain relativei3, stable in the evaporites." DWP

Brookins, D.G. 1981b. "Geochronologic Studies Near the WIPP Site, Southeastern New
Mexico," Environmental Geology and Hydrology in New Mexico. Eds. S.G. Wells, W.
Lambert, and J.F Callender. New Mexico Geological Society Special Publication No. 10.
[Roswell, NM]: New Mexico Geological Society. 147-152.

ABSTRACT: The US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site
is currently being investigated for pilot storage of defense-generated radioactive waste. A
critical facet of the overall study is the question whether the rocks have remained closed
systems with respect to their bulk chemistry and isotopic composition since formation in the
Late Permian or whether they have been subjected to episodic or more-or-less continuous
recrystallization during the post-Late Permian. Early attempts at K-Ar dating of sylvites
mixed with other salts yielded inconclusive results, primarily because sylvite is not well suited
for K-Ar study because of loss of radiogenic 4°Ar. Rb-Sr study of sylvites yields a 214 _ 15
million years before present (MYBP) isochron indicating closed system conditions to Rb and Sr
since latest Permian or earliest Triassic. Pre-200 MYBP K-Ar dates have also been determined
for pure langbeinites and polyhalites. When mixed with sylvite, age lowering results. The Rb-
Sr systematics of eolian clay minerals known to have interacted with the evaporite brine yield
a poorly defined isochron of 390 __.77 MYBP, but the apparent date does indicate that the clay
mineral-brine interactions were not so severe as to completely rehomogenize Sr isotopes despite
the clay mineral alteration. A 34 _+ 1.5 MYBP lamphrophyre dike intrudes the evaporite
sequence some 70 km north of the WIPP Site. Contact effects, including recrystallization of
polyhalite, are restricted to within 10 m of the dike. Finally, polyhalite inclusions in one
rubble chimney yield a pre-200 MYBP age indicating no major recrystallization effects caused
by this disturbance of the evaporite sequence. Collectively, the geochronologic studies argue
for pre-200 MYBP formation of the evaporite minerals and stability of the rocks since that
time.

ANNOTATION: The sylvite studies reported here are derived from Register and Brookins
(1980), while the polyhalite dates were reported by Brookins, Register, Krueger (1980). Both
of these references are included in this bibliography.

Brookins, D.G. 1982. "Study of Polyhalite from the WIPP Site, New Mexico," Scientific Basis
for Nuclear Waste Management, Proceedings of tile Materials Research Sociel.I, Annual
Meeting. BostoH. MA. November 1981. Ed. S.V. Topp. New York, NY: North-Holland.
Vol. 6, 257-264.

ABSTRACT: Polyhalite (K_Ca2Mg(SO4).2H20) is an important mineral present in the bedded
evaporites of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, southeastern New Mexico. Polyhalite
contains two structurally bonded water molecules, and it is thus important to know if this
mineral formed at or close to the time of sedimentation or, as proposed by others, more or less
continuously throughout the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. If formed much later than original
evaporite formation, then this implies a new source of water in order for the polyhalite to
form in turn raising questions about water abundance and mobility in the bedded evaporites.
Polyhalite is not well suited for Rb-Sr geochronologic study because ot" the large amounts of
common Sr, but it has been shown to be suitable for study by the K-Ar geochronologic
methods. Pure polyhalites and those mixed with very small amounts of impurities yield K-Ar
dates in the range of 200-220 MYBP and indicate little if any, loss of *4°Ar. Polyhalites
mixed with sylvite, halite, and (Na,K)Ci yield lower ages due to loss of *4OAr from the halides.
Apparent age lowering is proportional to halide content, and an extrapolated age of formation
of near 225 MYBP results. Collectively, the K-Ar data convincingly show that the polyhalites
formed at the time of sedimentation (except for isolated occurrences near dike intrusions) in
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Late Permian tinle. I-inally, thermc)dynamic calculations, supported hy I_etropraphic study,
show that polyhalite is often stable with respect to carnallile, sylvite, and other minerals
formerly thought to be ()Icier than polyhalite.

lIrooki,s, D.(;. 1988. "Seawater _Sr/_Sr for the l.ale Permian l)elaware lJa!;Jn I'_vaporites
(New Mexico, USA)," Ctwmical Geoh_L,i,. Vol. 69, 209-214.

AI:ISTRACT: The I)elaware I_lasin, southeastern New Mexico, USA, contains a thick sectiorl of
rnarine evaporites. 'l'he three tlppermost units of" evaporiles, all from the lime o1" the Ochoarl
deposition, are (in ascending order) the Castile l:ortllalion, the Salad_ l;()rmali(:lri, and the
Rustler Formation. The Castile consists predominaillly of bedded and massive anhydrites; the
Salado of massive halite with numerous interi)eds ()f" anhy(lrite, sylvite, arid minor other UllJtS;
and the Rustler of impure anhydrites, gypsums, ll;.llil(_'..<;,silty _.irl(lclayey units, dcJl(Jmite.<_ and
others.

'l'he previously established seawater u?Sr/u(;Sr curve t'(_r llle I.ale (I,ale.<_t'?) l'ermiari is marked
by a dramatic increase From -.0.7008 :.ll _.25(J Ma _.lg,cJ to >0.7072 by Ihe i'erniJan..'lriassic
boundary, Data are not :_h()wn I'()r r(Jcks (_l al)l)r()ximate ()choan age.

"l'he results of our sltldy show lJle t()ll_witl t, aveiape _?Sl/_USr values t'or tile rock.<,; sanil_le.s:
Castile 0.706880 (± 0.000005); Sala(to 0.70681g (._ 0,0000()4); alld R tlsller 0.700976 (:k 0.000008).
"lhu.<;, a syslerilalic irlc.'rease ii] _7,_1"i/t_1i_I iS ()b!_erv('(l l'rolrl {Taslile l(J ,<,alad(i all(l e.sp('cially I()
i,_usller, ,:onsistenl with a lirt, vi(ii.lS I)lc(licti(lil. lhe_(,. (lala ar(, !{Lll)illille(l I'r)l- Ihe seaW_ll(,i CtlFVC
['fir ihe Ochfian (il'(itiI) fit" tlpl)er eVal/¢lrito!; Of i.;ile Ih.!iinian ;.il;t'.

llr+lokins, I).(;., alid S.,I. I,alribert. 1')8"/a. "K i\i '<iil(l I_.b Sl /\g(' l)(!teiinili_iti_lll'_ t'i()iil {'lay
Miileral,.; ciil(I l{elale_! Milieral<; ti_,lii lh4' WlI'I' f\-V:is;l(' l<>_Jl:ilillil I'il_i I'l:lill)> _()tilhea!_lc;rli

i(,.. II _....New Mex .u, l',<l<'ht'fHl' If'_'s/ !{i\Nl)_() ();_.">"_J. V<Jl. ,lc), ,l /
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higher. Detrital clay minerals from the Delaware Basin collectively yield a highly scattered
isochron (390 _.+77 Ma), but sarnples t'rom a local area, such as the WIPP Site, give a much
better age of 428 +_7 Ma. These dates show that the interaction between the clay minerals and
the evaporitic brines was insufficient to reset the clay minerals P,b-Sr systematics, in a related
study, we note that a dike emplaced into the evaporite at 34 Ma had only very limited effect
on the intruded rocks; contact phenomena were all within 2 m of the dike. All of our
geochemical (radiometric and trace element) studies of the WII'P Site argue for preservation of
the isotopic and chemical integrity of the major minerals for the past 200 Ma.

Brookins, D.G., and S,,I. l,ambert. 1988. "WIPP Site Studies: Secondary Selenite Veins in the
Rustler Formation and Dewey l.ake Red Beds," Scienlific B,_sts for Nuclear Waste
Management 2"I, Boslon, 5IA, November 30-December 3, 19h7. Eds. M,J. Apted and R,E.
Westerman. SAND87-1610J. Pittsburgh, PA: Materials Research Society. Vol, 112,
233-241.

ABSTRACT: Defense-generated transuranic ('FRU) waste >,'ill be stored at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the bedded halite of the Salacto Formation (Permian), which is overlain
by the impure Permian e',aporites of tile Rustler Formation and the Dewey l.ake P,ed Beds.
Both the Rustler and Dewey i.ake contain abundant to less comrnon secondary selenite veins of
uncertain origin, and dissolution zones occur in the Rustler. The Rustler Fc)rmation also
contains two dolomite aquifers, the Magenta and Culebra Members. The purpose of this study
is to determine whether vein selenite is I(_cally derived or has been introduced in moving
groundwater solutions. \Ve have used Sr isotopic studies and rare earlh elements C'REI-), [.J and
other tnlce element data to address the problem. The Sr isotopic data show that neither the
Salado nor Rustler anh.vdrites have exchanged with secondary sources of Sr, and this is
supported by the REE and U data. Further, selenite veins from the Rustler possess Sr isotopic
compositions identical to the Rustler, indicating local origin, and this is also supported by the
U and REE data. Selenite veins from tile Dewey l.ake Red Beds possess Sr isotopic
compositions closer to surface caliche deposits and may contain near-surface derived Sr. U
and REE data show more scatter and evidence for extrinsic sources than the vein/host-rock
pairs from the Rustler. Sr isotopic compositions of the Magenta and Culebra indicate that the
Magenta has undergone less water/rock interaction than the Culebra. Collectively, the data
argue for more possible surface or near-surface water/rock interactions in the Dewey l.ake
Red Beds than in the Ru!.;tler Formation; such interactions in the Salado Formation have been
minimal.

Brookins, D.C., and J.K. Register. 1981. Polassizmt-/lrA, t)n cmd .Veulrtm ,,tcllvation Analysis
Studie.s of Pol.rhalites treat the 11'It'I" ,S'tle. SANI)81-7071. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRAC'I: Pol3halite ma.,, inclicate the stability of the evaporite section. If polyhalite is
young, structurally bonded water could indicate water infiltration; old polyhalite indicates no
infiltration as polyhalite is quite soluble, l:i,,e of eight samples agree with independent
evidence of an Rb-Sr date of 213 ± 10 Ma. Ages 20-30 million years younger than the
Permian suggest a final diagenetic recrvstallization. "lwo samples included in the five come
from a rubble chimne.,, _, indicating limited fluid in,,.olvement in f_rrning the chimney. Samples
with s.vlvite and halite yielded younger age'_ (suggesting that samples with halide impurities
yield younger ages. An empirical correction factor for ages is suggested based on Na20
content.) Samples asscJciated with a Tertiary-age dike show ages younger than, but consistent
with, the intrusion age. These samples are indirect e,,_idence that the dike affected only
contact zones and that continuou:5 to epi_,odic recrvstallization of evaporites through the
Mesozoic and into the Cenozoic is not supported.

Neutron activation analyses for Na content provide e,.idence of rare earth element (P, EE) and
other trace element c(Jncentrations. lv,'o ',amples of the intrus, i,.e (larnprophyre) are typical of
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alkali basalts or lamprophyres, demonstrating little if any loss or exchange of REE to
evaporites. DWP

Brookins, D.G., J.K. Register, ,ir., and II.W. Krueger. 1980, "Potassium-Argon Dating of
Polyhalite in Southeastern New Mexico," Geochimica el Cosmochimica Acta. Vol. 44, no. 5,
635-637.

ABSTRACT: Polyhalite, K2Ca2Mg(SO4)4,21t20, is an important mineral in many evaporites.
Although its use for K-Ar dating has never been investigated, our results indicate that it is a
very useful mineral for dating events ranging from tile time of potash mineralization to any
younger events that may have affected the evaporite. Five K-At dates on pure polyhalite,
including two from included material and from beds distorted by the formation of a rubble
chimney, yield dates between 198 and 216 Myp, in good agreement with Rb-Sr dates and the
diagenetic age of the potash deposits t'rom tile same rocks. Two polyhalites mixed with sylvite
gave lower dates (154 and 174 Myra) which is to be expected because of radiogenic 4°At loss
from the sylvite phase. One polyhalite, formed after the intrusion of a 31 Myr lamphrophyre
dike, yielded 21 Myr. Collectively our results indicate that pure polyhalite is satisfactory for
K-At dating and may provide critical age information in studies ot" the geologic history of tile
evaporite sequences.

Brookins, D.G., D.B. Ward, and S.J. Lam!_ert. 1990. "Authigenic Clay Minerals in the Rustler
Formation, WIPP Site Area, New Mexico," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Managemetlt
13, Boslcm, MA. November 27-December 2. 1989. Eds. V.M. Oversby and P.W. Brown.
SAND89-1405C. Pittsburgh, PA: Materials Research Society, 665-672.

ABSTRACT: Transuranic (TRU) waste is planned for disposal in the Late Permian evaporites
of the Delaware Basin, southeastern New Mexico, at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site.
The disposal horizon is located in the bedded halite of the Salado Formation, which is overlain
by the impure halite--anhydrite (gypsum)-siltstone-mudstone of tile Rustler Formation. The
Rustler Formation also contains two dolomite members, the Magenta and Culebra, which
transmit water. The Culebra Member is suspected to have actively interacted with waters at
times from the Late Permian to tile present, and it is important to assess the reactivity of these
waters in conjunction with WIPP stability.

We have investigated tile Rb-Sr systematics of clay minerals from tile Culebra Member and
elsewhere in the Rustler Formation. By separating the less than 0.125-microdarcy size material
we are able to deal with presumed true authigenic clay minerals. The authigenic fraction is
especially sensitive to chemical and isotopic exchange with waters, and an episodic exposure to
a large anaount of water will reset tile cl,'ly minerals to such a time. Our data yield 259 __.22
Ma Rb-Sr isochron, which is consistent with tile l.ate Permian age of the Rustler Formation.
This age demonstrates that age-determining cations in these clay minerals have preserved their
isotopic and chemical integrity since tile Late Permian.

Brookins, D.G., J.K, Register, M.E. Register, and S.J. Lambert. 1978a. "Burying High Level
Wastes," Nature. Vol. 273, no. 5665, 704.

ABSTRACT: K-Sr data have been improperly interpreted to argue against evaporites for
burial of radioactive waste. K-Ca analyses of sylvite demonstrate solid species are retained,
even though inert gas, such as 4°At, can be lost. Sylvite from New Mexico yields low K-Ar
dates (18 ±8 to 74 ±8 my), though samples of langbelnite and langbeinite with sylvite yield
ages from 245 + 10 Ma to 137 _+8 Ma, respectively, and argue against "recent" recrystallization.
Rb-Sr studies of water-soluble evaporites and authigenic clays from New Mexico yield a date
of 204 Ma. Polyhalite and sylvite are early diagenetic minerals. Argon is therefore not
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representative of radiogenic daughter products; strontium has been retained for 200 Ma. Clays
have also been observed to preferentially absorb actinides. DWP

Brookinis, i).G., J.K. Register, M.E. Register, and S.J. i,ambert. 1978b. "Rb-Sr Systernatics
and Related Studies of the Salado and Castile i:ormations, Southeastern New Mexico,"
Ah._tracts with Programs. Geological Societ.l' of America. 197,_' Joi,I A,mml Meeli,g. Tore,to,
Ontario. Canada, October 23-26. 197<_'. SAND78-1!87A. Vol. 10, no. 7, 372. (Abstract
Only),

AI3STRACT: Rb-Sr geochronologic study of the bedded salt deposits from the Castile and
Salado Formations, southeastern New Mexico, has been und_zrtaken to test their feasibility for
alkali and alkaline earth retention in conjunction with ,,he Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WII'P)in
that area.

Whole-rock samples (i.e,, water soluble plus insoluble material) are typically unsuited for Rb-
Sr isochrorl work; several of these samples do indicate the R,, (i.e., Sr(8/,,'86j at 'l'=t)) value to
be about 0.708, thus indicating that large amounts of brine, typically enriched in _lTSi', were
not generated in the sample area since evaporite I'ormation some 235 :t 10 Ma.

The water-soluble fraction of evaporite samples yields an apparent isochron date ot" 206 Ma
with Re = 0.7084 while clay minerals (minus-two micron size) yield 325 Ma with R o = 0.7123.
A composite of the water soluble fractions and clay mirierals yields a date of 204 Ma with Re
= 0,7137. This 204 Ma date is interpreted as a minimum because of the high Re value; but it
does suffice to indicate that the evaporite-clay mineral systems apparently have remained
closed to widespread alkali-alkaline earth migration since close to the age of evaporite
formation. Strontium, which is an important mobile constituent of radioactive waste, has
certainly been retained in the evaporites for 2x108 years. The impurities, such as trioctahedral
clays in the rock salt, h,'lve also been found to preferentially absorb from aqueous solution
actinides present in waste. "l'he information gathered so far from New Mexico suggests that
similar studies should be undertaken to assess the favorability o1" the extensive beddect salt
deposits of Canada.

Brooktns, I).G,, J.K. Register, M.E. Register, _talil S.,I. I,anlberl, 1980. "l.onp,.'lerm Stability o1'
l'.'vaporite Mirlerals: Geochr_i'lological F.vidence," S('i_'tllift,' I1,_i_ for Nu_'l,'ar II'aste
,._lctpltlgt'tll_'tTI, 31alt'rial.s Rcsear_'h So_'ic'l.l' ,,lllttll_ll Jlc'_'llll,g. li_JslOtt, 3I,,I, Nr_vt'mt_'r 27.-3t1, It)7!),

Ed. C.J.M. NorlhrUlg, .Jr. SANI)7_)-i283C. New York, NY: I'lenum Press. Vol. 2,
47c_-486.

AI3ffiRA(_"*I': l:ival:mrile sarnples from the Permian Snl;ido l.()vlnati(Jn h:ive beeil evaluated with
K,-Ar arid Rb-.Sr methods t() delermirle the stability ot" evai,n)ritc' mit_eials. K--Ar analyses of
polyhalite samples showed ages t't'c:_lll Iql8 ± 7 to 216 :t 7 Ma lttl-ittllt, _l-_ecimens and ages c)t"
174 _+_6 and 15,1 _.+6 Ma for mixtures with svlvite ariel hcllile, l¢,b-Sr dales el" v,'ater-.soluble
comporlents yielded an average of 199 .+_20 Ma i'_r 41 samples; an i,_ocl'_n_)n age after Five
anomalc_us sarnples was elimir_ated in 214 +_ 15 Ma with arid initial _TSr,,u_;Sr = ()'70c,_3 :t 0,0007.
Clay mineral samples yield an isoclavon age of 390 ± 77 Ma,

'l'he minimum age for Salado-Casiile sedimentati_n and the rec_mmendcd isoctlnon age for
polash ore formation is 21,1 _+ 15 Ma. l'he recommended i:_ocllrun age I"_v p{_lyhalite is 208 _+
10 Ma. Ages irlclude samples I'r_)m rubble chimneys and irldicate th_.ll large amounts of water
did not pass tlau-ough the chimneys. The system has ren_ained closed t'_r m_)re than 200 million
years. 4_Ar loss from sylvite gives ages less than 200 Ma. A K-At date of 21,d + 0.8 Ma on
polyhalite wilh an igneous intrusion shows these minerals can dale I)oSl-t'_)rmalion events.
Initial strontium ratios from Ihese rocks are within the limits for Permian sea water. Clay
I'llineral dates indicate incornplele reaction with brines durillg dellositiorl and diagenesis.
Proposals for coniirluous to episociic alkali and alkaline earth nlipration ill ihese sediments after
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200 Ma is refuted, and the Waste Isc)lation Pilot Plant (WIPP)Sile is t'avorable to retain
radioactive waste, DWP

Brush, i,,!1, 1990, 7'e st Platt for l.at_oratory altd Modelutg Studie.s o/ Repo_ilur.l' and
Radiottuclide Cttenff_tr.I, /or tttt' tl'o_tr l_olatitm Pilot Phuzt. SANDg0-0266. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National I_aboratories,

ABSTRACT: This Test Plan ctescribes laboratory and modeling studies ot" the chemistry of
brines that could enter Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) disposal rooms; the effects of anoxic
corrosion of metals in steel containers and the waste on the gas and 1120 budgets of the
repository; the effects of microbial activity, especially microbial degradation of cellulosics in
the waste, on the gas and I1_O budgets of the repository, the F.h and pll of any brine present,
and the chemical behavior of radionuclides; the effects ¢)f radiolysis on lhe gas anti I1_O
budgets of the repository; the eft'icacy ot" backl'ill additives proposed to remove microbially
produced CO 2 or prevent the formation ot' 112 from anoxic corrosion, and their effects on
repository chemistry; the chemical behavior cJt' Pu, Am, Th, and U in WIPP brines; atlditi()nal
development of the EQ3/6 ge,chemical sc)t'twave package t'_)r use in predicting the behavior of
silicates and radionuclides in brines.

This Test Plan describes studies c)l' the chemical behaviour o1" the repository as currently
designed and the chemic_ll behavior of raclionuclides under these conditions. Addenda will
discuss actditional studies relevant to designing mcJdificati,ns, especially reprocessed waste, and
chemically ._azardous waste c()nstituenls.

Brush, 1,,11,, D, Grhlc-Galtc, D,T, Reed, X. "l'ong, R.ll, Vreeland, and R,E, Westervnan, 1990.
"Preliminary Predictions of RepcJsitory Chemistry t'¢Jr the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,"
Ah_lracl_ with Programs. Geologtc_tl Soctet.l' of America. I_,_,_¢1AIlttuttl .th'elitlg. Dallas. T,V.
October 29-Novrnther I, 19c,_0. SAND90-1695A. V()I. 22, no. 7, A 10(). (Abstract Only).

ABSIRACT: "l'he design-basis, defense-related, transuranic ('IRIJ) waste to be emplaced in
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Wll'I') ccJuld, if sufficient 1120 anct nutrients were present,
produce as much as !,500 moles (Jt"gas per drum of waste. Gas pmcluction could pressurize
the repository to 150 arm Ilith_slatic pressure) and perhaps higher.

Anoxic corrosion of Fe and l e-basecl all_Jvs and microbial degradation ot' cellul()sics are the
gas-production processes of greate',t ccJncern, but radiolysis of brine could also be important.
The proposed backfill additives CaCO:_, ('aO. CuS(.) 4, KOII, anct NaOtl may remc_ve or prevent
the production of some _f the expected gases. We describe these processes, lab()ral()ry and
modeling studies to quantify them for design-basis waste, and preliminary results c_t"these
studies,

Because of the heterogeneous nature of design-basis vcaste, the i!h and pll ot" any brine
present in WIPP disposal r_onas could _ary ._ignificantly oxer sh(_rt distances after reacting with
the waste.

The WIPP Project is investigating the cc_nsequences _f gas production and considering
engineered alternatives, including repr(_cessing the waste, to reduce gas production rates or
potentials. Reproce,_sing would also recluce the range _t" l-h and pll expected for the
repository.

Buck, A,D, 1985. Developnlr_tt _/ "l_t'_ (.'_utdidale Co_rr_//_' Mlxlurr', _SalI. N_utsa/t) for
Repository Seali_lg Appltc'alt,ns. Miscellaneous Paper Sl.-85-8. Vicksburg, MS: Waterways
Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers.
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ABSTRACT: Two concrete mixtures `,,,ere developed in 1983 for possible use in repository
sealing application, The salt concrete was basically an adaptation ot" 13C'I I-I: salt grout made
by adding aggregate, The nonsalt mixture was a similar adaptation ot' nonsalt 13CT I-!.1: grout.

J

3"he basic requirement was continuecl workability after 2 hours of intermittent mixing. Tests
of hardened specimens included strength, modulus ot' elasticity, permeability, coefl'icient of
linear thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, expansion, creep, and examinations by x-ray
diffraction for phase composition anct by scanning electron microscopy for microslruclure.
Some of the physical tests were done nn specimens that had been kept at 23 :.-.t1.2"(7 and on
other specimens kept at 61 ± 2_'C. Tests For expansion and examinations far phase
composition and microstructure are being continued at 6-month or yearly intervals.

It was concluded that each concrete mixture was a viable candidate for use in repositor)
sealing applications,

]luck, A,D,, and J,P. Burkes, 1979. l:'xumtnatmn of Grout and Rock from Dural Jltm', New
),fextc'o, Miscellaneous Paper S1.-79-16, Vicksburg, MS: US Army l:ngineer W'aterw'ab's
iixperiment Station,

Ai3S'iRAC'I: Petrographic exanlination was made of a 17-year-old gv'_ut specimen that hacl
been surrounded by rock salt, It was f<Junct that the contact between the grout and the rock
salt was tight and that the composition and microstructure r,t" the grout seemed normal for such
material, The grout contained calcium silicate hydrate, calcium hydro.xide, tetracalcium
aluminate dichloride-10-hydrate, anct some halite and sylvite.

Buck, A,D., attd R,E. Reinhold, 1985. Charactert=attmt of Four (.'la_ ti Iltk, h Sulfate-Resistant
Portland C'emenl_, Miscellaneous Paper S1.-85-9, Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment
Station, Corps of Engineers.

ABS'IRAC'T: As part of the materials selection prcJcess for underground repository sealing of
nuclear wastes, all available (:lass II high '_ulfate-resislanl (lISP,)portland cements that were
commercially available in the United Slates in 1981 were obtained for lesting and evaluation.
Four such cements were found. The Class II designation is that used by the American
Petroleum Institute; the IISR type is similar to a "lype V portland cement as described in
ASTM C' 150 in that it is intended to impart high sulfate resistance to the cement by the
absence or near absence of calculated tricalcium aluminate ¢('aA_.

Each cement was characterized bv a cornbinatic_n of chernical-ph.vsical testing and x-ray
diffraction examination; it ,,,,'as concluded that all `,,,'ere generall`, similar and could be
interchanged if" such a need arose.

Buck, A.D., J.A. Boa, ,Jr., and I).M. _Valle._. 1985. Developmen! ,,f a Sanded l:'xpan_tve Sah
Grout for Rt'po_ttory Sealing Appllt'alttm. Miscellaneous Paper S1.-85-1 I. Vicksburg, MS:
Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of lingineers.

ABS'IRAC'I: A sanded ,,ersion of the basic I]("I I-F expansixe salt grout was de`,eloped by
the US Army Engineer VCaterv,'ays Exl_eriment Station (WES)in early 1983 for use in a test by
Terra Tek in the fall oi" 1983 in Salt l.ake City, U'I. "lhis grout is known as T183. Initial
laboratory test showed this mixture had adequate workability, impermeability, strength, and
positive volume change. There `,,,'ere problems with flow `,';hen this material was batched for
the Terra "lek test. l.ater in`,estigation indicated this ,,','as probably caused by use of different
equipment with lower mixing capacity. Specimens made from this grout show over 0.1%
expansion at an ane between 56 and 90 days and about 0,3 to 0,4'!'i, at I year; expansion testing
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is being continued at 6-month intervals. It was concluded that this mixture is probably
salist'aclory for use in reposilory sealin_ al plications in a _alt-r(_ck Ilorizon,

Buck, A,D,, J,P, Burkt,,q, alld R,E, Reinhold, 1985. Chara('leri_.aliOH of Sever(ll Pl(l._lc'r._ (uld
()tit' R_'lard(,r for Repo._ilory S('(ll/Hg ,.l[i._,'llo'e._, Miscellaneous Paper SI,-85-10. Vicksburg,
MS: Waterways F.xperiment Station, Corp,¢ ¢_f Engineers,

AIIS'I'RAC'i': Samples ot" plasters (i.e., calcium sulfate herrlit'lydrate, CaSo4ol/211_O) from six
sources and one plaster retarder from a dilTerent source were obtained and characterized by a
cornbination of chemical and physical testing and by r)etrographic examination. The
petrographic examination included x-ray ditTraction (XRD), optical microscopy, differential
thermal analysis (lYIA), and scanning electron microscOl',)' (SEM) procedures.

The intent of this work was tw,ol'old. One purpose was to determine whether plaster per se
could be used as an ingredient for cementitious mixtures intended for repository sealing
applications. Previous experience had been with use ot" a proprietary admixture that corltained
plaster. The second purpose was to determine one or rnore meth(Jds ol'dislinguishing between
the alpha and beta I'orm_ of calcium sulfate hemihydrate.

I! was concluded thai commercially available plaster ol" paris rather than a proprietary
admi.xture could be used as an ingredient for the proposed cementitious mixtures, The other
t'inding was that, as expected, the beta I'orm of CaSC)401,'21120 is I'iner and thus requires more
water for n'lixing, so the coarser alpha form is preferable for the described use, While the two
l'orms can be distinguished hy physical tests, by I.)TA, by SEM, and by optical microscopy, the
latter procedure is the simplest and the quickest. All that is required is examination of a
plaster as an immersion mount v,'ilh a polarizing microscope Io determine particle size and
shape.

l:our ol' the six plasters were the alpha l'(_rm while two were the beta l'orm. The retarder
contained botll forms of plaster along with organic material (thought to be keratin).

Buck, A.D., J.P. Burkes, and ,I.F,. Rhoderick. 1981. Examination o/ ERDA-IO Grou!
Spucim¢'tt_ at Di//erenl Age',. Miscellaneous l'aper S1.-81-20. Vicksburg, MS: US Army
Engineer Waterways l_xl_erinlent Station.

ABS'I'R.ACT: A bore hole designated II,',DA-10 was l'illed with portland cement-based grout
in October 1977. The bore hole is located in l!ddy County, NM. The hole was filled with
grout of four compositions, three of which were similar and made with salt water as mixing
water; the upper portion of the hole was filled with a grout made using fresh water as mixing
water. During the filling operation, test specimerls were cast using these grouts. The deepest
plug (plug I) was cored 48 hours after placement. During the filling operation, test sl_ecin_ens
were cast using all four grout compositions. The core l'rom plug I and the test specimens were
sent to the Structures l.aboratory of the US Army Engineer Waterways l'xperiment Station
(WES) for physical tests and petrographic examination. They were slored in the laboralory al
temperatures ran_ing i'rorn aboul "_3to 54¢'C.

Tests and examinations were made at three ages: ,.'_3.± 8 days, approximately I year, and
approximately 3 ),ears. This report presents the results of the petrographic examination that
included use of x-ray difl'raction (XRD)and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The grouts made with salt water formed tetracalcium aluminale dichloride-10-hydrate
(C)A(C'aCI2)III_j) at the expense of ettringite during conlinued hydration. The C,_A(CaCI_)IIIo
was already present when the grouls were examined at the early ages (23 _+8 days).
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The amount of calcium hydroxide in bc_th the salt-water and the fresh-water grouts decreased
with age, The calcium hydr_)xide presumably was reacting with the fly ash in the grout to
produce calcium silicate hydrate,

The microstructures or the grouts showed progressive densification with age, This
microstructure was always Fairly open because of the high water-to-solids ratios; these were
0,64 to 0,74 by mass for the three salt-water grouts and 0,49 for the fresh-water grouts,

Phase composition and microstructure were considered normal for these materials; the range ot'
temperature From about 23 to about 54°C did not seem to have any delectable effect on
composition or microstructure,

It was Found that carbonation had taken place during 3 years of immersion in salt water or
fresh water, Carbonation was largely confined to surfaces ot" speclmens.

Some cracking of specimens had taken place, This is ascribed to a combination of several
factors that included shrinkage after heat of hydrati_n expansion, possible short periods of
drying during storage and (luring intermittent testing, and possible expansion causecl by
continuect hydration after the initial cocJling.

In spite o£ some carbonation and cracking of specimens, lhe earlier published and present data
suggest that these grouts should be regarded as satisfactory cc)nlpositions for their intended
purpose,

Buck, A,D,, ,J,E, Rhoderick, ,I,P. Burkes, K, Mather0 R.E, Reinhold, and J,A. lh)a, Jr, 1983,
,_f,diftcalion of Bell C'¢my,n 7"e_t ( ltC7"j I-FF Grout. Miscellaneous Paper S1.-83-18;
SAND83-7097, Vicksburg, MS: t!S Army l'ngineer Waterways F.xperiment Station.

AIJS'FRACT: Bell Canyon Test (I]("1) I-i:1. grout was ctevelopect as a candictate material t'or
use in repository sealing applicati_Jns and was actually used in tv,._Jfield tests in New Mexico.

This grout anct m_dificati_ns _t" it were made in the lab_rat_ry and tested or examined I'or
workabilit), compressive strength, restrained e,xpansi_n, r_ermeability, phase comp_Jsitiun, and
microstru_:ture. Most of these were cl_Jne t_J an age of ] )'ear. Compressi_,,e strength and
expansion data were determined bey(_nd this age (960 days). M(_ctit'ications includect use ot"
three other cements, two other fly ashe_, a silica fume, ditTerent water contents, and dit'ferenl
amounts ot" expansi,,e aclditl_e (plaster).

Each cement and rnineral ;.Idmixlure v,as _.'haraclerized t_ c¢_ll_el_liCJn;JIchemical and physical
tests as well as by x-ray-cliffracti_n examinali_n.

In general, the results indicated that the m_dit'icaticJns t_ the basic H("I I I!: grt_ut produced
other grouts thai were as g_d as it, ,,\n eXCel)titan t_ this _as the _r_>ut ini.xture (,M-8-C'_
macle with shrinkage compensating exlmnsixe cement; it had an excessixe t'l_w time (>20 see).
Another gr_ut mixture IM-_,_-C) als_ had ex_,'e_si_e t'1_ time _nd I{_ver strength.

It was thought that these pr<+blems c(.,ul(t I)e s<>lx+'tl with m(>re m(+dificati()n t(J these tw()
mixtures,

Burkes, J,P,, and J,E, Rhoderlck, 1983. Pvtro._,,rczpl_tc'l:'.xm_t_tcutm_ o Bell C'an.l'o_t 7'ests (lYE.'7"/
I-I:'F Field Gr,uts Orcr a 7'ltr_,_'-)'car Period, Miscell_aneous Paper S1.-83-12;
[SAND83-7115,] Vicksburg, MS; US Army lingineer Waterv, ays ILxperirnent Station,

ABSTRACT: The Bell Canyon Field test in,,;olving the placement c_l"two grout plugs took place
26 September 1979 (Plug I) and 1,1 l:ebruary 1980 (Plug 2), respecti,,,ely, Samples cast in the
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field were brought to the US Artn), Engineer Waterways l,_xperinlent Station (WES) and cured
in hole AEC-7 (lease) brine. Samples were examined periodically through I year and then at
2- and 3-years of age to obtain petrographic, physical, and some chemical data. This report
deals solely with the petrographic d,lta because the physical data have been presented in other
reports. Cracking of specimens was ot_served; this was believed to be caused largely by
moislure and temperature changes in the laboratory,

The two plugs were similar in composition; Plug I grout had more tetracalcium aluminate
monosulfate-12-hydrate (C,!ASIlI2)and more garnet-hydrogarnet solid solution series material
(hydrogarnet) by x-ray diffraction (XRI)) than Plu_ 2, Tetracalcium aluminate dichloride-
10-hydrate (C_A(CaCI_)IlIo was present in both samples in varying amounts at ditTerent ages.
The amount of (C_A(CaCI2)IIIo in the samples was probably controlled by the proximity o1"the
surface examined by XRD to the brine lhe samples were stored in.

The Plug 2 grout contained more ettringite and calcium hydroxide; Plug I grout contained
more delectable calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-tl). The grout-to-host (anhydrite rock) bond
appeared to be tight with no visible cracking in simulated-borehole samples that were
examined immediately after t'racluring. A white precipilate was found on samples of both
events during storage and is believed t_ be a combination ot" some chemical reaction between
the groundwater and grout as well as precipitate I'rum the brine. It had no detectable
detrimental et't'ects,

The infiltration ot" tl_e brine during placen_enl o1"the grout in satellite tloles 3 and 4 weakenect
the grout and retarded some ot" the groul so lhat it did not harden.

The XRD examinations of both Plug i and Plug 2 grouts point out that chloride and carbonate
ions from the brine are causing some altelation to the original phases at and near the contact
of grout and brine, After .t years o1' storage, this alteration has penetrated the grout to a
depth of about i or 1,5 in. with the severity of alteration becoming less with increasing
distance t'rom contact surfaces.

The grout I'rom the two placements at ages up to 3 ),ears showed no significant overall
deterioration or alteration _'rom the original grout.

The Plug I and Plug 2 samples will continue to be examirwd by XRD and SEM at I-year
intervals for an indefinite time.

Butcher, B,M, 1980, Creep C.n_cJlidattmt o]" h'uch'ar D_,po_il.r.l' Backfill /_latt'rial_,
SAND79-2212, Aibuqtlerque, NM: Sal;:_;a National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Evaluation of the effects of backt'illing nuclear-wasle repository rooms is an
important aspect of waste-repository design. Consolidation of" the porous backfill takes place
a_ the roorn closes with time, causing lhe supporting stress exerted by the backfill against the
intact r(_ck to increase, Estimation of the rale of backfill consolidation is required for closure-
rate predictions and should be possible ii" the c1"eeplaw for the solid ct)nstituent is known. A
simple theory describing consolidation with a spherical void model is derived to illustrate this
relationship. Although the present form of the theory assumes ,'i homogeneous isotropic
incompressible material atypical of most rocks, it may be apl)licable to rock salt, which
exhibits considerable plaslicity under conl'ined pressure. Application of the theory is
illustrated assuming a simple steady-stale creep law Io shc_wthat the consolidation rate depends
on the externally applied stress, temperature, and porosity.

Butcher, ll.M. 1981, "An Elastic-Plastic Mechanical Constitutive Description for Rock Salt
Triaxial Compression," EOS 7"ralt_rtcltmt_. Americmt Ge_q_/t.l'_ical [lttimt, SANDS0- 1935A.
Vol. 62, no. 45, 1029. (Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: A model for the time-independent part of the mechanical deformation el' rock
salt from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southettstern New Mexico is presented.
A recently published creep model was first used to correct conventional triaxial compression
data for time-dependent deformation. 'l'he experimental data was from tests at a loading rate
of approximately 11.9 N/s, 23°C and confining pressures from 0 to -20.7 MPa. The corrected
time-independent curves were then used to determine material constants for the model.
Generalization to a three-dimensional plasticity failure theory using a gener,ll constitutive
relation was also performed.

Butcher, B,M, 1989. II'a._te I_olatio, Pilot Plant Simzdated It'a_te Compo_itions am/ _ilechanical
Propertie._. SAND89-0372. Albucluerc_'Je, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Analyses of the final state of collapse of various types of contact handled (CII)
waste drums are required to assess the performance of the waste storage areas in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). To provide data for calculations, tests must use simulated (instead
of actual) waste. Data on the contents of the principal categories of contact handled
transuranic (TRU) waste from the Idaho National Engineering l.aboratory (INEI.) were used to
define standard compositions of simulated waste. Categories of baseline waste will be created
by mixing appropriate amounts of the simulants together. Selection of materials is discussed.
Methods for estimating the consolidation characteristics of simulated wa_,_teare also described.
Theoretical solid densities, theoretical solid compressibilities, and initial void volumes of
various waste components are estimated, and a method for estimating consolidation curves in
the absence of experimental data is described.

Butcher, B,M, 1990. Preliminar.t' Evaluation of Potential Engtm'ered ,_lodificatio,._ for the
Waste isolation Pilot Plant _II'IPP). SAND89-3095. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Analyses related to the SulV_h'mental Environmental impact Statc'ment (SEIS) and
preliminary perl'ormance assessment studies have suggested that alteration of the naethod of
waste emplacement in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) may be necessary to satisfy waste
storage regulations. Good engineering practice also dictates consideration of changes that are
useful for better containment of waste. This report presents a preliminary evaluation of
various engineered modifications that might be considered. The report is based on work that
has been ongoing at Sandia National l.aboratories (SNI.) since I:Y88, before formation of the
present Engineered Alternatives Task Force (I_ATI:) by the Department ot' Energy (DOE) WIPP
Project Ot'fice.

The engineered modifications under consideration are described and characterized in the first
part of the report according to the objective that would be addressed by their application; their
level of complexity; and some ot" the presently understood limitations and uncertainties o1' their
use. Results of studies conducted to date.to examine the feasibility ot" some of the
modification concepts are presented, with emphasis on the effects of waste "supercompaction."

The principal conclusion from these studies is that, while reprocessing of other treatment of
combustible waste is desirable, some degree el" processing of metallic wastes is necessary to
meet desired waste-room storage requirements. The primary reasons for these conclusions are
that the expected porosity and permeability of unprocessed metallic wastes, and to a lesser
extent combustible waste, appear to be excessive, relative to permeabilities requilud to control
brine flow in the event of human intrusion into the WIPP Facility; and processing, in
combination with gas-generation prevention measures, can be used to reduce both total gas-
generation quantities and rates.

For processing of the waste, either shredding of metallic wastes and mixing with one or more
filler materials, or reducing the waste void volume in drums by in situ grouting, is being
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considered on the basis of present information, to greatly reduce in situ permeabilities. In
addition, such treatment may provide benefits in reducing the total gas-generation quantities in
the WIPP repository environment; controlling brine chemistry, and hence effective radionuclide
solubilities within the repository; and making predictions of both short- and long-term
repoaitory behaviors more reliable by making the room behavior and environment more
uniform.

In addition to processing, the following engineering modification is considered necessary for
emplacement of the waste. The modification utilizes a grout barrier around individual seven-
packs of supercompacted or grouted waste to further reduce flow of fluids. With this design,
the seven-packs and the grout are mechanically rigid and strong and will support expected
overburden pressures without excessive deformation or cracking. In contrast, unprocessed
waste in a similar configuration would be expected to undergo extensive compaction, causing
the grout to fail. The present concept also includes the possibilities that gas-getters or
preventers (such as copper sulfate [CuSO4]) might be emplaced in or between individual drums
in each seven-pack; and modified backfill such as salt/bentonite or bentonite screens might be
emplaced outside the grouted waste units. Several critical studies that will address the validity
of these modifications are under way and others are needed, as discussed in the report.

The modifications described in this report are proposed in the hope that they will serve as a
focus for further definition and numerical evaluation. To further test their validity, they must
also be incorporated into laboratory, bin-scale, and alcove testing as quickly as practicable.

Butcher, B.M., and J.P. Hill. 1984. ,4 Method fop" Defining the Distrihulion of Triaxial Stress
Slales in Underground Slructures. SAND83-2506. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A method for defining the distribution of triaxial stress states in three-
dimensional underground structures is described. The reason for interest in the degree of
triaxiality is that one of the ways to evaluate how well a particular constitutive model correctly
predicts stress states in the underground structure is by comparison with laboratory results, i.e.,
laboratory tests should be undertaken that simulate as closely as possible the dominant triaxial
stress paths and end states the u_Jderground structure is likely to encounter during service.
Thus, the dominant triaxial states of a particular application must be defined to permit
constitutive model evaluation. The method is illustrated by examination of the solution from a
preliminary stress analysis of a complex drift configuration at the bottom of a deep shaft in a
proposed underground testing facility. In this example the dominant triaxial states depend
very strongly on the assumed in situ stress state and are quite distinct from stress states
normally considered in laboratory testing. A method of showing the distribution of stress
states is shown, as well as discussion of how this information can be used to plan a constitutive
model development program.
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Caldwell, D.E., R.C. Hallet, M.A. Molecke, E. Martinez, and B.J. Barnhart. 1988. Rates o/
CO 2 Production from the Microbial Degradation of Transuranic Wastes Under Simulated
Geologic Isolation Conditions. SAND87-7170. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Transuranic (TRU) wastes containing organic matter can serve as an energy
source for microbial growth. The rates of microbial respiration during decomposition of
several transuranic-contaminated waste materials were measured under environmental
conditions representative of a geologic waste repository in bedded salt. The major observed
effect of microbial activity on organic-matrix wastes was the generation of CO2 gas.
Experimental variables studied include incubation temperature (25 to 70°C), atmosphere
(aerobic and anaerobic), moisture content, brine content, and plutonium contamination level (0
to 40 microcuries of alpha activity per gram of waste). The maximum rate of CO s generation
observed was I I g/day per g of waste. The addition of 300 p,g (20 _Ci) of defense-grade
PuO2 per g of waste reduced the rate of COs generation by approximately 70%. Results
indicate that microbial activity in existing drums of defense-related transuranic wastes has the
potential to generate significant quantities of gas under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
Carbon dioxide was the only gas detected in these studies. No evidence was found for the
conversion of europium, thorium, or plutonium to volatile gas species via microbial alkylation
reactions such as those known to alkylate mercury and lead.

Callender, J., and T. Ingwell. 1978. Structural Petrology of Undeformed and Experimentally
Deformed Halite Samples from USERDA site #7 and #9. SAND78-7076. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents preliminary data on the structural petrology of
polycrystalline halite from USERDA test holes ERDA-7 and ERDA-9 in the Salado Formation
of southeastern New Mexico. Observations of undeformed and experimentally deformed core
samples suggest unique fabric elements for each state.

Cores consist primarily of halite (>80 modal %), clay (>_7%), polyhalite (_>3%),anhydrite
(> 3%), celestite (trace), iron oxide (trace), and magnesite (trace). Paragenetic relations are
similar to those described by Braitsch (1971, Salt Deposits.' 7"heir Origin and Composition.
Berlin: Springer Verlag) in which gypsum in a primary assemblage gypsum + halite is
succeeded by secondary anhydrite, which is commonly recrsytallized to halite and subsequently
polyhalite.

Macroscopic features of undeformed core include moderately tight grain boundaries, large
cavities (_<8 ram2), fluid inclusions, rare intragranular dislocations, and coarse and bimodal
textures. Petrographic examination reveals numerous secondary fluid inclusions of variable
size, blebby halite, and transected hopper crystals, all of which suggest mobility and
recrystallization of the primary evaporite assemblages.

Deformed core shows a complex group of fabric elements, including tight grain boundaries,
intercrystalline lattice rotation, cavity deformation and closure, distortion of hopper crystals,
polygonization, irregular lattice dislocations, glide dislocations, and climb dislocations. Grain
boundaries become tight or locked with deformation, forming "pinned" and "bulged" grains.
Intercrystalline lattice rotation causes grains to rotate as much as 17° to develop preferred
orientation. Cavity closure appears to be significant with as much as a four-fold decrease in
cavity volume with deformation. Hopper crystals are highly distorted by deformation.
Polygonization yields fabrics analogous to prophyroclasts in cataclastic rocks. Irregular
dislocations, including plumose, en echelon. _riangular, and checkerboard patterns, are
relatively abundant. Glide dislocations, character'.zed by birefringent zones and fields, are also
abundant in many deformed specimens.
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Individual mineral components within deformed halite also exhibit deformational fabrics.
Folded layers of clay and anhydrite and bent and broken single crystals of anhydrite are
present in some samples. Secondary fluid inclusions apparently migrate in response to
differential stress and form along dislocations in halite, "healing" the dislocations by secondary
crystallization and forming discontinuous or completely "healed" dislocation fabrics.

Canfield, T.R. 1983. Stresses Neat" Waste Canisters Buried in Salt. SAND82-0525.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Near-field stresses and displacements were estimated for a heated canister buried
in a natural salt formation. The results could be used to estimate hole closure and brine
migration near the canister. In the event of hole closure, contact stress could be bracketed by
calculation extremes.

Caravella, F.J., and A.R. Sanford. 1977, An Analysis o/Earthquakes North of the Los Meda_os
Site on July 26, 1972. and November 28. 1974. Geophysics Open-File Report 12a. Socorro,
NM: New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.

ABSTRACT: Two earthquakes are known to have occurred approximately 40 km northwest of
the Los Medafios site; one on July 26, 1972 at 04:35 GMT and the other on November 28, 1974
at 03:35 GMT. The magnitudes (ML) at these two shocks are on the order of 3.5 to 4.0. Both
shocks appear to have occurred near the National Potash Company Eddy County Mine (NPM)
because rockfalls were reported there at the time of both events.

We have attempted to obtain a precise location for the July 26, 1972 earthquake using
velocities obtained from Project Gnome data. Unfortunately, the analysis leads to a rather
large uncertainty in the epicenter of this shock, somewhere within a minimum area of 1900
km _. Although the NPM lies within the 1900 km 2, the seismic data do not favor an epicenter
there over any other point within the same area.

A comparison of arrival times for the two events indicates that the epicenters must have
differed by about l0 km. Thus if we assume that one earthquake was induced by mining
operations at the NPM, the other could not be attributed to the same cause.

Even though the second shock (November 28, 1974) was recorded by a station at the Los
Medafios site (CLN), the data for it are also inadequate to place the epicenter at the NPM with
a high degree of confiderice. Thus one cannot be certain either of the shocks was induced.
Therefore, in the absenc,_ of additional seismic data on these events, it appears that seismic
risk at the Los Medafios site should be estimated on the assumption that both shocks had a
natural origin.

Carrera, J., and G. Waiters. Unpublished. Theoretical Developments Regarding Simulation
and Analysis of Convergent Flow Tracer Tests. SAND86-7091. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuque/-que, NM).

ABSTRACT: An algorithm is presented for the accurate simulation and parameter estimation
of convergent flow tracer tests. The algorithm allows including the effects of matrix
diffusion, mixing at the pumping and injection wells, arbitrary initial and boundary
conditions, various forms of the dispersion coefficient, etc, The simulation methodo!ogy is
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similar to that proposed by Sauty and matrix diffusion is represented by linking the finite
differences grid with an analytic solution of the diffusion equation.

Type curves are presented in terms of both relative and dimensionless concentrations. The
latter allows more information to be obtained from the data. A sensitivity analysis, performed
in order to evaluate the effects of various assumptions, suggests that matrix diffusion and
mixing at the pumping well can be disregarded under normal conditions. The dependence of
the solution on the assumption of no upstream dispersion across the outer boundary decreases
with increasing dispersivity. The form of the dispersion coefficient cannot be estimated with
data from a single test. However, this form may be important for long-term migration.
Mixing at the injection well-bore hole may lead to significant changes in the solution.
However, this effect can be identified in most situations.

Structural identifiability issues are also examined. The analysis shows that global uniqueness
of the parameter estimation problem cannot be guaranteed in most situations. However, the
solution appears to be well-behaved in the neighborhood of the global optimum solution.

Case, J.B., and P.C. Kelsali. 1986. Shaft-Seal Modeli,g a,d A,al.l,sis of the Small Scale
Seal Performance Tests at the IVaste lsolatio, Pilot Plattl. Albuquerque, NM: IT
Corporation. (Copy available at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: SHAFT.SEAL is a one-dimensional, radially symmetric numerical model
constructed to analyze the normal stress that develops early at the interface between a bore-
hole plug and the adjacent rock. The numerical analysis evaluated thermal and
thermomechanical behavior of plugs at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) test series A,
These results were also compared to numerical modeling with another code, SALT.SEAL.

SHAFT.SEAl. adequately predicts trends of temperature changes in a plug and the host rock,
but is inaccurate in detail because of inadequate heat of hydration data. Salt creep is the
dominant mechanism based on observed compressive strains in the plug. The observed bore
hole closure rates and interface stress development rates are consistent with modeling using
SALT.SEAL. Expansivity effects observed in a 91-cm plug are lower than those anticipated
from numerical modeling with SHAFT.SEAl. or from laboratory measurements of free
expansion. The closure rate on the 91-cm bore hole is higher than predicted based on a
secondary creep law and reference creep properties for WiPP rock salt. This is consistent with
underground observations. The SHAFT.SEAl. model does not adequately predict interface
stress where creep of the host rock is a dominant mechanism.

It is recommended that SHAFT.SEAl.. be modified by incorporating SALT.SEAL or by
incorporating thermoelastic effects and nonlinear time-dependent constitutive relations for both
the concrete plug and rock salt. DWP

Case, J.B., and P.C. Kelsall. 1987. "Coupled Processes in Repository Sealing," Coupled
Proc'esses Associated with Nuclear IFa_te Repo,_ilorie_. Ect. C-F. Tsang. Orlando, FL:
Academic Press, Inc. 591-604.

ABSTRACT: The significance of coupled processes in repository sealing is evaluated. In most
repository designs, shaft seals will be located in areas ot" relatively low temperature
perturbation, in which case the coupling of temperature with stress and permeability may be
less significant than the coupling between stress and permeability that occurs during
excavation. Constitutive relationships between stress and permeability are reviewed for
crystalline rock and rock salt. These provide a basis for predicting the development of
disturbed zones near excavations. Field case histories of the degree of disturbance are
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presented for two contrasting types - Stripa granite and southeastern New Mexico rock salt.
The results of field investigations in both rock types confirm that hydraulic conductivity or
permeability is stress dependent, and that shaft seal performance may be related to the degree
that stresses are perturbed and restored near the seal.

Case, J.B., P.C. Kelsall, and J.L. Withiam. 1987. "Laboratory Investigation of Crushed Salt
Consolidation," Rock Mechanics' Proceedings of the 28th US Symposium. Universily of
Arizona. Tucson, AZ. June 29-July 1, 1987. Eds. i.W. Farmer, J.J.K. Daemen, C.S. Desai,
C.E. Glass, and S.P. Neuman. Boston, MA: A.A. Balkema. 189-196.

ABSTRACT: The safe geologic isolation of nuclear waste in an underground repository will
require sealing access shafts and drifts for long periods. Crushed salt backfill is being
investigated as a potential backfill and seal material through laboratory testing to determine
how fundamental properties such as permeability, porosity, and creep rate are reduced by
pressure and time through consolidation. The test program reported in this paper consisted of
four consolidation tests using crushed salt obtained from tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
and the Avery Island Mine. Tests with one- or two-month durations were conducted on
samples with maximum particle sizes of I, 10, and 20 ram, with initial porosities ranging from
26 to 36%, moisture contents of zero and 2%, and initial permeabilities from l0 s to 105 rod.
The tests were performed at ambient temperature and confining pressures ranging from 0.34
MPa to 17 MPa. The most significant observation from the tests was tile influence of moist,_re
on changes in permeability, porosity and volumetric creep strain rate. The final permeability
and porosity of one moist sample were reduced after ,-ae month to about 10-5 md and 5%,
respectively, compared to about 102 md and 14 to 19% _'or the dry samples. In addition, the
consolidation rate for the moist sample was more rapid at comparable porosities. In all of the
tests, the volumetric creep strain rate ranged from 10-8 to 10-6 (sec) -1, and did not achieve
steady state values after I to 2 months of load application.

Case, J.B., S.M. Dass, J.G. Franzone, and A.K. Kuhn. 1982. Anal.l,sis o/ Potential Impacts
of Brine Flow Thrm_gh Boreholes Penetrating the WIPP Storage Facility. TME 3155.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy.

ABSTRACT: The mechanics and hydrology of a scenario have been analyzed for radionuclide
release by the movement of pressurized brine from a brine reservoir through a repository
containing contact handled waste and to tile surface. The assumed reservoir characteristics
include a depth of 3250 ft, infinite size, initial lithostatic pressure, salt-saturated brine, and a
maximum steady-state discharge of 20,000 barrels per day through a well with a diameter of
15 in. The drilling is assumed to occur 250 years after closure. Scenario I assumes a single
hole, while scenario 2 assumes separate bore holes connecting the reservoir to the facility and
the facility to the surface.

For scenario 1, up to 1700 ft 3 of brine could circulate through the waste before reaching
ground surface. No solid wastes, other than those removed by drilling (10.7 fts), could be
removed from the storage room.

For scenario 2, about 800 ft 3 of brine, waste, and crushed salt could be flushed during
transient flow to form a cavity. Of this volume, about 444 ft 3 could be contaminant-saturated
brine, 304 ft 3 crushed salt, and 52 ft:_waste. During steady flow, about 290 ft 3 of light solid
wastes could be removed and about 112,300 ft a of contaminant-saturated brine could be
flushed to the surface. Total releases in this scenario are 112,744 ft 3 contaminant-saturated
brine, 304 ft 3 crushed salt, and 342 ft 3 waste. DWP
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Cauffman, T.L., A.M. i,aVenue, and J.P. McCord. 1990. Ground-Water Flow Modeling of the
Culehra Dolomite. I'olume II: Data Base. SAND89-7068/2. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The hydrogeologic data base for the Culebra Dololnite Member at tile Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site presented in this volume includes tl_e following information:
coordinates of bore holes; Culebra elevations', transmissivities; sterativities; formation-fluid
densities; bore hole fluid-density histories; estimates of uncertainties in densities and
equivalent freshwater heads', transient freshwater heads; estimates of undisturbed freshwater
head, and uncertainty in this value; and shaft histories. A companion report ('Volume !)
documents the modeling study of groundwater flow in the Culebra dolomite. DWP

ANNOTATION: The comparison volume is included in this bibliography as LaVenue,
Cauffman, and Pickens, 1990.

Channeli, J.K. 1982. Calculated Radiation Dose.s from Raditmuclide,s Brought to the Surface
if Future Drilllttg hltercepts the IVIPP Repository attd Pressuriced Brine. EEG-II, Santa
Fe, NM: Envi,onmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: Several pressurized brine reservoirs have been encountered by drilling in the
vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant /WIPP) Site, and significant discharges have occurred
at the surface. A scenario has been examined in which a bore hole connects an underlying
brine reservoir with the repository, and the waste storage area is saturated. A subsequent bore
hole brings contaminated brine to the surface. Radiation doses are calculated at 125, 400, and
1,000 years after repository closing for external and inhalation radiation doses for workers at
the bore hole location; external and inhalation doses for a resident located 360 m downwind;
i.ngestion doses for the downwind resident from locally grown produce, milk, and meat; and
p_pulation doses from inhalation within a 50-mi radius. Several conclusions were reached
from this analysis.

]'he maximum calculated 50-year close commitment from one year's intake is 0.47 rein for the
whole body and 1.9 rein for bone at 125 years after closure caused by use of contaminated
produce by a downwind resident. At 400 years, the equivalent bone dose commitment is 12
reins by inhalation for a drilling crew member and a downwind resident. Inhalation and
external radiation doses increase with time because of continued leaching of long-lived
actinides, Ingestion closes are negligible after 300 years, The cumulative probabilities of doses
during the lifetime of the repository equal to or greater than the 125-year doses are less than 5
x 10 -7. The estimated probability of radionuclides coming to the surface and resulting in doses
up to those presented above is about 0.00025. The Environrnental Protection Agency (EPA)
standard for high-level waste (tII.W) should be met, but the estimates are only a factor of 3
less than the standard and should be ret'ined. Ingestion dose estimates after 125 years are not
of particular concern. Inhalation doses at 400 years exceect closes permitted for the general
population, though the dose from inhalation over one year should not produce noticeable
health effects. 'I'he 400-year closes are the highest expected to occur. Population closes within
50 mi of WIPP over 1500 years might result in I or 2 cancer fatalities compared to 500,000
cancer fatalities estimated from all other causes. Calculated amounts of surface contamination
warrant more evaluation of the scenario. Active institutional controls able to detect surface
contamination for up to 600 years should be considered.

The WIPP-12 brine reservoir curren'ly being analyzed will affect two assumptions made in this
study; the probability per bore hole of hitting a brine reservoir beneath the site will be greater
than the value of 0.04 used in this analysis, anct more than 75,000 ft a of brine may be brought
to the surface during normal drilling operations. DWP
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Channell, J.K. 1990. Environmental Evalualion Gro.p I'iews cm "Environmental Radiation
Protection Standards for Mun,geme,t and Disp,,_al of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level
Transuranic Radioactive Wastes (40 CFR 191)". Presented to Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Wastes, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) has examined human intrusion
scenarios for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) that are relevant to the containment
requirements of the proposed Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard. Important
factors that contribute to the vulnerability of the site include the following: the site is located
in an area rich in natural resources', pressurized brine appears to underlie about half the
storage area; stacking the waste increases surface area exposed to drilling; panel single design
may allow a large fraction of waste to be involved in a scenario; wasto may generate gas that
results in fracturing of the formation and delaying room closure, and there is no planning of
waste loading to minimize the effects of human intrusion. Our analyses indicate releases
"might" exceed the proposed standard. With additional engineering and understanding of key
parameters, the Department of Energy (DOE) should be able to comply with the proposed
standard. The standard generally appears to be appropriate and should not be reduced. The
permissible release fractions for a transuranic (TRU) repository are already relaxed by a factor
of three compared to a high-level waste repository and should not be further reduced. DWP

Channell, J.K., C. Wofsy, and S.M. Zand. 1982. "The Effect of Hydrologic Parameter
Variation on Radionuclide Transport in the Rustler Aquifer (Southeastern New Mexico),"
Proceedings of the S.I,mpo.siunr on U,cerlai,tie,_ ,4ssocialed with tire Regulation of the
Geologic Disposal of Higtl-Lel,el Radioactive IVasle, Gallinhurg. TN, March 9, 1981. Ed.
D.C. Kocher. NUREG/CP-0022; CONF-810372. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. 365-372.

ABSTRACT: A simple mathematical model was used to evaluate the effect of varying
hydrologic transport parameters on the movement of 239pu from the proposed Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) radioactive waste repository through the Rustler aquifers to the Peeps River.
The evaluation concluded that the parameters with the most significant effects in the dose
calculations are the hydraulic conductivity (K) and the distribution coefficient (Kd). This is
mostly due to the uncertainty associated with bounding these values in a system where
radionuclides may exist in various chemical forms and flow through aquifers dominated by
fracture flow. However, in all plausible cases, calculated concentrations were less than
permissible levels for drinking water. The evaluation was a useful first approximation to
uncertainties analysis. A better understanding of the bounding values of the Kd and K
parameters in fracture flow system is needed.

Chapman, J.B. 1986. Stable l.w_tope,_in Smaheaslern New Mexico Grozordwaler.' Implications
for Dating Recharge in ttre IVIPP Area. EEG-35. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group.

ABSTRACT: if the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is breached, water-bearing zones of the
Rustler Formation are considered the most likely pathways for the transport of radionuclides to
the biosphere. The Department of Energy (DOE) is conducting studies of the Rustler" that
should significantly improve knowledge about radionuclide contaminant transport within the
Rustler. Lambert recently examined stable isotope data and concluded that Rustler
groundwater in the vicinity of the WIPP Site is not receiving significant modern meteoric
recharge, l_,ambert also concludes that the stable isotope data reveal hydraulic isolation of two
possible discharge areas (well WIPP-29 and Surprise Spring) from the Rustler elsewhere in
Nash Draw and near the site. These conclusions allow longer residence tirne of water in the
Rustler and reduce the calculated consequences of a breach of the WIPP repository.
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Stable isotope data have been compiled from throughout southeastern New Mexico and
compared to data from the WiPP area. The stable isotopes of most Rustler water samples are
similar to other, verifiably young, groundwater in the area. "l'here is no distinction in stable
isotopes between most Rustler groundwater and verifiably young groundwater.

A few samples, primarily t'ronl the Rustler/Salado contact east of Nash Draw, have isotopic
compositions that are not characteristic of recently recharged meteoric water. These waters are
enriched in heavy isotopes, possibly because of rnixing with deeper groundwater (supported by
the stable isotopic composition of Salado fluid inclusions and Castile brine) or because of
exchange between the groundwater and hydrous minerals.

,,J

Evap_,ration'enriches heavy isotopes, and the stable isotopes of water at WIPP-29 and Surprise
Spring could be derived by evaporating Rustler groundwater. Based on stable isotopes, both
WIPP-29 and Surprise Spring could be discharge areas for Rustler groundwater from elsewhere.

Enriched heavy isotopes in water from Carlsbad Caverns were used by Lambert as evidence
that the relatively depleted Rustler water was recharged during a more pluvial past time.
However, the isotopic composition of the cavern water is unique, suggesting that evaporation
and equilibrium exchange in the hurnid cave environment enriched heavy isotopes. Reclmrge
in karst near the cavern may also favor isotopically heavy precipitation.

Stable isotopes alone cannot determine the age of Rustler water or the presence or absence of
modern recharge. Physical measurements of the flow system are the best way to locate and
quantify recharge. Regional hydrologic testing of the Rustler has begun anti will provide data
on the transmissivity and degree of fracture connection. Additional water level measurements
in more locations are needed to refine potentiometric surface maps and locate recharge and
discharge areas and groundwater divides. Studies are needed of infiltration in suspected
recharge areas. DWP

ANNOTATION: The report by Lambert referred to is l,ambert 1987b.

Chapman, J.B. 1988. Chemical am/ Radim'hemical Chm'acleri',ti¢',, .f Grmmdwater in the
Culehra Dolomite. S_n_l/tea._lern New 3lexicv, EEG-39. Santa i:e, NM: Environrnentai
Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: Major ions, stable isotopes, and radiochemistry of groundwater around the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) have been evaluated to help determine groundwater flow paths and
reactions in the event of a breach of the WIPP and hydrologic transport of radionuclides
througl, the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation. Increasing salinity and Na to
CI ratios of Culebra groundwater from west to east are strong evidence of t,alite dissolution.
There is no obvious reason to relate high K and Mg concentrations to low transmissivity and
long residence tirnes. A Ca-SO4 water with lower total dissolved solids (TDS) occurs to the
south and southwest because of enhanced recharge. Areas with low TDS and Ca-SO 4
correspond to areas with complete dissolution of Rustler halite and hydration of anhydrite.
High TDS and Na+K-CI brine correspond to areas with Rustler halite. Uranium in Culebra
groundwater may be derived from elastic units. Marked disequilibrium between U-238 and
U-234 is associated with low transmissivity and low total U content. The three processes
related to the lack of fractures that may explain this result t'rom the fact that longer residence
time allows more U to absorb onto the rock matrix than in fractured areas, that conditions are
more reducing in low transmissive areas, and that U may primarily line fractures with less U
available in unfractured parts o[" the aquifer. Radium isotopes positively correlate with CI
content. Cations in high chloride brines compete for adsorption sites, while radium may
coprecipitate in sulfate water with lower TI)S. Th-228 was detected in sarnples from five
wells, probably complexed by chloride and sulfate. Several radionuclides associated with waste
were not detectable; Cs-137 reported may be an artifact of high potassiun_ content. Relatively
oxidizing conditions and the high chloride of these waters may mobilize other radionuclides in
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waste; this should be caret'ully analyzed. Repeat and additional sampling and analysis of
Culebra groundwater will provide a better data base. "Accurate knowledge of the Culebra
chemical environment is vital to understanding groundwater flow paths and evaluating
radionuclide migration." DWP

Chaturvedl, L. 1980. It'IPP Site amt I.'icittit.I, Geological Field Trip: A Report of a Field
Trip to the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project in Southeastern New Mexico. Jttne 16
to 18, 1980. EEG-7, Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) is making an effort to improve the
understanding of those geological issues that may affect the radiological consequences of the
proposed repository. An important geological issue to be resolved is the timing and the nature
of dissolution processes that may have affected the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site.
The EEG organized a two-day conference of geological scientists in January, 1980. The field
trip of June 16-18, 1980, was organized to clarify the different views on the geological
processes active at the site. There were participants from state and federal agencies,
universities, and the private sector.

Several important geological issues concerning the site are yet to be resolved. Based on the
conference and the field trip, the EEG concluded that it has not been established that the site
or the surrounding area has been compromised by deep dissolution to render it unsuitable for
the nuclear waste pilot repository. Further site characterization regarding "deep dissolution" is
recommended in this report. An isolated breccia pipe at the site, unaccompanied by a deep
dissolution wedge, is a very remote possibility. However, further work to confirm or deny its
existence in the basin probably would not be useful in evaluating the potential impact on the
integrity of the WIPP repository. More specific information about the origin and the nature of
the brine reservoirs is needed, it is important to resolve whether or not these reservoirs are
interconnected. R.Y. Anderson postulates a major fault or a fracture system at the eastern
basin margin along the San Simon Swale. The EEG concluded that this should be checked
because of its implications to the tectonic stability of the Delaware Basin. The disturbed zone
in the northern part of the WIPP Site should be further investigated to clearly understand the
nature and significance of this structural anomaly. Other structural anomalies and postulated
faults on the WIPP Site should be further investigated. The EEG indicated that topical reports
bringing together all information related to particular issues are needed to clarify and aid in
the site characterization.

For fiscal year 1981 the EEG recommends the preparation and publication of reports reviewing
in detail deep dissolution, structural anornalies, and brine reservoirs; providing detailed plans
on recovery of mineral resources at and around the WIPP Site; and investigating breccia pipes.

The EEG further recomrnends the preparation of a seismic reflection profile across San Simon
Swale to confirm or den), the postulated fault; an exploration of Bell Lake sink through
shallow holes to see whether it is caused by deep dissolution; the drilling of an exploratory
core hole in section 9, 2 mi north of ERDA-9, to explore the "disturbed zone"; and the testing
of a brine reservoir by allowing it to flow. DWP

Chaturvedi, L. 1984. Occurrence of Gases in the Salado Formati(m. EEG-25. Santa Fe, NM:
Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: Recent gas blowouts in several mines, resulting in one fatality, raise concerns
about the possibility of similar blowouts in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) excavations.
Information was collected about specific blowouts in mines since 1973. Small gas flows have
been documented underground at the WIPP, and more significant outflows occurred in some
drill holes. Several conclusions can be drawn concerning the occurrence of gas in the Salado
Formation. Gas can be found at almost any level within the Salado Formation, generally near
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clay seams associated with the marker beds. The gas consists primarily of nitrogen with some
oxygen and methane. It is not "chemically explosive." Small amount_ of gas in isolated
pockets at low pressures are very common. Gas has been infrequently encountered under high
pressure, Sudden expansion of gas caused by release of' high pressure creates an explosion or
"outburst" that has occasionally resulted in death and/or injury to rniners. Outbursts of gas are
more common in the potash mines than reflected in publicly available reports, it is thought
that the gas is trapped in fractures that rnay have been opened because of a geological factor
such as the emplacement of a dike. It" so, the gas pressure within these vertical fractures would
have to be in equilibrium with the horizontal component of the lithostatic stress, approximately
1500 psi. Sudden release of such high pressure would dislodge and move large chunks of rock
and machinery if caught in the outburst. Small amounts ot" gas, sorne emanating cyclically,
have been encountered in zones a few feet above the ceiling and below the floor of WIPP
excavations. This gas is similar in composition to the gas found in potash mines, 600 ft
stratigraphically above the WIPP repository. The probability of finding pockets of highly
pressurized gas at WIPP is low because none have been encountered aftel 2 rni of drifts have
been excavated. However, the possibility should not be ignored, if gas-filled fractures are at
pressures equivalent to the horizontal component of lithostatic stress, the pressure drop would
be larger than at potash mines.

Several recomnlendations are made for operations at the WIPP Site, Collect and publish
ini'ormation on even minor encounters of gas "pool's" during the WIPP excavations. Map arty
fractures and areas of excessive moisture seeps in the excavations. Continue drilling advance
exploratory holes before cutting a face with the continuous mining rnacllines. These holes
should be slanted upwards to intersect the clay layer near the ceiling. Install protective metal
grating on the continuous mining machines sirnilar to, or better than, the ones installed at the
Kerr-McGee mine. Remove or re-install any loose parts on mining machines which may fly
about in the event of an explosion. Do not allow unnecessary personnel near an operating
mining machine. DWP

Chalurvedi, L., ed, 1987. Ttte Rusth'r Fm'matimt at rite IFIPP Sire. Report of a Work.shop on
the Geology a_zd H.i,droh_gy of the Ru.stler Fro'marion ,4,s II Relate.s _o rite IVIPP Project.
EEG-34; DOE/AL/10752-34. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group,

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluaution Group (EEG) organized a workshop as an
opportunity for various scientists to exchange and discuss current information on the geological
and hydrological character o1" the Rustler Formation. Eight papers were presented and
discussed; four are printed in tlais report; wllile the rest have been included in other EEG
reports or US Geological Survey (USGS) open-file reports. The Rustler geologic and
hydrologic data are summarized and lbree unresolved questions are presented. How far east of
Livingston Ridge have Nash Draw processes affected the Rustler? tlow much have the Rustler
hydrologic properties been affected by dissolution and collapse? To what degree are these
dissolution processes continuing and what hydrologic changes may they cause to the Rustler in
the next 10,000 years? Channell examined seven assumptions used to evaluate failure
scenarios that might be affected by assuming karst conditions at the site. Individuals drinking
from a nearby well could receive excessive radiation doses, and Environmental Protection
Agency (El'A) standards could be exceeded. Snyder reviewed core and log information from
the Rustler showing thickness changes from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to Nash
Draw caused by salt dissolution and gypsification, l]achrnan described Rustler lithology and
stratigraphy, concentrating on outcrop features and relationships caused by dissolution and
other karst processes. Tl_ough geomorphic features relate generally to stages of development
and time of formation, calculated rates of dissolulion are invalid without more absolute data
related to paleoclimate and groundwater associated with ancient drainage systems, tlolt and
Powers presented information from mapping the Rustler in two shafts at the WIPP, t'rom
which they concluded that halite was distributed according to depositional processes, llolt and
Powers infer that dissolution of the Rustler lags been overestimated, l.ambert presented stable
isotope data from the Rustler and other groundwaters and concluded tllat two isotopically
distinct populalions exis(. Much of the Rustler and eastern Capitan Reel" waters form one
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population, while near-surface and western Capitan groundwater t'orm another. The
distinction suggests most of the Rustler is not being rect_arged by modern meteoric water.

, Hunter examined the water budget t'or the area around the WIPP Site, t'inding that distinct
groundwater basin areas exist and that surface and groundwater storage in Nasll Draw has
increased because of potash refining, Ramey considered the chemistry of Rustler fluids and
identified three chemical zones. These zones do not support the directions of fluid flow
previously reported. The three t'luid-bearing zones appear to be chemically separated. DWP

Chaturvedl, L, 1990. EEG's Preliminary Comments on US Environmental Protectimt Agelt¢'.l'
"Notice Propositzg to Graltt a C.nditional l.'ariatt('e to the Department o/ E_wrgy lVa._te
Isolation Pilot Plant (tVIPP) Front Land Disposal Re,_triction.s" (Federal Register, l'ol, 55,
No. 67, April 6, 1990), (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Environmental F.valuation Group (EEG) contends that the positions in the
petition by the Department of Energy (DOE)and notice by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) that "testing with radioactive waste .,. is necessary to demonstrate long-term
acceptability of WIPP" and "it has already been demonstrated that there will be no migration of
hazardous constituents from the repository,,." are incorrect. Experiments with waste in the bin
and alcove tests do not address critical questions about what rates of gas generation are
unacceptable or what future conditions will be like in a repository. These testsalso will have
to overcome operational problems. Repository seals are u'.;ed in the petition as barriers to
migration though they have not been developed or tested. The petition rejects the possibility
of future drilling for resources on the basis of lack of resources and knowledge of resources,
EEG does not agree that human intrusion is unlikely or prohibited by institutional controls.
The DOE plan for retrieval of waste is incomplete and the EPA determination is unacceptable
to EEG. EEG has some questions about air monitoring, but generally favors DOE plans. The
EEG believes that the EPA interpretation of site characteristics are not conservative,
Examples include statements about brine reservoirs, permeability oi" marker beds, and recharge
to the Culebra. EEG suggests that EPA require DOE to analyze breach scenarios for a gas
pressurized repository, demonstrate that alcove tests can be performed and that they will
provide usable data for performance assessment, test modified waste form and their effect on
gas generation, make decisions about retrieval of waste, and establish a time and volurne limit
for experiments with waste if the experiments are necessary. DWP "

Chaturvedi, L., and J.K. Channell. 1985. The Ru,_tler Fornl_tto_t a._a Transport Mcdium /or
Contaminated Groundwater. EEG-32. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation t.jroup.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant(WIPP) repository is being excavated in the lower
Salado Formation, 2150 t't below the ground surface. Water-bearing zones in the Rustler
Formation are considered to be the rnain pathway for radionuclide transport to the biosphere
after breach of the repository.

The Rustler has not yet been characterized sufficiently for realistic modeling ot" breach and
transport scenarios. Published models and scenarios are based on insufficient information
about the Rustler and may not be "bounding" or "worst-case." The data, which are
insufficient, mainly relate to the dissolution history, present recharge (amount and location),
and the hydrologic characteristics (transmissivity, storativity, hydraulic gradient), Current
studies will significantly enhance our knowledge about the suitability of the Rustler l:ormation.
A sedimentological study ot" cores will help establish the causes for the absence ;_f salt from
the Rustler Formation. Multi-well flow tests will yield more reliable values for the hydrologic
parameters, Rustler water chemistry data will help more accurately establish the flow
directions and the pattern o1"interconnections. Suspected "dolines" will be investigated to help
resolve the question of direct recharge at the WIPP Site, Sorbing tracer tests will provide data
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for transport modeling of radionuclides. "lwc) scen[_riosare analyzed for radiunuclide transport
through karst conduits in the Rustler, One involves drinking treated Pecos River water at
Malaga Bend, and the other assumesdrinking treated Wilier from a hypothetical well located 2
mi from the site, The estimated annual dose t'rom drinking the Pecos River water would
exceed the Environmental Protectic)n Agency (EPA) standard [t" continuously ingested t'or rnore
than 20 years, The corresponcling annual dose from well water would be greater and would
exceed the annual dose permitted for occupational workers after one year,

The karst-conduit assumption can be checked by adclitional studies, Gravity anomalies over
the WIPP Site should be reevaluated using electromagnetic methods to check the lateral
variations in the Rustler Forrnation, and the recon'lrnendations from the water-balance study
should be implemented.

For an extra measure of safety, the WIPP design should include engineered barriers such as
mixing retardant clay with salt backfill, very careful plugging and sealing of the shafts and
bore holes, and isolating individual "panels" through carefully designed plugs, I)WP

Chaturvedi, l,,, nul(I K. Relnfel(It, 1984, "Groundwater Occurrence and the l.)issolution ol'Salt
at the WIPP Radioactive Waste Repc)sitory Site," EOS 7"ran_aclion_, American Gefq)hy,_ical
Union. Vol. 65, no, 31. (Abstract only).

ABSTRACT: There are two main concerns with regard to the suitability of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. The water-bearing zones of the Rustler l:'orrnation should be
thoroughly under:;tood to preclude any possibility of these zones acting as pathways for
radionuclide migration to the l}iosphere. New wells, additional field tests, core studies, and
geochemical testing will hell) refine a hydrologic and contaminant transport model of the
Rustler, A water-balance study will be completed and some suspicious surface depressions will
be drilled. The mechanics of salt removal t'rom the Rustler will be studied. These studies will
help resolve the question ot" karst conditions in the Rustler, The second concern is the el'feet
of salt dissolution on the integrity of the repository. The Salado I:orrnation does not appear to
have been affected around the WII)P Site. A suspicious location north of the site will be
drilled. Stratabound dissolution ot" the Rustler salt across the site does not appear to have
afree.ted the top ot" the Salado, though the collapsed depression of Nash Draw is only about 6.,5
km ',vest of the site. The n'iechanics ol'sait removal are therefore important to understand. "If
the additional work indicates a possibility o1"release of hazardous quantities ot" radioactivity to
the biosphere, tt_e EEG will recommend aclditional engineered barriers or investigations for a
new site." DWP

Chaturvedi, I,,, ,J,K, Channell, and J.ll, Ch,pmanl. 1988. "l:_otential Problems Resulting from
the Plans for the First Five Years ot" the WIPP Project," II'm,/e ,_lanagc'nze_tl88, IVa._le
Processing, Tra_tsporlalion, Sire'age and Dispersal. 7"e_'hnicai Prok,ram,_ a_zdPuhlic Edlwalion,
7"uc._on,AZ, /;'c,hruary 2,_'-,tlarch 3, 19,_',_'. Ed. R.G. Post, Tucson, AZ: University of
Arizona. Voi. 2, 355-364.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico is scheduled
to start receiving defense transuranic (TRU) waste in October 1988. The US Department of
Energy (DOE) has planned to store up to 126,000 drums of contact handled (CH TRU) waste
without backfill during the first 5-year period, This waste will have to be removed and
restacked with backfill during the next 10 years while new waste will be arriving for disposal.
To make matters more cc_mplicated, it appears that the existing drums of CH 'FRU waste have
too much void space; because the drums are expected to become corroded in a few tens of
years, the brine issuing from the salt walls may form a slurry of waste in a few hundred years
after closure. Preliminary calculations indicate that such conditions may violate the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standards (40 CFR 191.13) on the basis of analyses ot"
human intrusion scenarios, DOE does not plan to complete the performance assessment work
to assess WlPP's compliance with the EPA Standards until 1993. !1"the waste drums and boxes
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have to be reprocessed to reduce void space in them and the backfill is redesigned to include
cement or chemical grout mixtures instead of the presently planned salt/bentonite mixture,
each drum may have to be brought up to the surt'ace I'or reprocessing and taken down again
for final disposal. It would be sirnl_ler and less hazardous to emplace substantial quantities ot'
waste underground only al'ter the decisions about any needed reprocessirlg or the waste drums
and the design of backfill have been finalized.

Chaturvedi, I,., J.B. Chapman, R.ll. Neill, ait(I J.K. Chat,tell. 1987. "Pert'ormance
Assessment for a Nuclear Waste Repository - The WIPP Experience," Waste Managemenl 87,
II'aste Isolation ili Ilw US, Teclozi,'al Program_ and Public Educalion, 7'uc._on, AZ. Marctl I-5,
1987. Ed. R.C;. Post. Tucson, AZ: University o1"Arizona. Vol. 2, 141-145.

ABSTRACT: Performance Assessment to show compliance with the standards for a nuclear
waste repository requires thorougl't site characterization and understanding of potential
pathways l'or a breach of the rel3ository. Although the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Project will not be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under 10 CFR 60,
it is subject to i:_rlvirorlmental F_rotection Agency (El'A) l:'nvirrotmett/al Radiation Prolec'llott

Standards for ,_lanagcment am/ Di,_posal of Spent Nut'lcar Fro'l. iligh Lt't't'l and "l'ratl.sttr¢otic'
Radioactive II'asleS (4(1 CFR Part I¢)1). NRC has inc()rporated 40 CFR 191 into 10 CF'R 60
and requires the demonstration of compliance bel'ore construction ot' the high level waste
(HLW) repositories can begin, The Environmental i:;valuation Group (EEG) of the State of
New Mexico has independently evaluated the WIPP Project since 1978 and believes that
compliance for WlPF' should be demonstrated prior h) emplacement of waste for (tispos!._l, The
US Department o1' Energy (DOE) schedule calls for the arrival of waste at WIPP in td,lt, 1988,
DOE considers WIPP to be a research and development facility for the first .5 ,_uars of
operation, and believes that compliance with the EPA Standards need not be den'tonstrated
until after the decision is made not to retrieve the waste, It appears that DOE's mission plan
for the first ttLW repository has not provided sufficient time to resolve the site
characterization issues and complete the perforrrtance assessment for each of the three sites
before submitting a license application to NRC.

Chavez, ILl:,, and P,R, Da,,,,sotn. 1978. COUPLEFLO - ..I C'Oml_uter Program for Coupled
Creeping l'i._com Flow and Comhtc'tive-Convuc'tive Ileal 7"ran,_/er. Part 11, User's Manual,
SAND78-1407. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l..aboratories,

AI]STRACT: COUPI.I_i:I.O is a two-din'tensional finite-element code for plane strain or
axisynametric analyses of thermon_echanically couple¢t systems. It is capable ot' analyzing the
creeping flow of non-Newtonian fluids or the secondary creep of solids. COL}PI..EFI£) solves
equations for conductive-convective heat transfer to determine the thermal response of a
system. Tlaermomecl'_anical coupling between the flow field and temperature distribution can
exist in terms ot" temperature-del_endent material properties, teml_erature-del_ertdent body
I'orces, viscous dissipation, material convection, and chartging system geometry. Either
transient or steady-state problerrts can be analyzed in Eulerian or quasi-l.agrartgiar_ reference
frames, Part I, Theoretical 13ackgrourtd, contains tile governing equation, l'inite-element
formulation, and verification of the code capabilities. I'arl Ii, tJser's Manual, contains
instructions for code use. Currently, C:OUPI.EIq.O is available at Sandia National l,aboratories
in Albuquerque on the 7600, 6600, and NOS systems.

ANNOTATION: Part !, Theoretical Background, is included in this l_ibliography under
Dawson and Chavez, 1978.

Christensen, C,I,, 1979a. 7'e._t Phut.' Bell Can.l'on Tv_I II'IPP t:'.x'perinwnlcd Program Borehoh'
Plugging. SAND79-0739. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.
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ABSTRACT: Lc_catic_n: l_xplc_ratory Well AI_C-7 Section 31,'1"21S, R32E Lea County, NM.

Objective: To verify the capability t_ plug a bore hole penetrating a unit (13ell Canyon) of high
hydrostatic head in the Delaware Fc_rmatic)n underlying the evaporite rocks of the Rustler,
Salado, and Castile Formations.

Description: The 13ell Canyon "Vest(BCT) will be conducted in the abandoned exploratory well
AEC-7, The hole will be reconditioned and deepened as necessary to intercept the production
zone in the 13ellCanyon (Ramsey Sancts), Wellbore characteristics and media permeability data
will be obt'lined prior to plug installation. A rninimum length plug will be installed to
clemorlstrate that a cement grout plug can be installed to withstand hydrostatic pressure on the
order or 2000 psi in a bore hole, The wellbore will be instrumented to monitor and identify
fluid migration to the top of the plug, A time-controlled-release tracer gas (SF6) canister will
be emplaced below the plug to permit measurement ot" gas migration through or aroused the
plug,

Chrlsten._en, C,L, 1979b. ?'(,_t Plan - Potash Cm'e 7'e_! IFIPP K.xpc,rimental Program Bor('ttoh,
Plugging. SAND79-1306. Albuquerque, NM: Sanclia National I.aboratorit.';.

ABSTRACT: The plan has been develc_ped to obtain an in situ cured plug of known mix
constituents to determine bench-scale properties for comparison to Plug 217. Plug 217 was
earlier recovered from a potash exploration I_ole i'or bond testing, Plul4 21/ is a 17-year-old
plug, but the lack el" ¢h;tailed informaticm abt_ut the emplacement precluded determining plug
performance.

The potash core test will utilize a W'lste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) emplaced plug to obtain
samples of an in situ cured plug of known mix constituents for bench scale testing. The plug
will be obtained from potash exploration well P-13, located in section 18, 'I'22S, R31E. The
total depth of P-13 is 1576 I't, It was plugged September 17, 1976, DWP

Chrtslen._en, C.I,, 1980a, "Sandia 13orehole Plugging Program for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP)," ProceediJtg,_ of the Work.s/top mt Bm'ehoh' and Sllaft Plttgg{ttg, Columhu,_, 0tt,
Ma)' 7-9, 1980, SANDS0-0390C, Paris, France: Organisation for I:_conomic Co-Operation
and l)evelopment, 225-231.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the current program underway at Sandia tllat addresses the
four major functional tasks considered necessary for a successful program: project
management, identification of candidate materials, development of test instrumentatic_n, and
field test, Currenl programs on wellb¢_res, cementitious gr¢_uts, and available technology will
be compared with planned extension to shafts and drifts, aitev'nate rnaterials, and improved
instrumentation, Relationship of this progratrl with assessments of Icing-term suitability
performed in the geochemical program will be presented, A brief presentation o1"current anti
planned field tests _,,ill be given, along with projections t't)r future 'lctivities,

Christensean, C,I,. 1980b, "Results t'r_Jm the Ilell Can vt_n l.l(_reh(Jle Plugging Tests," Pr.c,'c'dmg_
of /tic' 1980 Natiomd lt'a_/_, "l'c,r/tlttttd ,_'loragc Progrtlm l_tjm't_taltotz ,_l¢'cllllg, (_i'olltmt_lt_,0tl,
Dec'c'mhc'r 0-11, 1980, ONWI-212', SANI)80-2376C, C_lumbus, OI1: Office of Nuclear
Waste Isolation, 13attelle Mem_rial Institute, 175-177,

ABSTRACT: The 13ell ('atlyon 'l'est (I3CT) evaluated candidate grout plugging mixes, plug
emplacement techniques, and plug performance under in situ curing conditions. Grout
plugging is routine in oil-field operati_ns; however, quantitative measurements of plug
performance are rare.
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The experiment was conducted in a 20-cm (8-in.) diameter well bore that intercepted an
aquifer having a shut-in pressure of 12.4 MPa (1800 psi) and a production capability of 240
SBD (standard barrels/day; 104 gal/day). A 2-m (6-ft) grout plug was emplaced above the
aquifer between 1368 m and 1370 m (4495 ft). The well bore fluids were unloaded above the
plug, applying the full 12.4 MPa pressure differential to the plug for flow tes'ing.

Six test periods at forty-clay intervals were scheduled to evaluate plug performance. Following
the first four periods the plug was extended an additional 4 m (12 ft). Tests on this extension
are not complete.

A fresh water grout mix was selected for the BCT plug to avoid forming salt at the grout-rock
interface, resulting in a poor seal.

Fluid build-up tests, shut-in tests, and tracer transit-time tests were conducted. An "umbrella"
packer above the plug was necessary because of uphole fluid production. Leakage in the
tubing and packer plumbing was found to be as high as or higher than the leakage around the
plug (0.2 gal/day), leading to complications in the analysis. The shut-in tests and the tracer
transit times worked satisfactorily.

Downhole passive pressure recorders or a limited system for uphole monitoring of downhole
conditions both have serious drawbacks in field testing. The passive systems have limited
resolution and require recovery of the sensing system, thus terminating the test sequence. The
active system, while having adequate resolution (0.1 psi), 'was not readily compatible with the
packers that were initially used. By suitable field modifications, both systems were
successfully used.

The BCT plug performed as a nominal 50 microdarcy emplacement in the 20-cm (8-in.) bore
hole against a pressure differential of 12.4 MPA. This corresponds to a reduction in flow from
240 STB/day (104 gal/day) to 5 x 10-3 STB/day (0.2 gal/day). DWP

Chris(ensen, C.L. 1983. "Compliance with Prescribed Plugging Criteria for Reentry,
Preparation and Cementing of the B-25 Borehole at the WIPP Site," Waste Management 84,
Waste Isolation in the US. Technical Programs and Public Education, Tucson, AZ. March
11-15, 1984. SAND83-2189A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Abstract
only; Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The B-25 borehole on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site proper became
a plugging candidate when it was determined that it was situated where the waste handling
building was to be erected. Since movement of the building would be disruptive to the overall
site layout, it was decided to plug the borehole instead. This decision provided an opportunity
to exercise a quality assurance (QA) activity based on prescribed criteria for an actual plugging
operation.

Some considerations that went into the plugging operations include discussions of the following
topics: designation of the appropriate QA level category; review of hole historical records and
conditions as found during reentry for casing removal, logging activities, cementing operations
and report requirements.

Some conclusions on this experience and recommendations for making similar reentries on
other holes easier by more careful initial planning are included as lessons learned.

Christensen, C,L,, and T.O. Hunter. 1979. Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Borehole
Plugging Program Description. January l, 1979. SAND79-0640; ONWi/SUB/79/E5II-
03700-2. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: The bore-hole plugging program (BHP) is designed to investigate controls on
fluid circulation and possible radioactive waste release through man-made penetrations of the
repository and surroundings, it is a reasonable and scien:ific program to establish a
quantitative data base on bore hole plugging technictues. The tests and experiments mix bore-
hole (with limited access) and in-mine (with relatively unlimited access) environments. The
Bell Canyon Test provides the opportunity to instrument and analyze a grout plug under high
pressures. The shallow test hole applies the best techniques for plugging and then allowing
access to both the top and bottom of the plug for further analysis. The diagnostic test hole
will recover bench-scale size samples for analysis and establish an in-bore-hole laboratory to
test and analyze strata from the surface into salt. The experiments in the mine will investigate
plugs in salt and evaluate instrument systems.

Site specific data permit plug design modeling and consequence analysis. Following this,
laboratory testing and refinements lead to field tests. Plug materials and immediate results will
be exan,ined with geochemical techniques and principles to evaluate the long-term results,
Finally, when both short- and long-term tests have been completed, a plug design will evolve
to achieve isolation. DWP

Christensen, C.L., and T.O. llunter. 1981. "The Bell Canyon Test and Results," Scienlific
Basis ior Nuclear li"aste ,4lam_,,emeptl. Prc_cc,edin_,,._ of the Third htterttational Symposium,
Boston, MA. Nol,ernher 17-20. 19A'O. Ed. J.G. Moore. SAND80-2414C. New York, NY:
Plenum Press. Vol. 3, 561-568.

ABSTRACT: The bore-hole plugging program (BHP) was established to identify issues
associated with sealing bore holes and shafts, to establish a data base to assess these issues, and
to develop sealing criteria, materials, and tests for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). For
the Bell Canyon Test (BCT), a 2-m long grout plug was ernplaced 1370 m below the surface in
a 20-cm diameter bore hole and exposed to 12.4 MPa (1800 psi) pressure differential. The
state of the art in bore-hole plugs was evaluated in situ, and problems encountered in
evaluating a "typical" plug installation in anhydrite were identified and resolved.

Field and laboratory data suggest that flow into the test region of the plug occurs
predominantly through the interface between the cement plug and bore hole, with smaller
contributions through the damage zone of the bore hole, the plug, and the surrounding
undisturbed anhydrite bed. The plug limits flow from the Bell Canyon to 0.6 l/clay.
Assuming the flow path cross-section is equal to the bore-hole diameter, the permeability
would be 50 microdarcies and the porosity would be 0.015. Shut-in test data indicate that the
formation permeability is at least an order of magnitude less than the plug/formation system.
New techniques and equipment will be required to obtain more precise measurements of
systems with effective permeabilities around 1 microdarcy. DWP

ANNOTATION: See Christensen, C.L., 1980b, on same subject.

Christensen, C.L., and E.W. Peterson. 1981a. "Field-Test Programs of Borehole Plugs in
Southeastern New Mexico," The Tec'h#to/o.t,,y of t-li_,h-Lel,el Nuclear ll'aste Di.spo,_al. ,4dvance.s
in the Science atld Engineerin,_,, of the ,,llaHa_,eme#tt of High-Level Nuclear IVasle.s. Eds. P.L.
Hofmann and J.J. Breslin. DOE/TIC-4621; SAND79-1634C. Columbus, OH: Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation. Vol. I, 354-369.

ABSTRACT: The Bell Canyon Test (BCT) evaluated plugging materials, techniques to place
the plug, and the plug performance in situ. A 2-m plug was placed between 1368 and 1370 m
in an anhydrite bed. The underlying aquifer produced 12.4 MPa pressure and had a capability
to produce 38,000 L/day through the bore hole. The plug was tested over about 8 months.
The plug has been extended by 4 m, but tests on the extension are not yet complete.
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The plug was tested with fluid build-up tests, shut-in tests, and tracer transit time tests
through packers above the plug. Flow occurs predominantly through the plug/bore hole
interface re?,ion, with lesser flow through the wellbore damage zone, plug core, and
surrounding undisturbed anhydrite bed. Flow was reduced by a factor of about 105 , yielding
about 0.6 L/day. The reduction in flow is far in excess of what is required by bounding
safety assessments.

Testing was successful, but equipment should be modified to be more effective. Each site will
need to be assessed to determine compatible plug materials. Testing will continue at the BCT
and in a test bank for long-term analysis of plugging materials.

DWP

Christensen, C.L., and E.W. Peterson. 1981b. The Bell Carryon Test Summary Report.
SAND80-1375. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Bell Canyon Test (BCT) was an in situ evaluation of the ability of a cement
grout plug to seal bore holes. It consisted of a 2-m-long, 20-cm diameter grout plug in an
anhydrite formation at a depth of 1370 m, directly above an aquifer that provided a 12.4 MPa
(1800 psi) differential pressure. The aquifer had a production capability of 38,000 L/day (240
bbl/day, 104 gal/day). The observed leakage after plug installation was 0.6 L/clay, which is
equivalent to a 50 microdarcy flow path assuming all flow occurred through the plug cross-
sectional area. Laboratory results and analysis of field data indicate that the bulk of the flow
occurred through a microstructure at the interface between the plug and the host rock.

The BCT demonstrated that a plug could be formulated, emplaced, and tested under actual
conditions and provide acceptable performance. When these results are related to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) performance assessment models, they provide additional confidence
that bore hole plugging can be accomplished satisfactorily.

The Bell Canyon results can also be used as basis for future activities in the generic repository
sealing program for similar emplacements and performance assessment evaluations. If the
observed leakage rates are not acceptable at other sites, the BCT results would indicate that the
first step in improving such emplacements should deal with improved bonding of the plug to
the rock at these sites. The results obtained from the BCT, when coupled with results from

long-term durability a, sessments, form a plug performance data basis for repository designers
at other proposed waste repository sites.

Christensen, C.L., C.W. Cook, and C.W. Gulick. 1980. B¢_rehole Pluggitt/s, Prod, ram Status
Report. October 1. 1978-Seplemher 3#. 1979. SAND79-2141. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The borehole plugging program (BLIP) was begun in FY 1979 to provide dat_
supporting materials development, instrumentation, and field testing for WIPP. Properties ot"
grout for plugging were studied with WIZS, and grout mixture BCT-I-Ft:: was developed and
placed as plug in borehole A EC-7. Samples from a 17 year old grout plug in potash were
analyzed for permeability and shear-bond resistance, instruments developed or lested included
a conductivity probe (for fluid conductivity), a water level indicator, circuitry for conditioning
signals, and transducers to be grouted in-place. The Bell Canyon Test was completed during
the fiscal year to evaluate the plug in AEC-7.

Proposed activities for FY 1980 include evaluating aging grout samples and the borehole/grout
contact, evaluating potash core test s_imples, developing and testing wire line systems and
downhole instruments, conducting the potash core text (PC'l'), and initiating the surface
wellbore test bank (SWTB).
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Christensen, C.L., C.W. Gulick, and S.J. Lambert. 1983. Sealing Concepts for the Wasle
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. SAND81-2195. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the current intentions and directions of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Plugging and Sealing Program and provides a basic structure for the
engineering activities that may be required for final WIPP decommissioning and abandonment.
It is intended as a guide in determining further directions for the sealing program. Obvious
issues that require further development and understanding are identified.

Christensen, C.L., R.D. Statler, and E.W. Peterson. 1980. "Down-Hole Television (DHTV)
Applications in Borehole Plugging," Proceedings of the Workshop on Borehole and Shaft
Plugging. Columbus, OH. May 7-9, 1980. SANDS0-0459. Paris, France: Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development. 385-387.

ABSTRACT: A closed circuit downhole television (DHTV) system has been used to support
the bore-hole plugging program. Both dry and underwater lamps were used on a 6-in. outside
diameter video camera, with the cable reel footage superimposed on the display. The DHTV
was an invaluable tool, in conjunction with caliper logs, to select suitable intervals for seating
packers to test formation intervals and bore-hole plugs of low permeability. DWP

Claiborne, H.C., and F. Gera. 1974. Potential Contaiptmc';lt Failure MechanisnT,s and Ttwir
Consequences at a Radioactive I[,'a._te Repositor.l' in Bedded Salt in New Mexico. ORNL-
TM-4639. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

ABSTRACT: This report examines potential containment failure mechanisms and estimates
their probabilities and consequences, when possible, for a hypothetical waste repository located
in bedded salt in southeastern New Mexico.

The primary conclusion of this study is that a serious breach of containment for such a
repository, either by human action or natural events, is only a very remote possibility and falls
into the category of least likely occurrences that affect society.

A sealed repository 600 m underground would be virtually sabotage proof; even the surface
burst of a 50-megaton nuclear weapon could not breach the containment. Accidental drilling
of bore holes through the disposal horizon could cause relatively minor local contamination.

The mechanism of containment failure with the most serious potential consequences seems to
be the impact of a meteorite that produces a crater extending to the disposal horizon. The
probability of such a catastrophic meteorite impact was estimated at 1.6 x 10-1a/year. The
calculated exposure from the global fallout resulting from such an event would be of the same
order of magnitude as that from nuclear bomb tests, provided the impact did not take place
during the first few hundred years after closure of the mine. The ejecta falling back into the
nearby area would cause a seriou:_ and protracted contamination problem. A pathway analysis
showed that individuals living exclusively on foodstutTs produced in the contaminated area
would be exposed to high radiation doses.

Based on the tectonic activity of the Delaware Basin over the past 200 million years, the
probability of faulting through the repository has been estimated at 4 x 10-11/year; however,
the probability that faulting would cause failure of waste containment is only a small but
unknown fraction of this value.

Exposure of the waste horizon to the action of groundwater by a large fault with a vertical
displacement of at least 350 m cannot be proved impossible. However, at least a few hundred
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thousand years would be required for an offset of 350 m to take place. A more sudden breach
of containment could be effect,_'d by a large fault that cuts through the disposal zone and
hydraulically connects the over- and underlying aquifers. In this case, any water flow along
the fracture zone would be downward into the deep aquifers. Fortunately, the geologic
evidence indicates that such a fracture could eventually be healed by plastic flow of the salt
beds. Even in the event that the deep aquifers became contaminated, it is extremely unlikely
that activity could be brought to the surface because the normal flow velocities in these
aquifers are on the order of only a few km/million years.

In view of the hydraulic heads of the various aquifers, it is difficult to visualize circumstances
that could result in an upward flow and contamination of the fresh water in the Culebra
dolomite aquifer. The only possibility for the release of radioactive material to the Culebra
dolomite aquifer would appear to be on the basis of a model that permits faulting and
progressive displacement of the disposal horizon until waste contacts the circulating
groundwater. The contamination of surface aquifers caused by this mechanism of release
could be relatively serious, despite the very long time necessary to produce such a
displacement.

Cockman, J.S. 1988. "Salt Impact Studies at WIPP: Effects of Surface Storage of Salt on
Natural Vegetation," II,"a._lt, 3la_it_g_,me,H SS. ll"a.slc P,'ocessi<t,,. Tra,l._porlalioll. Storage and
Disposal. Tectmical Program.s atlet Puhlic Educalioll. Tuc.scm. AZ. Fehruar.r 28-.,'vlarch 3. 1988.
Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 665-672.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a research facility operated for the
Department of Energy (DOE) to demonstrate the safe disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes
derived from the defense activities of the United States. The facility is located in an area of
stabilized sand dunes with the actual waste repository positioned in a deep geologic formation
of bedded salt. Prior to waste emplacement, salt is mined to create repository rooms and stock
piled on the surface. Windblown salt from the stockpiles ma.v have an impact on adjacent
vegetation and soils. Control and experimental plots have been established at the facility to
monitor the effects of windblown salt on the surface ecosystem. Vegetation is sampled as part
of a series of subprograms to monitor foliar cover, species richness, annual plant density, and
community structure.

Coiton, I.D., and J.G. Morse. 1985. II'aler Quality Sampling Plan. WIPP-DOE-215.
Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corpor_ttion.

ABSTRACT: The IFater Quality Sampli_zg Plan is designed "to obtain representative and
repeatable groundwater quality data from selected wells under rigorous field and laboratory
procedures and protocol." Groundwater will be serially sampled during pumping to establish
steady-state chemical parameters for collecting a final groundwater sample for analysis. The
report describes the sampling and analytical program. During 1985, about 23 wells will be
sampled. Eighteen wells produce from the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation, three wells sample the Magenta Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation, and
two wells sample the Dewey Lake Formation. A variety of chemical parameters will be
measured as well as major cations, major anions, minor and trace elements and metals,
organics, stable isotopes, gases, redox couples, and radionuclides. DWP

Combs, D.W. 1975. "The Mineralogy, Petrology, and Bromine Geochemistry of Selected
Samples of the Salado Salt, t.ea and Eddy Counties, New Mexico - A Potential Horizon for
the Disposal of Radioactive Waste." MS thesis. Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee.
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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of" this study is to evaluale lhe mineralogy, petrology and
dehydration characteristics of the Salado Salt near Carlsbad, NM which is a potential
radioactive waste (radwaste) repository. Bedded evaporite deposits were previously selected by
the National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council because of their general lack of
water, self-healing property when fractured and thermal conductivity and stopping power of
high energy radiation. The Salado Salt was chosen using these guidelines. It is a bedded
evaporite sequence (about 2000 ft-thick)of Late Permian age located in southeastern New
Mexico and West Texas. The Salado is composed primarily of halite with lesser amounts of
anhydrite, polyhalite, and a zone of economic potash minerals (McNutt Potash zone).

Several techniques were employed in this study. X-ray diffraction was used to determine the
bulk mineralogy and the relative amount of each mineral. Thin section analyses were used to
study the mineral assemblages, textures, and paragenesis. Non-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
was used to analyze the bromine content of each sample and to give insight into the origin of
the Salado. Samples from a previous studyof the Hutchinson Salt Member (l, ower Permian) of
the Wellington Formation (near Lyons, KS) were also analyzed t'or bromine in order that a
comparison could be made between two deposits of Permian age. Static dehydration tests made
of each sample to estimate the amount of water that would be released when the sample was
subjected to heat of decaying radioactive waste were reported separately in the Final Report
for this project.

Samples were prepared for thin sectioning by culling a slab from each core section and sending
the slab away to be made using oil during culling and grinding rather than water and using
epoxy cement that was not heated. These steps were necessary to prevent dissolution and/or
changes of the evaporite minerals.

Pressed pellets were made for spectroscopic analysis of bromine, chlorine, sulfur, and iron
using clear, cubic halite crystals with a minimum of inclusions. This procedure was used to be
sure that the bromine analyses were only for halite without dilution or addition of bromine
from other minerals. Bromine values determined for 73 samples of the Salado Salt ranged
from 17 to 50 ppm. Semi-quantitative anal\,'se,,s for sulfur and chlorine were run to measure
the amount of contamination by sulfates and to insure that relatively equal amounts of chlorine
were present. Sulfur contents were roughly less than 10 pprn.

The results of this study show that halite is the dominanl mineral in all but a few samples;
anhydrite is next most abundant in the lower portions of the Salado salt; and polyhalite is
second most abundant in the upper part of the unit. Thin section analyses reveal several
shallow-water features such as hopper crystals, halite embedded in clay, and nodular anhydrite'.
Polyhalite commonly occurs as a secondary mineral at the expense of anhydrite and both
anhydrite and polyhalite exist in various habits and associations. Spectroscopic analyses reveal
low brornine concentrations for the Salado and the Hutchinson Salt, Lyons, KS, suggesting that
both are second generation deposits. Dehydration studies show the Salado to lose 0.0 to 3.5%
water upon heating to 102 _+ 5°C. Most of the higher weight losses (>0.5%)can be related to
zones rich in clays and/or polyh ,ire. The Salado is a potential site for a radwaste repository if
clay- and polyhalite-rich zones are avoided.

Comes, G.D., L.D. Wakeley, and E.F, O'Neii, !!1. 1987. Properties of Lahorator)'-7"ested
Spectmens of Concrete from Small-Scale Seal Pe/'forma/zce 7"e.sts at the IVaste lsolatimt Pilot
Plant. Miscellaneous Paper SL-87-9. Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment Station.

ABSTRACT: Development and field placement of a salt-saturated concrete at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) included extensive testing of field-cast specimens in the laboratory.
Such test specimens were cast during two field events, each part of the Small-Scale Seal
Performance Tests (SSSPT) at the WIPP, designated Test Series A and B. This report presents
data from laboratory tests of SSSPT specimens at ages of three days to one year. The concrete
maintained desired physical properties throughout the testing program, maintaining a volume
increase and achieving a compressive strength of near 7,000 psi at one year. Data were
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analyzed by a curve-fitting computer program, and are presented in figures showing best-
fitting curves, which are models of the concrete properties with time.

Cook, C.W. 1979. Instrumentation Development for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (I,VIPP)
Borehole Plugging Program (BHP). SAND79-1902. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report discusses the instrumentation development needs of the bore-hole
testing program as it nov. exists. Although requirements may change as the program progresses,
the items indicated are basic to any bore-hole plugging program. Instrumentation is discussed
both for the plug environment and for the plug itself. For the plug environment, a probe for
measuring the disturbed region and a coordinate logging tool are required. For the plug itself,
instrumentation includes measurements above, within, and below the plug. Instrumentation for
most measurements above the plug is currently available; for measurements within and below
the plug, however, further development is required. Specifically, resistivity, induction, and
acoustic probes, an in situ stressmeter, and a hardwire feedthrough system need to be
developed.

Cook, C.W. 1982. Underground Scanning With an Impulse Radar. SAND82-0470.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Impulse radar is being evaluated for possible applications at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WlPP) in southeastern New Mexico. Potential applications are scanning salt to
identify inclusions, structural discontinuities, and other anomalies before excavation; and
verifying the locations of stored radioactive-waste canisters. Four underground experiments
were run. The extent and shape of dome-salt pillars and a langbeinite pillar were measured
with the radar. Metal targets that simulated waste canisters were located to within a few
centimeters after they had been buried for 18 months, if the material being scanned contains
clay seams and other conductive inclusions, penetration by radar is limited. It is anticipated
that clean bedded salt will be an excellent medium for scanning with an impulse radar. The
impulse radar as it now exists can be used for WIPP applications.

Cook, C.W., and E.S. Ames. 1980. "Borehole-lnclusion Stressmeter Measurements in Bedded
Salt," Proceedings of the 20th US Symposium on Rock Mechanics. Austin. TX. June 4-6.
1979. SAND79-0377. Austin, TX: University of Texas. 481-489.

ABSTRACT: Sandia purchased bore hole inclusion stressmeters from a comn'tercial supplier to
measure in situ stress changes in bedded salt. However, the supplied stressmeters were
difficult to set in place and gave erratic results in bedded salt. These problems were overcome
with a new extended platen design. Also, a strain-gaged transducer that can be read with a
conventional data logger was designed.

Because of the nonlinear behavior of bedded salt under uniaxial loading, a new empirical
calibration scheme was devised. In essence, the stressmeters are calibrated as force transducers
and this calibration curve is then used to determine the relationship between uniaxial stress
changes in bedded salt and the gage's output.

The stressmeter and calibration procedures have been applied under mine conditions and
produced viable results.

Future work will involve finite element analysis to calculate the observed behavior of the
stressmeters. The response of the stressmeters in bedded salt is neither that of a true
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stressfneter or of a true strainmeter. However, repeatable calibrations make the gages very
useful.

Cook, C.W., C.B. Kinabrew, P.L. I,agus, and R.D. Broce. 1980. "Bell Canyon Test (BC'I')
Instrumentation Development," Proc'eedings of the lVot'k._hop tm Borehole and Shaft Plugging.
Columhus. OH, May 7-9, 1980. SAND80-0408C. Paris, France: Organisation for Economic
,Co-Operation and Development, 299-338.

ABSTRACT: This report discusses the instrumentation used to assess the performance of the
Bell Canyon Test (BCT) plug and addresses the future direction of instrumentation
development. The BCT was initiated with a timed-release packer system below the plug and
six time-release tracer gas bottles were included to provide a method of measuring
permeability through the plugged region. A geophone package installed above the plug
verified the initial operation of the below-the-plug system. In addition to tracer gas arrival
times, fluid buildup and shut-in pressure measurements were made with current oil field
systems--Digital Memory Recorder (DMR) and Conductor Wire t, ine (CWL)--to evaluate plug
performance. A probe for measuring discrete fluid levels, fluid conductivity pressure, and
temperature above a bore hole plug has been developed. The conductivity measurement
provides a rough measure of dissolved salts that can be useful in identifying the source of the
water. Development has started on two probes that can be grouted in place to monitor the
leakage of brine past a plug. A wireline closed circuit TV capable of operating underwater in
5000-ft-deep holes is being set up to ascertain the well bore conditions.

Cooley, C.H., and S.W. Butters. 1979. Pressure and Time Effects on Pernwahility of Salt
Cores. TR 79-45. Salt Lake City, UT: Terra Tek, inc. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Salt samples from WIPP Driilhole ERDA-9 were tested to determine, over time,
changes in permeability caused by temperature and pressure. Microfractures develop after
coring from change in effective stress. Permeability in these samples decreases after
hydrostatic pressure is reapplied for a period of time. This testing measures changes caused by
controlled temperature and pressure changes in the laboratory.

Permeability of salt samples decreases from original values of about 71 microdarcies to values
equal to or less than 0.03 microdarcies with hydrostatic stress and time. Release in hydrostatic
stress results in srnall elastic recovery but no measureable plastic recovery. The resulting
increase in permeability was less than 0.03 microdarcies, at least for periods up to 175 hours.

At hydrostatic stresses up to 4000 psi, temperature increases to 95°C did not measureably
change gas permeability, although there is evidence to indicate that temperature enhances the
rate of "healing." DWP

Cooley, C.i|., S.W. Butters, and A.t|. Jones. 1978. Permeahilit3' of Rock Salt to Gases and
Liquids. TR 78-62. Salt l.ake City, U'I': Terra Tek, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Permeability of rock salt to gas and liquid is important to isolation of
radioactive waste. Two gases (nitrogen and hydrogen) and two liquids (Dow 200 silicone fluid
and salt brine) were used in laboratory experiments. Transient techniques revealed gas
permeability in the range of microdarcies with no significant difference between these gases.
Permeabilities were 4.2 to 6.8 microdarcies at 100 psi confining pressure and 0.06 to ,25
microdarcies at 4000 psi. initial brine permeability tests showed permeability increasing with
time because of salt solution during the tests. Brines were made by heating and then cooling;
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these brine tests did not differ significantly from tests using Dew 200 silicone fluid, Dew 200
permeabilities range from 0.07 to 3.50 microdarcies at confining pressures of 100 psi. At
confining pressure of 4000 psi, permeability to l)ow 200 ranged from 0.01 to 0.07
microdarcies, ttydrostatic cycling during testing showed variable response, and there are some
indications that in situ permeabilities may be lower than laboratory measurements. DWP

Core Laboratories, Inc. 1977. Special Core ,4nalysi.s Study for Sipe.s. IVilliarnson & Aycock.
Inc. ERDA No. 9 Well Edd)' Cototl.l'. New Mexico. Dallas, TX: Core Laboratories, Inc.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation t.ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Thirty-three full-diameter core samples from ERDA-9 were tested for air
permeability and porosity. Sample depths ranged from 2037.4 to 2684.7 ft in depth. Thirty-
one samples showed air permeability between 0.29 and 0.0003 rod; two samples measured 1.5
and 16 md, respectively. Porosity of all samples ranged from I.I to 0.1%. Drilling fluid was
injected under pressure into two samples to test the effects on air permeability. Air
permeability in both forward (in the direction of fluid injection) and reverse directions was
reduced after drilling fluid injection by more than an order of magnitude in each sample. DWP

Costin, L.S., and W.R, Wawersik. 1980. Creep Hea/ittg of Fracture.s iJt Rock Sail.
SAND80-0392. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Fracture and healing experiments were performed on specimens of bedded salt
from the Salado Formation, southeastern New Mexico. Short rod specimens (100 mm in
diameter) were loaded to failure in tension. During each test, a crack was initiated along the
axis of the specimen. The fracture toughness of the salt was determined from the resulting
load-crack opening displacement record. After the test, each specimen was pieced back
together, jacketed, and placed in a pressure vessel under hydrostatic pressure for several days.
The confining pressure (10-35 MPa), temperature (22-100°C), and healing time (4-8 days)
were varied to determine the effect of each on the healing process. Upon removal from the
pressure vessel, each sample was retested and the toughness of the healed fracture was
determined. Results show that the salt specimens regained 70-80% of their original strength
under all conditions, except at the lowest temperature and pressure where specimens regained
only 20-30% of their original strength. It is suspected that the primary mechanisna involved is
creep of asperities along the fracture surface, which forms an interlocking network. Thus, the
healing pressure is probably the most significant variable.

Crawley, M.IE.I 1987a. Pre._._ure D('n._it.l' Surv(,._' Program Plan. Albuquerque, NM:
International Technology Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National lmboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Formation pressures and fluid densities are essential to analyze groundwater flow
direction of the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation. The Culebra dips
eastward and contains water of variable density. This plan addresses technical constraints,
operational plan, data reduction, equipment calibration, and schedule for a pressure-density
survey.

Constraints include access, disturbed water levels in wells and shafts caused by drawdown,
waiting time for the slug (caused by placing instruments) to dissipate, available equipment, and
cumulative errors such as depths based on geophysical log picks. The operational plan covers
measuring barometric pressure and water level, setting up equipment, measuring pressures
inside well casing, measuring pressures and temperatures at t'ornaation levels, sampling
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formation fluid, specifying procedures for wells with production-injection-packers, checking
equipment, analyzing fluids, and deconlamin_._ting equipment. Data reduction specifies quality
control, verifying pressures for computing density and for comparing formaticn pressures from
hole to hole, and managing the data base. Equipment calibration concerns procedures and
records for all instruments re) be calibrated. An initial survey is scheduled in 1986 with the
first data report in 1987. DWP

Crawley, M.E. 1987b. Second Data Relea.se Report for the Pres.sure-Density Survey Program.
[Albuquerque, NM:] IT Corporation/Westinghouse WID. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National t.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Formation pressures and density data for the Culebra Dolomite Member were
acquired during two field survey periods in late 1986 and early 1987. These data indicate tile
fluid is density stratified in these bore holes. Some differences in density profiles of a few
wells were observed, but the was generally very little change in density stratification. The
observed differences in the survey are attributed to hydrologic testing during the period
between the surveys. DWP

Crawley, M.E. 1988a. H.l'drostatic Pre.s.sure trod Fluid-Den.sitv Di.strihuliml of the Culebra
Dolomite Member of the Ru.stler Formation Near the IVaste l.solatirm Pilot Plant. Southea.slern
New Mexico. DOE/WIPP 88-030. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The pressure-density survey was initiated in 1986 to provide groundwater
density and pressure information needed for hydrologic analysis ot" tile Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation. The Culebr_ contains fluid ot" highly variable density.
Accurately defined formation pressures and formation water densities are required to calculate
groundwater flow directions and velocities in structurally clipping geologic units having
variable density fluids, in the past, formation pressures have been calculated or estimated
using measured water levels From wells and single water-density values measured or estimated
for various points across the project area. "I'he data collected as part of this program indicate
that many of the wells tested have density stratified fluid and that other well testing activities,
such as sampling and permeability testing, can alter density stratit'ication. F_'stimated formation
pressures using measured water levels are often in error relative to actual measured pressures
and can impact the interpretation ot" groundwater flow directions in the Culebra. These data
have been useful to several hydrologic evaluation programs. The groundwater level and
pressure monitoring program will also use the data to more accurately define equivalent
freshwater heads. DWP

[Crawley, M.E. 1988b.] 7"bird Data Re/ease R(/pot'l for the Pre.s.sure-Den.sity Survey Program.
[Albuquerque, NM: International Technology Corporation.l (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National t.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Fluid pressure and density data were collected l'rom 27 wells in the Culebra
Dolomite Member during the last half of 1987. This final field survey shows that fluid is
density stratified in many of the wells. There is very little change in density stratification
compared to earlier surveys. Some observed differences are attributed to well testing and
sampling activities between fluid density surveys. The data from these surveys indicate that
groundwater flow gradients and directions may not be defined by measuring only water levels
and assuming density values. DWP
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Dames & Moore. 1979a, Fotal Report, Laboratory Soil 7"e.,:tRe sull,_, US Department of Energy,
IVa.ste l.solatim_ Pilot Plaut, Carl.shad, New Mexico. San Francisco, CA: Dames & Moore.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation t.ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Laboratory tests for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant to be constructed near
Carlsbad, NM were performed on undisturbed and remolded specimens of caliche, Gatufia
Formation, and sand materials, The tests included strain-controlled cyclic triaxial tests;
resonant column tests; unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests; consolidated undrained triaxial
tests with pore pressure measurements; consolidated drained triaxial tests; permeability tests;
and index properties tests (sieve and hydrometer analyses, Atterberg limits tests, and specific
gravity tests). The data for each test type are presented in a separate section. DWP

Dames & Moore. 1979b. Supplemental Report. Lahorator.l' Soil Te.st Re._ult.s. US Department of
Energy. IVa.ste l.solati¢m Pilot Plant. Carl.shad. New 3lexico. San Francisco, CA: Dames &
Moore. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Samples of caliche, Gatufia Formation, and sand t'rom the road access area to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site were tested in the laboratory for the following soil tests:
unconsolidated undrained triaxial compression; consolidated drained triaxial compression with
volumetric strain; sieve and hydrometer analysis; and specific gravity. The data for each test
are included in separate sections. DWP

D'Appolonia Consulting Eugiueers, Inc. 1979. Final ReprJrt. Potential for Salt f'racturmg Due
to Ga,s Generation, CH Level of II"IPP Repositor)'. Carl.shad. New Mexico. Pittsburgh, PA:
D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This study was undertaken to evaluate the mechanisms, conditions, and direction
and extent of fracturing that might occur because of gas pressure generated by decomposing
contact handled (CH) waste. The tasks identified for this study were to review models and
select the most applicable fracturing model for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
repository, assess gas generation rates and salt permeability to determine the pressurization of
the repository, determine a conservative model of gas transport through rock salt, and develop
an integrated model coupling gas generation, transport, and fracture models. Available data
from the literature were used for the first three tasks. It was assumed tlaat fractures would
most likely occur in the roof and would propagate upward to planes, such as clay seams, with
a weaker tensile strength. The crack would then propagate along the bedding plane. Gas was
assumed to generate at constant rates, filling cracks. Permeabilities were taken as equal to or
greater than for salt. Gas viscosity was used, which corresponds to maximum pressures.
Steady-state tr_ ,sport solutions were used.

These studies permit a reasonably high level of confidence that conditions required to initiate
fracturing can be predicted. ]'he available data also indicate theft fracturing at the contact
handling (CH) level of WIPP is highly unlikely, it is anticipated that refined parameters will
show that fracturing will not occur.

Several conclusions expand this summary statement, A credible model can be developed to
predict reliably fracture potential for the WIPP Site using existing, accepted, hydraulic
fracturing knowledge. For the measured permeabilities, gas generation, and transport
characteristics used, it is unlikely that a crack will form; there is a small possibility that a
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horizontal fracture less than 300 m (I,000 ft) in length could propagate. Gas generation rates
lower than 5 moles/drum/year decrease the probability of propagating a fracture. Fracturing
will not occur for gas generation rates lower than about !.5 moles/drum/year for 400 years. A
more realistic gas convection model substantially reduces the probability of initiating a
fracture. The fracture model used in this study is realistic and current. However, the model
does not consider any fracture toughness of the materials along horizontal bedding planes.
Increasing the volume available at the sealed repository to "absorb" the generated gas volume
reduces the potential for initiating cracks. This could be accomplished by modifying the pack
next to the waste, increasing the void ratio in the backfill pack, and/or by increasing the
initial volume at the excavated repository. Gas generation rates and the fracture model are
conservative. It appears easier to quantify the conservatism in gas generation rates. Future
investigations should emphasize these rates and gas generation/pressure interaction. DWP

D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc. 1981a. Second WIPP Benchmark Problem Using the
DAPROK Computer Code. D'Appolonia-TSC Report. Albuquerque, NM: Westinghouse
Electric Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The second benchmark problem for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) was
developed to demonstrate and compare numerical codes to model mechanical behavior of rooms
designed for the WlPP. Common input includes material properties and geologic conditions.
The room design, based on operational concerns and local mining experience, may be verified
as stable through the results of different codes. D'Appolonia limited its analysis to isothermal
conditions with a room floor at 659-m-depth. The problem was subdivided based on clay
seam friction. The finite element code DAPROK used to solve the problem is a modification
of a code commonly called BMINES.

Clay seams and sulfates strongly influenced creep response of halite materials in the model.
Pure halite around the upper part of the room design showed most creep. High Von Mises
stress was created around the room by the no-friction clay seam model, while the friction clay
seam model greatly reduces creep response. The underlying anhydrite restrains creep closure
of the room mildly for the no-friction clay seam model and more strongly for the friction
model. Modeled room closure for the no-friction clay seam is larger than expected and is
probably too low with the friction clay seam model. Little creep occurs in halite below the
anhydrite layer. The anhydrite markedly affects the horizontal stress field, but the influence
of bending the anhydrite unit was not modeled. Separation of either floor or roof will not be
a major problem.

The calculated closure rate for the no-friction clay seam model is 126% greater than for the
friction model. Closure rate is likely to be between the two values. The modeling indicates
the need for better material properties for sulfate beds and clay seams. The analysis should be
performed using a tension continuum element failure criterion. DWP

D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc. 1981b. Modeling l'erificalion Studies, Long-Term
Waste Isolation A.s.Ye.Y.sment. [Va.sle Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Project. Sout/?easlern New
Mexico. Albuquerque, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The Safety Anal.l'.si.s Reporl (SAR) of 1980 includes an assessment of long-term
waste isolation by the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) based on hypothetical release
scenarios. Hydraulic communication with the biosphere is represented or bounded by one of
three basic events, which were modeled for the SAR. This study was conducted to verify
basic calculationai procedures and evaluate the effecls of procedure variations, evaluate the
sensitivity of SAR results to source terms and hydrogeological and geochemical parameters, and
review and comment on the basic data used and on the radionuclide transport mechanism. The
study used the same events and assumptions about transport as the SAR.
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"The most important conclusion ... is that the computational models used to calculate the
radionuclide releases resulting from the events analyzed in the SAR are verifiabk: using
independently derived calculation techniques. Furthermore, reasonable extrapolation of key
input data do not change the fundamental result of the analyses." The hydrogeologic data for
the SAR are generally defensible, but the data for the Rustler and effects of fracture
permeability are incomplete. Radionuclide sorption data need to be improved. Alternative
regional hydrologic models show longer travel times with minimal net effects on radionuclide
release at Malaga Bend. Waste-release rates for release events are extremely conservative.
Nuclide transport modeled independently is similar to SAR results; the most effective barrier is
the long travel path to the biosphere at Malaga Bend. DWP

D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc. 1982. Data File Report. ERDA-6 & WIPP-12 Testing.
Albuquerque, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Vols. I-IVB. (Copy on file at the
Waste Mangement and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic, geologic, and chemical data are reported from field testing of
ERDA-6 and WIPP-12 during late 1981 and early 1982. Most analyses of the data are
presented elsewhere.

ERDA-6 was tested to characterize the brine reservoir encountered in 1975 and to determine
the condition and integrity of the grout plug placed in the borehole in 1976. Fluids from the
borehole were tested chemically to evaluate the brines. Further drilling was planned to
determine the deformation of the units, but this was postponed. Geophysical logs were run to
determine fluid sources and to evaluate casing/cement bond. One drill stem test and three
flow tests were conducted on the reservoir to provide data for hydrologic interpretations and
samples for chemical testing. Fifty brine and twenty gas samples were obtained for analysis.
Sixty feet of core were obtained, including nine feet of cement plug. The cement plug/rock
contact is commonly unbonded and open, possibly due to drilling and handling. Logs confirm
that the brine is produced from fractures at about 2711 ft depth.

WIPP-12 was deepened to determine the nature and extent of Castile Formation deformation
over a subdued domal structure. A pressurized brine was encountered in the upper Castile,
and the hydrologic and chemical studies were initiated. Hydrologic testing included drill stem
testing, pressure build-up monitoring, and flow monitoring during drilling to provide volume
estimates. Surface samples of brine (16) and gas (4) and subsurface samples (2) were obtained
for analysis in the field and laboratory. Core was obtained from 2776 to 3925 ft, through the
fluid-producing zone. Fractures occur exclusively in the Anhydrite 111 member; "...fluid-
producing fractures are probably between 3016 feet and 3021 feet." Geophysical logs were
obtained after the brine reservoir was encountered and after drilling to total depth. DWP

Davies, P.B. 1986. "Pleistocene-To-Present Flow-System Evolution in the Northern Delaware
Basin, Southeastern New Mexico -- Analysis Using Transient Cross-Sectional Flow
Simulations," Abstracts with Programs, 1986. Geological Society of America. 99th Annual
Meeting and Exposition. San Antonio. T..Y. November 10-13. 1986. Vol. 18, no. 6, 580.
(Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Several types of geologic evidence indicate that the groundwater flow system in
the northern Delaware Basin contained more water during past glacial pluvial periods than it
does at present. This evidence includes Pleistocene-age gypsite spring deposits at elevations
well above the current water table, veinlets and pods of selenite in currently unsaturated rock,
and Pleistocene-age stream deposits indicating the presence of significant quantities of surface
water available for recharge. Isotopic studies indicate the presence of relatively old, slow-
moving ground water at depth in the current flow system.
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A transient cross-sectional flow model has been used to examine evolution of the current flow
system from a Pleistocene system that contained higher groundwater levels. The 30-kilometer
cross-section includes post-Salado Formation (Permian age) u_aits from a topographic divide in
the east to a valley (Nash Draw) produced by evaporite dissolution and subsidence in the west.
Variations in hydraulic-conductivity distribution, initial conditions, and boundary conditions
provide the basis for examining flow-system evolution.

Simulation results indicate that the flow system drains very slowly from its initially "charged"
state at the termination of the last glacial pluvial, and that present flow patterns in this
semiarid region may be affected by this transient drainage process. Drainage is concentrated
in the area just east of Nash Draw, where deformation associated with evaporite dissolution
and subsidence has increased rock permeability. Substantial underpressuring develops in a
relatively permeable dolomite unit that is well connected to a discharge area in the west but
poorly connected to a source of recharge in the east.

Davies, P.B. 1987. "Modeling Areal, Variable-Density, Ground-Water Flow Using Equivalent
Freshwater Head -- Analysis of Potentially Significant Errors," Proceedings of the Solving
Ground Water Problems with Models, Deuver. CO, f'ehruar.l' 10-12. 1987. Dublin, OH:
National Water Well Association. Vol. 2, 888-903.

ABSTRACT: The concept of equivalent freshwater head is widely used in modeling
groundwater flow systems that contain water with substantial spatial variation in fluid density.
The use of equivalent freshwater head implicitly assumes that groundwater flow is
approximately horizontal, and, therefore, density-related gravity effects are small and can be
ignored. The relative importance of density-related gravity effects can be examined by
expanding the gravity term Darcy's Law and separating an equivalent freshwater head term,
which represents the pressure-driven component of flow, from a density-related error term,
which represents the gravity-driven component of flow. The resulting expression illustrates
that it is not the absolute magnitude of the density-related error term, but rather the relative
magnitude of this term versus the magnitude of the equivalent freshwater head term that
determines whether density-related gravity effects will be significant in a given situation. A
useful measure of the relative importance of density-related gravity effects is the
dimensionless ratio of the magnitude of the density-related error term to the magnitude of the
equivalent freshwater head term. An analysis of the relative magnitude of density-related
gravity effects has been made as part of a regional study of the groundwater flow system in a
gently dipping dolomite aquifer in the vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in
southeastern New Mexico. A comparison of equivalent freshwater head simulations with
variable-density simulations reveals an area along the flow path leaving the site where
equivalent freshwater head simulations produce errors in predicted flow direction of as much
as 170° and underestimate predicted velocity magnitudes by as much as a factor of 10.

Davies, P.B. 1989a. "Analysis of Variable-Density Groundwater Flow in Vicinity of Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), Southeastern New Mexico, _' Ahslracls, 28th htlernalional
Geological Cott$,,ress, lVa._hilt_,,tolt.DC, Jul.l' 9-19. 1989. SAND88-2637A. Voi. 28, no. 1,
1-371. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a US Department of Energy (DOE)
project designed to provide a research and development facility to demonstrate the safe
disposal of transuranic ('FRU) waste from defense-related activities. The WIPP consists of an
underground repository mined from a thick bedded-salt unit and associated waste-handling
facility at land surface. The facility is located in southeastern New Mexico in an evaporite-
bearing sedimentary basin known as the Delaware Basin. A key component in the assessment
of the long-term performance of the facility is evaluating the potential for radionuclide
transport from the underground repository to the biosphere by groundwater.
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The WIPP repository is located approximately 650 m below land surface in the lower part of
the predominantly halite Permian Salado Formation. Overlying the Salado is the Permian
Rustler Formation, which is composed of interbedded halite, anhydrite, fine-grained clastics,
and two dolomite units. The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation has been
identified as being the most transmissive water-bearing unit and is considered an important
potential pathway for the transport of radionuclides to the biosphere in the event of a
repository breach. Within the Rustler, secondary processes of halite dissolution, subsidence,
and calcium sulfate hydration have produced complex hydrologic conditions. Complexities
include spatial variation in permeability of several orders of magnitude within the same rock
unit, local areas of fracture-dominated flow, and variation in fluid density ranting [sic] from
1.0 g/cm 3 (freshwater) to 1.2 g/cm 3 (NaCI saturated brine). Secondary processes have been
most active in an area west of WIPP, producing a pronounced north-south trending valley
called Nash Draw. East of Nash Draw, halite dissolution and other secondary processes have
been less active, and there is a transition from fractured to intact rock with associated
decreasing permeability. The WIPP Site is located within this transition zone, which generally
is characterized by large spatial variation in permeability and fluid density.

A new analytic technique was developed to facilitate the construction of numerical simulations
of groundwater in variable-density flow environments. Based on a dimensional analysis of
Darcy's Law, the technique provides a dimensionless parameter characterizing the relative
magnitude of pressure-related versus density-related flow-driving forces. This parameter can
be evaluated using field data on aquifer structure, fluid density, and equivalent freshwater
head. Mapping the dimensionless driving-force parameter over the WIPP region provided the
information necessary to locate model boundaries in areas where fluid-density effects are not
significant, thereby reducing boundary condition complexity and uncertainty. Mapping of the
driving-force parameter also identified an important area along the flow paths leaving the site
where numerical simulations based solely on equivalent freshwater heads produce errors in
predicted flow direction of as much as 105 ° and errors in predicted velocity magnitude of as
much as 80%.

Assuming that solute transport takes place slowly relative to pressure redistributions, an
approximate steady-state solution was calibrated to the observed equivalent freshwater heads
using the observed fluid densities to specify a constant-in-time density distribution. The
assumption of a specified density distribution was then examined using a 1000-year transient
transport simulation. This transient simulation shows that solute redistribution has very little
impact on flow over a 100-year time period and only minor effects in local areas over a
1000-year time period. The flow field from the steady-state simulation, along with transient
transport patterns, indicate that flow velocities are relatively fast west of the site ('!0 -6 m/s)
and extremely slow (10 -12 m/s) east and northeast of the site. In the transition zone between
these two extremes, which includes the WlPPSite, velocities are highly variable.

A series of sensitivity simulations was used to analyze boundary effects and vertical flux.
These simulations indicate that if the Culebra is as impermeable to the east and northeast as
geologic conditions indicate, the central and western parts of the region, including the WIPP
Site, are fairly well insulated from the eastern and northeastern boundaries. Simulation of a
5 m head increase along a river boundary to the southwest indicates that if the Culebra were
tightly confined throughout the entire region, approximately 50% of any change in river
elevation eventually would be manifested as head change in the C_Jlebra at the WIPP Site. A
series of vertical-flux simulations indicate that as much as 25% of total inflow to the Culebra
could be entering as vertical flux. These simulations also indicate that if water enters the
Culebra vertically, most of the influx is geographically restricted to the westernmost part of
the transition zone adjacent to Nash Draw.

The dimensionless driving-force analysis and numerical flow simulations provide important
insight to variable-density flow behavior in the WIPP region. These simulations also will be
used to provide transient boundary condition int'ormation for numerical simulations that
examine flow and transport in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP repository, which are being
developed by INTERA Technologies under contract to Sandia National Laboratories (SNL).
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Davies, P.B. 1989b. "Assessing Deep-Seated Dissolution-Subsidence Hazards at Radioactive-
Waste Repository Sites in Bedded Salt," Engineering Geology. Vol. 27, 467-487.

ABSTRACT: Deep-seated salt dissolution and associated subsidence have occurred in many
salt-bearing sedimentary basins. Because of its capacity for breaching the hydrologic integrity
of a thick salt unit, the dissolution-subsidence process is a potential hazard requiring thorough
assessment at proposed radioactive waste repository sites in bedded salt. In order to develop a
better understanding of this potential hazard, a combination of field studies and theoretical
analyses are used to delineate the physical processes that control dissolution and subsidence.
This information is used, in turn, to develop strategies for assessing this hazard at any given
bedded salt repository site.

A generalized hydrogeologicai model of dissolution has been developed consisting of a salt unit
separated from an underlying aquifer by a low-permeability unit. This model suggests that
local salt-removal rates can vary over many orders of magnitude, from microns per year to
meters per year, depending on the hydrogeoiogic conditions beneath the salt unit,

Salt deformation is strongly rate sensitive, so the rat_ of salt removal strongly influences the
structural form of subsidence. Low salt-removal rates produce predominantly ductile
subsidence, which is characterized by the gradual forma_.ion of a broad sha:low depression that
is narrower and deeper in successively lower horizons. G,", the other hand, high salt-removal
rates produce predominantly brittle subsidence, which is characterized by the formation of a
steep-walled chimney, filled with down-dropped, brecciated rock, Ductile subsidence
depressions and brittle subsidence chimneys most likely represent the endpoints of a continuous
range of structural forms.

Assessing potential dissolution-subsidence hazards at a given repository site begins with the
identification and characterization of existing dissolution-subsidence features in the site area.
Studies of existing features should be complemented by an evaluation of the potential for
undetected or future dissolution activity, based on the deep hydrogeologic conditions at the
site. Potential salt-removal rates predicted by this analysis are then used as an analysis of the
structural character and timing of potential subsidence.

Davies, P.B. 1989c. Variahle-Detlsit._' Ground-Water Flow attd Paleohydrolog.l' iJt the IVaste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Region. Southeastern New Mexico. Open-File Report 88-490.
Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: A series of analyses, including variable-density flow simulations, was used to
examine groundwater flow in the vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the
context of the regional flow system. WIPP is an underground repository mined from a thick
bedded-salt unit to provide a facility for the disposal of radioactive waste. WIPP is located in
southeastern New Mexico. ]'he analyses primarily examined the Culebra Dolomite Member of
the Rustler Formation, which is a potential pathway For the transport of radionuclides to the
biosphere in the event of a breach of the WIPP repository.

An analysis of the relative magnitude of pressure-related and density-related flow-driving
forces indicates that density-related forces are not significant at the WIPP Site and to the west
but are significant in areas to the north, northeast, and south of the site. The area to the south
is important because it lies along potential transport pathways from the site. In this area,
groundwater flow simulations based on equivalent freshwater head produce very misleading
information on predicted flow directions and velocity magnitudes.
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A regional-scale, variable-density model of groundwater flow in the Culebra Dolomite
Member was developed in which a baseline, approximate steady-state simulation was calibrated
to the distribution of equivalent freshwater heads. "lne flow field from the baseline
simulation, along with long-term brine transport patterns, indicates that flow velocities are
relatively fast west of the site and extremely slow east and northeast of the site. in the
transition zone between these two extremes, which includes the WIPP Site, velocities are highly
variable.

A series of sensitivity simulations was used to analyze boundary effects and vertical flux.
These simulations indicate that if the Culebra is as impermeable to the east and northeast of
the W1PP Site as geologic conditions indicate, the central and western parts of the region,
including the WIPP Site, are fairly well insulated from the eastern and northeastern boundaries
and are insensitive to whatever conditions are assumed to be present along these boundaries.
A simulation of a 5-m head increase along the Pecos River boundary indicates that if the
Culebra were tightly confined throughout the entire region, approximately 50% of any change
in rive_ elevation would eventually reach the WIPP Site. Uncertainty in the regional
distrib,,tion of storage characteristics in the Culebra makes it difficult to accurately predict
how I,Jng it would take for Pecos-related stresses to propagate through the WIPP region. A
serie, of vertical-flux simulations indicates that as much as 25% of total inflow to the Culebra
co_',d be entering as vertical flux. These simulations also indicate that if significant volumes
z; water enter the Culebra vertically, most of the influx must be occurring in the westernmost
part of the transition zone adjacet_;, to Nash Draw.

Motivated by recent isotopic and geochemical analyses, a simple cross-sectional model was
developed to provide a physically based analysis of the flow system as it may have drained
through time following recharge during a past glacial pluvial. Drainage for 20,000 years was
simulated using a variety of hydraulic-conductivity distributions for rock units overlying the
Culebra. These simulations indicate that the system as a whole drains very slowly and that it
apparently could sustain flow from purely transient drainage following recharge of the system
during the Pleisto,cene. Although these simulations do not prove that this has been the case,
they do show that such long-term transient drainage is physically possible. The simulations
also indicate that the observed underpressuring of the Culebra in the vicinity of the WIPP Site
is most likely the hydrodynamic result of the Culebra having a relatively high hydraulic
conductivity and being well connected to its discharge area but poorly connected to sources of
recharge.

Davies, P.B., and G.A. Freeze. 1990. "The Role of Geologic Heterogeneities in Controlling the
Flow of Waste-Generated Gas from the WIPP Repository," Ahstracts with Programs.
Geological Society of America. Dallas. T.V. October 29-November I. 1990. Vol. 22, no. 7,
AI00. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Recent analysis of the post-closure evolution of disposal rooms in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) repository indicate that microbial degradation of organic waste and
anoxic corrosion of steel drums and metallic waste may be capable of generating significant gas
pressures. Assessing the impact of waste-generated gas on long-term repository performance
requires an evaluation of the hydrologic response of the surrounding bedded salts of the Salado
Formation.

Early hydraulic testing and analyses of the Salado conceptualized this bedded salt as a
relatively homogeneous, low-permeability medium, with permeability of the order of 10-2a to
10-2° m 2 (1 to 10 nanodarcy). However, while the Salado is primarily halite, it contains
interbeds of clay and anhydrite, and the halite itself is characterized by stratigraphically
controlled variations in grain size, texture, and impurity content (mostly clay). Recent
improvements in the resolution of in situ permeability measurements have revealed significant
variability, with permeabilities ranging from less that 10-_a na2 (less than 0.01 nanodarcy) in
relatively pure halite beds to as high as 10-18 m2 (! microdarcy) within some of the anhydrite
interbeds. A second important factor influencing the release of waste-generated gas is the
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threshold pressures required to overcome capillary resistance and drive gas into brine-filled
rock pores. Estimates of threshold pressure based on an empirical correlation dependent on
intrinsic permeability and on capillary tube model yield values ranging from less than I MPa
in the higher permeability anhydrite interbeds to greater than 50 MPa in relatively pure halite,

A multiphase flow model has been used to examine the hydrologic response of the bedded salt
to gas pressurization of the repository. Preliminary simulations suggest that early-time brine
flow toward the repository is reversed as gas pressures rise, causing brine and dissolved gas to
flow from the repository into the formation. Once gas pressure in the disposal room exceeds
the sum of brine and threshold pressures in the rock pores, free gas flows outward into the
formation. Because of the combination ot" relatively high intrinsic permeability and relatively
low threshold pressure, gas flow is predominantly into the relatively high permeability
anhydrite interbeds.

Dawson, P.R. 1979, Con,stitutive Model.s Applied ill the Anal)',si,s o/ Creep of Rock Salt.
SAND79-0137. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Constitutive equations for the creep of rock salt that have been utilized in the
analyses of salt deformations are summarized. Primary creep, secondary creep, and
elastoviscnplastic models are discussed. The strains predicted by several of the primary creep
constitutive models are compared for identical conditions of deviatoric stress and temperature.
Steady-state creep rates are compared under identical conditions of deviatoric stress and
temperatJre for the secondary creep equations.

Dawson, P.R., and P.F. Cha_ez. 1978. COUPI, EFLO--A Computer Code for Coupled Creeping
l.'iscou,s Flow and Conductive-Convecltve tteal Tran.s.l'er, Part I. Thet_retical Background.
SAND78-1406. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: COUPLEFLO is a two-dimensional finite element code for plane strain or
axisymmetric analyses of thermomechanically coupled systems. It is capable of analyzing the
creeping flow of non-Newtonian fluids or the secondary creep of solids. COUPI..EF'I.O solves
equations for conductive-convective heat transfer to determine the thermal response of a
system. Thermomechanical coupling between the flow field and temperature distribution can
exist in terms of temperature dependent material properties, temperature dependent body
forces, viscous dissipation, material convection, and changing system geometry. Either
transient or steady-state problems can be analyzed in Eulerian or quasi-l.agrangian reference
frames. Part 1 - Theoretical Background contains the governing equations, finite element
formulation, and verification of the code capabilities. Part il - User's Manual [Chavez and
Dawson, 19'78] contains instructions for code use.

Dawson, P.R., and D.E. Munson. 1983. "Numerical Simulation of Creep l)eformations Around
a Room in a Deep Potash Mine," htlernaliottal Jour_tal of Roclv .lh'chanics and ._linin,v
Seience,s and Geomechanics Ah,slracts. SANI)82-0184J. Vol, 20, no. I, 33-42.

ABSTRACT: A finite-element technique is used in this work to simulate the closure of an in
situ test room developed during excavation of a deep potash mine. l:or the calculations, a
constitutive model for creep was determined from laboratory triaxial tests of salt and short
cylinder compressive tests of potash, and was incorporated into a coupled thermomechanical
formulation for analyzing creeping viscous flow. lhe model is a multimechanism
representation of three thermally activated deformation mechanisms acting in parallel. Because
the field test was a well-documented, two-dimensional configuration and because the
constitutive model was uniquely determined by independent laboratory data, the good
agreement obtained between calculations and field data for the significant duration of the test
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is an important first step in verifying the simulation technique. The constitutive model and
numerical methods presented here can be used to understand creep in deep potash mines, and
(very importantly) can aid in the design of facilities for isolating radioactive wastes and storing
petroleum reserves.

Dawson, P.R., and J.R. Tillerson. 1977a. Comparative Evaluations o/ the Thermomechanical
Responses for Three High Level IVaste Canister Emplacement Alternatives. SAND77-0388.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Three alternative configurations of room design and waste canister emplacement
for disposing of high level waste in salt at a depth of 2700 ft have been modeled to determine
their structural response. Thermal loading is specified as 37 W/m s (about 150 kw/acre). The
numerical analyses use Sandia versions of finite element codes COUPLEFLO and SANDIA-
BMINES for heat transfer/creep responses and thermoelastic analyses, respectively. The results
are judged by the criterion that the wastes be retrievable for several years after being placed
in the repository. Coupled secondary creep and heat transfer computations indicate that the
future retrieva_ of waste is most readily assured with a design that combines a low extraction
ratio (large pillars) with waste canisters placed in the floors of each storage room. Room
closure caused by thermoelastic behavior is computed to be minimal compared to room closure
caused by creep deformation. DWP

Dawson, P.R., and J.R. Tillerson. 1977b. "Thermally Induced Movement of Nuclear Waste
Canisters in Salt Formations," 7"ransactions of the American Nuclear Society, 1977 Annual
Meeting, San Francisco, CA, November 27-December 2, 1977. Vol. 27, 438-440. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: Canisters of heat-generating radioactive waste may rise by buoyant forces after
burial in a salt repository. Creeping viscous flow and heat transfer were coupled
thermomechanically to model canister motion with varied conductivity, viscosity, and canister
density over as long as 3000 years. The canister initially sinks until a convective cell forms
and reverses the direction. The canister sinks again as the heat diminishes. Velocities and
total displacement are both insufficient to breach waste isolation; total distance travelled by the
canister over the cycle ranges up to about 2.5 m for cases considered. DWP

Dawson, P.R., and J.R. Tillerson. 1978a. Nuclear Waste Cani,ster Thermall.l' Induced Motion.
SAND78-0566. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The movement of canisters containing heat producing nuclear wastes has been
analyzed using a single canister model in a salt environment. Steady-state and transient
analyses both indicate that only minimal canister movement will result from buoyancy of
heated salt.

Dawson, P.R., and J.R. Tillerson. 1978b. "Salt Motion Following Nuclear Waste Disposal,"
Proceedings of the International Conference on Evaluation and Predictimt of Subsidence,
Pensacola, FL. January 15-20, 1978. CONF-780136-1; SAND77-I226C. (Available from
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA).
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ABSTRACT: Heat from radioactive wastes can produce ground movements in the vicinity of
storage rooms and extending to the repository surface. Heat can accelerate the rates of creep
caused by overburden loads and accentuate room closure. Salt can rise and move the
radioactive wastes upward with it specifically because of the buoyancy of heated salt relative
to its surroundings. The induced ground motion can extend from the mine horizon to the
ground surface.

Two finite element models have been used to analyze heated salt behavior. One model uses a
thermomechanical secondary creep approximation. The second finite element model
determines stresses and deformations resulting from changes in temperature.

Three configurations of rooms and high level waste canister emplacements were modeled with
these codes. Low extraction ratios and placing canisters vertically in the floor of excavated
rooms provide the best alternative to be able to retrieve wastes for several years after storage.

Heat-generating waste canisters might be expected to rise from buoyant salt movement.
Analysis suggests the canister will initially sink, then rise, and then sink through its thermal
history. The velocities are small, and the total displacement is less than i m.

The buoyant motion of salt for the repository region was analyzed for a thermal load of 25
W/m 2 (100 kW/acre) which decays with a thirty year half life. The ground surface shows
movement on the order of 0.5 m after 400 years. The results also show that it is valid to
assume that creep strains dominate over elastic strains during the period in which most of the
deformation occurs. DWP

Deal, D.E. 1988. "Brine Seepage into the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Excavations," Waste
Management 88, Waste Processing, Transportation, Storage and Disposal, Technical Programs
and Public Education, Tucson, AZ, February 28-March 3, 1988, Ed, R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 649-657.

ABSTRACT: Although the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) underground workings are
considered "dry," small amounts of brine (on the order of 0.1 to 2% by weight) are present.
This amount of brine is not unexpected in rocks of marine sedimentary origin and some
migrates into the repository in response to pressure gradients, at essentially isothermal
conditions. These small quantities of brine have little effect on the day-to-day operations, but
are pervasive throughout the repository and may contribute enough moisture over a period of
years to effect resaturation and repressurization after sealing and closure.

The observations reported here were obtained in the course of the WIPP Brine Sampling and
Evaluation Program (BSEP). Over 2900 brine accumulation measurements have been made in
over 14kin of drifts and associated drill holes. The BSEP Data Collection began in 1984 and
many of the brine seeps have been monitored for more than 900 days.

Brine occurs as "weeps" on exposed surfaces and as seeps of brines at various locations, most
noticeably in holes drilled from the underground workings. Over 1400 underground drill
holes, most 15 m or less in length, exist at WIPP. Small amounts of gas are usually associated
with the brine. Gas bubbles are observed in many of the brine occurrences. Gas is known to
exsoive from solution as the brine is poured from container to container.

Measured occurrences have seepage rates that range from less than surface evaporation rates to
approximately 0.5 L/day. Most of the seepage rates range between a few tenths and a few
hundredths of a liter per day. Individual occurrences vary greatly and some dramatically,
making the discussion of "averages" or "typical occurrences" dift'icult or misleading. Most
occurrences have an initial period of no flow followed by peak seepage rates that declined to
relatively steady or slightly decreasing rates over the observation period.
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It is clear from these preliminary data that the brine, gas, and salt creep phenomepa are
intimately associated. Pressure-driven brine inflows that are not the result of brine migration
in a thermal gradient may occur at any time a pressure difference exists, including after
sealing and closure of the repository, it is likely that the observed seepages into the repository
excavations are dominated by the response to transient pressure gradients resulting from the
excavation of the repository itself. A component due to regional hydraulic head cannot be
ruled out at this time, but if it exists, it appears to be relatively very small.

Deal, D.E., and J.B. Case. 1987. Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program Phase I Report.
DOE-WIPP 87-008. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: This interim report presents preliminary data obtained in the course of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program. The investigations focus
on the brine present in the near-field environment around the WIPP underground workings
that is easily moved under existing pressure gradients. Observations began in 1983 and were
expanded in 1984 and 1985. Most of the data reported in this document were acquired in the
600 clays after January I, 1985.

Although the WIPP underground workings are considered "dry," small amounts of brine are
present, probably on the order of 0.1 to 0.5% by weight of the surrounding rocks. This
amount of brine is not unexpected in rocks of marine sedimentary origin. Part of thac brine
can and does migrate into the repository in response to p_essure gradients, at essentially
isothermal conditions. These small volumes of brine have little effect on the day-to-day
operations, but are pervasive throughout the repository and may contribute enough moisture
over a period of years to affect resaturation anad repressurization after sealing and closure.

The inflows occur as "weeps" on the exposed surfaces and as very small inflows of brine at
various locations, most noticeably in holes drilled outward from the underground workings.
Over 1400 underground drill holes, most 15 m or less in length, exist at WIPP. Gas is usually
associated with the brine inflows. Gas bubbles are observed in many of the brine occurrences.
Gas is also known to exsolve from solution as the brine is poured from container to container.

Measured brine occurrences have inflow rates that range from less than surface evaporation
rates to approximately 0.5 L/day. Most range between a few tenths and a few hundredths of a
liter per day. Individual occurrences vary greatly and some drill holes less than a meter apart
have brine inflows that contrast dramatically, making the discussion of "averages" or "typical
occurrences" difficult or misleading. Most occurrences have initial peak inflow rates that
decline to steady rates over the observation period. Some have ceased entirely, and a few have
increased inflows.

The largest individual production that was measured during this reporting period produced an
aggregate of over 235 L of brine. It was clearly an unusual and exceptional occurrence, and
inflow rates for that occurrence have declined over the observation period.

It is clear from these preliminary data that the brine, gas, and salt creep phenomena are
intimately associated. Pressure-driven brine inflows that are not the result of brine migration
in a thermal gradient may occur at any time a pressure difference exists, including after
sealing and closure of the repository, it is likely that the observed inflows into the repository
excavations are dominated by the response to transient pressure gradients resulting from the
excavation of the repository itself. A component caused by regional hydraulic head cannot be
ruled out at this time, but if it exists, it appears to be relatively very small.

Investigations of the occurrence and chemistry of the brines are continuing.

Deal, D.E., and W.M. Roggenthen. 1989. "The Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program (BSEP)
at WIPP: Results of Four Years of Brine Seepage Data," Waste Management 89, Waste
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Processing, Transportation, Storage aml Disposal, 7"eclmical Progranzs and Public Education,
Tucson, AZ, Fehruar.|, 26-March 2, 1989. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of
Arizona. Vol. 1, 405-406,

ABSTRACT: The Permian salt beds of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility are
virtually dry. The amount of water present in the rocks exposed in the excavations that is free
to migrate under pressure gradients was estimated by heating salt samples to 95°C and
measuring weight loss. Clear halite contains about 0.22 weight % water and the more
argillaceous units average about 0,75 weight %. Measurements made since 1984 as part of the
Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program (BSEP) indicate that small amounts of this brine can
migrate into the excavations and do accumulate in the underground environment, Brine
seepage into drill holes monitored since they were drilled show that brine seepage decreases
with time and that many have dried up entirely, "Weeping" of brine from the walls of the
repository excavations also decreases after two or more years, Chemical analyses of the brines
show that they are sodium chloride saturated and magnesium rich.

Deal D.IE.I, and W.IM,I Roggenthen. 1990. "Evolution of the Hydrologic System in a
Deforming Salt Medium," ,4h._tracts w{lh Programs. Geological Soczet.l' of America, 1990
Ammal Meeting. Dallas, T.V. Octoher 29..Nol'emher !, 199(I. Vol. 22, no. 7, 100. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: Low permeabilities in the evaporitic sequence of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) repository horizon limit brine flow, These bedded halite and argillaceous halite units
with minor anhydrite and clay interbeds have bulk water contents of about 0.5 to 0.75 weight
%. Features, which indicate brine flow, such as small weeps on the sides of the drifts, salt
stalactites, and brine seepage (< 0.05 L/day) into shallow (15 to 45 m) bore holes within the
facility are common. Two possible flow systems have been proposed; first, flow of far-field
brines in a hydrologic system similar to usual hydrologic systems, and/or second, flow of near-
field interstitial brines within the deforming rock zone induced by the presence of the
excavations. Construction of the WIPP at 655 m depth creates a deviatoric stress that drives
the flow of near-field salt, brine, and gas toward the excavation. "l'l',e depositional history
suggests that the clays in the system are underconsolidated because they were sealed within
impermeable evaporites shortly after deposition. Deforming salt may squeeze water from the
near-field clays into fracture openings. The weeps represent the early stage of flow. They are
well developed on the sides of the excavations but are virtually nonexistent on the roofs of the
drifts, suggesting that most initial flow is parallel to bedding. As the excavations age,
fractures develop in response to underlying salt creep and intercept horizontally-flowing brine,
channeling it downward under gravity flow into I'tactures in the floor.

Deal, D.E., ,I.B. Case, R.M. Deshler, P.E, Drez, J. Myers, and J.R. Tyburski, 1987. Brine
Sampling and Evaluation Program Phaw II Report. DOE-WIPP-87-010. Carlsbad, NM:
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: Eighty-seven brine observations, between August 1986 and July 1987, update
the data in the earlier phase i report for the Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program (BSEP).

Although Waste Isolation Pilot I'lant (WlPP) underground workings are considered "dry", small
anaounts of brine are present. Some brine migrates in response to pressure gradients at
essentially isothermal conditions. Brine seepages are manit'ested by salt efflorescences, moist
areas, and fluid accumulations in drill holes.

Weep data acquired confirm previous observations that weeps are pervasive, they occur on
exposed lithologic surfaces, and more brine seeps through ti_e walls than through the roof of
the workings. Weeps appear to develop more quickly on units containing clay, but clear halite
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and clear polyhalitic halite units also produce weeps, l iowever, more brine may actually seep
from clear halite than from argillaceous (clayey) halite units in some locations over long
periods of time.

in earlier reports, closely-spaced drill holes were observed to differ dramatically in brine
accumulation. 'Averages' or 'typical occurrences' may be misleading.

The amount of brine accumulating within 3,.1downholes confirm general accumulation trends:
15 increasing, 5 steady, 12 decreasing, and 2 dry. Six downholes that were observed for more
than 800 days had steady or increasing accumulation trends in August 1986 and now have
slightly decreasing trends.

Upholes generally produce much less brine than the downholes. Data for 17 upholes show
general accumulation trends: 3 increasing, 2 decreasing, and 12 dry. One location, monitored
since November 1985, spontaneously seeps into a drift and moistens the floor, producing
approximately 0.5 1. of brine per day.

A series of 12 nearly horizontal holes were drilled in the north wall ot" the SI950 drift at El00,
documenting that brine seepage partly correlates with the stratigraphy of the Salado Formation.
The most brine seeped from units near a slightly polyhalitic halite (orange band) used as a
reference horizon during excavation.

A _rill-hole video camera observed suspected damp areas or zones of salt encrustation on the
sides of six downholes. Salt buildups were observed at MB-139 and anhydrite"c". Salt knobs
and crusts were also seen at other stratigraphic horizons and, in one case, were fracture
associated.

Samples collected for chemical analysis may not always represent formation brine. Fresh
water, brines of other composition, and soluble materials have been both intetationally and
unintentionally introduced. Ten s,'_mples from four locations appear to be uncontaminated.
They arc saturated, magnesium-rich sodium chloride brines with a specific gravity in excess of
1.2 g/crn _.

Moisture content was measured on an additional 101 samples from the stratigraphic units
exposed in WIPP excavations and from drill holes. Moisture content distinctly correlates with
stratigraphy. The "easily moved" moisture was driven off at 95°(?. At 150°C only 0 to 20%
additional rnoisture was driven off by dehydrating the clay minerals. Measured moisture
content of halite samples was approximately 0.5% or less by weight. Electromagnetics,
resistivity, radar, and nuclear source techniques were evaluated for ability to provide rapid and
cost-effective estimations of in situ moisture content n_easurements. As variations in brine
content within a rock strongly atTect conductance, the electromagnetic (EM) method should
have application to the WIPP brine studies. Although it was not possible to completely
eliminate anthropogenic effects, the EM method gave promise as providing an index to relative
moisture content ol+ the rocks near the facility horizon. As brine reduces the resistivity of a
material, it should be possible to determine relative variations in moisture content. Ground-
penetrating radar and neutron-absorption techniques were found unsuitable for application to
the BSEP at WIPP. Ground-penetrating radar could not delineate gradational variations, and
neutron-absorption techniques produced large data errors. Flectromagnetic or resistivity
surveys are the most applicable geophysical techniques for the BSEP. These techniques
provide data that is averaged over a volume of rock and can, in effect, "look" different
distances into the surroundings. Geophysical techniques must be calibrated by in situ moisture
content measurements and are not an adequate substitute for those measurements, t:or the
immediate needs of the I:ISIiP, moisture contents will be directly measured.

Preliminary, vertical drill hole data indicates that zones within the salt contain more moisture
than anhydrite interbeds. In nlan) places more moisture appears to seep from the anhydrite
beds than from the salt. in this case, the most moist (greater porosity) and most productive
(greater permeability) stratigraphic horizons are not the same.
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The following BSEP activities continue: measure brine seepage accumulations and rates, analyze
brine chemistry, measure moisture content of Salado rocks, and document with photographs the
slow changes related to brine seepage at selected locations. DWP

Dennehy, K.F. 1982. Re,sults of tl)'drologic 7'c',s/,saJtd ll'ater-Chc'mistr.l' Aitalj'.se,s. IVell.s 11-6,4.
H-6B. attd H-6C, at the Proposed It'a_le l_olalimt Pilol Plaptl Site, Sou/hea._tertz New Mexico.
Water-Resources Investigations 82-8. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic testing was conducted at wells H-6A, ti-6B, and H-6C in the
northwestern part of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New
Mexico to define hydraulic properties of three water-bearing zones. The zones tested were the
Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation and the Rustler Formation-
Salado Formation contact, The Magenta Dolomite and the Rustler/Salado contact yielded water
to wells at rates less than 0,5 gal/min as determined from shut-in and slug tests. These test
methods were not applicable for the hydrologic testing of the Culebra Dolomite Member of the
Rustler Formation at well H-6B. Therefore, a transmissivity value for the Culebra Dolomite
Member was obtained by conducting conventic)nal pumping and recovery tests. Well I--!-613was
pumped at a rate of approximately II gal/min. Throughout the testing of the Magenta
Dolomite Member and the Rustler-Salado contact, water-pressure response in the test zones
was monitored by a pressure-transducer :_ystem. The calculated transmissivity values for the
test zones were 0.3 ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 10-_) for the Magenta Dolomite
Member at well H-6A, 78 ft2/day for the Culebra Dolomite Member at well H-6B, and 0.003
ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 10'_) for the Rustler Formation/Salado Formation contact
at well H-6C.

Water samples from the Mager_ta Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation had a dissolved-
solids concentration of 5,760 rag/L, The major chemical constituents of water samples from
this zone were sulfate, sodium, and cl_loride. Water samples from the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation had a dissolved-solids concentration ot" 52,600 rag/L, and
samples from the Rustler Formation-Salado Formation contact had 316,000 rag/L; chloride and
sodium were the major constituents in the water samples. Radium-266, a naturally occurring
radioactive element, was present in samples from all three zones.

Dennehy, K.F., and P.A. Da_is. 1981."itydrologic Testing of Tight Zones in Southeastern New
Mexico," Ground II'ater. Vol. 19, no. 5, 482-489.

ABSTRACT: Increased attention is being directed toward the investigation of tight zones in
relation to the storage and disposal of hazardous wastes. Shut-in tests, slug-tests, and
pressure-slug tests are being used at the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site,
located in southeastern New Mexico, to evaluate the fluid-transmitting properties of several
zones above the proposed repository zone. Apparatus used to conduct these tests includes a
pressure-transducer system connected to a recording device at the land surface. All three
testing methods were used in various combinations to obtain values for the hydraulic properties
of the test zones. Multiple testing ova the same zone produced similar results. Transmissivities
determined by these tests range from 0.00001 to 10 ft2/day (.000001 to ! m2/day),

Dennehy, K.F., and J.W. Mercer. 1982. Re sult.s of tt.l'drologic Te.sts cmd IVater-Chemistr.l'
Anal.l'._e,_, IVell,_ H-5A. H-SB. aml tt-5C, at t]_c' Propo,_ed II'a._ie l_olation Pilot Plwlt Site,
Southeastern New Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations 82-19. Albuquerque, NM: US
Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Data were collected during hydrologic testing at Wells tt-5A, H-5B, and tt-5C
in the northeastern part of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern
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New Mexico. The three water-bearing zones tested, the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite
Members of the Rustler Formation and the Rustler Formation-Salado Formation contact, yield
water to wells at rates less than 0.6 gal/min. Throughout tile testing, water-pressure response
in the tested zone was rnonitored by a pressure-transducer system. Shut-in and slug tests were
conducted to acquire data. 'l'he calculated transmissivity values for the test zones were 0.1
ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 10 r,) for the Magenta Dolomite Member at well H. SA,
0.2 ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 105) for the Culebra I)olomite Member 'at Well I t-
5B, and 0.00003 ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 103) for the Rustler Forrnation/Salado
Formation contact at well 11-5C.

Dissolved-solids concentrations in water sarnples were: Magenta Dolomite Member, 6,090
rag/L; Culebra Dolomite Member, 144,000 rag/L; and Rustler Formation-Salado Formation
contact, 412,000 mg/L. ]'he major chemical constituents of water samples from the Magenta
Dolomite Member were sodium and sulfate; from the Culebra Dolomite Member, sodium and
chloride', and from the Rustler Formation-Salado l:'ormation contact, magnesium and chloride.
Radium-226, a naturally occurring radioactive element, was present in samples from all three
zones.

Dennis, A.W., J.A. Milloy, I,.W. Scully, ii.C. Shefelbine, R.E. Stinebaugh, and W.E. Wowak.
1978. Revi._ed Concept for ltw l|"a,_le l._olatio/t Pilot l_laHI. SAND78-1429. Albtlquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The concept for tile Waste Isol'ition Pilot Plant (WIPP) is revised because the
quantities of remotely handled (Rtl) waste for the WIPP have been reduced from the estimates
in the 1977 conceptual design report. The WIPP concel)t provides for tile following: facilities
for disposal of transuranic waste, facilities for research and development with other waste
forms in salt, and a design that does not prevent a future decision to establish a high-level
defense waste repository at this site. The Ril waste capacity is changed from 250 x 103
ft3/year to 10 x 103 fta/year. The underground storage area for RII waste is reduced and will
be used for experiments without jeopardizing future use as a waste disposal area. Surface
facilities and a shaft for RI! waste have been eliminated. 'l'he revised concept h:ls only two
shafts instead of five. Several separate buildings for air filters, waste treatmel_t, and hoists
have been eliminated and their functions incorporated into the waste handling building. "It is
unlikely that significant quantities of high-level waste in a form suitable for geologic disposal
will be available until after 1990..." A high-level waste facility would not be needed before
that time. DWP

Dobrin, M.B, 1979. ConsHlla/tt'_ Report o/t S_'i_mic Surt'c_' o/" II'IPI' Silt' Coptdttcl('d h.l' Becht('l
#t 197_). Document No, 22-V-510-03. San I::rancisco, CA: Flechtel National, Inc. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National l.aboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This report supplements interpretations of seismic surveys of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site conducted in .lane, Iq79. The report addresses the suitability of
evaporite layer_; in the area to locate tile best site. Conclusions are b_sed on data from this and
earlier surveys.

The Salado reflector was more reliable in this survey than in earlier Sandia work. "l'he field
work and processing were done by tile same contractor. Some lines still had poor quality
shallow reflectors. The Cowden reflector was fair, though poorer than tile Salado. The Castile
reflector revealed a "tongue" of geological significance in the northern part of the 4 mi 2 area.
The continuous Cherry Canyon reflector showed some structure under tile Castile "tongue."

A velocity map for tile Salado was constructed that increases reliability for n_apping deeper
reflections. In addition, tile closer spacing of lines rule out m()st faults mapped with tile
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earlier data. Disruption of the Castile in the "tongue" area does not rule out the possibility of
faults or suggest linear fault trends. With the exception of one small area in the "tongue", no
evidence of faulting observed in the Salado or Castile was traced into underlying rocks. The
area of disrupted evaporites should be avoided for siting because the effects of Castile
deformation on the Salado are not precisely known.

Further data processing is recommended for areas where the top of Salado reflections
deteriorate and to obtain a geological interpretation of the "tongue" in the Castile. High
resolution data may be acquired in the field, but the costs are probably not justified for the
WIPP Project. "The seismic data that have been obtained in the WIPP area indicate that any
part of the area south of the 'tongue' ... should be free of disruptions in the Salado or Castile
that would make these formations unsuitable for storage of radioactive wastes." DWP

ANNOTATION: The field data on which this report is mainly based are addressed in Bell and
Murphy and Associates (1979). Sandia data referred to are described in Hern et al. (1979),
Powers et al. (1978), and Barrows et al. (1980).

Dosch, R.G. 1979. "Radionuclide Migration Studies Associated With the WIPP Site in
Southeastern New Mexico," Scientific Basis for Nuclear ll:a.ste ,_lanagement. Proceedings of
the Symposium on 'Science U_tderl.l'ing Radioactive lt,'as/c MaJlagemenl,' Boston, MA,
November 23-Decemher 1. 197S. Ed. G.J. McCarthy. SAND78-1178J. New York, NY:
Plenum Press. Vol. 1, 395-398.

ABSTRACT: A survey of the potential of geological media (frona the vicinity of the tentative
site of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico) for retardation of
radionuclide migration in an aqueous carrier has been completed. The survey included the
measurement of sorption coefficients (K d) for twelve radionuclides between three natural water
simulants and ten rock or mineral samples associated with the site. The results and some
parametric studies involving pH and trace organic constituents in the simulant solution are
described in this paper.

Dosch, R.G. 1980. ,4ssc,ssmc'nt of Potential Radionuclidc' Tran,_pm't in Site-Spec'ific Geologic
Formalimls. SAND79-2468. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Associated with the development of deep, geologic repositories for nuclear" waste
isolation is a need for safety assessments of the potential for nuclide migration. Frequently
used in estimating migration rates is a parameter generally known as a distribution coefficient,
Kd, which describes the distribution of a radionuclide between a solid (rock) and a liquid
(groundwater) phase. This report is intended to emphasize that the use of K d must be coupled
with a knowledge of the geology and release scenarios applicable to a repository. Selected K d
values involving rock samples from and groundwater/brine simulants typical of two potential
repository sites, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and the Nevada l'est Site (NTS), are
used to illustrate this concern. Experimental parameters used in K d measurements including
nuclide concentration, site sanapling/rock composition, and liquid-to-solid ratios are discussed.

The solubility of U(Vi) ira WlPP brine/groundwater was addressed ira order to assess the
potential contribution of this phenomena to K d values. The results showed a general decrease
in solubility with increasing pil as well as a dependence on the total amount of U(VI) initially
present in solution (i-50 ppm range). Also indicated was the formation of a U(VI) particulate
that passed an 0.8 l_m filter but was retained on a 0.2 #m filter. This behavior was observed
in a simulant with a con,,position based on brine from a halite zone ira the vicinity of WIPP.

Understanding rnechanisrns of sorption of radionuclides on rocks would lead to a better
predictive capability. In naost instances, these are not clearly defined and sorption is attributed
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to the presence of trace constituents (often unidentified) in rocks, i.e., clay or hydrous oxide
materials. An attempt was made to determine if this applied to WIPP dolomite rocks by
comparing sorption behavior of the natural material with that of a synthetic dolomite prepared
in the laboratory with reagent grade chemicals. The results were inconclusive as Kci values for
Cs, St, Eu and Pu were comparable or higher on the synthetic material.

The results of a study of Tc sorption by an argillite sample from the Calico Hills Formation at
NTS under ambient laboratory conditions were more conclusive. The Tc sorption was found to
be associated with elemental carbon, which comprised approximately I% by weight of the
rock. Available evidence points to a reduction mechanism leading to the apparent sorption of
Tc on the solid phase.

Dosch, R.G. 1981. Solubility and Sorption Characteristics of Uranium (VI) Associated with
Rock Samples attd Brines/Groundwaters from WIPP and NTS. SAND80-1595. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Solubility measurements for U(VI) in Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)-related
brines/groundwaters were made using initial U(VI) concentrations in the range of ! to 50
#g/ml. Distribution coefficients (Kd) for U(Vi) were determined for Culebra and Magenta
Dolomites using four different brine/groundwater compositions and for argillaceous shale and
hornfels samples from the Eleana and Calico Hills Formation on the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
using a groundwater simulant typical of that area. The Kd's were evaluated as functions of
U(VI) concentration (1.4 X 10 -4 tO 1.4 p.g/ml); solution volume-to-rock mass ratios used in the
measurements (5-100 ml/g), and for WIPP material only; water composition (0-100% brine in
groundwater); and sample location in the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of the
Rustler Formation.

The results indicate that if groundwater intrudes into a repository and leaches a waste form,
significant concentrations of dissolved or colloidal U(VI) could be maintained in the liquid
phase. Should these solutions enter an aquifer system, there are reasonable sets of conditions
that could lead to subsequent migration of U(V[) away from the repository site.

Dosch, R.G., and A.W. Lynch. 1978. Interaction of Radi(muclides [Vith Geomedia Associated
lVith the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (iVIPP) Site in New Mexico. SAND78-0297.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A survey of the potential of geological media from the vicinity of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico for retardation of radionuclide
migration in an aqueous carrier was conducted. The survey included the measurement of
sorption coefficients (Kd) for twelve radionuclides between three natural water simulants and
ten samples from various geological strata.

The nuclides included 137Cs, 8_Sr, 1311, 99Tc, 125Sb, 144Ce, 152Eu, lS3Gd, _°6Ru, 243Am, 244Cm,

and 238pu. The compositions of the simulant solutions were those expected of water in contact
with potash minerals or halite deposits in the area and in a typical groundwater found in the
Delaware Basin, The geological samples were obtained from potential aquifers above and
below the proposed repository horizons and from bedded salt deposits in the repository
horizons, in brine solutions, Tc and I were not significantly adsorbed by any of the minerals
and Cs and Sr showed minimal adsorption (Kd's < 1). The lanthanide and actinide Kd's were
typically > 103 and Ru and Sb Kd's varied in the range of 25 to > 103. In the groundwater
simulant, Tc and I showed the same behavior, but the Kd's o[" the other nuclides were
generally higher.
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Some initial parametric studies involving pH, trace organic constituents in the simulant
solutions, and radionuclide concentrations were carried out. Significant differences in the
observed Kd's can result from varying one or more of these solution parameters.

Dosch, R.G., and A.W. Lynch. 1980. "Radionuclide Transport in a Dolomite Aquifer,"
Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management. Proceedings of tile International Syrnposiurn,
Boston, MA, November 27-30, 1979. Ed. C.J.M. Northrup, Jr. SAND79-1016C. New York,
NY: Plenum Press. Voi. 2, 617-624.

ABSTRACT: The most probable paths for radionuclide transport between the biosphere and
the proposed bedded salt repository, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), in southeastern
New Mexico are through dolomite formations, which are the only currently water-bearing
units overlying the repository horizon. This paper describes some of the experimental work
performed to determine the potential for radionuclide migration in these formations. Included
are the results of radionuclide sorption studies on natural dolomites (Magenta and Culebra) and
on synthetic dolomite (proto-dolomite). Sorption on natural dolomites was evaluated with
respect to core sample location, groundwater composition, nuclide concentration and water
volume to rock mass ratios used in making the measurements. The results show that a discrete
value such as a distribution coefficient (Kd) assigned to a given radionuclide does not
accurately describe its interactions with site specific geological formation.

Drellack, S.L., Jr., and J.G. Wells. 1982a. Geologic' and Well-Construction Data for the H-7
Borehole Complex Neat" the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. Southeastern New
Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations 82-38. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The H-7 borehole complex, a group of three closely spaced bore holes, is located
2 mi southwest of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in east-central Eddy
County, NM. The holes were drilled during September and October 1979 to obtain geologic
and hydrologic data to better define the regional groundwater flow system. The geologic data
presented in this report are part of a site characterization study for the possible storage of
defense-associated radioactive wastes within salt beds of the Salado Formation of Permian age.
The geologic data include detailed descriptions of cores, cuttings, and geophysical logs.

Each bore hole was designed to penetrate a distinct water-bearing zone: H-7a (total depth
154 ft) was completed just below the Magenta dolomite member of the Rustler Formation of
Permian age; H-7b (total depth 286 ft) was completed just below the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Forrnation; and H-7c (total depth 420 ft) was completed below the
Rustler Formation/Salado Formation contact. The geologic units, penetrated in bore hole H-7c
are surficial alluvium and dune sand of Holocene age (0-5 ft); the Gatufia Formation of
Pleistocene age (5-57 ft); and the Dewey Lake Red Beds (57-87 ft), the Rustler Formation
(87-283 ft), and part of the Salado Formation (283-420 ft), all of Permian age. The upper 122
feet of the Salado Formation penetrated by borehole H-7c is composed of residue from
dissolution of halite and associated rocks, indicating that the eastward-moving dissolution front
on top of the Salado, found just to the west of the WIPP Site, has reached the I-!-7 site.

Drellack, S.L., Jr., and J.G. Wells. 1982b. Geologic and IVelI-Construetion Data for the H-9
Borehole Complex Near ttre Proposed IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant Site, Southeastern New
Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations 82-4111. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The H-9 complex, a group of three closely spaced bore holes is located 5.5 mi
south of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in east-central Eddy County, NM.
The holes were drilled during July, August, and September 1979 to obtain geologic and
hydrologic data to better define the regional groundwater-flow system. The geologic data
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presented in this report are part of a site-characterization study for the possible storage of
defense-associated radioactive wastes within salt beds of the Salado Formation of Permian age.
The geologic data include detailed descriptions of cores, cuttings, and geophysical logs.

Each bore hole was designed to penetrate a distinct water-bearing zone: H-9a (total depth
559 ft) was completed just below the Magenta Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation; H-
9 (total depth 708 ft) was completed just below the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation; H-9c (total depth 816 ft) was completed below the Rustler Formation/Salado
Formation contact. The geologic units penetrated in borehole !t-9c are eolian sand of
Holocene age (0-5 ft); the Gatufia Formation of Pleistocene age (5-25 ft); and the Dewey Lake
Red Beds (25-455 ft), the Rustler Formation (455-791 ft), and part of the Salado Formation
(791-816 ft), all of Permian age. Three sections (484-501 ft, 615-625 ft, 692-712 ft) in the
Rustler Formation penetrated by bore hole tt-9c are composed of remnant anhydrite (locally
altered to gypsum) and clay and silt residue from the dissolution of much thicker seams of
argill,_ceous and silty halite. This residue indicates that the eastward-moving dissolution within
the Rustler Formation, found west of the WIPP Site, is present at the tl-9 site.

Duff, M., r. Carries, J. Hart, and r. Hansen. 1990. "No-Migration Variance Petition for the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," II/ctsle Matlagemenl 90, ll,'aste Proce._sing, Transportation. Storage
and Disposal. Technical Programs and Public Education, Tuc._ml. A Z, February 25-March !.
1990. Ed, R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. !, 137-141.

ABSTRACT: The US Department of Energy (DOE)is petitioning the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to allow the emplacement of hazardous wastes subject to the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (I) land disposal restrictions in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The basis of the petition is that there will be no migration of
hazardous constituents from the repository for as long as the wastes remain hazardous.

The EPA regulations in 40 CFR Section 268.6 identify specific criteria that must be addressed
in making a demonstration of no migration. EPA's approval of this petition will allow the
WIPP Facility to accept wastes otherwise prohibited or restricted from land disposal.

Duffey, T.A. 1980. Final Report, The Salt Block I Test." Experimental Delails and Comparison
with Theory. SAND79-7050, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A series of laboratory experiments has been completed at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) to provide an understanding of the steady-state and transient thermal
response of a large salt block containing an internal heat source, In this report, details of the
experinaental program are presented along with results of related efforts, such as thermal
conductivity experiments, done in support of the heater experiments (Salt Block I). Finite
element temperature field predictions, both transient and steady state, are performed utilizing
the COYOTE nonlinear heat conduction program. Comparisons of experimental and theoretical
results are generally quite good.

Dykhuizen, R,C., and W.H. Casey. 1989. An Attal.l'.si.s of Solute Diffusion in the Culehra
Dolomite. SAND89-0750. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The diffusion of unreactive solutes through the Culebra Dolomite was studied
experimentally and theoretically. The measured diffusive flux is less than that predicted from
independent knowledge of the porosity and reasonable estimates of tortuosity. "['his low
measured flux led to a review of the relationship between solute diffusion and pore geometry
in rocks and sediments. Solute transport in hypothetical pore networks, where the effect of
pore geometry on the solute flux is directly calculable, is examined. A conventional
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interpretation of pore tortuosity, as a normalized length of diffusion through a pore, loses
meaning for cases where pores intersect in networks. Some important variables affecting the
tortuosity are: (i) the distribution of pore sizes, (ii) the distribution of pore lengths, (iii) the
number of pores which intersect at a node, and (iv) the pore shape between nodes.
Furthermore, in porous materials with a preferential distribution of pore sizes and orientation,
tortuosity is a tensor. For the Culebra Dolomite, the wide range of pore sizes causes the
diffusive flux to vary considerably from that predicted from conventional theory. These
results indicate that diffusive fluxes from fractures into rock pores may be smaller than
previously thought.
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Earth Science & Engineering. 1981. Field Data High Precision Gravitj' Survej, IV.I.P.P. Site.
Hemet, CA: Earth Science & Engineering. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Guides have been provided for the various field notes. The field notes include
gravity data, leveling data, electronic distance measuring (EDM), and theodolite data. At the
end of each section, a foidout map shows the date the data were collected and the direction of
the survey,

The EDM and theodolite data were gathered with two Hewlett-Packard 3820A "Total Stations"
that combined EDM and theodolite in one integrated instrument. The distance readings were
always accurate, but the elevations obtained with the instrument in much of 1980 were not as
accurate as required. Thus, the elevations of most of the stations were obtained by leveling.

Thirteen north-south lines were established with 79 stations on each line. Two smaller grids of
detailed observations were established. DWP

Earth Technology Corporation. 1988. Final Report for Time Domain Electromagnetic (TDEM)
Surveys at the WIPP Site. SAND87-7144. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) survey was conducted at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site to map the depth of occurrence of brine pockets and layers.
Pressurized brine had been encountered in a drill hole (WIPP-12) about l mi north of the site
center in the Castile Formation immediately underlying the bedded salts of the Salado
Formation. TDEM is a geophysical technique that determines layering in the subsurface from
surface electromagnetic measurements. Because brine layers and pockets have low resistivities
compared to the bedded salts of the host rock, they are good targets for electrical exploration.

Most of the measurements (36 out of 38) were located in a 1.5 by l km grid directly over the
waste storage panels. Single measurements next to drill holes WIPP-12 and DOE-! validate the
interpretation of the geophysical survey. One drill hole (ERDA-9) at the northern boundary
of the survey grid was used for calibration.

The geoelectric sections derived from TDEM compare well with geologic and geophysical data
of the the three drill holes. At WIPP-12, the brine at about 800-m (2600-ft) depth is clearly
seen in the TDEM data. The TDEM survey over the waste storage panels shows the first
occurrence of brine at depths corresponding to the Castile Formation in portions of the area
and to the Bell Canyon Formation in the rest of the area. The Bell Canyon is about 400 to 600
m below the level of waste storage panels. There is no evidence for brine pockets in the
formations over the waste storage panels.

Only one sounding was made near Drillhole WIPP-12 for calibration. As the TDEM surveys
correlate well with geologic data, it is recommended that the areal extent of the brine pocket
encountered at WIPP-12 be mapped by surveying a grid centered on the well. DWP

ANNOTATION: This geophysical study culminated major investigations of pressurized brine
reservoirs at and around the WIPP Site that were prompted by the discovery of brine in
Drilihole ERDA-6 at the initial site investigated by Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL)
in 1974 and then by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in 1975. When Drillhole WIPP-12
(about I mi north of the site center) also encountered pressurized brine in the upper anhydrite
of the Castile Formation, the concerns about such reservoirs under the WIPP intensified.
Geophysical techniques were considered the most appropriate to explore the area, as it is
preferable not to drill a bore hole through the intervening beds between the repository level
and the probable reservoir horizons in the immediate site area.
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Partly as a consequence of this study, it is generally accepted, though not proven, that
pressurized brine exists within the Castile Formation under part of the central repository area.
Failure scenarios for the WIPP involving bore holes into such pressurized brines have been
considered since ERDA-6 encountered brine at the first site (now abandoned). The brine at
WIPP-12 and this geophysical evidence demonstrate this scenario is much more realistic than
initially believed.

Eaton, R.R. 1984. Three-Dimensional Thermal Analysis for the WIPP In Situ Test Room A2
Heater Configuration. SAND84-2220. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Two- and three-dimensional thermal analyses of the in situ Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) heater experiments have been carried out using finite element heat conduction
codes. Results for these simulations are presented and compared. Several modeling techniques
for repository geometries are evaluated.

Eaton, R.R., and D.B. Hayes. 1981. Analytical and Numerical Analyses of ttydroiogic Well-
Bore Experiments. SAND80-1120. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: We have developed both an analytical approximate method and a finite-
difference numerical model (based on the rate at which a bore hole fills with water) that have
allowed us to estimate permeability of the Magenta Formation in southeastern New Mexico
near the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) site. The analytical treatment applies to
certain simple geometries with idealized boundary conditions whenever the geologic formation
can be considered to have constant properties and when the groundwater compressibility is
negligible. Permissible geometries include water-collecting cylinders with large, "needle-like"
aspect ratios located beneath the water table. The analytical treatment clearly shows the
sensitivity of inferences and conclusions to material properties and geometries. Much of the
existing well-bore fill-rate data fall within the range of validity of this simplified analysis.
Admission of compressibility el'fects into the generalized Darcy law, and a
nondimensionalization of the equations identify the range of experimental conditions and
material properties for which the approximations are invalid. We have developed a numerical
capability to complement this analytical treatment. Numerous restrictions have been removed
so that the code can treat complex geometries for a variety of boundary conditions and
variable properties. The compressibility term that is excluded in the analytical treatment is
maintained in these numerical solutions. The resulting equations are formally parabolic and
can be solved by an implicit integrator with guaranteed stability. The two methods are applied
to several different experimental situations and in each case produce results that agree with
each other, lending confidence to each solution procedure.

Ehgartner, B. 1990. Geomechanical Analyses in Support of tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(IVIPP). SAND90-0285. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A variety of geomechanicai analyses are presented that support the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project. The scale of the analyses ranged through laboratory
experiments, small-scale in situ tests, large-scale in situ tests, underground rooms, shafts and
shaft keys, and multi-room panels. "l'he structural behavior of underground rooms, shafts, and
experiments was investigated using the finite element method. Both two- and three-
dimensional analyses simulated the time-dependent behavior of the host rock salt. Two
different constitutive models were used to represent the creeping motion of the salt. The
investigations aided in experimental planning, code validation, and assessing excavation
responses for safety and performance assessment.
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Elliot, C.I,. 1982. l';valualion o.f lh_' Suilalvlily _/ Eh'clrica/ Gco/,tly._ical "i'ectmiqu('._ .for Itw
D('l('Cliotl ,'/lid, m' 31alVqnA' of Brim' Ru._(,rvoir_ in It1(' ('a._lih' i,'_wnlcllit_n. "l'ucson, AZ: Elliot
(ieophysical Conlpany. (Copy ()n file at the Waste Management and 'l'ransportation l.ibrary,
Sandia National l.abot:ltories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABS'I'RAC'i': Numerous geophysical leehniclues were invesligaled leading to the following
recommendations for tile mal_Ping of _l brine reservoir at WIPI +- 12.

The CSAM'I" (controlled source audiomagnetotelluric) tecl'tni¢lue is knowr_, and the equipment
is available now. Some experimental data obt',lined by Bartel t'rt)m the site area tire helr_t'ul. A
transmitter dipole position running north-st_uth and west of WIPi'-12 would emphasize a
northerly striking structure lying to the west of WIPi'-12 and tht)ught to be connected to the
brine reservoir. Specific line orientatic)ns and lengths are better derived in the field. After
the specific tests are COml._leled a corer)ileal i'eport should be publisl'led utilizing the previous
experimenlal dnla. l-xpertise developed during this phase will be useful for other Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WII'P) Site i:_rol_lems. This technique should be tested sufficiently to
confirn'l applicability to site prol:_lenls.

I1" the CSAMT technique falls, the mi._('--a-la-ma_._e technique sh()uld be considered for the
WIPP..-12 problem but not for other site investig_Jti()ns. l'he initi_ll complex electrode would
consist of tile WII'P-12 casing, brine filling, and brine reservoirs at del_th. The remaining
current electrode would be at one or more ix)sitions t'ar t'ronl WIPP-12. I)otentials can be
measured in many patterns about WII'P-12. Generally, this approach is inexpensive, easy to
apl_ly, and available. Cultural features ,,,,'ill affect the survey. Ilow'ever, imi_!anting an
electrode in the brine reservoir may, however, involve costly engineerillg designs.

A Ix)re hole inductiorl technique ix an alternative if no)results are obtained from the previous
recommendations. "At this time I firmly believe that Ithe previous] step'.,; .,. will yield the
desired infurmation and therefure n_) consideration of the JbJorehole l ilndu,,.:tion technique need
be considered." M M/I)WI'

Elliot (;eol)hy.sical (:ompan._, 1()76a. ,l_t l:x/_('rtnt('/tlal l)('tat/('d (;ravil.l' S/try(')' _f K/town (_/'
,S'U.Sl_('('l('dl_r('('('ta l_ip(',_ at II'('ar('r ii_ll. IIHl._ ,,I & It, and Iitll._ (' & D, l,'ddy ('rusty, N('w
,lh'.xi('o. 'l'ucson, AZ: !!lliol (ie_)l_hvsical ('omlX_n.v. Vols. I-3, (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and l'ransportati()n I.ihrary, Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

Ai_S'I'I_.ACI: Solution features knt)wn as breccia pipes in southeastern New Mexict) are
potential threats to the proposed disposal site. l,ive features, including known breccia pil:wS,
have been surveyed for gravily anomalies I() determine the effecliveness of the technique as a
reconnaissance tool for these t'et_tures at the l.os Medafit)s site.

The gravity response tit known breccia pipes (Weaver and Ilill (') ranges t'rom no measurable
response to a suggested negalive anomaly, Ilill !) shows no response. Ilills A and 1,1show
more complicated gravity, but "there ix no clear distinct gravity response th{it could be
associated with breccia pirws, l.urther wurk with gravity tls :1 re,:onnaissance t()ol does not
appear warranted at this lime." D\VP

Elliot Geol)hysical ('Oral)any. 1970b. ,,I/t l:'.\l,('rtm('/ttal I)('la/l('d R('5,i>,livit_' Surv('.l' of Km_w/t m'
Sl/,5p('('l('d Br('('('ia t)il,('.s aml St/tt,,hol(',,, l:'(hl.l' ('(mnl.l'. N(,w 3h'xt('o. [ucson, AZ: l'llit)t
Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and "lranSlx)rlalion l.ibrary,
Sandia National l.ahoratories, All_uquerque, NM).

ABS'I'I,_AC'I': We:._ver llill, llills A and I], and llills C and I.) are domal features northwest of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (\VII)l) ) Site that are suspect _)r known brecciapipes. lhis
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geophysical survey inves[igated domai features to determine associated resistivity anomalies.
"Thus, it would be pos:_ible to determine if the resistivity geophysical technique might be
utilized to search for and delineate any possible collapse structures or breccia pipes buried
beneath the surface sand dunes that extensively cover the area surrounding the proposed Los
Meda_os waste disposal site. Such a geophysical study of these pipes would be in cooperation
with other geophysical studies, particularly gravity studies conducted for this same ulterior
purpose."

The resistivity contrast at Weaver Hill (section 12, T20S, R29E) suggests brecciated material at
depth.

At Hill C (section 5, T21S, R30E), a gradient array was utilized to map the near-surface
resistivities. A conventional array showed the broader resistivity response of this known
breccia pipe. Both surveys showed a low resistivity response clearly indicating a breccia zone.
Resistivity delineated a zone about 1,200 ft in diameter, which is comparable to the 1,000-ft
diameter encountered underground.

Hill D (section 5, T21S, R30E) showed conflicting responses. One profile showed on
contrasting response while the other showed a slight negative response. Hill D does not
warrant further investigation.

Hills A and B (section 35, T20S, R30E and section I and 2, T21S, R29E, respectively) are
adjacent features. The resistivity profile for Ilill A gave a clear negative response while the
response was unclear at Hill B, Because of the railroad track through Hill A, a shallow drill
hole is recommended to verify the negative response indicative of a breccia pipe.

Another domal structure and a sinkhole were surveyed without obtaining negative resistivity
profiles associated with breccia pipes.

A gradient array is more economical than resistivity profiling as a reconnaissance tool. Once
this technique is verified at Hill A, C, and Weaver Hill, it could be used to locate suspected
breccia pipes on a broader sale at the Los Medafios site. More detailed mapping o1' anomalies
can then be performed by a pole-dipole or other suitable array, giving better depth and lateral
control. MM/DWP

ANNOTATION: This experimental resistivity field study, devised by Elliot and George
Griswold, then at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), and a later extension (Elliot Geophysical
Company, 1977b) demonstrated that resistivity methods can identify these solution features.
The technique also had the advantage of integrating an appropriate volume of rock in each
measurement so that an effective grid could be established to survey the larger WIPP Site area
(about 30 mi 2) without missing features the size of known breccia pipes. For an intensive grid
of measurements, the resistivity techniques would be relatively inexpensive. Other geophysical
techniques appeared to be neither as effective in identifying breccia pipes nor as efficient for
a reconnaissance study. As a consequence, then, of this study, the WIPP Site was mapped
(Elliot Geophysical Company, 1977a) using this technique to survey for anomalies that might
be investigated directly by drilling or seismic reflection techniques.

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1976c. A Lahorator.r htve._ligaliotz of the Den._il)' altd Resistivit.r
Ph.l'sical Properties of Drill Core Samph',_ from ERDA No. 9 G_'ologic' htvesligatioJt IFell.
SectioJt 2(I. T 22 S, R 31 E am/ USGS No. tt-I tt.rdrologic hzve,stigation IFell, Sectiott 29,
T 22 S, R 31 E. Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Density and resistivity were measured on core samples from Drillholes ERDA-9
and H-I, located respectively in section 20 and section 29 of T22S, R31E. Samples are
distributed through the Salado and from the bottom of the Rustler.
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Only nondestructive density and resistivity measurements were conducted. Commercial grade
kerosene was used to perform buoyancy tests on the water soluble evaporites to an accuracy of
± 0.01 g/cc. No water was added to the samples in order to simulate in situ resistivity
readings. Measurements were made at 0.20 microamps/cm 2.

Laboratory resistivity sometimes does not adequately represent average resistivities, which may
be influenced by fractures, seams, and faults containing mineralized or conductive solutions.
Fractures filled with brine could greatly reduce true resistivilies of compacted, fracture-free
samples.

The density and resistivity measured ,agrees well with tile Dresser Atlas geophysical logs. Well
log data is superior to laboratory measurements.

The average physical properties from ERDA 9 and H-I are:

Generalized Number of Density in Resistivity in
Petrographic Typical samples gram/cc ohm-meters
Description

clean salt 21 2.18 49000
silty salt 14 2,16 5500
anhydrite 12 2.80 6100
pol yhalite I0 2.70 9600
siltstone 5 2.26 16 MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1976d. A Lahoratory hzve.stigatiml o/ tilt' Magnetic. Density and
Resistivity Physical Properties of Drill Core Samph'._ from A,E.C, No. 8 Well, Section I!,
T 22 S, R 31 E. Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company, (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: A limited number of core samples from tile Santa Rosa, Dewey Lake, Rustler,
Salado, and Castile Formations in Drilihole AEC-8 were analyzed for physical properties.
Density measurements agree well with geophysical log data. Resistivities may not be
representative of the rocks in situ. Measurements depend on tile tap water used and the
amount absorbed by the rock. Geophysical logs or surface resistivity measurements better
represent the true resistivity of tile rocks. MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1976e..,I Laboratory lnve,stigatitm of ,_lugnetic Phy.sicul Propcrties
of lgm, tms Dike Samplt'._ from Kerr-,_lc'Gce ttohh._ Plato, Set'lion 31, 7' 20 S, R 32 E and
Surface Ot,tcrop, Section 31, 7" 26 S, R 25 E. Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company,
(Copy on file at the Waste Management Transportation l. ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRAC'F: An igneous dike, a significant structural feature, cuts across the northern
Delaware Basin at approximately N50E. Samples were collected from an underground
exposure at the Kerr McGee Hobbs plant (section 31, T20S, R32E) and a surface outcrop
(section 31, T26S, R25E) for laboratory measurements of magnetic properties. Although
separated by 50 mi, these features are apparently connected. Unoriented sarnples were
collected from the poor exposures at T26S. Oriented samples were collected from
underground.

The outcrop samples had an average magnetic susceptibility of 2690 x 10-6 cgs units,
suggesting a magnetite content of i% by volume. An average Koenigsberger ratio of 35
indicates that the magnetic intensity is controlled by the remanent magnetization of 5130
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gammas. Underground samples yielded an average magnetic susceptibility of 2840 x 10-6 cgs
units, indicating a magnetite content of I% by volume. The Koenigsberger ratio of 7.2 shows
a much lower remanent n'tagnetization ot" 1044 gammas. The samples have comparable
magnetite content but different magnetic properties.

The underground samples had an average declination of 35.1°1 - anti an average inclination of
57 °. No demagnetization techniques were used. As the outcrop samples were not oriented, no
information is available about the inclination and declirtation. MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 19761"...1 Preliminary GeoptLv._ic'al Stud.l' of a 7'r,u'hyte Dike in
Close Proximity to the Propo._ed I+o'_ ._h'da_)o,_ /VltcleHr ll'a_te DiL_po_al Site, Edd.l' ami Lea
Countie,s, New Mexico, Tucson, AZ: I..lliot Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and "i'ransportation I.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque,
NM),

ABSTRACT: A preliminary study was conducted to determirte if geoplaysical methods could
adequately define a trachyte dike in tile vicinity of the l,os Me(taiios area. 'l'his dike could be
associated with a dike swarm and pose a significant hazard tu the site. (;eophysical methods
must adequately identify, map, ',lntt determine the geonletric cc)nfiguration ot" tile dike. The
dike has been encountered in several ++'ells (7q0--13,500 I't), apparer_tly intruding upward in
irregular pinnacles t'rorn the basement fit)or.

The dike rock has strong magnetic properties, arid high-resolution airborne magnetic surveys
could adequately map and differentiate clusely spaced parallel dikes indicative of a dike
swarm. Multi-level flight lines should be flown perpendicular to the strike of the dike,
concentrating on the l, os Medafios site and surrounding area. "The dike is a major structural
feature and should not be discounted lightly" as a potential hazard to the proposed site ot'a
nuclear repository. MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1977a. l;'va/uatt+m o[ the Pr+q,o_<'d l,_ ++le+lat+o.+Nuclear II"a.+te
Dispo._al Site h.v Mean._ of Eh'ctrt_'al Re_t_ttvit)' Surve)'_. Eddl' _, Lea Uounttc_. New 31extco.
Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical ('ornpany, (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National l+aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot I'lant (WIPI') Site area has been extensively surveyed
using electrical resistivity methods during 1976 and 1977. lhese methods have been used to
identify resistivity anornalies that may be associated with I'eatures, such as breccia pipes, that
may present a threat to waste isolation at tile WIPP. Durirlg 1977, gradient profiling arrays
were obtained over an area of about 37 mi 2 with about 9880 measurements along 391 line mi
of profiles. These data, along with 54 Selalumberger electrical sounclings at 31 locations, have
been analyzed to locate such anomalies for further investigation. "l'he anomalies are classified
into Zones 1 through IV, based on type of anomaly. Zone I anomalies occur to the northwest
and southwest of the site and are apparently associated with dissolution front and water influx.
Zone or anomaly !! is a lobate area of low resistivity, oriented NW-SE, in the southeast part of
the site area, it is not in an area of known dissolution, but it may reflect increased porosity
that could later contribute to dissolution. "lhe Zone or type Ill anomaly, located about 2 mi
north of the site center, has the size, lateral extent, and decrease in resistivity comparable to
profiles over known breccia pipes and should be further investigated. Zone IV anomalies have
lesser resistivity decreases than do type III anomalies, but all nine ot" these should be
investigated.

Schlumberger soundings for the area generally correlate well with tile known geology. The
Zone !! anomalies demonstrated by tile gradient profiles shows that tl_e upper low-resistivity
unit, normally associated with tile I)ewey l,ake For-mat!on in Sclaluml_erger soundings, includes
the entire Rustler lZorrnation. "lhis suggests "an increase in porosity ot water-bearing
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properties ot" perhaps the uf)per Salado, definitely the Rustler I:ormation and maybe even the
lower part of the I}ewey I.ake I:o)-mation." DWF)

ANNO'FA'I'ION: The resistivity survey proved an effective and elTicienl way to screen the
larger site area for possible anomalies, esf)ecially brecci_ f)il)es. As a consequence, several of
the apparently anomalous areas were investigated further by drilling. None showed any
evidenceof a brecciapipe, With 13achman's later study(l:lachman,1080) detailing tl)e origin
of breccia pipes over the Capitan reef, the concern (_s,er these _nomalies as a consequence of
deep diss()lution t'aded. While reviewing Elliot's nlal:)S for the bil)liography, an area of low
resistivity in the southern part of the WlPP Site was nt)ted It) correspond broadly It) areas ot"
increasedtransmissivity of the Culebra. "l'he relationsl_if) will be further examined, though the
areascertainly do not exactly corresf)ond, A separate volume t)l" maf)s is not included in the
referencelisting.

Elliot Geophy._lcal ('ompa..v. 1977b...lit E._l)erttne,lal Delath'd R¢_i,',livily Survey r)/ Ilills C
and D, Eddy Cram/y, New ,lh,xwo.Tucson, AZ: l(lliotGeof)l'lysicalCompnny, (Copy on l'ile
at Lhe Waste Managernent and lransportation l.ibrarv,Sandia National l.aboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

AI3STRACT: Resistivity prol'iling eXl)eri)))e))ls were c()nducted at Ilills C and I) (section 5,
T21S, R30E) northwest of the Waste Isolati()n Pilot l)lant (WlI)I)) t() determine it' this method
could delineate I')reccia pipes. Both hills have domal features at the surface. Mississippi
Chemical Corporation encountered an estimated 1,000 fl diameter breccia f)il:)e 1,300 ft l')eh)w
Ilill C. No evidence of a breccia pipe has been substantiated at ilill !}.

Resistivity profiles were obtained u,-ith an in-line I_()le-dif)(:)lt, array, l.)ipole length and
separation distance were varied t() pr()duce the best c()nfigu_:_ti()n t() define a breccia r)ipe
below the effects of surt'ace weathering, lhe resistix, it_ pr()file oxer Ilill C delineated a
breccia pipe approximately 1,200 ft in di',lmete), comi_arable t() the estimated underground
diameter of 1,000 t't, 'l'he arrays at Ilill I) ga_e t_vo difl'e)eni resp_)nses. ()he array showed a
disturbedfmtte,'nwhile the other sh()v,'ednt)llegati_'e',iI1Olll;iI\.Iurthe)f)r_)l'ilingt()clarifythe
inconsistencies a, llill D are beyond the sC_)l)e ()f this p)()jecl.

Resistivity profilio_,provides an adequ:lle )))etht)d for delineating b)e_.'cia pipes, Known or
susi)ected breccia p)pes g:)_e :) I)ep,:)li_e )esisti_il.v )exp_)n';e while " ..studies of features
suspected t()be mere sinkholes did n_)t sh()_ a )eslmnse." NIM. I)WI'

ANNO'IA'IION: l'his study extended the expe)imental field stud> (I.illiol (;eophysical
Company, Ig76a), which demonstrated the utilit_ ()f )esistix it) meth()ds f()r recunnaissance of
the WII)P Site for breccia pipes ()) ()ther sources ()f)esistixil> an()malies. l'he extensive survey
of the WII)P Site (l.illiot {;ec)l_hysical ('oml)anx, 1977a) _as based ()n these experiments.

Elliot Geophysical ('ompany, 1977c, .,Itt I;'._l)('rtm('lll_t/ Dctatlc_/ R('st _lll'll i' ,(_'lll'Y(',l' t)[" Sll_l)('('l('d

Brcc('ia P_pe._, li'ddl' ('m_tt)', ,V('w Al_'.xt('_), ,,I)) ,.Idd('m/.m R('l)Or/. lucson, AZ: l:.lli()t
Geophysical ('ompany, (Copy on file at the Waste Manageme)_t and "lransportation l.ibra)'y,
Sandia National l,aboratories, All)uquerqt)e, NM),

AI3S'IRA,("I': Profiles ()_e) known breccia I')ipes have shown these features have low
resistivity.13asedon these l'indings,resistixityprofiles,,_,ereobtained in 1077 over three
additionalsiteslocatedinsections14, 1"23S,R301.1;section2,-Iand 23 I'23S,R29E; and section

2g,'123S, R30E. "'l'hese suspected breccia l')if)es are southwest of the l.()s Medafios site and ....
do not present a geologic hazard to the I_roposed site in themselves."
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A domal feature at section 14 was identit'ied using aerial photographs. A linear array was set
and a station southeast of the feature had a low resistivity response, but it was probably a
measurement error. A station to the northwest had a slightly higher reading, but both
measurements are not of sufficient contrast to indicate the presence of a breccia pipe.

A cross-centered resistivity array was placed near the top of the topographic hill in section 24
and 25. Variations encountered in one line were not Found in the other. No low-resistivity
zone indicative of a breccia pipe was Found across the top of this hill.

A circular feature prominent on colored aerial photographs is not evident by surface
observation in section 29, The surface revealed several major drainage areas with observable
vertical displacement (tens of feet) associated with breccia pipes. A prominent resistivity low
to the northwest of the feature is possibly caused by the vertical displacement, other structural
disturbance, or the associated dlainage system, "Underneath the circular feature there does not
appear to be any prominent resistivity reflection of breccia material." Various changes in the
resistivity profile are probably the result of lateral changes and not collapse features. These
subtle variations are beyond the scope of this project.

"It is firmly concluded that no well-developed breccia pipes at or near the surface are evident
at these locales." MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1977d, Experimental Re._i._livi/y Smtnding._ Near a Known Breccia
Pipe. Weaver Area. Eddy County, New ,_h'xico, Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l, ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Weaver Hill is located in section 12, T20S, R29E, northeast of Carlsbad, NM and
about 21 mi from the Los Medaf_os site. An exploratory potash drillhole (GW-I) to 821 ft
encountered breccia.

Schlumberger soundings were obtained to determine the levels of resistivity for each of the
formations and their geometric relationships, The Salado I::ormation is much closer to the
surface; it is possible resistivity information can be obtained about the underlying Castile
Formation.

Three perpendicular arrays were set up to the north, west, and south of GW-i. The
Schlurnberger data from the three arrays around GW-I agree with one another, but they are
not in agreement with known lithologic boundaries. A resistivity profile may not show a
litlaologic boundary because it averages or obtains bulk properties, while well logs show
detailed variations in resistivity.

i

Based on these results, Schlumberger soundings have limited application in the characterization
of the Los Medafios site. An adequate number of drill holes at the site provide stricter
lithologic controls without total reliance on the Schlumberger soundings. MM/DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company, 1977e. R¢,._i._tivity and Gravtt)' Survey Data, iq76 and 1977. Lo,_
,_h'dai_os Site Area and E.\'pertmental Survey_ o/ the Sm'rottnding Areas. Edd.v and Lea
Countie._, New Jlexico. Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company, Vol, I. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and lransportation l. ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Gravity and resistivity surveys were conducted to evaluate the site of the
proposed Waste Isolation Pilot i'lant (WIPP} Site and surrounding areas. Gravity and related
digitized terrain data cover known or suspected breccia pipes at llills A-I) and Weaver pipe in
the northern Nash Draw and Clayton Basin areas. Resistivity gradient arrays and
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Schlumberger soundings covered the areas of suspected breccia pipes and the broader site area.
Elliot Geophysical Company was responsible for planning, supervising, and data reduction,
while the field work was performed by Mining Geophysical Surveys Inc., Tucson, AZ.

This report includes a printed version of the digital geophysical data obtained during the 1976
and 1977 gravity and resistivity survey. The data are also transmitted on a 1200-ft, I/2-in.
magnetic tape. DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1977f, Re._i.stivity and Gravity Survey Data, 1976 and 1q77, Los
Medattos Site Area and E.vpcrinlental Survey,_ of the Surrololding Areas, Eddy and Lea
Countie,s, New Mexico. l'oh_nte I!.' CoHI¢'tII,_ of AcCtmlpato,ing Magtwlic 7'ape, Tucson, AZ:
Elliot Geophysical Company, (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: These printed data from the 1976 and 1977 gravity and resistivity surveys of
areas around the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site accompany a magnetic tape of data.

DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company. 1979a. A Detaih'd Re_i.stivity Survey o/a Su.spected Breccia Pipe
Anomaly in Section 17, 7" 22 S. R 31 E, Eddy Ctmnty. Nt,w Me.x'ico. Tucson, AZ: Elliot
Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: A resistivity anomaly with characteristics suggesting a breccia pipeor collapsed
feature was identified in section 17 from the gradient profiles. Two perpendicular pole-dipole
lines, centered over the gradient anomaly, clearly show a distinct low resistivity anomaly, A
third line, parallel to one of the original lines, was set for shallower exploration and it revealed
a lesser anomaly, The anomaly apparently does not reach near the surface, A position for
Drillhole WIPP-13 was suggested based on the resistivity data.

The geophysical data for WIPP-13 reveals that a zone within the Dewey Lake Formation has a
low resistivity, caused by a higher porosity and/or a higher intrinsic water content, and this
zone appears to be the source of the anomaly. No brecciated or collapsed material was
intersected in WIPP-13, which was drilled to i020 ft. Other anomalies identified in the 1977
field program may still require evaltmtion. DWP

Elliot Geophysical Company, 1979b. Evah_atitm of Sch/ltntht'rgt'r Rc,sistivt,,' Sounding,_ in and
A,ssociated with Nash Draw. T21S, T22S. R3OE. R31E, Eddy County, Nt'w _ih,.x'it'o. Tucson,
AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Earlier Schlumberger soundings showed evidence ot" the dissolution front in the
vicinity of Nash Draw. Locations have been chosen for drill holes in and around Nash Draw
to investigate the evidence for salt dissolution and hydrology. "l'hese drill hole locations have
been surveyed with Schlumberger soundings prior to drilling. The sites within Nash Draw all
showed evidence of disturbed resistivity sections suggestive of salt dissolution and possible
collapse. The site near the proposed location of WIPP-30, east of Nash Draw, showed
consistent and generally normal resistivity, suggesting that salt is not being dissolved at this
location, Drill hole information available between time of fieldwork and this report is
consistent with these interpretations. DWP
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Elliot Geophysical Company. 1979c. Re.sistivit.v Survey Data, 1978, Los Medafu_s Site Area,
Eddy County, New Mexico. Tucson, AZ: Elliot Geophysical Company. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: This report transrnits digital data obtained during the 1978 resistivity survey.
These data include Schlumberger soundings and resistivity over a suspected breccia pipe
location later drilled (WIPP 13). The Schlumberger files are organized by potential electrode
spacing (NM/2) in ft, current electrode spacing (AB/2) in ft, and apparent resistivity value in
ohm-meters. The pole-dipole data files were divided into two categories: center of potential
electrode station in hundreds of feet with directions indicated, and apparent resistivity values
in ohm-meters. A printed version of data on an accompanying 200-ft, I/2-in. magnetic tape
is included. MM/DWP

Environmental Evaluation Group. 1980. Geotechnical Con.sideratiml.s for Radiological Hazard
A._sessment of WIPP." A Report of a :_leelinl,,, Held o_t Jantmt')' 17-18, 1980. El'G-6. Santa
Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) arranged a meeting in January,
1980, to ensure that all important radionuclide transport pathways are considered in
quantitatively assessing radiological health risks to people from the proposed Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP).

Thirty-five geologists, hydrologists, geophysicists, and geochemists provided their views on the
geologic and hydrologic mechanisms that might lead to the release of radionuclides from the
WIPP repository. To help obtain a balance of views, the invitees included knowledgeable
experts from Federal and State agencies, the National Academy of Science's WIPP Panel, the
Governor's Advisory Committee on WIPP, several universities in the State, the mining
industry, and the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Participants presented information and views on groundwater hydrology, deep dissolution,
brine reservoirs, other features, and human intrusion. These presentations and subsequent
discussion were summarized from notes and recordings.

The EEG also summarized major issues and provided recommendations. Principal uncertainties
in groundwater hydrology concern fracture permeability, Kd values for radionuclides, and
limited data on the Delaware Mountain Group. More field tests of recharge and geohydrology
parameters are recommended. Deep dissolution issues range from the extent of dissolution to
mechanisms, in order to resolve some of these issues, the EEG recommends the arguments
against deep dissolution be provided in a reviewable form, that some features should be
investigated, and that the consequences should be assessed and made available in a report.
Brine reservoirs are still in question for their distribution, size, relationship to either
deformation or dissolution, and connection to various sources of water. The EEG recommends
that the Department of Energy (DOE) analyze the consequences of pressurized brine reservoirs
in the Castile and water movernent into a repository in the Salado. ltuman intrusion is
considered related to resources at or in the vicinity of the WIPP. The EEG recommends that
the DOE publish both plans and restrictions on resource production at the site and analyze
several scenarios related to intrusion. Several scenarios have been added by the EEG to those
proposed in the draft environmental impact statement. DWP

Environmental Evaluation Group. 1982. Radiunuclide Re/ease. Tt'an_porl alld C_m._equence
Modeling for It'IPP. ,4 R_'potl o.[ a ll'_,k.shop tteld mt Seplenlher 16-17. 1981. EEG-16.
Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.
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ABSTRACT: A workshop was held to discuss potential mechanisnls for the release of
radionuclides from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and resultant radiological
consequences years after waste emplacement and termination of institutional controls.
Information was exchanged about release and transport models and the availability, reliability,
and significance of data for those models. The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG)
provided additional breach scenarios for discussion. Based on the information, discussions, and
field trip, the EEG summarizes its views as follows:

(1) Liquid breach and transport scenarios in the Final Envirmu_lenlal Impact Statement (FEIS)
reflect conservative assurnptions and represent bounding consequences for breach and
transport in Rustler aquifers. This assumes that fracture flow in the Rustler, now under
study, will not substantially alter parameters being used.

(2) The Culebra may be extensively fractured along the flow path to Malaga Bend. Until
more definitive data are obtained, the models used include considerable uncertainty.

(3) it does not appear likely that natural events involving a brine reservoir beneath the
repository will transport radionuclides to the surface. A significant quantity of
radionuclides might be brought to the surface if a breach involving human intrusion and
a brine reservoir occurred within 500 years. Occupational hazards during construction
and long-term threats t'ronl a large reservoir require more information on age, origin,
size, and possible aquifer communication of brine reservoirs.

(4) Available information and modeling indicate that the threat from breccia pipes is
adequately bounded by the FEIS scenarios. Transport ot" radionuclides to the surface is
unlikely because ot" the nature of the process.

(5) Brine density flow is not believed to be adequate as a mechanism to explain salt
dissolution in the Delaware Basin. The transport time through the Delaware Mountain
Group is also too long to release radionuclides to the biosphere. Because of other possible
transport pathways, EEG recommends obtaining additional information about the
relationship of brine reservoirs to deep dissolution and about the zone of anomalous
seismic reflections to determine if dissolution features are present.

(6) FEIS scenarios appear to bound the radiological consequences of potash mining and
hydrocarbon exploration. "In the unlikely event that solution mining for culinary salt
should occur at WIPP, release of a fraction of the radioactivity and small doses to a large
population could occur." DWP

Enrironmental Evaluation C;roup. 1983. EEG Review Comments mt the Geotechnical Repm'ts
Provided by DOE to EEG Under the Stipulated Agreement Through March !. 1983. EEG-22.
Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) agreed to provide 14 reports to the State of
New Mexico, as part of the stipulated agreement, to help the state evaluate the suitability of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)Site. As of March !, 1983, the Environmental
Evaluation Group (EEG) had received draft reports on 9 of the 14 topics: deep dissolution,
breccia pipes, Delaware Mountain Group hydrology, natural resources, plans for design
validation for site preliminary design validation (SPDV), plans for simulated waste, brine
reservoir report, disturbed zone exploration, and fracture flow in the Rustler aquifers. In this
publication, the EEG has compiled written comments on these drafts by the EEG, and the
DOE has written responses to these comments. EEG's conclusions on these issues will be
provided in a later report. DWP

Environmental Evaluation Group. 1989a. Review of ltte Final Safer)' Analysis Report (Draft).
DOE IVaste Isolation Pilot Pl_nt. December 1988. EEG-40; DOE/AL/I0752-40.
Albuquerque, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) has reviewed the December 1988
draft of the Department of Energy (DOE) Final Safet.l' Ana/.l'si.s Report (FSAR) on the Waste
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Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP); comments have previously been provided on earlier drafts and
amendments of the document. Many earlier comments are repeated because responses are
inadequate or have not been received. Individual comments are provided on 12 chapters of the
draft FSAR.

Seventeen of the more important concerns were summarized. As the FSAR does not include
long-term risk assessment required by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), a
supplement to the FSAR will be required before disposal begins. The hoist drop scenario
should be included in the FSAR, and the low failure rate of the exhaust filtration system is
unproven. The volumes and radioactivity of waste should be specified as much as possible.
Methods of evaluating airborne radionuclide concentrations from routine operations are flawed;
instruments for detecting these releases are unproven, Some analytical methods need to be
modified. The radiation limit for waste containers is unacceptable. Potential doses to
radiation workers from accidents are unreasonably low. Some safety aspects of nonradiological
hazards need to be revised. EEG must be involved in peer review panels to take credit for
assurance from such panels. Backfill is not addressed. Operational safety is not described
sufficiently for review. A design basis accident should be assessed. The FSAR must include
operations during the test phase and when it is complete.

EEG's comments from October 1988 are appended for comparison. DWP

Environmental Evaluation Group. 1989b, Review of the Draft Supplement Environmental lmpacl
Statement, DOE/EIS-OO26-DS, l,'olumes I and II, DOE IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant, April
1989. EEG-41; DOE/AL/10752-41. Albuquerque, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The draft Supplement EJtviroJtmental lmpacl Slalemenl (SEIS) for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) does not adequately justify shipping up to 620,000 ft z of
transuranic (TRU) waste to WIPP before demonstrating compliance with the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and
Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel. ttigh-Level and Transuranic Radioactive lVastes (40 CFR 191).
The "alternative action" of not shipping waste to WIPP before demonstrating compliance with
the EPA standards has been dismissed without sufficient discussion and justification. The
document contains mistakes in calculations, reflects an erroneous knowledge of the history of
the project, presents tables without units, and displays an indifference to the statistical
precision of predictions. It does not adequately address the environmental impacts of failure
to demonstrate compliance with the EPA standards by October 1993. The Department of
Energy (DOE) plans to demonstrate compliance with the same standards before starting
construction of the high-level waste repository in Nevada. These two diametrically opposed
approaches for WIPP and for Yucca Mountain need to be addressed. The document appears
hastily prepared and inadequately checked.

There is insufficient time for EEG to check all the calculations and to evaluate the public
health and safety implications of the calculation errors. They may be substantial. DWP

Ewing, R.I. 1981. Preliminary Moi.slure Release Experiment iJt a Potash Mine iH Soulheastern
New Mexico. SAND81-1318. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: An "in situ" moisture release experinaent was performed in the Mississippi
Chemical Corporation Potash Mine near Carlsbad, NM. A radiant heater, used previously in
another mine experiment, was used to internally heat a selected formation to about 200°C for
a total operating time of 113 days. The moisture released by heating the walls of the
5-in.-diameter bore hole where the heater was inserted was measured using a moisture
collection system employing commercial desiccant canisters. This system had also been used in
the previous mine experiment.
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The moisture yield for 113 days ot" operation was 188 +8 g. Of this amount 75 +4 g was
released in an overtemperature spike lasting about l0 days, in which wall temperatures
exceeded 250°C. The moisture release rate was 0.4 g/day during the last week of operation at
a wall temperature of 180 ° +10°C. Elevated release rates up to I I g/day were noted for short
periods after the heater was turned on or off.

Ewing, R.I. 1982. Environmental Gamma Ray Spectra From Selected Sites in Southeastern New
Mexico. SAND82-0738. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Environmental gamma ray spectra were obtained in 1978 and 1979 in the
Carlsbad Caverns National Park and in a potash mine operated by the Mississippi Chemical
Corporation near Carlsbad, NM, using a high-resolution germanium crystal detector. The
spectra are analyzed for components from the uranium decay series, the thorium decay series,
cesium la_, and potassium 4°. Comparison spectra were obtained at the Avery Island Salt Dome
in Louisiana, and from the naturally occurring activity in samples of uranium ore, thorium
metal, and syivite crystals.
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Faith, S.[F.I, P. Splegler, and K.R. Rehfeldt. 1983. The Geochemistry of Two Pressurized
Brines From the Castile Formation #1 the l'icinity of the Waste lsolalion Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site. EEG-21. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: Major and minor element data and isotopic data from ERDA-6 and WIPP-12
indicate that the brine reservoirs encountered in the upper Castile Formation are largely in
equilibrium with their surrounding host rock environment. This contention is supported by
thermodynamic and stable isotope data. It is not possible to assign an absolute age to the brine
based on t,ranium disequilibrium considerations, but if the data is taken as an indicator of its
age, then the brine has been a stagnant, chemically isolated body of fluid for no more than
about two million years, it is likely that the brines encountered are predominantly, if not
entirely, derived from a trapped seawater source subsequently modified by diagenesis. Major
ion/bromide ratios indicate that halite dissolution has occurred to some extent subsequent to
deposition of the Castile anhydrites and entrapment of the seawater brine. Additional halite
might have been dissolved by dehydration of gypsum at depth, meteoric water introduced
during the Permian when the Castile was exposed, Bell Canyon Formation groundwater
transported through fractures that subsequently healed, or some combination of these
mechanisms. Based on the degree of halite saturation, there is minimal potential for future
dissolution of halite. It is recommended that the Harvie and Weare equilibrium model that was
used be clarified with information on gas phases and how particular ions are incorporated into
the model. Possible mechanisms for further halite dissolution should also be further evaluated.

DWP

Ferrall, C.C., and J.F. Gibbons. 1979. Core Study of Rustler Formation Over the IVIPP Site.
SAND79-7110; CS! 2055-03. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Core from the Rustler Formation was described to obtain data for
thermomechanical modeling of the Rustler in response to heating. The Rustler units were
characterized for physical properties, internal discontinuities, distribution, and boundary
effects emphasizing the extent and nature of fractures.

Physical properties of the units (especially lateral variations within a given unit) require
considerably more effort for definition. Further drilling would be helpful to provide
additional views of the rock. This core study should be considered as an indicator of
directions in which study can proceed.

Extensive open fractures, open solution channelways, and solution residues strongly imply that
historic or recent flow through the Rustler Formation is not confined to the Culebra and
Magenta Dolomites, Except where solution has extensively altered the rock, there is no
interstitial permeability in the Rustler Formation. Most flow through that formation is
through fractures or along bedding surfaces. The resulting channelways are roughly planar,
but are extremely complex.

Small fractures and small interstitial spaces are generally filled with gypsum. Fractures,
solution residues, and large solution channelways imply active intraformational solution. The
evidence of penecontemporaneous solution and deposition suggests a nonequlibrium condition.
Varying water availability may result in radical local differences in the solution of gypsum.

The layering and geometry of zones of deposition and diagenesis are sufficiently predictable
that the Rustler Formation can be modeled as physical layers, separated by zones of
decoupling. Individual layers are segmented by steeply dipping or vertical fractures.

The most important new source of permeability in the Rustler may be the growth of fractures
caused by gypsum crystal growth. GritTith considerations imply that small stresses applied by
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crystal growth are very effective. Such fractures are widely distributed in the Rustler
anhydrites. Fibrous gypsum exhibits differential solubility, allowing fluids to circulate
between stable or dissolving crystal faces while crystals grow against the fracture walls. Fluids
near gypsum saturation probably can move freely through fibrous masses of gypsum. DWP

Fischer, N.T., ed. 1985. Ecological Monitoring Program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
Second Semiannual Report Covering Data Collected January to June 1985. DOE/WIPP-
85-002. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The ecological monitoring program (EMP) is designed to quantify and assess the
effects of construction activities on the surrounding ecosystem, The effects predicted include
altering the natural habitat, depositing salt and dust, and increasing human activity and noise.
These data, analyses, and discussions cover the period from January through June 1985. The
eight orograms for the EMP are environmental photography, soil chemistry, soil microbiology,
vegetation, wildlife, meteorology, air quality, and water quality. A new ecological study plot
has been established where airborne particles may arrive from saltpiles. In addition, wildlife
censuses are no longer being conducted at near-field study plots, permitting more intense and
more comparable censuses in other plots.

A new round of aerial photography supplements previous photography. Soil analyses show salt
accumulating in soils adjacent to saltpiles, but salt is not dispersed significantly beyond 200 m.
The vegetation is not capturing airborne particles, but plant nutrient ions are more
concentrated under vegetation. Soil microbial activity and decomposition rates are not
inhibited by these soil ion concentrations. Vegetative cover, plant germination, and wildlife
populations are generally greater than last year, probably because of high spring rainfall.
Diversity of reptiles, anaphibians, and small mammals is less. Habitat quality has been
enhanced for some bird species by Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) construction. A special
study of raptors w"s begun in March 1985 with particular emphasis on Harris' hawk.
Precipitation at the ;,'IPP, airborne particulates, and groundwater chemistry are reported for
the first time.

DWP

Fischer, N.T. 1986. "Statistical Considerations in the Design ot" a Baseline Radiological
Surveillance Program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," lt"aste Management 86. IVaste
l.solation in the US, Tectmical Program.s and Public Education, 7_ucson. AZ, March 2-6. 1986.
Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol, 2, 225-230.

ABSTRACT: Two contradictory factors must be considered in developing a sampling strategy
for a preoperational environmental surveillance program. First is the stochastic nature of
radiological data, which dictates large sample sizes to ensure validity and statistical confidence,
especially when a large geographic area is being characterized. Second is an upper limit to the
total sampling effort, imposed by practical constraints such as available time, manpower, and
funding. These contradictory factors create a dilemma in program design with respect to the
allocation of sampling effort among the various components of the program,

The Radiological Baseline Program (RBP) was initiated at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) in July 1985 to establish a preoperationai data base for the WIPP Operational
Radiological Monitoring Program (ORMP). in the RBP, a partial resolution to this dilemma
was achieved through the several design features.

Sampling was limited to those sites that would be used as sample locations during the ORMP,
or that might be used during operations under special circumstances. These sites were
strategically located to maximize the probability of detecting a release from the WIPP and to
characterize radiation at sites of special concern. Thus, each sampling site in the ORMP will
have its own preoperational data base.
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Sampling locations were classified as either primary or secondary sites based upon their
importance to the goals of the ORMP. The intensity with which each will be sampled during
the RBP will be adjusted according to this classifi,-ation.

Existing radiological data records from the area were used to predict the amount of spatial and
temporal variability that can be expected for equivalent parameters being measured in the RBP
and ORMP. These data enable predictions to be made of the number of samples required to
achieve a designated degree of statistical confidence.

Where possible, existing data records were used to predict the type of statistical model that
would be most likely to describe the behavior of equivalent parameters in the RBP. This
information is useful in determining sample size and in prescribing methods of data
transformation to facilitate statistical analysis.

Fischer, N.T. 1988. "Fitting Statistical l-'-'requency Distributions to Baseline Environmental
Monitoring Data for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," IVaste /t,[a_agemcttt 88, Waste
Processing, Tra_lsportatiot_. Storage and Disposal. Technical Programs and Puhlic Education.
Tucson, AZ. February 28-Marc'h 3. 1988. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona.
Vol. !!, 677-682.

ABSTRACT: A preoperational environmental monitoring program has been active at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) since July 1985 to determine the levels of radioactivity in ,,arious
environmental media prior to the first receipt of waste. Ideally, statistical frequency
distributions based on preoperational data can be found to accurately model the probability of
obtaining a particular result during operations, assuming preoperational processes are intact.
This paper presents a preliminary evaluation of four families of probability distribution
functions (normal, Iognormal, Weibull, and gamma) for their relative fit to 96 weeks of
preoperational gross alpha and beta activity data from eight low-volume continuous air sampler
locations. The results indicate that for gross beta counts, the iognormal gave the best fit to
most data sets, with the gamma, normal, and Weibull following in that order. For gross alpha
counts, the Weibuli gave the best fits overall, with the gamma, normal and lognormal
following. The final determination of the adequacy of these models will be made at the
conclusion of the preoperational program.

Fossum, A.F, 1984. QualificalioJ: of Spectrom-32 to Satldia/ll"lPP Bettchntark II
Specifications. Topical Report RSI-0249. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, Inc. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This report describes calculations made with the SPECTROM-32 structural finite
element program for the second Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) structural benchmark
problem for the purpose of qualifying SPECTROM-32 to Benchmark !! specifications. This
problem involves 27 distinct geological layers including ten clay seams of which four are
modeled as sliding interfaces. Heated and unheated drifts are considered at a depth of 650 m.
A discussion is given of numerous aspects of the problem, including element choice, slip line
modeling, creep law implementation, and thermal mechanical coupling. Also included are the
computational results to ten years as specified in the benchmark problem formulation.

Foster, R,W. 1974. Oil attd Ga.s Potepttial of a Proposed Sit_' for ltTe Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive IVaste. ORNL/SUB-4423/I. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau ot" Mines and
Mineral Resources, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.
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ABSTRACT: A four township area (T21-22S, R31-32E) centered on the Eddy and Lea
County lines in southeastern New Mexico is being considered as a potential site for disposal of
high-level radioactive waste. The oil and gas potential of this site has been evaluated based on
geological evidence and statistical analysis. Because drilling in this site is quite limited, a
regional study of 42 townships around the site has been used to develop the geologic base for
evaluating the site. The total resources are reported without assessing the economics of
extraction, in addition, the contour map of the Precambrian surface has been revised and
published as required by contract.

Productive zones in the Delaware Basin include all rocks except those of the Ordovician and
Mississippian systems. The Pennsylvanian and Silurian/Devonian rocks have the highest
potential for gas and are at depths of 13,000 to i6,000 ft in the study area. The shallowest
possible occurrence of oil is in the upper Bell Canyon Formation at a depth greater than 4,000
ft. The statistical potential for oil and gas in the rocks of Silurian/Devonian age is very good,
but structural traps may be lacking. Pennsylvanian rocks have a very high potential for
success for gas wells as well as moderate potential for oil. The Wolfcamp, Bone Spring
Formation, and Delaware Mountain Grnup, all Permian in age, have potential for production.
Oil accumulation is favored in the Ramsey zone of the Bell Canyon Formation.

The hydrocarbon potential has been projected per square mile (section) for the site area based
on wildcat drilling (lower estimates) as well as production drilling (higher estimates) adjusted
by a variety of factors. "The total projected reserves ... indicate a range of from 559,411 to
1,266,795 barrels of oil; 2,250,829 to 2,967,243 MCF [thousand cubic ft] of associated gas;
169,455 to 193,568 barrels of distillate; and 12,565,558 to 13,576,988 MCF of gas. At first
these calculations might appear high, but it must be considered that an entire section is being
included with a potential of 16 oil well locations and two to four gas well locations. The
highest figures used in determining reserves based on wildcat success ratios were 1.44 oil wells
and 2.0 gas wells per section. For comparison, 16 oil wells completed in the Ramsey would,
based on average well production, recover over 1,000,000 barrels of oil, and two
Silurian/Devonian gas wells over 15,000,000 MCF of gas. Where only part of a section might
be withdrawn, potential reserves might be prorated, but it is important to be aware that most
fields in the study area have stacked pay zones, and no particular stratigraphic unit could be
eliminated from consideration." DWP

ANNOTATION: ttydrocarbon resources were evaluated by Foster using an approach different
from that of Sipes, Williamson, and Aycock, Inc. (e.g., 1976a). Foster prepared a geological
and statistical analysis of the resources, while later reports were more concerned with
evaluating fair market values and production that could be expected given the various
restrictions or conditions on drilling locations. Foster's approach tends to be a higher estimate
of the hydrocarbons expected to be present, while the other estimates reflect industry standards
for production and economic expectations for particular areas. Foster's estimates may provide
an estimate of the overall effect of withdrawing land and resources for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), while fair market estimates provide a basis for deciding compensation if
leases are preempted for WiPP. Both approaches are important.

Foster, R.W. 1979. Mineral Resources arid the II'IPP Site. Report of Member of the IVIPP
Review Committee (1975-1979). Socorro. NM. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Both short- and long-term int,.grity of a site are the most important criteria in
selecting and accepting a site for radioactive waste disposal. Resources that could affect long-
term integrity at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site include potash, oil, gas, and salt.
"It is not necessary and it is considered inadvisable to store Department of Energy (DOE)
generated low- to intermediate-level transuranic (TRU) waste at the WIPP." Resources
threaten the integrity of the site, and the thermal properties of salt are not required by these
wastes. Mineral resources also represent a long-term risk for disposal ot" high-level waste and
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spent fuel. Additional studies are required, as salt may prove to be the most suitable geologic
media. Before developing the WIPP or any other site, the Federal Government must establish
criteria for site selection and acceptance, develop regulations for mining and drilling within
and around the site, and determine the type of waste to be stored, as well as the conditions
under which the storage will be considered permanent. "In order to implement the above, the
site must be licensed and at least one additional licensed site must be available before any
waste is accepted." DWP

Freeland, M.H. 1982. Basic Data Report /or Borehole DOE-I. IVa.ste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Project. Southea._lern New Me.x'i('tJ. ]'ME 3159. Albuquerque, NM: US Department
of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

ABSTRACT: Borehole DOE-I is one of several exploratory bore holes drilled at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site for the purpose of gathering stratigraphic, hydrologic, and
structural data. DOE-I is located in Section 28, T22S, R31E in Eddy County, NM. Within
the W1PP Site proper, DOE-! is located in Zone !il about 1.25 misoutheast of the exploratory
shaft location.

This project was undertaken to investigate the presence of an anticlinal structure in the Castile
Formation indicated by seismic reflection surveys in the area; to gather data on the
stratigraphy, structure, and lithology of the rocks that comprise the facility horizon in an area
immediately southeast of the facility itself', to test for the presence of gas or fluids in the rocks
associated with the anticlinal structure, it"present, or in the flat-lying rocks; and to determine
the nature of the Castile Formation near the site, but outside the "Disturbed Zone". Field
operations were initiated July 12, 1982 and completed July 30, 1982. The bore hole was
drilled to a depth of 4065.3 ft below kelly bushing, with approximately 420 ft of that interval
cored. Where no core was taken, cutting samples were collected and described at ten-foot
intervals, largely for stratigraphic control and estimation of coring points.

Data collected and observations made during drilling indicate that the lithology, stratigraphy
and structure penetrated in DOE-I are similar to that observed elsewhere in the WIPP vicinity.
No brine or gas was noted, either by sensors at the wellhead or in trace amounts in the mud.
Cored sections showed no structural disruption in the halite and anhydrite units of the Castile,
other than minor, commonly observed folding and tilting of" laminae in the anhydrites.
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Geohydrology Associates, Inc. 1980. Aquifer Tests in H-6h. tt-4h, and WIPP-15 [Veils Neat'
Carlsbad, New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM: Geohydroiogy Associates, Inc. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportatinn Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: H-4b and H-6b are completed in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) site. Initial pumping tests of H-4b
demonstrated very low transmissivity values, and a modified bailer test provided an estimate
(I.9 x 10-2 m2 per day) of transmissivity. Water from H-6b was injected ("slug" test) in tt-4b,
and the transmissivity is calculated to be 6.1 x 10-2 m2 per day. Average transmissivlty at H-
6b, determined from both drawdown and recovery curves of the pumping test, is 7.2 m2 per
day. "The .., recovery plot indicates lateral aquifer boundaries to be present near the well."

WlPP-15 was drilled in fill in the San Simon Sink collapse feature, about 23 mi east-southeast
of the WIPP. Sand and silt were discharged for several hours during a pumping test. Because
of the well development during pumping, the transmissivity obtained from the recovery plot
(57 m2 per day) is considered more representative than transmissivity from the drawdown plot
(30 m2 per day).

DWP

George, O.L., Jr. 1980a. Predicted Tentperature/Time Histories Resulting From the Burial of
Nuclear Waste Canisters in Bedded Salt. SAND79-1773. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report provides computed thermal mappings rot. bedded salt surrounding
canisters containing nuclear waste. This information can be used to study the possible
migration of fluids within bedded salt under the influence of thermal gradients created by the
heat-generating nuclear waste. The results presented were obtained from CINDA thermal
models. Three different drift/canister configurations were modeled. The thermal conductivity
of the salt was assumed to be temperature dependent while both the density and specific heat
were assumed to be constant. Thermal power densities of 30, 75, and 150 kW/acre were
examined with canister powers of 0.581 kW (51.6 canisters/acre), 3.5 kW (21.4 canisters/acre),
and 3.5 kW (42.9 canisters/acre) at emplacement, respectively. These three cases resulted in
maximum salt temperatures of 55°C, 117°C, and 176°C, respectively; and maximum thermal
gradients of -15°C/m, -63°C/m, and -101°C/m, respectively. Computer-generated plots of
temperature versus distance in horizontal planes at the top, midpoint, and bottom of the
canister were made for several times after emplacement. Logarithmic or linear equations
(whichever provided the better fit) were used to describe these curves. Derivatives of
temperature with respect to distance were then taken and results of the form x(dT/dx) and
dT/dx for the logarithmic and linear equations, respectively, were plotted against time. For the
two cases where the waste thermal OUtpUtS decayed exponentially,, it was found that x(dT/dx)
and dT/dx were linear functions of time over a large period of years.

George, O.L., Jr. 1980b, Computer Thermal Modeling .for the Salt Block II Experiment.
SAND79-2250. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Salt Block II experiment consisted of a cylindrical block of bedded salt that
was heated from within by a cylindrical electric heater, It was an extensively instrumented
laboratory experiment that served, among other things, as a touchstone against which to
measure the validity of a computer thermal model. The thermal model consisted of 282 nodes
joined by 572 conductors, and was constructed for use with the CINDA heat-transfer code.
Both transient and steady-state temperature distributions within the salt were computed for
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heater power levels of 200, 400, 600, 1000, and 1500 W. Temperature versus time plots are
presented for 23 locations throughout the Block over a 58-day period. Comparisons of the
model results and experimental results are shown t'or both transient and steady-state conditions.
The computed steady-state results were used to develop equations describing both the
temperature and the temperature derivative as t'unctions ot" radial location,

Gera, F. 1972. "Review of Salt Tectonics in Relation to the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes in
Salt Formations," Geological Soctet.t' of America Bulletin. Voi. 83, no. 12, 3551-3574.

ABSTRACT: The plastic deformation of salt formations is reviewed to evaluate the possibility
of diapiric processes affecting salt beds used for radioactive waste disposal. In a geological
sense, rock salt is characterized by a marked mobility as a result of its ability to deform under
relatively low stresses. Examples are known of salt formations deformed by tectonic forces,
but the typical diapiric processes are essentially caused by gravitational forces. In the initial
phase, salt deformation is caused by differential loading of the salt bed; only after salt flowage
has resulted in thickening of the low pressure zones of the salt bed does the density dit'ference
between salt and sediment contribute to the deforming stress. Salt diapirs are usually large
structures, and to furnish the necessary large volume ot" salt, a mother bed of great initial
thicl_ness must be presumed. No minimum depth seems to exist for the plastic deformation of
salt; however, the plasticity of salt increases with depth as a result of the increasing
temperature.

The rate of salt deformation is critical in relation to the required containment time for
plutonium-contaminated waste. A few authors m'_intain that diapiric processes proceed at a
catastrophic rate, but the geologic literature indicates that unost geologists believe salt diapirism
to be a relatively slow process and geologic evidence seems to support strongly the majority
view. It can be concluded that, in the final stage of salt intrusion, rates ofdiapir growth as
high as a few ram/year are possible, and in the initial phase ot' plastic deformation of the salt
bed, flow rates should be markedly lower.

In relation to the safety of radioactive waste containment, the risk of excessive deformation
can be kept acceptably low if the disposal formation meets the following requirements: bedded
salt located in a geologically stable area; subhorizontal salt beds exposed to very limited
differential loading; thickness of the salt beds of the order of 100 to 300 m; and depth of the
salt beds between 300 and 700 m.

Gera, F. 1974. On the Origin of the Small ttill.s in Na.sh Draw and Clayton Basin. Southeastern
New Mexico. CF-74-2-29. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National l,aboratory.

ABSTRACT: A magnetic and gravity survey has been performed on one of the small hills
present in southeastern New Mexico, and at a 2 mi 2 possible site area for the radioactive waste
repository. No significant variations ot" the intensity of the magnetic field have been
identified.

The gravity data indicate the presence of sharp, srnall amplitude, negative anomalies both at
the site and at the hill. The only acceptable interpretation of these anomalies is masses of low
density materials in the first few hundred below the surface, which would seem to indicate the
presence of small sinkholes full of wind-blown sand. The sinkholes could be caused by
leaching in the Rustler Formation and collapse of the overlying materials.

On the other hand, the hills seem to be caused by differential subsidence as a result of
dissolution of Salado salt. The mechanism capable of producing a positive relief on the
Salado-Rustler contact, exactly under a sinkhole, is not clear. A tentative explanation is
proposed, based on the confined conditions of the brine aquifer and the progressive saturation
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of the brine while approaching the sinkholes, where discharge to the overlying "lquil'ers takes
place.

Gerstle, W,II,, and A.K. Jones. 1986, ,_h'chanical Prolwrtte_ o Cru_twd Sd/I,/ll(,ttlmtile Blocl_._.
SAND80-0707. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A preliminary mechanical testing program has been conducted on crushed
salt/bentonite blocks. These blocks are prototypes of blocks that may eventually be used to
build engineered seals in drifts at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Three types of
blocks were tested: pure crushed salt, crushed salt with bentonite binder, and pure bentonite.
Simple uniaxial compression tests were performed. Axial displacement and lateral
displacements were measured as a function of applied axial load. The ultimate strength, initial
elastic moduli, and mode of failure were determined from these tests. The ultimate uniaxial
strength of the pure bentonite blocks was found to be about 6.8 MPa. The ultimate uniaxial
strength of pure salt blocks was found to be about 3.2 MPa. The blocks composed of both salt
and bentonite had a strength somewhe, u between these two values. Surprisingly, the bentonite
blocks, while stronger than the pure salt blocks, were less stilT. The mode of failure in all
caseswas through longitudinal splitting/cracking. Also, ultrasonic velocities in the blocks were
measured. The results of these tests indicate a high degree of anisotropy in the bentonite and
salt/bentonite blocks, while the pure salt blocks appear to be isotropic.

Gibbons, J.F., C.C. Ferrall, and S.F Faith. 1_,_79,Progr_,ss tn ,1lode/ling ttw ,_h'cham('al,
H.l'drologic, and Geochemical Respon.sc of ttw Ru._th'r I.'orm,timt fro" ttw II'IPP Pro/cot.
Albuquerque, NM: Civil Systems, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation l,ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The mechanical, chemical, and hydrologic stability of the Rustler Formation can
affect the Rustler's performance as a barrier to waste migration. Characteristics that affect
stability have been sumrnarized to help formulate further examination of the Rustler. The
Rustler is a relatively thin-bedded and variable formation of interbedded evaporites, dolomite,
and siltstone. Evaporites are soluble, and anhydrite is partially gypsified, l.arge-scale tectonic
activity is not significant, and the processes of formation, the distribution, and possible
solution of evaporites need study based on core examination. Groundwater may reach
anhydrite units through fractures in dolomite and adjacent units affected by thermomechanical
stress. Computer models, coupling equilibrium relationships of the minerals with dissolution
based on kinetically controlled mass-transfer equations, can be used to predict stable mineral
assemblages. The rate of mineral precipitation is difficult to predict because the
gypsum/anhydrite system is poorly understood. Predicted temperature ranges for the Rustler
are in the range of uncertainty about gypsum stability. Somewhat arbitrary parameters used in
strain calculations indicate Rustler uplift with a domal shape and center uplift of 2 m.
Maximum uplift occurs at about 2000 years, producing an integrated total strain of about
0.03%. Some bedding plane shear is expected to develop on uplift flanks. Anhydrite extension
will probably occur by creep of gypsum fillings of old fractures. Ilydraulic pressures over the
uplifted area will vary depending on strain, Rustler cores need to be studied to define gypsum
distribution, siltstone nature, fracture distribution, nature and extent of dissolution features,
and other important features. A hydrologic model of permeability and porosity changes will
be necessary to understand changes during both uplift and recovery of uplift. To continue the
project, the following courses are recommended: I) continue composite strain modelling,
including both rnechanical and geohydrologic models; 2) continue Rustler studies, including
geology and gypsum/anhydrite stability, and 3) understand the influences of ambient and
transient regional stresses, including seismic ground motion. DWP
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Glass, R,S. 1981, Effec't_ o/ Radiation on the Cttemical l.;nvironm_'nl Surrouttdtng II'a_le
Cani._ter_ in Propo_ed Repo_itor)' Stte_ and Po,_ihh, Effect_ ota the Corro,_ton Proce,_.
SANDgI-1677. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aborat_ries.

ABSTRACT: This report expl_res the interacti_n of ionizing radiation with various
environments. In particular, worst-case (aqueous) environments for the proposed nuclear waste
repository sites are considered. Emphasis is on the fundamental chemical and physical
processes involved. The identities of possible radiolysis products (both transient and stable)
have been sought through a literature search. The effect of radiation on corrosion processes is
discussed,

i

"l'he radiation-induced chemical environment in the worst case repository sites is not well
defined. Attention should therefore be given to fundamental studies exploring the interaction
of such environments with components of the nuclear waste package, including the canister
materials and backfills. Identification and quantification of radiolysis products would be
helpful in this regard.

Gnlrk, P,S., W.B. Krause, and A,S, Fossum. 1981. State-of-the-,,lrt Review o/ 13rim, Migration
Studies in Salt. SANDS 1-7054; Technical Memorandum Report RSI-0075. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report provides a state of the art review of brine migration studies in rock
salt and includes experimental work which has been conducted in the laboratory and in the
field, Laboratory experiments are proposed to determine whether or not a relationship exists
between brine migration and temperature, temperature gradient, and stress in rock salt. The
results can be incorporated into analysis by finite element computer codes. Brine migration is
studied primarily as a function of temperature and temperature gradients, The effects of stress
fields on brine migration are planned for later study, l.aboratory and field studies are
combined with analytical methods to predict brine migration and determine its significance for
radioactive waste disposal.

The theoretical model proposed by i:3radshaw and Sanchez depends on a diffusion theory based
on molecular-sized spherical particles with Stokes' creeping flow assumptions. More basic
investigations are needed, as this can only be considered to be very simplistic for r_ck salt.

DWP

Goad, D, Iq79. A CompilaltOtt _1./ Site' S_'lt'_'ltOlt Crttc'rta, ('on_tdt'ratton_ attti Cottc'emt._
AppeariHg it_ the Lileralltre or1 the' D_'cp Geologtc Dt_po_al of Radtoa_'ltV_' I|'tl_,l_'._,. EI!G-I.
Santa Fe, NM: Environmental I::valttation CJroul_,

ABSTRACT: Information was compiled from fifty-nine sources about the selection and
evaluation of a site for the deep geologic disposal of radioactive wastes: the criteria that should
be used, the factors that must be considered, and the concerns expressed 13yvarious authors on
this issue. The criteria and t'actc_rs cited here were neither analyzed nor judged. They are
provided in a form for easy reference that delineates the degree of agreement and
disagreement about waste repository site selection.

Parts i through IV of the report list criteria: Part I - general t'raruework, Part I! - host rock,
Part III - waste form and canister, and Part IV - other criteria, Part V includes general
considerations and concerns voiced in the sources. Criteria arc grouped by subject; for
example, statements about volcanic activity in the site region are listed under Geothermal
Gradient/Volcanic Activity. To avoid repetition, statements in each chapter that summarize a
given position are followed by the list of sources for the position, q'he criteria are organized
in each chapter from general to specific, DWP
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Gonzales, M.M. 198g. Coml_tlattmz and Compart_ott o.f "l'e_t-Hole Localtmt Surveys tit the
I'icin;ty of the II'a._te I_oluttmt Pilot Plato Site. SAND88-[065. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National !.aboratories,

ABSTRACT: Between 1976 and 1988, many surveys were performed related to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and its geologic and hydrologic test holes, which are part of the
hydrogeologic-characterization progt:_m, Among these surveys were two First-Order, Class !
vertical surveys, a satellite survey, and a number of township-r,qnge surveys. An overview of
the basic function, history, anti methodology oi" each survey type is provided in this report
along with a review and comp'lrison of Ihe two major test-hole surveys, Elevation and
location data for 96 test holes and 4 shafts are also included. The comparison of the satellite
survey to the township-range surveys showed that the latter have the following advantages:
their data are more complete; their elevation data are more accurate; and their techniques can
be used for surveying new wells, keeping the data set consistent. Therefore, the final
township-range surveys were selected as the best source of elevation anti location data to use
in the WIPP hydrology program.

Glllltalt,/., D.D, 1983a. il)'drogeo_'twmt_'al Par(toh'ler.'_ o.I Flutd.-Bc,:rtng Zmt_'_ m I/t_' Ru_th'r
aml Bell Catlyml Formallcm_.' IIa_/e l_oht, lltm PlhJl P/am ¢IIIPPj, Sout/lea_t New lilt,tree
(SEN31). SANI)83-0210. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia Nati_)nal l,ab_)rattJries

AI]STRACT: The data contained herein 'tre a compil_lti,n of hytlr,ge.chemical information
collected by the US Geological Sur_ey and Sandia National l,aboratories in supp_rt t)l' the
proposed Waste Isolation F'ilot l'lant (WII'I')facility. 'lhese data ha,,e been collected as a result
of field operalions ongoing since 1976 and are a result of extensi',e observations made at 24
locations, tlydraulic testing, chemical _lnalvsis, and geophysical logging have been performed
in the water-bearing zones of the Rustler and I_lell ('anv()n I:ormatit)ns. Transmissivities in
these zones vary within nine orders _Jl"magnitude, anti total ttiss_)l,,ett st)lids range t'r()m a few
thousand to 400 000 mgil. throught)ut the study area. 'lhe hydraulic dat_l, for the most part,
represent confined water-bearing horizons that range t'r_m stratigraphic contacts t() 30 ft in
thickness. Due to the low productivity, these zones _._,'_)ul_tnot be classified as aquift'rs
anywhere else in the w(_rltt. Wells within a 2-mi radius of the site and in the general
southeastern direction of t'lov, of the d_minant atluifer in the Rustler {the ('ulebra I)olomite)
yield no more than 0.2 gal/min o_er an extended [)eriotl ()t" puml_illg.

(;onzalet, I).D, 1983b. Gr_umdu'at_'r I.'l_w t_t lib' Rusth'r l"_,ot,tt_,n, IIa_t_' /so/alton Pth_t P/am

(I{'IPP), Soulh_'a_l Neu' _l_'._t__, /S/:',V,_I),' htl_'rtm R,'l_rl. S,\Ni)82--. 1012, A ll')utluertlue, NM:
Sandia National l.ab()ratories,

AI3S'i'RA("I: In hypothetical breach scenal-i_, t'_)_ the _t,'aslt' Ist_lati_n I'il_,t i'la_t (\_,'11'1'), the
Culebra i)()h)mite in the Ru_tle_ I o_iuati_)t_ has hist_)_icall_ I_t,t'n C_)l,,sidetett the ;.ltluifel IllOSt

likely to play a significant ;ole in _;tlnSl_)rti_g _atli_is_t_lWS t_ the bi(_sl_he_t'. Mt)_e recently,
it was determined that breach scenari_s in_ol_i_g C()lllleCliOll _,)t" atluil'ets abo_e anti bel_ the
Salado Formation where waste em1_lacelnent ix i_lannetl v,'_)uld n_)t result in an tJl'_V,altl l'lov, ()1'
water into the Rustler atluifers. Ne,,ertheless. ¢o_sidt, r:._l_le hyttr_)l()gi¢ in',estigalion has
focused on the Culebra, because some scenarios might _e,,ult in c_)ntami_ati_n of this aquifer.
In such e_ents the ('ulel'_ra ,,v_)uld prt)_itte m()_e rapid tral_spt)rt of ratti_)is_)t()lWS from the WIi'P
tt_an any ()t" the other aquifers in the \t,'lPl' area. lhis l ep()rt describes the hytlr(_lt)gic tests
conducted in three-well :_rrays at four different It)cations heal the \_,'IPI_. At two locations,
tracer tests were run with n()ns()rbing tracers. lraccr tt'sts tit lht' !i .6 _ells north,,_est ()f the
WIPP indicated an et't'ecli_e p()rosit._ _)1' 0.007 in the princil_al direction uf flow and a
dispersivity o1' 33 ft. At the 11-2 wells, I-I,4 mi west-s_)uthwest of the center t)l' the WIPP
Site, the effective pt)rosity in the principal t'1o,.,,' direction (deduced from tht, testsl is 0.18 and
the dispersivity ix 17 ft, Anisottt)l)y of lransmissivity was determined l'ronl pUml)ing tests at
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the H-4, H-5, and H-6 wells. The principal direction ot" transmissivity is roughly northwest-
southeast at all three locations. The ratio of the major-to-minor transmissivity components
varies only from 2.1 to 2.7, even though the tra nsrnissivity itself varies three orders of
magnitude among the three locations. This information, coupled with transmissivity and head
potential data, indicates that flow patterns near the WIPP Site are toward the southeast.
Present estimates for flow rates are - I to 10 ft/year. Values of transmissivity for the Culebra
vary six orders of magnitude over the extent of the study area, decreasing monotonically from
~ 103 ft2/day in Nash Draw to - 10-a ft2/day on the east side of the WlPP Site. The high
values in and near Nash Draw reflect the fracturing caused by subsidence after dissolution of
evaporites in the Rustler and Upper Salado. Tracer test results imply that matrix diffusion
plays an important role for flow in the Culebra. This effect would further reduce presently
estimated flow rates. The results in this interim report will be supplemented by additional
tracer tests and anisotropy determinations to expand the data base, to improve understanding
of the actual flow mechanism, and to allow more deterministic modeling of the flow regime at
the WIPP Site.

Gonzalez, D.D. 1983c. "The Criteria for Hydrogeologic Characterization of Radioactive Waste
Repositories - The WIPP Example," EOS 7"ran._aclion.s. American Geoph.l,sical Union.
SAND83-2029A. Vol. 04, no. 45, 713. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Competent rock formations proposed for storage of radioactive waste at depth
are always surrounded by heterogeneous hydrogeologic t'eatures capable of transporting waste
to the biosphere in low-probability breach scenarios. These scenarios range from catastrophic
tectonic events to encounters with highly improbable hydrogeologic phenomena. Human
intrusion as the breach mechanism can never be ruled out. As is the case with most proposed

facilities, absolute hydrogeologic characterization is impossible because of the remoteness and
size of these sites and the corresponding lack of a complete data base. in order to satisfy the
concerns of the public and technical reviewers, as well as the standards proposed by the
Environmental Protection Agency (El'A), it is essential that adequate characterization be
formulated consistent with the geologic setting and practical costs.

The proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility in southeast New Mexico is under
construction in bedded salts 2150 ft below land surface. Hydrogeologic characterization was
initiated in 1976; in 1980 the formal program was begun to arrive at credible estimates for
groundwater flow and solute transport. The results from drilling, field, and laboratory
analyses form the basis for pad-scale modeling, leading to a foundation for, and refinement of,
a regional-scale interpretation, f:racture orientation, matrix diffusion, anisotropy, effective
porosity, dispersivity, transmissivity, static head, and water quality, including aquifer residence
times, will form the basis for the final estimates of the hydraulics of the WIPP. Discrete flow
in fractures will be analyzed in detail at eight locations surrounding the WIPP.

Gonzalez, D.D. 1985a. "Tracers: Recent Trends and Applications," EOS Tran.sacltons. American
Geoph)'sical Uniml. Vol. 66, no. 46, 894. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The use of tracers towards the quantification of solute transport in the
groundwater is increasingly becoming a major consideration in characterizing sites where
hazardous waste practices, past, present, anti future, are an issue. The results of tracer tests
are a major factor in justifying future hazardous waste sitings and evaluating the effects of
past and present waste handling and storage facilities. Solute-transport rates included in risk
assessments address standards enforced by federal, state, and local authorities.

Natural and artificial tracers are used in complex hydraulic tests to estimate areaily large or
localized hydraulic and sorptive parameters. Predictive nurnerical models utilizing these data
and the geoscientific representation of the study area provide the guidance toward future site
selection alternatives for handling and permanent storage of hazardous waste, and for remedial
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action planning and implementation for present facilities that are of risk to the environment
and the health and safety of the population.

Tracer techniques in testing and application of natural and artificial tracers to specific
environments are presented with comment on applicability towards future trends in
groundwater investigations in the hazardous waste environments.

Gonzalez, D.D. 1985b. "Hydraulic Studies in Low Permeability Evaporite Deposits,
Southeastern New Mexico, (SENM)," International Association of Hydrogeologists Memoires.
Hydrogeology of Rocks of Low Permeability, Tucson, AZ. January 7-12. 1985. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 17, pt. 2, 795. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: In support of the hydrogeologic characterization of the proposed Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), in Southeastern New Mexico, hydraulic studies in Permian evaporites
within the Delaware Basin have been on going since 1975 and were intensified and expanded
in !980.

The hydrologic program for the WIPP is designed to determine the parameters necessary to
model the site area for mass transport considering the limitations imposed by the large areal
extent of the study area and range in transmissivity (10E2-10E-3 ft2/day), a double medium,
fracture-filled system, water quality and density (!.001-1.260 g/cc) variation, and a limited
number of test and observation wells. The principal components of the WIPP Hydrology
Program are: (l) Regional hydrologic studies including recharge, discharge and infiltration
investigations; (2) Drilling and completion designed for testing in low permeability rock; (3)
Hydraulic testing that requires pumping at rates from several gal/min to 0.1 gal/min for
periods lasting up to 30 days or more. Tests involve observation wells 3-4 mi from the
pumping well and special downhole equipment suited to data acquisition in packed-off water-
bearing units as much as 4,500 ft below land surface; (4) Aquifer anisotropy determination
using data collected from three wells, the theory and technique adapted from techniques
developed by Hantush Papadopulos for application to the WIPP Hydrology Program; (5) A
tracer test program where a suite of tracers best suited to the evaporites are used in the
analysis of results obtained from two-well recirculation and convergent flow tests.
Thiocyanate and five fluorinated derivatives of benzoic acid have been used successfully in
tests lasting 20-600 days in wells spaced 100 ft and pumping rates of 10-0.10 gal/min.
Effective porosity ranges from 011 [note: probably 0.1] to 18% in analyzed tests, and matrix
diffusion is being evaluated by examining the tail portion of breakthrough curves under
different pumping rates; (6) Water quality analysis and the use of environmental tracers to
determine groundwater flow direction, source, age and velocity. Tracers include the halides,
stable isotopes of mobile species of C, Ci, and S and the radioisotopes of H, C, CI, and Kr; (7)
Numerical groundwater flow and solute transport modeling. Several codes have been
developed and/or modified to compliment the real double-porosityfractured media for tracer
tests, aquifer well interference tests and flow and solute transport modeling.

Gonzalez, D.D., and L.R. Hill. 1980. "Tracer Tests Performed in the Field for WIPP in
Southeastern New Mexico," Scientific Basis for Nuclear It/aste Management. Proceedings of
the International Symposium, Boston. MA. November 27-30. 1979. Ed. C.J.M. Northrup, Jr.
SAND79-0981C. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2, 487-489.

ABSTRACT: A two-well recirculating tracer test began in October 1979 to define as
accurately as possible the hydraulic character (natural groundwater velocities, aquifer porosity,
and components of dispersivity) of a fractured carbonate aquifer, the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) Site in Eddy and
Lea Counties, NM. The Culebra Dolomite overlies a zone planned for isolation of transuranic
(TRU) contaminated waste generated by US defense programs. The storage zone of the
proposed facility is in nearly pure halite and about 1400 ft (427 m) below the Culebra
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Dolomite, the most likely pathway for the migration of radionuclides to the biosphere in the
event the repository is breached by groundwater. The aquifer thickness is 19 ft (5.8 m), with
hydraulic conductivities estimated between 0.01 to 0.05 ft/day.

Injection flow rates initially will be low (0.2 gal/min) based on hydraulic conductivities. The
proposed tracer test will use sodium benzoate and pentafluorobenzoic acid as tracers;
fluorocarbons will be a backup. DWP

Grant Geophysical Corporation. 1978. Refleclion Seismograph Survey Operations Report.
WIPP Project. Eddy County. New Mexico. Grant Geophysical Corporation. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Between July and November 1978, Grant Geophysical Corporation conducted a
seismic reflection survey for Bechtel National Inc. Data were collected on 22 lines totaling
about 74 miles over the WIPP site area. "A fan geophone array of 36 geophones per station
was used throughout the area." For most lines the array spread 110 ft from the center along
each arm. For two lines the arrays spread 55 ft along each arm. DWP

ANNOTATION: The data acquired by Grant Geophysical Corp. are interpreted and presented
in Bell and Murphy and Associates (1979) and Dobrin (1979), both included in this
bibliography.

Gravity Meter Exploration Company. 1976. Aeromagnetic htterpretation Delaware Basin Texas
and New Mexico. Houston, TX: Gravity Meter Exploration Company. Revised by
Geophysical Exploration Corporation, May 1976. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This report covers a speculative interpretation of a speculative survey by Aero
Service Corporation. The report and its accompanying maps are the exclusive property of
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and may not be sold, traded or in any way divulged except
to employees of SNL without the written consent of Gravity Meter Exploration Company.

The field aeromagnetic data for the Delaware Basin were acquired during 1963-1964 by
Fairchild Surveys. Maps were compiled at a scale of ! mi: 8,000 ft with contour intervals of
five gamma. This restricted work was purchased by SNL to examine basement structure and
evidence for the dike trend northwest of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site or other
sites in the vicinity of the WIPP. DWP

Griswold, G.B., ed. 1977a. Chemical Analyses of Potash-Bearing Horizons From 21
Exploratory Holes Drilled at a Tentative Site for the IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant. Eddy
County, New Mexico. SAND77-1217. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Sandia Laboratories drilled 21 potash drill holes over an 18,960-acre site in east-
central Eddy County, NM to evaluate potash resources as part of their Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Project. This report furnishes assay information on samples obtained from the
drilling program.

Griswold, G.B. 1977b. Site Selection and Evaluation Studies of the Wasle Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). Los Meda_os. Eddy Count),, NM. SAND77-0946. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: Bedded-salt deposits of the Salado Formation have been selected for evaluation
for a proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to be located in Eddy County, NM, -26 mi
east of Carlsbad, NM. Site selection and evaluation studies that included geologic mapping,
geophysical surveys, drilling, and resource appraisal were conducted over and under the
prospective location, The lower portion of the Salado meets essential criteria for waste
isolation. Beds chosen for waste storage lie 2074-2730 ft below the surface. High-purity salt
exists at these depths, and the geologic structure revealed by geophysical surveys indicates that
these beds are essentially flat. Additional geophysical surveys are now under way. The initial
interpretation of the new data indicates that more structure may exist in the salt beds in the
northern portion of the site area. Full evaluation of potentially commercial deposits of potash
and natural gas within the WIPP Site will be reported by separate studies, as will be the
hydrologic details of the region.

ANNOTATION: The report by Griswold (1977b) provides considerable technical detail of the
parameters used to select the present WIPP Site during late 1975 and early 1976 after the initial
site (where ERDA-6 was drilled) was abandoned as unsuitable because of extreme deformation
of the salt beds. Some parallel, but unpublished, study by the US Geological Survey (USGS)
(especially C.L. Jones) gave similar results and selected the same primary area for the present
site among alternatives.

The parameters for the preliminary site selection differed from implicit or explicit
requirements for the original site. The most restrictive parameter added was to avoid the zone
along the front of the Capitan Reef where the evaporites are generally deformed. The zone
was considered to be about 6 mi wide. In addition, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
selected the original site using a 2 mi buffer from any bore hole through the evaporites. This
criterion was relaxed to 1 mi in view of further study of salt dissolutioning in bore holes. The
known potash area was avoided, as were more favorable areas for hydrocarbons.

Griswold effectively covers the preliminary site selection process and the initial
characterization through the drilling of the first bore hole and first seismic reflection data.
The main site characterization phase which is considered to follow this stage, is covered by
Powers et al. (1978) and Lappin (1988a).

Griswold, G.B. 1978. Recommendatiotts for Drilling a Geoscience Hole at the Pre-IVIPP
Designated Area Nash Draw Mine. Eddy Cmmty New Mexico. Albuquerque, NM: Tecoiote
Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is now negotiating with the Duval
Corporation to excavate underground chambers in salt within the company's Nash Draw mine
located about 5 mi southwest of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Core and
descriptive geologic logs from holes drilled near the proposed PWDA (Pre-WIPP Dedicated
Area) indicate favorable conditions. However, available cores are incomplete for the interval
above and below the selected salt horizon. No geophysical logs are available.

A coring program is recommended to verify stratigraphic details and chemical properties of the
area selected for the PWDA. Geophysical logging is recommended to determine in situ
physical properties and provide data for the comparison of those properties with the remotely
handled (RH) and contact handled (CH) horizons selected at WIPP.

The drill hole can be used to test bore-hole plugging concepts. The hole is located in a pillar
area such that reentry could be accomplished on two levels separated vertically by about 200
ft. The two level reentry has the advantages of testing continuity of the plugs plus allowing
reentry at two different times of aging. DWP
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Griswold, G.B. 1979. Minimum Mining Development Plan PrelVIPP Dedicated Area (PWDA).
Nash Draw Mine. Eddy County. New Mexico. Albuquerque, NM: Tecolote Corporation.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The PreWIPP Dedicated Area (PWDA) is an experimental facility to be located
in the Dural Nash Draw mine. Experimental chambers can be developed through either of
two plans differing mainly in having 51-ft long chambers and pillars in Plan I while Plan !!
will combine 51- and 123-ft lengths. Dimensions of the "heated room" experiment are not yet
decided. Heated pillar and ambient pillar experiments are not compatible with stability
requirements for Nash Draw mine, and experiments that induce gross movement should be
sited in mines inducing continuous roof failure. Wiremesh and roofbolts will be required for
the roof over the entire experimental area to protect experimenters and visitors. DWP

Griswold, G.B., and V.C. McWhirter. 1981. Interpretation o/ Wireline Geophysical Logs ERDA
No. 9 Stratigraphie Test Borehole DOE WIPP Site. Eddy County, New Mexico.
SANDS0-7119. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: ERDA No. 9 was drilled at the approximate center of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site to test the stratigraphy. The hole was continuously cored from 1090 to 2887
ft, the total depth of the hole. A suite of 20 wire line geophysical logs was recorded on analog
strip charts under open hole conditions over the cored interval. The records were subsequently
digitized at 0.5 ft intervals with the data placed on magnetic tape.

A simple computer program was devised to interpret rock type and calculate elastic properties
based on the digital data. The analysis is in excellent agreement with physical examination of
the core. Correlating the wireline geophysical logs with core provides a better basis for using
wireline logs to describe rock conditions in future holes drilled by rotary methods or where
core has been lost. DWP

Gulick, C.W. Jr. 1978. Borehole Plugging-Materials Development Program. SAND78-0715.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report discusses the background and first year's results of the grouting
materials development program for plugging boreholes associated with the Nuclear Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The grouts are to be pumpable, impermeable, and durable for
many thousands of years. The work was done at the Concrete Laboratory of the US Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, MS. The workability, strength,
porosity, bonding, expansion, and permeability data are summarized and discussed. The work
is continuing at WES.

Gulick, C.W., Jr. 1979. Borehole Plugging Program Plugging of ERDA No. 10 Drill Hole.
SAND79-0789. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A requirement exists to plug exploratory drill holes located in the proposed
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) area of southeastern New Mexico. Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), in cooperation with the US Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) Concrete Laboratory developed pumpable and durable cement
grouts. These grouts were successfully used to plug an existing drill hole in the area. Results
of this project are presented, along with comments and conclusions.
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Gulick, C.W., IJr.I, and L.D. Wakcley. 1989. Reference Propertie_ of Cement-Ba,_'ed Plugging
and Sealing Materials for the II'asle l._olation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Technical Report SL-
89-17. Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment Station.

ABSTRACT: The Structures Laboratory of the US Army Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) has conducted research on cement-based composites for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) since 1977 in support of Sandia National Laboratories (SNL).
Sealing shafts and plugging bore holes for closure of this geologic repository for radioactive
wastes will require grouts and concretes. Salt-saturated grouts and concretes bond adequately
to the bedded halite host rock. Freshwater mixtures will plug and seal penetrations through
nonhalite strata.

This report gives reference values for such properties as unconfined compressive strength,
static modulus, restrained expansion, and permeability of candidate grouts and concretes.
Values tabulated here are not averages but are values that one could reasonably expect to attain
with other candidate mixtures of similar composition. They are values that the authors
consider reasonable targets for cement-based composites likely to be used in the closure phase
of operation of the WIPP or other underground repositories.

Gulick, C.W., IJr.I, J.A. Boa, Jr., and A.D. Buck. 1980a. "Bell Canyon 'Vest (BCT) - Cement
Development Report," Proceedings of the ll_orkshop on Borehole and Shaft Plugging,
Col,mbtcs, OH, Ala.l' 7-9. 1980. SAND80-0358C. Paris, France: Organisation for Economic
Co-Operation and Development. 277-297.

ABSTRACT: The Borehole Plugging (BHP) materials development program, which has been
underway at the US Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment station (WES) under
Sandia National l_.aboratories (SNI.) sponsorship for about five years, is reviewed.
Development testing data for candidate grout mixtures for the Bell Canyon Test (BCT) plug
are presented. Field batching, mixing, and placement operations are discussed. Data from
field samples molded during the two plug placements include strength, expansion,
compressional wave velocity, dynamic modulus, density, and porosity. Microstructure and
composition are compared los grout samples at ages of a few weeks and one year.

Gulick, C.W., Jr., J.A. Boa, Jr., and A.D. Buck. 1980b. Bell Can.l'_)n Tesl (BCT) Cement
Gro,t Developntent Report. SANDS0-1928. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The grout for the Bell Canyon Test (BCT) was developed and tested at the US
Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Expe_iment Station (WES) and tested as well by Dowell
Labs, Pennsylvania State University, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). A saltwater
grout with Class H cement, fly asia, and an expansive additive developed unexpected
permeability along the contact between grout and anhydrite, The space at the contact was
caused when specimens dried. A freshwater grout and proper care to prevent drying alleviated
the condition. The BCT-IFF freshwater grout was used in field operations.

"Physical property and expansivity data for the field samples through 90 days' age are in
general agreement with laboratory development data." "'['he high-density, low water-cement
ratio expansive grout (BCT-IFF) is considered to be an excellent candidate for plugging
boreholes at most locations (except through halite sections). DWP

Gulick, C.W,, Jr., J.A. Boa, IJr. I, and A.D. Buck. 1982. B_)rehole PI,gging Materials
Development Program Report 3, SAND81-0065. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: This report gives data for up to four years of durability studies of grout
mixtures developed for the borehole plugging program of the Nuclear Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP). Samples from field plugging operations for the Bell Canyon Test and ERDA-10
drill hole are included in the durability studies. Specimens of all mixtures had phase
compositions and microstructures that were considered normal for these mixtures at these ages.
All of the specimens of the various grout mixtures (including fresh and salt water) have
maintained acceptable physical properties as measured by compressive strength, cornpressional
wave velocity, dynamic modulus of elasticity, and permeability to water. Porosity and
expansion data under differing exposure conditions have been collected for continuing study
evaluation. The work was performed and is continuing at the Structures Laboratory of the US
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi.

Gulick, C.W., Jr., J.A. Boa, Jr., D.M. Walley, and A.D. Buck. 1980. Borehole Plugging
Materials Development Program Report 2. SAND79-1514. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The data for 2 years of grout mixtures durability studies developed for the
borehole plugging proglam of the Nuclear Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are reported. In
addition, data for 1 year of durability studies of grout mixture field samples used to plug the
ERDA-10 exploratory drill hole near the WIPP Site are included. The grout samples and the
data do not show any evidence ot" deterioration during the durability studies that include
exposure to brine at both ambient and elevated temperatures. The data include strength,
compressional wave velocity, dynamic modulus, expansion, weight change, porosity,
permeability, bond strength, chemical analysis of cements, and petrographic examinations. The
work was performed at the Concrete Division of the Structures Laboratory of the US Army
Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, MS. The work is
continuing at WES,

Guzowski, R.V. 1990. Preliminarj' ldentificatmn of Sc'enario._ That Maj' Affect lhe E.scape and
Transport of Radionuclide,s From Ihe l['a.sle lsvlalimt Pilot Plant, Souttwa.stern New Mexico.
SAND89-7149. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is being evaluated as a location for the
disposal of defense-generated transuranic waste. One of the criteria to be used to determine
the suitability of the disposal system is compliance with the Containment Requirements
established by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). One step in determining
compliance is to identify the combinations of events and processes (scenarios) defining possible
future states of the disposal system that may affect the escape of radionuclides t'rom the
repository and transport to the accessible environment,

A list of previously identified events and processes was adapted to a scenario-selection
procedure that develops a comprehensive set of mutually exclusive scenarios through the use of
a logic diagram. Four events resulted in the development of 16 scenarios. Preliminary
analyses indicate that four scenarios result in no releases. Six scenarios consist of combinations
of drilling into a room, drilling into a room and a brine reservoir, and emplacement of
withdrawal wells downgradient from the repository. Six additional scenarios consist of these
same six combinations with the addition of potash mining and the associated surface
subsidence.

The 12 retained scenarios will be screened based on consequence and/or probability of
occurrence. During the course of performance assessment, additional data and information will
be used to revise and update these preliminary scenarios where appropriate.
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Hadley, G.R. 1981. Salt Block II.' Brine Migration Modeling. SAND81-0433. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A Darcy flow model of brine migration previously applied to a small-scale water
loss experiment is used to model water loss from a large-scale experiment designated Salt Block
!i. Agreement with the data is found to be reasonably good provided some simplifying
assumptions concerning the stress state of the salt are allowed. In general, agreement is better
than that obtained using the inclusion migration model. However, post-test analysis of the salt
block showed that inclusions did in fact move during the experiment so that the actual
response is probably a combination of the two different effects.

Hadley, G.R., and G.W. Farls. 1981. Revised Theory of Water Transport in Rock Salt.
SAND80-2398. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a theoretical treatment of the water loss rate of a heated I
kg sample of southeastern New Mexico rock salt. The analysis presented here represents a
refinement of a previously published model in which the water loss was assumed to be the
Darcy flow of water vapor from a receding evaporation front. The refinement consists of a
more careful and detailed modeling of the vapor region, including the effects of Knudsen
diffusion and binary gaseous diffusion of water vapor through air. The results of the analysis
are found to provide improved agreernent with experiment during the room temperature drying
stage,

Hansen, F,D. 1979. Triaxial Quasi-Static Compression and Creep Behavior of Bedded Salt
from Southeastern New Me.,_'ico. SAND79-7045. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Ten samples of bedded salt from Drilihole AEC-7 were tested by triaxial quasi-
static compression and triaxial creep tests. The program was developed to determine
deformation characteristics as well as to test and refine procedural details. Samples 2 in. in
diameter were recored front original 4-in. cores from depths of 1935-1954 and 2711-2722 ft.
Confining pressures were 500 and 2000 psi; differential axial stresses were 1500, 3000, and
4500 psi; temperatures were 23 and 100°C; and the tests continued from several hours to ten
days.

Axial and lateral strain was detern_ined as a function of time for a constant load. For times of
more than one hour, power" laws fit the axial _lnd lateral strain data well. Creep behavior was
transient for these tests. Steady-state creep was not definable for these tests, and creep
rupture did not occur even for samples with more than 25% axial strain. At lower differential
stress, creep yielded principal strain ratios less than 0.5 while at higher differential stresses the
ratios were about 0.5 to 0,55. No dilatation was observed. DWP

ltansen, F.D., and K.D. Mellegard. 1979. Creep Behavior of Bedded Salt Front Souttteastern
New Mexico at Elevated Temperalure. SAND79-7030; "reclanical Menaorandum Report RSI-
0062. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National t.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Seventeen triaxial creep experiments were conducted on 2 in. diameter core
specimens from depths of 2605 to 2679 ft in Drillhole ERDA-9 to determine time-dependent
deformation characteristics. The tests were conducted under differential axial stress ranging
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from 1500 to 6000 psi, confining pressures from zero to 3000 psi, and temperatures ot" 24, 70,
and IO0°C. Experiments ranged from 15 minutes to 20 dab's in length.

"All tests exhibited transient creep to various degrees', two experiments resulted in rupture..."
For a few experiments, creep accelerated prior to termination. Data do not justify
comprehensive creep analysis. Regression analysis yielded an equation that fits axial creep
data to a function of time, differential stress, and temperature, Lateral strain was not treated
by regression analysis, though lateral strain is qualitatively similar to axial strain. DWP

Hansen, F.D., and K.D. Mellegard. 1980, Further Creep Behavior of Bedded Sail From
Southeastern New Mexico at Elevated Temperalure. SAND80-7114. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Seventeen tests were conducted on halite samples removed from depths of about
2440 and 2500 ft in borehole ERDA-9. Two-inch diameter specimens were recored from
original cores from the bore hole, Triaxial compression creep experiments were conducted at
differential stresses ranging from 800 to 3000 psi, confining pressures from 0 to 3000 psi, and
temperatures to 200°C over periods up to 60 days. Test parameters and rnost procedures in
these tests were similar to those for earlier series.

All samples initially deformed transiently while a few reached steady state, Tertiary creep was
observed once. Transient data were fit well with a simple power law. The power law for
these tests predicts strains considerably smaller than does the power law for each of the
previous series of tests. An undetermined error may exist, though no experimental error has
been found. "... an empirical power law was fit to all of the existing transient data by ...
multiple regression, A hand calculation yielded a steady-state equation. A comparison of the
strain predictions based on these two fits shows a reasonable estimate for transition from
transient to steady-state deformation," DWP

ltansen, F.D., D.E, Munson, anti A.F. Fossum. 1988. "Substructures of Salt from the WIPP
Site," EOS Tran._action_. American Geophy._ical Union. SANI)88-2444A. Vol. 69, no. 44,
1446. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Substructures of untested salt from a horizontal borehole within Room D at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site have been examined using optical microscopy of etched
cleavage chips. The borehole samples were extracted from six locations between 0.3 and
14.3 m deep into a relatively clean salt layer, Subgrain size and free dislocation densities of
the samples in the proximity of the WIPP opening were compared to those of four salt samples
taken from the ERDA 9 surface drillhole at the same horizon depth, 653 m, as Room D. A
uniform subgrain size of 300 /_m found in all samples compared very well to data of Carter
and coworkers. Free dislocation density varies monotonically as a function of horizontal depth
into the rib, ranging from 5.4 to 2.4 (10 7) cm -2 between 0.3 and 14.3 rn depth, respectively.
Density of the laterally equivalent ERDA 9 salt is 1.7(10r)cm 2. Increase in free dislocation
density (A,o) is attributed to creep deformation around the WIPP underground opening. A
relationship between _p and a state parameter (_) has been calculated from finite element
simulations of Room D using a Munson-Dawson creep law. The state parameter (/_) is a
measure of the transient strain. A linear fit (r = 0,97) between _p and ,_ suggests that each
percent increase in the state parameter can be equated to an increase in free dislocation density
of 2.3(107)cm 2

Harrington, T.J. 1979. TSC Smgh' Room Stahilit)' Analysis. WTSD-TME-2971. Pittsburgh,
PA' Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
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ABSTRACT: The single-room concept was derived by using the same overall lateral area with
the four room yield pillar design. The room is 32 ft wide, 12 ft high, and the rooms are
separated by pillars 112 ft wide, The model has four clay seams in the roof of the room; the
first is 16 ft above the roof, The floor of the model has a 3-1"t-thick anhydrite layer 4 ft
below the floor and 3 clay seams below the anhydrite.

The ANSYS computer code used to perform the time-dependent closure analysis is publicly
available, The code was able to model the creep of the rock salt, the elastic nature of the
anhydrite, and the slipping nature of the clay seams. The material properties for the creep
response of the rock salt were taken from the work by Munson and Daws _n, The creep
response of the rock salt is an empirical power law curve based on creep data collected from
samples of rock salt from the 2150-ft horizon in the ERDA-9 bore hole. The elastic
properties of both rock salt and anhydrite were compiled from Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) sources. Properties of the clay discontinuities were not determined in any testing
program; therefore, the clay seams were assigned properties based on typical clay material
properties.

The analysis shows total vertical and horizontal room closures, respectively, of 1.83 in, and
0.82 in. from the initial elastic response to mining. The ultimate closures at ten years time
are 9.82 in. in the vertical and 10.41 in, in the horizontal directions. The closure rate
decreases markedly over the first year, after which the closure rate becomes approximately
constant at 0.76 in./year in the horizontal direction and 0.65 in. in the vertical direction, The
anhydrite layer acts to isolate the rock salt below the room from the effects ot" mining the
room. The lack of high deviator stress under the anhydrite layer prevents creep of the rock
salt under the anhydrite layer. The clay seams affect the vertical closure of the roof, and the
effect of the anhydrite layers is demonstrated by the minimal floor heave. DWP

Ilarrtngton, T.J., C.R. Chaban,es, and D.K. Shukla, 1984. "Rock Mechanics Considerations in
the WIPP Room Design," 7'h_, ,_lechanical Behavinr of Sail," Proceedings of the First
Conference. Pemts)'lvania Slate Untversill', Universil.l' Park, PA. November 9-11, 1981. Eds,
tt.R. ltardy, Jr. and M. Longer. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic ot'Germany: Trans
Tech l_ublications. 681-696,

ABSTRACT: An analysis ot" the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) room geometry at about
650 m (2100 ft) under isothermal conditions was performed. The analysis evaluated the
stability of the room design over a ten-year period, The presence of stiffanhydrite layers and
clay seams, as determined from field investigations, was evaluated. The clay seams were
treated as joints in the model with the influence of the joint properties evaluated
parametrically.

The results indicate that the behavior of the room is governed by the locations and properties
of the clay seams and stilT anhydrite layers, ilence, for the design of actual mine rooms that
are required to remain open for a number of years, the determination of the exact local
geology and the properties of the clay seams or joints and other interbeds is ot" prime
importance.

Ilart, J.S,, and J.K. Register. 1982. A Description of the Site and Prelinlinar)' De.sign
l'alidation Program for llle II'IPP Site. TMI Z 3063, Rex,. 1. Albuquerque, NM: US
Department of Energy.

ABSTRACT: As of October, 1982, two shafts had been blind-bored to the facility horizon at
2150-ft depth and were connected by a drift. A shaft station was established near the bottom
of the 12-t'1 diarneter exploratory shaft. Instruments in the exploratory shaft monitor rock
response and water pressure,
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Underground areas north of the sh;lt'ts ,,,,'ill be develrJped to test disposal room designs. An
exploratory drift will extend 3264 ft south of the ventilation _haft centerline. Surface facilities
are developed for temporary ser,,ice and minimum cfJst. Site and Preliminary Design
Validation ISPDV) construction work should be complete by August, 1983. If the site proves
unacceptable, site restoration plans inclucle filling shaft, remo`,ing surface facilities, regrading
the site and spreading stockpiled tops,:_il, mulching disturbed areas, and monitoring restor=ltion.

Site validation programs include ge,Jlogic mapping c_t"shafts and underground excavations,
drilling and logging core from vertical hcJles in the roof of underground workings, labc_ratory
analyses of core and flL,id samples, measuring fluid inflow and pressure in the shafts, obtaining
high-resolution gra`,'it:, data over much cJt"the site, and correlating drill-hr_le logs. DWP

ANNO'IATION: The original'lMl_ 3063 is cited as l.ittle et al. ('1980).

Ilaug, A, 1987. "A Modeling Stud,, r_t' the C'ulebra l.)olomite," Pr,c(,(.dm_,,_ cJ/ Iiu" SrflrmA,
Gruund II'aler Pr_Jhlc, m_ It'tlh _lcJd_,l_ t"'mlference and I"xp¢_tttcm Denver, (.'0, I"ehruary
i(J-12 19,_7, Dublin, OI1: NatirJnal _,'ater Well Ass_)ciati_jn, VcJI. 2, 827-852, i'Ccjpy (in file
at the Waste Management and lransp_Jrtation l.ibrary. Sandia Nati_nal I.abt',_ral_,,ries,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABS'IRA("I: A mc_deling stuct.x has been l_erl'{_rmed as part rjl" the regi_Jnal h_drf_logic
characterization of the \Vaste IscJlati_n Pilr_t Plant (_,VII'P_ .Site in Ne_, Mexic_. "[he ',tut|y
resulted in an estimation of the transmissi,,il,, distributic_n, the hydraulic p_tentials, the t'1_
field, and the fluid densitie,, in the ("ulebra i)_l_mite kleml'wr _t" the Ru'_tler I-_rmati_n at the
WIPP Site.

The work perf_rmed c¢_nsisted _t' m_cleling the hyclr_ger_lug,, in the ('ulebra using tv,,c_
different approaches: stead,, -stale m_deling ¢_f"the best estirnate of the undisturbed situation,
and transient modelir_g ¢_f the h)dr¢_ge_lr_gic c¢_nciiti¢_ns resulting t'r¢;m exca`,ating three shafts
at the center of the V,'IPP Site :is well as t'r_;m ,,arit;us ,,,,ell lest',.

"lhe three-dimensi¢_nal finite-difference or;de S\VIt-'! il _,ith ,,ariable fluid density f¢;rmulation
was employed. The size __t" the m_del area ',,,as 12.2,1 km x 11.70 kin. The boundary
conctitions (prescribed pressures and fluict densities; v,ere estimated using the hydraulic head
and fluid densit) data _btained t'r_m 40 wells at the _,VIl'l' Site, "lhe initial spatial
transmissi`,ity distributi_n in the ("ulebra Dc_lornite was estimatecl using kriging techniques.

lhe steady-state model ,.,,as calibrated against the obser,.ed f_rmati_n pressures anti fluid
densities. "lhe calibrati_n parameters, ,,,,ere the transmissi,,ities and the boundary con(liti(_ns.
The transmissi`,ities were mr_dit'ied (luring the calibratic_n pr()cess using kriging techniques,
thus maintaining the statisti_.'al pr_pertie'_ _t' the _bser,,ed transmissi,,it,, data.

"[he calibrated stead)-state m_(lel was used a'+ initial c_n(liti_n,_ fur simulating transient
processes in the Culebra at the \VIPP Site, "lhe examples presented include the shaft history
beginning in 1981 and a lung-term pumping test _'denoted the 11--3 multipad pumping test;
conducted in 1985.

llaug, A., V,A, Kelle.',, A.M, I,a_'ewue, and ,I,F, Pickens, 198"7, _l.d,'ltm_, ./ (;r_mnd-ll'ater
I:h_w tn the Cuh'hra D_hmltl_' at the' Ita,,/c, ls_flattml t'th_t I'lcmt ,ItIPP _ ,S'tle,' l_tlertm Hept_rt,
SAND86-7167. Albuquerque, N,',.I: Sandia Natir_nal l.ab_._rat_ries,

ABS'IRAC'I: The h`,dzc;g_'c,l_.,gy _._f the ('ulebra I..)_lc_mite Member was m_deled with the
numerical code SWIF'I II, using tv.c_ appr_aches: steady state mr_deling to estimate the
undisturbed head and fluid.-densitv distribution prior t_ sinking Waste Isolati_n Pilot Plant
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(WIPP) sht11"ts in 1981, and modeling or Io¢tiI, lrtlnsienl hydrolc)gi¢ respt)nses to eXCtlvali()n or
the three shal'Is at WIPP tls well tlS to well tests. The dislribulil)n t)l+ lrtlnsmissivity, hydrtluli¢
potentials, flow l'ield, and rluid densities were estinltlted by this modeling,

The distribution or initi:11 Sp:llial Irtlnsmissivities were obttlined using kriging techniques, tlnd
the steady-slate model WtlS ¢tllibrtlled _IgtlinsI observed pressures ilnd densities, A zone oI' high
iransmissivity (ms much ms 2 x 104 m_/sec) exlends south rroni II-II to the model bound,ary
oulside the control zone, A reltitively Itlrge tlretl netlr the center ¢}r the site htIs low
Irtlnsmissivities (< tlboul I0 .6 m2/sec),

After calibrtiting the stead_'-Sitlle nlodel tigtlinsI best eslimtiles ()I' undisturbed rreshwtlter hetlds,
the dirrerence between observed tlnd caicultiled hetid is less than I.I m l't)r it11 wells, The
model was not completely ¢alibr_Ited tlgt!inst observed rluid densities rilnging l'rom 1,00 t_) m_)re
than I,i0 g/cm 3, The dirl'erences m_1.vresull l'rom _I rlu,x {)i' w;iter l'r()m vilrious sour_.'es ur
may be caused b_, trtlnsient boundllr._' conditions, An upw:ird rlux or highly s_11inewilier n1_.l._,
be possible ilround P-17. An alterniIliVe may be problems wilh lhe well ¢()mplelion :iI P-17,
In lhe weslern pllrI oi" the mt}del _ire_1,it is possible IhilI slighlly saline wilier rlows tl()wnw_ird
rronl the Magenl_1.

Arter the sle_Idy-sliIte ni()del ,,,,'_Js_.'_11ibr_lled, drilling _Ind lesting i1¢Ii,_ities l'()r sh_.11'tsilnd
sever_11 hydrologic holes were superimp()sed ()n the model, 'lhe model _ind observiiti()ns or
long-term l'reshwilter heild histories ilgreed well ill shilrts _ind h.vdr()logi,,: holes, intli¢:lling the
dislribulion or lrilnsnlissivities is realistic, The Ir_Insieni heild responses to the II-] tesl were
not reprodu_:ed without _.|ssuming cidtlitiontll le;ika_e from the ('tllebr_,1 into) the w;lste hclndling
shllri,

The efl'ects or duill port)sit.v models were _Jssesseclusing SWII,"I II, 'l'he results did riot
signiricilnlly difrer rrom iht)se c)bt;lirled using single purosily.

This study is b_Ised on Iransmissivity _IiiI_i a_.lililble _.isor April 198(_, ilnd hydraulic heild (.lill[l
as or August 1980. 'rhe slud._' are:l will he enl_irged _Ind addilion_11 test results included in
rurther modeling, I)WP

Ilayes. I).T,, and (;.O. Ilachmiln. 11()701, I.'.xr_ntttl_zttr_t__(/ R(,(,i,(z/u(_ttr.t r_f l.'z,td(,.('(, /_' the.
B(zrr('t'_z b'tzttll, (;t_t_dttllq)(' ,llr)lotl_lltt_ ,,%(it ,,_/('.\i('(_. ()pen I:ile Rep()rI 79-1520, I)enver ('O:
US Geol()gi¢_ll Survey,

ABSTRAC'r: In s()uthetlstern New Mexico _i l_rominenl escarl'_lllelli 111;lrks lhe st)ulheasler11
boundary or the (iu;idillupe Muunt_lins _ind lhe m_issive ('ar)ililn limesl()ne (}I' Permian _ige is
well exposed _11onglhe m_)untilin l'r()111. Vincent Kelley des_:ribetl rilulls ihi|l he nilmed the
Hilrrer_1 tlnd C_Irlsl')_Id l:aults _ilorlg the esc_Irl'_menI. As p_Irl t)l' the eilrih-s¢ien_.'e invesligati_)ns
rot the W_Iste Isolilliun Pilol Pl;inl (WIPP) Sile, we ex',imined the evitlen_.'e l'()r lh_)se rilults in
the rield _ind concluded IhilI the r_lulls ;ire n()ne,,_islenl, _ind lhal Kelley's c()n¢lusi()ns were
based on misinterprel;iti()n t_r exp_)sures ur l'_in gr_ivel, .j()inlin_,_, _ind shrub alignmenl,

ANNOTA'I'ION: The work h v Kelley ¢iled by ll_1},es _ind l}_1_:hman rerers It) l_ubli_.'alions or
the New Mexico l}ureilu or Mines _ind Miner_11 Res_)urces tl_lletl 1971 _ind 1972. 'l'hesei111eged
raulis would He the closest prob_.Ible {l_'live l'_lulls I() lhe WIPP ir veriried, Seismic _inillvsis or
the WIPP l:a_:ililies would h_ive been _11"l'ected. In persunill _.'()mnler_Is Io I..R. l lill _Ind I).W.
F'owers _I ilbOUI the lime l l_1}'es and l}ilchm_in ree._,ilmined lhese line_imenls, Kelley intli_.','11ed
he w_is doublrul lhese were l'ilults, l lis iln{11ysis W,ilS b{ised m_linly on phol(_ inlerpret_lliun. The
¢l{)sesl known recenl l'aull s_.'_Irl}s It) the sile _.ire still i11()rlg the \Vest l'extls s_llI l'lilt grill}ca
between C'_irlsbild ilnd l_l l)as(). 'l'hese l'_lulls are l}ilrl ()I' a s),slem rel_iled I() the V_llentine, rx,
eilrtl'l(Itl_.Ike or 1931, ihl: lilngest k11own hist()ri_,'al e_irlhqu_|ke in \Vesl l'e._is.
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llern, J,l,, 1977. II'c._,_lt, l_lulmlz I'll_l l'l_ml f ltlf'i'_ 3'zl_' {'lt_rcz_'i_'rzz_zllc_tt R('prJrl - I_o_
,_lvdm]_._ ,,lrvu, ,%'w ,_/_'._,lc'_J.II()ust_n, IX: (j,J. l.()ng _._Ass(J¢iate.,,, Inc, (Copy ()n I'ile tit the
Waste Manafienlent and l'ran_p_Jrtati_Jn l.ihrary, 5an(lia N_lti()nal l.ahoratc)rie._, Albuquerque,
NM),

ABSTRACT: A rural of 47 line m', c_t' ne_ Vibroseis seismic data wa_ acquired in 1977 to
ex_imine specific phenomena earlier identified l'rum industr_ and Waste Isc_latiun Pil_Jl Plant
(WIPI _) seismic data. l)_.It[1qualit.v i_ l.;enerall_ of good t_ ver_ go_d quality, with data quality
degraded over are_Is oI" comple_ ge_l_g_, lligher l'recluenc_ data enahle heller and inure
consistent mapping of rel'lect_r h_riz_ns within the e_aporile section. Slrut'ture maps were
prepared for top o;" Salado, l_p _I" ('astile, and a l)elawa_e sand marker, ,%_ is_,chron map was
prepared of the C'astile-Delaware inler_al. lhese preliminar_ lllaps sh_)v,' an an_m'al_us zone
north of the site as well as _,ir_und l_reh_le I-RI)A _3. l,imiied _elocil._, data are a_,ailahle l_
evaluate a velocity problem in upper units. ('han_,in_ lith_l_p,v within the Ru.stler i:_rmalion
may explain _,elocily chanBes ill the secli_n. ,,%pl_gram i_ c_lle,,.:i 61 additi_nal line mi of
seismic data is recommended. I_)%'P

ll_rn, J,l,, i979. "Cieoph_,si_:al In_,estigati()ns l',,r l'il()t Plant l'_)r Nuclear_Waste Is_)lati_,n in
Southet|stern New Mexic_," .,I,,IP('; llt_lh,tt_t. \'_I. 63, n_. 3, ,105-.,166. (Abstract ()nlv).

AI]STRACT: A thick s'_It hed, lhe ,',;alad_ l:ormati_n, i_ pre,_enl in lhe n,rthwe.,_lern parl of
the Delaware B_sin. In an area _l:_out 30 mi east of ('arl_l_atl, l-_tld) C'_unty, NN1, this s_It bed
is being in_'esligated as it possible sil_: for a pilel plant l'(_r ri,,dim_cli_e ,,,,_asle is_lalion.
Geophysical investigations ha_e been carried out at lhe r_r(_p_,_edsit(' since 1970. "Fhis work
w;.is perl'ormed under the dire_.'tion _I' Sandia Nati_nai l.ah(_rat_ries {SNI.), Aihuquerque, under
contract t(_ the Department (_I" l£nerl_y (I.)O1-). lhe l_urp_e ol" these _eophysical investig[_tions
was to study the geolol_i¢ _.'onditi_ns _I" the bedded _alt dep_ii, inclutlir_g the e_aporite section
and overlying and underlying l'ormalions as pi_rt oI' site e_aluilli_n and characterizati_n.

Both nonseismi_: and seismic geuphysical te_:hniques were empl_ved. Seismic investigations
were used to tulip l'rom the top of" the Salad, l:ormation downward t(_ Precambrian basement in
order to locale and delineate sall breccia pil_es or c{)ll,'Ipse fealures lhal penetrate inlu and
possibly lhrough the S[llado l:ormali_n, an il4neous dike that cuts the Salad() l:(:)rmati_n, salt-
dissolution fronts wilhin or aho_e the evaporile secliun, and slump, faulting, or other
structural disturban_,'es abo_e, belo,,_, _r within the e_ap_rile secli_n.

The seismic site-eviiluation studies included two Vihroseis pr_l_Iams plus a re_,iew of' all the
petroleum industry data availahle in the area of interest. 'lhe 1977 seismic program was for
the semidetailed analysis of _inomalies located during all earlier data ,_tudies. Any indications
of slumping., faulting, and dissoluti_n within the evap_rite z_nes _r _n,,' other structural
departure from a "stable" cunditi_n in the posi-l.)elware dep_sits _n the l'irst rex iew were
subjected to additional seismic study, lort._-_'ight miles ol" e.xtended l'requency Vibroseis data
were g_Jlhered over the _inom_llies in 1977. S_eeps Io II0 llz were utilized.

The results of the 1977 pr_gram indicated that in s_me areas tile Castile and lower Salado
Formations are deformed, a fact supported hy a l'ollov,'-up series (_I" drill holes, l._xamples of
the early interpreted anomalies with the normal petroleum industry field-recording parameters
clearly show the need to modil'y the parameters to ol:_tain _hallow inl'ormation. The latest
Vibroseis data indicate the enhancement ubt:_ined I_ shortening the geur._hone and source
intervals and by raising the sweep range t_ I00 llz. 'lhe earlier observed anomalies are
compared with later exan_ples and, in all _.'ase:,,the detailed studies gi_e excellent del'in_tion as
to salt del'orm_tion, timing nf movement, and extent of structural el'feet on the salt beds.
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Ilern, J.l,,, D.W, Po.=er_, and I,,J, Ilarro-%, 1()7(,_. 3"(,t_ml,' I_('I/('('/i.n IJa/a R('l,.r/ II'a_i('
l_,laliott PiI,I Planl (Ii'IPI)) 3"t/('. S_mlt_'_l_/_'rtt ,\'('_t ._l,'_l_'rJ. SANI379-0264. Albu:iuerque,
NM: Sandia National l,ab(_ratorie_. \'_ls. 1-?..

AI']S'I'RACT: This report describes three seismic reflection (Vihmseis)surveys c()nducted from
1976 through 19'78 by Sandia l.ab_)ratories t_) support in',estigati(Jns for the Waste isol'ltion
Pilot Plant (WIPP). Volume I deserihes the purpose, field parameters, ;lnd (tara processing
parameters. Volume II contains uninterpreted pn)cessed lines and shotpoint maps. Data
interpretations will be the subject of the subsequent reports.

The data collected during these three surveys totals "77 line mi; 72 line mi ot" this are on or
very near the WIPI' Site. The first of the surveys (1976 SAN) ¢¢),,ered 25 line mi and was
conducted similarly to previou.s petroleum industry surveys in the are=t, 1970 SAN
,_upplernented existing petroleum industry data. The two subsequenl surveys (1927 X and 1978
Y) used shorter geophone spacings (110 I't), higher signal frequencies (up to 100 Iiz), and
higher data sarnpling rates (2 rns.) to better det'ine the shallt_v, z_)ne (less than 4000 t't) o1'
primary interest. 1977 X contained 47 line mi on om near the WIPP Site and over several
structural features northwest ot" the site. 1978 Y ¢ontain_ 5 line mi over a one square rni area
near the center _)1" the WIPP Site. These data show increasing discrimination of shallow
rel'lectors as data collection parameters were m,)dil'ied. I)ata tables of recording and processing
parameters are included.

A fourth Vibroseis survey was contlucte,l at the WIPP Site in 1978 by (irant Geol_hysical
Company for Bechtel; the data are not in l'i_l l'()rm and are n_)t included, l)etmleum industry
data and an inconclusive weight-drt)p survey, c_)nducted in ItJT(), are als_ m)t included in this
report.

llerrmana, W., and II.S, I,au,ion. 1981a. R,,r_=,w _u_d ('_m/,,r/_,l _f l'rmt_/u_/ _'_'_'='/_l.aw_
I t_('d for Nalt/ral R,ul_ Salt, SANI)81-0738. Albuquertlue, NM' Sandill National
l.aboratories.

ABSTRACI': A number t)l" creep la_'s are roxiewed that ha_,e lwen proposed to describe the
transient creep of rock salt for use in design calculalit_n_ t)l' nuclear waste isolation and
strategic petroleunl reserve repositories. It is shov,n that they all haxe the same general l'orm,
and their ability t() l il creep data for rock salt is tested. Four creep law's are found t_) fit the
data l'or individual creep tests ab_)ut equally well. lhree of these include steady-state as well
as transient creel.'), while the fourth, etlui_alent it) !'_)_'er--l:_ time hardening in the case of a
creep test, does not. Extrapt)lations at t.'OllSt:.llll stress alltl temperattlre of the three creep laws
with steady-state creep essentially: coincide t't_r limes I_nger than a few months, since lhe
transient creep I_ec_)mes negligible t"(_r such times. I'o_er-I:=_,v hardening, on lhe other hand,
since it depends on lime through a p()wer less IhIin ()he, prt'di¢ls mirth smaller creep strains at
very I_)ng times.

Ilerrmaun W, and II,S, l,auson 1(,_81b..,l_dl'_t_ _,,/ S/r(,_ Drop tH ,_lultt._/age C_(([
E._p('rint('_l._ • Prudl('It,/l_ _t" I:',_I_)II_'/IIHI/ ('r_'vp l__lw. S.,\ NI)8 I- 1612. Albuquerque, NM'
Sandia National l.aborat_)ries.

ABSTRACT: Multistage creep experiments in which the stress _)r temperature are increased
stepwise have been successfully analyzed pre_i_uslv using ;.ill exponential transier_t creel) law,

, The analysis is generalized and inll_lenlentetl fur ;.ill arbitrary laumber t)f stages including stress
and temperaturu drops. Under certain conditions, the simple e.xponentiai ¢_eep law, evaluated
from data for stages following increases in stress and teml_eralure, predicts inverted transients
for stages following decreases in stress _r len_peralure. C_mparisons of" predictions with
limited experimental data suggesl thal the sin_ple exponential creep law is inadequate, ,and that
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separate hardening and recovery processes need to be modelled to handle stress or temperature
drops.

Herrmann, W., and H.S. Lauson. 1981c. Analysis of Creep Data for Various Natural Rock
Salts. SANDS 1-2567. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

: ABSTRACT: Data from creep tests conducted on natural rock salt from Lyons, KS; Jefferson
Island, LA; and Avery Island, LA are analyzed using an exponential transient creep law.
Steady-state creep rates are fitted to a thermally activated stress-power law, while transient
creep parameters are fitted to a model that relates them to steady-state creep rates. The results
are compared with previous results for salt from the Salado Formation in the WIPP study area
in southeastern New Mexico.

Herrmann, W., W.R. Wawersik, and H.S. Lauson. 1980a. Creep Curves and Fitting Parameters
for Southeastern New Mexico Bedded Salt. SANDS0-0087. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Existing experimental data for 68 separate creep tests on rock salt from the
Salado Formation of southeastern New Mexico have been analyzed. The experimental
conditions covered an intermediate temperature range from 22 to 200°C, and shear stresses
from 1000 psi (7 MPa) to 6000 psi (31 MPa). Most tests exhibited both transient and steady-
state creep. Data for individual tests have been fitted both to an exponential transient creep
law expected to hold at high temperatures (> 200°C) and to a logarithmic transient creep law
expected to hold at low temperatures (< 50°C). A few tests also exhibited accelerating creep,
and these were fitted with an exponential creep law that included an accelerating term. The
exponential and logarithmic fits yielded steady-state creep rates that were in good agreement
with each other. Low temperature and low stress tests were fitted much better by the
logarithmic creep law. At higher temperatures, both logarithmic and exponential creep laws
were found to fit equally well. Tabulations of fitting parameters and plots of the experimental
data and fitted creep curves are presented for each experiment, for use in further analysis.

Herrmann, W., W.R. Wawersik, and H.S. Lauson. 1980b. Analysis of Steady Stale Creep of
Southeastern New Mexico Bedded Salt. SAND80-0558. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Steady-state creep rates have been obtained from a large suite of existing
experimental creep data relating to bedded rock salt from the Salado Formation of southeastern
New Mexico. Experimental conditions covered an intermediate temperature range from 22 to
200°C, and shear stresses from I000 psi (7 MPa) to 6000 psi (31 MPa). An expression, based
on a single diffusion controlled dislocation climb mechanism, has been found to fit the
observed dependence of steady-state creep rate on shear stress and temperature, yielding an
activation energy of 12 kcal/mole (50 k J/mole) and a stress exponent of 4.9. Multiple
regression analysis revealed a dependence on stratigraphy, but no statistically significant
dependence on pressure of specimen size. No consistent dilatancy or compaction associated
with steady-state creep was found, although some individual specimens dilated or compacted
during creep. The steady-state creep data were found to agree very well with creep data for
both bedded and dome salt from a variety of other locations.

Herrmann, W., W.R. Wawersik, and H.S. Lauson. 1980c. A Model for Transient Creep of
Southeastern New Mexico Salt. SAND80-2172. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: in a previous analysis, existing experimental data pertaining to creep tests on
rock salt from the Salado Formation of southeastern New Mexico were fitted to an exponential
transient creep law. While very early time portions of creep-strain histories were not fitted
very well for tests at low temperatures and stresses, initial creep rates in particular generally
being underestimated, the exponential creep law has the property that the transient creep strain
approaches a finite limit with time, and is therefore desirable from a creep modeling point of
view. In this report, an analysis of transient creep is made. it is found that exponential
transient creep can be related to steady-state creep through a universal creep curve. The
resultant description is convenient for creep analyses where very early time behavior is not
important.

Herrmann, W., W.R. Wawersik, and S.T. Montgomery. 1984. "Review of Creep Modelling for
Rock Salt," Mechanics of Engineering Materials, lnlernalionai Conference on Constitutive
Laws for Engineering Materials: Theory and Application. Tucson. AZ. January 10-14. 1983.
SAND82-2178C. New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons. 297-317.

ABSTRACT: Finite-element analyses are being used to help design mines or caverns in salt
deposits for waste reposilories and petroleum reserves. As these facilities differ greatly from
previous mining, engineering design by finite element computer modeling is emphasized.
Adequate constitutive models of salt creep are essential for these models. Several empirical
creep laws (e.g., exponential, logarithmic, time-hardening) fit laboratory creep data well except
for very early data (i.e., from the first few hours). The exponential creep law has a
convenient mathematical form. The creep law, constructed from test data at constant stress
and temperature, is assumed valid for changing stresses and temperatures. This assumption is
partially cgnfirmed by successive tests on the same specimen, though the dependence on stress
history is more complicated than that included in the exponential law. The creep law also fits
directly, or with some parameter changes, data from bedded and domal salt from other
locations. The fit does not extend to temperatures or stresses above those normally
encountered in repository designs. To incorporate the creep law into constitutive equations for
arbitrary stress states, several sweeping assumptions are made that have not been checked in
detail. The constitutive theories ot" a non-Newtonian viscous incompressible fluid and an
elastic-viscous response give different results. Room closure data are reasonably modeled by
either constitutive theory, but the elastic-viscous model fits better. These calculations are
based on simple, highly idealized geologic conditions. Though these results are useful, it is
still possible the fits are fortuitous. A variety of laboratory and in situ data are needed to
refine the model. DWP

tiiggins, K.L., and C.L. Stein. 1986. "Micro-Raman Spectroscopy of Fluid Inclusions in a
Hopper Crystal in Halite," Microheam Analysis. 22nd Amtual Meeting of the Microheam
Analysis Society. Albuquerque. NM. Augusl 10-15, 1986. SAND86-0237C. Vol. 21, 31-34.

ABSTRACT: Raman microscopy was used to analyze dissolved sulfate in fluid inclusions in a
halite crystal from the Salado Formation, southeastern New Mexico. Sulfate waste determined
along a cross-section of the crystal displayed primary fluid inclusion bands of a hopper crystal
and large inclusions in recrystallized halite. Solutions of Na2SO4 in NaCi-saturated brine as a
standard were analyzed, and data were fit with an equation by linear regression (r = 0.97).
Repeated analysis of a natural fluid inclusion yielded an estimated standard deviation of +14%
relative.

Sulfate values ranged from about 13.5 parts per thousand (ppt) in the most recent (outside)
band to about 2-3 ppt near the center of the halite hopper crystal. Within one band, values
range from 3.1 to 6.3 ppt. The trends suggest primary growth and fluid entrapments rather
than water diffusing along crystal growth planes. These hopper crystals must have grown in
very shallow water, with periodic influxes of fresh seawater. This would explain continuous
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precipitation of halite fr()m a soluti()n that is saturated with Na('I hut with normul seuwater
sulfate concentrations.

Sulfate concentrations o1" the large inclusions ad.jucent to the hol_per cryst[lls are in the range
of sull'ate analyses ot" the Itopper crystal inclusions. "l'his supports expl:lining lurge fluid
inclusions in recrystallizect h:llite :is the result of coalescing hopr_er crystal fluid inclusions. It
is unnecess_lry to a(t(t t'reshw_lter t() diss()lve _lnd l)recil_ilale Ihe recrysl_lllizecl halite.

The micro-Raman techniclt, e yields in situ und nc)ndestructive measurements of the
concentration of sult'ate in fluid inclusi()ns in ()ptically transpurent crystals. 'l'he results can be
used to interpret mineral growth. 'l'hese data were previously very dil'ficult to ol+tain hecause
of the extvemely small size ot" tile fluicl inclt, sions in hopper crystals. I)WP

Ilill, I,.R. 1980. "Characterizatic)n of a Site in P,edded S_III for Isolation o1" Radioactive Wastes,"
Und('rA, round l)i_po._al of l?_dioa_'liv_' IVan/e.g. IAl,',A-SM-243/38. Vienna, Austria:
International Atomic l(ner_y Al,_ency. V()I. I, 269-287. (Copy (in file at the Waste
Management and l'ransportutic)n I.ihrary, Sanclia Nati()nal I,ahoratc)ries, AIl_uquerque, NM).

AFIS'I'RACT: The first racli()_lclive w_mslerel)_sit(_,y in lhe lISA is schecluled to hegin operation
in the 1980s. Plans ure to locale this facility, the Waste Is_)lutic)n Pil(Jt Plant (WIPP) in
southeastern New Mexico as a :el_()sitory for trunsurunic ('I'RLJ) waste t'r_)m past and current
US defense prc)grums. In :lcl(lilion, the WIPP w_uld provide u reseurch facility to exumine, on
a large scale, tile interactions helween hecided suit and high-level radioactive waste. "l'he US
l)epartment of l::nergy (i)()!() has recommended th_ll WIPI ) :list) be usecl to (lem()nslrtlte surface
and subsurface methods oI" handling, :,t()ring, _ind disposing of up t_) I000 canisters oi" spent
reactor fuel; however, a clecision tel iml-_lement this rec()mnlencl:Iti()n has not been made. The
proposed undergrouncl storuge facilities are t_) he placed neur the middle ¢)I" a 3600-1't-thick
sequence oI" relatively pure erupt)rile Sllala cc_ntaining primarily rock sult. Within this
sequence, the l'ormalion vicl, est in rock salt is nearly 2000 ft thick _Ind contains the two
proposed underground storuge levels at depths ne;Ir 2100 ft _incl 2650 fl. In the pust four
years, many techniques have heen usecl I() charucterize the WIPP ,_ite. Geol_hysical surveys
include about 140 line mi of new seismic rel'lectic)n cluta and over 9000 resistivity
measurements. More lh_In 50 hore h()les h:vve heen clrilled, l lydrc)logic studies of the proposed
site and adjacent area huve been directed toward a quantitative evaluation oi" the salt-
dissolution process, the hydr()gecllogic parameters affecting groundwater movement, and the
major elements oi" surfuce ancl grounclwuter Cluality as relutecl to water-resource use. Potash
salt and natural gas are two polentiul res()urces of ecc)nomic significance uncler the WIPP Site.
Potassium salts occur in a variety of" minerul types, but only sylvite and hJngbeinite are
currently economic. It is believed that a l_ingl_einite deposit located in the northeast quudr:Int
of the WIPP Site could he prol'itahly mined using toduy's technology. Several deposits oI"
sylvite are present in the WIPP Site, but none would he developed under toduy's ecc)nornic
conditions. Naturul gus is estimated to be economicully recoverable from the site area;
however, its value is insignil'icant compared to tc)tal I.JS reserves, l.al)oratory und in situ
experimentul programs :_e to he l_erforme(l bel'c)re the WIPI ) l.acility is operuti¢lnul und will
acldress such issues us b_..:_e migrutic)n, c()rrosion, h(_le plugging, anti structural ctel'()rmuti()ns.
These programs are aimed at tel'thing and SUl_l_lementing inl'c)rmation gathered t() increase
confidence in the use of this sile. lhe inl'(_rmali(_n g_lherecl will als() supDc)rl repositc)vy clesi_._n
and long-tern) sul'ety ussessment.

I liunkel)einn, T.i':., and P,F. i lla_a. 1078. i'_lJ('ro._lrucllu'_ll l/lluru('tio/I._ of (h'o/o_,iu :_lr(Jia wilh
IVa._tu l_adiom/ulid(',_. SA N!)78.-0108. AIl)ucluerclue, NM: ,",;andia Natic)nul l,_borulc)ries.

AI3S'IRA('T: A l_reliminuvy investi_:ition ()t" tile microstruclure of t'()ur geologic media wus
undertaken to examine the interucti()n ()f ('s, St, (icl, and It with lhose medi_1. Since KI)
measurements often vury by m()ve th:_n _in c)rder of mu__;nilude on rocks of tile same strata
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separated by several feet, it was probable that minor rock components play an important role
in radionuclide sorption. A qualitative analysis ot" the rock surfaces after equilibration with
solutions of Cs +, Sr++, Gd +++ and UO2++ revealed that clay minerals are responsible for all
important sorption that takes place on the rocks studied (Magenta Dolomite, Bell Canyon silt
stone, Eleana shale, and clay-bearing halite). Thus it is concluded that a relatively small
portion of these rocks is actively responsible for sorption characteristics. Gd was bound on all
samples, probably as Fe bearing chlorites. Cs was strongly held on the Eleana shale, probably
by an illite. Although uranium was associated with an unidentified clay in the halite sample,
uranium sorption probably occurred as UO2CO 3, which would not significantly retard uranium
movement at trace concentrations. Similarly Sr was retained only as SrSO 4 on Magenta and
this mechanism is not significant at trace levels. These analyses were performed by correlating
electron microprobe elemental distribution photomicrographs with x-ray analyses of the four
rocks,

Hinkebein, T.E., and P.F. Hlava. 1979. "Interactions of Simulated Waste Radionuclides and
Rocks," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management. Proceedings of the Symposium on
'Science Underlying Radioactive Waste Management.' Materials Research Society Annual
Meeting. Boston. MA. November 28-December 1. 1978. Ed. G.J. McCarthy. New York, NY:
Plenum Press. Vol. I, 419-422.

ABSTRACT: Samples from three cores of rocks in southeastern New Mexico and a core of
argillite from the E[eana Formation, Nevada Test Site (NTS), were tested with solutions
containing Cs, St, Gd, and U to simulate waste radionuclides sorbing on minerals in these
rocks. The elements were mapped on surfaces by electron microprobe to establish and
photograph the relationship to mineral phases. Cs was detectable only on Eleana samples. Gd
sorbed on all samples, probably on chamosite or chlorite. Sr was sorbed by samples from the
Magenta Dolomite Member (Rustler Formation), sandstone from the Bell Canyon Formation,
and dirty salt from the Salado Formation. U sorbed on the Magenta and salt samples.
Solutions were highly concentrated, leading to unlikely compounds at levels of tracer studies.
At tracer level studies, microprobe methods and autoradiography should help show active
sorptive minerals and mechanics. DWP

Hohlfelder, J.J. 1979. Measurement of Water Lost From Healed Geologic Salt. SAND79-0462.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report describes three methods used to measure the rate at which water is
lost from heated geologic salt. The three methods were employed in each of a series of "proof"
tests that were performed to evaluate instrumentation designed to measure the water-loss rate.
We found that the water lost from heated, l-kg salt specimens that were measured according
to these three methods was consistent to within an average 9%.

Hohifelder, J,J. 1980. Salt Bl¢)ck II." DescriptioJt and Results. SAND79-2226. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A description of and results from the Salt Block !1 experiment, which involved
the heating of and measurement of water transport within a large sample of rock salt, are
presented. These results include the measuremen! of water released into a heated bore hole in
the sample as well as measured temperatures within the sail. Measured temperatures are
compared with the results of a mathematical model of the experiment.

Hohlfelder, J.J. 1981 Volatile Content tJf Rock Salt. SAND79-2349. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: Measurements of the volatile content of rock salt are described. Results from
these measurements are presented and compared with results from earlier measurements made
on smaller samples of similar material. Possible sources of the volatile matter are discussed.

llohlfelder, J.J., and G.R. lladley. 1979. "Laboratory Studies of Water Transport in Rock
Salt," Letters in tteat and Ma._s Transfer, SAND79-1044J. Vol. 6, no. 4, 271-279.

ABSTRACT: The transport of water through rock salt as a result of heating is examined
experimentally and a new model is proposed to explain the data. The experiment consists of
the measurement of water loss rate as a function of time for three I kg blocks of southeastern
New Mexico rock salt. Each block was heated for approximately three days with maximum
temperature ranging from 165 to 250°C. The resulting data is qualitatively explained by a
continuum model of Darcian flow of water vapor from a receding evaporation front. The
model includes the prediction of thermal stresses that are calculated to crack the specimens
during heater shutdown giving an anomalously high water loss spike in agreement with the
data.

Hohlfelder, J.J., and W.M. McMurlry. 1983. IVater Source.s in Southeast New Mexico (SENM)
Rock Salt. SAND82-0530. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: in this report the two principal components of water in southeast New Mexico
rock salt are determined. The water in this material that is caused by fluid inclusions is shown
to be 0.30 _+0.03%. The total water content of this material, 0.65 _+0.05%, is consistent with
earlier measurements of similar material.

Hohlfelder, J.J., A.G. Beattie, and ll.C. Shefelbine. 1982. Water Release and Mechanical
Failure in Healed Geologic Sa/l. SAND81-1488. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The rate of water release and the acoustic emission rate were measured in heated
specimens of geologic salt. These measurements show that changes in thermal power applied
to the salt cause increased acoustic emission from the salt. "l'he acoustic emission is caused by
the salt's cracking. The salt's cracking enhances its prompt release of water.

ilolcomb, D.J. 1982. "Consolidation of Crushed Salt Backfill t'or Conditions Appropriate to the
WIPP Facility," EOS Tran.saclion.s. American Geophl,sical Unirm. SAND82-2088A. Vol. 63,
no. 45, IIII. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Mechanical properties of granulated rock salt are of interest to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project because native salt from the excavations will probably be
used as backfill around the waste packages and :is void filler in storage rooms, shafts, and
other openings. Backfill properties will be an important factor in controlling room closure
rates and local permeability. To fill the need for data on time dependent compaction of
crushed salt, a series of tests has been done to measure the compaction as a function of time,
temperature, and pressure. Tests were done for a range of temperatures from 21 to 100°C and
pressures frorn 1.72 to 21MPa, under quasistatic and creep conditions. All tests were done
under pure hydrostatic conditions. The crushed salt, with a maximum particle size of I cm,
was produced by a rock crusher. All tests were done under nominally dry conditions, which
means the only water present was the =.5% water content of the salt. The first major
conclusion is that creep consolidation under hydrostatic stresses proceeds at a rate of
approximately .01/t, where t is the time in seconds (t must be greater than 100 seconds). Total
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creep consolidation is a function of log(t) and is very slow. The second major conclusion is
that consolidation is not very temperature dependent in the range 21 to 100°C. The final
major conclusion is that on the basis of the present data, the mechanical response of crushed
salt backfill can be modeled primarily using quasistatic results because time and temperature
effects are small. These conclusions are tested only for times up to 3 x 105 seconds. The
major question is whether the creep consolidation rate will continue to decelerate so rapidly.
If it does, then creep may be significant.

Holcomh, D.J. 1987. "Consolidation of Crushed Salt With Added Water," EOS Transactions.
American Geophysical Union. Vol. 68, no. 44, 1479. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Long-term mechanical and hydrological properties of reemplaced crushed salt
will be important in determining the effectiveness of sealing the openings at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a nuclear waste disposal facility being constructed near Carlsbad,
NM. Seals at WIPP are intended to prevent circulation of intruding groundwater or fluids
introduced by accidentally drilling into the repository at some future date. For short-term
seals, various cementitious materials will be used, but there is no way to guarantee survival of
the seals in contact with salt and brine for the long term. it has been hypothesized that
reemplaced crushed salt would be consolidated by the creep closure of the drifts to a state
where permeability was comparable to the surrounding unmined salt. if that were shown, then
the crushed salt would form an ideal seal for the waste panels and drifts, being compatible
with the intact salt and highly redundant.

A program was designed to measure the time-dependent consolidation rates and permeability
under conditions expected to be encountered in WIPP. Since it is known that creep on intact
salt is sensitive to small amounts of water, it was decided to examine the effects of adding a
few %, by mass, of water. The completed testing program confirms the effectiveness of small
amounts of water in accelerating the consolidation process. At pressures from 5 to 40% Of the
in situ stress at WIPP (17 MPa), the extrapolated results show that with the added water,
consolidation rates are sufficiently rapid and that the backfilled salt will form an effective seal
within times on the order of decades. Consolidation time is not determined by the properties
of the crushed salt, but by how long it takes the drifts to creep sufficiently to remove the
initial void space in the crushed salt.

These results demonstrate that under conditions of"temperature and stress relevant to the WIPP
the permeability of reemplaced crushed salt with added water will be reduced to values
comparable to the unmined salt within a few decades, allowing the salt to function as a seal.

Holcomb, D.J. 1988. "Cross-Hole Measurements of Velocity and Attenuation to Detect a
Disturbed Zone in Salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Key Questions in Rock Mechanics."
Proceedings of the 29th US Symposium, University of Mimtesota, Minneapolis, MN, June
13-15, 1988. Eds. P,A. Cundall, R.L. Sterling, and A.M. Starf:eid. SAND87-3016C.
Brookfield, VT: A.A. Balkema. 633-640.

ABSTRACT: Cross-hole ultrasonic measurements were made at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WlPP) near Carlsbad, NM to delineate the disturbed zone around drifts and rooms. Using
compressional mode waves it was found that there was a small decrease in velocity and a large
increase in attentuation immediately after the test room was mined. Disturbances extended at
least 3 m from a room with a width of 5.5 m. The results are interpreted as resulting from the
introduction of about 0.5% crack-like, pore space.
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Holcomb, D.J., and D,W, tlannum. 1982. Consolidation o/ Crushed Salt Back/ill Under
Conditions Appropriate to the WIPP Facility. SAND82-0630. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National l.,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Mechanical properties of granulated rock salt are of interest to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project because native salt from the excavations will probably be
used as backfill around the waste packages and as void filler in storage rooms, shafts, and
other openings. Backfill properties will be an important factor in controlling room closure
rates and local permeability. To fill the need for data on time-dependent compaction of
crushed salt, we have done a series of tests to measure the compaction as a function of time,
temperature, and pressure. Tests were done for a range of temperatures from 21 to 100°C and
pressures from 1.72 MPa, under quaslstatic and creep conditions. All tests were done under
pure hydrostatic conditions. A rock crusher was used to produce crushed salt with a maximum
particle size of I cm. All tests were done under nominally dry conditions, which means the
only water present was the -5% water content of the salt. Creep consolidation under
hydrostatic stresses proceeds at a rate ot" approximately .01/t, where t is the time in seconds.
Total creep consolidation is a function of log(t) and is very slow. Consolidation is not very
temperature dependent in the range 21 to 100°C. The conclusions are tested only for times up
to 3 x l0s sec. The major question is whether the creep consolidation rate will continue to
decelerate rapidly, if rapid deceleration continues, then for the time periods of interest, creep
consolidation will be small compared to the consolidation produced by quasistatic
pressurization.

Holcomb, D.J., and M. Shiehls. 1987. Hydrostatic Creep Consolidation el Crusltert Salt With
Added Water. SAND87-1990. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

AI3STRACT: Mined salt from the WIPP repository is a candidate material for use as backfill
and for sealing at the WIPP, if it can be demonstrated that, in response to time-dependent
room, drift and shaft closure, the salt will reconsolidate sufficiently to serve as an effective
seal component. Small quantities of brine are present at the WIPP, and water is known to
increase the rate of consolidation of salt under pressure. In this study, the effects of addition
of small amounts of water (0.5 to 3 wt percenl) on the consolidation rale of crushed WIPP salt
were investigated in the laboratory. Fourteen experiments were conducted at room
temperature, and hydrostatic pressures of either 1.72 or 3.44 MPa. In addition, one multistage
experiment was carried out at pressures ranging from 0.34 to 6.9 MPa. Gas permeability
measurements were performed on the multistage specimen at various points in the experiment,
and similarly on two of the single-stage consolidation specimens.

Relative to nominally dry salt, water was found to increase consolidation rates under all
conditions. Within the range of water contents investigated, no lower threshold for the
accelerating effect of water was detected. At a fractional density ot'about 0.91, the multistage
consolidation specimen exhibited a gas permeability ot" about 10 2°m2, which approaches that
of the intact salt formation, 10-21m2. The mechanism by which water accelerates the
consolidation of crushed salt is unknown, but may be related to the general phenomenon of
pressure solution. DWP

ANNOTATION: The abstract for Holcomb and Shields was written by D. Zeuch (Sandia
National Laboratories) for inclusion in this bibliography.

ltolcomb, D,J., and D.H. Zeuch. 1988. Con.solidation of Cru.shed Rock Salt. Part I;
Experimental Results for Dry Salt Anal.l'zed Using a Itot-Pre,_sin_,, Model. SAND88-1469.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: Mechanical properties of granulated rock salt are of interest in the underground
disposal of nuclear waste because native salt from the excavations will be used as part of the
backfill around the waste packages and in storage rooms, shafts, and other openings. Backfill
properties will be important in controlling room closure rates and local permeability. To
obtain data on instantaneous and time-dependent compaction of crushed salt, we have done
tests to measure the compaction as a function of time, temperature, and pressure. Tests were
done for a range of temperatures from 21 to 100°C and pressures from 1.72 to 21 MPa, under
quasistatic and creep conditions. All tests were done under hydrostatic loading, and also under
nominally dry conditions, which means the only water present was the "0.2% water content of
the salt. We found that volumetric creep consolidation under hydrostatic stress proceeds at a
rate of approximately 0.01 t -1, where t is the time in seconds. Creep consolidation is a
function of log(t) and is slow. Consolidation is not very temperature dependent in the range
21 to 100°C. Results can be fit reasonably well by a model developed to describe isostatic
hot-pressing.

!to1I, R.M. 1988. Tire Depositional Enviro_mwnts of tile Late Permian Rustler Formation, in the
Vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Southeastern New Mexico. MS
Thesis. El Paso, TX: University of Texas at El Paso.

ABSTRACT: The Late Permian Rustler Formation is the youngest of three evaporite-bearing
formations in the Delaware Basin. The depositionai environments that formed the Rustler have
never been investigated in a detailed, systematic way. The purpose of this study is to describe
the detailed sedimentology and interpret the depositional environments of the Rustler. The
Rustler was examined in detail in two shafts at and in many cores from the vicinity of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico.

The Rustler consists of sulfate, carbonate, halite, and clastic rocks. The Rustler exhibits
abundant primary depositional textures and fabrics, and shows the effects of several post-
depositional alterations. Rustler sulfates and carbonates are areally extensive and vary little.
Major lateral changes occur in those zones containing halite and mudstone. The Rustler
thickens considerably in the direction of a depocenter southeast of the WIPP Site. Variations
in Rustler thickness are attributed to those stratigraphic intervals containing halite.

The depositional environments of the various units within the Rustler were reconstructed using
a sedimentological approach. Carbonate and sulfate units within the Rustler were nearly all
deposited subaqueously following a transgression or freshening event. Halite and mudstone
units accumulated slowly because of repeated solution and reprecipitation of halite in salt pan
and marginal mudflat environments. For this reason, the halite and mudstone accumulation
was controlled by subsidence in the depocenter, Syndepositional dissolution was common
during the deposition of halite and mudstone units. Small scale dissolution, often reported in
halite from both modern and ancient evaporite environments, was common, and on a larger
scale, syndepositionai dissolution drastically modified the sedimentary sequence.

Rustler deposition was characterized by rapid transgressions of fresher water over very low
topography, deposition of nonhalite sediment from a fresher fluid accompanied by rapid
desiccation and a salinity increase, and slower subsidence-controlled deposition of clastics and
halite within the depocenter, abruptly terminated by another freshening event. This style of
deposition repeats itself several times throughout the Rustler sequence and begins with the
initial marine transgression over the Salado.

Holt, R.M., and R.L. Beauheim. 1990. "Depositional and Diagenetic Controls on Transmissivity
Variations in the Culebra Dolomite Near the WlPP Site," EOS Transaction.s, American
Geoph.i,.sical Union. Vol. 71, no. 17, 51 i. (Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Late Permian Rustler Formation is the
most transmissive hydrologic unit overlying the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, an
underground repository constructed in bedded evaporites for defense-related transuranic
(TRU) waste. Culebra transmlssivities vary over seven orders of magnitude across the WIPP
Site area. Higher transmissivities are related to fracturing.

Examination of core, outcrops, and shaft exposure have led to the following interpretation of
the geologic history of the Culebra. The Culebra was deposited in a shallow lagoon following
a rapid marine transgression over saltpan deposits. In the lower part of the Culebra, abundant
sulfate nodules grew displacively within the pelletal muds immediately following deposition.
Circulation of groundwater through the Culebra was restricted until the Cenozoic. In the
Cenozoic, progressive west to east unloading caused stress-relief fracturing, allowing improved
circulation of groundwater through the Culebra. Progressive west to east dissolution of the
sulfate nodules and other porefilling sulfate followed and increased permeability, t.arge vugs
resulted from the dissolution of these nodules. These vugs collapsed, further increasing
permeability. Disruption and collapse following dissolution of evaporites underlying the
Culebra west of the WIPP Site further increased permeability in that region.

Based upon these relationships, a conceptual hydrogeologic model for the Culebra was
developed, and six hydrogeologic zones were identified and their spatial distributions
interpreted. These interpretations provide the basis for assigning hydraulic properties for
future numerical modeling of groundwater flow within the Culebra.

tlolt, R.M., and D.W. Powers. 1984. Geotc,chnical Activitte,s its the ll"astc, ttandling Shaft. Waste
Isolation Pilot PlaJtt (II,"IPP) Pro icy't, SoutheaLstertl New Me.,dco. WTSD-TME 038. Carlsbad,
NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Handling Shaft at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site is an
enlargement of the drilled, Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) ventilation shaft.
Geotechnical activities in the waste shaft were designed to confirm the SPDV ventilation shaft
mapping results and to provide additional int'ormation about identified zones of interest. The
activities included identification ot" instrument locations, geoJogic inspections of the exposed
shaft surface during sinking operations, reconnaissance geologic mapping of the waste shaft
sump, and detailed geologic mapping in identified zones ot" interest. 'l'hese activities were
carried out concurrently with construction.

The results of the geologic inspections in the waste shaft and the reconnaissance geologic
mapping in the waste shaft sump correlate well with previous characterizations. However, the
detailed 360 ° geologic mapping performed in several zones of interest did not reveal post-
depositional dissolution features thought to occur at several stratigraphic horizons in the
Rustler Formation at the WIPP Site. At the waste shaft, zones previously identified as
dissolution residues in nearby bore holes contained pronounced primary sedimentary features.

ltolt, R.M., and D.W. Powers. 1986a. "Rustler Formation: Evaporite End Stages of a
Continental Basin," SedimeJlts DowJ1-Ulld_,r, 12th lptternatioptal Sedimetttological Cottgre._s.
Canberra. Australia. August 24-31. 1986. I,:11-142. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Late Permian Rustler Formation records the closing evaporitic stages in the
development of a North American cratonic basin. The Rustler is the youngest of three
evaporite formations and culminates a 1500-m sequence of bedded evaporites in the Delaware
Basin of New Mexico and "]'exas. The Rustler consists of interbedded sulfates, halite,
carbonates, and clastics.

The lower part of the Rustler consists primarily of clastic rock and minor chemical
precipitates. Invertebrate fossils near the base and locally intense bioturbation suggest a
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significant rise in sea level and an accompanying decrease in salinity from the underlying
evaporites (Salado Formation). These rocks are the result of the vertical succession of a
slightly saline lagoon, saline mudflat/salt pan, and a saline lagoon.

'['he upper Rustler consists of carbonate, sulfate, and minor amounts of clastics locally
associated with significant volumes of halite. 3"he vertical and lateral associations of these
rocks and their features are interpreted as forming by the interaction of sabkha environments
with saline lagoons and saline mudflats/salt pans. The margins of saline mudflats/saltpans
show syndepositional erosion and dissolution caused by i'reshwater influxes and local base level
changes.

The ending stages of deposition in the Delaware Basin record both an environmentally variable
sequence (characterized by rapidly prograding and retrograding environments) and areally less
variable environments similar to those of the underlying Salado Formation. Basin subsidence
was episodic and local, creating marginal effects including syndepositional dissolution and
erosion. Pre-Rustler evaporites display consistent bedding and rock types over the extent of
the Delaware Basin, reflecting relatively constant conditions.

Holt, R.M,, and D.W, Powers, 1986b, Geotechnic'al Activitie,s in the Extzaust Shaft. DOE-WIPP
86-008. Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy,

ABSTRACT: The Exhaust Shaft at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site was a
conventional mining-slashing enlargement of an upreamed shaft. Geotechnical activities
provided additional confirmation of the stratigraphic details of the strata overlying the WIPP
underground facility, provided details about identified zones of interest, confirmed the geology
of planned instrument levels and locations, and provided a basis for field adjustment and
modification of key and aquifer seal design. The activities were concurrent with construction
during the period from July 16, 1984, through January 18, 1985.

The Exhaust Shaft penetrates thin surficial deposits and five stratigraphic units: the
Quaternary Gatufia Formation, the Triassic Santa Rosa sandstone, and Permian age Dewey
Lake Redbeds, Rustler Formation, and Salado Formation. The entire shaft section from the
surface to the facility level was geologically mapped. Ten preselected zones of special interest
were mapped in detail. Gypsum-filled fracture systems in the Dewey Lake were mapped in
detail in three zones: 195.0 to 210.0 ft, 269.0 to 280.5 ft, and 353.5 to 375.0 ft.

Seven zones, in or adjacent to the Rustler Formation, were mapped in detail: the Dewey
Lake/Rustler contact (546.5 ft), the Forty-niner member claystone (575,5 to 586.5 ft), the
Magenta Dolomite Member (602.5 to 627.0 ft), the Tamarisk rnernber claystone (689.0 to 695.5
ft), the Culebra Dolomite Member (713.5 to 736.0 ft), the upper portion of the unnamed lower
member (736.0 to 800 ft), and the Rustler/Salado Formation contact and the keyway (845.0 to
912.0 ft). The stratigraphy in the Exhaust Shaft correlates well with that in the Waste
Handling Shaft.

Minor fluid-producing zones were observed within the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite
Members. The shaft key and aquifer seals were adjusted downward between seven and nine
feet as a result of the observed geology. DWP

ltolt, R.M,, and D.W. Po_'ers. 1987a. "Rustler Formation in the Waste Handling and Exhaust
Shafts, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI:') Site, Southeastern New Mexico," The Rustler
Formation at /fie It'iPP Site. Rcporl of a IVorkshop mz the Geolog.v and H.I,drolog), of the
Rustler Formation as it Relalc.s to the It'IPP Project. Ed. L. Chaturvedi. EEG-34;
DOE/AL/10752-34. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group. 26-35.
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ABSTRACT: The Permian Rustler l.'ormation has been mapped in considerable detail in the
waste and exhaust shafts at the WIPI' site, Various bedding and sedimentary features have
been described from all n_embers of the I'ormation in these shafts, In particular, the claystone
bed within the Forty-niner Member displays bedding and dermsitional features that contrast
sharply with previous interpretations of this unit as a dissolution residue, The Rustler is being
completely re-evaluated, based on lhe revised interpretati¢_n of its dispostional environments,
to ascertain the extent of dissolution ot" the Rustler in the vicinity of the WIPP, DWP

ANNOTATION: The background reports for this paper are found in Ilolt and Powers (1984,
1986b): the l,ollowup study is reported in Ilolt and Powers (Ig88),

!1o11, R,M., and D.W, Powers. 1987b, "'l'he Permian Rustler l:ormatit_n at the WIPP Site,
Southeastern New Mexico," Ge.logr of ttte iI'e_lern D_'laware Basin, II.'e,s/ 7'exa.,, and
Soultu'aslern New Ah, xwo, Eds, L).W, Powers and W,C. James, El Paso Geological Society
Guidebook 18, El Paso, TX: El Pas_(ieological Society, 140-148.

AI]S'I'RAC'T: The Permian Rustler Formation has long been interpreted as having undergone
extensive dissolution at der)th as well as at the surface, The Rustler has been examined in
detail in two shal`ts for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project east of Carlsbad, NM.
Bedding and primary sedimentary structures are abundant through the l`orrnation. Invertebrate
fossils, mainly pelecypods, were fi)und in the basal member, The t'ormation was deposited in
near-norrnal marine to saline mudpan erlvironments. The Rustler was considered in this
location to be composed partly of the residues t'rorn dissolution halite in the l`ormation. At the
shal'ts, no collapse structures, chaotic bedding, breccias, or other t'eatures are directly
attributed to late dissolution, Well-preserved primary sedimentary structures and lack of
dissolution features indicate that halite was never present in some zones in the Rustler, Lateral
change ot" thickness of beds and the absence of halite have been used as criteria for the
interpretation of dissolution ofevaporites, These may be necessary, but not sufficient, criteria,

liolt, R.M,, attd D,W. Powers. 1988, l,'acie_ I'ariakili/y mid Po_t-Depo,_i/icmal A//era/ion II'ithin
the Ru._tler Formalion it_ /tie I'icini/r of /he Ii'a,_/e I,_rola/imt PIIol Plan/. Sm_/hea,_/erJt New
Mexico. DOE/WII'P 88-004. Carlsbad, NM: US I)epartnlent of l'nergy.

ABSTRACT: The l,ate I_errnian Rustler t,'orrnation is the youngest of three evaporite-bearing
formations in the Delaware Basin, The depositional environments that t'ornled the Rustler and
the post-depositional events that subsequently modil'ied the Rustler have never before been
investigated in a detailed, systematic way, "l'he purpose of this study is to describe the detailed
sedimentology and to interpret the depositional environments oi" the Rustler. Another
objeclive of this study is to reassess the extent of Rustler dissolution. The reconstructed
depositional environments help to bound the extent and relative timing of'dissolution. Existing
literature was surveyed to dislill criteria by which dissolution can be recognized. Microscopic
examination oi" diagenetic alteration of" the Rustler rounds out the evidence.

"['he Rustler was examined in detail in two shal'ts and many cores l'rom the vicinity of" the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico. Nearly 600 geophysical
logs from bore holes in southeastern New Mexico were interpreted, and the stratigraphy and
lithology over a larger study area were related to units observed in cores and shafts l'rom the
WIPP Site.

The Rustler consists oi" sull'ates, carbonates, halite, and elastic rocks, Rustler sull'ates and
carbonates are areally extensive and vary little, "l'hose zones containing halite and mudslone
laterally change greatly in thickness and lithology. The Rustler thickens considerably toward a
depocenter east and southeast oi" the WIPP Site, Most oi" the variation in Rustler thickness is
attribuled to those straligraphic inlervals containing halite.
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The depositional environments oi" the various units within the Rustler were reconstructed using,
a sedirnentological approach. C'arbt_nate and sull'ate units were deposited subaqueously
following a transgression c)r l'reshening event, Among the diagnostic features for subaclueous
deposition are algal beds and laminations, bioturbation, fossils, gypsum growth textures, and
cross-bedding sequences, llalile and mudslone unils accumulated slowly because of repeated
solution and repreaipilalion of halite in salt pan _Ind niarginal mudl'lat environments.
Subsidence in the depocenter allowed halite to accumulate and be preserved, llalite conlmonly
was dissolved syndepositionally from paris of the halite and mudslone units, Small scale
dissolution, often reported in halite l'rom both modern tlnd ancient evaporite envirc)nmenls,
was common, and, on a larger scale, syndepositional dissolution drastically modil'ied the
sedimentary sequence. Diagnostic fealures include pedogeni¢ clay skins, incorporative gypsum,
incorporative and dispiacive halite in various stages of growth and solution, and bedding.
Smeared intraclast textures are a newly described feature formed by repealed solution of halite
in mudflat environments.

Several times during Rustler deposili[_n, relatively l'resh water transgressed rapidly over very
low topography. Carbonate or sull'llle formed subaqueously as evaporation proceeded. Salinity
increased and the brine margins retracted as desiccation continued. Marginal elastics Lind a
halite lens in the depocenter accumulated relatively slowly and were controlled by subsidence
and cannibalism oI" soluble minerals at the margins. Deposition of these saline facies was
abruptly ended by another l'reshening event. This style oi" deposition began with an initial
marine transgression over the Salado and was repeated several times.

The Rustler in, and adjacent to, Nash l.)raw has been breccialed because of solution of the
Salado. Breccias were superimposed on Rustler rocks, including elastic rocks exhibiting
smeared intraclasts that are caused by syndepositional dissolution. These brec¢ias have a
straliform base, and the degree oI' brecciation diminishes upwards. These features are
consistent with post-depositional dissolution of a bed at depth as described in the literature.
Some of these areas are now also being alTected by karst processes (as Ill WIPF'-33).

Most of the inlmediate site area is unaffected by large-scale posl-depositional dissolution.
llalite was removed from parts oi' the lower unnamed member, Tamarisk Member, and Forty-
niner Member before overlying units were deposited. Minor brecciation at boreholes 11-3 and
II-Ii indicates some dissolution and collapse al'ter the Rustler was deposited. These bore holes
are in marginal areas of lhe depositional environrnents where some halite precipitated in
mudstone units. Part of (he l'am[Irisk Member is brecciated in WIPP-13. Partial core from
WIPP-13 limits interpretation of this anomaly, llalile is not predicted for the Tamarisk
Member at this location, but the breeciation may have begun below the Tamarisk.

The Rustler has been altered extensi_,,ely at the microscopic scale. Petrographic evidence
demonstrates mainly volurne-for-volume replacement oI' minerals, especially sulfates.
Overgrowths on some claslic gypsum grains preserve shapes, suggesting the gypsum may never
have inverted to anhydrite. These phenomena help limil hyp()lheses of" the elTects t)l' the
volurne changes associated with sulfate mineral inversion,

IIolI, R.M,, D,W. Po-ers, R.I,. lleauhelm, a,ld M.E. (:ra_,,ley. 1988. "Origin of "fransmissivity
Variations in the Culebra l)olomile Near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site, Southeastern
New Mexico," Ground ll'a/er, Vol. 26, no. 6, 790. (Abstracl Only).

ABSTRAC'I': The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler I:ormation is the most transmissive

hydrologic unit overlying the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WII_P) repository horizon. The WIPP
is a Department of Energy (DOE) facility constructed in bedded salt for the purpose of
isolating defense-generated transuranic (TRU) waste. The C'ulebra is considered a potential
pathway for the transport of radionuclides should a repository breach ever occur.

The Culebra is a thin (10 m), areally extensive dolomite unit underlain and overlain by
evaporites. It crops out west and southwest ot" the WIPP in a karst valley. The Culebra was
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last actively recharged during the Pleistocene from aretls south and west of WIPP. Both
gypsum-filled and open inlercrystnlline, vuggy, and fracture p,_rosity are present. I'ermeability
is primarily along fractures.

The ratio of open to gypsum-filled porosity increases progressively from east of the WIPP
toward the west and southwest. Ilip, h transmissivities generally occur where there is less
gypsum-filled porosity. "rr,_nsmissivities vary from at_out I x 10--,sm2/sec in the k=_rstvalley
_nd south of the WIPP to 2 x 10-_ rn2/sec 5 km east of the WIPP. These variations probably
reflect the progressivediss_Jlution c_t"gypsum fracture fillings away from paleorechargeareas.
Local variations in tran_missivity are attributed to dissolution ot' soluble rocks above and below
the Culehr=_. In the vicinity r_f the karst valley and along the ct)urse of the ancestr=_lPe¢os
River, subsidence following dissolution of halite from the underlying Salado Formation h=_s
increased Culebra transmissivity.

Ilunler, R.L, 198._a,"A Preliminary Regic_n=llWater Balance fur the WIPP Site and Surrounding
Area," 1:'03"7'rtm_ciclit_/ts.Amrt'lc'tz/t C)'¢'r_ph.rsica/_/ttir_/r.Vol. (_0, no. 18, 263. (Abstract Only),

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) water-bal;lnce studyareadefined here
comprises _=bout2,000 mi= in l:'dd.v tlnd l.ea Counties, southeastern New Mexico, inl'lows to
the study area are pre¢ipit[ition ('l.4x10 _ acre-fl/year), surl'a,,e water ('l,lxl0 n acre-l't/year),
water imported by municip_lities and industries (-3x104 acre-l't/ye_ir), and p_roundwater
(volume not estimated), Outflows from the area are ev_,ipolr_inspiration (-i.Sx106 acre-ft/year),
surface water ('6.5xl0 4 _lcre ft/year), and possibly some gruundw_lter. The volume of surface
and groundwaterstoredin N_,sh i._raw has increasedsince the beginningof potashrefining.
Regionalgroundwaterflow in =_quit'ersabovetheSaladoi:orrn_tionis t'r¢)mthenortheastto the
soulhwesl, although this pattern is interrupted by Clilytorl 13asin, N;ish l)raw, t_nd San Simon
Swale. The Pecos River is the only important perennial streilm. M¢_stel" the _rea has no
integrated surface-water drainage.

The sp'_rsity of precipit;Ition dat;1gives rise to iln uncert;linty in precipil;ition el" 6%, "70,000
acre-l't/year, This volume is greilter th:in nlost l'_ctors in the v,';Iter l_11ance. The uncert_linly
in ev,_potranspiration is simil_ir. Much lar_,er uncert_linties in smaller l'_,Ictorsare el' lesser
importance. Poorly h_c;ited _r_undw'_iter divides, inadequ_ite _e(_hydr_logic data, and lack of
preindustrial b_seline data contril_ute uncert_linty It the water hal'Ince.

It seems l'rom the _vailable dat_1 that al_proxini_,Itely I,_'_00 mi = ¢_I"the study area ;ire
hydrologically sep;Irale l'r_n_ N_Ish l._raw and the WIPP Site. (iroundwater north of llighway
180 ;ipparently disch_,|rges int_) Clayt()n l}asin and e',.'al_(_r'_Iles.W_,_lerin the ,SanSim(_n Swale
apparently perculales d¢_wnward and l'l¢_s to the southeast. 'lhis preliminary water budget,
although l_Ised on limited d;Ita, c_In l_r_'ide guidance for further study.

llunter, R,I,, 198.5b. A Ru_,,i_n_l ll'_,_l¢,rB_l_n_'r .[_r lh_, ll'_i_lu I_I_Ii_ PiI_I Pl_inl (II'IPP) Sil__
_d 3"_rr_di_, ,Ir_'_. SANI)84- 2233. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.ahoratories.

AI]STRA("T: The Waste Isolatit_n Pilc)t Plant (WIPP) w;iter-halance study _rea del'ined here
comprises -2000 mi _ in Eddy and l.e_1Ct_unties, southe;istern New Mexico. Inflows to the
study area are precipitation (ahout I.,17 x I()¢; ;Icre-l't/year), surface w_iter (about I.I x I0 _'
_icre-ft/year), w_Iter irnported by municipalities and industries (about 3 x 104 acre-l't/year),
and p_roundwater (volume not estim;ited). Outl'Iows I'r¢)i_i the area are evapotranspiralion (ithout
1.5 x I0 _ _icre-ft/year), surf'[Ice water (al_out 1.2 x I0 _ ;Icre-l'l/.vear), and possibly some
groundwater. The _olume of surl'ilce i_nd _ruundwater in storage in Ni_sh Draw has increased
since the be_innin_ of" pol_sh refininR. Regional _roundwaler flow in aquifers above the
Sal_do F'orm_tion is from the northe_ist to the southwest, althoup_hthis pattern is interrupted by
Clayton l]asin, N_ish Draw, and San Simon Swale. l'he Pecos River is the only importilnt
perennial slre_m. Most of the ;Irea has no inte_r_:ted suri'ace-w_iter dr_lin;ip_e.
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The available data suggest that "1600 mi_ of the study area are hydrologically separate from
Nash Draw and the WIPP Site. Groundwater north of Highway 180 apparently discharges into
Clayton Basin and evaporates. Water in San Simon Swale apparently percolates downward and
flows to the southeast, Data are inadequate to create a water budget for the Nash Draw-WlPP
Site hydrologic system alone, although an attempt to do so can provide guidance for further
study.

ltunter, R.I,. 1987, "A Regional Water Balance for the WIPP Site and Surrounding Area," The
Rustler Formation at tht' WIPP Site. Report of a II't_rk.shop tm tire Geologl' and tt.l,drology of
the Rustler Formation as it Rt'latv._ to the iYIPP Project. Ed. l,. Chaturvedi, EEG-34;
SAND84-2233C. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group. 58-70.

ABSTRACT: A water-balance study around the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) covers
about 2000 mi_ in Eddy and L.ea Counties of southeastern New Mexico, Inflows include
precipitation (about 1.47 x 10a acre-f t/year), surface water (about I.I x l0 t; acre-f t/year),
water imported by municipalities and industries (about 3 x 104 acre-ft/year), and groundwater
(not estimated), Outflows are evapotranspiration (about 1.5 x 10aacre-ft/year), surface water
(about 1.2 x 10_ acre-ft/year), and possibly some groundwater. Surface and groundwater
stored in Nash Draw has increased since potash refining began. Regional groundwater flow in
most aquifers above the Salado Formation is from northeast to southwest; this pattern is
interrupted by Clayton Basin, Nash Draw, and San Simon Swale. The Pecos River is the only
important perennial stream, and most of the area has no integrated surface water drainage.

About 1600 mi_ of the study area are apparently hydrologically separate from Nash Dr,lw and
the WIPP Site, North of US Ilighway 180, groundwater apparently discharges into Clayton
Basin and evaporates. Water in San Simon Swale apparently percolates downward and flows to
the southeast. DWP

tlunter, R.L. 1989. Ev('nt,s a_rtt Proces,se.s for Con.stru¢'tlng Scenario_ .For ltw Relt,a,se o/
7"ratt,_uranic Waste From the' II'a.sle l,_olaliotz Pilot Pla_tt, Sottttte_sturn New Mexico.
SAND89-2546. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP), located in southeastern New Mexico, is a
research and development facility to demonstrate safe disposal of defense-generated
transuranic (TRU) waste. The US l)epartment of Energy (DOE) will designate the WIPP as a
disposal facility only it" it meets the US l!nvironmental I'rotection Agency's (i'PA's)standard
for the disposal of such waste, which includes a requirement for a performance assessment.
Performance assessment comprises scenario development and screening and prt_bability
assignment; consequence analysis; sensitivity and uncertainty analysis; and comparison with a
standard. This report examines events and processes that might give rise to scenarios for the
long-term release of waste from the WIPP and begins to screen and assign probabilities to
them. The events and processes retained here will be used to develop scenarios during the
WIPP performance assessment; the consequences of scenarios that survive screening will be
calculated and compared with the standard,

The events and processes retained for scenario development are the normal flow of
groundwater, climatic change, drilling of exploratory bore holes, solution mining, seal
performance, the effects of clrilling into a brine pocket beneath the repository, leaching of the
solid waste, nuclear criticality, waste/rock interaction, and waste effects. Nurnerous other
events and processes considered by earlier workers are dismissed from further analysis during
the WIPP performance assessment on the basis of physical unreasonableness, low probability,
negligible consequence, or regulatory guidelines,
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Hunter, T.O. 1979a. "Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Experimental Program," Waste Isolation
Performance Assessment and ln-Situ Testing. Proceedings of the US/FRG Bilateral
Workshop. Berlin. Germany. October I-5. 1979. ONWI-88; SAND79-1950C. Springfield,
VA: National Technical Information Service. 340-345. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) provides a location for generic
experiments on the interaction of defense wastes and bedded salt. These experiments will
include waste forms that produce heat and radiation commensurate with defense high-level
wastes (DHLW). Enhanced temperature and radiation will accelerate the interactions of
interest. All experiments on DHLW will be removed after they are complete.

The WIPP experimental program is based on nine basic program areas, each representing
technical concerns based on an issue. These program areas may consist of several phases:
modeling, laboratory analyses, bench scale experiments, pre-WIPP experiments, and WIPP
experiments. WIPP experimental programs are summarized on brine migration, studies of
canister materials, and studies of mine environments. Laboratory studies of brine migration,
including a l-m-diameter cylindrical block, have been partially completed, and the data are
still being analyzed. The fundamental mechanisms are still open to question. Further testing
is planned, though fluid migration may be of no practical consequence. Canister materials
continue to be tested with different brines and a variety of environmental parameters.
Candidate alloys for canister materials were selected for further corrosion studies. Mine
environments have been monitored to establish air particulates, temperature, and relative
humidity. Radiation background has been measured, but the data have not been analyzed.

DWP

Hunter, T.O. 1979b. "Technical Issues of Nuclear Waste Isolation in the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP)," 87th National Meeting. American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Boston. MA,
August 19-22, 1979. SAND79-1117C. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
La[_,'atories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The development of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is supported by a
research and development program that addresses various technical issues for geologic isolation
of nuclear waste in bedded salt. These issues include waste interaction with the host material,
structural response of the rock, repository sealing, and methods for repository design and
operation. This paper discusses the status of various laboratory and field investigations in this
program, and presents a summary of recent results for selected issues. In addition, an
overview of all activities and the relations of each to plans for implementation of WIPP is
presented. These plans include full-scale experimentation with various waste forms in 1986.

Hunter, T.O. 1980a. "Role of Borehole Plugging in the Evaluation of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant," Proceedings of the Workshop on Borehole and Shaft Plugging, Columbus. OH, May
7-9, 1980. SAND80-0502C. Paris, France: Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 199-221. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Trasportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Research on bore-hole plugging (BHP) is part of an integrated strategy to
develop technology that can assure successful nuclear waste isolation. The application of this
strategy to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico has included an
assessment of the role BHP plays in the development of a repository at that site. This paper
presents a descriptio;_ of the WIPP Site, repository design, and the current research and
development program. The status of drill holes--those drilled for petroleum and potash
exploration and those drilled for site characterization--within the proposed site boundaries is
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presented. Sixty-six holes are present on the 7700 hectare (19,000 acre) site, yet only 8
penetrate as deep as the proposed repository location. The assumptions made about shaft and
bore-hole sealing in consequence assessment studies are presented. The results of these studies
indicate that bore-hole seals with effective permeabilities greater than tens of darcies would
result in doses to maximally exposed individuals of less than 0.01c_, of natural background.

Hunter, T.O. 1980b. "The Perspective of Waste Isolation Researc_a Issues and Assessment of
Consequences for Radionuclide Release," Scientific Basis for /,ruclear Waste Management.
Proceedings of the International Symposium. Boston, MA, November 27-30, 1979. Ed. C.J.M.
Northrup, Jr. SAND79-1076C. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2, 61-68.

ABSTRACT: Issues proliferate around the problem of radioactive waste management, and
initial consequence assessments provide a basis, to separate key issues from inconsequential
ones, allowing appropriate resources to be allocated. One of the scenarios examined for the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) - a drill hole intercepts a high concentration of radioactive
waste - highlights the issues of waste form stability, brine migration, radionuclide migration,
and bore-hole plugging. In the analysis of WIPP scenarios, no credit was taken for several
parameters, and the sensitivity of releases to variations were little examined. The waste form,
and its effects as a barrier to delay release, are not considered. Technology should increase
confidence in isolation through choice of waste form and canister material. Brine migration
studies will help resolve the issue of brine influx around heat-producing wastes. The influx
from these mechanisms is much less than is assumed for consequence analysis. Sensitivity
analysis of changes in radionuclide sorption shows that reasonably small sorption coefficients
dramatically reduce already inconsequential doses; ranges of certain parameters are not
important to overall system performance. Likewise, bore hole and shaft sealing is required,
though consequence assessments, which indicate inconsequential releases, assumed penetrations
were totally unsealed. These issues, which w!lJ be refined by further investigation, should
clearly be distinguished from critical issues. DWP

Hunter, T,O. 1980c. "Borehole Plugging Test Activities in Southeastern New Mexico,"
Proceedings of the 1980 Nalioptal lVasle Terminal Storage Program Information Meeting.
Columbus, OH. December 9-11. 1980. ONWI-212; SAND80-2462C. Columbus, OH: Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Memorial Institute. 173-174.

ABSTRACT: Test activities in southeastern New Mexico directed at sealing bore holes and
shafts for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are in progress. The objectives are to assess
the effects of leakage through man-made penetrations on repository system performance,
develop candidate plugging materials for the WIPP rocks, develop methods to assess long-term
geochemical stability, develop laboratory and field-testing techniques, evaluate emplacement
techniques and plug performance, and provide design information for plugs and emplacement
techniques. The program includes performance assessment, material development, instrument
development, and field testing. Breaching scenarios related to performance assessment indicate
that bore hole seals with effective permeabilities of tens of darcies would result in exposures
of less than 0.01% natural background. Grout materials have been developed, tested for
laboratory behavior, and compared with in situ performance. Grouts plugging potash holes for
17 years have been examined for long-term stability. Specific systems of packer and testing
equipment have been developed for in situ testing of plug performance; downhole TV has been
successfully used in support of plugging. A grout plug has been successfully placed and tested
in the field, indicating a permeability of about 50 microdarcies. Additional field testing is
planned. DWP

Hunter_ T.O. 1982a. "Borehole and Facility Sealing Activities for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant," The Technology of High-Level Nuclear IVaste Disposal. Advances in the Science and
Engineering of the Management of High-Level Nuclear IVastes. Ed. P.L. Hofmann.
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DOE/TIC-4621; SAND81-2034. Oak Ridge, TN: Technical Information Center, Office of
Scientific and Technical Information. Vol. 2, 228-242.

ABSTRACT: The design of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) proposed for a site in
southeastern New Mexico, includes a working level at 2150 ft with four shafts to the surface.
About 70 holes have been drilled for site and mineral exploration in the 19,000 acre area
considered. Of these, however, only eight penetrate below the repository level and only four
penetrate into underlying aquifers and these are greater than 1 mi from the underground
workings. A development program is in progress at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to
provide adequate seals for these penetrations. Performance assessments have indicated that
effective permeabilities as high as ten darcies do not result in doses to maximally exposed
individuals greater than 0.01% of natural background. Materials, emphasizing cementitious
grouts, have been developed to match the WIPP lithologies. These grouts have been evaluated
in the laboratory, both alone and in contact with rock specimens, and in field tests. Results
indicate that effective permeabilities of plugs measured in field tests (about 50 microdarcies),
while still small, can be 100 times greater than the basic grout and ten times greater than
observed in samples with the same rocks in the laboratory. Two major field tests, ERDA-10
and the Bell Canyon Test, have been performed and a test series is planned that includes
removal of an existing plug emplaced in 1976, a 26-in.-diameter hole plugged but with a
central tubing for diagnosing seal performance, and numerous tests in the experimental facility
within the WIPP.

Hunter, T.O. 1982b. "Nuclear Waste Disposal: Technical Issues and Status," Institute for Nuclear
Materials Management Seminar on Spent Fuel Management and Waste Disposal, Washington,
DC, October 20-22. 1982. SAND82-2238C. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The nuclear waste from the defense programs oS the United States and the
commercial nuclear fuel cycle are planned for disposal in mined geologic repositories. High-
level waste (HLW) will require the development of one to three repositories. A number of
technical issues are associated with the selection and characterization of a suitable site, the
design of surface and underground facilities, development of an appropriate waste package,
and methods to assess the performance of the system relative to regulatory requirements.
These issues are being addressed by four major projects to evaluate salt, basalt, volcanic tuff,
and other crystalline rocks such as granite. The key technical issues and the status of activities
to resolve those issues are reviewed.

Hunter, T.O. 1983. "The WIPP Research and Development Program: Providing the Technical
Basis for Defense Waste Disposal," I 'Ianagement 83, IVasle Isolation in the US.
Technical Programs and Public Education, Tucson, AZ, Fehruar.|, 27-March 3, 1983. Ed. R.G.
Post. SAND83-0178C. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 367-371.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located in southeastern New Mexico, is
being developed by the US Department of Energy (DOE) as a research and development
facility to demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes from the defense programs of the
United States. Ut,derground workings are at a depth of 660 m in a bedded-salt formation.
Site investigations began in the early 1970sand are culminating with the completion _f the Site
and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) Program in 1983 in which two shafts and several
thousand feet of underground drifts are being constructed.

The underground facility will be used for in situ tests and demonstrations that address
technical issues associated with the disposal of transuranic (TRU) and defense high-level
wastes (DHLW) in bedded salt. These tests are based on several years of laboratory tests, field
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tests in mines, and analytical modeling studies. They primarily address repository development
in bedded salt, including thermal-structural interactions, plugging and sealing, and facility
operations; and waste package interactions, including the effects of the waste on local rock salt
and the evaluation of waste package materials.

In situ testing began in the WIPP with the initiation of the SPDV Program in 1981. In 1983, a
major series of tests will begin to investigate the response of the rock salt without the use of
any radioactivity. These tests will include underground rooms simulating the configuration of
a representative DHLW repository with an extraction ratio of about 25% and a heat loading of
12 W/m 2. Other tests will include overtests in which heat loadings are increased to bound the
possible effects and to determine design margins. In the late 1980s, radioactive experiments
will be performed with actual TRU and DHLW waste forms from the US defense programs.
Then together, these experiments, the associated performance-assessment modeling, and the
design and operation demonstrations will establish the technical basis for a defense waste
repository in bedded salt.

Hunter, T.O. 1984. "Disposal of United States Defense Wastes in the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant," Radioactive Waste Management. Proceedings of an htternational Conference on
Radioactive Waste Management, Seattle, WA. May 6-20. 1983. SAND82-2313C; IAEA-CN-
43/463. Vienna, Austria: International Atomic Energy Agency. Vol. 3, 205-219.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a research and development (R&D)
facility, located in bedded rock salt in southeastern New Mexico, to demonstrate the safe
disposal of nuclear wastes from the US defense programmes. Excavation is now in progress
for the underground roDms in which in situ experiments will be performed. These
experiments are a follow-on to site selection and characterization studies that began as early as
1972, and are based on an extensive amount of laboratory testing, analytical modelling, and
field tests in boreholes and nearby mines. Results of experimental activities to date and the
plans for remaining tests are presented, with emphasis on those to be completed in 1984 and
1985. The first phase of the experiments is performed without using radioactive material.
These experiments began with the Site Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) program, which
consisted of (1) two shafts, 3.66 m and i.83 m in diameter, drilled to 659 m; and (2)
underground drifts and rooms monitored to determine the response of the rock salt under
ambient conditions, q'he SPDV program will be followed by experiments in a series of
underground rooms in which the response of the rock to heat emplacements with an areal
loading of 12 W/m 2 will be determined. Other experiments in rooms include overtest
configurations that will generate about tour times that heat loading, and other well-defined
geometric configurations to evaluate predictive models. Also planned are experiments
concerning waste package interactions with rock salt and tests in other technical areas, such as
repository sealing and operational considerations, in about 1989, a series of experiments and
demonstrations will be performed with radioactive wastes. These include a full-scale storage
demonstration using about 6 million ft a of transuranic (TRU) wastes and tests using up to 40
canisters of defense high-level waste (t-ILW).

Hunter, T.O., C.L. Christensen, R.V. Matalucci, W.R. Wawcrsik, and M.A. Molecke. 1981.
"Summary of Research and Development Activities Related to the US/FRG Cooperative
Program on Nuclear Waste Management," US/FRG Bilateral Meeting. Borer. GermaH.l,. Jzit_e
8-12. 1981. SAND81-1204C. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file
at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Sandia research and development program was established to investigate
nuclear waste repository development in rock salt, based on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Project but with applications to the National Waste Terminal Storage system. The
program and current results are summarized for fluid migration experinaents, waste package
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materials testing, benchmark calculations for thermomechanical codes, and the development of
rock mechanics constitutive models.

Fluid migration experiments include water loss tests, constant temperature heating of small
samples, Salt Block II bench scale experiments, a heated borehole in a southeast New Mexico
(SENM) mine, and a heated borehole in dome salt at Avery Island. The results indicate: 1)
mass losses consistently range between 0.1-0.5 weight % for bedded salt; 2) changes in fluid
production from heater holes related to power level changes are not expected in a repository;
3) surface salt encrustations suggest migrations as a liquid rather than as vapor, and 4) the
region influenced by the heater is limited.

Waste package materials testing evaluates potential alloys for use as canisters or overpacks for
high-level waste. The canister materials protect the waste during transport and emplacement
and resist lithostatic and hydrostatic pressures. Overpacks are designed to resist corrosion.
Screening tests led to selecting TiCode-12 as a prime overpack candidate, with alternates also
being considered. Effects being examined include general corrosion, stress corrosion cracking,
hydrogen embrittlement, and physical and mechanical metallurgy. A first phase of testing
waste package interaction is complete with an apparent deterioration of the TiCode-12.
Further tests will be conducted before a final material is chosen.

Benchmark I and II problems were developed to examine the characteristics of various
thermomechanical codes applied to the closure rates of WIPP storage rooms. Benchmark II
included stratigraphy, two room configurations with differing thermal conditions, and several
assumptions regarding plane strain, symmetry, and slip power. Two codes that included known
discrepancies show disparate results. Other codes show similar closure trends for a 10-year
calculation. The results are still being c mpared to resolve variations before selectinga code to
make reference calculations.

A cooperative effort between US and Federal Republic of Germany investigators focuses on
two areas: 1) developing a consistent, well documented data base on salt being considered for
nuclear waste isolation and 2) evaluating fundamental uncertainties in variations of rock salt
creep and extrapolating creep data to low stresses. To determine or choose representative
constitutive equations, general activities have been agreed to that include data compilations and
evaluations. Two sets of experinaents are proposed: I)"reference experiments" to permit
intercomparison of test results and existing data, and 2)"SNLA/BGR Creep Test Program"
using Asse and WIPP samples to develop data about deformation mechanisms over a range of
conditions, secondary creep, creep during unloading, and creep rupture. DWP

Hydro Geo Chem, inc. 1985. WIPP H._'droh_gy Program Waste l.solatio/t Pilot Plant, SENM.
Hydrologic Data Report #1. SAND85-7206. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This is the first in a series of reports of the basic data from field investigations
to characterize the hydrologic properties of the water-bearing units in the Rustler and
overlying formations near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), southeastern New Mexico.
The field activities have included drilling new wells and recompletion of existing hydrologic
test wells, hydraulic aquifer tests, groundwater tracer tests, and various studies to characterize
the regional groundwater flow system.

Test wells have been completed at twelve sites termed hydropads and designated H-I through
H-12. The hydropads include 34 wells. Ten of the wells have been drilled since 1983.

,.

Hydraulic aquifer tests have been conducted on four units, the Dewey Lake Redbeds, the
Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation, and the Rustler/Salado
Formation contact zone. Tests include single-well pump, slug, and pressure-pulse tests and
multiple-well pump and slug-interference tests. Interference tests at H-4, H-5, H-6, and H-9
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hydropads evaluate hydraulic anisotropy for the Culebra. Pumping interference tests on the
Culebra at H-4, 14-5, H-6, and DOE-I are reported.

Groundwater tracer tests describe the solute transport properties of the Culebra. Conservative
(nonsorbing) tracers have been used at H-2, H-3, H-4, and H-6 hydropads to measure
effective (kinematic) porosity and describe hydrodyt, amic dispersion along flow paths in the
Culebra. Convergent flow tracer tests were conductr_d at H-3, H-4, and H-6. Recirculating
tracer tests were performed at the !-t-2 and H-6 hydropads.

Regional hydrologic studies include resurvey of hydropad elevations, water-level monitoring,
and groundwater sampling. The procedures are described for collecting water samples for
chemical and isotopic analysis. The resurvey of well elevations using satellite positioning is
reported, as is basic water level data throughout the study area. DWP

Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. 1986. Two-IVell Recirculation Tracer Tests at the H-2 Hydropad, Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Southeastern New Mexico. SAND86-7092. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Two recirculation tracer tests were performed on the Culebra Dolomite Member
of the Rustler Formation at the H-2 hydropad at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in
southeastern New Mexico. The first test, which used pentafluorobenzoate (PFB), sodium
benzoate, and a suite of halocarbons for tracers, was terminated before breakthrough at the
pumping well because of equipment failure. The second test, which used sodium thiocyanate
(SCN) and difluorochlorobromomethane (BCF) as tracers, proceeded normally and lasted 270
days. During the second test, the tracer injected during the first test was recovered.

Tracer test analyses for the two tests were performed only for the PFB tracer injected during
the first test and recovered during the second, and for SCN. Analysis ot" the PFB recovery

] was crudely modeled as a one-dimensional pulse-injection test. The SCN tracer used in the
second test was analyzed with the homogeneous, isotropic Grove and Beetem one-dimensional
porous-medium recirculating flow test model. In general, model predictions are in poor
agreement with the field measurements. Discrepancies could be produced by the combined
effects of local nonhomogeneities, matrix diffusion, and possible sorption or degradation of the
tracer during the test. The best overall match between the SCN breakthrough curve predicted
by the semianalytical model and that observed in measurements was achieved using a porosity
that ranged from 17 to 19% and a dispersivity of 16 to 18 ft. A match based only on the early
part of the breakthrough curve, however, yielded a porosity of 11.5% and a dispersivity of 8
ft. The latter porosity might more closely represent the effective porosity of the Culebra, if
the SCN degraded during the test.

The work described in this report was performed in 1980 by Hydro Geo Chem. Inc. of
Tucson, AZ, under contract toSandia National Laboratories (SNL). Modeling of test results on
the assumption that the Culebra dolomite behaves as an isotropic porous medium is described.
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lntera Environmental Consultants, Inc. 1980a. Compilation of Long-Term Waste Isolation
Assessment Studies (1978-1980). 651A-01G-05. Houston, TX: Intera Environmental
Consultants, Inc. (Copy on file at the US Department of Energy Public Reading Room,
National Atomic Museum, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Data and modeling studies of geosphere transport modeling through stages of the
WlPP project have been coalesced into a comprehensive report. The phases of consequence
assessment that make up geosphere transport are: !) modeling the regional hydrology of a
square area 36 mi on a side, 2) modeling of six scenarios that combine breach events and
transport mechanisms, and 3) modeling radionuclide migration in one or two dimensions. The
work is based principally on data collected before 1978, and is checked for consistency against
some later data.

The regional hydrology is considered to consist of three main units: the Rustler Aquifer,
combining Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members; the brine aquifer along the top of Salado
west and southwest of WlPP; and the Delaware Mountain Group aquifers. The Rustler
Aquifer is emphasized because of its role in breach events and transport. Hydraulic
conductivities for this and other units were adjusted iteratively to match the model
satisfactorily to the regional geology.

Scenario events are assumed to begin 1000 years after repository closure, with fluids assumed
to be saturated brine. Five waste transport mechanisms have been classified: I) forced
convection driven by a pressure gradient, 2) molecular diffusion through connections to an
aquifer, 3) dissolution of salt between the repository and aquifer, 4) direct access to the
surface, such as a fault or drillhole, and 5) natural convection in a ,quid driven by temperature
or salinity (density) gradients. Forced convection has been divided into scenarios involving
one aquifer and two aquifers. Only scenarios involving forced convection and diffusion have
been considered.

The repository was assumed to contain both transuranic and remote-handled waste, and
radionuclides are assumed to be released as salt backfill is dissolved. The "Rustler Aquifer" is
the most significant pathway, and the anticipated discharge point is Malaga Bend on the Pecos
River, about 15 miles downgradient from the WIPP. Discharge was also examined at a
hypothetical well for domestic purposes three miles downgradient.

The hydrologic modeling shows that: !) aquifers above and below Salado and Castile do not
communicate hydrologically with each other, 2) calculated transmissivities differ significantly
from many reported values, 3) calculated water velocities in the Rustler range from 0.015 to 14
ft/yr with 5000 to 100,000 yr travel time to Malaga bend, 4) calculated Delaware Mountain
Group velocities are less than 0.1 ft/yr with at least 500,000 yr travel time to the Capitan, 5)
calculated waste leach times are I/2 million to 3 billion years, 6) simulations of discharge at
Malaga Bend indicate that radionuclide discharge rates increase logarithmically for the first
million years, that discharge rate is controlled by both scenario release mechanisms and aquifer
characteristics, and that after one million years discharge is controlled by regeneration decay
effects, and 7) simulations of discharge to a domestic well indicate that leach time changes
discharge rates at 800,000 years, that radionuclide concentrations strongly correlate with
salinity, and that radionuclides are released through the well 4 times sooner at 1/15 the activity
predicted at Malaga Bend. DWP

lntera Environmental Consultants, Inc. 1980b. H.l'drogeological Analysis (1979) in Support of
the Waste lsolalion Pilot Plant (It,"IPP) Program. Houston, TX: intera Environmental
Consultants, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: Hydrogeological calculations in support of the WIPP program involved nuclide
transport calculations in support of environmental impact statements and the safety assessment
report and scenario modeling calculations. Hydrological parameters available January 1, 1978
were not modified for further hydrogeological interpretation. A two-well tracer test of the
Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation has been simulated numerically to assist in
designing the test. Consequences of borehole plug designs and failures have also been
calculated for two base cases including both single and multiple well scenarios, in addition, a
program was begun to validate the numerical nuclide transport model being used, and various
data, calculations, and models have been discussed with Pacific Northwest Laboratories as they
demonstrate their capabilities for modeling salt repositories.

Safety assessment calculations used both one- and two-level repository designs (both contact-
and remote-handled waste), regional Rustler hydrology that results in a travel time to Malaga
Bend of 5400 years, and breach events or scenarios previously reported for WIPP and
summarized in six conceptual models. Spent fuel discharges occur early, dominated by Tc and
l, and result in discharges of < 0.1 curie/year ending before about 200,000 years after closure.
Discharges at Malaga from transuranic nuclides begin at nearly I million years after closure
and peak at about I.I million years from uranium isotopes with a total discharge < 0.01
curies/year.

Five tests, slug or recovery, of the Magenta or Culebra in the !-t-2 hydro well complex were
modeled, obtaining matrix transrnissivities the same as the USGS analytical solutions and
adding fracture transmissivities for three tests. The fracture transmissivity of the Magenta in
H-2A is calculated at 0.05 ft2/day; fracture transmissivity of the Culebra in H-2B is 1.17
ft2/day. H-2C Culebra test showed no fracture component. Hydrologic potentials for the
Culebra indicate a more southerly initial path that will affect the path and rnodeling of nuclide
transport to Malaga Bend.

Tracer test design modeling indicates a closed system may be preferred. A pumping test
before the tracer test is recommended to permit selection of pumping-injection rates that will
maximize the gradient between wells. Sampling will likely be at least daily, and tile injection
period is reconamended to be at least as long as the flow time for the centerline streamline
between wells. Several tracers may be used, permitting both slug and continuous injection.

The sensitivity of discharge of plutonium to adsorption coefficients was examined, indicating
that nuclide discharge is very insensitive to adsorption coefficients for plutonium above l0
mL/g. Lower coefficients can affect discharge significantly. As the preliminary estimate of
plutonium adsorption is 2100 mL/g, the error in adsorption would have to be at least a factor
of 200 to have any affect on discharges. Changes in porosity, adsorption, and solubility of Tc-
99 were analyzed as well. Reductions in porosity caused little change in cumulative dose and
maximum discharge activity, though travel time to Malaga Bend was dramatically reduced.
Adsorption changes from 0 to l mL/g to l0 mL,'g increased travel times a factor of about 20
or more while the discharge activity and dose decreased to 74% and 5%, respectively, of the
base case. Reducing the solubility also reduced discharges almost proportionately because the
radionucl,des are retained longer within the repository. DWP

lntera Environmental Consultants, Inc. 1981a. ]J),drtJgeoltJgica/ Analysi._ (1980) in Supporl of
the Waste lsolatiotl Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Program. Houston, TX: Intera Environmental
Consultants, inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Geohydrological analyses supported six areas: geosphere transport, aquifer tracer
tests, refining a scenario model, regional hydrology, near-field models of dissolution, and
experimental activities in the near-field system.

The geosphere transport calculations supporting tile environmental impact statement and safety
assessment report simulated transport in the Rustler for a period of 1.5 million years.
Radionuclide discharge at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River indicates differences between
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scenarios. "A maximum discharge rate for all radionuclides of 8.5 x 10-3 curies per year is
calculated for the forced-convection, two-aquifer connection scenario." The peak occurs about
I million years after repository closure. Source rates based on solubility show greater
calculated discharge concentration than for rates based on leaching.

Injection tracer tests in the Culebra were analyzed numerically to evaluate dispersivity and
duration of the tracer injection pulse. New analytical solutions for tracer tests are presented,
as field tests with short injection periods and large dispersivities that deviate from existing
analytical solutions.

Salt creep and dissolution compete in scenarios of bore-hole plugging. Effective stress in salt
is more important than temperature or dynamic pressure gradients, "Bore-_aole plugs in the
Salado lF]ormation will probably be safely installed with an initial annulus substantially less
than the 'critical initial annulus' (on the order of fractions of an inch) that leads to plug
failure."

Static well potential measurements are calculated as equivalent freshwater heads. "Potential for
flow in the Magenta, Culebra, and Rustler/Salado contact is predominantly west, south-
southeast, and south, respectively." There is potential for downward interaquifer flow.
Density measurements are recommended.

Three models of salt dissolution were reviewed. Of these, the SWIFT model is most versatile,
but it has been only recently developed.

Reviewed technical reports summarize experiments of brine migration, canister corrosion, and
gas generation. A conceptual model linking resaturation and corrosion should include air
invasion, two-phase fluid flow for air invasion, and system geochemistry. DWP

lntera Environmental Consultants, Inc. 1981b. Consequence Assessment of H),droh,gical
Communications Through Borehole Plugs. SANDSI-7164. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report describes the effect of bore-hole plug integrity on consequence
assessments performed for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The study is based on
scenarios described in the Final Ettvironmental Impact Statement (FEIS). Appendix K, for the
WIPP; US Department of Energy (DOE), October 1980. The flow rates through a bore hole,
assumed to penetrate the waste storage location and to connect underlying and overlying
aquifers, are determined as a function of the hydraulic conductance of the plugs. Similar
calculations are performed for multiple bore holes communicating with the aquifers. [t is
concluded that low permeability plugs (less than I millidarcy) are not essential to satisfy public
health and safety requirernents at the WIPP, but rather that such plugs act as a redundant
barrier in the multiple barrier isolation concept.

Intera Technologies, inc. 1986. IVIPP Hydrolog.I, Program, IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant,
Southeastern New Mexico. tt.l'drologic Data Report #3, SAND86-7109. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic Data Report #3 includes basic hydrologic data for aquifer tests and
water-level measurements at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site over the period of 1984
through 1986. Part A reports hydrologic data obtained during the 1-1-3 multipad pumping test
of the Culebra from October 1985 through April 1986. During the 62 day pumping period,
fluid-pressure data were collected at the t-I-3 hydropad and observation wells DOE-l, H-lib3,
H-2c, and H-4b. Water level was frequently measured at 18 other observation wells in the
Culebra and Magenta dolomite members. Appendices tabulate fluid-pressure, pumping-rate,
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and barometric-pressure data collected during the test. Water levels and transducer responses
during the drawdown and recovery periods are plotted.

Part B is an account of anisotropy and convergent-flow tracer testing conducted from April to
June 1984, at the !-1-3 hydropad. The test equipment, a short history of the testing, and plots
of the data are described. Appendices present tabulated pressure, water-quality, and
observation-well data.

Part C describes a six-day aquifer test conducted in the Culebra at the H-8 hydropad in
December 1985. The test consisted of 72 hours of pumping at approximately 6 gal/min,
followed by a 72-hour recovery period. The test equipment and test history are described.
Appendices present tabulated fluid-pressure, water-quality, and observation-well data.

Part D describes a six-day aquifer test of the Culebra at the H-7 hydropad in February, 1986.
The test consisted of 72 hours of pumping at approximately 81.5 gal/min, followed by a
72-hour recovery period. The test equipment and test history are described. Appendices
present tabulated water-quality and observation-well data.

Part E reports basic data from open-hole testing during the drilling of well DOE-2 from
August 1984 through July 1985. Driilstem, pulse, and slug tests were conducted on the
Rustler, Salado, and Bell Canyon Formations. The Culebra was tested by pumping. Downhole
equipment is described, and the testing history is recapitulated. Appendices include tabulated
fluid-pressure data collected during all testing phases.

Part F presents water-level data from November 1985 through April 1986. The water-level
data for the Magenta, the Culebra, the Rustler/Salado contact zone, the Bell Canyon
Formation, and the Salado/Castile Formations are plotted. Water-level data are presented in an
appendix. DWP

Intera Technologies, Inc., and Hydro Geo Cllem, Inc. 1985. II'IPP Hydrology Program, Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant, Southeastern New Mexico, H.I,drologic Data Report #2. SAND85-7263.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: H.l'drologic Data Report #2 contains basic hydrologic data for aquifer tests and
water-level measurements conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site from 1983
through November 1985. Part A summarizes data collected pumping and slug tests conducted
during 1983 and 1984 in wells at the !-t-2 and H-9 hydropads and in well 1-1-12. Water-level
data collected in 1983 and 1984 at the H-2 hydropad are revised. Appendices tabulate water-
level, drawdown, millivolt, and pressure data collected during the aquifer tests for both the
test wells and the observation wells and water-level data collected with electric water-level
sounders.

Part B presents details of pumping tests at the 1-t-II hydropad during May and June 1985.
The automated data acquisition system (DAS), water-level measurement devices, the discharge
measurement system, and the well and equipment configurations are described. Pressure or
water-level response in both the pumping and observation wells are plotted. Appendices
include pressure data, depth to water in observation wells, and measured pumping-rate data.

Part C presents water-level data collected from January through November, 1985, near the
WIPP Site. Water-levels are plotted for the Magenta, the Culebra, the Rustler/Salado contact
zone, the Bell Canyon Formation, and the Salado/Castile Formations. DWP
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Jarollmek, L., M.J. Tlmmer, and R,F. McKInney. 1983. Geotechnical Activities in the
Exploratory Shaft--Selection of the Facility Interval, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Project Southeastern New Mextco. TME 3178. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of
Energy.

ABSTRACT: This report on geotechnical activities in the exploratory shaft was prepared as
part of the Site Validation Field Program for the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM. The report summarizes basic data on shaft
drilling and construction; presents the geologic mapping results which essentially correspond to
the conditions predicted from previous investigations; and discusses the optimization process
based on the geologic conditions encountered and its results for the adjustment and
modification of the shaft key design, selection of the facility interval, and selection of the
geotechnical instrument locations.

Jarolimek, L,, M.J. Timmer, and D,W. Po_,ers, 1983. Correlation o/ Orillttole and Sttaft Log._
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (II'IPP) Project Southea._tern New Mexico. WTSD-TME-3179.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy.

ABSTRACT: This report on stratigraphic correlations from drill-hole and shaft data along a
generally north-south section across the potential extent of underground excavations of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility was prepared as part of the Site Validation Field
Program Plan. The results provide input for the report entitled Results of Site I/alidation
Experiments; input for other WIPP-related investigations, including the Design Validation
Program; and a framework for further underground activities at WIPP.

In general, this correlation study confirmed previous findings, including: a relatively high
consistency of thickness and lateral continuity of all beds within the Salado Formation,
especially in the host rock interval; gentle, generally south and southeastward dips/slopes of
the host rock interval strata; close correspondence between stratigraphic data obtained from the
present underground excavations and data derived from the previous investigative drill holes
and shafts; and depositional origin of the undulations on the top of Marker Bed (MB) 139 ,and
relatively small variation in its thickness (I.2 to 4.1 ft),

John, C.B., R.J. Cheeseman, J,C. Lorenz, and M,L. Mlllgate. 197_. Pota,stt Ore Reserves ht
The Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Area. Eddy Cmmty, Soutt_eastern New Mexico.
Open-File Report 78-828. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) area includes about 18,960 acres
in Tps. 22 and 23S, Rs. 30 and 31E., New Mexico Principal Meridian1 Eddy County,
southeastern New Mexico. it is located within the Carlsbad Mining District about 25 mi east
of Carlsbad.

The WlPP area is immediately south of the Capitan Limestone subcrop, which formed the
northern margin of the Delaware Basin in Permian time. During Late Permian(Ochoan) time,
gypsum, anhydrite, and halite were deposited in the seas of the Delaware Basin to form the
Castile Formation. These deposits have a maximum thickness of about 2,000 ft and grade
vlpward into the more argillaceous beds of the Salado Formati.3n. The Salado Formation
contains abundant sulfate minerals, notably anhydrite and polyhaiite. The potash ore minerals,
langbeinite and sylvite, occur in the upper part of the Salado Formation in the McNutt potash
zone, a local name applied to a potassium-rich zone.
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Structurally, the WIPP area is situated within a broad syncline (mapped on top oi' tlle Salaclo)
plunging gently to the southeast. Drill holes and surface gec_Iogyanalyses indicate no l'aulting
in the area; and the only structural anomalies found are a local high and a srnall depression
located in the southwest corner and north-central part of the WII_"Parea, respectively.

The minimum US Geological Survey (USGS) standards for leasable potash ore are 4 ft of 10%
K_O as sylvite, 4 l't of 4% K20 'is langbeinite, or 4 ft oi" equivalent mixed ore as defined by a
mlnimum of three data points in any one ore zone. Seven ore zones -- the 10th, 9th, 8th, 5th,
4th, 3rd, and 2nd -- maintain at least this thickness and grade in parts of the WlPP area. The
WIPP area overlies an estimated 353.3 million t (USGS lease grade) of measured and indicated
sylvite and langbeinite potash ore reserves. Approximately two-thirds of this ore occurs in
intervals in the 10th and 4th ore zones; the rest is distributed among the five other ore zones,

Jones, C,I,. 1974. Salt Depo_it_ of the _h'_cah'ro Plaltl._ Area. Cttave_ Cmmty. New ,ffexico.
Open-File Report 74-190. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Salt deposits in the Mescalero Plains area of Chaves County, NM, belong to the
Ouadalupian and Ochoan Series of l,ate Permian age. 'l'he Guadalupian deposits are part of a
complex succession of red beds and evaporite deo,_sits known as the Artesia Group. The
Artesia is 1,200-1,800 ft (365-550 m) thick and is about one-halt' rock salt and anhydrite and
one-half dolomite and red beds composed el'sandstone, siltstone, and shale. Much ot'its rock
salt is clayey and is intercalated between beds of sandstone and _iltstone. The thickest anti
most clay-free seams o1" rock salt are in the Salado Formation of the Ochoan Series. The
Salado is as much as 820 ft (250 m) thick; it is dominantly rock salt that contains minor
amounts o1"anhydrite, polyhalite, and clay, and traces of sylvile and carnallite. The salt in the
Salado underlies an eastwardly thickening wedge el" overburden as much as 1,580 ft (480 m)
thick, and it has undergone partial or complete solution beneath large sections of the
overburden.

Oil and gas are produced at more than 50 fields in and near the area. Their presence
elsewhere is a geologic possibility. Occurrences of potassium salts have been prospected, but
there are no significant potash resources.

Jones, C.L, 1975a. "An Evaluation of a Potential Site for Emplacement of Nuclear Waste in
Rock Salt of Southeastern New Mexico," New Mexico Academ)' of Sciem'e Bulletin. Vol. 16,
no. 2, 16. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The US Geological Survey (USGS) recently completed a se;ies of site evaluation
studies for the US Energy Research and Development Administration. The studies indicated
that the general area straddling the l-ddy-l.ea County line at the latitude of, and about 50 km
east of, Carlsbad meets the hydrogeologic criteria for nuclear waste emplacement in rock salt.
The Salado Formation, the main salt-bearing unit of the area, ranges in thickness from 580 to
605 m. The formation consists of thick, persistent units of rock salt alternating with thinner
units of anhydrite, polyhalite, and potash-bearing rocks that contain sylvite and langbeinite.
The Salado lies at a depth of 300m, and it has a substantial sedimentary mantle of well-
consolidated evaporites and red beds that have very low hydraulic transmissivity. The
formation is slightly deformed in places by monoclinal flexures having low relief and broad,
gentle, southeastwardly plunging troughs and ridges. Evidence of deformation involving
tectonic stresses of appreciable regional or local importance has not been found.
Hydrogeologic and logistic factors favorable to the possible emplacement of nuclear waste in
the rock salt of the area include a demonstrated geologic stability during the past 225 x 10_
years, a predicted probability projection from exhumation by erosion and/or invasion by
groundwater during a time span of a few hundred thousand years, availability of public lands
isolated from populated areas, and ready access to rail and utility services.
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Jones, C,I,° 1975b, Pota,sIsR('.sour('(,,s/it Part of Lo,5 M('da/)m Area of Edd.t' and Lea Cmmlie.s,
New 3le.x'ico. Open-File Report 75-407. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey,

ABSTRACT: Los Medat_os area of eastern Eddy and western Lea Counties, NM, is being
considered for possible siting of a repository facility for experimental studies of nuclear waste
emplacement in salt beds ot" the Salado Formation of I'ermian age. The potential repository
site encompasses about 29 mi2 (75 km _) of sandy terrain near the center of l,os Meda_]os. The
site is underlain by evaporite and red bed formations having an aggregate thickness of 4,462 ft
(i ,360 m).

The Salado Formation, which is the main salt-bearing unit of the area, lies at a depth of 1,000
ft (305 m). The t'ormation is almost 1,970 t't (600 m) (_f rock salt with prominent interbeds of
anhydrite, polyhalite, glauberite, some widely spaced seams of fine-grained elastic rocks, and a
few potash deposits containing sylvite and iangbeinite. The potasladeposits occur in salt beds
517-871 ft (158-265 m) below the top of the formation. The lower half of the formation
includes some salt beds that may be used for the experimental emplacement of nuclear wastes.

Most, if not nearly all, of the potential repository site is underlain by potash deposits that
contain sylvite and langbeinite. The deposits grade 12-13% K20 as sylvite and 3-1 i% KZO as
langbeinite, and must be regarded as having economic potential for potassium minerals. There
is considerable uncertainty concerning the full extent and total range in quality of the ores in
the deposit, and subsurface investigation will be required to assess their potential.

Jones, C,L. 1978, 7'est Drillo_g for Pota_tt Re.source._' II'aste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. Eddy
County. New Mexico. Open-File Report 78-592. Denver, CO: US Geolorlc':,! Survey, Vols.
I-2.

ABSTRACT: Twenty-one borings to augment existing int'ormation on potash resources at the
proposed site for a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in eastern Eddy County, NM, were
drilled and logged in an I I-week period, mid-August to November 1976. The basic data
developed from the borings are tabulated in the present report. The tabulation includes
lithologic and geophysical logs of all the borings, as well as the results of chemical analyses,
X-ray determinations, and calculations to establish a modal mineralogical composition of core
samples from potash ore zones and mineralized salt beds.

ANNOTATION: The potash holes drilled by the Department of Energy (DOE) in 1976
provided core for evaluation of the potash resources in the WIPP Site area, as assessed in the
reports by Alderman et al. (1978), Seedorf(1978) and John et',i1. (1978). However, the report
by Jones is important because it includes the core descriptions and geophysical logs obtained
by the US Geological Survey (USGS)from these 21 bore holes. The lithologic descriptions and
log data provide a consistent data set with well distributed coverage of the rocks down to the
middle part of the Salado, This has particularly been valuable for studies of the distribution
of halite in the Rustler Formation (e.g., Snyder, 1985; ilolt and l'owers, 1988).

Jones, C.L. 1981a. Geologic Data for Borehoh' ERDA-6. Edd.l' Cotmt)'. New ,_h'xwo, Open-File
Report 81-468. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: ERDA-6 is an exploratory test hole drilled in eastern Eddy County, NM, to
evaluate a candidate site for a nuclear waste repository that was subsequently rejected on the
basis of geologic data. The rocks penetrated include surficial deposits of Quaternary age; the
Santa Rosa Sandstone of Triassic age; and the Dewey t.ake Red Beds, the Rustler Formation,
the Salado Formation, and part of the Castile Formation, all of Permian a_,e. 'l'l_e pre-
Quaternary rocks are sharply deformed into an anticline that has a faulted core ot" salt and
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worthy of consideration" (p. 35); the interval just above MB 139 is being developed as the
disposal horizon.
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Kannenberg, M., C. Francke, and W.M. Roggenthcn. 1990. "Ground Probing Studies of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Underground," Abstracts with Programs, Geological
Society of America, 1990 Annual Meeting. October 29-November 1. 1990. Vol. 22, no. 7,
99-100. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Creep closure of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) excavations produces
brittle fracturing in the floor, pillars, and roof of the repository near the openings. Previously,
observation of subsurface fracturing was achieved primarily through direct observations in
bore holes, which provided limited data. Ground probing radar is being developed as a tool
for characterization of fracturing in the roof and floors of the facility. The accuracy of the
radar m_thod has been verified through correlation with direct observations in bore holes.
Transmitters with center frequencies of 500 MHz were used because of their increased
resolution and the generally low conductivity of the halite, which resulted in lower attenuation
than in many other types of geologic materials. Typical wave velocities in the salt sequences
range between 0.13 and 0.17 m/ns depending primarily upon clay and water content. The
radar clearly images air-filled and brine-filled fractures, as well as clearly defining interfaces
between halite and anhydrite units, to depths of over 3 m from the surfaces of the excavations.
Recording of the reflected signal in the field allows further digital signal analysis using image
processing techniques that have resulted in better control in determining fracture locations.

Lee Keeling & Associates, Inc. [1977.] Appraisal Report Section 31. Township 22 South. Range
31 East. Eddy County. New Mexico. Tulsa, OK: Lee Keeling & Associates, inc. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The fair-market value of oil and gas leases of the south half of section 31,
T22S, R31E, is $1,007,000 with full access to the surface and $365,000 with no access to the
surface and loss of subsurface rights to 6,000 ft. The estimated compensation for loss of fair-
market value would be $642,000. Potash rights to the property are not leased. The principal
producing zone for this area is the Atoka, producing in the James Ranch Unit No. !. The
reserves can be recovered from other well locations if this well is not drilled. DWP

Lee Keeling & Associates, Inc. 1977. Appraisal Report. Potash Rights, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, Eddy County. New Mexico. Tulsa, OK: Lee Keeling & Associates, Inc. (Copy on file
at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Fair-market values have been determined for potash rights under tracts 301,
302, 303, and 304, within the limits of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The date of the
appraisal is November 15, 1977. The appraised rights for tract 301 total $64,000. Tract 302
rights are appraised at $61,917. Tract 303 is appraised at $1,251,280. Tract 304 is appraised
at $400. The appraised potash rights total $1,377,597. Core and report data were available
from industry and government sources, part of which was not verified. The appraisal for tract
302 is based on data from ERDA holes outside the tract. Tract 301 has insufficient tonnage
for a new mine, and the langbeinite is sub-economic. Tract 302 contains insufficient tonnage
for a new mine, and the langbeinite ore is low grade. Tract 303 has insufficient tonnage for a
new mine, but it is contiguous to Duval leases. Drill holes adjacent to tract 304 indicate that
there is no economic ore present. DWP

ANNOTATION: The appraised value of the potash rights for the WIPP Site area reflects a
generally low grade and volume of ore. The appraisal reflects current (as of 1977) economics
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and reserves of higher quality here and in Canada. The special mineral langbeinite was not
concentrated enough to be of value at the time of appraisal. Basic data about the ore grade
and volume are ,,'_likely to change, as further test drilling for potash is unlikely. The
appraised value can change.

Keesey, J.J. 1977. Hydrocarbon Evalualion, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site Area to Slate and
Federal Royalty Interests, Eddy County, New Mexico. (Copy on file in the Sandia WIPP
Central Files, Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The future net revenue and fair-market value to royalty interests, held by the
State of New Mexico and by the Federal Government, in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site area have been determined as of April !, 1977. These values are based on 178,223 barrels
of oil and 44,137,000 million ft 3 of gas as the total net reserves. The total hydrocarbon and
acreage fair-market values are $886,861 and $3,040,529 for the State and Federal
Governments, respectively. DWP

ANNOTATION: Details for the hydrocarbon reserves and exploitation projections used in the
fair-market evaluation were presented in Sipes, Williamson, and Aycock (1976a, 1977b). This
evaluation differs from that of Foster (1974, 1979) in concentrating on the immediate
economic values of resources that might be denied by the WIPP, in this case the royalties to
state and federal governments. Other reports examine the economic consequences of
permitting drilling in outer zones or directional drilling from outside control zones.

Kehrman, R., K. Broberg, G. Tatro, R. Richardson, and W. Dasczcyszak. 1990. "Groundwater
Monitoring at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Waste Management 90. Waste Processing.
Transportation. Storage and Disposal, Technical Programs and Puhlic Educalion. Tucson, AZ.
February 25-March 1. 1990. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. II,
75-84.

ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the Groundwater Monitoring Program (GMP) being
conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in Carlsbad, NM. The Regulatory and
Environmental Programs (REP) section of the Environment, Safety, and Health department
(ES&H) is responsible for conducting environmental monitoring at the WIPP. Groundwater
monitoring is one of the ongoing environmental activities currently taking place. The REP
section includes water-quality sampling and water-level monitoring.

The WIPP Project is a research and development facility designed to demonstrate the safe
disposal of defense-generated transuranic (TRU) and mixed waste in a geologic repository.
The Salado Formation ot" Permian age serves as the repository medium. The Salado Formation
consists of bedded salt and associated evaporites. The formation is 602 m thick at the site
area; the top surface is located at a subsurface depth ot" 262 m. The repository lies at a
subsurface depth of 655 m.

Water-quality sampling for physical, chemical, and radiological parameters has been an
ongoing activity at the WIPP Site for the past six years and will continue through the life of
the project. Data collected from this program to date, has been used by Sandia National
Laboratories (SNt,) for site characterization and performance assessment work. The data has
also been used to establish a baseline of preoperational radiological and nonradioiogical
groundwater quality. Once the facility begins receiving waste, this baseline will be used to
determine if the WlPP Facility influences or alters groundwater quality over time.

The water quality of a well is determined while the well is continuously pumped. Serial
samples of the pumped water are collected and tested for pH, Eh, temperature, specific
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gravity, specific conductivity, alkalinity, chlorides, divalent cations, ferrous iron, and total
iron. Stabilization of serial sampling parameters determines if a representative sample is being
obtained. Representative samples are sent to laboratories and analyzed for general chemistry
and radionuclides. Samples are provided to the New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group
(EEG) and SNL for independent analysis.

Keller, G.R., and A.M. Rogers. 1978. Central Basin Platform Seismicity for the period October
1. 1977. to June 30. 1978. Open--File Report 78-1100. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: This report compiles tlae seismic data collected for the Central Basin Platform in
Texas and New Mexico (and data processing completed) during the period October 1, 1977, to
June 30, 1978. The data were recorded using a 12-station seismograph network that is
radiotelemetered to Winkler County Airport, TX, and subsequently relayed to Golden, CO,
where the data are permanently stored on photographic film. These data will serve as a basis
for assessing the seismic hazard to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico.

Epicenter maps for the periods October 1977 to June 1978 and February 1975 to June 1977
show that activity during this reporting period was similar to the activity observed in previous
years with one notable exception. An earthquake swarm in the southwest corner of the array
occurred during the period of December 1977 to February 1978. Although this area (the War-
Wink, S. gas field) has been active throughout the study, activity greatly increased during this
swarm, producing 281 events that could be located. We hope to learn more about this area
during the next phase of the project. The data gathered for the period October 1, 1977, to
June 30, 1978, are listed in detail for epicenter locations, phase lists, and monthly epicenter
maps. DWP

Keller, G.R., A.M. Rogers, R.J. Lurid, and C.D. Orr. 1981. A Seismicity and Seismotectonic
Study of the Kermit Seismic Zone. Texas. Open-File Report 81-37. Denver, CO: US
Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Recent seismic activity at the Central Basin Platform (CBP) is important for
assessing the seismic risk to a proposed radioactive waste disposal site in southeastern New
Mexico. CBP seismicity was the only significant activity within 100 km of the proposed site.
CBPs are also interesting because they are near major oil fields that have been or are currently
undergoing secondary recovery operations, it has been suggested that the CBP earthquakes are
related to the water injection-secondary recovery operations in the CBP oil fields. A network
of telemetered seismographs was deployed around the epicenters of past events to record
seismic activity from December 1975 to September 1979.

Small earthquakes are widespread within the network area, suggesting that microearthquake
studies closer to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are warranted to determine the shortest
distance between the seismic zone and the facility, q'he apparent relationship between
hydrocarbon production and earthquakes suggests that the WIPP Site should not be included in
the same seismic zone as the CBP because the site is isolated from major hydrocarbon
producing zones. The naaximum magnitude of earthquakes in the zone may be limited because
the area of artificial pressure increases is limited and pressure increases of more than 70 bars
result in earthquakes with magnitudes consistently less than 4.0. DWP

ANNOTATION: As indicated by Sanford in his earlier reports (e.g., Sanford et al., 1978),
earthquakes are frequent in the area southeast of the site, near Kermit, TX. The local
magnitudes of these events are small; standard analysis applied ,o natural earthquakes would
show this to be a significant seismic source in evaluating the tectonic stability of the WIPP
Site. Yet the area does not show any evidence of fault scarps consistent with such a source of
natural seismic activity. Rogers began this study, and Keller continued it, to determine if the
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seismic activity was attributable to water injection for secondary hydrocarbon recovery.
Seismic data from the CBP have been i_,_erpreted as due to recovery project (e.g., Sanford and
Toppozada, 1974), though Keller et al, are more cautious in this report.

ANNOTATION: Doser and others have reviewed data and interpretations from the seismic
activity in the Jal-Kermit area. Sanford and others have also provided a location for the
January 2, 1992 earthquake north of Jal ("Rattlesnake Canyon" earthquake, local magnitude
about 5) in an open-file report (#70) of the Department of Geoscience, New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology.

Kelley, V.A., and J.F. Pickens. 1986. Interpretation of the CoJtvergent-Flow Tracer Tests
Conducted #1 the Culehra Dolomite at the H-3 and H-4 ttydropads at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. SAND86-7161. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Tracer tests utilizing conservative organic tracers have been conducted in the
Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation at the locations of the H-2, H-3, H-4,
and H-6 hydropads. The objective of this report is to present a quantitative evaluation of the
physical solute-transport parameters of the Culebra dolomite at the H-3 and H-4 hydropad
locations from interpretation of the tracer-test data. The tracer-test configurations consisted
of a pumping well and two tracer-addition wells arranged in approximate equilateral triangles
with 30-m sides. The transport ot" organic tracers from the tracer-addition wells to the
pumping wells was analyzed using the finite-difference model SWIFT If, which is capable of
simulating single- and double-porosity flow and transport.

The interpretive approach for analyzing the tracer-breakthrough curves at the pumping well
first consisted of estimating the appropriate governing processes using the information base for
each specific hydropad. For the t-!-3 hydropad, the test data indicated that a double-porosity
interpretation approach was the most appropriate. In this conceptualization, the fractures
represented the principal transport medium and the matrix provided the bulk of the solute-
storage capability. The simulation model accounted for advective-dispersive transport in the
fractures and diffusive transport in the matrix. Calibration of the tracer-breakthrough curves
included conducting a parameter sensitivity analysis on longitudinal dispersivity, tortuosity,
matrix porosity, fracture porosity, effective matrix block size, pumping rate, initial tracer-
input distribution, and distance between pumping and lracer-addition wells. Calibration of the
tracer-breakthrough curves for the H-3 tracer test resulted in longitudinal dispersivities from 5
to 10% of the flow path (well-separation distance',, a fracture porosity of !.9 x 10-a, and
effective matrix block sizes of 0.25 to 2.1 m.

There is uncertainty in the aszumed or calibrated values for tortuosity, fracture porosity,
matrix porosity, and matrix blcck size that were used to describe solute transport in the
Culebra at the H-3 hydropad. Reduction in this uncertainty would require additional
laboratory and field testing (e.g., additional drilling and coring, additional matrix porosity
determinations on core, diffusion experiments, and additional on-site tracer testing). The
results obtained from the conservative-tracer test suggest that fracture flow and matrix
diffusion dominate solute transport in the Culebra at the H-3 hydropad. Further, the
parameters derived to fit the tracer-breakthrough curves are thought to be consistent with the
physical conceptualization of the Culebra at the t-t-3 hydropad.

The interpretation of the 1-1-4 hydropad tracer test has not provided quantitative estimates of
the physical solute-transport parameters for the Culebra. Qualitatively, the observed tracer-
breakthrough curves could be simulated by representing the Culebra with a layered system of
higher- and lower-permeability units. In this system, transport would be dominated by the
higher-permeability zones with diffusive interaction with the lower-permeability zones. No
evidence was obtained to indicate that transport of the tracers had occurred through fractures;
however, considering the fractured nature of the Culebra at the 1-1-3 and H-6 hydropads and
other locations at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, the existence of fractures in the
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Culebra at the H-4 hydropad should still be considered a possibility. However, if present,
these fractures do not appear to have had a significant effect on solute transport on paths
examined in the H-4 tracer test.

Kelley, V.A., and G.J. Saulnier, Jr. 1990. Core Anal.l'ses for Selected Samples from the
Culebra Dolomite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plato Site. SAND90-701 I. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Two groups of core samples from the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation at and near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) were analyzed to provide
estimates of hydrologic parameters for use in flow-and-transport modeling. Whole-core and
core-plug samples were analyzed by helium porosimetry, resaturation porosimetry, mercury-
intrusion porosimetry, electrical-resistivity techniques, and gas-permeability methods.

Seventy-nine helium-porosity determinations indicated that the distribution of Culebra
porosities was skewed toward lower porosity values with an arithmetic mean and standard
deviation of 0.153 and 0.053, respectively.

The vertical heterogeneity of porosity was indicated by 21 pairs of helium-porosity
determinations where each sample of the pair was separated by approximately 5 cm. The
porosity differences between the samples in the pairs varied from 0.050 to 0.093.

Water-resaturation-porosimetry results showed a near l-to-[ correlation with the results from
helium-porosity determinations. In some cases, the resaturation porosities were slightly larger
than the helium porosities, possibly due to mineral dissolution by the resaturation fluid
(deionized water) or to the experimental reproducibility of the two measuring techniques.

Endpoint mercury pore-volume saturations for 25 samples ranged from 66.7 to 99.9%, with an
average endpoint pore-volume saturation of 95.4%. The endpoint pressure was 207 MPa. The
median pore-throat radius varied over an order of magnitude from 0.077 microns (#m) to
0.588 p,m, with an arithmetic average value of 0.315 _m. Eighty-four percent of the pore-
throat radii in the samples analyzed were between 0.1 /_m and 0.5 /_m. The average mercury-
intrusion porosity was 0.148, as compared with the helium-porosity average of 0.154.

Seventy-three grain-density measurements indicated a skewed distribution toward larger values
of grain density with an arithmetic average of 2.82 g/cm :3 and a standard deviation of 0.019
g/cm_. The most common value of grain density was 2.83 g/cm 3, which was also the median
of the distribution.

Electrical-resistivity measurement._ of 15 saturated core plugs were used to calculate estimates
of formation factor and tortuosity. Formation-factor values were log-normally distributed and
values ranged from 12 to 407, with a geometric mean of 58.8. Tortuosity ranged from 0.04 to
0.33, wi_h an arithmetic average of 0.14 and a median of 0.12. The results show a general
trend of increasing tortuosity with increasing porosity. The diffusion porosities and diffusion
tortuosities determined by Dykhuizen and Casey (1989) agree with the lower range of the
values determined by this core-analysis study.

Sixty-six horizontal-permeability measurements ranged from 7.9E-18 m2 to 3.6E-13 m2, and
the distribution had an arithmetic average of 6.2E-15 m2, a geometric mean of 4.5E-16 m_,
and a median of 2.7E-16 m2. Twenty-six vertical-permeability measurements ranged from
8.4E-18 m2 to 5.2E-14 m2, with an arithmetic mean of 5.1E-15 m2, a geometric mean of
9.0E-16 m_, and a median of 3.5E-16 m2. Plots of the Ioglo of permeability versus porosity
indicated a weak correlation between the Ioglo of permeability and porosity. A plot of log10
of horizontal permeability versus the median pore-throat radii determined for the same
samples indicated that the loglu horizontal permeability is directly related to median pore-
throat radius.
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Kelley, V.A., J.F. Pickens, M. Reeves, and R.L. Beauheim. 1987. "Double-Porosity Tracer-
Test Analysis for Interpretation of the Fracture Characteristics of a Dolomite Formation,"
Proceedings of the Solving Ground IVater Problems with Models, Conference and Exposition,
Denver, CO, February 10-12, 1987, Dublin, OH: National Water Well Association. Vol. 1,
147-169.

ABSTRACT: Hydraulic and tracer testing studies have been performed as part of the regional
hydrologic characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site in southeastern New
Mexico. The interpretation of hydraulic tests and tracer tests from a number of locations has
indicated the importance of the double-porosity concept in the interpretation of both the
hydraulic and solute-transport characteristics of the fractured dolomite under study. While
identification of fracture flow and estimation of formation transmissivity can be obtained from
hydraulic-test interpretation methods, tracer tests are necessary to provide realistic estimates of
parameters such as fracture porosity and representative matrix unit size. Without estimates of
these parameters, predictions of containment transport in fractured rock systems are very
uncertain.

A convergent-flow tracer test conducted in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation at the WIPP Site was analyzed using a double-porosity flow and transport model.
The tracer test set-up consisted of one pumping well and tracer-addition wells arranged in an
approximate equilateral triangle with 100-ft (30-m) sides. The transport of conservative
tracers from each of the tracer-addition wells was simulated using the double-porosity flow
and transport model SWIFT It. The simulation model accounts for advective-dispersive
transport in the fractures and diffusive transport in the matrix. Calibration of the tracer-
',reakthrough curves included conducting a sensitivity analysis on the important parameters:
atffusion coefficient, tortuosity, matrix porosity, fracture porosity, effective matrix-block size,
pumping rate, initial tracer input distribution, and distance between pumping and tracer-
addition wells. Calibration of the tracer-breakthrough curves resulted in longitudinal
dispersivities from 5 to 10% of the flow path length (well-separation distance), a fracture
porosity of 0.002, and effective matrix-block sizes of 0.8 ft (0.25 m) to 3.9 ft (1.2 m). Even
though these estimates of fracture porosity and effective matrix-block size are specific to the
location of the tracer test, they provide an initial estimate on which to base predictions of the
regional transport of solutes in the Culebra Dolomite.

Key, S.W., Z.E. Beisinger, and R.D. Krieg. 1978. HONDO II." A Finite Element Computer
Program for the Large Deformation Dynamics Re._ponse of Axisymmetric Solids.
SAND78-0422. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: HONDO is a finite-element method computer program designed to calculate the
large deformation elastic and inelastic transient dynamic response of two-dimensional solids.
To accommodate a wide variety of applications, finite-strain calculations are incorporated.
Spatially, the program employs a four node isoparametric quadrilateral element. In time, the
program performs the integration using a central difference method time integrator. Since the
time integration scheme is only conditionally stable with respect to step size, the program
continuously monitors the step size and adjusts it to keep the calculation stable. The program
contains five material subroutines covering elastic, viscoelastic, elastic-plastic, crushable foam,
and soil behavior. Initial conditions on velocity but not displacement are allowed. Pressure
loadings are allowed. Thermal loads are not implemented. The program functions entirely in
core, and because no stiffness matrices are calculated and stored, rather large problems are
easily accommodated.

Key, S.W., C.M. Stone, and R.D. Krieg. 1981. "Dynamic Relaxation Applied to the Quasi-
Static, Large Deformation, Inelastic Response of Axisymmetric Solids," USEurope II,'orkslu_p
on Nonlinear Finite Element Anal.l'sis in Structural Mechanics. Ruhr. Germany, July 28. 1980.
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Eds. W. Wunderlich, E. Stein, and K.J. Bathe. SAND80-1605C; CONF--800 781-1. Berlin:
Springer. 585-620.

ABSTRACT: The use of dynamic relaxation as a solution strategy for the quasi-static, large
deformation, inelastic response of solids is examined. The underlying mechanics, the
constitutive theories of interest, the incremental form of the equations, the spatial
discretization, and the implementation of dynamic relaxation for path and/or time-dependent
material response are each discussed. The mechanics are carried out in the current
configuration of the body described by a fixed spatial ceordinate system and using the Cauchy
stress. Finite-strain constitutive theories for elastic, elastoplastic, and creep behavior are
introduced. An incremental form of the problem allowing a sequence of equilibrium solutions
to be found is presented. A constant bulk strain, bilinear displacement isoparametric
quadrilateral finite element is employed for the spatial discretization, The solution strategy
used to generate the sequence of equilibrium solutions is dynamic relaxation which, in the
form adopted, is based on explicit central difference pseudo-time integration and artificial
damping, it is used to find the next solution as a result of an increment in time and/or load.
Each solution must satisfy equilibrium within a prescribed tolerance before proceeding to the
next increment. Several example calculations are presented.

Klasi, M.L., A. Melo, and A,F, Fossum. 1981. Second Benchmark Problem for IVIPP Structural
Computations. Topical Report RSI-0145. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, inc. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The second benchmark problem was proposed by Sandia National Laboratories to
compare directly the results and computer codes of different researchers with specified
conditions, including stratigraphy, constitutive laws and geometry. Finite element computer
codes, SPECTROM-41A for heat transfer and SPECTROM-23A for thermo/visoelastic
properties, developed by RE/SPEC have been used for the analysis. The vertical closure at ten
years is 0.2567 m ['or the isothermal room and 0.3522 m for the heated room. Midpiilar
horizontal displacements for both cases are inward and are 0.1701 m and 0.03965 m,
respectively. The slip line models used could easily accommodate up to ten proposed slip lines.
Radiative heat transfer from surface to surface is not included in the present code but could
easily be added. Adding thin geological layers to the model will increase storage requirements
and solution time. The loss in accuracy is difficult to estimate. A third benchmark problem
could "include nonhomogeneous initial stress fields in layered material and a finite series of
room with provision for sequential excavation, emplacement, and subsequent long-term creep.
Additional complexity could involve fracture and dilation of slide lines and/or radiative heat
transfer." DWP

Kopp, O.C., and D.W. Combs. 1975. Mineral Sm_rces of IFater in Evaporite Sequence.s (Salado
Salt and Adjacent Beds at the Proposed H'a._te Disposal Facility Near Carlshad in Lea and
Eddy Counties. New Mexico). Knoxville, TN: Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Tennessee. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Samples from two cores of the Salado Formation in southeastern New Mexico
were studied to determine mineralogy, petrology, and water loss by heating. The samples
consist primarily of fine to coarse-grained halite with polyhalite, anhydrite, and clay minerals.
Other minerals detected include gypsum, magnesite, quartz, feldspar, sylvite, carnallite,
celestite (?), glauconite, and kainite (?). The samples are from halite-rich zones, and several
other evaporite minerals known from potash zones were not detected. Numerous hopper
crystals and intergrown euhedral halite with clay and sulfates indicate that the Salado was
deposited in shallow water to subaerial mudt'lat environments. This depositional environment
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is a major change from the underlying Castile Formation. Trapped fluid inclusions, altered
minerals, and zones with secondary minerals along beds and seams of clay and silt suggests that
fluids have moved along these paths.

Water loss from 80 samples ranged from 0.0 to 3.5 weight % at 102 _+5°C. Sample splits used
for the study were generally 1.5 to 2.0 g in weight and sieved to obtain the 60 to 120 mesh
size fraction. "Most of the dehydration water ... appears to come from clay minerals, although
gypsum may make a contribution .... " Polyhalite will dehydrate between 170 and 300 ° . These
samples release much less water than samples from the Hutchinson Salt in Kansas. The ranges
of water loss for shallower samples I'rom Kansas appear to merge with the range for deeper
samples from the New Mexico site. it is not known it" this is fortuitous. In addition, some
samples released H2S. The weight losses from this study compare generally well with other
work using the dynamic method of thernmgravimetric analysis, though some discrepancies
exist. These are because of the method and the fact that different samples were analyzed.

DWP

Kososki, B.A., S.I,. Robbins, and J.W. Schmoker. 1978. Principal Facts for Borehoh' Gravity
Stations in Stratigraphic Test IVell ERDA No. 9. Edd.l' County. New Mexico. Open-File
Report 78-696. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Drilihole ERDA-9 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site was logged
during March 1978, with the US Geological Survey (USGS) bore hole gravity meter. Forty-
four subsurface gravity observations, including stations reoccupied for drift control, cover the
depth interval from 196.6 to 2779.8 ft. The data are corrected for tide, terrain, and drift.

DWP

Krause, W.B., and M.C. l,oken. 1980. Thermomechanical Modeling o/ a 7"hin-Di._c Rock Salt
Core Specimen E.vpmed to Temperalure Gradienl_. Topical Report RSI-0113. Rapid City,
SD: RE/SPEC, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: A thin-disk core specimen of rock salt has been modeled to determine the
mechanical response of the salt core to a transient thermal gradient and also a uniformly
increasing thermal gradient. The model results will be used to study moisture loss from a
specimen with similar geometry. A heat transfer computer code (SPECTROM-41) and a
thermomechanical computer code (SPECTROM-22) were used for the study of potential brine
inflow into a heated nuclear waste disposal site. A steady thermal gradient of 10°C/cm and a
mean salt temperature of 235°C were the desired conditions.

A non-linear transient thermal gradient resulted in specimen failure because of large initial
temperature gradients. The failure condition is based on the failure envelope for salt from
Mississippi Chemical Corp. mine. A uniform linear and steadily increasing thermal gradient
prevented failure in the simulation. The same procedures for analysis can be applied to the
planned thick-walled cylinder experiment. DWP

Krieg, R.D, 1980. "A Unified Creep-Plasticity Model for Halite," Mechanical Testing for
Deformation Model Development. American Socielj' for Testing and Materials Symposium,
Bar Harbor. FI.. November 12-13, 19,_'#. American Society for Testing and Materials Special
Technical Publication 765. SAND80-1195. Philadelphia, PA: American Society for Testing
and Materials. Vol. 765, 139-147.

ABSTRACT: There are two national energy programs that are considering caverns in
geological salt (NaCI) as a storage repository. One is the disposal of nuclear wastes and the
other is the storage of oil. Both short-time and long-time structural deformations and stresses
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must be predictable for these applications. At 300K, the nominal initial temperature for both
applications, the salt is at 0,28 of the melting temperature and exhibits a significant time-
dependent behavior, A constitutive tnodel has been developed that describes the behavior
observed in an extensive set of triaxial creep tests. Analysis of these tests showed that a single
deformation mechanism seems to be operative over the stress and temperature range of interest
so that the secondary creep data can be represented by a power of the stress over the entire
test range. This simple behavior allowed a new unified creep-plasticity model to be applied
with some confidence. ]'he resulting model recognizes no inherent difference between plastic
and creep strains yet models the total inelastic strain reasonably well, including primary and
secondary creep and reverse Ioadings. A multiaxial formulation is applied with back stress. A
Bauschinger effect is exhibited as a consequence and is present regardless of the time scale
over which the loading is applied. The model would be interpreted as kinematic hardening in
the sense of classical plasticity. Comparisons are made between test data and model behavior,

Krieg, R.D. 1984. Refereltce Stratigraphy altd Rock Proper/ie,s for the Waste /sola/ion Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Pro/ect. SAND83-1908, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: A stratigraphic description of the country rock near tile working horizon at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is presented along with a set of mechanical and thermal
properties of the materials involved. Data from 41 cores and shafts are examined. The entire
stratigraphic section is found to vary in elevation in a regular manner, but individual layer
thicknesses and relative separation between layers are found to have no statistically significant
variation over the one mile north to south extent of the working horizon. The stratigraphic
description is taken to be relative to tile local elevation ot" Anhvdrite B. The material
properties have been updated slightly from those in the July 1981 reference stratigraphy, This
reference stratigraphy/properties document is intended primarily for use in thermal/structural
analyses. This document supersedes the July 1981 stratigraphy/properties document.

Krieg, R.D., and T.O. ilunter. 1980. "Geomechanics Activities Conducted at Sandia National
Laboratories in Support of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Proceeding,s of IVork_ltop on
Thernu_mechanicaI-H._'drocllemical Modeling for a tlat'dro,"k ll,'a,sle Repo,silory, Berkeley, CA, i

July 29-31, 1980, Ed. W,J. Schwarz. 1.Bl.-i1204; ONWi-164; SANDS0-1592C. Berkeley,
CA: Lawrence Berkeley l.aboratory. 81-88,

ABSTRACT: An overview of the structural mechanics work on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Project is presented. The site in southeastern New Mexico was chosen for its thick
halite (NaCI) beds and favorable hydrology and geology. The creep of halite is both an
advantage for a repository and for a complication in stress and deformation prediction. The
materials structural characterization test program and subsequent constitutive modeling are
presented, followed by the code development activities. This includes the development of two
new computer codes. Code qualification and verification on these and other codes are
discus:_ed. The lack of good field data is currently a handicap to code verification. Finally, a
typical drift stability analysis is presented that illustrates the present state of the art.

Krieg, R.D., H.S. Morgan, and T.O. Hunter. 1980. Second Benchmark Problem for IVIPP
Structural Computations. SAND80-1331. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report describes the second benchmark problem for comparison of the
structural codes used in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project. ]'he first benchmark
problem consisted of heated and unheated drifts at a depth of 790 m, whereas this problem
considers a shallower level (650 m)more typical of the repository horizon. But more
important, the first problem considered a homogeneous salt configuration, whereas this
problem considers a configuration with 27 distinct geologic layers, including 10 clay layers--4
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of which are to be modeled as possible slip planes. The inclusion of layering introduces
complications in structural and thermal calculations that were not present in the first
benchmark problem. These additional complications will be handled differently by the various
codes used to compute drift closure rates, This second benchmark problem will assess these
codes by evaluating the treatment of these complications.

Krieg, R.D., tt.S. Morgan, and C.M. Stone. 1988. "Structural Analyses Overview on the WIPP
Project," The Mechanical Behavior o.f Salt. Proceediplg.S of the Second Conference, Ham_ver,
Germany, September 24-28, 1984. Eds. H.R. Hardy, Jr. and M. t.anger. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld,
Federal Republic of Germany: Trans Tech Publications. 533-549.

ABSTRACT: Advanced structural mechanics methods are being applied to the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) nuclear waste repository being constructed in bedded rock salt. Careful
coring and laboratory testing have been used to characterize the material properties and to
build mathematical material models. Slate of the art computer programs have been constructed
and extensively checked. Field data is now available and is compared against predictions. The
predictions of closure are roughly a third of that observed in the South Drift at the WIPP Site.
No reasonable changes to the model have been found to explain the discrepancy, Because of
the success of these methods in other applications, the prognosis is still optimistic.

Krieg, R.D., C.M. Stone, and S.W. Key. 1981. Comparison,s of the Structural Behavior of Three
Storage Room Designs for the II'IPP Project. SANDS0-1629. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A set of structural calculations has been made on three storage drift designs for
the storage of contact handled transuranic (CH TRU) wastes at the site of the proposed Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) near Carlsbad, NM. One design is a quad room configuration, a
four drift cluster of equal sized drifts. The second design has uniformly spaced drifts each of
the same dinaensions and with the same net extraction ratio as the first design. The third
design is a uniformly spaced but much larger drift of slightly lower extraction ratio. The
study emphasizes the relative merits of the three designs, but only in regard to the
deformations of the drifts associated stresses in the surrounding rocks.

The analyses included modeling of anhydrite, polyhalite, clay seams, and salt layering in a
90 m interval near the 663 m CH floor level. No thermal strains are included since the TRU
wastes produce virtually no heat.

The analyses showed that while all of the configurations may be acceptable, the uniformly
spaced drifts are definitely superior to the quad room configuration. Strains exceeding a
prescribed failure criterion in the 0.6-m-thick salt at the floor surface were indicated in all
configurations. This floor fracture was evident within a year in the quad room but delayed
until seven years in the small single drift configuration. Very high strains were seen in the
walls of the quad room with surface failure in one wall at ten years. The walls of the
uniformly spaced drifts experienced much lower creep strains out to ten years. Floor heave
was a possible deformation mode in all the analyses but was never observed.

Krumhansl, J.L. 1982. "Mineralogic Stability of a Bentonite Backfill in a Bedded Salt
Repository," Abstracts with Program._, Geological Soc'iet)' of ,,trp_erica, 95tit Annual 3lee'ling,
New Orleans. LA, October I,_-21. 19S2. SAND82-0951A. V_jI. 14, no. 7, 536. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: For a bentonite backfill to function, the smectite crystal structure must survive
several decades in a high-temperature, high-radiation, low-pressure environment, as well as
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for longer times under hydrothermal conditions. High-temperature effects at one atm were
assessed by holding samples of "Brock" bentonite at 320°C for up to six months. Although
heating broadened and decreased the intensity of the (001) x-ray diffraction peaks both heated
and unheated samples expanded to essentially the same degree when placed in a saturated NaCI
solution. Exposure of "Brock" bentonite to 101° rads of 6°Co gamma radiation produced no
changes that could be detected by x-ray diffraction or by differential thermal analysis to
350°C. The atmosphere over the clay, however, was depleted in oxygen and contained in
excess of ten mole percent hydrogen in several cases. Radiolysis effects on the sorbed water
were, therefore, more important than structural damage to the silicate lattice. To assess
backfill stability during the hydrothermal phase of repository operation, samples were heated
in NaCI rich brines at 250°C for up to 95 days. The more diffuse (001) diffraction peaks
noted afterwards probably reflect partial recrystallization of the smectite to incorporate more
magnesium rather than development of a mixed layer illite-srnectite. Thus, those aspects of
the smectite crystal structure that make it an attractive backfill component have not been
adversely effected during the experimental program carried out to date.

Krumhansl, J.L. 1984. Observations Regarding the Stahilitl, of Bentonite Backfill in a High-
Level Waste (HLIV) Repository in Rock Salt. SAND83-1293. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Consideration of bentonite as a component of the engineered barrier system
surrounding high-level nuclear waste (HLW) canisters in rock salt raised several questions
regarding the stability of this clay. Dehydration studies pertinent to the period immediately
following waste emplacement showed a partial loss in swelling ability, the extent of which
depended on the composition of the rehydrating brine increased with temperatures from 150 to
320°C. At a later date, hydrothermal reactions between brine and bentonite may occur as
pressure in the repository rises ancl the backfill saturates with brine. In pure sodium chloride
brines, little change in the bentonite was observed after two months at 250°C. In the same
anaount of time, brines rich in potassium formed mixed-layer, illite-smectite clays. Adding
magnesium to the brine arrested mixed-layer clay formation; instead a magnesium-enriched
montmorillonite formed and the brine pH dropped. Radiation stability studies to 101° rads
were conducted in both wet and dry environments, but caused no detectable alteration of the
clay. In contrast, fluid-phase compositions changed significantly. Gamma irradiation of dry
bentonite produced an oxygen-depleted atmosphere that was enriched in both hydrogen and
carbon dioxide. Mixed bentonite brine slurries produced copious amounts of both hydrogen
and oxygen gas when irradiated. These irradiated slurries generally had posttest pH values
between 4 and 6. Solutions made by exposing pre-irradiated salt and bentonite to unirradiated
water, or brine, had pH values between 6 and 8.5 and, in the case of salt solutions, were
highly oxidizing. Although more research is needed for a complete performance assessment, it
appears that such backfills may prove useful in a variety of rock-salt environments.

Krumhansl, J.L. 1989. I_'aste l.solatioH Pilol Planl Brim' Field pH Mea.stirement.s." Technique and
lnlerpretation. SAND88-3352. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: pH measurements made in conjunction with the Waste Isolation Filot Plant
(WIPP) Materials Interface Interactions Test (MIlT) are interpreted. The pH drop noted over
time is correlated with other changes associated with MIIT brine evaporation. Magnesium
buildup appears important because a combination of high concentrations and elevated
temperatures (about 90°C) can produce hydrochloric acid through hydrolysis of the magnesium
ion, possibly explaining why the brines appeared to become more acid over time.

For pH measurement techniques in concentrated brines, pH papers were useless in concentrated
saline solutions. When traditional glass pit electrodes were substituted, other complications
arose. For mildly acidic brines of known hydrogen ion concentration, the measured pH
generally fell below the expected value. Also, the electrode responded differently to different
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salts. Magnesium chloride had a greater effect than sodium chloride, which in turn had a
greater effect than potassium chloride. For nearly neutral brines, electrode drift became a
serious problem, and when the meter finally stabilized, readings were significantly above those
of the solutions from which the brines were prepared. The size of this positive deviation
depended on the electrode being used and its previous conditioning. Both drift and the
unusual high values were mitigated or eliminated in brines where a buffer was present in
concentrations greater than about 0.001 molar. In still more basic brines, it was found that the
electrode response was less capricious, and that the measured pH values were again below those
of the stock solution from which the brine was prepared. Limited experimentation was also
done at higher temperatures to demonstrate that these trends held at conditions appropriate to
the MIlT ('90°C).

There is evidence for a buildup of hydrogen ion activity during the test even if the hydrogen
ion has a large positive activity coefficient. However, the hydrogen ion concentrations in the
various brines probably were in the range 10-6 to 10 -7.3 , rather than rising to values as large as
10 -:3.7 as the raw pH data imply. Thus, much of the apparent shift probably reflects an
increased hydrogen ion activity coefficient accompanying the continued buildup of salts in
solution, rather than the generation of high acid concentrations. Concerning the discrepancy
between the pH readings obtained from full-strength brines and f'rom brines diluted with five
parts of deionized water, measurements on diluted samples taken later in the test showed no
indication of acid buildup. This can be explained as follows: the addition of freshwater
decreases the hydrogen ion concentration in proportion to the amount of freshwater added, the
addition of freshwater also decreases the effect of salt on the electrode, and dilution causes the
buffers to re-equilibrate in a way that consumes hydrogen ions. The net effect is that diluted
samples show a relatively uniform, nearly neutral pH, while the undiluted samples are much
more variable and apparently more acidic.

!n general, this report concludes that a number of factors other than the hydrogen ion
concentration may affect the reading obtained from a glass pH electrode in brine. To make
the transition from raw data to an estimate of true pH incorporates many experimental
uncertainties and untestable theoretical assumptions. Under some circumstances, however, it is
possible to rigorously correlate a pH meter reading with the hydrogen ion concentration of a
brine. Such readings are useful in tracing the progress of a system's chemistry over time,
particularly if used in conjunction with a full chemical analysis of the brine.

Krumhansl, J.L., K.M. Kimball, and C.L. Stein. 1990. A Review of IVIPP Repository Clays
and Their Relationship to Clays of Adjacent Strata. SAND90-0549. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Salado Formation is a thick evaporite sequence located in the Permian
Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico. This study focuses on the intense diagenetic
alteration that has affected the small amounts of clay, feldspar, and quartz washed into the
basin during salt deposition. These changes are of more than academic interest because this
formation also houses the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Site characterization concerns
warrant compiling a detailed data base describing the clays in and around the facility horizon.
Further, because of their diagenetic history, the minerals indigenous to the Salado also provide
a natural analog for the fate of sand/bentonite backfills that may be used in sealing the
facility.

An extensive sampling effort was undertaken to address these programmatic issues as well as to
provide additional insight regarding diagenetic mechanisms in the Salado. Seventy-five
samples were collected from argillaceous partings in halite at the stratigraphic level of the
WIPP. These were compared with twenty-eight samples from cores of the Vaca Triste member
of the Salado, a thin clastic unit at the top of the McNutt potash zone, and with a clay-rich
sample from the lower contact of the Culebra dolomite (in the overlying Rustler Formation).
These settings were compared to assess the influence of differences in brine chemistry (i.e.,
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halite and potash facies, normal to hypersaline marine condition) and sediment composition
(clays, sandy silt, dolomitized limestone) on diagenetic processes.

X-ray diffraction analyses and electron microscopy identified a clay similar to corrensite from
all three stratigraphic horizons. Authigenic quartz and potassium feldspar were found in both
Vaca Triste samples and in those from the WIPP. The feldspar occurred in greater abundance
in the Vaca Triste samples than in those from the WIPP horizon. Fluid inclusion compositions
from halite in the Vaca Triste were compared with those from the WIPP repository horizon.
The solution speciation/mineral solubility code EQ3NR was used to calculate ionic activities of
relevant species in WIPP and Vaca Triste brines, in both cases, the predicted assemblage was
consistent with the observed mineralogy.

We propose a diagenetic interpretation in which the original, detrital clays reacted with
magnesium-rich brines to produce a suite of Mg-rich, mixed-layer species. By-products of
these reactions were authigenic quartz and K-feldspar. The dissolution of plagioclase,
kaolinite, and fine-grained, detrital illite probably contributed components precipitated in the
authigenic phases.

Of programmatic concern, it was found that clays exposed in the repository workings resemble
those occurring throughout the rest of the Salado; though corrensite or similar mixed-layer
phases always predominate, the propoltions of corrensite, chlorite, and illite in the clay vary
from place to place in individual strata; and bentonite-sand backfills will probably undergo
significant mineralogic changes if exposed to WIPP brines for a geologically significant span of
time.

Kuhn, A.K. 1979. The Stress Control Technique--Its Histor.I, and Suitability for IVIPP. TME
2970. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The Stress Control Technique (SCT) has been recommended by the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) designer (Bechtel) and the developer of the SCT (Serata) as the
approach for designing the underground layout for the WIPP. The SCT approach would
generally require rapid mining of multiple rooms with relatively narrow yield pillars. A
composite larger stress envelope around the rooms would be expected to develop, reducing
stresses close to the openings and transferring a large stress field to a much greater distance
from the mine opening. The Technical Support Contractor for the WIPP, its consultants, and
Sandia National Laboratories have major reservations about this approach: !) The basis of the
approach is proprietary and has not been open to review and discussion. 2) This will not be
an acceptable condition for WIPP as a publicly-reviewed project. 3) Empirical data reveal
relative success for SCT in Canadian potash mines but failure in the Carlsbad district as well
as in other mines. 4) The method is dependent on site geology, which is still little known in
detail for applying these methods. 5) The SCT design is irreversible, whereas more
conventional designs retain options such as rock-bolting or developing an SCT design in
conventional room and pillar area; if the high stressed region is problematic, it is removed too
far from the opening to reach or reinforce. 6) Failure of a composite stress envelope can
affect all rooms in a panel. 7) Two physical phenomena assumed by Serata may not be valid.
8) Advantages of the SCT method mainly relate to production mining rather than to WIPP,
which will have low extraction ratios. 9) Mining would likely be periodic under SCT
approaches, which would not be efficient to schedule. DWP

Kuhn, A.K. 1981. IVIPP Site l'alidalion Program. TME 2975. Albuquerque, NM: US
Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.

ABSTRACT: Site validation is a process of identifying and investigating conditions that
require further study to develop the highest practical confidence in the site for a repository.
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In this report, the validation plan is formulated and presented. Remaining phases include
implementing and validating the plan.

Twenty-one site qualification criteria have been identified. Each criterion is evaluated for the
degree to which it has been satisfied (complete, adequate, partial). Criteria satisfied
completely or adequately do not require additional data, but additional data will be obtained
for those areas judged "adequate" to increase the level of satisfaction. General criteria judged
adequate or partial include host rock thickness, lateral extent, lithology, stratigraphy,
dissolution, groundwater, tectonic stability, and physiochemical compatibility. Eight
investigative objectives with twenty-one activities are identified to satisfy these criteria. These
activities are scheduled for completion by September 1983. DWP

Kuhn, M.W., W.A. Stensrud, and G.R. Waller. 1985. "Comparison of ltydraulic Properties of
Fractured Dolomite Determined by Pressure Pulse, Slug/Bailer, and Pumping Tests,"
International Association of Hydrogeologists Memoires. Hydrogeology of Rocks of Low
Permeahility. Tucson. AZ. January 7-12. 1985. Vol. XVII, pt. 2, 801. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Theoretical and intuitive arguments suggest that the validity of field tests to
determine the hydraulic conductivity of fractured rocks will depend on the volume of rock
affected by the particular testing method. While time and monetary constraints usually favor
the use of pressure-pulse or slug/bailer techniques for single-hole tests in tight rocks, the
validity of such tests is often challenged because these tests have a small radius of influence
and their analysis is based on porous media models. For these reasons, pump tests are often
favored, when time and money permit, because of their large radius of influence and the
availability of analytical techniques for handling discrete fracture responses.

This paper compares the results of pressure-pulse, slug/bailer, and pump tests performed on
several different wells completed in the Culebra dolomite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP), southeastern New Mexico. Although independent geologic and tracer-test data suggest
that groundwater movement takes place primarily through systems of fractures or solution
channels, agreement was found between hydraulic conductivities determined on the same well
using the different hydraulic testing procedures. These tests were performed on wells with
transmissivities ranging from 4 x 10 -4 to I X 10 -9 m2/sec and no consistent differences
between the techniques were observed.
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Labreche, D.A., and L.L. Vail Sambeek. 1988. Analysis o/ Data from Expansive Salt-Water
Concrete Seals in Series B Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests. SAND87-7155.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Series B Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests was the second set of in situ
experiments at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) designed to evaluate candidate salt
repository seal materials. Expansive salt-water concrete seals were placed in large diameter
horizontal bore holes in M Drift. Structural response data from two instrumented seals are
presented and discussed. The results of supporting finite-element calculations are compared to
measured seal response. Representative comparisons are made between the Series B seals and
the Series A seals (expansive salt-water concrete seals placed in a vertical configuration).
Series A strvctural data are presented in an appendix.

Lambert, S.J. 1978. "The Geochemistry of Delaware Basin Groundwaters," Geology and
Mineral Deposits of Ochoan Rocks in Delaware Basin and Adjacent Areas, Carlshad, NM.
May 4, 1977. Ed. G.S. Austin. New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources
Circular 159; SAND77-0420J. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral
Resources. 33-37.

ABSTRACT: Subsurface saniples or water from various rock types in the Delaware Basin of
southeastern New Mexico and West Texas have been analyzed for their solute contents and
180/160 and D/H ratios. Saturated brines (TDS> 300,000 mg/L) were found in one well in the
Bell Canyon Formation, two wells in the Castile Formation, and in potash mine seeps in the
Salado Formation. According to CI/Br ratios, all the water samples have derived their
dominant solute (NaCI) from nearby rocks. Potash mine seeps and saline Capitan water
samples contained solutes corresponding to common primary evaporite mineral assemblages
indicative of simple uptake of dissolved solids. Brines from the Bell Canyon and Morrow
contained less magnesium but more calcium than primary evaporite assemblages and have
participated in ion exchange reactions. Stable isotope measurements indicated that sampled
waters from the Santa Rosa, Rustler, and Capit'.tn Formations were meteoric, while samples
from the S_qlado, Bell Canyon, and Morrow Formations, along with one from the Castile
Formation (ERDA-6 drill hole), have undergone episodes of low-temperature isotopic
exchange with oxygen- and hydrogen-bearing minerals, lsotopically, the Carlsbad Caverns
hydrologic system is unique to the Guadalupe Mountains, unrelated to the Delaware Basin as a
whole. The ERDA-6 occurrence of saturated brine and H2S-rich gas in the Castile Formation
represents a biogenically-produced sulfide-sulfate disequilibrium. The brine's Na2SO4 content
may have arisen by rock/fluid ion exchange involving a replacement of magnesium by sodium
in the solution. None of the saline groundwaters were found to be original evaporite mother-
liquors or products of partial evaporation.

Lambert, S.J. 1980a. "A Strategy for Evaluating the Long-Term Stability of Hole-Plugging
Materials in Their Geological Environments," Proceedings of the IVorkshop on Borehole and
Shaft Plugging. Columhus, OH, May 7-9. 1980. SAND80-0359C. Paris, France:
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 343-352. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Material used to plug bore holes will not in general be in chemical equilibrium
with its host rock. Adverse long-term performance of a plug can involve changes in phase
assemblage in the plug/rock system tlaat are difficult to observe at low temperatures in real
time. The thermodynamics of multiphase equilibria provides a technique of predicting what
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phase changes might occur. The thermodynamic treatment of plug/rock systems uses a
formulation of possible chemical reactions among phases in the system and determinations of
changes in values of Gibb's free energies for the hypothetical reactions to identify the
lheroretically-permitted reactions that could degrade plug performance. Time-dependent
prediction of phase changes requires a knowledge of rate laws and constants for specific
reactions whose mechanisms are well known.

Lambert, S.J. 1980b. Mineralogical Aspects of Fluid Migration in the Salt Block II
Experiment. SAND79-2423. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A block of evaporite rock containing the mineral assemblage halite (88%) -
polyhalite (8%) - sylvite (4%) was machined into a cylinder one m in diameter and one m
high, ar, d was fitted with an axial heater, thermocouples and an off-gas collection system.
After r.bout 100 days of heating, identification of mineral efflorescences at the heater hole
(carna_iite and bischofite) showed that a significant portion of the III g of water recovered
(out of around 8500 g available in the rock) migrated as a liquid, not as a vapor. A
microscopic examination of rock slices from within 15 cm of the heater hole (where the
.":,nperature was 100 to 200°C, and the gradient was 3 to 15°C/cm) revealed that fluid
inclusions had migrated, but rarely across grain boundaries, fluid inclusions had not been
mobilized at distances greater than about 15 cm from the heater hole, and intergranular liquid
had been conspicuously mobilized within 15 cm of the heater hole.

Lambert, S.J. 1980c. "Shallow-Seated Dissolution of Bedded Evaporites in the Northern
Delaware Basin (Southeastern New Mexico)," Bulletin of the American Association o/
Petroleum Geologists. SAND79-2475A. Vol. 65, no. 4, 764. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Studies of bore holes penetrating the Dewey Lake, Rustler, and uppermost
Salado Formations in the northern Delaware basin (southeastern New Mexico) have investigated
subsurface dissolution of bedded evaporites in the vicinity of Nash Draw, a depression 5 to 10
mi wide and about 250 ft deep. ]'he thickness of the section between the top of the Salado
Formation and the base of marker bed 103 varies from an intact 210 ft (east of Nash Draw), to
a residual 45 ft (in the Draw), where gypsification of Rustler anhydrite and removal of Rustler
halite are virtually complete. The uppermost occurrence of Permian halite has been previously
described as a dissolution zone (the "brine aquifer"). Within 130 ft below this zone, there are
halite-filled fractures, cubic-shaped cavities, and gypsum after anhydrite. Above are remnant
"islets" of halite and anhydrite, gypsum replacing anhydrite and polyhalite, and dissolution
breccia. The mineralogy and stratigraphy suggest that the shallow-seated "dissolution front" is
a series of "fingers" moving laterally along bedding planes, rather than a single surface
migrating downward. The sequence of alterations appears to be the fracture of brittle rock,
the dissolution of halite adjacent to the fracture rock, the gypsification of interbedded
polyhalite and then anhydrite, and the dissolution of gypsum. Waters of higher salinity and
lower flow rate in the "brine aquifer" east of Nash Draw exhibit an oxygen isotope enrichment
with respect to meteoric waters, indicating that the low fluid-to-rock ratio there has thus far
precluded significant alteration of rock by water.

Lambert, S.J. 1983a. Dissolution of Evaporiles In and Around the Delaware Basin.
Southeastern New Mexico and West Texas. SAND82-0461. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Permian evaporites in the Ochoan Castile, Salado, and Rustler Formations in the
Delaware Basin of southeast New Mexico and West Texas have been subjected to various
degrees of dissolution (notably of halite and gypsum) through geologic time. Eastward tilting
of the Delaware Basin has resulted in the exhumation and erosion of Ochoan rocks in the
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western part of the basin. Waters in tile Capitan, Rustler, Castile, and Bell Canyon Formations
have previously been proposed as agents or consequences of evaporite dissolution according, to
Four principal models: solution-and-t'ill, phreatic dissolution, brine density Flow, and strata-
bound dissolution (along bedding planes). Several ge()morphological Features oF positive and
negative relief have previously been cited as indicators of evaporite dissolution. Brine density
flow has been used to explain the selective dissolution of certain evaporite horizons during the
late Cenozoic. A review ot" available geological data has revealed that halite deposition was
probably not so extensive as Formerly believed; waters with the potential to dissolve evaporites
are in the Rustler and Capitan, but not in the Bell Canyon, Salado mine seeps, or the Castile
brine reservoirs; brine density flow has not beet, active in removing most of the "missing"
halite, nor are "point-source" dissolution Features likely to have their roots at the Bell Canyon;
major evaporite dissolution has not been confined to the late Cenozoic, but much oF it took
place during the Permian, "l'riassic, Jurassic, and Tertiary periods; and the Bell Canyon
Formation has not been a sink for dissolution-derived brine.

Strata-bound dissolution is an et't'icient process for the removal of evaporites and is well
exemplified in Nash Draw. This process entails downdip migration of meteoric water within
beds of competent Fractured rock, with upward and downward excursions of the water into
adjacent halite-bearing beds. The chief weakness in the strata-bound rnodel for dissolution is
the as-yet-unidentiFied sink for dissolution brine. If the strat:l-Imund model of dissolution is
active in the removal ot" lower Salado halite, the threat of clissolulic_n to the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the next 250,000 years is con'll_arable to the threat to the same area posed
by the growth of Nash Draw during the past 600,000 years. lhe regional geological history
showed the past threat to be negligible.

ANNO'I_A'I'iON: l,ambert prepared this report "...in resi_onse t_ a request by the State ot" New
Mexico for a 'detailed review paper...specifically addre:,sing Roger Anderson's (1978)
hypothesis about extensive deep dissolution in the lower part _t" the Ochoan evaporite deposits
in the Delaware Basin.'" I:lecause of this recluirement, which was not of l,ambert's choosing,
some have misunderstood this report as a poir_ted attack on Anderson. It is a critical look at
the arguments that were made to that time, with emphasis on Anderson's work. While critical
of certain aspects ot" solution hypotl_esis, l,aml_ert also I_rovided his own analysis and model of
dissolution for further examination.

l_ambert extensively reviewed uncritical assumptions about ttepositic_n patterns For the Castile.
For example, Anderson (1981) assumed rather unit'ornl, margin to margin deposition ot" halite
in the Castile anti Salado and calculated vc)lume anti percentage of"missing" halite, l.ambert
examined the overall thickness of units, concluding that depositional facies and deformation
account for certain amounts ol' the "missing" halite, l,ambert also pointed out that Features of
some Castile "dissolution residues" are similar to 'he reported elastic anhydrite of the
Zechstein, preceding the findings of Robinson (1989) and Robinson and Powers (1987).
l,ambert also discussed other likely cases ot" syndeposiliooal dissolution or nondeposition
contrasting with assumptions of dissolution.

The Bell Canyon has been proposed as both a source of rising water for dissolution and a sink
for the subsequent brine (Anderson, 1978). "l'hough the process of brine density flow is
physically possible, it is not likely to be significant (Wood et al., 1982). l,ambert demonstrates
that such a process is insignificant on the basis of geochemical evidence.

Lambert proposed a variation on "strata-bound" dissolution as previously proposed by
Anderson. The principal diFFerence is that l,ambert believes that the sink or escape For brine
is through a local low point or kind of base level within the unit, because he does not think
the underlying Bell Canyon is a significant sink, given its hydrological and geochemical
character.

The review by Lambert is noteworthy for several reasons. It is well written and is succinct,
despite the variety of topics covered, i.ambert critically examined many of the assumptions,
often unstated, made in reports on dissolution. The most important assumption concerns the
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original extent and thickness of Castile halite. The great difficulty with most mechanisms is
how to remove the brine, As Lambert points out, "If an efficient sink for brine disposal does
not exist, there is no active dissolution, regardless of the postulated mechanisms." This same
conclusion led Robinson and Powers (1987) to directly examine alleged dissolution breccias.
Finally, the review by Lambert is helpful by proposing a mechanism and possible tests of the
mechanism.

Lambert, S.J. 1983b. "The Search for Active Geologic Processes in Evaluating Radioactive
Waste Disposal Sites," Abstracts with Programs 1983, 96th Annual Meeting, The Geological
Society of America. Indianapolis. IN, October 31-November 3. 1983. SAND83-1033A. Vol.
15, no. 6, 622. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Several methods in geology are applicable for identifying and evaluating the
possible threat of active geologic processes to a disposal site for radioactive waste, it is useful
to compare the site's host rock with modern analogs to evaluate the degree of preservation
through geologic time. The origin of the rock notwithstanding, the site's geologic environment
(including rocks and groundwaters) is likely to have undergone some epigenetic changes. In
many cases, the time of the last major change can be determined by geochronologic methods.
lsochron methods, involving the distribution of trace isotopes among coexisting solid phases at
equilibrium, provide the most reliable age estimates. Other dating methods require a
knowledge of the inferred initial, as well as the observed final state of the system. In certain
methods, including all known groundwater-dating schemes, the initial state may be entirely
dependent upon an inferred origin of groundwater. An active process will result in
characteristic products. Rock textures will indicate strain or recrystallization in response to a
measurable in situ stress or to interaction with groundwaters. Application of isotepic methods
is, in many cases, the only way to detect such processes as continuous meteoric recharge of
groundwater from a modern source, biogenic origin of certain minerals and gases, and the
recrystallization of mineral phases in the presence of groundwater. Methods involving
observations of distribution of rock, the degree of chemical equilibrium or disequilibrium, and
the degree of geological homogeneity or differentiation should not be used alone to
demonstrate the presence or absence of active processes, as it may be impossible to assign rates
to processes that affect such observations.

Lambert, S.,I. 1983c. "Evaporite Dissolution Relevant to the WIPP Site, Northern Delaware
Basin, Southeastern New Mexico," Scientific Basis for Nuclear II/aste Management. Materials
Research Society Proceedings I'I. Boston, MA. November i-4. 1982. Ed. D.G. Brookins.
SAND82-1416C. New York, NY: Elsevier Science Publishing Company. Vol. 15, 291-298.

ABSTRACT: Evaluation of the threat of natural dissolution of host evaporites to the integrity
of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)in southeastern New Mexico has taken into
consideration the volume of "missing" rock salt, the occurrence (or not) of characteristic
dissolution brines, geomorphic features, some of which are unrelated to dissolution, and the
time intervals over which dissolution may have been active. Even under the assumption that
all "missing" halite was originally present and has been removed by dissolution, there is no
evidence of active preferential removal of the lower Salado Formation halite by any
geologically reasonable process. The geologic record contains evidence of dissolution in the
Triassic and Jurassic; to constrain all removal of basinal halite to the late Cenozoic yields an
unrealistically high rate of removal. Application to the lower Salado of a strata-bound
mechanism known to be active in Nash Draw, a near-surface feature within the basin, allows a
minimum survival time of 2,500,000 years to be predicted for the subsurface facility for
storage of radioactive waste at WlPP. This calculation is based on an analysis of all known
dissolution features in the Delaware Basin and takes into account the wetter (pluvial) climate
during the past 600,000 years.
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Lambert, S.J, 1987a. Feasihilit.l' Stud)'." Applicability o/ GeochromJlogic Methods Involving
Radiocarbon and Other Nuclides to tire Groundwater Hydrolog.v of ttw Rustler Formation.
Southeastern New Mexico. SAND86-1054. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Radiocarbon, tritium, and 36C1 were measured in groundwaters from the
dolomite aquifers of the Rustler Formation in the northern Delaware Basin of southeastern
New Mexico to determine the feasibility of using these nuclides in dating the groundwater at
and near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a facility for geological disposal of radioactive
waste. No measurable 36CI was found in any of these groundwaters, which derive their
dissolved chloride from Permian evaporites. Demonstrably uncontaminated groundwaters
contained no significant amounts of tritium (,¢0,2 TU). Percent modern carbon (PMC)
correlates linearly and directly with bicarbonate concentration, indicating mixing of a high-
PMC/high-bicarbonate reservoir with a Iow-I'MC/low-bicarbonate reservoir. This
relationship, together with the history of development of the wells sampling the groundwaters,
indicates contamination by anthropogenic modern carbon rather than simple dilution by
dissolving rock carbonate, bl3C does not linearly correlate with bicarbonate, indicating no
single source of contaminant radiocarbon. Values of I'MC and blaC ['or groundwaters were
used to calculate apparent radiocarbon ages according to an interpretive model that accounts
for water/rock interactions in carbonate aquifers. All but six pairs of values gave significant
negative ages (-I,000 to -7,000 years). This suggests that in contaminated samples the model
over-adjusts (based on 61ac) for radiocarbon loss caused by dilution and isotopic exchange
with the rock. Four groundwater samples (3 from the Rustler and I from the overlying Dewey
Lake Red Beds) gave ab.,parent radiocarbon ages > 10,000 years, and their carbon-isotope
systematics suggest that their apparent ages are all the result of a single evolutionary trend of
rock/water interaction involving carbon isotope exchange, with a probable recharge age of
13,000 years before the present. This time of isolation from the atmosphere, which is
unrelated to travel time within the Rustler, is c_nsistent with paleoclimatic evidence of wetter
conditions more conducive to recharge in the late Pleistocene than at present.

Lambert, S.J. 1987b. "Stable-Isotope Studies of Groundwaters in Southeastern New Mexico,"
The Rustler Formation at the If"lPP Site. Ed. L. Chaturvedi. EEG-34; SAND85-1978C
Santa Fe, NM: F.nvironmental Evaluation Group. 36-57.

ABSTRACT: Oxygen-18/16 and deuterium/hydrogen ratio measurements have been made on
groundwaters sampled according to specific field criteria applied during pump tests of the
Rustler Formation (the uppermost Permian evaporite unit) in Nash Draw, a solution-subsidence
valley west of the Waste Isolation Pilot l'lan! (WIPP) Site in the northern Delaware Basin of
southeastern New Mexico. Comparison of these data with similar measurements on other
groundwaters from the northern Delaware Basin indicates two nonoverlapping populations of
meteoric groundwaters in delta-O-18/delta-D space. Most of the Rustler" waters in Nash Draw
and at the WIPP Site and older waters from the eastern two-thirds of the Capitan l.imestone
constitute one population, while unconfined groundwaters originating as observable modern
surface recharge to alluvium, the near-surface Rustler in southwestern Nash Draw, and the
Capitan in the Guadalupe Mountains (Carlsbad Caverns) constitute the other. The isotopic
distinction suggests that Rustler groundwater in most ot" Nash Draw and at the WII'P Site is not
receiving significant modern meteoric recharge. A likely explanation for this distinction is
that meteoric recharge to most of the Rustler and Capitan took place in the geologic past under
climatic conditions significantly different from the present.

l,ambert, S,J,, and J.A. Carter, 1984. Urattium-lsotope Di.sequilihrium in Brim' Reservoirs o]
tire Castile Formation, Northerlt Delaware Basitt. Soulhea._Terlr New ,'_lexico. I." Prim'iples amt
Method.s. SAND83-0144. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.
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ABSTRACT: We evaluated uranium isotope activity ratios with respect to models for the
origin of the brines in two brine reservoirs in the Castile Formation (ERDA-6 and WIPP-12).
In Castile anhydrite, a completely closed water system that was continuously leaching Th-
recoil-produced 234U from freshly exposed surfaces of fractured host rock would give rise to
uranium 234/238 isotope activity ratio (u) values significantly higher than observed values.
Therefore, the brine occurrences are not the result of continuous deformation. Similarly, a
model assuming n_ovement of intergranular Permian seawater into fractures was found
inconsistent with observed uranium isotope systematics. The observed u-values (95%
confidence limits) of ERDA-6 (!.34 to 1.58) and WIPP-12 (I.74 to 2.54), used in conjunction
with an inferred initial % higher than observed values, allows calculation of reasonable finite
minimun'i ages, involving no preferential leaching of 234U in the host rock. if the brine
occurrences are inferred to have been connected at one time with a more extensive nearby
hydrologic system, the Capltan limestone (Uo = 5.1), calculated minimum ages of isolation from
that system are 700,000 to 880,000 years for ERDA-6 and 360,000 to 610,000 years for WIPP-
12. These ranges in ages are the 95% confidence limits based on experimental determinations
of u-values. The ages thus derived may reflect an episode of structural deformation in the
Pleistocene that allowed water to enter the resulting fractures.

Lambert, S.J., and J.A, Carter. 1987. Uranium-Isotope S.l'stcmatics in Groundwaters of the
Ru,_ller f'orntalion. Norlhcrn Delaware Basin. Soulhea_lern New Mexico. I.' Priptciph'._ and
Preliminary Re,sult,s. SAND87-0388. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Values for uranium concentration ([U]) and 234U,,'2_sUactivity ratio (AR) have
been determined for groundwaters and host rocks from the Rustler Formation near the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in the northern Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico.
[U] varies from about 0.02 to 40 x 10-9 g/g, increasing westward across the WIPP Site to Nash
Draw_ a dissolution ,,,alley underlain by outcrops ot' Rustler Formation evaporites, l.arge
deviations from secular equilibrium (AR = I)in the groundwaters increase eastward from
about 2 to 3 in Nash Draw to almost 12 in the eastern part of the WIPP site. [U] and AR
variations cannot be completely explained by simple mixing caused by congruent dissolution of
uranium from rock (without isotopic fractionation). AR values typically increase along the
flow path in a reducing environrnent, and the observed eastward increase in AR suggests a
relict flow system whose dominant flow direction (eastward) was at high angles to that now
observed. A westward decrease in AR coupled with asteady increase in[U] indicates not only
that there was a change in flow direction since recharge, but that Rustler groundwater is now
draining from areas of high potentiometric level and low permeability near the WIPP Site,
without appreciable recharge. The naaximurn time required for this westward drainage is about
200,000 years. The mi_imum time required to achieve the highest observed ARs during the
earlier episode of eastward flow from recharge in the west is 10,000 to 30,000 years.
Radiocarbon and stable-isotope studies of the Rustler Formation near the W1PP indicate that
the modern Rustler flow system is not at steady state, recharge being dominated by welter
climatic conditions in the Pleistocene. Uranium-isotope studies are consistent with these
results, and further suggest that present flow directions are qualitatively different from those
existing at the time of recharge.

Lambert, S.J., and D.M. llarvey. 1987. Stahh'-I,solope Geochentistr.l' o/ Gt'oundwater,s in the
Delaware Basin of Southea,stern New Jh'xico. SAND87-0138. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: 180/160 and D/I! ratio measurements have been made on groundwaters sampled
from the Rustler Formation (Ochoan, Permian) and related rocks in the northern Delaware
Basin of southeastern New Mexico. Most confined Rustler waters at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site and to the west in Nash Draw and cont'ined waters from the Capitan
limestone constitute one population in bD/'blgO space, while unconfined groundwaters inferred
to originate as modern surface recharge to alluvium, sandstones in the Ogallala Formation, the
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near-surface Rustler in southwestern Nash Draw, and the Capitan vadose zone in the
Guadalupe Mountains (Carlsbad Caverns) constitute a distinctly different population; the two
do not overlap. A likely explanation for this distinction is that meteoric recharge to most of
the Rustler and Capitan took place in the geologic past under climatic conditions significantly
different from the present. Available tritium and radiocarbon data are consistent with this
hypothesis, and the apparent age of confined grounclwaters is in excess of 12,000 radiocarbon
years, suggesting that recharge took place under wetter conditions in the late Pleistocene,
Processes governing recharge in the Delaware Basin are significantly different from those in
the nearby Roswell Artesian Basin, but may be similar to those previously described for the
Albuquerque (New Mexico) and Murray (South Australia) Basins Rustler water from the
WIPP Site and east-central Nash Draw is not discharging from springs in southwestern Nash
Draw; the discharge there is part of a local shallow groundwater system associated with
surficial gypsum karst and discharge from nearby potash refining. Water at the Rustler/Salado
contact at the WIPP Site is of meteoric origin, but has experienced isotope shift that increases
with decreasing permeability, and is part of the same isotopic trend as the ERDA-6 brine
occurrence and fluid inclusions from Salado Formation halite core. Radiometric ages of
secondary Salado minerals are not consistent with vertical mixing between deep brines and
meteoric waters to form the fluid inclusions. Mine seeps and WIPP fluid inclusions have
similar isotopic compositions, perhaps related to syndepositional mixing of evaporite brines and
rainwaters. Rustler dolomites have not recrystallized in isotopic equilibrium with Rustler
water, but much of the gypsum in the Ochoan section has done so. The absence of modern
meteoric recharge to the Rustler at and near the WIPP Site indicates that the hydrologic system
there is not at steady state. Instead, the system is responding to the cessation of local recharge,
this cessation occurring some 10,000 to 30,000 years ago.

Lambert, S.J., attd J.W. Mercer. 1978. tl.l'dr_,logic lnvestigatmns o/ the, Los Medaih_s Area,
Southeastern Nc'w Mexico. 1977. SAND77-1401. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Five semi-independent documents within this report outline the philosophy and
strategy for hydrologic testing in support of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Program.
"l-'he hydrologic testing will provide the basic data for numerical modeling of the hydrologic
systems and will be applied to radionuclide migration and assessmentsc_f risks to the WIPP.
The main objectives are to construct piezornetric potential contours for aquifers, determine
fluid production, recover rock samples for studies ot" rock-fluid interactions, relate hvdrolc_gy
to salt dissolution subsidence and geon'lorphology, and understand the water budget.

The initial chapter reviews general geologic and hydrologic conditinns in the vicinity of the
WIFP. The broad outlines of study programs are provided in support ol" two objectives: "to
evaluate the geologic integrity of salt units (with respect to dissolutioning power ot" adjacent
aquifers) thai may be called upon to serve as radionuclide disposal horizons and to provide
input for numerical modeling of radionuclide migration ...." Field tests are to be complemented
with data t'rom climatic records, meteorology, and laboratory studies of chemistry and core
permeability. The second chapter outlines details of hydrologic testing ot" aquifers less than
1000 ft deep at hydrologic holes drilled for potash exploration (11-1, tl-2 complex, and tl-3)
and four holes (P-14, -15, -17, -18). Potentiometric heads, rates of fluid production, and
geochemical parameters of fluids will be measured over horizontal ranges of less than 100 ft,
2000 to 2500 ft, and 2 to 3 mi. The third document outlines broad program needs and
background for testing hydrologic capabilities of units t'rom the Salado to t:'ennsylvanian age
rocks at depths ot" about 13,000 t't. l.onger tests ot' the evaporites will be needed to determine
fluid sources, and brine reservoirs can be tested by re-entering I:]RDA-6. The fourth and
fifth chapters in this report provide detailed plans for testing the hydrology of the Bell Canyon
Formation in AI:C-8 and ERDA-10, respectively. AEC--8 is available for longer term testing
and monitoring, while ERDA-10 will be tested with much shorter drill-stem tests before
plugging. DWP
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Lambert, S.J., and K.L. Robinson. 1984. Field Geochemical Studies of Groundwaters in Nash
Draw. Southeastern New Mexico. SAND83-1122. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Physiochemical properties of effluents from 15 pump tests in the water-
producing horizons intercepted by six holes in Nash Draw east of the WIPP Site in southeastern
New Mexico were field-measured at intervals of a few hours. These properties were Eh, pH,
specific conductance, specific gravity, bicarbonate/carbonate, chloride, divalent cations,
calcium, hydrogen sulfide, and total iron. Observations were made over periods of 17 to 184
hours, during which the measurements reached varying degrees of steady state, but not
necessarily equilibrium. The most useful indicators of steady state were divalent cations,
chloride, and in some cases Eh. Typically, bicarbonate changed significantly during a pump
test, seldom reaching steady state. This observation and the drilling history have shown that,
given the nongeological sources of carbon, radiocarbon results will be difficult to interpret.
Heavy-metal contamination from iron pipe in a well was not purged simply by displacing a
well-bore volume, but is some complex function of "armor coating" of iron by _:urrosion. This
process of armor-coating is, in turn, influenced by pump rate, instantaneous solid-to-liquid
ratk,, dissolved gases, and aqueous thermodynamic properties. Thus, further determinations of
trace constituents associated with heavy metals must be interpreted with care in view of the
iron content. Reliable sampling of pumped wells requiros a long observation time; detailed
documentation of procedures, apparatus, and hole history; and a commitment of human and
financial resources that may be much greater than those required for conventional laboratory
analyses.

Lambert, S.J,, and il.C, Shefelbine. 1980. A Strategy for lnvesti_,,ation of Flutd Migration in
Evaporite,s (Wa.ste lsolatton Pilot Plant - II'IPP). SAND79--J889. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The proposed strategy for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project
investigations of fluid migrat|on in evaporites focuses upon a quantitative evaluation of each of
several processes. Potential short- and long-term problems arising from fluid migration are
complication of waste retrieval and mobilization of waste nuclides. The strategy will attempt
to determine the degree to which these potentials are realized with respect to five hypothetical
types of waste-rock interactions: movement of waste containers, migration of nuclides,
formation of radioactive brine pocket, radiolytic generation of gas, and degradation of waste
container. Of eight identified processes whose combinations could lead to the five types ot"
interactions, only five are to be quantitatively investigated by the studies of fluid migration
per se: presence ot" fluids, fluid mobilization toward heat-producing and contact handled (Ctl)
waste, encounter of fluids with influence of waste form, reversal ot" direction of fluid
mobilization, and entrainment of nuclides in fluids. Methods of investigation entail an
iterative combination of laboratory experimentation and mathematical modeling.

Lapptn, A.R. 1987. "Recent Developments in the Conceptual Geologic and Ilydrologic
Understanding of the WIPP Site, Southeastern New Mexico," IFaste Management 87, IVa.ste
l._olation in the US. Technical Program,_ and Puh.'ic Education. 7'uc._on. AZ. _farctt I-5. 198'7,
Ed. R.G. Post. SAND87-0224C. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 255-259.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic and geochemical characterization ot' the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site has progressed significantly since the 1980 WIPP Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS). In 1980, the entire Rustler Formation was modeled as a single hydrologic
unit, assumed to be isotropic, single-porosity, and completely confined. Variability within the
Rustler was evaluated only on the basis of testing at individual wells. In the 1983 WIPP Site
and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) effort, the Salado Formalion, in which the WIPP
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Facility is being constructed, was assumed to be anhydrous, except for fluid inclusions and
mineraiogically bound water.

Recent hydrologic and tracer testing at the WIPP indicates the local importance of dual-
porosity behavior in hydraulic response and transport in parts of the Culebra Dolomite member
of the Rustler Formation, the presence of distinct high- and Iow-transmissivity regions within
the Culebra, and the possible importance of vertical fluid flow within the Rustler. Recent
analyses indicate that fluids encountered ill the WIPP Facility and in experimental brine-
migration studies are grain-boundary fluids, chemically distinct from fluid inclusions. Fluid-
inclusion compositions appear to have been determined shortly after the halite deposition.
Because of the times required for diagenetic reactions controlling their compositions, the
grain-boundary fluids within the Salado probably have a residence time of several million
years.

Lappt., A.R. 1988a. Summary of Site-Characterization Studies Conducted From 1983
Through 1987 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Site. Southeastern New Mexico.
SAND88-0157. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is being constructed at a depth of 650 m
in bedded halites of the Salado Formation. The geologic setting of the WIPP Site has been
active for at least 250 million years and is presently responding to the end of the last pluvial
period, within the 10,000-year time scale of regulatory interest. Both construction of the
WIPP Facility and WIPP site-characterization activities impose additional transient effects,
some of which will last until the hydrologic and structural closure of the facility.

The Bell Canyon Formation be,Jeath the WIPP Facility contains shales, siltstones, and
sandstones. Studies suggest that no channel sandstone is present in the Bell Canyon beneath
the WIPP Site. Fluid movement would be downward if drilling interconnected the Bell Canyon
with the Rustler Formation, the first water-bearing zone above the WIPP Facility.

The Salado and Castile Formations contain abundant bedded halites and anhydrites and deform
in response to gravity. Fluids play a major role in this deformation, although the regional
permeabilities of both units are extremely low. Pressurized brines may be present within the
Castile Formation 200 m or more beneath the WIPP waste-emplacement panels. The
hydrologic and structural characteristics of the Salado change within an altered zone extending
a few meters from the WIPP underground workings.

The permeability within this altered zone is enhanced, and deformation includes local opening
of preexisting fractures in anhydrite and formation of new fractures in halite. Within a few
meters of the facility, the Salado characteristics become those of the far field, in which
permeability is extremely low and deformation is dominated by creep. Brine seepage into the
WIPP Facility is extremely slow and involves transient behavior resulting from the combined
effects of deformation, low permeability, and ventilation.

At the WIPP Site, the hydrology and geochemistry of the Rustier Formation and younger units
overlying the Salado are dominated by confined flow within the Culebra Dolomite. Rustler
karst is not present at the WIPP Site but is present in and near Nash Draw. The combination
of modern heads and transmissivities of units other than the Culebra indicates the potential for
limited vertical flow within the Rustler and from the Salado into the Rustler, but is not
consistent with infiltration of water from the surface to the Rustler carbonates at the WIPP
Site. Isotopic studies indicate that surficial water was required for formation of secondary
gypsum veins within the Dewey Lake Red Beds overlying the Rustler. The distribution of
hydrochemical facies in Culebra groundwaters and the results of stable-isotope, radiocarbon,
and uranium-disequilibrium studies are all consistent with the in,erpretation that there is no
modern recharge to the Rustler at the WIPP Site, and that a change of flow directions in the
Culebra dolomite has occurred over approximately the last 10,000 years.
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The transmissivity of the Culebra dolomite varies by approximately 6 orders of magnitude at
and near the WIPP Site. The transmissivity in the central portion of the site, including the
locations of all four WIPP shafts, is low (less than 10-6 m2/sec). Higher Culebra
transmissivities are found south, northwest, and west of the site, especially in Nash Draw.
Fracturing within the Culebra affects local hydrology and contaminant transport, but is not
significant in regional-scale behavior at and near the site, at least so long as the present
distribution of head potentials is not significantly disturbed.

Lappin, A.R. 1988b. "Summary of Site-Characterization Studies Conducted From 1983
Through 1987 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, Southeastern New Mexico,"
IFaste Mal_agemet_t 88, Waste Proce._si_g, Tra_lsportatio_, Storage a_d Dispo,_al. Technical
Programs and Public Education. Tucson. AZ. Fehruar.l' 28-March 3. 1988. Ed. R.G. Post.
SAND88-0157C. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Voi. 2, 371-375.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is being excavated at a depth of
approximately 655 m in bedded halites. Site-characterization activities at the WIPP Site began
in 1976. Characterization activities since 1983 have had the objective of updating the
conceptual model for the geologic and hydrologic behavior of the WIPP Site and vicinity. This
paper discusses aspects of the general conceptual model significant to both site characterization
and performance assessment, The geologic and hydrologic behavior of the WIPP Site and
vicinity is transient, and has been transient since at least deposition of the Permian Salado
Formation containing the underground workings of the WIPP Facility. The Salado Formation
deforms regionally in response to gravity, but is very low in permeability, except within
approximately 2 m of the WIPP Facility. The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation dominates the hydrology at the WIPP Site. Hydrologic measurements, geologic
studies, major-element and minor-element distributions in Culebra fluids, and the results of
isotopic studies (stable-isotope, radiocarbon, uranium-disequilibrium, and 8'tSr/_6Sr) are
consistent with interpretations that, although the Culebra dominates flow within the Rustler at
the WIPP Site and Rustler karst is not present, there has been limited vertical fluid movement
within the Rustler and between the Rustler and the overlying Dewey Lake Red Beds. These
same studies are consistent with the interpretation that there has been litt!e or no surficial
recharge to the Rustler at the WIPP Site for at least the last 12,000 years.

Lappln, A.R. 1989. "Summary of Site-Characterization Results at the [Waste] Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site, Southeastern, New Mexico," 28th hlternatio_lal Geoh)gical Cott_,ress,
Abstracts. If'ashington. DC. Jul.r 9-19. 1989. SAND88-3278A. Vol. 28, 2-259 through
2-260. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Site-characterization activities at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site,
located in an aseismic portion of the northern Delaware Basin, began in 1976. The WIPP
Facility, designed for storage and isolation of defense-generated transuranic (TRU) wastes, is
being excavated at a depth of approximately 650 m in bedded halites of the Permian Salado
Formation.

This presentation will summarize the results of WIPP site-characterization studies since 1983
and describe the present conceptual geologic model of the WIPP Site. WIPP site-
characterization studies through 1987 were summarized in 1988; hydrologic and geochemical
interpretations are treated in more detail in various reports.

The shales, siltstones, and sandstones of the Bell Canyon Formation contain the first relatively
continuous water-bearing zone beneath the WIPP disposal horizon, while the Rustler Formation
contains the first laterallv continuous water-bearing zones above the disposal horizon. The two
units are, respectively, 650 m below and 450 m above the disposal horizon. Recent studies
indicate that the final direction of fluid flow following interconnection of the Bell Canyon,
Salado, and Rustler Formations would be downward into the Bell Canyon.
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The Castile and Salado Formations contain layered anhydrites and halites and are very low-
permeability units that have deformed significantly in response to gravity. Regional halite
defoimation is by coherent creep. Undisturbed formation permeabilities in both units are very
low (approximately 10 nanodarcies or less). The stratigraphic variability of permeabilities in
the Salado has not yet been determined. Within the Delaware Basin, isolated occurrences of
brine in Castile anhydrites and gas in the Salado Formation have been encountered. Both types
of occurrence are apparently fracture-controlled, can be large in volume, and can be under
pressures between lithostatic and hydrostatic. Geophysical studies indicate that Castile brines
probably are present beneath a portion of the WIPP waste-emplacement panels, but 200 m or
mo_e below the facility horizon. These brines are of concern to performance of the WIPP
Facility only in the event of human intrusion.

The hydrologic and structural characteristics of the Salado in the disturbed zone around the
WIPP Facility are different than in the far field. Permeability increases by orders of
magnitude within a couple of meters of the underground workings. Deformation of the Salado
Formation with the disturbed zone involves both the opening ot" pre-existing fractures in an
anhydrite marker bed 2 m beneath the facility horizon and generation of new fractures in
halite. The extent, characteristics, and importance of the lime-dependent disturbed rock zone
(DRZ) around the WIPP Facility are being determined in detail.

The Rustler Formation is a layered unit of anhydrites, siltstones, and halites. It contains the
most significant aquifer at the WIPP, the variably fractured Culebra dolomite. Measured
Culebra transmissivities range from less than 10-7 m2/sec to greater than 10-3 m2/sec. Where
Culebra transmissivity is greater than approximately l0 -6 m2/sec, fracturing may be sufficient
to affect both hydraulic and transport behavior over distances of at least 30 m. ttowever,
interpretation of regional-scale interference tests in the Culebra indicates that fracturing need
not be incorporated in numerical modeling of regional-scale hydraulic behavior. Detailed
transport calculations also indicate thai fracturing effects are noi significant in regional-scale
radionuclide transport in the Culebra Dolomite, as long as the modern north-south gradients
are not significantly disturbed.

The Dewey Lake Red Beds overlying the Rustler Formation contain siltstones and claystones,
with subordinate sandstones, in most locations, the Dewey l,ake is hydrologically unsaturated
and/or too low in hydraulic conductivity for successful hydrologic testing (10 -li rn/sec).

Isotopic relations suggest that surficial waters have been involved in the formation of
secondary gypsum veins within the Dewey Lake, but that the Dewey Lake and Rustler
hydrologic systems are largely separate.

"]"he rnajor near-surface units at the WIPP Site are the Gatufia Formation and Mescalero
caliche. The sandstones and stream-channel conglomerates within the Oatufia indicate major
changes in local climate over the last 600,000 years. The widespread preservation of the
Mescalero caliche indicates the relative structural stability of the WIPP Site over the last
400,000 years.

Both the bulk chemistry and uranium-isotopic relations of Culebra waters are inconsistent with
modern flow directions, if steady-state confined ['low is assumed. Because of the relative
permeabilities and modern head potentials of the dil'ferent members of the Rustler Formation,
horizontal flog' within the Culebra dolomite dominates the short-term hydrology of the Rustler
Formation at and near the WIPP Site.

However, available head and permeability data are consistent with both limited fluid flow
from the underlying Salado Formation into the Rustler and vertical fluid flow within the
Rustler. The limited data available, however, are not consistent with vertical recharge from
the surface to Rustler carbonates. Evaporite karst is not developed within the Rustler
Formation at the WIPP Site, but is developed in and along the flanks of a solution valley (Nash
Draw) west of the site.
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Hydrologic, radiocarbon, stable-isotope, and geochemical data from the Rustler Formation data
are consistent with the interpretation that discernible modern meteoric recharge to the Rustler
carbonates is not occurring at or near the WIPP Site; Rustler groundwaters at the WIPP Site
were isolated from the atmosphere at least 12,000 to 16,000 years ago; and the transient
response of the Culebra to the effective end of local recharge approximately 12,000 to 16,000
years ago has involved a significant change in flow directions.

In fact, the geologic and hydrologic settings of the WIPP Site have been transient since before
the beginning of deposition of the Bell Canyon Formation, approximately 250 million years
ago, and will continue to be transient on geologic time scales after closure of the WIPP
Facility. Many events, such as formation of the Mescalero caliche, have taken place on a very
long time scale relative to the 10,000 year time frame considered by WIPP performance
assessment. Two types of transient response are occurring within the 10,000 year time frame
of regulatory interest. These are the natural response of at least the Culebra hydrologic system
to the end of the last pluvial period, and the responses to man-induced transients resulting
from WIPP Site characterization and facility construction.

ANNOTATION: The site characterization studies for WIPP from 1983 through 1987 are
summarized in Lappin (1988a). Hydrologic interpretations are treated in more detail in reports
such as LaVenue et al. (1988).

Lappin, A.R. 1990. "Site-Characterization Studies at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site, Southeastern New Mexico," Radioactive ll,"a._le:_[anagemeJlt amt the Ntwlear Fuel Cycle.
SAND88-1105J. Vol. 14, no. i-2, 101-121.

ABSTRACT: Underground workings for the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico are being excavated at a depth of
approximately 655 m in bedded halites within the Salado Formation of Permian age. Site-
characterization activities at the WIPP began in 1976. Early WIPP site-characterization and
consequence-assessment studies were documented in 1978 and 1980. A second major round of
documentation was completed in 1983, at the end of the WIPP Site and Preliminary Design
Validation (SPDV) activities. Site-characterization activities since 1983 have had the objective
of updating the conceptual model for the geologic and hydrologic behavior of the WIPP Site
and vicinity. This paper discusses aspects of this conceptual model relevant to both site
characterization and performance assessment and incorporates the results of site-
characterization studies conducted from 1983 through 1987.

The geologic and hydrologic behavior of the WlPP Site and vicinity is transient (time-
dependent) on geologic time scales of interest and has been transient since before deposition of
the Salado Formation containing the WIPP underground workings, more than 200 million years
ago. Both natural and man-induced transient responses are now occurring at the WIPP Site, on
time scales well within the 10,000-year time frame of regulatory interest. The Salado and
Castile Formations deform regionally in response to gravity. The Salado is generally very low
in permeability, except within approximately 2 m of the WIPP underground workings where it
is structurally and hydrologically disturbed by the presence of the facility itself. However,
both the permeability and water content of Salado halites, while srnall, are nonzero.

The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation dominates the hydrology at the WIPP
Site above the Salado. Rustler karst is not present at the WIPP Site, which is defined here as
the 16 mi 2 under DOE control. Within Nash Draw, 2 mi or more west of the edge of the
WlPP Site, the exposure of Rustler gypsums/anhydrites to surficial processes has resulted in an
evaporite-karst terrain including small caverns in gypsiferous zones near the surface. At the
WIPP Site, hydrologic measurements, geologic studies, major-element and minor-element
distributions in Culebra fluids, and results of isotopic studies (stable-isotope, radiocarbon,
uranium-disequilibrium, and 87Sr/S6Sr) are all consistent with the interpretation that there has
been only limited vertical fluid movement within the Rustler and between the Rustler and the
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overlying Dewey I,ake Red Beds. These same studies are consistent with the interpretations
that there has been little or no surficial recharge to the Rustler at the WIPP Site for at least the
last 12,000 years; and as a result of the cessation or reduction in recharge in response to
climatic change, there has been a change in flow directions within the Culebra, from the
southeasterly flow during the last recharge event to the present generally north-south flow.

Lappin, A.R., R.L. tlunter, D.P. Garber, and P.B. Davies, eds. 1989. Systems Analysis.
Long-Term Radionuclide Transport, and Dose Assessments, Waste Isolation Pilot Planl
(WIPP), Southeastern New Mexico; March 1989. SAND89-0462. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report summarizes current understanding of the expected long-term
behavior of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and estimates long-term radionuclide doses
for both undisturbed repository performance (Case I) and in response to a relatively high-
consequence human intrusion (Case II). The report has several objectives: to briefly
summarize current understanding of major components of long-term performance of the WIPP
repository; to compare current conceptual and numerical models with those available in the
WIPP Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (US DOE, 1980a); to document the
parameter values now thought to be "representative" or "most likely" for numerical predictions
of the long-term behavior of the repository; and to describe, document, and interpret
calculations estimating the potential health effects to individuals from contact handled
transuranic (CH TRU) wastes in the WIPP, saturation of the repository, direct and indirect
exposure during and after drilling (where appropriate), and groundwater transport of
radionuclides to a hypothetical stock well south of the WIPP Site.

Several factors are understood differently from the FEIS of 1980. The Salado Formation is
now considered hydraulically saturated, and the estimated far-field permeability is now
significantly less than in 1980. The estimates of total gas-generation capacity are smaller now.
Reduced gas generation and greatly decreased permeability lead to the conclusion that the
waste-filled rooms and drifts at the WIPP may not be saturated with brine within 10,000 years.
The gas generated by waste degradation may exceed the gas-storage volume of the waste-
disposal rooms. It is not now possible to evaluate the likelihood of whether the rooms will
expand, fractures or disturbed rock will store gas, gas will migrate along fractures in MB-i39,
or gas will migrate into shafts and adjacent marker beds after moving through MB-139.
Pressurized brine is now assumed to occur in the Castile Formation under part of the WIPP.
Assumptions about bore hole-plugging affect calculations involving drill holes through the
repository into a brine reservoir. The plugging of industry holes was not specifically addressed
in the FEIS. The Culebra Dolomite Member is now treated as a separate hydrologic unit
affected by fractures. Calculations now emphasize 10,000 years after closure rather than
i,000,000 years, and the transport is evaluated at a hypothetical stock well 4 mi south of the
WIPP Site center rather than at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River.

Case ! predicts no radionuclides transported to the Culebra Member or land surface within
10,000 years. The repository is assumed to be saturated with brine 2,000 years after closure.
Case !I showed very low release to the surface and doses to a farm family 500 m downwind.
Case li involves drilling into an underlying pressurized brine reservoir. Waste properties,
repository permeabilities, and Culebra properties are varied in Case II. The combination of
parameter values resulted in a calculated arrival time of radionuclides at the hypothetical stock
well of slightly < 100 years and "maxinaum whole-body 50-year dose commitment from one
year of [eating beef] ... estimated to be 130 mrem ... occurring -I,350 years after repository
decommissioning."

The undisturbed WIPP is not expected to release any radioactivity to either the Culebra or to
the surface within 10,000 years, if several "expected" properties of waste, backfill, bore hole
plugs, and the Culebra are supported during the WIPP demonstration phase, there is high
confidence the WIPP will comply with regulatory guidelines. If these properties are
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significantly "worse" than expected, significant releases might occur, if so, waste and backfill
may be modified to comply with regulatory guidelines.

These calculations are based mainly on data collected since the FEIS, but some data are
uncertain or do not exist. Some areas of uncertainty will be reduced during the demonstration
phase. Expert judgrnent will be used for other areas of uncertainties. The calculations assume
probabilities of !,0 and calculate doses at 10,000 years, thus differing from the performance
assessment. DWP

ANNOTATION: The performance assessment referred to here is an alternative process that
will be used ultimately to evaluate compliance with 40 CFR 19lB. See Bertram-Howery et al.,
1989, 1990 and Marietta et al., 1989 for report of preliminary PAS.

Lappln, A.R., R.L. Hunter, P.B. Davies, D.J. Borns, M. Reeves, J. Pickens, and lt.J.
luzzolino. 1990. S),stems Analysis, Long-Term Radionuclide Transport. and Dose
Assessments. Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP). Southeastern New Mexic¢_," September 1989.
SAND89-1996. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This study supports the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Final Supplement.
Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0026-FS)and has two main objectives. First, it
describes current ideas about the characteristics and potential impacts of the disturbed rock
zone (DRZ) known to develop with time around excavations at the WIPP horizon. Second, it
presents new calculations of radionuclide migration within and from the WlPP repository for
steady-state undisturbed conditions and for two cases that consider human intrusion into the
repository.

A DRZ will develop near underground openings in salt. At the WIPP, the presence of a DRZ
has been confirmed by geophysical studies, gas-flow tests, and direct observations. The DRZ
results from dilation and rapid strain rates near the excavation. The behavior of the DRZ may
include slabbing of the roofs of rooms, entrywa)', and accessways. The DRZ will allow gas or
brine from waste-emplacement panels to bypass panel seals and flow into adjacent portions of
the underground workings unless preventive measures are taken. The DRZ may alter fluid-
flow behavior within the Salado Formation near the repository and increase the flow of brine
into the repository, but fractures within the DRZ should also provide significant storage
capacity for gases that may be generated as a result of brine inflow.

Revised calculations of the undisturbed performance of the repository indicate that no
radionuclides will be released into the Culebra Dolomite within the regulatory period of 10,000
years. Because no exposures to human beings are possible, no dose calculations are warranted.

The human-intrusion calculations included here assume a connection between the WIPP
repository, an occurrence of pressurized brine within the underlying Castile Formation, and the
overlying Culebra Dolomite. The calculations differ in three important ways from earlier
calculations performed in support of the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(DOE/EIS-0026-DS): two-dimensional contaminant transport within the Culebra is modeled
more realistically; the new calculations use a revised Culebra transmissivity distribution; and
the new calculations explicitly compare and contrast results of single- and double-porosity
calculations. The improved calculations change the previous estimates of the consequences of
human intrusion in several ways. For expected conditions within the Castile Formation, the
repository, and the Culebra Dolomite, integrated releases at the WIPP Site boundary are several
orders of magnitude below those allowed by the present form of 40 CFR 191. For unlikely,
degraded flow-and-transport conditions within the repository and the Culebra Dolomite,
integrated releases at the WIPP Site boundary at 10,000 years are calculated to be 3.2 times the
limit presently set by 40 CFR 191 for releases with probabilities greater than 0.1 and less than
the limit set for releases with probabilities less than 0.1. The calculated release at 5 krn is 0.7
times that limit. Calculated individual 50-year dose commitments from daily ingestion of beef
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contaminated by Culebra groundwaters are 7.9 x 10 -7 totem/50 years for expected conditions
and 28 torero/50 years for degraded conditions. Both dose commitments are lower than
calculated earlier.

LaVenue, A.M., T.L. Cauffman, and J,F. Pickens. 1990. Ground-Water Flow Modeling of the
Culehra Dolomite. l"olume I; M¢Mel Calihraticm. SAND89-7068/I. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This hydrogeologic modeling study has been performed as part of the regional
hydrologic characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New
Mexico. The study has produced an estimation of the transmissivity and Darcy-velocity
distributions in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Permian Rustler Formation at the WIPP
Site. The results of this study are intended to support Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
performance-assessment calculations.

The three-dimensional finite-difference code SWIFT II was elnployed for the numerical
modeling, using a variable-fluid-density and single-porosity t'ormulation. The spatial scale of
the model, 21.3 km by 30.6 kin, was chosen to allow simulation ot" regional-scale pumping tests
conducted at the !!-3 and I!-II hydropads and the WIPP-13 borehole, which are located south,
southeast, and northwest, respectively, of the center ol" the WIPP Site. The modeled area
includes and extends beyond the controlled area defined by the WIPP Site boundaries.

The work performed in this sludy consisted of modeling the hydrogeology ot" the Culebra in
two stages: steady-state modeling to develop the best estimate ot" the undisturbed head
distribution (i.e., of the hydraulic conditions before excavation of the WIPP shafts, which
began in 1981) and superimposed transient modeling of local hydrologic responses to
excavation of the four WIPP shafts at the center ot" the WIPP Site, as well as to various well
tests. The transient modeling used the calculated steady-state freshwater heads as initial
conditions.

The steady-state calibrated transmissivity field contains transmissivities that vary over seven
orders of rnagnitude increasing westward toward Nash Draw. The most significant feature o1"
the transmissivity field is a high-transmissivity zone in the vicinity of wells H-17, P-17, and
H-ll. Modeled transmissivities within this zone are approximately .5 x 10 -s m2/sec. The
location of and transmissivities within the zone are similar to those proposed in a previous
interim modeling report.

After calibration of the steady-state model, the major drilling and testing activities at the
WIPP shafts and well locations were incorporated into the moclel. The transient simulation ot"
the major hydraulic stresses in the Culebra Dolomite extended from January I, 1981 to June
16, 1989. Calibration of the model to the transient events required additional changes to the
steady-state calibrated transmissivity field in order to reduce the differences between the
calculated and observed transient heads. The major difference between the transient calibrated
transmissivity field and the steady-state calibrated transmissivity field is the extension of the
higher transmissivity zone near H-II northward toward 11-15.

The travel times for nonsorbing particles released within the steady-state flow field, using the
transient calibrated model, were computed from selected locations within the model to the
southern model (down-gradient) boundary. The predicted travel time from a release point
within the Culebra that is coincident with the centroid of the waste panels to the southern
WIPP Site boundary is 1.4 x 104 years. Calculations were performed to assess the sensitivity of
the above travel time to the grid-block transmissivities and the pressures assigned to the model
boundaries.
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LaVenue, A.M., A. llaug, attd V.A. Kelley. 1988. Numerical Simulation of Grmmd-tf'ater
Flow in the Culcl_ra Dolomite at the If'(i._{(, l._olalm, Pilot i'lmtl (WIPP) Site: Se('mtd htterim

Repm't. SAND88-7002. Albuquerque, NM' Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The transmissivity distribution, hydraulic potentials, flow field, and fluid
densities in the Culebra Dolomite Member were estimated at the WIPP Site. The three-
dimensional finite-difference code SWIFT-II was used with variable-fluid-density and a
single-porosity formulation. Brine density changes caused by the present flow field or caused
by local reactions, such as halite dissolution, are not included in the model. The mode[ area
extends beyond WIPP control zones, and it was chosen to allow simulation o1" a 62-day
pumping test at the !1-3 hydropad and a 36-day purrtpir_g test at WIPP-13.

The Culebra was modeled with steady-state conditions to best estimate the undisturbed head
distribution (i.e., before sinking the WIPP shafts in 1981)and with superirrtposed transient
responses to excavation of the three WIPP shafts as well as to various well tests. Constant
fluid pressures and densities were estimated using data from about 40 wells. The transient
modeling used the calculated steady-state freshwater heads as initial conditions.

The initial spatial transrnissivity distributions using two different kriging techniques are very
similar, with low transmissivities (< I x 10 't m2/sec) in the eastern model area, intermediate
transmissivities (I x 10 '_ to I x 10 4 n12/sec) in the central part ot" the model area, and high
transmissivities ( > I x 10-:_ m:_/sec) in the western part of the model area representing Nash
Draw. 1'he initial steady-state model was calibrated so that difl'erences betweerl calculated and
observed freshwater heads are less than the uncertair_ties associated with observed heads.

The steady-state transmissivity distribution contains a relatively high-transmissivity
(approximately 5 x 10 _; m2/sec) zone between wells i!-17 and P-17. The zone is
approximately the same as that previously ;_roposed, but the transrnissivity is four times lower
in magnitude. Sensitivity analyses demonstrate that a higher transmissivity feature between !!-
17 and P-17 is required to reduce the differences between the calculated and observed heads
in the vicinity of DOI'-I and !1-11 below the uncertainties of the observed heads. A

relatively large area ot" low transmissivities (less than approximately 106 m2/sec) occurs near
the center of the site.

The following activities :it the WII'I _ shafts and well locations were incorporated into the model
and superinlposed onto the steady-st:tie head distribution: a simplified but complete shaft
history since 1981; three l_urnping tests and a series of slug tests conducted at the !1-2
hydropad in 1982 and 1981; the 11-3 convergent-flow tracer test conducted in 1984; the 11-3
step-drawdown test conducted in 1!)85; the 11-3 multil)ad puml_it_g test in [985 and 1986; the
convergent-t'iow tracer test at the 11-4 hydropad conducted between 1982 and 1984; and the
WIPP-13 rnultipad purnping test cortducted in 1987. "l'he transient simulation of these
hydraulic stresses in the Culebra extended from ,lanuary I, 1981 to l)ecernber 31, 1987.

The initial transient simulation adequately reproduced the observed drawdowns at P-14, l)OE-
2, and 11-6 during the WII:'P-13 multipad pumping test. The calculated drawdowns at H-II
and I)O!£-I during the simulation of the 11-3 muitipad I_Uml:_irtg test are also very similar to
the observed drawdowns. The steady-state calibrated transrnissivities do not adequately
reproduce the observed transient responses generated I'rum the shat't events or the observed
drawdowns at the pumping wells used in the simulation, !1-2, 11-3, il-4, and WIPP-13. The
calculated drawdowns at these wells are _ factor of two greater than observed drawdowns.
Similarly, calculated drawdowns caused by shaft events are a factor of two greater than the
observed drawdown at I1-1, !1-2, and 11-3.

Sensitivity analyses indicate that the steady-state calibrated transmissivities must be adjusted to
reduce the differences between the calculated and observed transient data. l,ower
transrnissivities are required between the shafts and !1-1, 11-2, 11-3, and the WIPI' wells in the
vicinity of the shat'ts. Iligher transmissivities are necessary in the vicinity of 11-2, 11-3, 11-4,
and WIPI'--13. A higher transmissivity, Iow-storativity zone between WIl'I'-13 and the \VIPP
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wells north of the shafts is necessary to reproduce the observed transient responses during the
WIPP-13 multipad pumping test,

This study is based on transmissivity data available as of November 1987, and hydraulic-head
data available as of August 1987. The next step will incorporate the transient effects caused
by pumping during a tracer test at the H-II hydropad and the transient effects caused by the
construction of the fourth shaft. Adjoint-sensitivity techniques will provide quantitative
estimates of sensitivities of model results to the spatial distribution of the model parameters
and the boundary conditions. DWP

LaVenue, A,M,, M. Reeves, and B.S. Rama Rao. 1989. "An Application of Coupled Adjoint-
Sensitivity and Kriging Techniques to Calibrate a Groundwater Flow Model in the Vicinity
of a Nuclear Waste Repository," 28 th International Geological Congress. Abstracts,
Washington, DC, Jul), 9-19, 1989. SAND88-7150A. Vol. 28, 2-250 through 2-251.
(Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Site-characterization efforts are being conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico as part of the evaluation of the suitability of the
bedded salt of theSalado Formation for isolation of defense transuranic(TRU) wastes. Studies
investigating regional and local geologic, geochemical, and hydrogeologic processes have
primarily focused on the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation, which is the
most transmissive and laterally continuous hydrogeologic unit above the Salado Formation,
The Culebra is considered the principal pathway for radionuclide transport in the subsurface
should an accidental breach of the repository occur.

Numerical-simulation studies have been performed over the last three years to understand the
groundwater flow regime within the Culebra; develop best estimates of the regional
transmissivities, regional head distribution, and groundwater travel times under modern or
"undisturbed" conditions; and determine model sensitivity and parameter uncertainties. The
results of these studies will be used in subsequent performance-assessment investigations, The
objective of this paper is to present an approach coupling the adjoint-sensitivity technique and
kriging. This approach greatly reduces the effort required during the calibration process of a
flow model. This study is being coordinated with regional-scale studies carried out at both the
US Geological Survey (USGS) and Sandia National Laboratories (SNI.).

A coupled adjoint-kriging technique was first used by Marsily and others in 1984 to direct the
adjustment of pilot-point transmissivity values as a means for automatically calibrating an
inverse model, This paper presents a modification of this ccJupled adjoint-kriging lechnique
that allows identification of the most sensitive regions for transmissivity changes during model
calibration to r)bserved heads. The application of this technique to the Culebra flow model is
discussed.

The adjoint-sensitivity technique can be used to determine model sensitivities. The adjoint
technique determines the sensitivity of a system performance measure (a dependent variable,
such as cumulative differences in observed and calculated heads at several locations in the
model) to a selected system parameter (an independent variable, such as [he transmissivity of
the performance measure with respect to the syslem par,'imeter). Either local-scale or regional-
scale performance measures may be selected. For instance, the sensitivity of the calculated
head at a selected location to the transmissivities in neighboring grid blocks may be
determined. On a regional scale, the sensitivity of calculated heads at several locations to lhe
transmi,%_vity in a selected grid block may be calculated.

K riging has also played an important role in the calibration process of the regional-scale
Culebra model as a tool for developing and selectively adjusting the transmissivity distribution
for model input, 'Fransmissivilv distribulion adjustments have been implemented by
introducing "pilot points" to the observed transmissivity data base. A pilot point is simply an
additional transmissivity value assigned to a location selected by the modeler, which is included
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in the transmissivity data base ror kriging. The pilot-point approach, first proposed by
Marsily et al. in 1984, racilitates the local adjustment ol" a model's transmissivity distribution
by the inclusion or additional transmissivity values to the kriging data set. The approach used
in the initial Culebra modeling studies required the modeler to use judgement to select the
location of a pilot point in order to maximize its errect upon the model transmissivity
distribution to reduce the dirference between model calculated and observed heads. This
approach is inefficient because determination or optimum pilot-point locations usually requires
several iterations. Thus, determining the most sensitive area of the rnodel-cal_ulated heads to
the location of a pilot point would greatly reduce the efrort needed to calibrate a flow rnodel.

The methodology in this study employs a technique or coupling adjoint and block-kriging
techniques to identify optimal locations for pilot points, The approach greatly reduces the
efrort required to obtain a calibrated model by identirying regions where transmissivity
changes are needed in order to reduce a cumulative least-squares performance measure
consisting or the difrerence between model-calculated and observed heads. Because this
approach allows ror the specification of both steady-state or transient curnulative least-squares
performance measures, a model may be calibrated to steady-state head data anti to drawdown
data from a pumping test simultaneously. The present methodology uses the modeler's
judgement to ad.just tile magnitude or pilot-l_oint transmissivities in pret'erence to an auto:'nati¢
inversion algorithm. Such a procedure permits the inclusion of the modeler's geologic and
hydrologic knowledge or the system and allows the modeler to maintain consistency between
the pilot-point transmissivities and the field data.

The con'ibined adjoint-kriging methodology was employetl to guide the calibration process of
the Culebra groundwater flow nlodel al the WII'P Site and is an extension oI' previous studies.
The flow model consists of a single layer with 30 x 45 grid blocks exlending 24.0 x 30.5 k.
Boundary conditions were determined using water-level data rrom bore holes near the
boundaries or the model. Conceptually, the Culebra is modeled as a conl'ined l'low system with
no recharge or leakage occurring over the site area. Calibration efforts were directetl toward
reproduction of undisturbed, equivalent rreshv,'ater heads, the transient errects l'rom shal't
construction and sealing operations, and the transient el'l'ects l'rom three regional-scale
pumping tests, which produced hydraulic stresses over distances or approximately 6 kin.

Conclusions determined using the coupled adjoint-kriging methodology in this study include:
calculated sensitivities aid in a deeper insight to the characterization or the geohydrology of
the site, rnodel calibration is more efficient than with the traditional approach, and the present
methodology provides an objective guide to the location oi" potential high- and Iow-
transmissivity features required to match the steady-state and transient head data.

l,ikar, V.F., and "r,P. Burrington. 1990. "Construction ol'a Cylindrical Brine Test Room
Using a Tunnel Boring Machine," ll'(l,_lc ,_lanageme_tl 90, ll'a,_/e Processing. 7'ran,_pm'lation.
Storage and Disposal, 7'ethnical Program_ and Puhlic Educalimt. 7"m'._on, AZ. Fehruary
25-Jlarch i. 199{t. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. II, 869-872.

ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the construction of a horizontal cylindrical brine test room
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WII'P). The room was constructed in the bedded salt
formation at a depth ot" 655 m with a tunnel boring machine. The rnachine lea_ing, technical
antl operational management, parameters involved, and successrul completion of this efl'ort are
included.

l, ittle, C.C., F.O. (;urqey, aqd l).S. Bell. 1980. ,4 Oescrip/imt of the Site and Preliminary
De.sign I'alidation Prc_gram fro' ttt_' II'IPP Site. TME 3063. Albuquerque, NM: US
Department oi" l:.nergy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
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AI3STRACT: The Site and Preliminav'y Design Validation Pvogram (SPDV) for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is designed to confirm the characteristics of the proposed site by
directly observing the geologyat the facility horizon. Two shafts will be drilled to the facility
horizon of approximately 2150 ft below the surface, Underground workings will include a
shaft station and passageways covering a length of about 2100 ft. Ilorizontal holes will be
cored south and north of the shafts for distances of about 3000 ft.

The SPDV represents a conservative, efficient program to confirm the acceptability of the site
with minimal environmental impact, 'rhe exploration program is consistent with either
developing the site or setting it aside until it is compared to other potential sites. DWP

ANNOTATION: Rev. I oI'TME3063 is Hart & Register, 1982.

Little, M.S, 1982. Potential Reh,aw Scenario and Radiologic'al Ccm.wquem'e Evaluation o/
Mineral Resourc'e,_ at IVIPP. EEG-12. Santa ize, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: I iydrologic breach scenarios considered by the Department ot" Energy (DOE) and
the Environrnental Evaluation Group (EEG) probably bound the radiological consequences of
potash mining and hydrocarbon production, and the doses would not constitute a significant
threat to public health.

Although solution mining of halite in the Delaware 13asin is n_t likely at present, significant
economic, social, or climatic changes a few hundre_l years ,lt'ter emplacement may make these
resources more attractive. This report evalu:ltes radiological consequences o1' solutior_ mining
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site.

"The fifty-year individual dose commitment t'rt)nl the ingestion of the average adult
consumption of salt (contaminated with the radioactive waste from the repository) was 72
millirems for one year." The average lifetime dose from natural background radiation is 7500
millirem. "Assuming that 0.2% of the radioactive inventory was mined and contaminated the
salt during the solution mining event, and that about 2.5% of the total salt was consumed by
food products, tile total whole body dose to a population at risk of 300 million would be 0.9
million person/reins. This represents about 0,06% of the 50-year dose cornmitrnent from
natural background. Although tills I_opulation dose may not be considered insignificant, the
small probability of such an event, and the very conservative assumptions used would lead one
to conclude that the risk of such an event is small."

"It is unlikely that the small doses resulting from this solution mining breach event would
produce any detectable biological effects. It is possible that the long term consequences would
be an increase in the normal incidence of cancer in the population, but such an increase would
be within the range of statistical variation. 13ased on the recent cc_nclusions of the National
Academy ol" Sciences 13IER Comnaittee the tectal risk of such cancers would be about 0.32 fatal
cancers per million population over the 50 years. This can be compared with the current
incidence of 167,000 cancers per year per million populatic_n, or 8.35 million cancers over 50
yea rs." DWP

Little, M.S. 1985. Evaluation of the Sctfet.l' ,,lmd)'._is R¢'port /or the II'a_t_' l solatioH Pilot Platzt
Project. !','!-G-29. Santa Fe, NM: l'nvironmental Evaluation Grc_up.

ABS'I'RACT: The Safely ,4tlall',_i,s Report (S,.1R) and eight subsequent amendments have been
analyzed by the Environmental Evaluation Group (I_EG). Comments and recommendations
have been submitted to the Waste Isolatiov_ Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project Office for consideration
in subsequent amendrnents, and a number of meetings have been held to resolve issues and
conflicts. This report summarizes areas c_t'cornmentsand some resolution. The most important
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issues remaining to be resolved are an amendment ot" the topical content of the SAR to be
more in accord with the Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5481,1A and AL 5481.1A (DOE
and Albuquerque operations office orders about SAR content); substantial revisions ot" the
classification of components, structvres and systems, and related quality assurance; and
revisions to the site, geological, and hydrologic data based on studies [igreed to between I)OE
and New Mexico. DWP

Loehr, C.A, 1979. "Mineralogical and Geochemical I_,t't'ects of Basaltic Dike Intrusion into
Evaporite Sequences near Carlsbad, New Mexico." MS thesis. Socorro, NM: New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology,

ABSTRACT: The alteration sequence imposed upon clay minerals associated with potash-rich
evaporites surrounding Tertiary lamprophyre dikes in the Kerr McGee mine near Carlsbad,
NM is characterized by a I Md phlogopitic clay :t saponite :t irregular saponite-rich
chlorite/saponite mixed-layer ± talc silicate assemblage within 1.5 m ot" the intrusions, This
assemblage changes to irregular chlorite/saponite mixed-layer + illite + chlorite + talc between
1.5 and 7.4 m. At a distance greater than 7-8 m from the dikes, the assemblage returns to
normal; partially ordered corrensite + illite + talc + chlorite, it is suggested that clay seams,
best developed near the dikes, played a major role in providing an open-system aqueous
environment for altering these clay and associated nonclay mineral assemblages, Intense
alteration o1"the water-soluble fraction takes the form of sulfate development and leaching of
sylvite; the latter mechanism occurred throughout the altered profile,

The dikes display strong chemical, mineralogical, and textural effects el" assimilation of host
materials; the major reaction involved increased orthoclase/plagioclase ratios, Dike
contribution of heat to the host rocks caused melting of the salts up to 15.2 crn from dike
margins,

l,ong, G.J., and Associates, Inc. 1976. Interpretation of Geoptej'._ical Data. Lo,_ Medat}o,_ and
I'icimtj'. Lea and Eddy Coun/ic_. ,Vow ._h'xico. Itouston, TX: G,J. l,ong and Associates,
Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Gravity and seismic reflection data in the area of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site have been interpreted to identify anomalies including breccia pipes and dissolution
zones. Gravity data covering about 15 townships were obtained by Sandia for interpretation.
Seismic reflection data include 26 line rni recorded for Sandia, 189 line mi for which "use"
rights were acquired for Sandia, and 709 line mi of proprietary data for exarnination in
company offices. Anomalies in these data have been identified and mapped.

This study suggests several conclusion._: (I) Breccia pipes and active salt solution phenomena
can be identified by properly planned and executed seismic survey, (2) Structure t'avorable to
the accumulation of a significant hydrocarbon reserve is seen in the center of the north half of
the proposed site. (3) Minor faulting is seen within the withdrawal area near the Castile. (4)
A definite relationship between the locations of known breccia pipes and gravity minima has
not been established. (5) Regional structural control indicates a generally synclinal area to the
south of the proposed site. (6) The site is tectonically stable except for possible t'aults in the
Castile along the west side of section 17, T22S, R31E.

A detailed seismic survey of about 92 line mi is proposed to examine possible faults. Gravity
and magnetic data, as well as proprietary ,_eismic data, should be used to continue study of
alternate sites. DWP
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l,owen._lleln, T.K, 1987, Po_l Iturial ,411eraliott of the Pt'rmia_! Ru_th, r Formation Eval_orite._.
If'/PP Site, Nt, w /th'xit'o; Tt'.vlural Slratigraptlic arid Cht,mlt'al Evith'Hct,, EEG-36. Santa
Fe, NM: Environmental l-valuation Group.

ABSTRACT: Four cores of the Rustler i:ormation along a north-south transect across the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site were described in order to distinguish syndeposltional
features from post-burial alteration, Thin sections were examined petrographically, Minerals
were identified by X-ray diffraction, Deposltional environments were interpreted based on
vertical and lateral distribution o1" primary sedimentary features, sedimentary structures,
textures, and fabrics,

Late stage brecciation, slumping, fracturing and faulting, and chemical processes were
observed in all cores affecting all units except for the unnamed lower member. Two
assumptions affect these interpretations. Detailed internal stratigraphy of many units can be
correlated from core to core', "therefore, across the study area, major facies changes are not
observed," "Abrupt thinning ,,. or changes in rock types ... should then sound a warning that
some post-depositional processes may be at work." The second assumption is that most, if not
all, sulfate in the Rustler was once anhydriw. Various gypsunl t'ealures indicate late slage
alteration, The most likely sources of water for alleratit_n are the Magenta and Culebra,,

Physical features of late-stage alteration are commonly associated with late-stage chemical
alteration in intervals without primary seclimentary structures or with overprinted structures.
Late-stage alteration varies in intensity across the study area except for the top t_t' the
unnamed lower member. DWP

l,uca.,i, J,P. 1984. Analy._i.s o Rock Boll ,_haerial I"atlure_ at the II'IPP Stte. SANI)84-0224.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The report describes an investigation conducted on rock-bolt material (AISI 1040
plain carbon steel), as called for in ASTM 1:-432, I:ailure analysis was performed on rock
bolts that failed in-service, and mechanical tests were conducted on rock-bolt materials in a
simulated Waste Isolation Pilot Piant(WIF'P) environment. The mechanical tests results indicate
that fracture was environrnentally assisted. Strong evidence indicated that hydrogen
embritt!ement influenced the fracture mechanisms. In the most aggressive test environment,
the ductility loss during sustained-load tensile testing was large, Such ductility loss was
attributed to embrittlement caused by the absorption of hydrogen,

Lukow° T.E., and V, Daub. 1988, "An Overview of the WIi'P R&I) Program," II,'a_te
Alapltlgt'nWtll 88, It'a,,_/eProct,_sitrg. Trat_sl_t.'lctllt.t. Storage and Dt_posal, Tt'ch_lical Programs
and Puhlic Education, Tut',_on. AZ. Fchrtcary 24-3larch 3. 19,_',_', Ed. R.G, Post. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 365-370.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) located in Carlsbad, NM is a research and
development (R&I)) facility established in 1979 by Public l.aw 96-164 to demonstrate the safe
disposal of defense-generated transuranic (TRU) waste in a geologic repository. PI. 96-164
defines the WIPP n'_ission as "... a defense activity . . . for the expre_s purpose of providing a
research and development facility to demonstrate the safe disposal o1' radioactive wastes
resulting from the defense activities and programs o1' the United Stales exempted from
regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory C¢_mmission (NRC)." Specifically the WIPP was
developed by the Department of Energy (DOE) to address technical issues concerning the safe
disposal of defense TRU wastes in ,'l rock salt underground storage room configuration and to
determine WIPP's ability to comply with all regulations applicable for permanent storage of
TRU waste in an underground repository, DOE was also directed by Congress to use the WIPP
as an experinaental facility to conduct radioactive waste experiments as well. Ilowever, the
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radioactive waste used for experiments at the WIPP must be removed from the site at the end
of the experiments.

This presentation provides information on the R&D program that will give a thorough
understanding of how the salt repository will function both near term and long term,
determine how TRU waste will behave in a salt repository, and develop the best engineered
barriers to assure that the salt formation will isolate the waste from the environment. The
main areas of the program include hydrologic and geologic activities, in situ testing program,
and performance assessment (PA).

Lynch, A.W. 1979, "Migration of Cesium in Dolomite From the Rustler Formation in the Los
Medafios Area in Southeastern New Mexico," Scientt/ie Ba._i,_ for Nuclear It'asle
Management, Proeeeding_ of /he S.vmpo_ium on Sew/we Underlying Radioactive Waste
hlanagement, 3laterial_ Re,_eareh Soeit'l.l' Annual ,_leeting, Bo._lon, M,I, Novemher
2_'-Deeemher I, Io78. Ed, G,J, McCarthy. SAND78-1179C, New York, NY: Plenum
Press. Vol, I, 399-402.

ABSTRACT: Column flow experiments are bein_ contlucted on Magenta dolomite rock taken
from a potential site for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)in southeastern New Mexico,
The experin'tents utilize monolithic samples machined I'rom cores, The fluid phase is either
deionized water pre-equilibrated with d¢_lomite or a simulated brine composition doped with
cesium-137 at a level of 0,1 l_Ci rnl,,

L_nch, A,W., and R,G, Dosch, 1980, Sor/,tton C'oe/'ft¢'tent_ .for Radtonuehde_ on Samph'_
from the II'a/er-Beartng ,_lag¢'nla and C'ulehr_ ,_lenther_ o the Ru_lh'r Formation,
SANDS0-1064, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National I,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The sorbing characteristics of samples front the Magenta and Culebra dolontites
of the Rustler Formation, which o_erlie the proposed site for the _,t,'asteIsolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico, for _arious radionuclides have been studied, Core
samples extracted front various depths and bore holes within a given t'ormation were selected
to provide a cross-;ection of materials which are present in the formations. "rl'hey varied in
composition front I.ure dolomite to nearly pure anhydrite. The radionuclides used in the
sorption coefficient ntea_t,rements (isotopes of Cs, St, To, Eu, Ant and Pu) were dissolved in a
simulated Culebra groundwater at concentrations of 0, I /LCi/ml. or less,

The results indicate that the sorption coefficients (Kd's)of these water-bearing units may vary
widely depending on the bore hole area and over several feet in depth in a comrnon bore hole,
Cesium Kd values varied frorn 0,6 to 218 ml._g and 1,2 to 68 on Magenta and Culebra
samples, respectively, Strontiurn Kd _alues ranged t'rom I,I to 30 on Magenta Samples and
from 0,6 to 32 on Culebra samples, Variations of l!u, Pu, and Ant Kd's were generally less
than an order of magnitude on both Culebra and Magenta san_ples. Technetium was not
sorbed by any of the samples,

With few exceptions, samples with high dolomite contents had higher sorption coefficients than
those with high anhydrite concentrations, Clay content may also be a factor for some
radionuclides, particularly Cs, that has been shown to sorb preferentially on clay particles in
Magenta.

Lynch, A,W., and R.G, Dosch, 1981, "Cesium Migration Through Solid Cores of Magenta
Dolontite," Scientific Ba_t_ for ,Vm'lear II'a_te 3lanagement, Proeeeding_ of the Third
lnlernattonal Sympo_/unl on tile Sett'nllft_' Ba_i_ for ,Vttelt'clr If'cl_le ,_lanagement, Bo,_lon, 31,4,
November 17-2(/, /Y,_'t'), Ed, J,G, Moore. SAND80-1335C, New York, NY: Plenum Press,
Vol, 3, 457-464.
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ABSTRACT: Column-flow experiments have been conducted on Magenta dolomite rock taken
from a potential site for radioactive waste disposal, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), The
results indicate qualitative agreement with results from batch sorption coefficient (K d)
measurements, in one experiment, deionized water pre-equilibrated with crushed rock
containing 0.1 _Ci/mL laTCs flowed through a column with an average velocity of I.I cm/day
for 18 months. The iaTCs penetrated approximately 0.4 cm into the column indicating a
sorption coefficient of about 100 mL/g. Batch sorption experiments gave a value of 650
mL/g. When the water was changed to a pre-equilibrating groundwater and the Cs
concentration was increased, both colunln and batch experiments gave values for the sorption
coefficient of approximately 19 ml./g, Transmission electron microscopy results showed the
Magenta samples to be primarily conlposed of dolomite and calcium sulfate and that a minor
montmorillonite clay phase may control the retention of Cs on these rocks.

Lynch, A.W., R,G, Doseh, and C.R. llills. 1981. Migration o/ Cesium-137 Ttwmo,,h a Solid
Core of Magenta Dolomite Taken from ttle Rustler Formation in Southeastern New Mexico.
SAND80-1259. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: A column-flow cesium migration experiment has been conducted in support of
the safety assessment program for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New
Mexico. The column was a monolithic cylinder of Magenta dolomite obtained from a core
sample drilled near the proposed WIPP Site. The fluid was a Magenta equilibrated de-ionized
water solution that had been doped with 0.001 ppm of laTCs, The experinaent ran continuously
for an 18 month period at t'low rates comparable to those measured for natural groundwater at
the site. After flowing for 18 months, the apparatus was disassembled and the dolomite
column examined for cesium distribution. Cross-sectional radiographs of the sample showed
that most of the cesium had penetrated only 0,4 cm into the solid Magenta column with a
well-defined wave front. On the other hand, trace quantities (2 x l0 _' ppm) of larCs were
detected in effluent samples collected during the experiment.

The distribution coefficient (120 mL/gm) calculated (assuming porous flow) from the average
depth of cesium penetration (0.3 cm) is considerably less than the value obtained from a batch
equilibration measurement made on the same system (650 mL/gm), indicating that cesium will
migrate through Magenta rock at a t'aster rate than batch equilibration value predicts.

Transmission electron microscope analysis ot"a piece ot" Magenta dolomite from the same core
that had been soaked in I molar CsCI solution indicated that the cesium was preferentially
sorbed on a montmorillonite clay phase that was inhomogeneously dispersed throughout the
sample. These results indicate that it'groundwater travels through Magenta rock, the dissolved
cesium may be retarded by the clay content of the rock.

Lyon, M,L, 1989. Amlual Water Quality Data Report for the ll'aste I._olatmn Pilot Plant.
DOE/WIPP 89-001. Carlsbad, NM: Westin:ghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI') Water Quality Sampling Prograrn (WQSP)
was begun in 1985 "to collect reproducible and representative groundwater samples from
water-bearing zones in the WIPP vicinity." Water quality data for 1988 were collected from 16
pre-operational monitoring wells, 2 additional wells, and 10 private wells. Water samples from
the Air Intake Shaft were collected during construction. Most of the wells had previously been
sampled. All samples frorn WIPP wells and shafts are from either Culebra or Magenta
Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation. Non-WIPP wells sample the Culebra, Dewey
Lake Formation, or Dockum Group.

Samples were collected as serial and final samples. Serial samples were analyzed during
collection for parameters in the field to identify steady-state conditions for final sampling.
Analyses covered a wide range of general chemistry parameters, organic compounds, metals,
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isotopes, dissolved gases, redox couples, and radionuclides. Trace metal analyses were
improved during 1988 by using cation exchange resins to decrease the lower limit of detection
into the microgram/liter range. DWP
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Marchetti, S. 1980. Dose Con_sequenc'e of Repository Failure attd Leach Events for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (Do,se-to-Age-Specific Maximum). WTSD-TME-3066. Carlsbad, NM:
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The dose consequences of postulated failure and leaching events have been
analyzed using the SWIFT model and the LADWlP program, a modification of the LADTAP
program developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Event ! connects the Bell
Canyon Formation, the repository, and the Rustler Formation. Event 2 allows water to flow
from the Rustler to the repository and back to the Rustler. Event 3 allows the repository to
connect vertically to the Rustler. Discharge for events I-3 is at Malaga Bend, on the Pecos
River. Event 4 is similar to I, but with discharge occurring in the Rustler at one of three
wells located 3 mi downstream of the repository. "In no event would an annual intake via the
pathways considered result in exceeding either the existing 500 mrem per year total body limit
or the 1500 mrem/year bone recommended dose limit for any member of the general public.
Additionally, these results indicate that 4.5 x 104 years and 7.1 x 104 years of release at Malaga
Bend at the maximum calculated concentration without decay or environmental removal would
be required before the total body and bone dose limits respectively could be exceeded." DWP

Marietta, M.G., S.G. Bertram-Howery, D.R. Anderson, K.F. Brinster, R.V. Guzowski, H.
luzzolino, and R.P. Rechard. 1989. Performance As._es._ment Methodology Demonstration:
Methodology Development for Evaluating Compliance with EPA 40 CFR 191. Stthpart B, for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plot. SAND89-2027. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report describes a demonstration of the performance assessment
methodology for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to be used in assessing compliance with
the Environmental Protection Agency's Standard, Environmental Radiation Protection Standards
for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel. High Level and Transuranic
Radioactive Waste.s (40 CFR Part 191, Subpart B). This demonstration incorporates
development and screening of potentially disruptive scenarios. A preliminary analysis of the
WIPP disposal system's response to human intrusion scenarios produces preliminary
complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) similar to those that will ultimately
be used to assess the compliance of the WIPP with the Containment Requirements of the
Standard. Preliminary estimates of scenario probabilities are used to construct two
demonstration CCDFs. The conceptual model of the disposal system consists of geologic,
hydrologic, and disposal system subsystems along with the physical and chemical processes
associated with these subsystems. Parameter values defining the systems contain uncertainties
and modeling approximations of such a disposal system contributes to those uncertainties. The
WIPP compliance assessment methodology consists of a system of techniques and computer
codes that estimate releases of radionuclides from the disposal system, incorporating analysis of
the parameter uncertainties in the estimates. Demonstration CCDFs are presented, but are not
yet credible enough to judge the probability of compliance of the WIPP with the EPA
Standard. One CCDF, based primarily on conservative reference data and conservative
co,:ceptual models, exceeds EPA limits, and another CCDF that represents effects of possible
engineered alternatives does not exceed EPA limits.

Matalucci, R.V. [1984.] "'lhe Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in Situ Testing Program,"
American Society of Ctvil Engim'('r_s, G(,oteclutical Grm_p .ll('elittg. Albuquerque. NM, March
30. 19A'4. SAND84-0661A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file
at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: Full-size, well-instrumented underground in situ tests are being implemented in
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility in southeastern New Mexico for evaluating the
response of bedded salt to the emplacement of heat-producing wastes. These tests are an
essential part of a broad research and development program to resolve technical issues
associated with the disposal of radioactive wastes from US defense programs. These tests are
designed to provide in situ data for validating long-term prediction methods and for
developing a design basis for a future repository. Current plans include tests concerning
thermal/structural interactions, plugging and sealing, operational demonstrations, and waste
package performance.

Matalucci, R.V. 1987. Summarj' Report." The Integrated In Situ Testing Program for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP). SAND86-2716. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The US Department of Energy (DOE) is developing the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Project in southeastern New Mexico as a research and development (R&D)
facility for examining the response of bedded (layered) salt to the emplacement of radioactive
wastes generated from defense programs. The WIPP Experimental Program consists of a
technology development program, including laboratory testing and theoretical analysis
activities, and an in situ testing program that is being done 659 m underground at the project
site. This experimental program addresses three major technical areas that concern
thermal/structural interactions, plugging and sealing, and waste package performance. To
ensure that the technical issues involved in these areas are investigated with appropriate
emphasis and timing, an in situ testing plan was developed to integrate the many activities and
tasks associated with the technical issues of waste disposal.

Matalucci, R.V. 1988. In Situ Testing at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND87-2382.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The in Situ Testing Program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)Site is
providing answers to questions about the efficacy of storing radioactive wastes in the geologic
medium of natural salt deposits. Specific issues, such as the capability of disposal rooms to
adequately confine the waste and the ability of salt beds to isolate radiation from the
environment, are integral to the safety of long-term waste storage.

The in Situ Testing Program is aimed at the total repository system, emphasizing the concepts
of waste confinement and isolation. The three technical areas - Thermal/Structural Interaction
(TSI), Waste Package Performance (WPP), and Plugging and Sealing (P&S) - together respond
to the many issues associated with these concepts, from room stability to waste packaging to
the final sealing of the site during decommissioning. Some of the in situ tests closely simulate
the two-dimensional geometry of earlier laboratory tests and therefore afford a direct
comparison between the models and the field. Other tests simulate the proposed repository
configuration, so that any effects created by this configuration can be identified.

The challenge faced by the In Situ Testing program is to investigate the issues of radioactive
waste storage in a salt repository environment well enough to provide dependable predictions
of the long-term effects of waste disposal. Design methods, test procedures, and data results
are carefully documented to ensure their availability for review by interested organizations and
future repository designers. The program, which is expected to be active into the 1990s, will
continue to gather important information for improving the repository designs.
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Matalucci, R.V. 1990a. "The in Situ "Vesting Program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,"
Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear Fuel Cych'. SAND88-1178J. Vol. 14, no.
1-2, 123-154.

ABSTRACT: The In Situ Testing Program is an integral part of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Technology Development Program, providing full-sized experiments for evaluation of
constitutive models and laboratory data. The in situ tests are being performed about 659 m
underground in the rock-salt environment of the WIPP Site and consist of three technical areas:
Thermal/Structural Interactions (TSI); Plugging and Sealing (P&S); and Waste Package
Performance (WPP). The in situ tests are designed to provide data for evaluating theoretical
models and predictive techniques and demonstrate the actual behavior of the salt, engineered
barrier backfills and seals, and waste packages in an underground salt environment.

The actual room creep closure data acquired from the TSI in situ tests are generally a factor of
3 greater than closures predicted with laboratory-developed constitutive models. Modified
elastic properties (reduced by a factor of 12.5) currently yield calculations that more closely
match measured closure. The preliminary results of in situ small-scale seal performance tests
produce derived permeabilities that are in the submicrodarcy range, and that are often less
than the resolution of the testing equipment (nanodarcy, 10-9 darcy), q'he seal experiments,
which were performed in drilled and manually excavated bore holes in salt, tested the
effectiveness of salt-based concretes and reconsolidated salt-bentonite blocks as seals for man-
made openings. Data from the contact handled transuranic (CH TRU) drum durability tests
confirmed that the aggressive nature of the salt backfill and brine environments induced drum
pitting and enhanced crevice corrosion. Surface corrosion on remotely handled (RH TRU)
containers emplaced in unlined horizontal bore holes was insignificant, except for superficial
rust on all of the unpainted, mild steel pintles. For the simulated defense high-level waste
(HLW) waste package performance test, including materials interface interactions tests, there is
clear evidence that TiCode-12 canisters remained for several years without any observed
corrosion effects.

Matalucci, R.V. 1990b. "ln-Situ Testing at the US Department of Energy's Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant," Tunneling and Undergrou,d Space Technology. Vol. 5, no. I-2, !19-133.

ABSTRACT: The in Situ Testing Program at the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is providing answers to questions about the efficacy of storing
radioactive wastes in the geologic n_edium of natural salt deposits. Specific issues, such as the
capability of disposal rooms to adequately confine the waste and the ability of salt beds to
isolate radiation from the environment, are integral to the safety of long-term waste storage.
The In Situ Testing Program is aimed at the total repository system, emphasizing the concepts
of waste confinement and isolation. The three technical areas--Thermal/Structural Interactions
(TSI), Waste Package Performance (WPP), and Plugging and Sealing (P&S)--together respond to
the many issues associated with these concepts. Some of the in Situ tests closely simulate the
two-dimensional geometry of earlier laboratory tests and, therefore, afford a direct comparison
between the models and the field. Other tests simulate the proposed repository configuration,
so that any effects created by this configuration can be identified. The challenge faced by the
In Situ Testing Program is to investigate the issue of radioactive waste storage in a salt
repository environment well enough to provide dependable predictions of the long-term effects
of waste disposal. The program, which is expected to be active into 1990s, will continue to
gather important information for improving the repository designs.

Matalucci, R.V., and T.O. Hunler. 1984. "Geomechanicai Applications for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project," The 3fechanical Behavior of Salt." Proceeding.s of the First
Conference. Penn.sylvania State Univer_it.i.. Universit.l' Park. PA. November 9-11. 1981. Eds.
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tI.R. Ilardy, Jr. and M, Langer. SAND81-1203C. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of
Germany: Trans Tech Publications. 791-812.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIi'P) is a research and development facility in
bedded salt addressing the technical issues associated with the demonstration of disposal of
radioactive waste from the defense programs of the USA. The geomechanical program
includes laboratory experimentation, constitutive model and computer code development, and
in situ experimentation. Various material models, including creep for salt, and techniques for
predicting room response under thermal and mechanical loads have been developed and are
being applied to experiment and facility designs. A Benchmark I! study has been conducted to
compare the capabilities of nine structural codes to predict response of underground
configuration under ambient temperature and with a thermal load of 7,5 W/m 2. Parametric
studies are being conducted to evaluate optimum room configurations. A series of in situ
experiments is the next step towards validating rnodels and predictive techniques. These
experiments will be conducted in a facility in southeastern New Mexico mined at a depth ot"
659 m.

Malalucci, R.V., and D.E. Munson. 1988. "l)lanning, I.)eveloping alld Organizing In Situ Tests
for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WII)P), 7"hu ,_lechani('nl tY('havi,r of Sail Pro('eeding,_ of
the Second Conference, tlanover, f'edcr,l Republic' of Gernmn.l'. Seplcmher 24-2,_'. 19A'4. Eds.
lt.R. llardy, Jr. and M. Langer. SAND84-1390C. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of
Germany: Trans Tech Publications. 329-360.

ABSTRACT: "l+he US Departrnerlt of Energy (DOI') is developing the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Project in southeastern New Mexico as a research and development (R&D)
facility to demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes in bedded (layered) salt, This
project provides for an in situ testing facility to address the technical issues of repository
developrnent, waste package pert'ormance assessment, and waste handling demonstrations. In
situ tests are part of the R&D prograrn and were designed to verify laboratory data and
theoretical analysis,

This report documents planning and development activities associated with the WIPP in Situ
Testing Program. it describes the procedures followed during design, construction, and
installation of the following tests: underground thermal/structural interactions, plugging and
sealing, waste package performance, and operational demon,;tration tests. Successfully
achieving this in situ test installation program required continuous coordination of Sandia's
R&D testing requirements with the technical supporting activities of the other WIPP
participants. Man,,' fielding tasks were identit'ied and assigned for acconlr_lishrnent by Sandia
National l.aboratories (SNI.) and technical support personnel, including monitoring
construction, emplacing instruments, and installing a data auquisitiorl system. "l'est installation
proceeded simultaneously with the excavation and with the instrument bore hole drilling
sequence.

Matalucci, R.V., II.S. Morgan, and R.D. Krieg. 1981. "'lhe Role of 13enchmarking in Assessing
the Capability to Predict Room Response in Bedded Salt Repositories," Pro_'eeding._ of the
IFork._hop on Neut'-Field lgwntmwna in Geologic Reposilori_'_ for RadiOactive II'a.ste. Seattle.
WA. Augusl 31-Seplcnther 3, IV,_'I. SAND81-1293('. i'aris, l:rance: Organisation for
Econornic C"o-Operation and l)eveiopment. 311-325.

ABSTRACT: An overview is presented of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Benchmark il
study, which was used to assess the accuracy and reliability of computer codes used to predict
drift response. Emphasis is placed on the objectives and philosoplay of Benchmark Ii and on
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procedures used to ensure that valid comparisons of results could be made. The problem
definition, the selection of participants, and review procedures are all discussed. A sampling
of results is also presented to illustrate the degree of variability in the results obtained with
various computer codes.

Matalucci, R.V., C.L. Chrtstensen, T.O. ltunter, M.A. Molecke, and D.E. Munson. 1982. Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Research and Development Program: In Situ Testing Plan,
March 1982. SAND81-2628. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeast New Mexico is being
developed as a research and development (R&D) facility to demonstrate the safe disposal of
radioactive defense wastes in bedded salt. This document is a baseline plan containing all the
in situ tests proposed in the WIPP R&D Program that address the technical issues of isolating
wastes in bedded salt. The in situ tests, at 659 m underground, address repository development
and waste package interactions with the host rock salt. They are done first without radioactive
materials and are followed by those with transuranic (TRU) waste and defense high-level
waste (DHLW). Included are operational demonstration tests. Nonradioactive tests are planned
for late summer 1983, continuing for up to 8 years. Radioactive wastes will be introduced in
1989 and continue for up to 15 years.

The thermal/structural interaction experinaents include geomechanical evaluations of access
drifts, vertical shafts, and isothermal TRU disposal rooms during the Site and Preliminary
Validation Program; tests that represent the reference DHLW room configuration (5.5 m x 5.5
m) and areal thermal loading of 12 W/m_; an overtest of the DHLW configuration heated to
about four times the reference thermal loading; geomechanical evaluations of various room
widths up to 9.1 m, variable pillar widths, and a long-drift intersection; an I I-m-diameter
axisymmetric heated pillar test; and miscellaneous tests to determine stress field and clay seam
sliding resistance. The plugging and sealing experiments include salt permeability tests; tests to
determine effects of size and scale on behavior of plugs and to determine backfill material
behavior and emplacement techniques; and a plug test matrix to evaluate candidate sealing
materials. Operations tests include demonstrations of mock and actual TRU waste handling
and DHLW emplacement and retrieval.

Waste package interaction experiments include simulated-waste package tests that use several
design options and engineered barrier materials under reference and accelerated DHLW
environments; confirmatory brine migration tests; TRU drum durability tests in dry and wet
conditions; options for radiation-source tests using cesium capsules; and actual DHLW tests
using up to 40 canisters for technical demonstrations and for addressing concerns of wasteform
chemistry, leaching, and near-field radionuclide migration.

A project management system is developed to execute the tests and to provide for quality
assurance, technical peer review, and cost management. Modifications and refinements to the
tests will be made by means of individual test plans.

Maxwell, D.E., K.K. Wahl, and B. Dial. 1980. The Thermomechanical Respon.se o/ IVIPP
Repositories. SAND79-7111; SAI-FR-145. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: STEALTH 2D, a time-explicit finite-difference code, was used to investigate
two candidate Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) repositories. 30SF had a 20 acre circular disk
source with thermal loading of 30 KW/acre at 650 m depth. 7511LW has a 1717 acre toroidal
disk source with a thermal load of 75 kW/acre, an inner radius of 590 m, and outer radius at
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1600 m, and at a depth of 815 m. The grid was designed for 100,000 years of response with
modest computing costs.

The effects of stress and strain peaked between 1,000 and 2,000 years, at the time of
maximum heat in the site. Though creep strains were quite small, a large volume of salt was
involved, and the effects were significant. The peak surface uplift ot" 7511LW increased by
about 25% because of creep, liowever, the deviatoric stress relaxation caused by creep
produced large changes in the stress fields. The Rustler survived reasonable t'ailure criterion
for the 75HLW case with creep and t'ailed both in tension and shear without creep.

Deviatoric stress fields concentrated near the repository, as expected, and also in the Rustler
because of its relatively high Young's modulus. A lower Young's modulus in the aquifer
confining layers would reduce the bending stresses. A high Young's modulus in neighboring
layers would help carry the bending loads. The confining layers are not protected by creep in
nearby units. However, creep near tile repository is highly beneficial in reducing the
deviatoric stress field and lowering the bending stresses in the upper strata. The tradeoff of
these effects can be handled by computer simulation even il" they may not be traded off in a
real repository,

As the time of interest is so much shorter than tile 100,000 years for this calculation, it is
possible to model the WIPP stratigraphy in much more detail and still be able to calculate the
response for the time of interest. DWP

McClatn, W,C., and A.I,. lloch. 1974. "Disposal of Radioactive Waste in Bedded Salt
Formations," Nuch'ar Tec/mologr. Vol. 24, no. 3, 398-408.

ABSTRAC'r: The considerations involved in tile evaluation of the suitability of any geological
formations for the disposal of radioactive wastes are illustrated by surnmarizing some of the
studies performed in the southeastern New Mexico region on the bedded salt concept. These
investigations fall into three main categories:

i. Evaluation of the natural integrity of the formation. In addition to standard geological and
hydrological studies, special investigations of the subsurface dissolutioning of the salt
formation, the seismic stability of the region, and the possibility of previous mass flowage of
the salt have been completed These results will be confirmed by core drilling and testing
currently in progress.

2. Evaluation of the effects ot" the operation of a waste disposal facility on tile geological
characteristics of the area over the short term. These studies include prediction of the thermal
transient resulting from the radioactive decay heat deposited in the rocks and its effects, such
as the migration of brine inclusions up the thermal gradients and the dehydration of moisture-
bearing minerals. Other studies in this category are concerned with the possibility and
consequences of radiation-induced energy storage in the salt and prediction o1" the
deformations to be expected around the openings excavated in the salt formations.

3. Evaluation of the effects which the operation of a repository and other activities of man
may have on the integrity of the geological containment over the long periods that the waste
remains hazardous. The principal analyses in this category involve the long-term deformations
of the rocks overlying the repository area (including the slow development ot" a subsidence
basin at the ground surface) and the prevention of adverse conditions resulting I'rom
penetrations of the salt by exploratory drilling for oil and gas accumulations.

McTigue, D.F. 1987. "Flow to a l leated Borehole in I::luid-Saturated Therrnoelastic Rock," EOS
Transaction.s. American Geophysical Union. Vol. 68, no. 44, 1295. (Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: An exact solution is presented for the response of a fluid-saturated, porous,
thermoelastic medium to a constant flux of heat delivered to a long, open bore hole. The
solution yields the transient pore pressure, fluid flux, stress, strain, and displacement fields.
The pore pressure exhibits a peak that propagates outward from the bore hole, driving fluid
both toward the hole and toward the far field, The response depends critically upon the ratio
of the fluid and thermal diffusivities, or the characteristic times for transport ot" heat and fluid
mass, respectively,

Experimental data from the heating of a large (I-m diameter, I-m high) annular block of
polycrystalline halite are examined in light of the model, Power was delivered to the bore hole
from an electric, resistance heater in several stages. The total flux of fluid into the hole was
monitored, as was the temperature at several points along a radius. The experimental
configuration is idealized for modeling purposes as a one-dimensional, radial transport
problem, The heat transfer is by conduction; inverse calculations based on data from four
thermocouples indicate a thermal conductivity (5.2 W m-t K-l) and heat transfer coefficient
(2.8 m-n) within the range of expected values, and yield an excellent representation of' the
measurements. The pore-pressure field is governed by a diffusion equation with a source term
proportional to the temperature rate. Application of che inverse method to data for the fluid
flux to the bore hole yields the fluid diffusivity (7,9 x 10'_ m2 s-n) and the source coefficient
(4.9 x 104 Pa K-t). The resulting values are in reasonable agreement with estimates based on
independent knowledge of the thermal, mechanicar,, and hydraulic properties of the salt.

McTigue, D.F,, and E,J. Nov,'ak. 1988. "Brine Transport in the Bedded Salt of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP): Field Measurements and a Darcy Flow Model," Sciemific Ba,si.s
for Nuclear It'a,ste ,_fanagemt, ttt A'I. Bo_ttm, 3/,4. Noventher 30-Dect'mher 3. 1987. Eds. M.J.
Apted and R.E. Westerman. SANI)87-1274C, Pittsburgh, PA: Materials Research Society.
Vol. 112, 209-218.

ABSTRACT: Brine flow has been measured to unheated bore holes t'or periods of a few days
and to heated holes for two )'ears in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility, It is
proposed that Darcy flow may dominate the observed influx of brine. Exact solutions to a
linearized model for one-dimensional radial flow are evaluated for conditions approximating
the field experiments, Flow rates of the correct order of magnitude are calculated for
permeabilities in the range 10zx-102u m_ (I-10 nanodarcy)for both the unheated and heated
cases,

Mercer, J.W, 1983, Geoto'drohJgy of life' Propo_(,d I('ast(, l_()latt(m Prior Plato Stle, Los
Mc'daftc)._Area. Southea_tc'rlt New ,_l('xt('o. Water-Resources Investigations Report 83-4016.
Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Geohydrologic data have been collected in the l.os Medafios area at the US
Department of Energy's (DOE) proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern
New Mexico since 1975 as part of a study evaluating the feasibility of storing defense-
associated nuclear wastes within the bedded salt of the Salado Formation of Permian age.
Drilling and hydrologic testing have identified three principal water-bearing zones above the
Salado Formation and one below that could potentially transport wastes to the biosphere it" the
proposed facility were breached. The zones above the Salado are the contact between the
Rustler and Salado Formations and the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of the Rustler
Formation of Permian age. The zone below the Salado l:ormation consists of channel
sandstones in the Bell Canyon Formation of the Permian Delaware Mountain Group.

Determinations of hydraulic gradients, directions of flow, and hydraulic properties were
hindered because of the negligible permeability of the water-bearing zones. Special techniques
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in (trillinp.), well ¢omr_letion, _ln(l hydrllulic testinp, hllve been devel()l'_ed to (tetermirle the
hy(trolc)flic chnrncteristics o1"these '_V_lter-.he_tring zones,

The Rustler I:()rmtltiorl contains the princip_ll wtlter-be:lrinp, zc)nes i(lentil'ied _.lt the WIPP Site,
nnd th1.nsw[|s the rn_)st extensive studied. ('tllcul_|ti()tls t'rom l'_Uml)inF_, ,',;lu_, nnd pressure-pulse
tests indic_lle thnt the tr_lnsrnissivities c)l" the uilits vtln'y Itlter_llly within, _lSwell tlS between, the
individut.11 beds. The ('ulehr_1 l)ol()mite N,lernl)er is the mosl persistent _.in(l l)rcsdu¢live
hydroloBi¢ unit in the WIPP Site _li'e_1_in(l t11s() h_is the p,retlteSt v_.iriability oi" hydrtluli¢
properties. 'l'his v_iri[ibility results i'r()rn the size tlnd number oi" fr_Iclures, which in 11.11-11tlle
reltlte(l to the degree oi' ev_ip(srite diss(51ution within the Rustler l:orrn_|li(sn. "l'rtlnsrnissivities
¢_11cul_ited l'or the ('ulebr_1 in N[ish l)r_lw irnmedi_llely west oI" the WIPP Sile r[itlge l'r()m 18 to
1,2.50 l't_/dily, wherens lhey rilnp, e l'r(srn I x I0 "_ t(5 140 l'tS/dily tit the WIPI' Site.
Poter_tiornelri¢-surl'n(e rn_11_s(tlS e(luiv_11erll l'reshv,,tller hem.ls) indict|re l'l()w in the ('ulehrll
l)ol(smile Member (51"the Rustler l.or0rmti()n _It the WII)P Site to he s(sutherly, eventu_.llly
l'lowirIp., s()ulhweslw_ird t(5 N[Ish l)t'tlVV, l)elernlin_11iorl ()I" l'h)w dire(lions, however, m_ly be
siBrlil'ic,lntl), t_11"fe(tedb), directionill dilTerences in perrne:lhility _lh)n_.;l'r_Ictures. "l'he (hsrnin_.inl
dissolved ions nre s()diurn :ind chl()ride, with c:_Iciurn, rn_ip,nesiun_, l_()t_issium, _in(.l sull'_ite beinB
other m_.Lj()r ions r_resent, llydr(),,.'henlistry .,tudies indic_ite iln incre_ise ()I' nliner_.11iz_ition ()I'
Wilier i'r()rn west t() et.lst t11onp, with _i de(uetise in cir,..'ul_itiorl (51"the flow system. The
dissolved-_soli(Is c_)ncent0_iti_sns [icr()s_ the WIPP Site r_inp,e l'r(sm 3,200 to 420,000 mp.,/l..

The N'Itip.,ent_1l)olomite Mernl'_er is the Ul_r_errrmst hydr()l()_i¢ unit. W_.iter in this unit occurs
either in thin silt beds tind silt,,, d()h)mite or in l'rt.lctures ,.vl'iere e._tensive evi11)orite dissolution
htls (sccurred in tlse Rustler l:()rrntlti()rl. Transmissivities c_11culated l'()r the M_ip.,entt.1in Nnsh
l)rnw rilnge l'rorn ,53 to 37,5 l't2/(l_.ly, w,hereils they r_inp,e l'rorn 4 x I0 :_ t() I x I0 1 l't_/d_ly |It
the WII)P Site. l)otenti_)nletri,,.'-suri'_ice rn_ips (_is equivtllenl l'reshwilter he_IdS) indi¢ilte l'low in
the M_1genlll to5 be westwtird t(5,,v_ird N_isll l)r_1_,,,,'where the l'h)w directi()n is then controlled by
the evtlporite diss()luti(sn in the Rustler. "l'he w,_iler is hr_ickish to briny, "lhe dornirlnnl
dissolved ions _Ire sodium and chl()ride with c_11¢ium, n'_ap,,nesiurn, l)Ot_issiuu'n, _in(l sull'nte beinp.,
other rnt._j(sr ions. I)iss(51ved-solids c()ncentr_lti()rls _lcr()ss the WIi)I ) Site rtlnp,e I'rorn _,460 to
270,000 mg/I..

The leilst productive water-l)roducinp, zone is at the c_)ntilct l_etween the Rustler lind Salildo
Form_itions where hrir_e occurs either in an ev_iporite residuum ()r in clays _lh)ng beddir1B
ph.lnes. "l'he residuum is c()ncerllr:lled _11(_np,Nash Draw and is most extensive between M_ll_1_a
llend on the Pecos River, I0 mi southwest ol" the r)ror_()se(l WIPI _ Site, :ind l.agun_1(irilnde de
It.1S_,II,where tr[insmissivities are _IS l_inge _IS8,0()0 l't_/d_ly. North (51"l,_ip,un_l (_ir_.in(le de I_i S[II
in Nash Draw, the lransmissivilies range from 2 x I0 4 to 8 l't2/dily; tr_Insmissi,,'ities |.It the
WIF'P Site rt.|llge t'ronl 3 x I0 r' t(_ `5 x I0 :_I't2/day. I_()terlti_)metric surt'ace nl_ll'_S(_is equiv_llent
l'reshw_,iter he_.i(Is) in(lic:Ite fl()w ill the COtltaCt zone to the s()uthwest _.icr()ss the WII)I ' Site
tow_.Ird Nclsh l)r_lw. "l'he dissolved solids in tlse hrine_ :II tlse Rustler/Sal_l(l() ,,.'(5r_I_.icI:ire
pred()min:Intly sodium (hh)ride with diss()l,.ed-solids cuncentu:Iti()ns r_inp,inp, ['ro111 79,8()0 to
480,000 rng/l., l.arge p()liissiurn _iti_.I magnesium ion c()ncentr_iti()ns in the eilslertl p_.|rt 01" the
sile rn[ly indic_.11erestricted circul_11i()n ()I" the brines.

The relative st_.Itic heads ()r l'ormati()r_ pressures (51"the hydr()lop, ic units in the Rustler (lecre_1.se
with depth; th_it is, static he_(.Is ,'Ire the highest in the M_igenta _ind the lowest _it the co)nil'let
zone between the Rustler and Salad(5. In the WIPP Site _re[1, the l_resence of relillively
irnperme[_hle interbeds (5t" h_11ite :ind _inhydrite i_roh:Ibly reslricls vertic[11 rtlovelnenl helween
units. The Rustler Formatior_ probably is rech_irged in 13e_ir Cir_iss l)raw _ll)()ut 20 rni
northwest oi" the WIPP Site _nd in Clayton 13asin, ,,vhich is |thou| 12 rni n()rthwesl oi" the WIPP
Site. "l'he n'n_ior disch[Irge occurs at N4_ll_1g_l13end ()n the Pecos River.

D_.II:I collected l'rom drill-stem te,.:ts in test wells l)enetnating the 13ell C'ilnyor_ Form_ition
indicate lh_it the brines :iss()ci:Ited with the unit usu_111yoccur in reh.ltively isolilted channel
snndstones th_it |Ire permeable (hydr_lulic conductivities ran_,ing l'r(srn 7 x 10.3 to ,5 x i0 _
l't/day) but gr_Ide ,,'ertict111y and l_ter_111y into siltstones _lt_d shales with little permeability.
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Potentiometric-surface maps (as equivalent freshwater heads) show flow in the Bell Canyon
Formation to be laterally across the basin to the northeast, but the movement probably is
extremely slow. The dissolved ions in the brines of the Bell Canyon are predominantly sodium
and chloride with dissolved-solids concentrationsranging from 180,000 to 270,000 mg/L.

Mercer, j,W, 1987. Compilation el t/.vdrologw Data From Drilling tht, Salado and Castile
Formatitms Neat" the lt'a._te lsolaliotl Pilot Plattl (li'IPP) Silt, it1 Soulheaslert! New Mexico,
SAND86-0954, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories,

ABSTRACT: This report compiles anti evaluates data from tests performed on the Salado and
Castile Formations during site characterization, exclusive of the "brine reservoirs" in the
Castile. It also examines if regional data are consistent with the experience of fluid encounters
in the mined facility--especially whether significant volumes of fluid might be involved in the
Salado pressure buildups in the sarne way as small volumes were in the studies in the mined
facility at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Preliminary analyses o1" recently completed
data from reentry and testing in WIPP-12 and testing of the Salado in DOE-2 are also
included. Results of this study indicate that probably no overall interpretive model can be
applied to the Salado and Castile Formations. That is, no definitive or unique explanation
exists for the brine and/or gas occurrences or pressure buildups or their distribution in the
borehole. Because of certain basic problems ot" well testing from the surface in low-
permeability rock and because of the apparent low permeabilities, we do not recommend
continued hydrologic testing conducted I'ron't the surface and penetrating the halites and
anhydrites of concern at the WIPP mining horizon is practicable and should be carried out with
the more sensitive instrumentation developed t'or that purpose.

Mercer, J,W,, and D.D. Gonzalez, 1981. "Geohydrology ot" the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Site in Southeastern New Mexico," EHviroHntelt/al Geology mid I/.rdrology il_ New
Mexico, Eds. S.G. Wells, W. l.ambert, and J.F. Callender. New Mexico Geological Society
Special Publication No. 10; SAND81-0197('. JRoswell, NM:J New Mexico Geological
Society. 123-131.

ABSTRACT: Itydrologic data have been collected at the US l)epartment o1' Energy's (DOE's)
proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico since 1975 as part
of a study evaluating the feasibility of storing defense-associated nuclear wastes within the
bedded salt of the Salado Formation ot" Permian age. The drilling and testing of 30 hydrologic
test holes have identified three flow zones above the Salado l:ormation that could potentially
transport wastes to the biosphere if"the 0reposed st(Jrage facility were breached. These zones
include the contact between the Salado and Rustler l:orrnations and tl_e Culebra and Magenta
Dolomite Members of the Permian Rustler I-:ormation.

Potentiometric-surface maps (as equivalent freshwater heads) show flow to the west toward
Nash Draw within the Rustler/Salado contact and the Magenta i)olomite Member, and flow to
the south within the Culebra Dolomite Member. Determinations of hydraulic gradients,
directions of flow, and hydraulic properties have been hindered because of the low
permeability of the water-bearing zones. Special techniques in drilling completion and
hydraulic testing have been developed to ;it.tapt conventional methods to low permeable rock.

Calculations from purnp, slug, and pressure-pulse tests indicate that transmissivity varies
laterally within, as well as between the beds. The Culebra Dolomite Member, the most
permeable zone, has the greatest variability, with transmissivities ranging from 13 to 10_
m2/day. The least productive zone is at the contact between the Rustler and Salado where
transmissivity ranges from 10.2 to 10-6 m2/day. Data indicate that transmissivity variability
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within the Rustier l.'orrnation, especially within the Culebra, is caused by subsidence and
fracturing nl' overlying dole)mite beds due to local dissolution oI' evaporite interbeds.

Because groundwaler may flow pred¢_minantly along l'raclures, a two-well recirculaling test
was perfornled '11 lhe 11-2 bore-helle c¢)mplex oI" the Waste Is¢_lation Pilot Planl (WIPP) Site to
evaluate the effective porosity and cc_el'l'icienls of dispersivity. lhe test was conducted in the
Culebra Dolomite Member at a depth oi' lq2 m where aquil'er-tesl analysis indicated a
lran_missivity of 4.Oxl0 2 n_2/day and a storage coefficient oi' about I0 n, The Culebra is
confined and is about O-nl thick in the study area. The lest, perl'orrned with thiocyanale and
brornochlorodil'luorom,'lhane (13('I:) as the inject/lies, required 250 days to complete. The
injection period lasted 26 days with breakthrough occurring after 72 days of' purnping at I.I
l,/min. Breakthrough occurred at I0 n oI" initial concenlratic_n, On-site results, along with
other hydrologic data, will be used in analytical and numerical nlodelinp, for safety analysis
studies.

Mercer, ,J.W,, and W.I,, IIi_._, IC,_78. "Solution of Permian Ochoan l!vaporites, Northern
Delaware Basin, New Mexico," GerJh_,,l' and ,llinerul I)t'l_O',ll_ t_f Ot'JlOfllt Rot'l_,_ ill Delaware
Balm and Ad/acetlt ,,trc,a_. ('all,had. N,_I. ,ilay 4. 1977. Ed, G.S. Austin, New Mexico
Bureau ot' Mines and Mineral Resources Circular 159. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau
of Mines and Mineral Resources. 86. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRAC'T: Solution ot' salt from the Castile, Salado, and Rustler l:ormatic_ns, which compose
the Permian Ochoan evaporite sequence in the Delaware Basin, has resulted in the formation ot"
nurnerous solution-collapse features. In many places, these depressions are filled with
collapsed Triassic and Cretaceous strata and/or younger alluviunl. Two distinctive types of
salt-solution l'ealures have been recognized.

Linear, lens-shaped depressions follow an arcuale trend ab_ve and parallel to the Capitan
aquifer of Guadalupian age along the north and easl margins oi" the Delaware Basin.
Groundwater moving eastward from the Guadalupe Mountains and northward l'rom the Cilass
Mountains through the Capitan and shell'-aquifer systems dissolved and removed salt frorn the
adjacent and overlying Castile and Salado Formations. Fractures and joints caused by
differential compaction and regional tectonism probably aided this process. Collapse of the
overlying beds and filling of the resulting depressions probably occurred simultaneously or
followed shortly after removal of the salt.

Salt-solution features of distinctly different type are located along the present westernmost
extension of soluble beds in the Ochoan Series in the northwestern part of the Delaware Basin.
This set of solution-collapse features extends l'rom near l:lalmorhea in Pecos County, TX
northward to the vicinity of l.oving in southeastern Eddy County, NM, In this part of the
Delaware Basin, Ochoan evaporites were exposed and removed by erosion related to the Pecos
River and uplift of the Guadalupe Mountains. The western limit of the soluble beds in the
Castile, Salado, and Rustler F'ormations has been determined by the effects of both surface and
groundwater. In places, dolomite beds in the Rustler Forrnation are water bearing.
Groundwater moving through the Rustler aquil'er has apparently dissolved and removed halite
from salt-bearing members oi' the Rustler,

Because the Rustler Formation is in the uppermost salt-bearing unit, a map of the top of this
formation depicts the configuration of the collapse features l'ormed by removal of underlying
salt beds. Recent detailed mapping of the Rustler Formation in eastern Eddy County, NM, has
revealed the chaotic nature oi" these solution l'eatures and l'urther defined the relation of salt
solution to the movement of water in the major suri'ace drainage and aquifer systems.
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Mercer. J.W.. and B.R. Orr. 1977. Revtcw am/ .,tmd.vsi_ o tlvdrogeoh_,,,' Conditiot_ Ne,r tll_'
Site of a Potettlial Nuch'ar-It'a,_lc Rcpo,_ilory, Eddy mzd Led Colmlic,_, New Mexico. Open-
File Report 77-123. Albuquerque, NM' US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: This interim report reviews and summarizes the hydrogeology of rocks associated
with the Permian salt beds (Castile and Salado Formations) of l.os MedaeJos area in
southeastern New Mexico. The information will be considered, together with other factors, in
the preparation of an analysis of the impact of a potential nuclear-waste repository on the
environment.

Most of the geologic units in and adjacent to the Permian salt deposits are characterized by
low permeabilities and highly mineralized water. Sandstone of the Delaware Mountain Group,
which underlies the salt, has an average hydraulic conductivity of 0.16 ft/day and an average
porosity of 15.65%. Flow is north-northeastward toward the margin of the Capitan limestone,
at velocities ranging from 0.0005 to 0.0008 ft/day.

The Capitan limestone, a relatively high yielding limestone-reef aquifer adjacent to the study
area, has been reported to have transmissivity values ranging from 500 ft=/day to 10,000
fta/day and an average hydraulic conductivity of about 5 ft/day. Water movement west of the
Pecos River is northeastward in the reel', with discharge at Carlsbad Springs. East of the Pecos
River, water moves at very low rates and the direction of movement is uncertain.

The Castile and Salado Formations, which might be used to contain the nuclear waste, have a
few isolated pockets of brine and gas, but generall5 transmit little or no groundwater.

An evaporite residuum near the top o1"the Salado Formation was developed in localities where
groundwater has dissolved the Upper Permian evaporites. Brine in the residuum moves
southward along Nash Draw and discharges about 200 gai/min int,_ the Pecos River at Malaga
Bend. The transmissivity of the residuum is 8,000 t't2/day and the flow rate is 0.2 ft/day.

The Rustler Formation overlies the Salado. The major water-bearing beds in the Rustler
Formation are the Culebra Dolornite Member and Magenta member, which in places are
capable of yielding up to 700 gal/rnin. Values of transmissivity in the formation range from
near 0 to 500 ftZ/day. The porosity and permeability in the dolomite is attributed to
fracturing and tosolution activity. Groundwater movement is south-southwestward toward the
Pecos River.

Water in the Dewey l,ake Red Beds, which overlie the Rustler Formation, occurs in sand
lenses. Movement ot'water in the formation is restricted by low permeabilities.

The Santa Rosa sandstone, overlying the Dewey l,ake Red Beds, also has a low perrneability,
The porosity is about 10% and the rate ot' flow is 0.3 ft/day south-sot_thwest toward the Pecos
River.

Data on the occurrence ot" water in the Chinle Formation is sparse; however, its lithology
indicates it would be a poor aquifer.

Other potential aquifers adjacent to the proposed repository area include the Ogallala
Formation, Gatufia Formation, and alluvial deposits. Most water in the Ogallala moves to the
southeast but sorne moves westward, recharging the Santa Rosa sandstone aquifer. TheGatut_a
Formation contains water in sand and gravel lenses. Groundwater movement in the alluvium is
in the approximate direction ot" surface flow of the Pecos River. An average value of
transmissivity for the alluvium is 13,600 t't2/day, and flow-velocity estimates are generally less
than I ft/day.
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Mercer, J.W., and B.R. Orr. 1979. lnt('rtm Data Report (m tit(, G('oh,vdrolog.v of tip(' Propo_(,d
It'aste I,_olation Pilot Plant Sir(,, Southea,st New ,ll(,xt('o, Water-Resources Investigations
79-98. Albuquerque, NM: US Geoh)gical Survey.

ABSTRACT: Data were collected during hydrologic investigations at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site in southeast New Mexico through September 1977. These data will be
considered as part of a site characterization study evaluating the feasibility of nuclear waste
storage within bedded salt of the Salado Formation of I'ermian age.

Liquids in the rocks overlying the Salado I=ormation are I'ound at the contact between the
Permian Rustler and Salado Formations, and in the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of
the Rustier Formation.

Calculations of hydraulic gradient and direction of flow of water moving along the
Rustler/Salado contact have been hindered because heads are stabilizing very slowly.
Preliminary calculations ot" transmissivity range from 10-1 ft2/day on the western margin of
the site to 10-4 ft2/dayon the eastern margin, l,iquids from the Rustler/Saladocontact contain
from 311,000 to 325,800 rag/l, total dissolved solids, l,iquid chemistry suggests long residence
times and extensive liquid-rock interaction, increasing with decreasing permeability.

Liquids in the Culebra Dolomite Member move southeast at gradients ranging from 7 to 120
ft/mi. Preliminary transmissivity calculations range from 140 I't_/day on the western margin to
10_4 ft2/day to the east. Total dissolved solids range from 23,721 mg/L along the western
margin of the site to 118,292 mg/L to the east. l,iquid chemistry within the Culebra varies
from well to well, probably as a function of fracture distribution.

Liquids in the Magenta l)olomite Member move southwest at a gradient of about 50 t't/mi.
Preliminary transrnissivlty estimates range from less than I ft2/day to 40 ft2/day. Total
dissolved solids range from 10,347 rag/l, to 29,683 mg/l ....

The extremely low vertical hydraulic conductivity within the Rustler Formation restricts liquid
migration between the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members, and between the Culebra and
the Rustler/Salado contact. Heads are highest in the Magenta and lowest at the Rustler/Salado
contact.

Liquid levels in wells tapping the I_errnian Bell Canyon Formation near the site are lower than
levels in wells tapping the Rustler Formation. l.iquids from the Bell Canyon Formation
contain 189,000 mg/L total dissolved solids, l.iquid density and chemistry indicate long
residence times and extensive liquid-rock interaction.

Mercer, J.W., and R.P. Snyder.n 1990a. Basic Data Report for Drillhoh,._ at the tt-I!
Comple._," (Wa._te I_olation Pilot PlanI-II'IPP). SAND89-0200. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillholes tt-Ilbl, II-IIb2, and II-lib3 were drilled from August to l)ecember
1983 for site characterization and hydrologic studies of tile Culebra Dolomite Member of the
upper Permian Rustler Formation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern
New Mexico. In October 1984, tile three wells were subjected to a series of pumping tests
designed to develop the wells, provide information on hydraulic communication between the
wells, provide hydraulic properties information, and to obtain water samples for quality of
water measurements. Based on these tests, il was determined that this location would provide
an excellent pad to conduct a convergent-flow non-sorbing tracer test in the Culebra Dolomite.
In 1988, a fourth hole (t l-lib4) was drilled at this complex to provide a tracer-injection hole
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for the !t-II convergent-flow tracer test and to provide an additional point at which the
hydraulic responseof the Culebra It-iI multipad pumping test could be monitored.

The geologic units penetrated in t1-11bl are surficial deposits (0-12..5 ft) of ttolocene age, the
undifferentiated Dockum Group 12.5-63 t't)of Upper Triassic age, the Dewey Lake Red beds
(63-558 ft), and the Rustler Formation (5.58-785+ ft) of Upper Permian age. There was
evidence of Rustler halite in the core at 763 ft, which was ? ft into the unnamed lower
member.

The geologic units penetrated in tt-IIb2 are surficial deposits (0-11 ft) of Holocene age, the
Dockum Group (undifferentiated)(I 1-62 rt) of Triassic age, the Dewey Lake Red beds
(62-560 ft) and the Rustler Formation (560-776+ ft) of Permian age. There was evidence of
Rustler halite in place in the core at 764 I't, which was 7 ft into the unnamed lower member.

The geologic units penetrated in tl-I Ib3 are surficial deposits (0-11 ft) of Holocene age, The
Dockum Group (undifferentiated) (11-59.5 ft) of Upper Triassic age, the Dewey Lake Red
beds (59.5- 560.2 ft), and the Rustler F'ormation (560.2-788.7 + ft) of Upper Permian age.
There was evidence of Rustler halite in the core at 777.7 ft, which was 17.7 ft into the
unnamed lower member.

The geologic units penetrated in l I-lib4 are surl'icial deposits (0-11 ft) ot" tiolocene age, the
Dockum Group (undifferentiated) (l 1-60 t't) of Upper Triassic age, the Dewey Lake Red beds
(60-554 ft), and the Rustler Forrnation (554-765.3+ t't) ot" Upper Permian age. There was no
evidence of Rustler halite in the core to 765.3 t't, which was 19.2 ft into the unnamed lower
member.

A suite ot" geophysical logs was run on the drill holes and was used to identify different
lithologies and aided in interpretation of the hydraulic tests.

Mercer, J,W., and R,P, Snyder. 1990b. Ita sw Data Rcport for Drillttoh' ti-12 (il'aste l.w_latimt
Pilot Phmt-II'IPP). SAND89-0201. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillhole t!-12 was drilled wl_ere hydraulic data were needed to better establish
flow characteristics existing south-southeast of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, The
fluid-bearing zones of interest are the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite units ot' the Rustler
Formation. The drill hole is located in section 15, T23S, R31F., and encountered (from top to
bottom) surficial Holocene deposits (10 t't, including artificial fill for the drill pad), the
undifferentiated Dockum Group (60 t't), the Dewey Lake Red beds (552 t't), the Rustler
F'ormation (354 ft), and the upper 25 t't of the Salado I-:ormation. Dissolution ot" halite in the
Rustler Formation has occurred in the uppermost member, but has not yet begun in the lower
halite-bearing members. Cuttings and cores were taken at selected intervals and geophysical
logs were run over the entire depth of the hole,

Mercer, J,W., and R,P. Snyder. 1990c. t3a_lc Data Rcpm't .for Drtllttoh'_ tt-14 and tt-15
(ll'a._te l._olatitm Pilot PlanI-II'IPP), SAND89-0202. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillholes 1t-14 and t1-15 were drilled to investigate data gaps in the hydrologic
hole distribution at the Waste Isolation Pilot i_lant (WIPP) Site. One data gap existed on the
southwestern quarter of the site (H-14) and the other existed on the eastern side of the site
(H-15). To alleviate this problem, 11-14 and 11-15 were drilled and cored into the lower
member o1" the Rustler l-'.orrnation. In addition to the information gained on the Culebra
Dolomite Member, the holes yielded hydraulic and/or slratigraphic inforrnatiorl on the l:orty-
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niner, Magenta Dolomite, and Tamarisk Members of the Rustler l:ormation in an area where
no such inl'ormation was available, llydraulic tests were also conducted on the lower part oi"
the Dewey l+ake Red beds in 11-14.

The geologic units penetrated in 11-14 are surl'icial deposits (0-6.5 fl)of llolocene age, the
G,,ttufi/l Formation (6.5-40 l't) of Pleistocene age, the Dewey l.ake Red beds (40-359 ft), and
the Rustler Formation (359-589+ ft) of l'ermian age. There _vas no evidence o£ halite
currently in place in the drilled or cored portion oi" the Ru'_ller l:ormation (17 ft into the
unnamed lower member).

The geologic units penetrated in 11-15 are surficial deposits (0-18 ft)of ilolocene age, the
Gatufia l:ormation (18-42 fl) of Pleistocene age, the lriassic l)ockum (iroup (42-168 ft), the
Dewey Lake Red beds (168-692 ft)and the Rustler l"ornlation (692-900+ ft) oI' Permian age.
There was no evidence of halite currently in place in the drilled or cored portion of the
Rustler Formation (17 £t into the unnamed lov_'er men_l_er),

A suite of geophysical lugs was run un the drill hules and was used to identify dilTerent
lithologies and aided in the interpretation of the hydraulic tests.

Mercer, J.X_'., and R,P. Sn_,tler, 1990d, Bu_i(' Dal, R('l)m'l fr_r l)rtlll,,rd(' ll-lr)Ill'a_I(' l_r)iallt,t
Pilot PhmI-II'IPPJ, SAN!)89-0203, ,,\lbuquerque, NM: Sandia Nati(_nal l,aboratories.

ABSTRAC'I': 11-16 was drilled during Jul_ and August, 1987 tu assess pre- and post-mining
hydrologic parameters associated with the fourth shaft (air-.intake shaft) l(_ he constructed at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Sile near Carlsbad, New Mexico, The drill hole is
located about 50 l't northwest of the shaft location and was drilled in five separate phases with
selected intervals in the Rustler l:ormalion being cored and hydraulically lesled. The hole wits
completed by selling five packers that isolated selected inler,,als of the i'ernlian Rustler
Formation, with transducers measlJring pressures in each inter_al. The hole will provide near-
field hydraulic-response data on both the construction oi" the air-intake shaft and all later
activities, such as groutin_ and sealing.

The geologic units penetrated in 11-16 are surficial deposits (0-12 ft)and Mescalero caliche
(12-18 l'l) of Holocene age, the Galufia Formation (18-.37 ft)of Pleistocene age, the
undifferentiated Dockum Group (37-52 fl), the l)e_vey l.ake Red beds (52-539.1 ft), the
Rustler Formation (539.1-845,5 fl)of l_ermian age, and included the Upl)er part of the Salado
Formation (841.5 ft-850.9 i't), Ills()of Permian age. l'here was nu exidence ()I" halite presently
in place in the drilled or core¢l portit_n (>I" the Rustler l.t)rmation aboxe the lower unnamed
member.

In addition to obtaining cuttir_gs and uore from the surface to total depth (850.9 ft),
geophysical logs were taken to measure acoustic xelocities, density, radioactivity, porosity, and
formation resistivities.

Mercer, J.W., and R.P. Snyder. 1990e. Bastt' Data Rcp+,t +fro Drtlltmh'_ t!-17 and It-1,_'
(!l'aste Isolation Pilot Plattt-II'lPPJ. SAND89-0204. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillholes 11-17 antl 1!-18 were drilled at the Waste Isolation l'ilot Plant (WIPP)
Site to assess uncertainties in site hydrologic parameters and to serve as monitoring points for
planned hydrologic tests, 11-17 was drilled south of II-II and east of I'-17 to evaluate the
existence of a high-permeability region in the Culebra Dolomite Member that had been
indicated by groundwater flow modeling and surface geophysical surveys, 11-18 was drilled
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north of H-2 to help reduce the uncertainties of boundaries between high and low
transmissivities and fluid density that had been identified by drilling and by modeling.

The geologic units penetrated in H-17 are surficial deposits (0-21.5 ft) of Holocene age, the
Dockum Group undifferentiated (21..5-55 ft) of Triassic age, the Dewey Lake Red beds,
(5.5-509 ft), the Rustler Formation (509-855.7 ft), and the upper part of the Salado Formation
(855.'7-870.3+ ft), all of Permian age. There was no evidence of halite presently in place in
the drilled or cored portion of the Forty-niner Member of the Rustler Formation (first halite
encountered was in the Tamarisk member of the Rustler Formation).

The geologic units penetrated in !t-18 are surficial deposits (caliche pad and unconsolidated
sand 0-5 ft) and Mescalero caliche (5-8 ft) of Holocene age, the Dockum Group
undifferentiated (8-20 ft) of Triassic age. the Dewey Lake Red beds (20-506.1 ft), the Rustler
Formation (506.1-820.9 ft), and the upper part of the Salado Formation (820.9-830.5+ ft), all
of Permian age, "['here was no evidence ot" halite presently in place in the drilled or cored
portion of the upper Rustler Formation (the first halite entered was in the unnamed member
below the Culebra Dolomite).

Mercer, J.W., R.L. Beauheim, R.P. Snyder, and G.M. Fairer. 1987. Basic Data Report for
Drilling and tt.l'drologic Testing of Drillhole DOE-2 at lhe IVasle l._olalion Pilot P/ant
(It"IPP) Site. SAND86-0611. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Drillhole DOE-2 was drilled to investigate a structural depression marked by the
downward displacement of stratigraphic markers in the Salado Formation -2 mi north of the
center of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. This depression was named informally
after the shallow bore hole FC-92 in which the structure was described. The presence of the
depression was confirmed by drilling. Contrary to several hypotheses, halite layers were
thicker in the lower part of the Salado, not thinner as a result of any removal of halite. The
upper Castile anhydrite in Drillhole DOE-2 is anomalously thick and is strongly deformed
relative to the anhydrite in adjacent drill holes, in contrast, the halite was < 8 ft thick and
significantly thinner than usually encountered. The lower Castile anhydrite appears to be
normal. The depression within the correlated marker beds in the Salado Formation Drilihole
DOE-2 is interpreted as a result of gravity-driven deformation of the underlying Castile
Formation.

Several stratigraphic units were hydrologically tested in Drillhole DOE-2. Testing ot" the
unsaturated lower portion of the Dewey t.ake Red Beds was unsuccessful because of
exceptionally small rates ot" fluid intake. Drill-stern tests were conducted in five intervals in
the Rustler Formation, over the Marker Beds 138-139 interval in the Salado Formation, and
over three sandstone members of the Bell Canyon Formation. A pumping test was conducted
in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation. Pressure-pulse tests were
conducted over the entire Salado Formation. Fluid samples were collected from the Culebra
Dolomite Member and from the Hays Member of the Bell Canyon Formation.

Mercer, J.W., P. Davis, K.F. Dennehy, and C.L. Goetz. 1981. Re sult.s of H)'drologic Tests and
I_'ater-Chemistrl' Anal)'.w,_, lt.'ell._ H. 4A. H-4B. and tt-4C at the Propo,_ed IVasle l,_olation
Pilot Plant Site, Southeastern New Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations 81-36.
Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Data were collected during hydrologic testing at wells H-4A, H-4B, and H-4C
in the southern part of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site in southeastern New
Mexico. The three water-bearing zones tested, the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members of
the Rustler Formation and the Rustler Formation/Salado Formation contact, yield water to
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wells at rates less than 0.9 gai/min. Throughout the testing, water-pressure response in the
tested zone was monitored by a pressure-tranducer system. The calculated transmissivity
values for the test zones were 0.06 ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient 10 -6) for the Magenta
Dolomite Member at well H-4A, 0.9 ft'/day (estimated storage coefficient l0 -9) for the
Culebra Dolomite Member at well H-4B, and 0.0006 ft2/day (estimated storage coefficient
10 -4) for the Rustler Formation/Salado Formation contact at well H-4C.

Water samples from the Magenta and Culebra had dissolved-solids concentrations of 22,300
and 18,100 mg/L, respectively. The major chemical constituents of water samples from these
two zones were sodium, chloride, and sulfate. Water samples from the Rustler/Salado contact
had a dissolved-solids concentration ot" 322,000 mg/L and magnesium, sodium, and chloride
were the major constituents. Radium-226, a naturally occurring radioactive element, was
present in samples from all three zones.

Merrill, R.M. 1985. The Anal),.sis of .4,ion.s in Geological Brine,s Using Ion Chromatography.
SAND84-2297. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Ion chromatographic procedures for the determination of the anions bromide,
sulfate, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate, and iodide in brine samples have been developed and are
described. The techniques have been applied to the analysis of natural brines and geologic
evaporites. Sample matrices varied over a range from 15,000 mg/L to 200,000 mg/L total
halogens, nearly all of which is chloride. The analyzed anion concentrations ranged from less
than 5 mg/L in the cases of nitrite, nitrate, and phosphate, to 20,000 mg/L in the case of
sulfate. A technique for suppressing chloride and sulfate ions to facilitate the analysis of
lower concentration anions is presented. Analysis times are typically less than 20 min for each
procedure and the ion chromatographic results compare well with those obtained using more
time-consuming classical chemical analysis.

Merrill, M.L. 1977. "Environmental Studies for the WIPP," 7"ra,.saclio,s of lhe American
Nuclear Society. 1977 II,"iptler Meeting. San Franci.Y('o. CA. Novemher 27-December 2. 1977.
SAND77-2017A. Vol. 27, 437-438. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Environmental studies have been underway since 1975 in archaeology,
socioeconomics, geology, hydrology, seismology, meteorology, and biology to be used as a basis
for analyzing environmental impacts for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Within 10 mi
of the WIPP, there are two ranches and several potash mines and facilities, but no towns or
villages. Seismicity is low (seismic Risk Zone J). The area is arid, and tornados seldom occur.
Soils in the area support desert vegetation which has been altered by grazing pressure. The
wildlife is varied in the area and no plant or animal on the federal list cf threatened species
has been found. Background radiation in the area is low. DWP

Miller, J.D., C.M. Stone, and L.J. Branstetter. 1982. Referettce Ca/erda/ions for Underground
Room.s of the If'IPP. SAND82-1176. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Results of the first reference calculation for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Project using the dynamic relaxation finite element code SANCHO are presented. The
reference calculation is a two-part study involving a room design for storage of non heat-
producing nuclear waste and another for an experinaentai configuration with heat-producing
waste. Results are presented that include relevant deformations, relative clay seam
displacements, stress and strain profiles, temperature profiles, and contour plots of a
conservative postprocessed measure of potential salt failure. These results will be useful for
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subsequent work, such as defining experiments and developing instrumentation. Highlights of
the reported results include room closure histories, which reached maximum values of 0.21 m
and 0.75 m in the vertical direction for the isothermal and heated cases, respectively, at 10
years, and the plots of potential halite failure. No failure of the salt is likely for the heated
rooms, and the only possible salt fracturing that might occur in the isothermal room is
confined to a small area in the center of the room floor.

Mining Geophysical Surveys. [1976]. Experimental Geophysical Surveys o/ the Los Meda_os
Site and Surrounding Areas for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Program. Eddy and Lea Counties.
New Mexico. [Tucson, AZ]: Mining Geophysical Surveys. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transporation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Resistivity and gravity surveys during the summer of 1976 examined,
respectively, areas of the site for a proposed nuclear waste repository and several areas that
may be breccia pipes. Fifty-three lines of resistivity data were acquired that are interpreted ,
separately. For the site area, two types of electrode arrays were used; a Schlumberger
sounding array and a pole-dipole profiling array. Gravity was measured in a grid system over
Hills A, B, C, and D, and Weaver pipe. Two gravity crosslines were established and tied into
the survey of Hills A and B. Gravity data have also been reduced and interpreted separately.

DWP

ANNOTATION: Elliot Geophysical Company (1977e,f) are printed and magnetic tape data
files for this field surveys. Interpretive reports based on the data include Elliot Geophysical
Company (1976a and 1976b).

Minnema, D.M., and L.W. Brewer. 1983. Background Radiation Measurements at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Carlshad. New Mexico. SAND83-1296. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A series of background radiation measurements were performed at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, Carlsbad, NM. The survey consisted of gross gamma and
gamma spectral measurements of the radiation fields, soil and salt grab sample gamma analysis,
and radon and working-level measurements. The survey included locations at the surface and
within the mine itself.

Background radiation levels on the surface were measured to average 7.65 microR/hour, and
0.7 microR/hour within the mine. Radon and working levels were at or below detection levels
at all locations, and the radon concentration was estimated to be about 0.01 DCi/L on the
surface based on spectral measurements. The spectral measurements were performed using an
intrinsic germanium spectrometer, and calculations from the spectra indicated that
potassium-40 contributed about 28% to the surface level dose rates, natural uranium daughters
contributed about 64%, and cesium-137 from weapons testing fallout contributed about 8%. In
the mine, potassium-40 was the only identifiable contributor to the dose rate.

Molecke, M.A. 1977a. "The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant High-Level Waste Experimental
Program," Transactions of ttw American Nuclear Society. 1977 Winter Meeting. San Francisco,
CA, November 27-December 2. 1977. SAND77-1301A. Vol. 27, 440. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The scope of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) Project includes experiments
with high-level wastes and spent, unreprocessed fuel elements to validate laboratory tests under
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in situ conditions. These conditions include large thermal fields, large radiation fluxes,
lithostatic pressure, and the corrosive salt mine environment. Laboratory experiments are
measuring radionuclide migration, sorption, and distribution coefficients in rocks and brines
from southeastern New Mexico. Leaching tests, rock mechanics, radiation-induced stored
energy, actinide chemistry in salt environments, and barriers to migration are also being
investigated. In situ experiments will begin about 1986 and will include unprotected waste, as
well as full-size canisters. Monitoring will be extensive during these experiments. The data
will provide experience to assure the safe, long-term isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment. DWP

Molecke, M.A. 1977b. "Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Transuranic Wastes Experimental Program,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, 1977 Winter Meeting, San Francisco, CA,
November 27-December 2, 1977. SAND77-1300A. Vol. 27, 440-441. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Most of the waste disposed in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) will be low-
and intermediate-level transuranic (TRU) wastes. Chemical and physical experiments on the
interactions of waste forms and salt environment will be undertaken in the laboratory before
wastes are accepted in 1984. Some monitoring and experiments with waste are planned in the
WIPP to demonstrate acceptable containment of wastes. Both long-term and operational
concerns are being addressed. Experiments are in progress to assess the extent of gas
generation from the TRU wastes and means of control, if necessary. Actinide mobility in the
salt and brine system is also being investigated. Operational concerns mainly concentrate on
fire hazards. These programs will help refine the waste acceptance criteria for the WIPP.

DWP

Molecke, M.A. 1983. A Comparison of Brines Relevant to Nuclear Waste Experimentation.
SAND83-0516. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The ionic compositions of 18 brines used in nuclear waste-related laboratory
tests or obtained from field tests are described and compared. Also described is the origin of
each brine, its predominant use for laboratory testing, and its relevancy for future testing.
The brines include Brines A and B (Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)/generic), Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI) Composite Permian Brine P and Equilibrated Permian P No. 2,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), Sandia High-Level Waste (HLW) package
interactions test brines (pretest, intermediate, and posttest samples), WIPP-12 brines (flow and
downhole), ERDA-6 brines (flow and downhole), WIPP Inclusions No. i and No. 2, Materials
Characterization Center (MCC) brine, German quinare Brine Q, US Geological Survey bittern
NBT-6a, saturated NaCI (20 ° and 100°C), and standard seawater.

Molecke, M.A. 1989. "Technical Operations and Data Collection Details of the In Situ WIPP
Materials Interface Interactions Test," Testing of High-Level Waste Forms Under Repository
Conditions, Cadarache, France. October 17-21, 1988. Ed. T. McMenamin. EUR 12017;
SAND88-2022C. Luxembourg: Commission of the European Communities. 67-77.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Materials Interface Interaction Tests
(MliT) experiments involve the in situ testing of multiple "pineapple slice" shaped samples of
simulated (nonradioactive) waste glasses, potential canister and overpack metals, brine, and
rock salt in the salt repository environment at the WIPP. This series of experiments involves
multiple emplacements of various US and foreign glass waste forms (all nonradioactive) in
contact with/interacting with several container metals; rock salt, brine, etc., all maintained at
approximately 90 +5°C. This paper focuses on the technical aspects and operations of the
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MIIT experimental program, including assorted repository-relevant observations and experience
gathered after more than two years of in situ test operation. As such, this is primarily a
descriptive "hardware" and test operations document; test data are presented in parallel
documents.

Molecke, M.A. 1990. Test Plait: IVIPP Bin-Scale Ctt TRU Waste Tests. SAND90-1974.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) bin-scale contact handled transuranic (CH
TRU) wasle test is a multi-phase experimental plan intended to provide relevant composition
and kinetic rate data on gas generated and consumed from TRU waste degrading under
conditions relevant to the WIPP repository. CH TRU wastes being tested include both
radioactive and hazardous-mixed wastes representing current and expected output of various
US Department of Energy (DOE) waste generating facilities. Waste degradation and
consequent gas production will be affected by, and tested as a function of, many variables:
synergistic interactions due to multiple degradation modes; waste form types and processing
procedures; long-term repository environmental effects; intrusion of different types and
quantities of brines; different repository periods from the operational phase to the longer-term,
post-closure period; engineered barrier materials such as salt, backfill and getter materials, and
perhaps grouts in contact with the wastes; and, possibly, engineered modifications of fixes (to
be developed) that can reduce the quantities of gases to be generated or released. Gas samples
will periodically be obtained from each test bin and analyzed quantitatively for gases generated
by degradation and released as a function of time. Gases will be analyzed for potentially
hazardous volatile organic compounds of environmental safety and Environmental Protection
Agency Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (EPA RCRA) hazardous waste concerns.

Waste-brine leachate solutions will also periodically be obtained from the bins and analyzed for
radionuclide concentrations, hazardous organic components, and toxic metal concentrations.
The effects of organic or inorganic complexing agents mixed with the wastes on migration will
be examined. Solution data, as well as the gas data and results, will be used directly in the
WIPP performance assessment (PA) modeling studies and also evaluated for EPA RCRA
(hazardous waste) characterization impacts and concerns.

The WIPP bin-scale test program involves about 600 drum-volumes of actual CH TRU wastes
contained within about 124 separate test bins. A test bin is a metal container designed
specifically to hold the wastes safely and to allow periodic sampling of released gases and
waste leachant liquids. It is not intended to be a transportation or waste disposal container.
Phase 3 allows more bins to be added as required and tested to accommodate: additional waste
types; (more than those currently shippable to the WIPP); future processed waste types;
engineered barriers or modifications that can significantly reduce the amount of gas to be
generated; tests that can incorporate and help resolve further desired characterizations for EPA
RCRA or other regulatory and/or programmatic concerns; and additional tests to reduce any
unacceptably large, experimental uncertainties indicated by initial results.

Bin-scale test data will be linked by geochemical modeling and predictive calculations with
related data from the parallel laboratory and WIPP in situ alcove CH TRU waste test programs.
The combined data from laboratory, bin-scale, and in situ alcove test programs are required by
the WIPP PA study. Full details on waste types and components to be used in this bin-scale
test program are described here.

The quantitative data, results, and interpretations from these tests are required by the WIPP
PA program. The bin-scale test program has been planned solely to obtain necessary data on
radioactive and hazardous gas and ieachate components which may be released and their
impacts on both the short-term and long-term safe operation and containment capability of the
WIPP Facility.
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Molecke, M.A., and L. Abrego. 1980. "Status of Sandia IiI,W Canister/Overpack Program
Studies," Proceeding,_ of t/tt' I_,_'_JN¢_tiomd ll'a,_,/e Termt m_l Storage Program htforr_lation
Meetitlg, Columhu,_, 0ti, Deccmh_'r V-ll. 1c),_'0. ONWI-212; SANI)80-2191C. Columbus, OIt:
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Memorial Institute. 230-233.

ABSTRACT: Sandia National Laboratories have evaluated potential alloys, t'or high-level
waste canisters or overpacks that can maintain integrity under the corrosive environment
expected in a repository in salt. l.aboratory and hot-cells tests are now used, and various field
and other tests are in planning. Frorn screening results, a titanium alloy (TiCode-12) has been
selected as the prime candidate for further testing. 'l'he investigations cover five areas: I)
uniform and localized corrosion with variables including brine composition, temperatures, time,
ptt, oxygen content, moisture content, gamma irradiation, engineered backfill materials, heat
treatment, and effects of welds and crevices; 2) stress corrosion cracking under tension at a
constant strain rate with variables including temperature, environment, prior gamma radiation
exposure, dissolved oxygen content, presence of welds, 'and heat treatment; 3) physical and
mechanical metallurgy; 4) hydrogen embrittlement/sustained load cracking related to hydrogen
produced by radiolvsis of intruding fluids; and 5) hot-cell and field testing of a full-size
TiCode-12 overpack in salt at the Asse I'acility in Germany. DWP

Molecke, M,A., and R, Beraun. 1986. "WIPP Simulated DllI,W Tests: Status and Initial In Situ
Backfill Thermal Conductivities," It'as/¢, 3lattag¢,nteJtl ,_'6, II'¢_,slel solatioJt itt the US, Technical
Program.s a_td Public l.'du_'a/toH. 'l'tt_'.soJt. ,4Z, 31ar_'h 2-(_, 19,_'(_. I:d. R.G. Post.
SAND86-0489C. Tucson, AZ: t lniversity of Arizona. Vol. 2, 231-236.

ABSTRACT: Several series of waste package r)ert'ormance technology experirnents for
simulated defense high-level waste (Dill.W) packages have been emplaced and put into active
operation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (\VIPP) Facility. "Fhese experiments involve 18 full-
size DIlI.W packages emplaced in heavily instrumented vertical bore holes in the salt drift
floor. These tests have been in heated operation for over 10 months nt_,,v; the planned test
duration is 3 to 7 years. A major purlgose of these experiments is to evaluate the in situ
materials performar_ce (i,e., degradation or alteration) of various waste package components:
metal canisters and overpacks, backfill materials, nonradioactive I)IlI.W glass, and installed
instrumentation. These evaluati,_ns are being performed under both near-reference and
overtest or accelerated-aging repusitory conditions. This paper describes the current status of
the WIPP simulated DilI.W experirnents anti presents initial thermal conductivity results
derived from in situ therrnocouple (temperature) data. Current in situ backfill thermal
conductivities range from 0.28 to 0.43 W,,'_n_-°C for bentonite/sand backfills and 1.12 W/m-°C
for crushed salt backfill, depending on nlaximurn waste package system temperature(s).
Preliminary modeling calculations of thermal conductivity have also been performed using the
SINDA and COYOTE codes. The numerically derived values are generally in good agreement
with the experimentally measured values, except for the first several days after experiment
(heater) turn on.

Molecke, M,A,, and A.R. Lappin. 1990. "l'_'_l Plapt ,,Iddemlum _1.' II't_._lel.sola/ioJt Pilol Plaptt
Bipl-Scale CH TR(J ll'a,s/e 7"¢,._t._. SANDg0-2082. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
t.aboratories,

ABSTRACT: The (CH TRU) contact-handled transuranic Waste Bin-Scale Test Plan is
modified by this addendum to respond to concerns about the bin-scale tests, including interest
in the "statistical representativeness" and '°statistical justification" for waste characterization and
specific tests. The test plan and addendum "...provide guidelines as to how the test program is
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to be conducted and why, with supporting justifications and background information."
Detailed instructions for tests will be provided in test procedures.

Significant changes to the test plan included in tile Addendum are to: I) add "...an
experimental requirement for TRU waste leaching/solubility test program separate from the
gas testing requirements"; 2) include CH TRU waste form descriptions and test details in Phase
3 of the gas test program, "identifying both general assumptions and specific statistical
approaches"; 3) include preliminary description of CH TRU waste forms and test details in a
"Phase 0" newly defined and recommended; and 4)"...technical modifications to bin-scale test
details, and their potential impacts on WIPP site operations." "Phase 0 testing is considered
crucial to provide a direct link between TRU waste characterization, basic statistical validation
processes, and the approved Test Plan." Subsequent tests may be modified based on Phase 0
results.

The recommended revisions and requirements of the Addendum increase the number of
required test bins from 124 to 146, with possibly 87 bins for contingencies. The 146 bins will
fit in the two allocated test rooms; a third room may be necessary for bin tests, depending on
results of Phases 0 and 1. DWP

Molecke, M.A., and R.V. Matalucci. 1984. Preliminary Requirements for the Emplacement and
Retrieval of Defense High-Level IVaste (DHLIV) Tests in the II,'aste Isolation Pilot Plant
(IVIPP). SAND84-1444. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The requirements for emplacing and retrieving defense high-level waste
(DHLW) in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are summarized. Associated details are
presented so that both the scientific intent and purposes for the test program can be defined
and the parallel requirements of operational equipment designers are satisfied. The actual
DHLW tests are divided into operational period, "reference" tests; containment period,
"accelerated aging" tests; and long-term period, "1000-year-aged" waste tests. Consistent with
the WIPP Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) limitations, a maximum of 17.2 x 106
Ci will be used in these tests. Waste characteristics, tentative quantities, and test conditions are
specified; details of associated instrumentation are also provided. The operational
demonstrations for handling, emplacing, and retrieving DHLW in the WIPP are summarized.
These demonstrations start with mock, nonradioactive canisters and conclude with actual,
radioactive DHLW canisters. Test room considerations which can impact the operational
demonstrations, such as room configuration and closure, and canister movement, are described.
Hot cell design requirements mandated by the DHLW test and demonstration needs are listed.
Finally, the tentative schedules of preliminary simulated DHLW technology experiments,
operational demonstrations, and actual DHLW tests are provided.

Molecke, M.A., and E.J. Nowak. 1980. "Status of Sandia Backfill-Getter Development Studies,"
Proceedings of the 198(9 National IVaste Terminal Storage Program Information Meeting,
Columbus, OH, December 9-11, 1980. ONWI-212; SAND80-2190C. Columbus, OH: Office
of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Memorial Institute. 228-230.

ABSTRACT: The backfill and getter system is to function as a barrier to hydrologic intrusion,
to sorb radionuclides, to modify chemically (Eh, pt-i, ionic composition) any intruding
groundwater or brine, to buffet" stress mechanically, and to conduct heat. Bentonite, a
smectite swelling clay, is selected as a major component because it has good sorptive capacity,
retains sorptive capacity in mixtures, buffers brine pH, has low permeability, swells in brine,
has adequate therrnal conductivity, buffers stress, and is reasonable in cost. Sorption of
various fission products is being measured on bentonite and other materials. Accelerated tests
and geochemical analyses will help determine the stability of backfill materials. Permeability
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of bentonite and sand mixures is in the range of microdarcie_ and should eliminate convective
transport through backfill. Thermal conductivity is in the range of that of crushed rock salt;
compacted and brine saturated conditions will be tested. The methods of placing backfill are
being developed and will include work on compacted backfill, a field demonstration, and
testing of backfill properties from bench scales to field tests. Backfill is being modeled
mathematically as a function of empirical Kd, effective porosity, and backfill thickness.
Radionuclide release delay times of l0 _ to l06 years for actinides and l0 a to 104 years for
fission products are expected, Data and modeling show backfill-getters minimize or
significantly retard radionuclide release, even in the presence of brine. DWP

Molecke, M,A,, and N,R. Sorensen, 1989. "Retrieval and Analysis of Simulated Defense HLW
Package Experiments at the WIPP," Scientific Basi.s for Nuclear IFa._te Management XII,
Berlin, Germany, October 10-13. 1988, Eds. W. l.utze and R,C. Ewing. SAND88-1135J.
Pittsburgh, PA: Materials Research Society. Vol. 127, 653-660,

ABSTRACT: In situ waste package performance experiments involving simulated
(nonradioactive) defense high-level waste (DHI_.W) containers have been in progress since late
1984 at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility. These experiments involve full-size,
simulated DHLW containers of several metals and designs emplaced in the WlPP bedded rock
salt, These test containers are surrounded by granular backfill (packing) materials, have in
many cases been intentionally injected with brines, and are heavily instrumented, A majority
of the test packages also contain nonradioactive DHLW borosilicate glass waste form, either
within the container and/or outside of it. The primary purpose of these WIPP simulated
DttLW experiments is to evaluate the in situ durability and performance of all waste package
engineered barrier materials, and to perform package concept validation testing.

Twelve of the test DHLW containers, emplaced in WIPP test Room B, have been in heated
operation since 1985 and had a maximum surface temperature of about 190°C. These
containers were recently retrieved, after about 3 years of heated exposure, for detailed posttest
laboratory analyses of general corrosion and metallurgical degradation, waste form and backfill
materials alterations, and other rock salt-brine-barrier materials near-field interactions with
the "repository" geochemical environment. Test canisters and overpacks made of ASTM
Grade-12 titanium showed essentially no visible degradation in either the base metal or welds;
cast mild steel A-216 WCA overpacks have suffered some uniform corrosion, Significant
degradation of the removed instruments and associated test apparatus has been found: pieces of
stainless steel (both 304L and 316) apparatus have undergone extensive stress-corrosion
cracking failure and non-uniform attack; lnconel 600-sheathed instruments have undergone
both extensive uniform and localized (pitting) attack, Granular backfill materials have been
significantly compacted by creep closure to about a density of 2 kg/m a. Laboratory analyses
are still in progress. Further details on these materials results plus instrumentation data and
other in situ WIPP waste package test observations are discussed,

Molecke, M,A., and T,M. Torres, 1983. "The Waste Package Materials Field Test in S.E. New
Mexico Salt," Scientific Basi._ for Nuclear II'a._te Management I'II. Bo_ttm, 31A, November
14-17, 1983. Ed. G.L. McVay. SAND83-1516C. New York, NY: North-Holland. Vol. 26,
69-76.

ABSTRACT: A six-part, waste package materials field test was cot_ducted in a halite horizon
of a potash mine in southeastern New Mexico. The primary purposes of this test were to
evaluate the thermophysical and geochemical performance of candidate HLW package (high-
level waste package) backfill materials emplaced in rock salt and the corrosion behavior of
candidate waste canister or overpack alloys. This field test series also served as a precursor to
forthcoming Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) in situ waste package performance experiments
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on simulated defense high-level waste packages, serving to develop applicable testing,
instrumentation, and sampling techniques. The backfill materials tested (individually, in one-
to t'ive-month tests) were: low-density bentonite clay; low-density bentonite (70 wt,%)-silica
sand (30 wt,%) mixtures, both dry and brine-injected; high-density bentonite sand annular
compacts; trapped air; and finely crushed WIPP salt. The in situ measured thermal
conductivities (at a maximum canister-healer surt'ace tenlperature ot" 150 or 250°C) for the
backfills ranged t'rom 0,25 W/InK for pure bentonite to about 1.25 W/InK for the high-density
bentonite-sand. No significant backfill material degradation products were detected in posttest
analyses. No appreciable corrosion or the titanium-, nickel-, of iron-based alloys embedded in
the hot backfill was found; potentially significant pilling corrosion of 2 I/4 Cr-I Me steel and
copper was detected.

Molecke, M.A., R.B, Dlegle, and J,A. Ruppen. 1982, "Materials for High-Level Waste
Canister/Overpacks in Salt Formations," Tralt._ac'liotls, Anlericatt Nuclear Society, Lo._
Angeles, CA, June 6, 19,_'2, SAND82-0429J. l,a Grange Park, I1.: American Nuclear
Society, Vol. 41, 284-285. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Studies on the corrosion and mechar_ical behavior of TiCode-12 and other
titanium alloys, for use as candidate canister or overpack barriers in a high-level waste
repository or test facility in salt, are reported herein, These studies have been in progress at
Sandia National Laboratories (SNI..) since 1976. Titaniurn alloys were selected as the primary
materials for detailed testing based on candidate screening analyses (general corrosion and
economic assessments) of about 20 different alloys. Recent material results on titanium alloys
are described and related to the long-term physical integrity of waste package barriers in salt;
results on other candidate alloys are reviewed.

The corrosion behavior of TiCode-12 has been evaluated as a function of: brine composition,
ten'tperature, time, pit, oxygen concentration, and gamrna radiolysis. Uniforrn corrosion rates
are in the range of 0.1 to 10 _.n't/year; pitting or crevice corrosion has not yet been observed.
The highly adherent, passivating titanium oxide film that provides the corrosion protection is
being evaluated via electro-chemical polarization and surface analytical techniques to enable
modeling of the corrosion mechar_isn'l(s). An increase in the corrosion rate by a factor of
about two was observed for sensitized TiCode-12; changes in the alloy microstructure are being
analyzed in order to model this phenomenon. Alterations in the chemistry and processing
procedure of TiCode-12 are being evaluated to optimize corrosion, mechanical, and mill-
producibility properties for high-level waste pack,'lge applications.

Slow strain rate testing ot" "l'iCode-12 revealed no apparent susceptibility to stress corrosion
cracking; no significant changes in tensile properties were observed, but alterations in fracture
mode were determined to be caused by internal hydrogen content, ttydrogen effects on
titanium alloy mechanical properties and crack susceptibility are being studied. Some
hydrogen embrittlement occurs at hydrogen concentrations in the range of 200 to 300 ppm by
weight, but the strength of TiCode-12 is not affected at concentrations up to II00 wppm.
Further research on slow crack growth threshold stress intensity as a function ot' it content is
required.

Based on the analysis o1" available corrosion and metallurgical results, a TiCode-12 high-level
waste (HLW) canister package for use in a repository or test facility in salt has been proposed.
Such a simplified HI.W canister could provide a long-term containment integrity and
significantly minirnize total HI.W isolation system costs when compared to other waste package
design concepts.

Molecke, M.A., N.R. Sorensen, and J.l,. Krumhansl. 1988. "Surnmary of WIPP Materials
Interface Interactions Test Data on Metals Interactions and Leachate Brine Analyses,"
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Tt',_ling of tligh-Level II'a,_lt, Fnrm._ Itnth,r Repo,_ilor._' Ctmdllitm,_, Cadarche, France, Ocloher
17-21, 19S8, Ed, T, McMenamin, SAND88-2023C; I.'.UR 12017, Luxembourg:

19,..-..03,Commission of the European C()mnlunities, '_ '_

ABSTRACT: Several series of in situ, high-level waste form leaching and waste form
engineered barrier materials interactions tests have been in progress at the Waste isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Facility' since July 22, 1986. This rnultinational effort, the WIPP Materials
Interface Interactions Test (MlIT), involves the underground testing of about 1900
(nonradioactive) waste forms, metal, and geologic samples in the bedded salt at the WIPP, near
Carlsbad, NM. Post-test analyses o1" metal and brine leachate san'tples retrieved after 0,5, i,
and 2 years ot' heated testing are in progress now; available data and interpretations thereof are
summarized in this paper. Titaniunl, Inconel, and copper samples had very little degradation,
Stainless steel 3041. sarnples sutTered t'ron_ significant stress, corrosion, cracking, and pitting.
Both mild steel A216/WCA and lead sanlples corroded severely, adding nlany ions and
particulates to solution. Observed trends in brine leachate cornpositions for many test
assemblies are very similar to those measured for control-blank tests and are, therefore,
difficult to interpret at this time. Measured pit values are also difficult to interpret. The
leachate analyses and associated geochemical evaluations are intended to supplement glass waste
fern1 surface studios, and to provide analysts and modelers with supportirlg information for
their interpretations.

Molecke, M.A., D.W, Schaefer, R.S. (;lass, and J,A. Ruppen. 1981. Sandia tlLII'
Cani._tt'r Overpack Sludie_ .,Ipplicahh' .for a Suit RvlJmitm'._'. SAND81- 1585, Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

AI3STRACT: An experimental program to develop candidate materials for use as high-level
waste (Ill.W) overpacks or canisters in a salt repository has been in progress at Sandia National
l.aboratories (SNL) since 1976, The main objective of this program has been to provide a
waste package barrier having a long lifetime in the chemical and physical environment of a
repository. This paper surrtrrtarizes the recent corrosion and metallurgical results for the prime
overpack material TiCode-12 in the areas of uniform corrosion (extremely low rate and
extent), local attack, e.g., pits and crevices (none found), stress corrosion cracking
susceptibility (no significant changes in macroscopic tensile properties detected), hydrogen
sorption/embrittlement effects (testing still in process), effects of garnma irradiation in solution
(still in process), and sensitizing effects (still in process). I_revious candidate screening analyses
on other alloys and recent work on alternate overpack alloys are reviewed. All phases of these
interrelated laboratory, hot-cell, and field exl_erimental studies are described.

Monsees, J,E., and D.E, Munson, 1982. "Design Cortsiderations for a Nuclear Waste Repository
in Salt," 7"umu'ling Te('hnohJg)' Nt'w._h'tl_'r. SAND82-0185J. Number 37, 1-19. (Copy o!1
file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: I)eveloping a nuclear waste repository in salt requires a unique combination ot"
conventional underground construction and design practice together with new techniques in
rock mechanics. These techniques are required because of the need to account for two factors
unique to this application: thermal loading ot' the rock by heat generated in the waste packages',
and the need for long-torn1 performance assessment calculations to ensure confidence on the
parts of the public and regulatory agencies.
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Although certain advances in technology and predictive capability are required, there is every
reason to believe that the outstanding problems can soon be solved and that the repository can
be designed and constructed to perform its function,

The design, construction, and operation ol'a mined radioactive waste repository will resolve a
critical problem in the continue( development of nuclear power, It will also represent a new
level of technical capabilities in underground design and in the understanding of geologic
materials, The challenge in repository design arises because of the concern for public safety
and the rigorous regulatory climate that dictates analyses ot" mechanical, thermal, and
hydrological performance well beyond the times and conditions that are important in
conventional underground design, Repository design requires a sharply focused understanding
of the tools of the design process (the analytical and numerical analyses, constitutive models,
and material properties typically involved in rock mechanics analyses) that sterns from a well-
defined concept of the design process itself.

This article examines the unique features of the development of a radioactive waste repository
in salt. it discusses the necessary design process and outlines the rock mechanics inputs
peculiar to this process. It is written with the hope o1"encouraging the design commurlity to
examine the distinctive aspects of repository design and to contribute toward making the
advances needed in both design and rock mechanics technology,

Montgomery, S.T, 1981. Intl, h, mematton o/ a ?'ran._/cnt Creel, ,IhMel /or Natural Rock Salt a._
a 3lalerial Rt'._polt._e Sltbrottliltt' for S,.IN('llO. SAND8I-1163. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National i.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: The equations t'or determining the stress in a material response subroutine of
SANCtlO are forrnuiated using a transient creep model for natural rock salt, it is shown that
the equation for the primary creep strain causes the system ot" equations to be nurnerically stiff
when Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formulas are used for nurnerical integration. This stiffness can
be eliminated by using an approxirnate solution of the primary creep strain equation. Sample
calculations with a material response subroutine iml)lementing the solution method I'or the
transient creep law are described.

Morgan, II.S. 1981, ,II,4RC Cah'ulatton_ for the Sccmtd II'IPP Structural Bcm'ilmark Prohh'm.
SAND81-0925, Albuquerque° NM: Sandia National l,aboratories,

ABS'FRAC'i': This report describes calculations made with the MARC structural finite element
code for the second Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) structural bench mark problem. Specific
aspects of problem implementation such as element choice, slip line modeling, creep law
implementation, and thermal-mechanical c()uplirlg are discussed in detail. Also included are
the cornputational results specified in the bench-mark problem formulation.

Morgan, II,S. 1982. ,4nal.r.sis of Bort'ht_l,' hwlu._iml Strcs_ ,_h'asttrcmcm ('tmCCl,t._ Prol,,,_ed for
U,_c in the ll'a,ste Isolatio_t Pilot Plattl ht Silu 'l'c._ii,g Program. SAND82-1192.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Various bore hole i:_.elusi,_nstressmeters are analyzed to determine how the creep
behavior of salt affects their peri'orm:tnce, 'l'he analysis is based on a series ot'calculatlons in
which gauge responses are computed for representative laboratory and in situ stress fields.
Results are presented for the strain gauged stressmeter (SGS) which is being considered for use
in the in situ testing program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). in addition, results are
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presented for three general ifl¢lLi._i,_n,_::t "stiff" irl,.:lu,,i_n, :1 "nl;itclling" in¢lu'_i()n, and [l "_(_l't"
inclu,_ion, lhe _tdj(,clivt,,_ ",_til'l',.... nl:llching," and ",,c_ft" de_,_.',ihe tile ela,,tic m_)(luiu,, ,_I' the
inclusicJn rel_Itive t(_ the m_Jdulu,, (_I' the host t(m'k _alt, lhe_e re'_IJll,_ tire u'_t'l'ul in delelmining
the inli')()wlailce ()I' illclusi_)n ,,tifl'ne_,, If) glil_ll_J,el}eri'()fmance, lhe r('_ull,, l'()r lhe S(i,% indicate
that lhe gauge'_ l)erl'_)rnlance i,, nc_ticeabl_ (li'_l()tlt'(l hy ct('('l_. Ne,,erthele,,s, the S(IS _lill
re_pond,, to even _mall in sitii ,_tre'_ change_. Of tile gellt'tal illclu'_i_)11',, ()nly the "re;itching"
stressnleter i')erf_)rn1,_ withuul (Jisl_)rli_n (lue to clef'l), "S(_I'I" il_clu'_i_)n resl)o,_e is ',e',erely
di_l()rled hy creep, and the %tilT" itlclu,,i_n lwrl'_rm:Ince i'_ ,,li_hll_ (li,,l_rte(l hy l_)cali/ed _tt'e'_
rela_ali()n in the _alt around the h_)re h_le.

M()rllan, I1,_., .rid i,1,1), Krit, g. 1988 A ('om/,._.n ./ I_/_,d (r_,er..l'l._i_ll' und
('oi_l'u_tllmtal('ruep,_lodel_/m B._.I,Salt B._ed m_ IJrudt_'Ito_t,,ol ('r_'uI,lh'Imv_or3h'._ured
Ill ,_'('l'_'l'll/ hi ,_'llll ,lld Bem'h..S_'_d_' l'.'._p_'rlm_'Itl_, ,":,ANI)87_ 1867. Alhuquerclue, NM: Sandia
Nali_)nal l,ab_ral_rie_.

AIIS'IRA("I: A unified creel) pla_,licilv (I!("P) m_lel, a c_n_'nli_n_il ela,_tic ,_ec_ndary creep
(I..S(') m_dt, l, and an ela,_tic ,,ec_n(lae_ c_eep m_dt'l _ilh l,r(,all_ _e(luced el:_',lic m_duli (RI..S('
m_)(lel) are u',t,d t(_ c_n_l_tlte creel_ t("_l_11',e', l'_r- fi_e exlwtit]It, ntal cr_rll'il_,ueati(_11,,in which rucl,:
sall i,i ,,ubjecled I_ ,,e_eral (lifferenl _',,ml_h"_ l_m(lin_,,,, ihe I!(I' m_del i,, exerci',t,d v,ilh ihrt'e
'_et'_()I" m()del l)aralnt'ter'_, I _._,_)'_t't_,lilt' I'(_I _,;llt l'l,)lll lit(, '_it_'_I the _,_ilt,tt' l_,¢_lati(_il l'il_)t l'lallt
(V,'IPI') in '_()utht,il'_lerll Nt, v, Mexicl), :_t)_l the, lhit_l i', l'(_r '_',_Itl'l_nl ,A_e_v l,,lan_l, I,A 'lhe
WIPI ) reference ,,ec(_n(ll_y cr£'ei) l_a_;_nlt'lvt ', ',_t, u,,ed _t_h_,th lhe I.%(' an(l IAI..S(' nl_dt, l_,. lhe
9,'II)I _ _el'erence _alue', I'_ lht' t,l'a_ti_: n)_,luli ',_t, al'_(_ u,,e_l in the I,_(' m_.lel. lhe'_e m(,luli
are (li_i(le(i l_y 12.5 in the I,II:,",;(' tn_l_,l_ lht, _,,,,_metlic;,l c,_l_I'i_ue:iti_|_ inclu(h, the S()uth
l)rifl at the _,VII'I' ."life, a hyl_)tht'ti_:',_i ,,h:lll in l_)cl._ '_alt, :_ la_}_t, h_)ll(_,,,,cylinder _I i_)ck ,_alt
'_uhjecled t_ exlt'inal l_t"_',t_r_' v,hil(, '_lill in the I'I_ ,_I :I (l_ii'l at A_erv l_,l:in(l, I,A, _i
iab(_r:it(_r_-',cale h_ll_v_ cylindt'r ',ul_lecl('d l,_ external l)_ev, u_t', an(i a infidel l_illat _I" ,,all
,,ul')jecled to a_ial i_atl. Mea'_ul('tl _'_'_'I_ _e',l,,n'-,e', :IrV a_ailal_le l'_r all _,I" Iht',,e exl]erinlent_,
exuel)t the hypotlletical ',h:Ift 1ii all ca,,t,,_, d_.'i',_rn_ati_,n,_c_n11_ute(i v, ith lhe I'('P n_tlel are

much larger than the Ii,'.:,(' l_te(licti_n ,, _n(l ar_, in lwll_'! ap,r(,(,t1_('nt with the data. "lilt' I_,I:IS('

RI!N(' pre(licti_n _,a_rt'e well v, ilh mv'a,,u_(,_l cl_',ure',

M()rll_tn, II.S,, and I,I.I). Kr!el.l. I()()(). "In_(,'_ti!_',ili()rl (_I' :srl I _nl)irical ('reel) l.av, f()r l,_(_ckSalt
that l.r'_e'_ Reduced l_ila',tic M_(luli," I¢_,_1, _l(',ha_t/(_. (t_tlltl/'ltlltlt/_ _ltld ('htl//_'tlL'l'_,

I_m'u_'dt_ll,,_ o[ I11,' 31_1 I'S ,_'lOtl'_/Io_l (;_dd_'_t ('0 .]ttm" I,k 21/ /gqtl I,(l', V,'.A. Ilu',trulid
_n(l (i.A, ,l(_lln_._n, llr_l._lit, l(l, VI: A .... ll:_ll.,eln:i. 9fl5 97?,

of th(_e measured rate_ in '-,itu lit the _,_'a',te I_lati_n I'il_t I'lanl IV,'ll)i)), I,_ivi(linp, Y_ung'_
m(_dulu,, I.i by 12.5 r)r_tluced tin empirical "ti_" t_ tilt, rn_(lel_,; the m_(lelt'd _,ft'ecls ,,uh',equently
produce(l '_urpri,_ingly g(m(l t'it'_ t_ I'iel_l Ineil_-,Ulelllellt _, (,_l"creel_ in _,_,_eral dil'ferent V¢II)P r(mm
cont'igurati_ns. A hyp_thetical ',haft _1 _, ni(_(lele(t t_ ir_t,,_ti_;ale the calculated re',ult_ while
varying the radius over which thi_ eml_i_ical "fix" v,a _, al)plie(l. A near-field damage
hypolhesi'_, (level_lW(l on lhe l):i_,is _I' _h',('r_e(l un(ler_r_un_l fe;llUt('_,, is 11_1m_Iche(l by
restrictinR the empirical "fix" I_ the area ne:_r the '_hal't _u_l'ace. A far.l'ield ',training
hypothe'_i'_ (l(_e'_ n_t _,eem _ali(l, a,, ;lllll_,t all '_t,rr_undinl. ',all llltl'.,l I)(, 'a'¢_iRned the revised
modulu,, heft)re al)l)r_,achinl, the t'iTect!, cltlculale(l v, ith Ii 12.5. lhe en_l)irical rn_(lel with
E/12.5 closely m_del', a lal_ral_ _,trt,',_, relax;alison t(:_,t _Jt' l_,cl.. '_alt. A urlifie(l creep pla',ticity
model, revi,_ed to fit b(_th lal_(_rat_ry ,,tr(,,_ _t,la_ati(_n and c_t't'l), l_)r_(luce_ better cl_sures and
closure rates f(;r the '_haft pr(_l)lem than the unm(_dified reference m(_del, 'lhe in situ behavior
of salt may be better rnodele(l if unl_a_linp _r rt, laxati_n t(."_tq are u'_e(l in a(l(liti_n to cunstant
stres', creep tesl_, l,urther It,'_t_ are i(,quir('d a', _nly (_ne rela_ati_n l("_l hi|'., been u',e(l. Other
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creep models should also be checked to determine it' unloading tests improve their predictive
capability, I)WP

MorKan, II.S., and C.M. Stone. 1985a, Prele_t Re/erenc'e Calculation /or ttw Overte_t for
Simulated Deft,nw High Level II'a.s/e (II'IPP Room B In Situ E.xperimt'tll). SAND85-0213.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: A pretest reference calculation for the Overtest for Simulated Defense High-
Level Waste (DHI.W) or Room B experiment is presented in this report. The overtest is oneof
several large-scale in situ experiments currently under construction near Carlsbad, NM at the
site of the Waste isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), Roorn B, a single, isolated room in the
underground salt formation, is to be subjected to a thermal load of approximately four times
the areal heat output anticipated t'or a future repository with Dltl.W. Tire load will be
supplied for a period of three years by canister heaters placed in the floor, Room B is heavily
irlstrumented for monitoring both temperature increases due to the thermal loading and
deformations due to creep of the salt. Data t'rom the experiment are not available at the
present time, but the measurements will eventually be compared to the results presented here
to assess anti improve thermal and mechanical modeling capabilities for the WIPP. The
thermal/structural model used here represents the state of the art nt the present time. A large
number of plots are included since an apprt_priate result is presented for every Room P, gauge
location,

Morgan, II,S., and C.M, Stone. 1985b. Prete_t Re/erem'e Calculation for ttw I_'-IV/m 2 _tlockup
for Defetr._e tligh-Level II'cl,_te (II'IPP R,,om ,,I In Sitt_ EXl,erim,'_t). SAND85-0807.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l_aboratories.

ABSTRACT: A pretest reference calculation I'or the 18-W/m 2 Mockup for Det'ense High-
Level Waste (DHI_W) or Room A experiment is presented in this report. The mockup is one
of several large-scale in situ experiments currently under construction near Carlsbatt, NM, at
the site ot" the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The 18-W/m :_test is an ira situ experiment
developed tc_simulate the Reference Repository Conditions (RRC) for DHI,W in salt. The test
consists of three long, parallel rooms (A I, A2, A3) which are heated by canister heaters placed
in the floor of each room. These heaters produce thermal loading which simulates an areal
heat output ot" 18-W/m 2 t'or Room A2, which is the focus ot" the experiment. This load will
be supplied for a period of three years. Rooms A I, A2, and A3 are heavily instrumented t'or
monitoring both temperature increases due to the thermal loading and deformations due to
creep ot" the salt. Data t'rom the experiment are not available at present time, but the
measurements for Room A2 will eventually be compared to the results for Room A2 presented
here to assess and irnprove thermal and mechanical modeling capabilities for the WIPP. The
thermal/structural model used here represents the state of the art at the present time. A large
number ot" plots are included since an appropriate result is presented for every Room A2 gauge
location.

Morgan, li,S., and C,M. Stone. 19855. Prele_t Reference Calculation ]m Itte (_.1 ,_h'ler { 2o f/)
II'ide Drifts of the Geomechanical Evaluation (II'IPP Room G hi Situ E.x'pertment).
SAND85-0893. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A pretest reference calculation for the Geomechanical ['_valuation or Room G
experiment is presented in this report. The Geomechanical Evaluation is one of several large-
scale in situ tests currently under construction near Carlsbad, NM, at the site of the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The Room G experiment consists ot" isolated, two-dimensional
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dril'ls with different room spans, an isolated drit't intersection, and a wedge pillar. The
primary purpose of the experiment is to provide data for validating cornputational modeling
capabilities used in analyzing nuclear waste repositories in salt. The calculation presented here
addresses only one portion of the test, narnely isolated drift ¢ont'igurations which are initially
6.I-m (20 t't) wide by 3.05-m (10 ft) high. The Geontechanical Evaluation is heavily
instrumented for n'tonitoring dei'ormations due to creep ot' the salt. Data from the experiment
are not available at the present time but the nleasurements for Room G will eventually be
compared to the results presented in this report to assess and improve structural modeling
capabilities For the WlPP. The model used for this calculation represents the stale of the art at
the present time. A large number o£ plots are included since an appropriate result is presented
for every gauge location associated with the 6. I-m wide dril'ts.

Morgan, II.S., attd C.M. Stone. Iq85d, Prt,tt'st Rt'/(,rt, nc(' Calculation ,for th(, Heated
,4._t_ymm('tric Pillar (Ii'IPP Room tt hi Sflu Exl,('rlmt'n/), SAND85-1146, Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: A pretest ret'erence calculation for the tleated ,,\xisymrrtetric Pillar or Room II
experinlent is presented in this report. The lleated Axisymrnetric Pillar is one of several
large-scale in situ experiments currently under construction near Carlsbad, NM at the site of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). This test is an intermediate step in xalidating numerical
techniques for design and pert'ormartce calculations for radioactive waste repositories in salt,
The test consists of a cylindrically shaped pillar, centrally located in an annular drift, which is
unif'ormly heated by blanket heaters, These t_eaters produce a thermal output ol" 13.5 W/tu_.
This load will be supplied for a period o1' three years, Room ii is heavily instrumented for
monitoring both temperature increases due to thermal loading and deformations due to creep
of the salt. Data I'rorn the experiment are not available at the present time, but the
measurements for Room I! will eventually be ten, pared to the calculations presented in this
report to assess and improve therm,'ll and mechanical modeling capabilities t'or the WIPP, The
thermal/structural model used in the calculation rel_resents the state of the art at the present
tirne. A large number o1' plots are included since art approl_riate result is required for every
Room H gauge location.

Morgan, II.S,, attd W.R. _Va_ersik. 1989. "('omputed and Measured Responses of a Thick-
Walled llollow Cylinder oi" Salt Subjected to l']oth ][onlogelleous arid lnl'tonlogeneous
I.oadirlg," Rock ._h'chantc.s r,ts a, Gut,le .[r_r E.[fi('t('nl _tllllz(Hio/t 0.[ Nrzlt_r(II Rt'._rJltr('('._,
Pro('ecdltU,,.s of /hi' 30lit ItS S),mt,ostllm, II'(,s/ i'lr,ql/ll(l I1tllr('rsll) ', ,_lorgattlowtt, II'l'. June
19-22. lt),s'u. Ed. A.W. Khair. SAN1)88-27.14('. I_ruokfield, V'I': A.A, Balkema, 361-.t68,

AIISTRACT: Measured closures and closure rates art)urtd excavations in bedded salt tit the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPF') were at least three times larger than initial predictions made
with a reference creep model for rt_ck salt. Potential sources of error include the constitutive
behavior of salt in situ. "l'hick-vcalled, hollc)w cylinders of salt were tested in two controlled
laboratory experiments as art expedient and cost et'l'ectixe rrteans of narrowing the existing
uncerlairtties. Various combinations t)t' axial l¢)ad, internal pressure, external pressure, and
temperature were tested. "lhree dilTerent constitutive models for rt)ck salt hax,e been compared
to the experimental data: an elastic power-lave secondary creep (l-S(') n'mdel, a revision of the
ESC (RI!SC) model with greatly reduced elastic moduli (RI.'.S(') but unc!!anged creep
pararneters, and a unified creep plasticity (tiC'l,) model.

The tests show that displacement rrteasurement cart be obtained with thick-walled cylinders
that are representative of inhorn,)geneous, truly three-dimensiortal, and time-dependent stress
states, Simultaneous, independent rneasurernents ot' axial and diametral displacements enhance
the comparison o1' data and predictions. i'riaxial-like and three-dimensional loading minimizes
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uncertainties in material properties between samples, lxperience shows that pretest modeling
can avoid some transients during changes between experimental stages.

Predictions for the cylinder tests agreed reasonably well with data, in contrast with the
discrepancy ['or the WIPP excavation. It appears thai rate-dependent properties of rock s'alt
core were altered before laboratory testing and are not the same as in situ rock salt.
Redistribution of deviatoric stresses with time afl'ects in situ salt much more than in the test
cylinders. The yon Mises flow criterion, used in these laboratory tests, seems adequate for
generalizing one-dimensional creep data for rock salt to a three-dimensional formulation.
Predictions with a Tresca criterion would provide additional clarity to this issue. There was no
evidence of a mean stress effect on deviatoric creep, though the effect could conceivably have
been masked during the tests.

Model rates were within a factor of two of the data where samples were either unhardened or
only slightly hardened. For the ESC model, this is better than the prediction for underground
tests. The RFSC model is similar for the cylinders, though RESC closure rates were in near
perfect agreement with the WIPP excavation data. The I,JCP model overpredicts closure for
the cylinders and is inconsistent with WIPP excavations. The discrepancies between models
and data for the cylinder tests difl'er significantly t'rom the discrepancies between models and
WIPP excavations. DWP

Morgan, II.S., R.D. Krieg, and R.V. Matalucci. 1981. Comparative Anal.l'sis of Nine Str',,'tural
Cod,'._ U.sed in the Secured It,'IPP Benctlntark PmJhlem. SAND81-1389. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l, aboratories.

ABSTRACT: in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Benchmark II study, various computer
codes were compared on the basis of their capabilities for calculating the response of
hypothetical drift configurations for nuclear waste experiments and storage demonstration.
The codes used by participants in the study were ANSAI,T, I)APROK, ,_AC, REM, SANCtiO,
SPECTROM, STI£AI,Tlt, and two different implementations of MARC. Errors were found in
the preliminary results, and several calculations were revised. Revised solutions were in
reasonable agreement except for the R.I_M solution. l'he Benchmark II study allowed
significant advances in understanding the relative behavior of computer codes available for
WIPP ca,culations. The study also pointed out the possible need for performing critical design
calculations with more than one code. l,aslly, it indicated the magnitude of the code-to-code
spread in results which is to be expected even when a model has been explicitly defined.

Morgan, ll.S., C.M. Stone, and R.I). Krieg. 1985. "'l'he tJse ¢_t"i:ield Data to Evaluate and
Improve Drift Response Models for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Re.search c¢_
Engineering Applicalion,_ in Rock /AI(I.S._¢'A, Proceeding._ of Itw 261h US S.I,mpo._ium on Rock
Ah,chanic_, Rapid Cil)', SD, June 26-28, 1¢,18._. Ed. E, Ashworth. SANi)84-2126C. Boston,
MA: A.A. Baikema. Vol. 2, 769-776.

ABSTRACT: Computed and measured room closures for an early Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) excavation, known as the South l)rift, have been compared to evaluate and improve
computational models for predicting roorn deformation caused by salt creep. The finite
element code SANCIIO was used to compute the South Drift response.

Closure was measured at more than 10 different stations along the drift, beginning from the
time of excavation to as much as 26 days after excavation and continuing for more than one
year. The measurements demonstrate that immediate closures are very significant, if these are
not taken into account, it might be concluded that strain varied considerably along the drift
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and that a two-dimensional plane strain model was inappropriate. Closure data are quite
uniform when adjusted for closure before an initial measurement.

One year after excavation, horizontal closure was measured at slightly less than 0.09 m, while
the calculated closure is less than 0.03 m. The data and computed closures plotted on
logarithmic scales of closure and time produce linear plots with differing slopes. These plots
are the basis for evaluating which parameters in the mathematical model are most
appropriately changed.

Closures were calculated by changing the clay seam friction coefficient from 0.4 to 0.0,
reducing the strength of" anhydrite layers, and by using a borehole configuration. These
changes produce higher closures but the slopes are all the same. Closures were also calculated
by reducing the shear modulus, reducing shear modulus and adding primary creep, increasing
the constant D in the secondary creep law, and by using a two-mechanism secondary creep
law. Changes in these salt parameters changed both the slope and the magnitude of the
computed curves and are closer to the data. The most important observation is that changing
the secondary creep constant does not improve agreement between data and the model. As
none of the combinations produce good agreement with the data, there may be some important
phenornenon or phenomena, yet to be identified, which is missing from the model.

DWP

Morgan, tl,S., C.M. Stone, and R.D. Krieg. 1986. An Evaluation of WIPP Structural Modeling
Capahililies Based on Comparisons with South Drift Data. SAND85-0323. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The creep response of rock salt around a long, uniform excavation of
rectangular cross section has been computed with the structural finite element code SANCHO,
and the results are compared with field data. The excavation, known as the South Drift, is
part of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Facility. The geomechanical model used in the
calculations is quite complex and includes constitutive models based on standard laboratory
creep tests. Because closure and closure rate measurements are at least three times larger than
computed values, a thorough investigation of the many parameters in the geomechanical model
is presented. This investigation indicates that variations to parameters not related to the
constitutive model for halite cannot produce the type of changes in the closure histories needed
to produce good agreement with data. i'hus, the reason for the discrepancy is attributed to the
parameters in the constitutive model for halite. However, none of the halite parameters
investigated could produce the measured behavior. Several areas for future study have been
identified.

Morgan, H.S., C.M. Stone, and R.D. Krieg. 1987. "A Comparison of Computed and Measured
Responses for a Long Isolated Excavation of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility,"
Computers and Geotechnics. SAND86-2358J. Vol. 3, no. 2-3, 69-104.

ABSTRACT: The creep response of rock salt around a long uniform excavation of rectangular
cross section has been computed with the structural finite element code SANCHO and the
results are compared with field data. The excavation, known as the South Drift, is part of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Facility. The geomechanical model used in the calculations is quite
complex and includes constitutive models based on standard laboratory creep tests. Because
closure and closure rate measurements are at least three times larger than computed values, a
thorough investigation of the many parameters in the geomechanical model is presented. This
investigation indicates that variations to parameters not related to the constitutive model for
halite cannot produce the type of changes in the closure histories needed to produce good
agreement with data. Thus, the reason for the discrepancy is attributed to the parameters in
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the constitutive model for halite. However, none of the halite parameters investigated could
produce the measured behavior. Several areas for future study have been identified.

Morgan, H.S., M. Wallner, and D.E. Munson. 1987. Results o/ an International Parallel
Calculations Exercise Comparing Creep Responses Predicted with Three Computer Codes for
Two Excavations in Rock Salt. SAND87-2125. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Creep responses computed with the ANSALT finite element code, which was
developed by the Bundesanstalt ftir Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources) in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), are compared
to responses computed in the US with the SANCHO and SPECTROM codes for two well-
defined boundary value problems. One boundary value problem is an idealization of an
underground room configuration proposed as a repository for low-level nuclear waste. The
other is an idealization of a room configuration designed for testing the effect of heat on the
structural response of rock salt. Both room configurations represent actual excavations in
bedded salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Facility near Carlsbad, NM. The SANCHO and
SPECTROM solutions to the boundary value problems have already been compared and
analyzed extensively in an earlier parallel calculations exercise. The study presented here is an
extension of the earlier exercise and was performed as part of a bilateral agreement between
the US and the FRG to exchange technology related to the development of nuclear waste
repositories in rock salt. Parameters on which the comparisons are based include both
displacements and stresses. A rigorous set of procedures designed to eliminate input errors was
followed. The comparisons indicate only minor differences between the ANSALT, SANCHO,
and SPECTROM solutions, in most cases reasons for these differences are clearly identified.

Morgan, H.S., C.M. Stone, R.D. Krieg, and D.E. Munson. 1986. "Thermal Structural Modeling
of a Large Scale In Situ Overtest E.,_periment for [Defense] High Level Waste at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Facility," Second International S),mposium on Numerical Methods in
Geomechanics. Ghent. Belgium. March 31. 1986. SAND85-1926C. Cornwall, England: M.
Jackson & Son Ltd. 585-594.

ABSTRACT: Several large-scale in situ experiments in bedded salt formations are currently
underway at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM. in these experiments,
the thermal and creep responses of salt around several different underground room
configurations are being measured. Data from the tests are to be compared to thermal and
structural responses predicted in pretest reference calculations. The purpose of these
comparisons is to evaluate computational models developed from laboratory data prior to
fielding of the in situ experiments. In this paper, the computational models used in the pretest
reference calculation for one of the large-scale tests, The Overtest for Defense High-Level
Waste, are described, and the pretest computed thermal and structural responses are compared
to earlier data from the experim_"_t. The comparisons indicate that computed and measured
temperatures for the test agree _o within 10%, but that measured deformation rates are
between two and three times greater than corresponding computed rates.

Moss, M. 1980a. Stored Energy of Gamma-Irradiated WIPP Salt. SAND80-0416.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Samples of Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) salt exposed at 363 K to gamma
radiation from a Co 6o source were annealed at constant rates of heating in a differential
scanning calorimeter in order to release the stored energy. Radiation doses were 2.2, 5.4, 8.2,
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11, and 13 x 109 rad, and temperature scans were conducted from room temperatures to 800
K. The specific stored energy-dose relationship deduced from 80 K/rain scans could be only
approximately established due to the extreme variability of the specific energy in samples of a
given dose. This variability probably results from unequal amounts of impurities in the 10-25
mg samples required for the calorimeter. The energy-dose relationship is best described
empirically by InQo (cal/g) = (-40.6 +2.6) +(I.84 +0.12)InD(rad). Temperature scans of 10,
20, 40, and 80 K/min were performed to determine the activation energy E of the annealing
process. For the four more highly dosed samples, E = 31.1 +5.6 kcal/mole. Based upon
criteria established elsewhere, there appears to be no danger of the stored energy being
released quickly in a nuclear waste repository of bedded salt, nor could serious consequences
result from such a release by some unforeseen mechanism.

Moss, M. 1980b. "Stored Energy of Gamma-irradiated 97% Pure Rocksalt," American Society
for Mechanical Engineers Symposium on Thermophysical Properties of Composite Materials.
Chicago. IL, November 16-21. 1980. SAND80-1616C. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories. New York, NY: American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

ABSTRACT: Samples of 97% pure NaCI from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site near
Carlsbad, NM, were exposed at 363 K to gamma radiation from Co 6o source and annealed at
constant rates of heating in a differential scanning calorimeter in order to release the stored
energy. Radiation doses were 2.2, 5.4, 8.2, I1, and 13 x 109 rad, and temperature scans were
conducted from room temperature to 800 K. The stored energy-dose relationship is best
described empirically by InQo(kJ/kg) = (-39.2 +2.6) + (I.84 +0.12) InD(rad). Temperature
scans of 0.17, 0.33, 0.67, and 1.33 K/sec were performed to determine the activation energy E
of the annealing process. For the four most highly irradiated samples, E = 113 +31 kJ/mole.
The values of stored energy and activation energy for the annealing process are similar to those
reported b_ previous investigators. These data, then, support the conclusion that there appears
to be no danger of a rapid release of the stored energy in a nuclear waste repository of bedded
salt, nor could serious consequences result from such a release by some unforseen mechanism.

Moss, M., and G.M. Haseman. 1981. Thermal Conductivity of Polyhalite and Anhydrite from
the Site of the Proposed IVasle Isolation Pilot Plaptt. SAND81-0856. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The study of the thermal conductivity of rock salt and other geologic materials
has been extended to include polyhalite and anhydrite from the WIPP-28 and A EC-7 wells,
respectively, located at the site of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near
Carisbad, NM. A Dynatech Model TCFCM linear heat-flow comparator was used for the
measurements in the temperature range 300-528 K for the polyhalite and 300-725 K for the
anhydrite. The fine-grained polyhalite crumbled above 528 K. The anhydrite changed to a
lighter color upon heating, and exhibited a lower conductivity when measured again. The data
were fitted to an expression for thermal conductivity, X = X3oo(300/T)7., in which _3oo is the
conductivity at 300 K and T is the temperature in K. For polyhalite _3oo = !.3 W/re.K, and 7-
= 0.35 in the range 300-528 K. For fresh anhydrite >'300 = 4.5 W/m.K and 7- = 1.15 in the
range 300-630 K. A rerun on the same anhydrite sample yielded _,3oo = 3.5 W/m.K and 7- =
!.00 in the range 300-725 K. Another anhydrite sample, heated for 24h at 723 K, had an
even lower conductivity; 2.5 and 2.1 W/m.K at 328 and 348 K, respectively. Based on results
from several sources including this study, the recommended thermal conductivity parameters
for thermal modeling are: polyhalite, 7-= 0.35, X3oo= 1.4 +0.2 W/re.K; and anhydrite, 7-= 1.15,
X3oo= 4.7 +0.2 W/m.K.
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Moss, M., and M.A. Molecke. 1983. "Thermal Conductivity of Bentonite/Quartz High-Level
Waste Package Backfill," Scientific Basis for Nuclear IVaste Management I/I, Boston, MA,
November I-4. 1982. Ed. D.G. Brookins. SAND82-1274C. New York, NY: North-
Holland. Vol. 15, 719-726.

ABSTRACT: A mixture of bentonite clay and quartz sand is being considered for use as a
waste-package backfill, the material placed between a radioactive-waste canister and the
repository host rock. Compacts of bentonite/quartz with weight-percent 100/0, 70/30, 50/50,
and 30/70 were made at room temperature under a pressure of 100 MPa(15 psi). Upon initial
heating, the thermal conductivity of the 70/30 compact rose from 1.20 W/m.K at 298 K to
!.32 W/m.K at 373 K. After further heating to 473 K, it fell to 1.10 W/re.K, reflecting the
loss of interlamellar water from the bentonite. The conductivity of the now--dehydrated
compact was reproducible through several heating and cooling cycles, varying from 1.15
W/m.K at 573 K to 1.03 W/m.K at 298 K. The other mixtures were qualitatively similar to
the 70/30: the 100/0, 50/50, and 30/70 dehydrated compacts displayed conductivities of 0.59,
1.06, and 0.83 W/re.K, respectively, at 298 K. Measured densities ranged from 1.98 to 2.12
g/cc. Combined geometric-mean and Maxwell models for thermal conduction in composite
systems predict the measured results reasonably well. An analysis of the impact of backfills on
high-level waste (HLW) package design indicates that no significant thermal penalty is
imposed.

Munson, D.E. 1979. Preliminary Deformation-MechaJtism Map for Salt (with Application to
WIPP). SAND79-0076. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Through the use of theoretical and experimental results, a complete but
preliminary deformation-mechanism map for salt is constructed, This map shows those
mechanisms and, consequently, the constitutive equations which control the deformation of salt
for all imposed conditions of stress and temperature. Five mechanisms are identified as
relevant. There are defect-less flow, dislocation glide, dislocation climb creep (two variations),
diffusional creep (two variations), and an undefined mechanism. When the envelopes
bounding relevant experimental investigations are overlayed on the map, it is possible to
determine the interplay between data. This perspective permits a more rational interpretation
of high-temperature creep data. The most powerful use of the map stems from an overlay of
possible stress and temperature conditions of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a proposed
radioactive waste isolation project in bedded salt. it is also possible to draw from the map
some general conclusions about data adequacy and constitutive equation forms that would
pertain to the project from the map. Moreover, a first-cut constitutive equation for
deformation of salt for the project conditions is formulated based on empirical knowledge and
the two important mechanisms. The proposed equation incorporates the effects of the transient
creep response and of the transition activation energy.

Munson, D.E. [1988]. "Summary of WIPP Thermal/Structural Interactions In Situ Tests,"
ASME-SES Joint Mechanics CoJ_ferenc'e. Berkelc.l,. CA. Jtme 20-22. 1988. SAND88-0172A.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Abstract Only; Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: A series of five large-scale in situ tests were fielded at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant to determine the thermal/structural response of bedded salt. The tests include two in
situ simulations of repository configurations. One of these tests, which simulates a high-level
waste repository heated at an areal loading of 18 W/m 2, consists of a three room complex of
5.5 m by 5.5 m cross section rooms 91.5 m long (Rooms AI, A2, and A3). The other of these
tests, which is an overtest of the high-level repository, consists of a single room (Room B) of
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the same cross section and length, but is heated to about four times the thermal load of the
three room complex, Two other tests are designed to be two-dimensional and address
verification of in situ material behavior. One of these tests is a heated l l.0-m-diameter by
3.05-m-high axisymmetric pillar surrounded by a l l.0-m-wide room (Room H). The other of
these tests is a very long isolated 6.l-m-wide by 3.05-m-high drift (Room G). The final of
the five tests addresses the problem of determining, through hydrofrac tests, the virgin stress
field induced by the overburden. These tests have produced data for over three years from
more than 3000 remote and 700 manual instrument installations. To date, more than 6 million
data readings have been obtained. The comprehensive data base generated by these tests is
now in the simultaneous processes of data reduction and analysis.

Typical results from these in situ tests illustrate several important aspects of the response of
bedded salt. The stress measurements suggest that the overburden stress is lithostatic; however,
the influence of the underground workings on the stress field is more pervasive than originally
thought. This suggests, as a corollary, that the strain fields extend further away from the
drifts and rooms than pretest calculations predicted. A series of typical room closure, salt
displacement, and temperature history results illustrate the exceptional quality of the in situ
data. Examples of data from several test rooms are presented, with some data comparison to
show the uniformity of the salt behavior and trends of the data. Comparison of the measured
and predicted deformations and closures show several significant trends. First, predictions
based on laboratory parameters and constitutive models underestimate the in situ closures by
factors of three. Reasons for this discrepancy are summarized to indicate the possible source.
Second, for more detailed analyses, known differences between horizontal and vertical closures
require inclusion of bedding effects. Various methods have been explored to incorporate such
bedding anisotropy. The influence of the multipass mining effects on the short- and Iong-
te_'m room response was measured in detail using mining-sequence closure gauges; and the
subsequent analysis, including three-dimensional calculations, shows the displacement and time
extent of the mining effects to be minimal. Comparison of the calculated and measured
temperatures suggest imbalances caused by heat loss from the in situ test rooms. The analysis
effort is now in the process of exploring the discrepancies between the ability to calculate the
measured in situ response and the actual in situ measurements. Some of the attempts to
understand the discrepancy have proven helpful, but the full solution is not yet available. The
nature of these attempts is explained, together with the future research efforts.

In summary, the current results and implications will be evaluated. Of specific interest are the
future research directions to validate the calculational methods using the in situ results. This
involves finding answers to a range of current questions on material behavior and numerical
methods.

Munson, D.E., and P.R. Dawson. 1979. Constitutive Model for the Low Temperature Creep of
Salt (with Application to WIPP). SAND79-1853. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: While numerous constitutive models have been proposed for the low-temperature
creep of salt, this work is the first to develop such a model within the framework of rate-
controlling mechanisms and the deformation-mechanism map. Use of this framework
permitted unfolding of the rather complicated low-temperature, steady-state creep behavior
into three simpler responses involving separate regimes with individual controlling mechanisms.
The observed total creep rate obeys the rules of additive processes. The creep model
incorporates primary (transient) creep as a simple two parameter modification to the steady-
state creep equations. Application of the model is through a formulation into proper stress and
strain measures for use in a large strain finite element code. Extensive analysis of available
low-temperature triaxial creep data produced the appropriate material parameters, including
activation energies and stress dependencies for the separate regimes. Material variations were
observed to produce changes in absolute creep rate, without change in controlling mechanism.
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Numerous calculations demonstrate the adequacy of the model and numerical method to
simulate the results of triaxial creep experiments on southeastern New Mexico salt from the
horizons proposed for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Munsoa, D.E., and P.R. Dawson. 1980. Numerical Simulation of Creep Closure of Deep Potash
Mines (with Application to Waste Isolation). SAND80-0467. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: In this work, numerical simulation of the mechanical response of a deep mine
opening in potash is shown to match measured room closures to within a factor of two. In this
case, the calculated closure rates after 8 years are within 25 to 75% of those measured. In
making the calculations, a constitutive model for creep, as determined from laboratory triaxial
tests of salt and short cylinder compressive tests of potash, was incorporated into a coupled
thermal mechanical fluid flow code COUPLEFLO. The model is a multimechanism
formulation of thermally activitated processes acting in parallel. Because the field tests were
well-documented, two-dimensional configurations and because the constitutive model was
uniquely determined by laboratory data, the agreement between calculations and field data for
these significant time durations is a first step in verification of the simulation technique.

Application of the model and numerical methods presented here can be used to understand
deformation in deep potash mines and to aid in design of the waste isolation and petroleum
storage facilities.

Munson, D.E., and P.R. Dawson. 1982a. "A Work ttardening/Recovery Model of Transient
Creep of Salt Ducing Stress Loading and Unloading," Issues in Rock Mechanics, Proceedings
of the 23 rd US Symposium on Rock Mechanics. Berkeley, CA, August 25-27, 1982. Eds. R.E.
Goodman and F.E. Heuze. SAND82-0801J. New York, NY: American Institute of Mining,
Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, Voi 23, 299-306.

ABSTRACT: An empirical model is developed that accurately predicts the transient response
of salt creep to incremental and decremental changes in stress and temperature. Even though
the model is empirical, it is derived from a firm, theoretical framework for the
micromechanical deformation processes of both steady-state and transient creep. In the model,
the transient creep functions modify the steady-state creep behavior, which, in turn, is based
upon creep mechanisms and the deformation-mechanism map. The model is applied
successfully to experimental stress-drop results obtained for salt.

Munson, D.E., and P.R. Dawson. 1982b. A Transient Creep Model for Salt During Stress
Loading and Unloading. SAND82-0962. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: An empirical model is developed which accurately predicts the transient
response of salt creep to incremental and decremental changes in stress and temperature. Even
though the model is empirical, it is derived from a firm theoretical framework based upon the
deformation-mechanism map for the micromechanical deformation processes and treats both
steady-state and transient creep, In the model, transient functions modify the steady-state
creep behavior. The description considers hypothetical potential functions in order to obtain
strain rate versus strain functions for the workhardening and recovery that occurs during
transient creep,

Conventional creep tests or stress-drop tests are analyzed using new methods for the complete
evaluation of all parameters ot" the model. Then, the model is applied to stress-drop
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experimental results for complete recovery. Parameters for the model are also developed for
southeastern New Mexico salt and are used to describe experimental results from tests that
have complex loading and unloading histories. The model predictions compare well with the
experimental results.

Munson, D.E., and P.R, Dawson. 1984. "Salt Constitutive Modeling Using Mechanism Maps,"
The Mechanical Behavior of Salt: Proceedings of the First Conference, Peml,vylvania Slate
University, University Park. PA, November 9-11. 1981. Eds. H.R. Hardy, Jr. and M. Langer.
SAND81-2196C. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of Germany: Trans Tech
Publications. 717-737.

ABSTRACT: Numerous constitutive models have been proposed for the low temperature creep
of salt. This work was the first to develop such a model within the framework of a
deformation-mechanism map. Use of this framework permits unfolding of the rather
complicated low temperature steady-state creep behavior into three simple responses involving
separate regimes with individual controlling mechanisms. The constitutive model developed in
this report incorporates primary (transient) creep as a two parameter modification to the
steady-state creep equations. The constitutive model presented can be applied to deep mines
and, more importantly, to design of the petroleum storage and radioactive waste isolation
facilities.

Munson, D.E., and K,L. DeVrles. 1990. "Progress in Validation of Structural Codes for
Radioactive Waste Repository Applications in Bedded Salt," GEOVAL 90, Stockholm.
Sweden. May 14-17, 1990. SAND89-2176C. Paris, France: Organisation for Economic Co-
Operation and Development. 522-529.

ABSTRACT: Over the last nine years, coordinated activities in laboratory data base
generation, constitutive model formulation, and numerical code capability development have
led to an improved ability of thermal/structural codes to predict the creep deformation of
underground rooms in bedded salt deposits, In the last year, these codes have been undergoing
preliminary validation against an extensive data base collected from the large-scale
underground structural in situ tests at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern
New Mexico. This validation exercise has allowed the prediction capabilities to be evaluated
for accuracy. A summary of the predictive capability and the nature of the in situ data base
involved in the validation exercise is presented here. The WIPP validation exercise has proven
to be especially productive.

Munson, D.E., and A.F. Fossum. 1986, "Comparison Between Predicted and Measured South
Drift Closures at the WIPP Using a Transient Creep Model for Salt," Rock Mechanics: Key IO

Energy Productitm. Proceedings of the 27th US Symposiunl on Rock Mechanics, University of
Alabama. Tuscaloosa, AL. June 23-25, 1986. Ed. H.L. Itartman. SAND85-2238C. Littleton,
CO: Society of Mining Engineers, Inc. 931-939.

ABSTRACT: The US Department of Energy is constructing and operating the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), a research and development facility near Carlsbad, NM, to determine
whether or not defense-generated, high-level radioactive waste can be stored safely in bedded
salt. The goal of the WiPP modeling program is to develop the capability to predict room
responses from one site to another without a priori knowledge of the actual room responses.
Data from one of the early WIPP excavations, called the South Drift, have already been used
to form an initial evaluation of computational models for predicting room closures as a result
of salt creep (Morgan et al., 1985). A significant unresolved discrepancy existed between
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predicted and measured room closures, It was suggested that future studies address alternate
forms of the constitutive law. In this paper, an alternate form of the creep model for salt is
used that is founded upon the deformation-mechanism map for the micromechanical
deformation processes. This model embodies both steady-state and transient creep, Also,
quasi-static plasticity is incorporated into the complete constitutive model for salt. The
conclusion is drawn that the combination of the mechanistic creep model, plasticity, and flow
potential can approximate the late time South Drift deformation. Further improvement of the
model fit of plasticity in the future is expected to further improve the simulation,

ANNOTATION: The reference by Morgan et al., (1985) is included in the bibliography.

Munson, D.E., and R.V. Mataluccl. 1984. "Planning, Developing, and Fielding of
Thermal/Structural interactions in Situ Tests for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),"
IVaste Management 84, Waste Isolation in the US, Technical Program,_ and Public Education,
March 11-15, 1984. Ed. R,G. Post, SAND83-2048C. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona,
Vol. !, 317-333.

ABSTRACT: Large-scale, well-instrumented underground tests to determine in situ
thermalstructural response of bedded salt are being constructed in the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Facility in southeastern New Mexico. These tests are an essential component of a
broad research and development program to resolve thermal/structural issues, to validate long-
term prediction methods, and to develop a design basis for a future repository, They are the
result of an extensive planning and evaluation procedure to determine the appropriate test
configuration. All details of the tests, including background, decisions, design, site operations,
and testing organization are explained. These procedures may be useful in development of
other in situ tests.

Munson, D.E., J.R. Ball, and R.L. Jones. 1990. "Data Quality Assurance Controls Through the
WIPP In Situ Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Management System," High Level Radioactive
Waste Management, Las Vegas, NV, Aprtl 8-12, 1990. SAND88-2845C. La Grange Park,
IL: American Nuclear Society, Vol. 2, 1337-1350.

ABSTRACT: Assurance of data qualily for the in situ tests fielded at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) is of critical importance, These tests supply the information for development and
verification of the technology required for construction of a radioactive waste repository in
bedded salt. The tests are some of the largest ever fielded in an underground facility. To
assure that the extensive output generated by the tests is compatible with the high standards of
quality required, a major project task was undertaken for the acquisition, control, and
preservation of all the associated in situ test data bases, with the principal emphasis on the
very large thermal/structural in situ tests. In order to accomplish this task, the WIPP In Situ
Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Management (WISDAAM) System was put into place, The
system provides for quality control of the test data bases and certified test data throughout the
duration of the tests.

Munson, D.E., K.L. DeVrles, and G,D. Callahan. 1990. "Comparison of Calculations and In
Situ Results for a Large, iteated Test Room at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Rock
Mechanics.' Contrihutions and Challenges. Proceedings of the 31st US Symposium, Golden,
CO, June 18-20. 1990. Eds. W.A, Hustrulid and G,A, Johnson. SAND89-2268C.
Brookfield, VT: A.A. Balkema. 389-396.
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ABSTRACT: The closure measurements from a large scale, heated, in situ experimental room
in salt are compared to numerical calculations using the most recent predictive technology,
with very good agreement, and limited only by the unmodeled roof fracture and separation.

Munson, D.E., A,F. Fossum, and P.E. Senseny. 1989a. Advances in Re.solution o/ Discrepancies
Betweetz Predicted attd Measured tit Silu II,'/PP Roonl Closures. SAND88-2948.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: An extensive reevaluation has been made of several major aspects of the
simulation of the structural response of salt to improve the ability to represent actual
deformations. As a result of the effort, it is now evident that the Tresca flow potential
represents the behavior of salt. The previously used yon Mises flow potential does not appear
to be appropriate. The multimechanism steady-state, workhardening/recovery transient model
now has been modified to be more representative of salt creep. Reevaluation of material
parameters, based on new creep data and a better conceptual understanding of construction of
the virgin state parameters, has resulted in significant improvement in the material parameters
available for calculation. In addition, reevaluation of the coefficient of friction on clay seams
was found necessary. Actual underground observations also suggested a revised stratigraphic
sequence at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) l:a¢ility horizon. The combination of the
above improvements, when incorporated into a numerical simulation of the closure response of
an underground test room (Room D), produced excellent agreement between calculated and
measured closures. The agreement between the calculated and measured vertical closures is
within 2% for the nearly 4.4 years represented by the experimental data. Agreement between
the calculated and measured horizontal closures is not quite as good, with the calculation
overpredicting the observed closure by 18%. Ilowever, based on these calculations, the
approach presented here appears to have resolved much of the earlier discrepancy between
calculated and measured closures.

Munson, D.E., A.F, Fossum, and P.E. Senseuy. 1989b, "Approach to First Principles Model
Prediction of Measured WIPP In Situ Room Closure in Salt," Rock Met'hatfft's as a Guide/or
Efficient Utilization of Natural Re,stmr('c,s, Pmt'ecdings of the 30Itt US Symposium tm Rock
Mechanic.s, West l'irginia Univt, r.sit.r, Morgantown, If'l', June 19-22, 1989. Ed. A,W. Khair.
SAND88-2535C, Boston, MA: A.A, Balkema. 673-680.

ABSTRACT: The discrepancies between predicted and measured Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) in situ Room D closures are markedly reduced through the use of a Tresca flow
potential, an improved small strain constitutive model, an improved set of material parameters,
and a modified stratigraphy.

The calculated vertical and horizontal closures are within 2% and 18%, respectively, of the
measured results. It seems clear that the earlier three-fold discrepancy has been markedly
reduced through the incorporation of a Tresca flow criterion, transient creep response, and a
modified stratigraphy.

An indication of the improvement in the calculationai ability developed through the current
studies is apparent by comparing these results to earlier calculational results using the original
reference steady-state creep law, properties, and stratigraphy. The results using the same
reference quantities, but with a 12.5 reduction in elastic moduli, form "backfitting" of in situ
closure data to obtain an interim method which would better simulate the measured
underground response.

It is possible to analyze the significance of each aspect of the major inputs to the improvement
in the calculated creep closures. The factor that contributes most to closure is the inclusion of
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transient response which, although not shown here, increasesclosure by about an additional
120% of that of steady-state responsealone. The flow potential is also very important, where
a Tresca criterion produces a 70% increase in closure over the vet1 Mises criterion, if the
stratigraphy were uniform and the coefficient of friction on clay seams were very large (i.e.,
no slip), the horizontal and vertical closures for a square crosssection room would be identical.
Thus, the separation between horizontal and vertical closures is a direct result of the bedded
stratigraphy and slip as clay seams. Consequently, the relative contribution of the stratigraphy
and the permitted variation in coefficient ot" friction produce small changes of up to about
20% in the displacement magnitudes ot' the calculated closures.

Munson, D.E., R.V. Matalucci, and T,M. Torres. 1988. "Implementation of Thermal/Structural
Interactions In Situ Tests at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Facility," The Mechanical
Behavior of Salt; Proceedings of the Second Conference. Hamu_w.'r, German.l,, September
24-28. 1984, Eds. H.R, Ilardy, Jr. and M, Langer, SAND84-0804C. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld,
Federal Republic of Germany: Trans Tech Publications. 361-390,

ABSTRACT: Several large-scale, well-instrumented underground tests to determine the in situ
thermal/structural response of bedded salt are currently being constructed at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility in southeastern New Mexico. These tests are an essential
component of a broad research and development program to resolve thermal/structural issues,
to validate long-term predicition methods, and to develop a design basis for a future
repository. They are the result of an extensive planning and evaluation procedure to determine
appropriate test configurations. The scale of these tests can be judged from the 3022 active
remote-reading data channels, 1190 active remote-control channels, and 710 manual data
inputs from more than 3700 individual gauges distributed among the six test rooms (four
experiments). Implementing tests of this magnitude is a major effort in design, preparatory
activities, fielding, and quality assurance controls. In this paper, the approach to fielding these
tests included selecting hardware, developing appropriate technology, and eventually putting
the tests into place,

Munson, D.E., T,M. Torres, and D,A. Blaakeaship. 1986. "Early Results from the
Thermal/Structural In Situ Test Series at the WIPP," Rock Mechanics: Kel, to Energy
Prodtwlion, Proceedings of the 27th US S.rmposium t.t Rock hh'cha.ic_, Univt'rsit.l' of
Alabama, Tu.waloosa, AL, Jtole 23-25, 1986. Ed, H.I.. Hartman. SAND85-2237C. l.itlleton,
CO: Society o1"Mining Engineers, Inc. 923-930.

ABSTRACT: The Thermal/Structural Interactions(TSI) in situ tests are a series of hlrge-scale,
well-instrumented tests that have been constructed at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in
southeastern New Mexico. As a precursor to the TSI tests, a ventilation drift (Room D) was
mined, drilled, and instrumented. This room provided the contractor an excellent area to
practice controlled construction methods and was a proving ground for construction,
monitoring, and documentation methods. All gauges in this first room have been monitored
since their initial installation, which has provided a small but representative data base. These
data also were the first to be available from any TSI area for analysis. This paper discusses
the construction activities in Room D and the data generated from the construction and
drilling. Deformation of the room is compared briefly to numerical calculations that used a
rather simple creep model as a reference. The constitutive model for salt, it appears, must be
improved before it can predict the underground deformations.

Munson, D.E,, T.M, Torres, and R.I,. Jones. 1987. "l_seudostrain Representation of Multipass
Excavations in Salt," Rock Mechanics.' Proceeding,s of/he 28th [IS S.i,mposium. University of
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Arizona, Tuc,_otJ, AZ, June 29-Jul)' I, 19_'7, Eds, I,W, Farmer, J.J.K, Daemen, C,S, Desai,
C,E, Glass, and S,P, Neuman, SAND86-2397C. Boston, MA: A.A. 13alkema, 853-862,

ABSTRACT: Early-time mining sequence closure displacements show how effects of multipass
excavations are accommodated in bedded salt.

Munson, D.E., T.M. Torres, and R.I,. Jone,_. 1988, "Results of a l.arge, In Situ, Ileated
Axlsymmetric Pillar Test at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Key Que,_tim_s it, Rock
Mec'hattic._: Proc'eeding,_ o/ the 29 th US S,l,mpo,_ium, Univer._ity o/ Mimwsota, Mimwapolis,
MN, June 13-15, 1988, Eds. P.A. Cundall, R,L, Sterling, and A,M, Starfield,
SAND87-2257C, Brookfield, VT: A,A. Balkema, 641-651.

ABSTRACT: Extensive structural creep and thermal histories of a heated, axisymmetric,
underground salt pillar are presented and analyzed through pseudostrains, In situ data are then
compared to laboratory fracture and to two-dimensional, numerical, pretest reference
calculations.

Munson, D,E,, R,L. Jones, D,l,, Iloal_, and J.R. Ball, 1987, tteated Axiwmmc'tric' Pi//ar Test
(Room It): In Situ Data Report (t"et,ruar)' 1985 - April 1987), Ii'a._te l_olation Pilot Plant
(It'IPP), Thermal/Structural hltera¢'tion_ Program. SAND87-2488, Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Data are presented from the Ileated Axisymmetric Pillar Test, a very large-scale,
in situ test fielded underground at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, These data include selected
fielding information, test configuration, instrumentation activities, and comprehensive results
from a large number of gauges, The results give measured data from room closure gauges,
extensometers, stressmeters, thermocouples, fluxmeters, and power gauges ernplaced in the test.
The test began in February 1985 and continues to the present, Data in this report cover the
period from February 1985 to April 1987 and will be updated as necessary in future reports,

Munson, D.E., R.I,. Jones, D.I,. lloag, and J.R, Ball. 1988, 3lining Development 7'e_t (Room
D): In Situ Data Report (,_lart'h 19,_'4 - 3la), 1988), Ii'a._le l,_olatitm Pilot Plant (II/IPP),
Thermal//Stru¢'tural lntt'rac'tion_ Program, SAND88-1460, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Data are presented from the Mining l)evelopment Test (Room D), an experiment
of opportunity that was fielded underground at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, The room was
initially intended to provide only ventilation during construction of the planned tests; however,
because it had the same dimensions as other actual test rooms, it provided an opportunity to
develop mining, instrumentation, and data acquisition methc)ds at an early stage of the project,
The data include selected fielding infc)rmation, test configuration, instrumentation activities,
and comprehensive results from a small number of extensometer and room closure gauges
installed in the test room, The test began in Marcia 1984 and continues to the present. Data in
this report cover the period from March 1984 to May 1988 and will be updated as necessary in
future reports,

Munson, D.E,, R,I,, Jones, J,R. Ball, R,M. Clancy, D.L, Iloag, and S.V. Petney, 1990,
Overte.st /or Simulated Defen,w High-Level Waste (Room B).' In Si/u Data Report (May 1984
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- Fehruar.i, 1988), tf'a._lc' I,_oluliOIt Pilot Platll (II'IPP), 7'tl_,rmal,.'Slruciurul lptleru_'liml._
Program. SAN1..)89-2671. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Data are presented fron_ the Overtest for Simulated Defense Iligh-i.evel Waste
(DIILW), a very large-scale, in situ test fielded undergr_und at the Waste Isolation I'ilot Plant.
These data include selected fielding information, test configuratiorl, instrumentation activities,
and comprehensive results from a large number of gauges. The results give measured data
from room closure gauges, extensometers, stressmeters, thermocouples, fluxrneters, and power
gauges emplaced in the test. The test began with excavation of the room in May It)84 and
continues to the present. Data in this report cover the period from May 1984 to l:ebruary
1988 and will be updated as necessary in t'uture reports.

Myers, J., W.E. Coons, R. Easlmontl. J. Morse, S. ChakraharIi, J. Zurkoff, I.D. Coltou, aud
I, Banz, 1986. "The Waste isolation Pilot Plant Performance Assessment Program," II'a._te
Mattagt'nlettt 86. If'a,_le I._olluiott tit lilt' [IS, Tt'cil,iral Programs aJtd Public Eduralio,.
7'ucson, AZ. Marrh 2-6. 10,_'6. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona, Vol. 2,
203-209.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Performance Assessment Program involves
a comprehensive analysis of the WIPP Project with respect to the recently t'inalized
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)regulations regarding the long-term geologic isolation
of radioactive wastes. The pc_D_rmance assessment brings together the results ot" site
characterization and underground e_perirnent_ll and environmental studies into a rigorous
determination of the performance of the WIPP as a disposal system for transuranic (TRU)
radioactive waste. The program cc_nsists ol' scenario developmerlt, geochemical, hydrol(_gic,
and thermomechanical support analyses and will address the specific containn_ent and
individual protection requirements specified in 40 CI:R Iql Subpart I:1. Calculated releases
from these interrelated analyses will be reported as an overall probability distribution of
cumulative release resulting from all processes and events occurring over the 10,000 year post-
closure period. In addition, results will include any doses to the public resulting from natural
processes occurring over the 1,000 year post-closure peri_tl. The overall plan for the WIPP
Performance Assessrnent Program is presented along with appreaches to issues specific to the
WIPP Project.
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National Research Council, Board on Radioactive Waste Management. Panel on the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. 1983. Review of the Criteria for the Site Suitability, De._igt_,
Construction, a_r¢l Operation of the Proposed It.'a._/e l._olaticm Pilot Plattt (WIPP), Interim
Report,' July I, 1978 to JM.r 31, 1982, DOE/NE/93023-3. Wa._hington, DC: National
Research Council, Board on Radioactive Waste Management,

ABSTRACT: The panel on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) reviewed information
(mainly available through July 1982) concerning five main areas: site selection and
characterization; in situ tests and experiments; waste-acceptance criteria; design and operation
of facilities; and performance assessment. The WIPP panel comhaented analytically on these
aspects rather than summarizing activities.

Under site selection and characterization, the panel found that resources might be safely
extracted from outer zones without harm, but any proposal should be examined individually as
the integrity of the repository is the first consideration. The site is likely to remain
tectonically quiescent during the period of interest and evaporite defe, rmation is not a credible
risk. Karst is not likely to disturb the repository site for more than a million years, and the
threat of forming new breccia pipes at the site is practic'_lly nonexistent, The Bell Canyon
Formation cannot support flow to form breccia pipes or interstratal dissolution, Large-scale
strata-bound dissolution is not supported as a threal to a repository, but countering evidence is
not conclusive, Brine reservoirs in the Castile are most likely isolated pockets ot" fluid which
are neither recent nor from distant sources. If pressurized brines exist directly under the
WIPP Site, "this should not adversely affect the operating facility, and there is insufficient
justification to delay progress on the WIPP," The panel rec,mmends tile US Department of
Energy obtain the right to deny mineral or hydrocarbon extraction from all zones unless it can
be shown it poses no threat. Strata-bound dissolution should be evaluated by making firmer
estirnates of salt deposited and removed and by studying water flow and residues in anhydrite
beds, Hydrologic holes should be located to help determine the influence of fractures or
lineaments on the Rustler hydrology,

The in situ tests and experiments, including high-level waste, are an important aspect of WIPP,
Operational handling and emplacement experience with waste packages is needed. The
research and development (R&D) program should remain flexible to factor in new results, and
the scientific community should be solicited for ideas and participation. Procedures for
handling high-level waste in experimental areas may not be needed for transuranic (TRU)
waste. Laboratory tests should supplement in situ testing.

Combustible materials should be embedded in noncombustible material. Waste acceptance
criteria related to biological gas generation are based on a supert'icial analysis. Sulfate in the
rocks may make hydrogen sulfide the ma.ior gas product. The quality assurance system is
inadequate because it does not require on-site verification of package contents. Standardized
waste packages should be adopted as soon as feasible. The mixture of wastes should be
incapable of self-sustaining combustion in a current of air. Deficient procedures for fighting
transient underground fires should be remedied, The humidity of still air and the pH of salt
are significant quantities for degradation processes. Restrictions on organic material
proportions should be dropped if measured relative humidity is less than 60%. Microorganisms
will need to be evaluated it' taurnidity is higher than 60%. State of the art equipment will be
required for nondestructive verification of waste compliance with criteria. Practical
alternatives are required for packages which do not comply. Waste-acceptance criteria are
needed for high-level waste for experimental programs.

The design of an operation plan with storage areas to the south and experimental areas to the
north is commendable, The layout of eight panels of storage rooms and barrier pillars is
effective, provided barrier pel_etrations are adequately sealed. Seal details have not been
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provided. The four-shaft design has greater redundancy and flexibility than the current three-
shaft system. The panel has not seen an adequate evaluation justifying the three-shaft system,
which is more typical of conventional mining practice than of nuclear industry practice.
Mechanisms for transfering site preliminary design validation information must be established.
Far-field salt displacement from long-term closure of excavations must be shown not to
significantly increase permeability of the bulk of the salt. Sealing should be shown to be
sufficient to preclude unacceptable increases in hydraulic conductivity across the repository
horizon. Underground diesel use should be re-examined. Changes in facilities configurations
need to be elaborated in terms of operational safety, efficiency, and nuclide releases.

Calculated doses are within limits for workers and far below normal background radiation for
the public. Long-term release scenarios have not been verified experimentally but appear to
set outside lim;ts to credible releases. Hydrologic programs must continue to define rates and
directions of flow. The probability of karst-type flows in the Rustler east of Nash Draw and
effect on radiation dosages need to be determined.

National Research Council. Board on Radioactive Waste Management. Panel on the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. 1984. Review of the Scientific and Technical Criteria for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). DOE/DP/48015-1. Washington, DC: National Academy
Press.

ABSTRACT: The panel has evaluated the scientific and technical adequacy of work being
done on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project. The panel concluded that the scientific
work has been carried out with a high degree of professional competence. The panel notes
that the geology revealed by shaft sinking and excavation of drifts, and the preliminary

"imeasurements, generally con_ rm the geologic expectations derived from surface explorations
and bore holes. The purity and volume of the salt, the absence of brine pockets at the
repository horizon in the areas excavated, the absence of breccia pipes and of toxic gases, and
the nearly horizontal bedding of the salt indicate that a repository can be constructed that will
meet the geologic criteria for site selection. Thus, the important issues about the geology at
the site have been resolved, but there remain some issues about the hydrology and design of
the facility that :,hould be vesulved before large-scale transuranic (TRU) waste emplacement
begins.

Some engineering aspects of the many WIPP studies by the US Department of Energy (DOE)
and its contractors have not yet reached the final stage, so the panel's conclusions on these
matters are not final. The final design will need to incorporate the findings of the
experimental program and construction activities, or it will have to be shown that findings in
the experimental program, if different than predicted (e.g., the larger amounts of water in
MB-139, unexpected rates of closure in the drifts, and the permeability of the backfilled
drifts), will not affect the safety of the repository.

The packaging of waste at the originating sites, transport to the site, transport vehicles, and
disposal of heat-generating waste are beyond the scope of this study and are not dealt with in
this report.

The health and safety consequences of the postulated repository failure mechanisms appear to
be so minimal that simplifications in design may be justified, and cost-effectiveness studies
should be carried out to determine whether they would be acceptable. However, the
probability and the consequences of potentially rapid flow of brine solutions, containing
radionuclides, through more permeable formations have not been completely determined. Once
these have been resolved, conventional safety considerations (e.g., the number of shafts and
packaging of waste for highway transport) might determine the optimum design. DWP
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Neill, R.H. 1984. Disposal of Radioactive Wastes (Disposieion De Desechos Radioactivos).
Presented Before the Soeiedad Mexicana de Seguridad Radiologica, Mexico City. Santa Fe,
NM: Environmental Evaluation Group. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: In contrast to mathematical extrapolations of dose and effect relationships, the
fundamental principle for radiation exposure is ALARA--as low as reasonably achievable.
The exposure from radioactive waste disposal is less than from other sources, but there is
considerable apprehension about disposal. The most promising method is deep geological
disposal. Barriers in the total system range from the waste form to the total geological system.
Human intrusions and natural events are the most plausible release scenarios. The geological
information is most important in evaluating the long-term stability and validity in calculating
potential exposure.

DWP

Neill, R.H. 1988. "Ten Years of State Evaluation of a Nuclear Waste Repository," Waste
Management 88, Waste Processing, Transportation, Storage and Disposal, Technical Programs
and Public Education, Tucson. AZ, February 28-March 3. 1988. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 377-382.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) was established in 1978 to
independently evaluate the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project for the State of New
Mexico in order to protect public health and safety and ensure that there is minimal
environmental degradation from the project, in October 1988, WIPP will become the first
engineered geological repository to dispose of nuclear waste. By concentrating on objective
technical evaluation, the EEG has been able to improve the location, design, operations, and
safety of the project. The evaluation has consisted of irdependent analyses of scientific data
on site characterization, breach scenario modeling, transoortation risks and safety, design
parameters, operational risks and safety, waste certification, and mining. The US Department
of Energy (DOE) has accepted EEGs suggestions on site relocation, transportation cask
redesign, limitations on the kind of waste allowed at WIPP, waste certification procedures,
additional site characterization, compliance with regulatory standards, operational procedures,
and radiologicai monitoring. EEGs work has also helped in providing a proper perspective and
sound foundation to the sometimes emotional debate on actual or perceived risks from a highly
visible project, it has thus been possible to resolve contentious issues based on scientific
investigations and analyses. As WIPP moves into an operational phase in 1988, EEG will
continue to closely monitor the health and safety aspects of the project.

Neill, R.H., and L. Chaturvedi. 1989. "Technical and Programmatic Evaluation of WIPP,"
Waste Management 89, Waste Processing, Transportation. Slorage and Disposal, Technical
Programs and Public Education, Tucson, AZ, February 26-March 2, 1989. Ed. R.G. Post.
Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. I, 253-259.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has been constructed to be a repository
for transuranic (TRU) radioactive wastes generated from the US defense activities. The US
Department of Energy (DOE) had planned to start shipping waste to WIPP in October 1988,
but the physical plant was not ready, the shipping container was not certified, a number of
regulatory requirements were not completed, and the justification for temporary emplacement
of waste had not been developed. DOE is now moving swiftly towards completing a number
of these requirements. A critical factor, however, remains the lack of demonstrable progress
towards showing compliance with the Standards (40 CFR Part 191) for long-term integrity of
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the facility. Without such compliance, the facility cannot be used for the purpose for which it
has been built, that is, to permanently dispose of the defense TRU radioactive waste.

Neill, R.H., J.K. Channell, L. Chaturvedi, M.S. Little, K. Rehfeldt, and P. Spiegler. 1983.
Evaluation of the Suitability of the IVIPP Site. EEG-23. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental
Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) has concluded that the Los
Medafios site for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project has been characterized
sufficiently to warrant confidence in the validation of the site for the permanent emplacement
of approximately 6 million ft a of defense transuranic (TRU) waste. The maximum surface
dose rate for the unshielded remotely-handled transuranic (RH-TRU) waste canisters is
assumed to be 100 rem/hr with a maximum radionuclide concentration of 23 curies/L. The
site and preliminary design validation (SPDV) program has confirmed the subsurface geological
conditions at the site. EEG has identified further geological and hydrological work to improve
confidence in the worst case scenario models of possible breaches of the repository. Some of
the additional information will be necessary to assure compliance with future Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) standards.

EEG recommends several commitments be obtained from the Department of Energy (DOE)
before beginning full facility construction. The DOE should agree to comply fully with the
EPA standard when it is provided. The maximum surface-dose rate for unshielded RH-TRU
waste canisters will be 100 rem/hr with a maximum radionuclide concentration of 23 curies/L.
No potash mining should be allowed in zones 1-111. Deviated drilling may be allowed under
the site at depths greater than 6000 ft. Institutional control should be maintained for at least
100 years. Studies recommended by the State should be provided by the DOE by July 1985.

The EEG recommends the following studies: investigate the structural depression on Salado
marker beds about 2 mi north of the shafts, computer modeling of Rustler groundwater flow,
and hydrological testing. Hydrology tests should include a long duration pumping test at H-3;
measurement of anisotropy at H-I, H-2, and H-3; convergence tracer tests at H-l, H-3, and
H-4; and convergence tracer test at H-6 with sorbing tracers. The EEG recommends the DOE
conduct nine studies already planned or in progress. DWP

Neill, R.H., J.K. Channell, C. Wofsy, and M.A. Greenfield, eds. 1979. Radiological Heallh
Review of the Drafl Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-OO26-D) Wasle lsolalion
Pilot Plant. US Departme,t of Energy. EEG-3. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group.

ABSTRACT: The Environmental Evaluation G . 'EEG) has evaluated the radiological
health, safety, and environmental aspects of the Draft Environme,tai Impact Statement (DEIS)
by checking calculations, evaluating assumptions and methodology, considering possible
omissions, evaluating conclusions, and recommending additional action. The radiation doses
calculated by the EEG are in general agreement with the DEIS and are "no more than a
fraction of existing radiation doses to the public." The EEG recommends the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant be subjected to the licensing procedures of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Dose effects have been c_lculated instead of health effects, which are more informative.
Health effects should be addressed in the Fi,al Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). T;.e
assumptions used for transportation accidents and releases, including sabotage, may not be
conservative. The radiological consequences cannot be fully evaluated until waste acceptance
criteria are fully developed. The FEIS should include further information about site
characteristics and analysis of brine reservoirs, deep dissolution, breccia pipes, groundwater
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flow rates and flow paths, and the effect of impurities on the characteristics of rock salt at the
repository horizons. Site selection criteria were developed in the absence of regulatory
requirements and need to be examined by other agencies and groups to establish that they are
reasonable and adequate. Some assumptions for operational accidents may underestimate the
release of radioactivity. Details of plans and wastes need to be available before the potential
exposure from the experimental waste program can be determined. Additional scenarios and
calculations are appropriate to evaluate the long-term release of radioactivity. The hazards
from retrieval of radioactive wastes should be examined in detail. The advantages and
feasibility of site control for periods longer than 100 years should also be evaluated, as an
uncontrolled site would be subject to human activity that could violate site integrity. DWP

Nelson, J,W., and P.C. Kelsall. 1984. "Prediction of Long-Term Creep Closure in Salt," Rock
Mechanics in Producti_,il.l, attd Proleclion, Proceedings of lhe Twenty-Fifth US Symposium,
Evanston, IL. June 25-27, 1984. Eds. C.H. Dowding and M.M. Singh. New York, NY:
Society of Mining Engineers of AIME. II 15-1125.

ABSTRACT: Predictions of creep closure for periods ranging up to more than 1,000 years are
needed for designing a radioactive waste repository in a salt formation. Such long-term
predictions must be based on the use of" laboratory and field test results extrapolated by
numerical modeling. Laboratory test results are presented which show highly variable creep
behavior for salts from different sites as well as salts from the same site. Comparisons of
measured creep closures against predicted closures are presented for two deep bore holes in
Louisiana salt domes and for an exploratory shaft and drift in southeastern New Mexico
bedded salt (Waste Isolation Pilot Plant). These data illustrate the significant uncertainties
involved in long-term closure predictions and indicate the critical need for site--specific, in
situ closure measurements over extended periods of time for repository design.

Netherland, Sewell & Associates, 1974. Evaluatimz of ttydr_warhmt Potential AEC Study Area.
Southeast New Mexico. ORNL/SUB-74/38284. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The hydrocarbon potential of 3 mi 2 (SE/4 of section 35 and S/2 of section 36,
T21S, R31E; section 1 and E/2 of section 2, T22S, R31E; SW/4 of section 31 of T21S, R32E;
and W/2 of section 6, T22.S, R32E) was evaluated. No economically recoverable oil and gas
exist within the study area or in the immediately adjoining acreage. The oil and gas lease
options have no value to an operator with full knowledge of the geology, as he would also
conclude that no oil and gas are economically recoverable in the study area. An operator who
drills trends without full knowledge of the geology might pay a cash bonus of as much as $40
to $50/acre for leasing rights. The value of oil and gas rights is estimated to be approximately
$100/acre (about 2 I/2 times the leasing values above) to the owner derived "not from the
finding and producing of oil and gas, but from some operators' 'hoping' to find oil and gas
and their willingness to pay a 'cash bonus' for the lease or contractual right to conduct
exploratory drilling toward that end." DWP

Netherland, Seweli & Associates. 1975. Updated Evaluation of H.I,dr_warh_m Potential ORNL
Study Area. Southeast New Mexico. ORNI./SUB-75/70344. Dallas, TX: Netherland, Sevmll
& Associates. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: During the year since the original report on hydrocarbon potential of a 3 mi 2
area, 16 new wells have been drilled in the vicinity. The results confirm earlier conclusions
"that no economically recoverable oil and gas exists within the limits of the ORNL [Oak Ridge
National Laboratory] study area or under the acreage immediately adjoining the study area."
Three structural highs, carrying through from shallow Permian age beds to Siluro-Devonian
beds, were confirmed across the central part of the area. Hydrocarbon production is limited to
porous zones on the crests of structural highs. No oil or gas has been found in synclinal
troughs such as at the study area. The nearest leasing is about 12 mi southeast of the study
area with prices in the range of $125/acre. "... we believe there has been a modest decrease
in the value of the minerals in this area during the past year." DWP

Neuman, S.P., G.R. Walter, lt.W. Bentley, J.J. Ward, and D.D. Gonzalez. 1984.
"Determination of Horizontal Aquifer Anisotropy with Three Wells," Ground Water. Vol. 22,
no. l, 66-72,

ABSTRACT: Existing methods for the determination of horizontal aquifer anisotropy by
means of pumping tests requires a minimum of four wells; one for water withdrawal and three
for drawdown observations. This paper shows how the same methods can be used to determine
anisotropy with as few as three wells, if at least two of them can be pumped in sequence. A
field example is included. A method of analyzing data from more wells than the above
minimum, by least squares, is also described.

Niou, S., and D.E. Deal. 1989. "Migration of brine and Nitrogen in Creeping Salt," Waste
Management 89, Waste Processing, Transportation, Storage and Disposal, Technical Programs
and Public Education. Tucson, AZ, February 26-March 2. 1989. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 1, 329-335.

ABSTRACT: Although the excavations in bedded salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
are, for all practical purposes, dry, small amounts of brine have been observed to weep from
exposed surfaces in the repository horizon and seep into drill holes in the underground
excavations. As part of the Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program (BSEP) at the WlPP, this
study has been made to formulate the complex problem of brine and nitrogen flow through
deforming salt as completely as possible. The derived equations are coupled where appropriate
in order to describe the natural phenomena. The main objective of this paper is to suggest a
method by which the formulation might be solved in order to estimate the brine inflow rate
into the excavated rooms at the WIPP repository level. The suggested solution method requires
the modification and combination of two finite-element codes which may necessitate a large
amount of computer memory for data storage.

Niou, S., and J,M. Pielz. 1987a. A Statistical Inverse Analysis of the H-3 Multipad Pumping
Test. Albuquerque, NM: International Technology Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The H-3 multipad pumping test of October to December 1985, was analyzed
using a new statistical groundwater inverse code with three goals: characterize the Culebra
Dolomite Member by assigning regionalized values of transmissivity and storativity along with
associated uncertainties; utilize all I-!-3 pumping test data to the extent possible; and judge the
suitability of the method. The code, called INVERT, produces probabilistic distributions of
transmissivity and storativity which can be used in stochastic models of radionuc[ide transport.
Maximum likelihood methods are used to calculate transmisslvity and storativity from test data.
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Quantified uncertainties in the data put into the code are carried through the calculations and
are reflected in confidence limits for the final parameter estimates.

The statistical methods used in INVERT are highly applicabl_ to analysis of pumping tests for
risk assessment. Hydraulic parameters must be extracted fro_q observed data, which at the
very least contain measurement errors. Extensive hydraulic testing and construction activities
have created nonstatic Culebra heads. Culebra data reflect the_,_echanging heads, and therefore
the data contain additional errors. Use of a statistical method for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site pumping analysis is further motivated by the fact that Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulations applicable to the WIPP require a probabilistic assessment of long-
term repository performance. INVERT yields the requisite probabilistic distributions of
Culebra hydraulic parameters which could be used in probabilistic radionuclide transport
models. DWP

The conclusions from the analysis are:
I. INVERT calculated most probable transmissivity and storativity values, the quantified

error in the data, and a zone pattern for the Culebra. This zone pattern reflects the
respo.,a_es from the H-3 test data and also results from previous studies. Using the
parameters estimated by the program, the match to the observed data was reasonable.

2. A fracture zone connects H-3 with DOE-I and H-II. A high transmissivity zone
connecting H-3 with P-17 may be an extension of this zone. A zone of high
transmissivity around the WIPP shafts and WIPP-21 is probably caused by construction
and leakage at the shafts. Assigning WIPP 21 to the latter zone is uncertain.

3. 95 percent confidence limits calculated for Culebra transmissivities were best for H-I,
H-2, H-3, H-II, and DOE-I.

4. Data from WIPP-12, WIPP-13, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and WIPP-22 were distorted by well
development. WIPP-12 and WIPP-13 were omitted from the analysis. Confidence in the
responses at WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and WIPP-22 was low. Leakage from the waste handling
shaft may have affected WIPP-21 and WIPP-22.

5. Uncertainties in the responses for wells such as P-14, P-15, H-6b, H-5b was high.
Instrument malfunctions and simultaneous construction activities thwarted the goal of
maximum data utilization.

6. Reliability of the calculated parameters and the definition of parameter zones can be
improved with more pumping test data.

7. Several regions around the WIPP Site lack Culebra monitoring wells.

Niou, S., and J.M. Pietz. 1987b. "Coupled Brine Migration and Stress Ana!!,sis for Repository
Room Saturation in Bedded Salt,' Rock Mechanics: Proceedings of the 2_tn US Symposium,
University of Arizona, Tttc.son, AZ, June 29-Jul)' 1, 1987. Eds. I.W. Farmer, J.J.K. Daemen,
C.S. Desai, C.E. Glass, and S.P. Neuman. Boston, MA: A.A. Balkema. 601-608.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a transuranic (TRU) nuclear waste
repository mined out of Permian age, bedded salt in southeastern New Mexico. Since
excavation, small amounts of brine have been seeping into repository rooms under the
influence of large pressure gradients. During the isolation period, the accumulation of brine in
the room involves the coupled mechanisms of brine flow, salt creep, and room contents
consolidation and pressurization. This preliminary analysis tested the qualitative importance of
the coupled mechanisms using an idealized room geometry and available salt property data
from the WIPP Site. A computer code, COUPLE, uses finite differences to solve the brine
flow equation assuming Darcy's Law, with iteration used to establish compatibility between the
coupled equations. Results sht, w that mechanical characteristics of the waste and repository
room air leakage strongly effect brine flow rate, but that brine flow rate was insensitive to the
small changes in salt porosity and permeability.
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Nowak, E.J, 1978. "The Migration of Eu through Geologic Media," EOS Transactions.
American Geophysical Union, SAND78-1746J. Vol. 59, no. 12, 1224 (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The rates of migration of long-lived radionuclides by fluid flow through
geologic media depend in part on their propensities to be absorbed by the media. This
absorption characteristic is often expressed as a distribution coefficient, K d. Europium (Eu)
was used as a simulant for the transuranics (TRUs) in these initial ahsorption measurements.
The aqueous phases were concentrated brines that are typical of the salt deposits in the Los
Medafios area of southeasteln New Mexico. The solid phase in the absorption measurements
were clays and geologic rnedia of the same geologic area. The Eu concentration and the pH of
the liquid phase were measured before and after contact with the solid media in both batch
and flow experiments. A major dependence of absorption on pH was found. The values for
K d varied from ,,,105 mL/g at pH ~7 to -,,10 mL/g at pH ,,,4, and this effect obscured any
differences among different solid phase compositions. Further investigation of the liquid
phase revealed that the Eu was associated with a precipitate of particles having diameters that
were :, 0.8 and < 40 _m at the larger values of pH. At the smaller values of pH, either the
particles were smaller than 0.8 p,m or the Eu was in solution. Related batch and flow
experiments showed that the particles which were present at high pH values were occluded by
solid media, while at low values of pH, Eu was absorbed by another slower process.

Nowak, E.J. 1980a. "The Backfill as an Engineered Barrier for Nuclear Waste Management,"
Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management. Proceedings of tire International S.i,mposium,
Boston. MA, November 27-30. 1979. Ed. G.J. McCarthy. SAND79-0990C. New York, NY:
Plenum Press. Vol. 2, 403-410.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents results from an experimental backfills barrier development
program. The swelling, plastic flow and relative impermeability of bentonite and hectorite
were observed and measured after wetting them with concentrated brines. Measurements of
stable values of pH > 6.5 for the interstitial brines in wetted bentonite and hectorite confirmed
conditions favorable for precipitation and sorption of transuranics (TRUs). Values of Kd >
2000 mL/g were measured for Pu and Am. Calculated estimates of the effectiveness of a
l-ft-thick backfill barrier are presented. They show that the breakthrough of Pu and other
transuranics (TRUs) (K d = 2000 mL/g) can be delayed for l04 to l0 _ years. The breakthrough
of most fission products (K d = 200 mL/g) can be delayed for l0a to l04 years, sufficient time
for them to decay to very low concentrations. A backfill barrier can contribute significantly
to a radioactive waste isolation system.

Nowak, E.J. 1980b, The Backfill Barrier a.s a ComponeJtt in a Multiple Barrier Nuclear Waste
Isolation System. SAND79-1109, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Quantitative estimates of the potential effectiveness of backfill barriers based on
a linear sorption model are presented. Using getters such as clays (known sorbents), a backfill
approximately I-ft-thick can delay '_he breakthrough of transuranics (TRUs) by 104 to 10s
years. A delay of 10z years is possible for major cationic fission products. These delays can
be achieved provided that: the distribution coefficient (Kd, a measure of affinity for sorbed
species) for the barrier material is equal to or greater than 2000 mL/g for TRUs and 200
mL/g for fission products; the interstitial groundwater velocity through the barrier is limited
to 1 ft/year or less; the effective porosity of the barrier is equal to or less than 0.1; and the
physical integrity of the barrier is maintained (no channels or cracks), Mixtures containing
expanding clays such as smectites and other getters are expected to satisfy these criteria.
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Nowak, E.J. 1980c. Radionuclide Sorption and Migralion Studies of Getters fop" Backfill
Barriers. SAND79-1110, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: 13entonite and hectorite clay minerals were chosen for study and development as
potential backfill materials for testing in the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a
radioactive waste repository and test facility in bedded salt. This choice of materials was
based on initial screening results which are presented and on the predicted physical properties
of these materials. These properties were verified experimentally in concentrated brines
specific to the WIPP Site. Distribution coefficients, Kd, were calculated from batch sorption
measurements on bentonite and hectorite in the nearly saturated brines A and B. The resulting
K,_ values were in the range of (!-5) x 103 mL/g for europium; (2-,10) x l0s mL/g for
plutonium(IV); and (4-16) x 10z mL/g for americium(Ill). A silica- and calcite-containing
sand mixed with bentonite and hectorite acted as a sorber of anaericium(lll) but was merely an
inert diluent for plutonium(IV). Pertechnetate anions (TcO4-) sorbed on activated charcoal
with Kd values in the range of (0.2-0.4) x 10a mL/g. Pertechnetate, cesium, and strontium
ions in brine were not sorbed appreciably by bentonite or hectorite. Although experimental
evidence is given for a possible role ot' solubility in the sorption of europium on getters, other
data presented here and evidence from the literature are inconsistent with a simple single
reaction sorption mechanisrn. It is concluded that a backfill containing bentonite on hectorite
and activated charcoal is potentially an effective barrier to the migration of Eu(lll), Pu(IV),
Am(Ill) cations and, with further development, to the migration of TcO 4- anions as well.

Nowak, E.J, 1981a. "Composite Backfill Materials for Radioactive Waste Isolation by Deep
Burial in Salt," Scientific Basis for Nuclear IVaste Management. Proceedings of the Third
International Symposium, Boston, MA, Novemher 17-20, 1980. Ed. J.G. Moore.
SAND80-1377C. New York, NY: Plenum Press, Vol, 3, 545-552.

ABSTRACT: Bentonite and hectorite were found to sorb Pu(IV) and Am(Ill) from
concentrated brines with distribution coefficients Kd > 3000 mL/g. The permeability of
bentonite to brine was less than I microdarcy at a confining pressure of 18 MPa, the expected
lithostatic pressure at the 800-m level in a salt repository. Getters for sorption of TcO 4-
(charcoal, K d _>~300 mL/g), I- (charcoal, Kd >30 mL/g), Cs (mordenite, K d > 30 mL/g), and
Sr (sodium titanate, Kd >-100 mL/g) from brines were identified. Their sorption properties
are presented. Thermal conductivity results (>0.5 W/InK) and evidence for bentonite stability
in brines at hydrothermal conditions are also given. It is shown by calculated estimates that a
3-ft-thick mixture of bentonite with other getter materials could retain Pu, Am, and TcO 4- for
> 104 years and 1- for > 10z years. Another tailored mixture could retain Cs for -600 years, Sr
for -700 years, TcO 4- for ~4000 years, and 1- for -400 years. The backfill can offer a
significant contribution to the isolation capability ot" a waste package system.

Nowak, E.J. 1981b. "Backfill Barriers for Nuclear Waste Repositories in Salt," Proceedings of
the International Seminar on Ctlemislr.l' and Proces._ Engineering J or Higll-Level Liquid
Waste Solidification, Juliet1, German)', June I, 1981, Eds. R. Odoj and E. Merz,
SAND81-0377A. Vol. 2, 784-791. (Available from National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA).

ABSTRACT: A backfill surrounding a waste form and canister can be an effective chemical
and physical barrier to the migration of" radionuclides. It can also chemically modify
groundwater or brine to minimize their potency for corrosion and leaching. Interactions
among the waste forth, canister, other engineered barriers, groundwater or brine, heat, and
nuclear radiation can affect waste package performance. Backfill materials were evaluated for
containment of radionuclides, chemical modification of brine, and sensitivity to hydrothermal
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conditions. Experimental conditions were relevant to nuclear waste isolation in bedded salt.
They were based on geologic conditions at the site of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in
southeastern New Mexico, USA.

Brines were synthesized to represent water in contact with either potash-containing horizons
near the WIPP Site, brine A, or water in contact with the halite of the WlPP horizons, brine B.
Brine A contains 1.8 M NaCI, 0.8 M KCI, and 1.4 M MgCI as major constituents. The single
major constituent of brine B is 5 M,M_NaCI. Both brines contain 0.02 to 0.03 M Ca ++ and 10-6
to 10.4 M_M_Cs + and Sr++.

Bentonite saturated with water has desirable physical and sorption properties for a backfill
material. However, the mechanistic complexity of these properties requires that site- and
material-specific studies be done for a repository in salt, At 18 MPa confining pressure
(lithostatic pressure at a depth of 800 m), the measured permeability of a commercial bentonite
sample to brine A was <i microdarcy. That value is small enough to prevent significant
convective transport ei' radio,nuclides relative to transport by molecular diffusion. Bentonite
was also found to buffer WIPP brines at pil --- -,,6.5 to 7.5 at 25°C over a wide range of clay-
to-brine ratios, la batch sorption experiments, bentonite sorbed Pu(IV) and Am(ill) from WIPP
brines with empirical distribution coefficients (Kd) _->-103 eroS/g.

Bentonite was found to be an inadequate sorber of the fission products TcO,t-, I-, Cs +, and
Sr .+ from WIPP brines. New batch sorption experiments with WIPP brines have identified an
activated charcoal which sorbs TcO 4- with Kct = ~1000cmS/g and 1- with K d = ,-,50cmS/g. A
synthetic mordenite sorbed Cs + with Kd = ,,,30cmS/g and a synthetic titanate sorbed Sr++ with
Kcl = ---1000cmS/g.

Tailored mixtures of these sorbers could be effective backfills that contribute to the capability
of the waste package for total containment during the first ~10 s years after emplacement and
for controlled release thereafter. Calculated estimates of radionuclide retention times are
shown for retarded diffusion through two backfill compositions. Calculated steady-state
release rates for the same compositions in terms of concentrations (Co) of radionuclides
released from the waste form are also shown.

Measurements of hydrothermal reactions between backfill materials and brines have been
initiated. Bentonite was contacted with brine B at 250°C for I1 days. The liquid phase was
analyzed and the solid phase was characterized by powder x-ray diffraction and by
transmission electron microscopy with electron diffraction and energy dispersive analysis.
Initially present chlorite, clinoptilolite, and illite were no longer detectable. Brine samples
taken during and after the run were mildly acidic (pH 4 to 7) after cooling, it was concluded
that the montmorillonite component became better ordered without major recrystallization and
should remain stable under the experimental conditions.

In summary, backfill mixtures surrounding the waste form and canister can provide a neutral
or slightly acidic, potentially reducing (due to charcoal) environment, prevent convective
aqueous flow, and act as an effective radionuclide migration barrier. Bentonite is likely to
remain hydrothermally stable but potentially sensitive to waste package interactions which
could alter the DH, the ratio of dissolved ions, or the sorption properties of radionuclide
species. Effects of irradiation from high-level waste should be investigated.

Nowak, E.J. 1982a. Ttw Diffusion of Cs (I) and Sr (II) in Liquid-Saturaled Beds of Backfill
Materials. SAND82-0750. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Diffusion rates of cesium and strontium in brine-saturated uncompacted backfill
mixtures were measured to verify the magnitudes of retardation that were estimated from
batch sorption data. Cesium retardation in backfill mixtures containing 40 wt. % mordenite
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agreed well with the theoretical predictions assuming linear equilibrium sorption with an
average Kd value of 20 mL/g. Strontium retardation by 10 wt. % sodium titanate was
adequately characterized by K d = 43 mL/g, but evidence for a more complex retardation
mechanism was found. The corresponding Kd values calculated from batch sorption data are
13 mL,/g for both cesium and strontium. The observed retardation was larger than predicted
from batch sorption data; batch data are applicable for predicting adequate retardation of
cesium and conservative for predicting retardation of strontium by backfill mixtures containing
mordenite and sodium titanate. The techniques employed here for obtaining and analyzing
diffusion data are useful for further studies of diffusion in brine-saturated backfill materials,

Nowak, E.J. 1982b. "The Backfill as an Engineered Barrier for Radioactive Waste
Management," Nuclear Technology. SAND82-2158J, Vol, 59, no. 3, 389.

ABSTRACT: Backfill material between waste forms and the host rock contributes to waste
isolation in a radioactive waste repository system, Backfills can also fill access shafts and
tunnels, A "minimum backfill" is placed around waste forms or waste containers to fill
minimum clearance gaps, A "backfill barrier" is an engineered layer of tailored backfill
designed both to retard radionuclide migration and to fill voids, Backfill barriers have also
been called "overpacks."

Several facets of backfill research are critical to backfill barrier design. Backfill materials
should be selected and developed from an understanding of the chemistry of radionuclide
species and their retardation or immobilization. Rates of radionuclide mass transport in
backfill materials must be measured, Backfill materials may also be chosen to adjust
groundwater chemistry for minimum leaching and corrosion of waste forms and waste package
materials, Evidence is needed to show long-term stability of backfill materials in repository
environments. Finally, applied research in these areas should be guided by clear backfill
performance requirements.

Critical facets of backfill research are addressed by the papers in this isstie. DWP

Nowak, E.J, 1983a. "Diffusion of Radionuclides in Brine-Saturated Backfill Barrier Materials,"
Scientific Basis for Nuclear IVasle Management VI, Boston, MA. November 1-4, 1982. Ed.
D.G. Brookins. SAND82-1258C. New York, NY: North-Holland. Vol. 15, 735-744.

ABSTRACT: The d_ffusion of cesium(l), strontium(ll), pertechnetate, and europium in brine-
saturated backfill materials was measured, Plastic diffusion cells containing cylindrical
diffusion columns were used for low-density backfill materials. The diffusion of gamma
emitters was followed by a gamma scanning technique. Metal diffusion cells constructed
entirely from Hastelloy C-276 were used for the diffusion of pertechnetate in highly
compacted bentonite. Apparent distribution coefficients calculated from diffusion data are:
0.02 m_/kg for cesium(1) in 40 wt.% mordenite and 60 wt.% bentonite; 0.04 m3/kg for
strontium(li) in 10 wt.% sodium titanate and 90 wt.% bentonite; 0.5 m_/kg for pertechnetate in
70 wt.% charcoal and 30 wt.% bentonite; and 3 m3/ kg for europium in 100% bentonite.
Backfill effectiveness estimates based on batch sorption measurements were supported by these
results; however, the diffusion results for europium did not agree well with a model for
diffusion retarded by linear sorption. The first measurements of pertechnetate diffusion in
highly compacted bentonite suggest that anion exclusion may play a role in reducing mass
transport rates of anions in this material. Needs for diffusion measurements that take into
account site-specific materials interactions are described.
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Nowak, E,J. 1983b. "Diffusion of Colloids and Other Waste Species in Brine-Saturated Backfill
Materials," Scientific Basis for Nuch'ar IVaste Mattagentetzt I'II. Boston1, MA, November
14-17, 1983, Ed. G.L. McVay. SAND83-1343C. Brookfield, VT: A.A. Balkema, Vol, 26,
59-68,

ABSTRACT: The diffusion of plutonium (IV) and pertechnetateand the migration of colloidal
gold in brine-saturated bentonite was measured. High ionic strength brine characterizes
potentially intruding groundwater for radioactive waste repositories in salt. Plastic diffusion
cells containing cylindrical diffusion columns were used for low density bentonite. Metal
diffusion cells constructed entirely from Hasteiloy C-276 were used for the diffusion of
pertechnetate in highly compacted bentonite. Apparent distribution coefficients calculated
from plutonium diffusion in two columns of low density bentonite are 2 mS/kg and 3 mS/kg.
These values are in good agreement with the value of 3 ma/kg that was calculated from
previous batch sorption data. Pertechnetate anions migrated out of a brine-saturated high-
density bentonite diffusion column at rates that are too large to be rationalized with a simple
diffusion theory. Additional measurements that take into account possible channeling of
pertechnetate are required. Colloidal gold was excluded from low density brine-saturated
bentonite, but colloidal gold may have channeled between the bentonite and the wall of the
diffusion cell. These results support the effectiveness of brine-saturated bentonite as an
engineered barrier to plutonium. The results also highlight the need for additional
measurements of pertechnetate and gold transport in bentonite. Needs for transport
measurements that take into account site-specific materials interactions are also described,

Nowak, E.J. 1985. "Diffusion of Plutonium in Compacted, Brine-Saturated Bentonite,"
Scientific Basis for Nuclear IVaste Management VIII, BostoH. MA, November 26-29. 1984.
Eds. C.M. Jantzen, J.A. Stone, and R.C. Ewing. SAND84-1118C. Pittsburgh, PA:
Materials Research Society. Vol. 44, 351-358.

ABSTRACT: Diffusivities were measured for plutonium in brine-saturated compacted
Wyoming bentonite. Complexities of the solution chemistry and retardatien of transuranics
(TRUs) necessitate diffusion studies under conditions that are specific for repository host rock
types, in this case salt, Diffusivity values in the range of 10-l_ to 10-14 m2/sec, were obtained
for bentonite at a packing density of 1800 kg/mZ. That density was obtained by compaction at
15 MPa, a typical iithostatic pressure in a repository in salt at 650-m depth. Even a 0.05-m
thick bentonite-containing engineered barrier could decrease radionuclide release rates by
approximately 4 orders of magnitude if the diffusivity for that radionuclide was in the
observed range of 10-15 to 10-14 m_/sec. These results confirm the effectiveness of
uncompacted bentonite-containing materials as engineered barriers for radioactive waste
isolation.

Nowak, E.J. 1986a. Preliminarl' Results of Brim, Migration Studie,s m the IVaste Isolation Pilot
Plant (II'IPP). SAND86-0720. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Experiments to quantify brine migration in multi-heater, full-scale tests
simulating repository environments have been underway in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) since April, 1985. The brine migration experiments are part of near-field
effects/waste package performance tests that simulate near-reference repository conditions (18
W/m 2 thermal areal loading with 470 W/canister) for defense high-level waste (DHLW) in
Room AI and near-field overtest conditions (1500 W/canister) in Room B. After 321 days,
22.0 l,g and 19.7 kg of water had been collected from heated boreholes B041 and B042 in room
B, Heated boreholes AI041 and A1042 in room AI had yielded 1.8 kg and 1.6 kg after 162
days. These quantities of water are larger than the estimates for a hypothetical repository
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array of 2,16 kW canisters based on previous small-scale test data and mechanistic brine
transport models, They are also significantly larger than the quantities of brine that were
reported for brine migration experiments in the Asse Mine of the Federal Republic of
Germany, Mechanistic differences that depend on scale, thermal distribution, and site
characterics may account for this disagreement with other experiments and model calculations,

Nowak, E,J. 1986b. "Brine Migration Studies in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Waste
Management 86, Waste Isolation in the US, Technical Programs and Public Education,
Ttwstm, AZ, March 2-6, 1986, Ed, R,G. Post, SAND85-1987C, Tucson, AZ: University of
Arizona, Vol, 2, 153-158,

ABS'I'RACT: An experiment to quantify brine migration in multi-heater, full-scale tests
simulating repository environments is underway in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), The
brine migration experiment is part of near field effects/waste package interactions tests that
simulate near-reference repository conditions (18 W/m 2 thermal areal loading wilh 470
W/canister) for defense hlgh-level waste (DllLW) in Room A i and near-field overtest
conditions (1500 W/canister) in Room B. After 265 days, 16,1 kg and 17.6 kg of water had
been collected from two heated bore holes in Room B, Heated bore holes in roorn A I had
yielded l.I kg and !,3 kg after 105 clays, These quantities of water are larger than our
estimates for a hypothetical repository array of 2.16 kW canisters based on previous small-scale
test data and mechanistic brine transport models. They are also significantly larger than the
quantities of brine that were reported for brine migration experiments in the Asse Mine of the
Federal Republic of Germany. Mechanistic differences that depend on scale, thermal
distribution, and site characteristics may account for this disagreement with other experiments
and model calculations,

[Nowak], E,J, 1986c. "WIPP: Status of Salt Consolidation Research," II'm'king Paper,s From the
US/FRG IgorksJlop or! Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt Rept_,_ilory, Albuquerque, NM,
September 23-25, 1986, Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus, Oit: Office of Nuclear Waste
Isolation, Battelle Project Management Division, 11-6-1 through !!-6-4. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Moist (0,.5 wt % to 2.0 wt %), crushed salt reconsolidates much more rapidly
than dry, crushed salt, Initial calculations for a simplified geometry predict that in situ
reconsolidation to 90% of intact salt density by room closure stresses will occur in a few tens
of years. The permeability of crushed salt may decrease to microdarcy levels at that density,
There is the possibility that in situ reconsolidated salt can assume the major sealing function in
a few tens of years after emplacement, thus minimizing the geochemical stability requirements
for other plugging and sealing materials. These results also highlight the important role for the
small quantity of inflowing brine as a facilitator of salt reconsolidation.

Nowak, E.J. 1986d. "WIPP: Geochemical Stability Studies of Seal Materials," Working Pt, o
From the US/FRG tVorkst_op on Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt Repositor.l', Albuquerque,
NM, September 23-25, 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus, OH: Office of Nuclear Waste
Isolation, Battelle Project Management Division. !!-12-1 through i1-12-4. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Information on the stability of grout and concrete prepared from high salt
content mixtures is scarce. Evidence indicates that gradients of mobile chloride may exist in
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such grouts that have been in contact with halite. Chloride gradients may serve to drive
chloride transport for the formation of phases containing chloride, which may degrade
important grout properties, Experiments focus on these issuesand will include studies of the
grout/halite interfaces. DWP

Nowak, E,J. 1989. "Issues Pertinent to Sealing of Radioactive Waste Repositories in Bedded
Salt Formations," Joint NEA/CEC It'ork,_hop on Sealing n/ Radioactive IVaste Repo,_itories.
Brau_Ischweig. Germany. May 22-25. 1989. SAND89-1257. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABS'FRACT: "lhe following issues have been identified as pertinent to the sealing of
radioactive waste repositories in bedded salt formations: an overall seal system function and
strategy for waste isolation; performance requirements for the seal system; a need for
redundancy; locations of long-term seals in excavations and bore holes', requirements for
sealing interbeds and the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) seal stability for the required lifetime;
and a need for short-term seals in addition to long-term seals.

These issues are defined in general terms, and some principals that may be useful in addressing
them are presented. Although this presentation derives t'rom experience with bedded salt, it
has applicability to domal salt as well.

Nowak, E.J, and D.F. McTigue, 1986. "13rine Movement in Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Tests," American Chemical Society 192nd Meeting, Anaheim, CA, Septemhvt 7-12, 1986.
SAND86-1094A. Washington, DC: American Chemical Society. (Abstract Ot_lv_

ABSTRACT: Experiments are underway to quantit'y brine movement in the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), a full-scale research and development facility to demonstrate the safe
disposal of defense radioactive wastes in bedded salt, It is desirable to have realistic
predictions of brine movement for system evaluations and performance assessments.
Cumulative quantities and collection rates were measured for water that is swept from 3 m
high by 0.8 m in diameter zones in heated bore boles with t'lowing nitrogen. During 321 days,
19.7 kg and 22.0 kg of water had been collected at nearly constant rates of 60-80 g/day from
each of two bore holes with 1500 W heaters. Bore holes with 470 W heaters yielded 1,6 kg and
i.8 kg of water during 162 days at approximately 10 g/day. "l'hese quantities of water are
larger than our estimates from mechanistic models for thermally driven brine movement.
Alternative models will be presented and compared with WIPP moisture-release results and
brine chemistry information from other studies.

Nowak, E.J., and D.F. McTigue, 1987. hl/erim Re,_ults of Brine 7"ran.sport Studies itt the Waste
Isolation Pilnt Plant (II'IPP). SAND87-0880. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: It is important to have quantitative predictions of brine movement in a
radioactive waste repository for perl'ormance assessment and for seal-design evaluations.
Experiments to quantify brine transport to bore holes in rnulti-heate.r, full-scale tests
simulating high-level waste repository environments have been under way in the bedded salt of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) since April, 1985. Water vapor released to tile test bore
holes has been collected inl flowing nitrogen and weighed periodically, Before heating, water
was collected during several days from four test bore holes at rates in the range of 5 to 15
g/day, This result highlights the need for an isothermal rnudel for brine n'mvernent in the
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WIPP host rock sail. After heating began, the water collection rates rose to a peak, decreased,
and then remained nearly colistant for several hundred days. Subsequently, trends to
decreasing rates have been observed. (,umulative quanlities ot" water were 4,3 kg at 441 days
from each of two bore holes in Rot_m A I (with a 470 W heater in each bore hule), and 30 to
38 kg at 600 days from each of the lwo bore holes in Room I:1(witl_ a 1500 W healer in each
bore hole). After the early transiewtts, approximately 8 g/day/bore hole were collected in
Room A I, at'_d50 to 80 g/day/bole hole were collected in l;loorn B, These are much larger
brine inflow rates than were observed during heated brine migration tests in the domal s,.lll of
the Asse Mine in the Federal Republic of Gerniany, Resulls from in silt! brine _ranspot'l tests
in domal sail are not nectssarily applicable to bedded sail.

A preliminary analysis of the results was begun with a highly idealized fluid flow model for
porous media. Water collection data for unhealed bore holes agreed reasonably well with the
briae inflows that were calculated with this model, Agreement was attained using permeability
and porosity values that arc generally consistent with measured WIPP host rock properties. It
was also shown that the WIPP experiments are well within the transient stage of this model.
Ilowever, the temperature dependence of viscosity, when used in this model is inadequate to
account for the large water collection rates in the heated bore holes. Further model
development and additional experiments are needed to understand brine movemerlt in the
WIPP, with and without sources ot" heat. Parametric studies of tlrne, scale, and sail
composition are needed. Measurements ot' pore pressure at intervals within a few meters ot"
WIPP excavations were shown by the model analyses to be important for testing mechanistic
hypotheses concerning brine transport. WIPP hydrologic and disturbed zone characterization
studies can also contribute to a mecllanistic understanding of' brine transport to WIPP
excavations.

Nowak, E,J,, and ,J.C. S!,'armOllt. IC_87.Scol, ing ,1hrlul Cah',lation,_ of ttr, Reco,,_oiidatio, o/
Cru.stled Salt in II'It'P Stlafls. SAN1)87-0879. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
l.aboralories.

ABSTRAC'I': Scoping model calculations show that crushed salt seal material can reconsolidate
in a Wasle Isolation Pilot Plant (WIF'I_) shaft to densities and permet_bilities thal arc nearly
t.qual to those for inlact WIPP host rock stilt. The current best estimate is (hal crushed salt in
the lower one-third of a WIPP shart will meet the criterion of acceptabilily for shaft sealing in
less than 200 years. The extent of expected reconsolidation was shown to be sensitive to the
rates of brine inflow from overlying water-bearing zones and l'rom the WIF'P host rock salt.
Reconsolidation was also l'our_d to be sensitive to puediclions of closure within the current
range of uncertainty. Reconsolidation was l'ound to be r'l' i',,_'l' i ls, nsi iv, to the initial void
fraction within the practically achievable range (0.15 to 0.3) and lu the lime delay i'rom shaft
excavation Io crushed salt emplacemenl. These results show lhal an el'l'ective upper shal't seal
systern is needed In protect the reconsolidating c0"usl'kudsall from brine inflow for
approximately 200 years. l'hey also show (hal it is imporlant for the evaluation of shaft seal
perl'orrnar_ce to have more accurate, thoroughly tesled models for brine influx l'rom WIPP host
rock and for shafl closure,

No,yak, E,J,, and I,,D, Tyler. 1980. "The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Seal System
Perl'orrnance Program," JOilll ,VEA,CI-C' ll'ork.s/,,Ol, on S_,alin.k, o/ RadioaCliVU ll'aA/¢
R['po,_Jtori¢',_, I:lrtlllltscttW_'ig, GCrl_t(llt.i'. ,_la,l' 22-2fi. lg,_'c). SANDSq--0386C. P_'.!is, France:
Ot'ganisation oi" l_connmic Co-Operation and l)eveh)l)n_er_l, q8- I I0.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Seal System I_ert'ormance Program
addresses the seali,lg of all man-made penetrations. Sealing concepts for shafts, drifts, and
bore holes have been developed, and candidate seal materials were identified. Ongoing
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laboratory tests and model calculations have confirmed the potential effectiveness of
reconsolidated WIPP crushed salt as a primary long-term seal material. Grouts based on
crushed WIPP salt appear to be viable materials for sealing anhydritic interbeds at drift and
panel seal locations. In situ tests have demonstrated the viability of concrete bulkheads as
temporary seal materials that preserve the integrity of the seal system until the crushed salt
components have reconsolidated sufficiently. Cementitious grouts have also been tested in
WIPP bore holes drilled from the surface. Scaled in situ tests of crushed salt and bentonite (as
a temporary seal material to prevent downfiow of water into the crushed salt in shafts) are
currently underway. Large-scale seal tests and the development of models that predict the
performance of seal systems are being developed from the test data.

Nowak, E.J., S.J. Finley, and C.L. Howard. 1990. Implementation of Initial Tests #1 the Brine
Inflow Room (Room Q) of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND90-0611. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this report is to summarize for the record the objectives,
planning, progress, and documentation of excavating Brine Inflow Room Q and implementing
an initial set of Room Q tests. The Room Q tests were designed primarily to test the scale-up
accuracy of the current brine inflow model by providing data on brine flow from the host
rock salt to a large-scale excavation in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Data from these
tests will also be used to reduce uncertainties in flow parameters and evaluate proposed
mechanistic models. Room Q was excavated with a tunnel-boring machine. 2"he room has the
shape of a 350-ft-long cylinder with a nearly horizontal longitudinal axis, a circular cross
section, and a nominal diameter of 9 ft 6 in.. A circular cross section was chosen to limit
stress concentrations and thereby slow the development of a disturbed rock zone that may
cause inaccurate brine inflow measurements. The initial tests were implemented to measure
brine flow parameters and room closure. Pore pressure, permeability, and brine inflow were
measured with 15 tools emplaced in bore holes above, below, and on the north side of the
room at astation 75 ft into the host rock from the entrance to the room. These measurements
were made before, during, and after Room Q was bored to obtain data on the responses in the
host rock to the boring process. Closure measurements were started almost immediately after
excavation progressed past each measurement station. The designs, timing, sequence,
procedures, and as-built records for these tests were documented in Sandia National
Laboratories WIPP Quality Assurance files and Westinghouse WIPP Engineering records.

Nowak, E.J., D.F. McTigue, and R. Beraun. 1988. Brine Inflow to WIPP Disposal Rooms."
Data. Modeling. and Assessment. SAND88-0112. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) data base that characterizes brine movement
and accumulation is summarized and analyzed. The data are interpreted in terms of a model
for flow in a saturated porous medium. The model, summarized in this report, embodies the
Darcy-flow assumption and storage due to linearly elastic compression of the salt and brine.
Comparisons between model calculations and brine inflow rates measured in the WIPP show
order of magnitude agreement for permeabilities in the range of 10 -21 tO 10-2° m2 (1 - 10
nanodarcies). These values of permeability are in accord with independent, in situ
determinations of permeability in the salt. Expected accumulations of brine in typical WIPP
waste disposal rooms were calculated by numerical methods using a mathematical description
for the brine inflow model. The expected brine accumulation in a disposal room was
calculated to be in the range of 4 m3 to 43 m3 in 100 years. WIPP disposal rooms, filled with
waste and backfill, are expected to be completely reconsolidated due to host rock creep in
about 100 years, preventing further accumulation of brine. Calculations show that water-
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absorbing tailored backfill materials can readily absorb the maximum expected brine
accumulations in WIPP disposal rooms while maintaining adequate mechanical strength.

Nowak, E.J., J.R. Tillerson, and T.M. Torres. 1990. Initial Reference Seal System Design."
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND90-0355. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) sealing program results are embodied in the
initial seal system strategy and reference design. The design provides a common basis for
calculations and analyses so that results can be compared directly. The sealing strategy
combines both long- and short-term seal components. Crushed salt, consolidated by creep
closure of the excavations, is the principal Io,_g-term barrier to fluid flow. Short-term seal
compol_ents are used until creep consolidation is sufficient. Concretes developed specifically
for WIPP seals and sweWling clay materials that exhibit low permeability to WIPP groundwater
and brine have been chosen for the short-term components. A body of evidence exists
showing the stability of these materials for the length of time they are required to function.
Reference designs are described and drawings are shown for each of the principal multi-
component seals. Confidence in the sealing strategy and the reference designs resulted from a
combination of laboratory tests, numerical modeling, and in situ demonstrations. The sealing
strategy, materials, and designs for the WIPP repository are consistent with the concepts and
designs previously proposed for other national and international waste management programs.
Past accomplishments and planned activities in the sealing program will produce a detailed,
conceptual design for the seal system and a seal system performance model. Additional design,
analysis, laboratory testing, and in situ testing are needed to assure the performance of the seal
system.

NUS Corporation. 1979. Report of Geologic Data Review for the New Mexico WIPP Site. NUS-
3324. Rockville, MD: NUS Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: ]-'he NUS Corporation was contracted by Sandia National Laboratories to
evaluate the validity of early site characterization studies for the WIPP Site in southeastern
New Mexico. None of the NUS investigations completely met the requirements of the NUS
Generic Standards for Geological Investigations, so secondary methods were used to validate
the geologic data where nonconformances existed. The secondary methods included similar
equipment, methods, and personnel; comparing results from similar operations; checking the
reputation of contractors and consultants; examining memoranda acting as design documents
and investigation controls; and redundant testing. NUS "concluded that the validity of the
geologic data base obtained from 26 boreholes and 3 geophysical surveys for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant can be substantiated." NUS performed the review during November and
December 1978. DWP.

NUS Corporation. Robinson & Robinson Division. 1979. Report of the Management of the Core
Repository Relocation. NUS Report Number 3352. Denver, CO: NUS Corporation,
Robinson and Robinson Division.

ABSTRACT: The WIPP core repository was relocated in February 1979, to a new warehouse
on Canal Street in Carlsbad, New Mexico. NUS Corporatien designed the warehouse,
developed a computerized inventory, and managed the relocation. A total of 6,510 core and
cuttings boxes was inventoried and moved. The inventory list at the end of the move is
included in the report. DWP
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 1973a. Site Selection Factors for the Bedded Sail Pilot Plant.
ORNL-TM-4219. Oak l,_dge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Because of the nature of radioactive waste disposal in geologic formations, the
selection of suitable sites is a unique exercise, totally different from that for any other type of
facility. This compilation of the various factors that must be taken into consideration was
assembled as an aid in the selection and confirmation of a site for the Bedded SaJt Pilot Plant.
As might be expected, most of these factors are related to geologic characteristics, which are
discussed under the headings of stratigraphy, structure, hydrology, and mineral resources.
Other factors concerned with geography and facility design and operations are also included.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 1973b. Program Plan for the Development of the Bedded Salt
Pilot Plant. ORNL-TM-4233. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The program leading to the establishment in FY83 of a pilot plant for storing
radioactive wastes in bedded salt is described. This program consists of laboratory and field
investigations of the factors affecting the suitability of a specific site in southeastern New
Mexico; of more generally applicable problems associated with geohydrology and rock
mechanics; and of considerations bearing on the operational safety of a pilot plant repository.
Tasks concerned with the engineering development and design of the facility are also included.

ANNOTATION: The reference to FY83 in the abstract was the projected date for opening a
pilot plant.

O'Brien, P.D., and D.W. Powers. 1976. "The Southeastern New Mexico Radioactive Waste
Disposal Pilot Plant," Proceedings of the Twenty-third Anmtal Southwestern Petroleum Short
Course. Lubbock, T.V. April 22-23. 1976. Lubbock, TX: Southwestern Petroleum Short
Course Association. 335-344.

ABSTRACT: The radioactive waste disposal pilot plant (RWDPP) in southeastern New Mexico
has been revived after the Atomic Energy Commission considered and then dropped the
concept of retrievable surface storage during the early 1970s. This repository is to
"accommodate all categories of ERDA-generated waste and ... its design should permit later
conversion for the storage of commercial wastes." The nuclear-fuel cycle produces wastes at
all steps: mining and milling, processing and enrichment, fuel-element fabrication, power-plant
operation, and fuel reprocessing. Part of the waste from each step, except mining and milling,
is proposed for storage at the RWDPP. Most of these are alpha waste plus intermediate,
cladding, and high-level waste from reprocessing.

The site is located in the northern part ot" the Delaware Basin in Permian age salt beds.
Bedded salt is plastic, has high thermal conductivity, and is easy to mine. In addition, these
deposits are well bedded, thick, at proper depth, and are relatively pure. The site appears to
be located at an adequate distance from dissolution fronts in the area. The value of potential
petroleum and potash resources in the area will have to be weighed against the value and
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necessity of a disposal site. The current site under consideration has been selected after an
initial site was determined to be structurally complex and unsuitable for easy and safe mining.
The geology is being studied to determine characteristics of possible pathways, such as
solutioning or tectonics, for waste to reach the biosphere.

The RWDPP is being designed with two separate storage levels for alpha wastes and high-level
wastes that require shielding during handling. Experiments are being designed to determine
the intelaction of salt with high-level canister materials and waste forms.

The conceptual facility design is scheduled to be complete by June 1977. Construction is to
begin in 1978, with the repository to begin operating in 1983. DWP

Olhoeft, G.R. 1978. Electrical Properlies of Sail Cored from Carlshad, New Mexico. Open File
Report 78-463. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Electrical properties of halite salt core from 786 m deep in borehole ERDA-9
were measured at 3% relative humidity, at a temperature of 295 K over a frequency range
from 10 to 106 Hz, and at direct current. The subsamples show that both the real relative
dielectric permissivity and the real part of complex resistivity are highly variable and
dependent on frequency. For single crystal halite, dielectric permissivity was independent of
frequency, and resistivity measured at 102 Hz was nearly five orders of magnitude greater.
These differences are attributed to impurities along crystal boundaries in the ERDA-9 samples.

DWP
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Pahwa, S.B., and J.R. Wayland. 1980. "Far Field Thermal Calculations for the WIPP Site in
Southeastern New Mexico (SENM)," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management.
Proceedings of the International Symposium. Boston. MA, November 27-30, 1979. Ed. O.J.
McCarthy. SAND79-1013C. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2, 817-824.

ABSTRACT: The temperatures must be evaluated for the strata surrounding heat-producing
radioactive waste buried in salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. The same model
for hydrologic transport can be used to study temperature increases in aquifers and at the
ground surface.

Rustler water-bearing units were assigned to one unit 40-ft-thick while the Delaware
Mountain Group, below the evaporites, was modeled as one 1000-ft-thick aquifer. Variable
thermal test cases were assumed, with a base case over 1470 acres of 100 kW/acre at 2700 ft
depth and 30 kW/acre at 2100 ft. Surface boundary conditions neglected seasonal and daily
variations and combined convection and radiation heat losses with a lineaJ convection equation.

At the repository horizons, temperatures peaked before 100 years and ranged from about 140
to nearly 300°F, depending on the loading conditions, Temperatures in the Rustler peaked
after !000 years and ranged frorn about 90 to about 105°F. The temperature changed about
I°F maximum at a depth 20 ft below the surface, while the change was about 0.05°F at a
depth of 6 in. The calculated effects of variable salt thermal conductivity can be as great as
the extremes proposed for thermal loading densities. DWP

Palacas, J.G., R.P. Snyder, J.P. Baysinger, and C.N. Threlkeld. 1982. Geochemical Analysis
of Potash Mine Seep Oils. Collapsed Breccia Pipe Oil Shows and Selected Crude Oils. Eddy
County. New Mexico. Open-File Report 82-421. [Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.]

ABSTRACT: Oil shows, in the form of oil stains and bleeding oil, in core samples from two
breccia pipes, Hills A and C, Eddy County, NM, and seepage oils in a potash mine near Hill C
breccia pipe are geochemically similar. The geochemical similarities strongly suggest that they
belong to the same family of oils and were derived from similar sources.

The oils are relatively high in sulfur (0.89 to i.23%), rich il_ hydrocarbons (average 82%),
relatively high in saturated hydrocarbon/aromatic hydrocarbon ratios (average 2.9), and based
on analysis of seep oils alone, have a low API gravity (average 19.4°). The oils are, for the
most part, severely biodegraded as attested by the loss of n-paraffin molecules.

Geochemical comparison of seven crude oils collected in the vicinity of the breccia pipes
indicates that the Yates oils are the likely source of the above family of oils. Six barrels of
crude oil that were clumped into a potash exploration borehole near Hill C breccia pipe, to
release stuck casing, are considered an unlikely source of the breccia pipe and mine seep oils.
Volumetric and hydrodynamic constraints make it highly improbable that such a small volume
of "dumped" oil could migrate over distances ranging from about 600 ft to 2.5 mi to the sites
of the oil shows.

Pearson, F.J., Jr., V.A. Kelley, and J.F. Pickens. 1987. Preliminar)' Design for a Sorhing
Tracer Test in the Culehra Dolomite at the 11-3 Hydropad at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(IVIPP) Site. SAND86-7177. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: The use of sorbing tracers in a field hydrologic test is a method of estimating
the nuclide transport characteristics at one location in the Culebra Dolomite Member of the
Rustler l::ormation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. The Culebra is considered to
be the principal continuous pathway from the site in the event of a breach of the planned
nuclear waste repository. To prepare for such a tracer test, data ev,'lluation and design
calculations are necessary to estimate the principal parameters governing solute transport and
the quantity and geochemical character of potential tracers. The following report represents
the first step in preparing for a sorbing tracer test, namely a preliminary analysis that
considers: the selection of the best location for the first test at the WlPPSite; an evaluation of
a conservative tracer test at the recommended site to provide estimates of the physical solute-
transport parameters; a hydrogeochernical and mineralogic characterization of the Culebra
Dolomite; the rationale and recipe for the tracer-injection solution', the compilation of a list of
potential sorbing and conservative tracers; and the identification of other needs before fielding
the sorbing tracer test. The appendix to this report contains the thermodynamic data base used
to support the geochemical model (P1.1REEQE) used in this study.

the Culebra Dolomite at the t-!-3 hydropad is the recommended site for conducting a sorbing
tracer test because: the site has been well-characterized hydraulically in a number of multi-
well interference tests; a convergent-flow conservative tracer test has been conducted at the
!-!-3 hydropad, and analyzed to yield estimates of the physical solute-transport parameters (this
test identified the role played by Fractures in dominating solute-transport behavior at the
hydropad scale); several high-quality groundwater samples have been collected from the
Culebra at the ti-3 site, and they have provided analyses with which to assemble a well
understood geochemical characterization; the !1-3 site is located down-gradient from the
repository site on a probable groundwater flow path under natural gradients; and the 1-t-3 site
has appropriate hydraulic characteristics to allow the use of sorbing tracers with a wide range
of partition coefficients and provide breakthrough in the allowable tracer-test operational
period, assumed to be 2 to 5 ),ears. The combination of relatively high transmissivity,
extensive geologic and geochemical characterization, and down-gradient location make 1-t-3 the
optimum location for conducting the first sorbing tracer test at the WIPP Site. To bracket
geochemical variability and to test transport under different hydraulic conditions, it may prove
desirable to conduct a second experiment at a location where Culebra brines are more
concentrated. 1.lowever, this second experiment is not considered further in this report.

The !-1-3 hydropad complex consists of three wells arranged in an equilateral triangle with
approximate 30-m sides. Each well is completed either open-hole or through perforated casing
to the Culebra, which is about 7 m in thickness. Interpretation of a convergent-flow tracer
test, performed at the H-3 hydropad in 1984 using two conservative organic tracers, meta-
trifluoromethylbenzoate (m-TF'MB) and pentafluorobenzoate (PFB), has yielded the following
physical solute-transport characteristics: longitudinal dispersivity of 1.5 to 3 m, a fracture
porosity of i.9 x 10-3, and effective matrix-block sizes ranging from 0.25 to 2.0 m. During
this test, !!-3b3 w_s the pumping well and tracers were introduced into wells H-3bl and
H-3b2. Using the above estimates, coupled with a laboratory-measured matrix porosity of 0.2,
estimated tortuositie'_ of 0.15 to 0.45, and _ree-water ditTusion coefficients of 7.4 x 10-6
cm2/sec (m-TFMB) and 7,2 x 10-6 cm2/sec (PFI]), the breakthrough curves for the two tracers
were simulated using the flow and solute-transport code SWIFT II,

Design simulations for the sorbing tracer test were conducted assuming an injection of one
kilogram of generic tracer and applying a range of partition coefficients of 0.1 to 50.0 mL/g
for the flow path with the higher transport rate (H-3bl to tl-3b3) and 0.1 to 10.0 mL/g for
the flow path with the lower transport rate (!1-3b2 to H-363) at the H-3 hydropad. The
results of these simulations were utilized to assist in the selection of sorbing tracers that would
break through within the 2- to 5-year period planned for the test,

Analyses of groundwater and core samples from the Culebra at the !!-3 hydropad indicate that
the water samples are _easonably consistent and represent Culebra formation water. The
Culebra is a gypsiferous dolomite with minor amounts of halite bounded by claystones. The
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water chemistry is controlled by the mineralogy of the formation. Thermodyn'anlic equilibrium
calculations indicate that the water is in equilibrium with calcite, dolomite, gypsum, and
celestite and has a ptl of 7.3 to 7.4. The calculations also suggest that the water is in near-
equilibrium with goethite and uraninite with an Eh of 0.05 to -0.15 volts.

Geochemical analysis of the Culebra Formation water led to the development of a recipe for
the solution into which the tracer will be mixed prior to injection. The composition of the
tracer solution is such that it should mimic the properties of the natural formation water and Y

neither alter the chemistry of the matrix or formation water of the Culebra nor cause the
tracer to precipitate or to become unstable under the existing reduction-oxidation (redox)
conditions in the Culebra.

In considering sorbing and conservative tracers for the planned test at H-3, it was necessary to
consider geochemical constraints on the injected tracers. The tracers must be able to be
injected at concentrations low enough to not significantly alter the injection fluid or to
provoke any reaction that could cause precipitation of the tracer before or during injection.
The concentration should be high enough to define the breakthrough curve while being
relatively easy to analyze. The sorbing and conservative tracers should be compatible.
Radionuclide tracers are considered to be the most appropriate tracers because they require low
mass input while still being extremely sensitive to detection, and they should mimic the
transport characteristics of the projected waste inventory.

Rata _nuclide tracers most suitable for use as a sorbing tracer are either fission products or
actin_es. Nuclides of nickel, cobalt, strontium, uranium, neptunium, and plutonium were
reviewe t for suitability as possible sorbing tracers because they have partition coefficients low
enough t, achieve breakthrough in a two- to five-year test, and they are elements with long-
lived nuclides in the projected WIPP waste inventory. Based on their half-lives, the nuclides
Ni, Co, Co, St, Sr, St, U, Np, Pu, and Pu are recommended for further consideration. One
important consideration will be the presence of certain fission products, such as St, in the
probable waste inventory, and whether objections might be raised over the use of such
nuclides for testing. To provide data for interpretation of the physical solute-transport
parameters along the flow paths between the wells (also, to provide a comparison to parameters
from the previously conducted conservative tracer test), conservative tracers should accompany
the selected sorbing tracers. "l'he most likely candidates are 3ti (tritium), 82Br and 1all.

Prior to fielding a sorbing tracer test, a final detailed design report will be completed. This
report will describe final tracer selection, detailed design calculations, site preparation,
instrumentation requirements, staffing requirements, review of safety, health, and regulatory
requirements and procedures, and determination of tile optimum operational conditions for the
test.

ANNOTATION: This test was not fielded. No hydraulic tests using sorbing radioactive
tracers have been performed at the WIPP.

Peterson, E.W. 1980. "Analysis of Borehole Plug Performance," Proceedings of the 1980
National H,'aste Terminal Stura_,,e Pr_gram ln.farmalian Meeling. C_#unthu.s. 01t. December
9-11. 1980. ONWI-212. Columbus, Oit: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle
Memorial Institute. 178-179.

ABSTRACT: A grout plug, 20 cm in diameter and 1.8-m long, was placed in an anhydrite
bed at a depth of [,370 m in borehole AI'C-7. f:luid build-up, shut-in, and lracer flow tests
were conducted on this plug to evaluate flow paths. A one-dimensional analysis of data,
together with laboratory results, indicate "the predominant flow into the test region occurred
through the cement plug/borehole interface region, with lesser contributions occurring through
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the wellbore damage zone, the plug core, and the surrounding undisturbed anhydrite
formation." Flow from the underlying Bell Canyon was limited to 0.6 L/day. CalculatEd
permeability is 50 microdarcies and porosity is 0.018, if a wellbore damage zone is similar in
size to the wellbore, permeability is less than 5 microdarcies. The data suggest flow occurs
through a region with microstructure approximated by a porous medium. DWP

Peterson, E.W., attd C.L. Christensen. 1980. "Analysis of Bell Canyon Test Results,"
Proceedings of the Workshop on Borehole and Shaft Pluggi_ig. Columbus. OH. May 7-9. 1980.
SAND80-7044C. Paris, France: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
247-275. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Performance of the Bell Canyon Test (BCT) bore-hole plug has been monitored
for a 7-month period. Data indicate the 2. l-m-long plug-formation system limited the Bell
Canyon flow to 5 x 10-3 standard barrels per day (STB/D). Complete test results,
analytical/numerical data analysis techniques, and associated plug performance evaluation
assessments are included herein. Extension of conventional oil field technology to formations
having the microdarcy-type permeabilities of those examined in the BCT emphasize the
measurement limitations inherent within the current technology. Problems encountered in
performing reliable, reproducible, microdarcy range permeability measurements are identified,
data discrepancies are discussed, and the resulting impact on plug-performance assessment is
defined.

Peterson, E.[W.], and S. Kelkar. 1983. Lahorator), Tests to Delermim, ft)'draulic and Thermal
Properties of Bentonite-Based Backfill Materialx. SAND82-7221. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Multiple physical and chemical barriers have been suggested as redundant
containment elements for isolating high-level radioactive wastes in a repository. Backfill,
including bentonite, can function to sorb migrating nuclides, to buffer the chemical conditions
around the waste package, and to mechanically stabilize the waste canister. The thermal and
hydraulic properties of clay, clay-sand, and clay-salt mixtures were evaluated as potential
backfill materials.

Compressed pure bentonite had a measured hydraulic conductivity ranging from 0.0 +0.4 to
3.6 +0.46 x 10-13 m/s, depending on the compressed density. The hydraulic conductivity also
increases about an order of magnitude for a 200°C temperature change, due apparently to
changes in pore space geometry and clay ion conditions. Bentonite saturated with reference
brine B had a measured permeability of <4 x 10-g darcy. System variables are important at
extremely low flow rates, and the data indicate trends rather than accurate measurements.
Hydraulic conductivity of compressed conlposites with bentonite are higher, ranging from
5.8 x 10-13 m/s to 6.7 x 10 -7 m/s. Temperature effects are varied and less pronounced in
mixed compositions compared to pure bentonite. Compacted materials are more stable in the
presence of brine, with higher initial dry densities. Samples that were maintained at constant
volume collapsed during testing; the conductivity of thESE samples decreased after larger axial
stresses were applied.

"Thermal conductivity of dry bentonite is strongly affected by density and mildly affected by
temperatures .... " Thermal conductivity increased as sand or salt were added to bentonitE.
Values were typically greater than I W/InK for mixed materials. Pure bentonite typically has
a thermal conductivity of about 0.6 W/InK. DWP
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Peterson, E.W., and P.i,. l,agus. 1979. S d Whoh, i/oh' Permeability 7"e._l. La Joila, CA:
Systems, Science and Software. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and 'l'ransportation
Library, Sandia National l_,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The objectives of testing in the ERI)A-7 boret_ole are to determine the
permeability of the surrounding formation, assess the casing bore-hole cement bond, and
provide data to design guarded straddle packer permeability tests. A single packer will be
used to seal off the downhole interval to be pressurized. A nominal pressure of 100 psig will
be maintained and the flow monitored until flow and pressure reach a steady-state value. The
borehole pressure decay will be measured for a period equivalent to the pressurization period.

DWP

Peterson, E.W., P.L. Lagus, and K, l_ie. 1987a. Fluid Flow Mea.surements of Test Series A and
B for the Small Scale Seal Performance 7"e.sl.s. SAND87-7041. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The degree of waste isolation achieved by a repository-seal system is dependent
upon the fluid flow characteristics {or permeability) of the seals. In order to obtain
meaningful, site-specific data on the perfo,mance of various possible seal-system components,
a series of in situ experiments called the Small-Scale Seal i_erformance Tests (SSSPT) are being
conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). "l'his report contains the results of gas-
flow, tracer-penetration, and brine-flow tests conducted on concrete seals in vertical (Test
Series A) and horizontal (Test Series B) configurations. The test objectives were to evaluate
the seal performance and to determine if there existed scaling effects that could influence
future SSSPT designs.

Peterson, E.W., I'.L. Lagus, and K. l,ie. 1987b. II'IPP Horizon Free Field Fluid 7'ran,sport
Characteri.stic,s. SAND87-7164. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRAC'I': F'ree-field brine transport characteristics were measured in boreholes in
competent halite and in Marker Bed 139 (MBI39) at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Facility horizon. These data are important for plugging and sealing designs, as well as
determining brine influx and buildup/dissipation of gas pressure in a repository. Both brine
and gas-flow tests were conducted in boreholes using a dual-packer system.

Brine-flow tests indicate competent halite has an estimated formation pore pressure of 8.3 MPa
(megapascais), while MBI39 has 10.3 MPa. it is assumed that the hole does not close faster
than 20 microstrains/day and there is no brine leakage along the packer to bore-hole interface
or measurement system. Leakage would result in an underestimate of pore pressure. Brine
flow tests indicate competent halite has a permeability of 10-,_ darcy, while Marker Bed 139
has apr._roximately 10 'a darer permeability. These data should not be used to infer porosity.

Short gas-flow tests at 2.1 MPa pressure indicated permeabilities before brine flow tests of
about 10-8 and 4 x 10-7 darcy, respectively, for competent halite and MBI39. After brine
flow tests, the formation would not accept gas during similar flow tests at 2,1 MPa. The flow
paths for brine and gas must be different, given the very different gas-flow pressures and
free-field pore pressure. The brine-flow test may also have closed gas-flow channels.

The data can be interpreted for free-field pore pressure and formation permeability, but the
results are not conclusive. Confirmatory testing and tests measuring closure and pressure
buildup are desirable, DWP
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Peterson, E.W., P.L. l,agus, and J.C. Stormont. 1986, "Permeability Measurements at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," It'a_le ,_Ianagemcnt ,_'6, lt,'asle Isolation in the' US, 7'ethnical
Programs and Puhlic Educ'aliopt, 'Fuc',_on, AZ, March 2-6, 1986. Ed. R,G. Post.
SANI)85-1988C, Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona, Vol. 2, 243-248.

ABSTRACT: A series of in situ permeability measurements was conducted at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon. These measurements were preceded by numerous
laboratory permeability measurements, and measurements made from wellbores that extended
from the surface through the facility horizon. The permeability of the facility horizon is a
fundamental parameter, one which describes its inherent isolation capabilities and is paramount
in determining its suitability for the long-term disposal of radioactive waste. Further, the
permeability of the formation is important to seal design and evaluation, as flow through the
total seal system is in part dependent on the permeability of the host rock. Results of a
limited number of flow tests conducted to date suggest that the competent salt is essentially
impermeable, itowever, small flows did occur along some clay/anhydrite seams. Existence of
these seams may have performance assessment implications and may affect internal repository
room isolation properties, as well as influence associated seal designs. Additional tests are
required to fully characterize the permeability of the WIPP Facility horizon.

Peterson, E.W., P.L. l,agus, R.D. Broce, and K. Lie. 1981. hi Situ Permeahilitr Testing of
Rock Salt. SANI)81-7073. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National lmboratories.

ABSTRACT: Permeability of bedded salt was tested in situ in borehole AEC-7. Initial tests
were whole-hole flow tests over large intervals between the fluid level at a 2822 ft depth and a
single packer above the fluid. A series of tests used a guarded straddle-packer system to
isolate 100-t't lengths of the bore hole centered at 2269 and 1869 ft. The lower zone
corresponds to the contact handled (Cll) waste facility horizon. Both constant pressure flow
and shut-in pressure decay were measured.

Tests of the zone at 2269 ft indicate a permeability between 12 and 21 microdarcies, assuming
an unsaturated homogeneous porous formation with 0.001 porosity. Constant pressure flow at
1869 ft indicated 3 microdarcies permeability, though there was 11o measurable pressure decay
during a shut-in test. The guarded packer system shows that vertical permeability is small
compared to horizontal permeability, if damage around the bore hole exists and has a cross
sectional area equal to the bore hole, it has a permeability much less than 5 microdarcies.

Data are also consistent with fracture flow, which could result in penetration of the pressure
front at a radial distance of 700 ft from the bore hole during the test.

These tests are limited both in depth tests and in the radial penetration of gas. Cross--hole
trace/pressurization tests are recommended to measure fluid penetration distances to determine
areal permeability and particle velocities for fluid migration studies. DWP

Peterson, E.[W.], P.IL.] Lagus, J. Brov, n, and K. Lie. 1985. It'IPP llorizon In Silu Permeability
.llea.sttrement,_ Final Report. SAND85-7166. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Eighteen gas permeability tests were conducted underground at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to deterrnine the pern'leabilitv and porosity of the competent salt,
the variation of permeability with distance frorn tile mined surface, and the int'luence of
interspersed clay and anhydrite seams on measured permeability. Two tests were used.
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Downhole pressures were maintained approximately constant and the flow was measured. For
the second test, the test region was pressurized, shut-in, and the pressure decay was monitored.

Competent salt has approximately 0.001 porosity, and permeability less than 10 8 darcy. Salt
appears isotropic, and variability in permeability is not attributable to different types of salt.
Permeability may decrease with distance from the mined surface, though the maximum
measured value nearer the face was less than 10-6 dalcy. Most clay and anhydrite zones were
similar in permeability to competent salt. Confirmation tests shov.,ed large permeabilities in
units above and below the center of a room apparently due to floor heave or roof sag. Zones
that produced gas or accepted large gas flows could not be characterized by these tests, and
they will require cross-hole flow and tracer tests. I)WP

Pfeifer, M.C, 1987. Mullicompom, nl Undergrmmd DC Resi,slivil)' Study at the IVa.ste l,solation
Pilot Plant, Southeast New Mexico. MS Thesis. Golden, CO: Colorado School of Mines.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) located in southeastern New Mexico, 23
mi east of Carlsbad, has been constructed to study the effects of long-term storage of nuclear
waste in a bedded halite formation. The geology of the area is that of a karst environment
with many dissolution structures and other deformities that must be mapped to predict the
time relationship of these structures with the WIPP Site. Because of the large contrast in the
electrical conductivity between crystalline salt and salt saturated water, electrical methods may
play an important role in locating water-saturated zones in the halite formation. During the
spring and summer of 1986, a series of underground DC resistivity surveys was performed at
the site to better understand the geology near the mine. Electromagnetic data were collected as
a prelirninary step in determining the resistivity contrasts near the drifts. Measurements
showed the rock near the drifts to have resistivities of approximately 300 to 400 ohm/re.
Along with these recordings, the rnain experimentation consisted of using direct current
electrical methods to measure four components of the electrical field: a potential voltage and
three orthogonal components of the electrical field. These voltages were then converted to
apparent resistivities and compared with a uniform-earth model and a three-layer model. The
effect of a conductive disk in a resistive laver was then modeled to simulate a lens-shaped
brine feature in the t_alite bed. ]'he modeling study shows that the effect of conductive
anornalous body depends on its size, orientation, and distance from the survey area.

Pfeifer, M.C., D.J. Borns, C.K. Skokan, tt.T. Anderson, and J.M. Starrett. 1989. Geophy,sical
,_lelhods to 3lonilor Developmenl of Ihd Di,slurhed Rock Zone Around Underground
Excavations in Bedded Salt. SAND89-7055. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: A zone of disturbed rock develops around underground excavations, which has
direct implications on the intended long-term use of the excavations. The rate and manner of
deformation depend on the interval of time after supporting room or tunnel material is
removed.

Brine redistributed by the deformation and changes in porosity and permeability can be
monitored by electrical methods. Conventional exploration induction tools, with effective
penetration to 12 m, recorded resistivities corresponding to about 2% water content.
Resistivity at depths of I-2 m indicates about I% water and a near-surface drying rind. DC
resistivity, monitored through a grid of electrodes in the floor of a room, is well suited to
monitoring the deformation of the floor.

The acoustic velocity of the rock deteriorates in pillars between room and tunnels. A seismic
tomographic survey of one of the older pillars shows the interior to be acoustically
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homogeneous. A low velocity zone on the surface of the pillar and less than l-m thick was
demonstrated by seismic refraction. This thickness is below tile resolution of tile seismic
tomography survey. DWP

Pfeifle, T.W. 1987a. Mechanical Properties and Con.;olidation of Potential DHLW Backfill
Materials." Crushed Salt and 70/30 Bentonite/Sand. SAND85-7208; Topical Report RS1-
0282. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Material properties of proposed backfill around defense high-level waste
packages are poorly known, but they are necessary to determine mechanical behavior of the
waste packages. Laboratory experiments on crushed salt and 70/30 (by weight) bentonite/sand
provided thermomechanical and time-dependent properties for use in numerical models. Ten
unconfined compression tests were conducted on crushed salt at various densities. Tests on
bentonite/sand included unconfined compression on samples at differing densities, hydrostatic
compression at 20 and 100°C, hydrostatic consolidation at 20 and 100°C, and swelling.

Young's modulus for crushed salt varies from 5.3 to 12.6 GPa for densities ranging from 1,740
to 1,970 kg/m 3, respectively; Poisson's ratio is about 0.35 for this same range. The unconfined
compressive strength varies from 3.0 to 10.2 MPa over the range of density tested.

Results for 70/30 bentonite/sand show that Young's modulus varies from about 50 MPa to over
600 MPa for densities ranging from i,630 to 2,010 kg/m 3. Poisson's ratio is about 0.25. The
unconfined compressive strength ranges from 0.15 to 2.90 MPa over the range in density.
Hydrostatic compression tests show that the elastic bulk modulus linearly increases with density
and is independent of temperature. The loading bulk modulus increases nonlinearly with
volumetric strain (or density); it can be approximated well within empirical models. Time-
dependent volume change at constant hydrostatic stress is relatively large at early time. The
rate of change slows considerably with time. No temperature effect on creep is observed.
Finally, maximum swell pressures of about 2 MPa occur after one day in a saturated brine.

DWP

Pfeifle, T.W. 1987b. Backfill ;Alatericll Specificatia_ts and Requirements for the WIPP
Simulated DHLIV and TRU ll'a.ste 7"ectmolog.I, E._:periments. SAND85-7209. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The waste package performance (WPP) experiments feature widespread use of
backfill. This report presents details of the physical layouts of experinaents, backfill locations,
and backfill materials. Backfill materials required in the experiment are crushed salt, 70/30 (%
by weight) crushed salt/bentonite, 70//30 (% by weight) bentonite/sand at low density, and
sand. The crushed salt is mine-run Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) salt, with all particles
larger than 6.3 mm removed. The bentonite is a commercial granular material. The sand is
also commercially available. In addition, physical properties were cited or determined for the
four backfill materials. The physical properties of primary importance are grain-size and bulk
density. Maxin_um grain-size limits were set to prevent the arching of backfill materials
during emplacement. For mixed materials, grain-size distributions were matched to prevent
segregation.

Approximately 450, 150, 50, and 1.3 tons of crushed salt, 70/30 crushed salt/bentonite, 70/30
bentonite/sand (low density), and sand, respectively, are needed in fielding the experiments.
Requirements and specifications for materials handling equipment are sized for use in the WPP
simulated defense high-level waste (Dt lI, W) and transuranic (TRU) waste experiments. DWP
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Pfiefle, T,W,, and P,E, Senseny. 1981. FIcJ._lic-Pla._Tic D('formcltion of Anhydrite and Polyhalile
a._ Dul_'rmim'd From Qua._i-Slalic ?'ria.\ial Coml_rc'._._ion 7'c,._ls.SAND81-7063. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABS'I'RAC'T: Constant stress-rate triaxial compression experiments were performed on
specimens of anhydrite and polyh,'_lile al low confining pressure and at two temperatures. The
loading rate was 5.75 x 10 2 MPa s l; Ihe confining pressures were I, 5, 10, and 20 MPa and
the lwo temperatures were 25 and 100"C. "l'he specimens were loaded to failure in a soft
testing machine so that failure occurred a! peak stress. Results from these experiments were
used to construct yield envelopes, failure envelopes and stress-strain curves, and to determine
mechan ical properties.

Yield, delermined by the onset of dilalancy, occurs at aboul 60% of peak stress. The effect of
lenlperature on both the yield and failure envelopes is negligible. The polyhalite specimens
were found to be about twice as strong as the anhydrite specimens.

The stress-strain data were filled to a constitutive law having the form

1 I' oV)X) ii-12....2.(; - - ii:; _ t:r , (q'

V

where !) is the rate-of-deformation tensor,°-L is the .lauman rate of (Tauchy stress, i is the unit

tensor, 73 is the shear modulus, t, is Poisson's ratio, I1 is the I:)lastic hardening mo(]'ulus, I' is a
second order tensor that is the derivative of the plastic p()tential with respect to Cauchy stress
a, and Q is a second-c)rder tensor that is the derivative of the yield function with respect to o.

:'[he functional forrns ()t" P and Q del_end on the yield criterion and fl()w law aClOl_ted.

Two c()mmon viel(t criteria are employed in this study: Mises-Schleicher and Mohr-Coulomb.
'l"he correspon([ing plastic I)olenlials are chosen st) that dilatancv is independent of internal
friction, but so that the projecti(}n of the plastic c(_ml)()nent ()1"!) onto the octahedral plane is
normal to the yield I()cus in thal plane (normality in the ()ctahedral plane). I:]ecause only
triaxiai compression experiments were I_ert'()rmed, neither formulation could be selected as
being more representalive of lhe lrz_e malerial behavior.

Pl'eifle, T.W., and P.I-. Senseny. 1985. i'urntcahilily And Cmt.',olidalimz Of Cru,,,hc'd Sah From
7'h¢, It'IPI: Sile. iopical Report i,',SI-0278. Rapid City, SD: I,',I'/SPi'C, Inc.

AI]SI'RAC"I': "l'en hvdrostalic c(:)mpression lime-dependenl consolidation tests were performed
on crushed sail specimens fai)ricaled fr()m Waste Isolation Pilot t'lanl (WlPP) mine-run salt.
l!ight tests were of vehltivelv sil()rt duration, about four days, and were performed to assess the
influence of maximum grain size and moisture on the 17)ermeability and consolidation of
crushed salt. l:our maximum grain sizes, 9.5 ram, 4.75 ram, 2 ram, and I ram, and two
moisture contents, dry (().25')/(_) and wet (4 to 5%), were considered. "i'wo tests were of longer
durati()n, about 35 days, and were performed to assess the influence of time on permeability
and cons()lidation, as well as It) determine it" relatively short-term tests can be used to predict
long-term consolidation. All tests were performed at 25"(" and a stress of i.72 MPa, except
for one long-term test, which v,'as performed at 25"(" and 3.45 MPa. Results show that
maximum grain size has relatively little effect on consolidati()n, but that ;.it small maximum
grain size permeal_ility is reduced. lhe additic_n _)t" 4 to) 5 (by weight) % water dramatically
increases consolidation and generally reduces permeal_ilitv. I'ermeabililv is also reduced with
time, I_ut is l)robablv related It) the c()nsoliclatic)n o1" the crushed salt ralher than to grain
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surface bonding that isolates the flow path. Permeabilities measured for all tests were in the
0.5- to 3.0-darcy range. Predictions of the long-term consolidation results from the results of
short-term tests are fair; however, they underestimate the measured deformation. This
difference could increase with time and result in pour predictions at long times.

Pickens, J.F, V.A. Kelley, and M. Reeves. 1988. "Evaluation of the Role of Fractures in
Governing Solute Transport in the Culebra Dolomite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(W1PP) Site," EOS Transactions. American Geophysical Union. Vol. 69, no. 44, 1177.
(Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Multiwell convergent-flow tracer tests have been conducted as part of the
hydrogeologic characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. These tracer tests
have been performed in fractured regions of the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation to assess double-porosity transport behavior under field conditions. Without
estimates of these parameters, predictions of containment transport in a fractured-rock system,
such as the Culebra Dolomite, are very uncertain.

Convergent-flow tracer tests have been performed with either 3- or 4-hole arrays at three
locations exhibiting fracturing and double-porosity hydraulic behavior. Transport distances
were from 21 to 43 m in the 7-m thick Culebra Dolomite. The transport of the conservative
organic tracers from the tracer-addition wells to the pumping well at each location was
simulated using the double-porosity flow and transport model SWIFT !1. Tortuosity and
matrix-porosity values determined from laboratory measurements on core samples were about
0.12 and 0.15, respectively. From interpretation of the field-measured breakthrough curves,
the longitudinal dispersivity, effective matrix-block size, and fracture porosity values were
about !.5, 0.5, and 0.002 m, respectively. At each tracer-test site, at least one of the flow
paths exhibited strongly fracture-dominated transport.

Regional-scale solute-transport simulations using SWIFT I1 were also conducted, representing
transport from above the repository at the center of the WIPP Site to the defined accessible
environment at a distance of 3.3 kin. the Culebra Dolomite, though apparently heavily
fractured, appears to posses excellent double-porosity solute-retention properties under
undisturbed conditions for the system conceptualization, range of properties, and interpreted
regional flow regime. The transport behavior, with respect to travel time and concentration
breakthrough to the accessible environment, is very similar to that of a single-porosity system
with a porosity equivalent to the fracture-plus-matrix porosity. The tracer-test interpretations
and regional-scale solute-transport simulations demonstrate that while fractures in the Culebra
are significant in controlling transport at the local tracer-test scale, they are of minor
significance over large transport distances and times. On a regional scale, computed parameter
sensitivities and importance coefficients have quantified that matrix porosity and fracture flux
are the most important parameters in governing transport behavior. Fracture dispersivity,
fracture porosity, matrix-block length, matrix diffusivity, and matrix tortuosity exhibit a
decidedly secondary importance. Calculations are ongoing to determine the role of fractures in
a breach of the WIPP Facility involving more rapid flow rates and steeper flow gradients as a
result of a high-pressure fluid release.

Pietz, J. 1983. "An Integral Equation Approach to Modeling Radionuclide Migration in the
Backfill Barrier." MS thesis. Albuquerque, NM: University ot" New Mexico,

ABSTRACT: The backfill barrier is a layer of bentonite clay designed to surround buried
nuclear waste canisters. In the event of groundwater intrusion and canister breach, the
proposed backfill barrier would sorb the radionuclides, thus inhibiting their transportation into
the biosphere.
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This report describes a new one-dimensional nonlinear model for radionuclide diffusion in the
backfill barrier. The single species model was developed for both laboratory and in situ
configurations and a general integral equation solution is detailed, This semi-analytical method
of solution uses a Green's function, quadrature of the resulting nonlinear integral equation, and
Newton's method or a similar algorithm to solve for the fixed point. The nonlinear model is
more realistic than previous linear models. It may also be used to elucidate the nature of the
retardation mechanism. Existence and uniqueness criteria for the model are also presented in
this report.

To verify the technique, the integral equation method was tested with a linear problem. To
verify the integral solution for larger values of the linear isotherm K d, very small time and
space steps were required. To avoid this and to handle the large multiplicative constants
expected for nonlinear isotherms, a linear isotherm of appropriate size is subtracted from both
sides of the partial differential equation. The time can then be rescaled, and much larger time
steps can be used. Parameters then fall within the range of those verified.

Comparisons between linear and nonlinear isotherm solutions indicated that the deviation from
linear isotherm behavior need not be dramatic to cause the nonlinear solution to differ
substantially from the linear. Flux calculations at the outer boundary show that the difference
between linear and nonlinear release rates can be as large as an order of magnitude. Graphsof
the linear isotherms fitted to the nonlinear isotherms are presented along with all flux and
concentration profile solutions so that the antecedent variation from linear behavior can be
appreciated. Comparisons between hollow cylinder and cartesian solutions show that the
hollow cylinder model may not be necessary if"the canister inner radius is about 30 cm.

The trapezoid rule and Newton-Cotes five point formulas were used for the numerical
integrations. Use was made of the sifting property of the Green's function, and then the
nonconvergence of the Green's function at a certain point was avoided. Green's function
values were stored in a three-dimensional array and were indexed by a time difference
variable. The time step size, through calculation of the Green's function, and iterations in the
fixed point algorithm, controlled central processing unit time requirements. Both the time and
space step size affected the error in the integrations, although no blow-up instabilities due to
time or space step sizes were encountered. For non-decay, dimensionless, nonlinear isotherm
solutions, run times on a CDC 6600 computer never exceeded 2 rain. A listing of the cartesian
and hollow cylinder computer codes is included, and recommendations for advanced work are
given.

Piper, A.M. 1973. Suhrosion in and Ahout the Four-Township Study Area Near Carlsbad. New
Mexico. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The available information for a four-township area in southeastern New Mexico
was examined to determine how vulnerable the candidate area and storage horizon were to
dissolution and related effects. A summary of the geologic history and evidence suggests that
the area may have been affected by dissolution during a long history beginning in the Permian.
Most effects are related to the time of Ogailala Formation deposition and the period since.

The rates of dissolution were calculated based on assumptions about the continuity of Permian
beds, continuity of Ogallala, and projected intersections of the base o1"Ogailala with Permian
units. As the present contacts or surfaces of these Permian units differ from the projections, a
horizontal change of the dissolution "front" is calculated to be about 10 to 20 mi eastward
during about 12 my. The average 900-1000-ft thickness reduction means about 80 ft/my
vertical dissolution rate. These projections are similar to US Geological Survey projections.
The stratigraphic horizon for disposal should be better investigated on all sides of the area.
The hydrologic setting of ('ill material in areas of solution should be further investigated.
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There should be an adequate safety factor from dissolution for the area for a period from
thousands to a million years. Man's activities may be more of a threat to a disposal site. DWP

Piper, A.M. 1974. The Four-Town,ship Study Area Near Carlshad. New Mexico." 1:uhterahilil.l'
to Future Suhrositm. Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National l.aboratory. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and "l'ransportalion l,ibrary, Sandia National I,aboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRAC'I': Rocks in the Guadalupian Series contain brines developed I'rom slow,
intermittent circulation before the basin was tilted. These rocks were partially flushed by
fresh water from the west, and the core of the Capitan aquil'er was completely flushed after
tilling. I)ifferential heads for natural conditions are inl'erred to indicate thal the t'luid t'low
between rocks above the Rustler and below the Caslile would be downward if connected.
Current, disturbed hydrologic conditions accentuate lhis downward potential.

Available information has been summarized thai indicates six different episodes with potential
for subrosion (subsurface dissolution) of evaporites in the sludy area: Early- to Mid-Triassic,
Jurassic, Cretaceous to early-l'ertiary, late-Tertiary (Ogallala lVormation), Quaternary (Gatufia
Formation), and Quaternary to Recent (post-Gatufia).

There is little threat from subrosion from the north or south with a moderate threat fronl the

east. The greatest threat is from the west. Calculated rates are about 300 ft/miilion years
(my) maximum; assuming a factor of three for pluvial maximum rates, the vertical rate should
be no more than I000 ft/my. Site selection criteria should include a deplh of more than 1000
l't below the top of the Salado, an area as close to topographic/hydrologic divide as possible,
and an area at least five miles from the edge of the Capitan aquifer to avoid a possible large
hydraulic drive for subrosion. "l'he greatest threat from man's activities is mainly from
drillholes with inadequate casing or plugging. The candidate location will have to be assessed
for this potential threat. DWP

Popielak, R.S., !i.!,. Beauheim, s.R. Black, W.E. Coons, ('.'i'. Ellingson, and R.l,. Olsen.
1983. Brine Reservoirs in the Castile Formation, [l'a._te l_dalion Pilot Plant (lt,'IPPJ Pro iect,
Southeastern New Mexico. WTSD-TME-3153. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy.

ABSTRACT: ERDA-6 was drilled in 1976 to test a potential site t"o1 the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP). The structure at that site was anomalous, and lhe bore hole flowed pressurized
brine and gas. WIPP-12, at the present site for the WIPP, was deepened in 1981 and also
encountered brine. Pressurized brine was also known to have been encountered in several
hydrocarbon exploration drillholes in the northern Delaware Basin. l:ly agreement with the
State of New Mexico, the Department of Energy agreed to summarize the information about
the reservoirs, determine their origin, and evaluate their potential impact on the WIPP.
Analyses and interpretations from geology, hydrology, and geochemistry have been integrated
for this study.

Major and minor elements of the brines are interpreted as evidence that these brines were
trapped as ancient seawater in porous, soft sediment, with no modern meteoric water. The
evaporites of the Castile Formation were deformed and fractured after being compacted and
lithified. Open fractures within anhydrite accumulated mobile brine and gas. Pressure release
by occupying open fractures decreased fluid pressure to less than lithostatic but more than
hydrostatic pressure. The brine reacted with carbonates to produce dolomite, reduce Mg in the
brine, and enrich the brine in laO. Methane gas was generated biologically for ERDA-6 and
thermogenically in WlPP-12. Both brine reservoirs may be modeled as fractured heterogeneous
systems. The volumes are estimated, within an order of magnitude, to be about 630,000
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barrels (ERDA-6) and 17,000,000 ba,rels (WIPP-12). l,ess than 3% of the brine would flow to
the surface from the low perrneabilily microfractures holding the brine, l::ewer large fractures
form an extended infiltration gallery from the microfraclures, resulting in initial vigorous
flow. There is no chemical or hydraulic evidence to suggest the reservoirs at different
locations are interconnected. The brines appear to be in chemical equilibrium with
surrounding rocks, and the brines are stagnant.

The brine reservoirs appear to be local and isulated for several reasons, llydraulic heads differ
from one reservoir to another and are higher than local groundwater heads. Gas is contained
within the reservoirs. Brine and gas chemistry differ among reservoirs. Reservoirs are
encountered in separate areas, though drilling is extensive. The brine, gas, and rock appear to
be in chemical equilibrium.

The brines pose little or no potential for halite dissolution. There is little potential for seepage
upward through the intact evaporite section because of the extremely low permeabilities of the
rock and evidence these reservoirs have been isolated for a period of at least a million years.

DW P

Powers, D.W. 1980 "Geologic Processes in Evaporites in the Northern Delaware Basin,"
Ahstracl._, A_lntt,.I Meeting of the Sottlhwe._t Section, /tmericaJt A._._ocialion of Petroleum
Geologist._, _1 ,-'aso, TA', Fehruarj' 25-26, 1980, SAND79-2478A. American Association ot"
Petroleum Geologists. 50. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Permian evaporites ot" the northern Delaware Basin have been studied in detail
for tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Tile WIPP is proposed for the disposal of defense
radioactive waste in the Salado Formation about 30 rni east of Carlsbad.

Bore holes in tile northern part of the Wil'P Site confirm unusual bed thicknesses and attitudes
in the Castile Formation. The Castile is ordinarily nearly flat and consists of three anhydrites
and two interbedded halites with a total thickness of about 1350 t't. WIPP-13 encountered 900

ft between the top of Castile and total depth about 50 ft into the lower anhydrite. "File upper
anhydrite dips as much as 40 degrees and contains a small recumbent fold. The thinning and
structure also occur in the lower Salado. The same stratigraphic interval ir._WIPP-II is 1230-ft
thick. The upper anhydrite at WIPP-II is very thin (<80 ft) and arches; the halite below it is
over 900-ft thick. The lower Salado beds arch over tile Castile. The top of the Salado
Formation is not arched at either bore hole. Other Castile beds in each hole vary in thickness

to lesser degrees.

The major hypotheses for the origin of these features are: deposition, dissolution, and
halokinesis. Laminated anhydrite does not form on 40 degree dips. Dissolution residues do
not account for thin halite beds. Delicate primary halite structures in the upper Castile in
WIPP-13 should not survive later massive halokinesis. Svnsedimentary deformation is invoked
as a possible explanation; investigations continue.

Powers, D.W. 1981. "Geologic Investigations of the WIP! _ Site: Overview and Issues,"
Environmental Geology and Hydrology in New 3le.\'ico. Eds. S.G. Wells, W. Lambert, and J.t":.
Callender. New Mexico Geological Society Special Publication No. 10; SAND81-0201C,
[Roswell, NM]: New Mexico Geological Society. 119-122.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI _) is planned for the disposal of radioactive
defense waste in bedded salt of southeastern New Mexico. Since 1975, the geologic
investigations have progressed through preliminary site selection and geologic characterization
phases; we are now primarily concerned with tile long-term geological processes that may
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affect the site. These processes are grouped by hydrology, dissolution, geochemical, tectonic,
and climatic mechanisms.

Issues regarding isolation at the WIPP are usually grouped according to these processes or
human intrusion. Combinations of human and water intrusion ark the most likely ways of
releasing radioactivity from the WIPP to the biosphere. The issues thus raised concern how
well the hydrology is or must be known, whether resources will attract unacceptable human
intrusion, and how geologic processes may enhance release of radionuclides. Analysis of these
processes so far does not indicate that radioactive material will be released from the repository
in significant amounts. The main issue (what are the consequences of the WIPP to the
biosphere?) is satisfied, in spite of the possibility that unusual events, such as human intrusion,
can occur.

Powers, D.W., and R.G. Easterling. 1982. "Improved Methodology for Using Embedded
Markov Chains to Describe Cyclical Sediments," Journal ol Sedime_zta,'.v Petrology.
SAND81-0471J. Vol. 52, no. 3, 913-923.

ABSTRACT: Embedded Markov chains may be used to describe rock sequences in which a
lithology is not or cannot be observed following itself. Such chains lead to a transition matrix
with zeroes on the main diagonal. To test the hypothesis of randomness in an embedded
Markov chain, we apply Goodman's model of quasi-independence and compare it to previously
used rnethods (which we now believe are invalid) in the geological literature. Data in the
literature show quite different results (depending on the original method) when reanalyzed in
this way. We present tests for homogeneity, a spatial analogue to stationarity, of multiple
embedded chains, and for symmetry and Markov chain order. Matrices from vertical or
laterally spaced sequences can be tested for homogeneity, and conclusions can be drawn
regarding variations of processes over space. A normalized difference is proposed as an aid in
interpreting the difference between observed transition frequencies and transition probabilities
estimated with a model of independence or quasi-independence,

Powers, D.W., and B.W. Ilassi,ger. 1985. "Synsedimentary Dissolution Pits in I ialite of the
Permian Salado F+ormation, Southeastern New Mexico," J,,.,,,,al o/ Sedimentar.l' Petrology.
Vol. 55, no. 5, 769-773.

ABS'I'RACT: Mining operations in the Permian Salado Formation t'or the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) reveal filled pits in halite beds, which are interpreted as synsedimentary
dissolution features. The pits range t'rom a few centimeters to as much as I-m wide and I-m
deep, and they clearly truncate thin, underlying beds. I lalite hopper crystals and possible
chevron halite structures occurring in the pits and continuous, undeformed bedding in
overlying units demonstrate that the pits formed and filled bet'ore deposition ot" the overlying
unit. Pseudomorphs of halite after gypsum swallow-tail crystals are part of the evidence that
the dissolution pits formed in shallow water.

Powers, D.W., and L.R. Ilill. 1977. "Site Evaluation for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP),
Southeastern New Mexico," 7"ran.sactimt+_ of ttte .,lntericrm Nu_'h'ar Sociel.l,, 1977 IVinter
kleetinl,,, Satt Francisco. CA, November 27-December 2. 1_77. Vo[. 27, 436-437. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) is considered a full-scale demonstration
of the handling and disposal of radioactive waste in bedded salt. It is anticipated that the
WlPP will be converted into a full-scale repository for energy research and development
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administration defense transuranie (TRU) waste. Experimental studies with high-level
commercial waste are included, but there are no plans to dispose of such waste. The site in
southeastern New Mexico was chosen after a site in Kansas was abandoned for technical and
political reasons. The present WIPP Site was chosen after a nearby site was rejected becauseof
structural complications.

The main criterion for the WIPP is the same as for a repository: that no hazardous amountsof
radioactivity should escape from the site. The studies in progress are to determine the existing
situation and "establish baseline information for evaluation ot' the study area as a repository."
Initial studies completed for the WIPP establish predictable stratigraphy, dip less than I degree,
salt-bed thickness of about 100 ft or more, depth le._sthan 3000 t't, no throughgoing bore holes
within one mile, and no active or prior mining within one mile of the Facility boundaries.
Seismic reflection, electrical resistivity, and drilling are major field activities.

Studies of long-term geologic and hydrologic stability continue. Hydrologic programs
concentrate on the present regime and possible effects due to climatic change. Salt-solution
rates and locations are being examined, and a data base for radionuclide migration is being
established. Regional geologic problems include an igneous dike intruded into the evaporites
and breccia pipes formed by solution. Geophysical techniques, bore holes, mapping, satellite
imagery, precision leveling, and laboratory studies are utilized. A report on site evaluation is
scheduled for June 1978, DWP

Powers, D.W., and R.M. Holt. 1984. "Depositional Environments and Dissolution in the Rustler
Formation (Permian), Southeastern New Mexico," Abstracts with Programs. Geological
Society of America. 47th .4mtual Meeting. Reno, NI', November 5-.8. 1984. Vol. 16, no. 6, 627.
(Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Rustler Formation culminates Permian evaporite deposition in the Delaware
Basin. It consists of sulfates, dolornite, mudstone, argillaceous halite, and halite. The Rustler
decreases in thickness from east to west in tile Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site area; the
thinning has been attributed to dissolution.

Recent mapping of a shaft at the WIPP Site indicates that tile Rustler consistently displays
structures commonly associated with depositional environments. Brecciated, slumped, chaotic
structures, and other features associated with dissolution/collapse were not observed. There
was no evidence ot' karst channel deveiopnlent in either sulfate or carbonate units. Features
from the R,.,_tler, by lithologic association, include:

• elastics: laminar to fine beds with scour, fill, and clay drape; cross-beds; erosional
surfaces and channels with lag; soft sediment deformation; rip-up clasts; fining
upward units; invertebrate fossils.

• carbonates: laminated beds with scour fill; organic-rich laminated zones of probable
algal origin; large climbing ripples; possible ripple cross-laminations.

• sult'ates: laminar to fine beds of (?) algal origin; swallow-tail gypsurn; desiccation
shrinkage; enterolithic features.

• halites, argillaceous halites, and halitic rnudstones: scour surfaces, displacive halite;
hopper halite crystals.

The occurrence ot" these features in the shaft, where dissolution was presumed to have
occurred, requires reevaluation of the extent of dissolution in the Rustler. "File features and
their stratigraphic sequence are interpreted as the result of a sabkha interacting with saline to
freshwater mud flats.
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Powers, D.W., and W.D. Weart. 1979. "Status of Siting t'or the Waste isolation Pilot Plant,"
Transaction._ of the American Nuclear Society, San f'ram'i._co. CA. Novemhc, r 11-15, 1079.
SAND79-1329A. Vol. 33, 141-142. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Department ot" Energy (DOE) is proposing to demonstrate the acceptability
of geologic disposal of radioactive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM. The current mission l)roposed ['or the WIPP by the DOF
is: geologic isolation of defense transuranic (TRU) waste; experimental investigation of
interactions between salt and various high-level waste forms; provision of an option for
demonstrating isolation of a limited number (< 1000) of spent fuel assemblies,

This latter option is presently opposed by the cognizant Congressional committees and is under
discussion between the DOE and Congress.

All wastes in the WIPP will be retrievable for a period of time_5to 10 years for "I'RU waste
and 15 to 20 years for spent fuel. "lhe high-level waste for experiments will be retrieved upon
conclusion of the associated experiments. The present schedule calls for start of construction
in late 1981 and waste acceptance in 1986.

Siting or site studies for the WIPP may be grouped into three general phases: preliminary site
selection or identification; site characterization; and site confirmation. When Sandia
l.aboratories (SNL) began work on WIPP in 1975, both rock type and general location were
specified by the DOE (and prior agencies). After the initial site was shown to be unsuitable,
SNI. began with phase i and made a preliminary selection of a new site in bedded salt in New
Mexico for detailed characterization. Since 1976, SNI. has been primarily concerned with
characterization of this site in an area known as Los Medafios. In 1978, a reconlmendation was
made to the DOE by SNL that development of the site continue. The transition from phase 2
to phase 3 is now in progress.

Geological site characterization activities concern the present geology and hydrology of the site
and surrounding region. This "snapshc)t" of the site shov,'s that beds of suitable thickness,
purity, structure, and stratigraphy are present at depths of about 2100 to 2700 ft, the
hydrology of the site presents no operational problems, and the structure and stratigraphy of
the site are acceptable. The very low level of tectonic activity in the area will alleviate design
requirements for earthquake activity.

The site characterization indicate:_ some conflict with potasla and hydrocarbons within the
buffer zones established for the WIPP. The estimated amount of these reserxes within WIPP
zones I-Ill, which might not be exploited if the WIPP is built, are about 3.5 million tons of
potash product (K20); 23,5 billion cubic feet of gas', and 350 thousand barrels of distillate.
These resources are small compared to US resources but may be considered as an enticement
for future generations. Studies now under way may show that these resources can be
developed without jeopardy to the repository and/or significant hazard to mankind. One
scenario, assuming an open bore hole through the repository and conservative aquifer
parameters, indicates that a hypothetical man drinking water from the exit point would, over a
50-year lifespan, accumulate a whole body dose much less than the annual whole body dose
due to natural causes.

Site investigations are now concentrating on long-term geological processes to aid safety
assessment. The processes of primary interest are tectonics, climatology, hydrology, and
geochemistry. The effects of individual processes or combinations of processes over time must
be known or sufficiently bounded to conduct a safety assessment prior to conversion to a
repository. Features that are related to the processes are breccia pipes and regional salt
dissolution, salt flow, and the interactions of rock and waste. The rates and conditions of
formation for these features are known well enough that no obvious threat to the long-term
integrity of the WIPP Site exists. 13reccia pipes are solution features that have not been found
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at the site; preliminary studies show these features not to be forming today, but a better
understanding of their origin is required for long-term assessment. An area with apparent
disturbed stratigraphy in the northern sector of the WIPP Site is still under investigation. The
feature, indicated through seismic reflection surveys, appears to affect primarily the Castile
Formation and is probably Permian in age. The feature will be drilled to determine the nature
and age of the process that formed the feature.

There is confidence then that the site meets the criteria with the exception of some conflict
with natural resources. While it is possible that future repository mining or improved
understanding of geologic processes could reveal aspects undo,_irable for a repository, the
prospects are unlikely and a recommendation can now be made to proceed with WIPP planning
based on the Los Medafios site.

Powers, D.W., M. Martin, and R.M, Itolt, 1988. "Siliciclastic-Rich Units of the Permian Salado
Formation, Southeastern New Mexico," ,4hstract._ with Programs, Geological Society of
America, Denver, CO, Octoher 31-Novemher 3, 19,_',_'.Vol. 20, no. 7, AI74, (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Siliciclastic-rich beds of the Salado include muddy halite and halitic siltstones.
Many of these beds are continuous over an area that is nearly comparable to the sulfatic
marker beds of the Salado.

Muddy halite units can be traced in geophysical logs, cores, and underground workings over
hundreds of square kin. In underground workings, a muddy halite unit from the lower Sahqdo
shows considerable small-scale disruption of thin elastic units. These disrupted sediments
appear similar to modern exposed halite surface deposits disrupted by precipitation. Clastic
material was probably disrupted originally over the surface by influxes of brine or fresh water.
The elastics settled on an irregular surface, were covered by a thin layer of halite and then
were further disrupted by rainfall after desiccation. Repetition provides units with excellent
gross continuity but little small-scale continuity.

Predominantly elastic beds in the ttpper Salado also are continuous over the hundreds of square
kin. The Vaca "l'riste Sandstone member shows bedding and channeling, as well as halite
growth textures. Other sandy to silty beds in the upper Salado show evidence of elastic
transport and subaerial exposure.

The great continuity and extent of these elastic beds are consistent evidence of general
flooding and transport of elastics within or on top of dense brines. These beds were exposed
to, and modified by, rainfall and reflooding.

Powers, D.W., S.J, l,aml)ert, S-E, Shaffer, I,.R. I|ill, and W.D, _,Veart, eds. 1978. Geological
CtTaracterizalion Report. II'a.ste l._olatiml Pilot Plant (It'IPP) Site. Smtlhea_tern New Mexico.
SAND78-1596. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories. Vols. I--2.

ABSTRAC'F: The Geological Churac'teri-ation Report (GCR) is a two-volume summar.v ot" the
geological background and studies ot" the geology through preliminary screening to site
selection and initial characterization. Chapter 1 is an executive summary (39 pages) organized
by each chapter, This abstract substitutes for the long executive summary.

Chapter 2 of the GCR summarizes the history of studies of bedded salt for a repository that
led to locating the WIPP Site in southeastern New Mexico. Geological and sociological criteria
applied to site selection are reviewed in Chapter 2, and some of the geological methods are
broadly discussed.
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The regional geology (Chapter 3) ot" the area was prepared mainly from existing sources of
information through more than 100 years of public and industry studies of the Delaware Basin
and surrounding areas. Site geology (Chapter 4) integrates certain relevant information from
regional geology and site-specific data from WiPP-related studies including surface studies,
drilling, and seismic reflection data. The studies indicated that tile geology was consistent with
general criteria; unexpected conditions included deformed evaporites north of the general site
area. Seisrnological information (Chapter 5)reviewed the historical evidence of events nearer
the site, as well as continuing seismic activity southeast of the site near Kermit, TX, The
activity near Kermit is believed to be related to secondary hydrocarbon recovery activity
rather than active tectonic processes. The hydrological system (Chapter 6) includes the units
underlying evaporites as well as shallow water bearing strata. The potentiometric levels in
underlying and overlying units are comparable. Dissolution areas at Nash Draw produced the
"briJle aquifer" flowing southwesterly to the Pecos River. Geochemical studies (Chapter 7)
range from mineralogical and petrological studies to analyses of brine chemistry including
stable isotopes and uranium-disequilibrium methods. The evaporite section has been mainly
stable for 200 million )'ears or more. Pressurized brine in the Castile Formation appears to
have no connection with other groundwaters and has apparently not moved significantly for
about 800,000 years. Resources at the site ('Chapter 8) range from surface construction
materials to potash resources and possible hydrocarbons. Miscellaneous possible resources
could include lithium (in brine), sulfur, gypsum, uranium, and halite. At the time of
evaluation, the site area included economically mineable langbeinite reserves and possibly
potash. Hydrocarbon resources have been estimated by differing methods, in all resources,
the final decision regarding exclusion arL.as for exploitation will affect the estimates of loss of
resources. Studies of thermomechanical properties of site rocks and radionuclide sorption
related in Chapter 9 in.:lude some of the early data about thermal conductivity and laboratory
experiments on rock mechanics. Rocks from southeastern New Mexico were demonstrated to
have highly variable sorptive capacity for various radionuclides in laboratory experiments,
Continuing studies for the WIPP (Chapter 10) focus on processes to assess safety, as site
selection and characterization are considered largely completed. DWP

ANNOTATION: The GCR was conceived in late 1977 as a stand-alone document that would
be a principal source of site information for the Environmental Impact Sl(.llcme_ll (US

Department of Energy, 1980a). The GCR was originally titled tile Site Characterization Reporl
(SCRj; the title was changed for the final report because the scope of the report was more
restricted than is implied by "site characterization." The GC'R was intended as a summary of
the geological background of the WIPP Site as well as the site specific studies for the WIPP
through an effective date of August 1978.

The GCR was written, reviewed extensively, edited, printed, and distributed in the 12 months
between January and December 1978. A number of individuals wrote chapters and drafts of
chapters', Bechtel employees wrote many sections and provided drafting support. Sandia
remained responsible for overall direction and editing, and several sections were written by
Sandia employees.

The GCR became the first published version of a step t'ormaily incorporated into the plans for
studying and reporting on investigations of proposed radioactive waste repository sites. These
will be more elaborate than the two volume GCR; the site characterization plan (SCP) for the
Yucca Mountain Project (Nevada) has been prepared in 8 volumes and in an overview
comprising several thousand pages. The GCR also became one of the more widely cited source
documents for the WIPP Project.

A successor document (Lappin, 1988a) brings certain site investigations up to date for the
period 1983-1987; it includes many of the data useful in performance assessment.

An important section, written mainly by W. \Veart, summarized the site selection criteria and
factors applied to the WIPP Site through stages leading up to selection of the site. These
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criteria are useful for screening and are to be distinguished from the decisions about
establishing a repository, which will be based on perforrnance assessment criteria,

Preece, D,S. 1986. "Three Dimensional Modeling of the Wedge Pillar Portion of the WIPP
Geomechanical Evaluation (Room G) in Situ Experiment," Rock Mechanics." Key to Energy
Production, Proceedings of lhe 27ttt US Symposium on Rock Mechanics, University of
Alahoma, Tuscaloosa, AL, June 23-25, 1986, Ed. I-[,L. Hartman, SAND86-0412C, Littleton,
CO: Society of Mining Engineers, inc, 917-922,

ABSTRAC'I': A three-dimensional finite-element program (JAC3D) has been used to calculate
deformation and stress distribution prior to construction of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) wedge pillar experiment (Room G). Along the pillar, horizontal closure of drifts
increases. Vertical closure decreases away from the tip of the pillar. The drift walls shift
parallel to the drift axis mostly near the wedge tip of the pillar, and the shift drops off rapidly
with distance from the wedge tip. The behavior at a station where the wedge pillar is 1.7 m
wide was calculated with a two-dimensional plane strain model and the results compare well
with JAC3D model cal¢ lations. Vertical and horizontal closures predicted using the JAC3D
are, respectively, 1.5 and 2 times the closures calculated from two-dimensional plane strain
model of a single drift including stratigraphic information. Calculated '_tresses, assuming
instantaneous drift creation, indicate failure at the pillar wedge tip. "l'he propagation el'failure
is not quantified, as the model did not include a failure criterion. Predicted stresses are
probably higher than is expected from realistic simulation of mining. DWP

Preece, D.S, 1987, Pretest 3-D Finite Element Modeling of the Wedge Pillar Portion of the
WIPP Geomechanical Evaluation (Room G) In Sttu Experiment. SAND87-0472, Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National t.aboratories,

ABSTRACT: Pretest three-dimensional finite-element calculations have been performed on
the wedge pillar portion of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) geomechanical evaluation
experiment, The wedge pillar separates two drifts that intersect at an angle of 7.5 degrees.
The purpose of the experiment is to provide data on the creep behavior of the wedge and
progressive failure at the tip. The first set of calculations utilized a symmetry plane on the
center line of the wedge, which allowed treatment ot" the entire configuration by modeling half
of the geometry. Two three-dimensional calculations in this first set were performed with
different drift widths to stud,,' the influence of drift size on closure and maximum stress. A
cross section perpendicular to the wedge was also analyzed with two-dimensional finite-
element models and the results compared to the three-dimensional results, in another set of
three-dimensional calculations, both drifts were modeled but with less distance between the
drifts and the outer boundaries. 'l'he results of these calculations are compared with results
from the other calculations to better understand the influen_re of boundary conditions.

Preece, D.S., and W.R. Wawerslk. 1982. "Finite Eiernent Derived Stress and Strain Fields in
Triaxial Creep Test Specimens," EOS Transaclion._, American Geophysical Union, Vol. 63, no.
45, 1095-1096. (Abstract Only),

ABSTRACT: In recent years, underground storage programs have been developed for placing
nuclear wastes and hydrocarbons in salt formations. Design calculations for these programs
rely heavily on material data, which are determined in triaxial creep experiments on cylindrical
specimens in the laboratory. To ensure the validity of these data, finite-element simulations
were carried out for standard specimens (L:D = 2) using a power-law creep model. Stress,
strain, and strain-rate fields were computed as a function of time (sample shortening) at
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constant applied effective stress in the presence of frictional restraints between the steel
loading pistons and the salt. Large changes in specimen dimensions were considered to
evaluate the influence of punching of the steel pistons into the sample ends. Calculated data
are used to interpret transients in creep tests following changes in applied stress or
temperature. The results of the finite-element simulations are also used to determine when
strain rates, which are inferred from changes in sample lengths and diameters, become
meaningless.

Results of the finite-element computations will be demonstrated in a color movie of the
predicted changes in effective stresses with time.
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RamaRao, B.S,, and M. Reeves. 1990. Theory and l'eri/ication for the GRASP I! Code for
Adjoint-Sensitivity Analysis of Steadj-State and Transient Ground-Water Flow.
SAND89-7i43. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Calibration of a numerical model of the regional groundwater flow in the
Culebra Dolomite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in southeastern New Mexico has been
performed by an iterative parameter-fitting procedure. Parameterization has been secured by
choosing to assign the transmissivity values at a limited number of selected locations,
designated as pilot points. The transmissivity distribution in the model is derived by kriging
the combined pool of measured and pilot-point transmissivities. Iterating on the twin steps of
sequentially adding additional pilot point(s) and kriging leads to the model of ret-luired
accuracy, as judged by a weighted least-square-error objective function. At the end of
cMibration, it must be ensured that the correlation structure of the measured transm'lss_va''ties is
broadly preserved by the pilot-point transmissivities. Adjoint sensitivity analysis of the model
has been coupled with kriging to objectively provide the optimal location of the pilot points
during an iteration. The pilot-point transmissivities have been adjusted by modeler's judgment
incorporating information, where available, on local geologic conditions and large-scale
hydraulic interference tests, to minimize the objective function.

Adjoint methodology offers an efficient algorithm f'or calculation of the required p_rameter
sensitivities. It separates the analysis into two distinct stages, with the first one related
exclusively to the objective function, and the second one exclusively to the parameter of
investigation, with the adjoint-state function from the first stage providing the link between
the two stages. Implementing this philosophy, the equations of the adjoint sensitivities have
been derived, keeping the partial variations with respect to pressure and parameters distinct.
The adjoint-state function is interpreted to be an impulse-source response function in the
transient state and a unit-source-rate influence function in the steady state. A three-
dimensional finite-difference code, GRASP I!, has been built to irnplement the adjoint
sensitivity analysis, offering a wide range of options in objective functions and sensitivity
parameters. The code has been extensively verified, by comparing the results with the
sensitivity coefficients derived analytically and with those from a perturbation approach.

In this report, the theory and development of adjoint-sensitivity analysis and the verification
of the numerical code are treated. A case study for the application of this coupled kriging-
and-adjoint-sensitivity approach to calibration of the model for the site mentioned has been
completed. The application demonstrates the usefulness of the present approach to calibration,
particularly while handling a combination of the steady-state and transient-head data.

Ramey, D.S. 1985. Chemistr.v of Rustler FImd.s. EEG-31. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental
Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: US Geological Survey I,USGS) water chemistry data for the Rustler Formation in
20 test holes near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) show three chemically separate fluid-
bearing zones at the site that progressively merge to the west toward Nash Draw. Rustler-.
Salado contact fluids are nearly saturated with respect to halite; magnesium is the dominant
cation east of the WIPP Site in a region that may correspond to the limit of salt dissolution.
The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation areally exhibits three chemical zones
ranging from sodium chloride brines in the east to a moderately saline calcium sulfate water to
the west. The Culebra is undersaturated with respect to halite. The Magenta Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Forrnation fluids are dominated by sodium chloride with a few wells
having sulfate as the dominant anion. The water chemistry program must obtain representative
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and replicable data to understand the chemical changes along the proposed flow path for
Culebra groundwater. DWP

Randall, W.S., M.E. Crawley, and M.L. Lyon. 1988. 1988 Annual lVater Quality Data Report
for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. March 1988. DOE-WIPP 88-006. Carlsbad, NM:
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico is a
Department of Energy (DOE) research and development facility designed to demonstrate the
safe disposal of transuranic (TRU) radioactive waste resulting from the nation's defense
programs.

The Water Quality Sampling Program (WQSP) supports four major programs for the WIPP: Site
Characterization, Performance Assessment, the Radiological Baseline Program, and the
Ecological Monitoring Program.

Results from 24 WQSP wells sampled from January through November 1987 are presented in
this report. Water quality data from two water-bearing zones have been collected. These
zones are the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation. Analytical
results from the sampling program include field chemistry data, general water quality
parameters, trace metals, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) priority pollutants, dissolved
gases and selected reduction oxidation (redox) couples.

In addition to the 24 WQSP wells mentioned above, nine private wells were sampled for
primary and secondary drinking water parameters and radionuclides. Six wells were analyzed
for trace metal concentrations and priority pollutants, as well as general water quality
parameters and radionuclides. The water samples from the private wells came from three
water-bearing zones, the Santa Rosa Sandstone of the Dockum Group, the Dewey Lake Red
Beds, and the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation. In some instances, where
no reliable well completion logs are available, it was not clear which actual water-bearing zone
the well was completed in. it is hoped that with the continuing search for records and analysis
of the water samples the source of the water may be determined.

The private wells and the WQSP wells are scheduled to be sampled three times before the first
receipt of waste. The only exception to this is WIPP-29, which has been dropped from the
overall program.

A comprehensive Water Quality Baseline report covering data from all three rounds, collected
and analyzed prior to the receipt of waste, will be written and issued some time in the year
1989.

Ratigan, J.L. 1979. Determination of Barrier Pillar Thickne.ss in Pre-IVIPP Dedicated Area.
Technical Letter Memorandum RSI-0029. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, Inc. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The pre-Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Dedicated Area in the lower level is laid out
with two distinct experimental areas each consisting of three rooms separated by two pillars.
The mechanical interaction between any experiments is assumed to be negligible. Barrier
pillars with a width set at 18.3 m (60 ft) have been proposed between any two experimental
areas. This study evaluates the nlechanic_l interaction between the two experiments for
various barrier pillar thicknesses.
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Barrier pillars with widths of 18.3 m (60 ft), 27.4 m (90 ft), and 36.6 m (120 ft) have been
evaluated. Two models were used. In model M l, the geometry of one experimental area was
modeled explicitly and the other experimental area was replaced with a material that had a
modified deformation modulus, Model M2 assumed one experimental area is a wide room
without pillars, which is a very conservative assumption. The results indicate MI more
accurately represents the experimental area. The simulation shows "the 18.3-m (60-ft) barrier
pillar is adequate in minimizing mechanical interactions to acceptable levels to satisfy the
objectives of the individual experiments in the two areas." DWP

Ratigan, J.L., and L.L. Van Sambeek. 1978. ElasticPlastic Simulation of the Mississippi
Chemical Company Room and Pillar Mining Operation. Technical Letter Memorandum RSI-
0012. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The room-and-pillar mining operation of the Mississippi Chemical Company
Potash Mine in New Mexico was simulated by characterizing the rock as an elastic/plastic
material. The objectives of the analysis were to simulate the mining system with a finite-
element computer code (SPECTROM-I I) and to determine whether horizontal instrumentation
holes could be drilled in the pillars, given the stress state after mining.

Several assumptions are not representative of real conditions. These rocks are expected to
behave as viscoelastic rather than elastic/plastic materials. The tensile strength and the
strength of the rock at large, compressive mean stresses are overestimated. The simulation
suggests that horizontal instrumentation holes will be difficult to drill due to vertical stresses in
pillars, and the instruments would have to be installed near the center. The viscous character
of these rocks and the failure strength need to be determined as they are significant in the
simulation. DWP

Rechard, R.P., H. luzzolino, and J.S. Sandha. 1990. Data Used ill Preliminary Assessment of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (1990). SAND89-2408. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report documents the data available as of August 1990 and used by the
Performance Assessment Division of Sandia National Laboratories in its December 1990
Preliminary Performance Assessment of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP). Parameter
values are presented in table form for the geologic subsystem, engineered barriers, bore-hole
flow properties, climate variability, and intrusion characteristics. Sources for the data and a
brief discussion of each parameter are provided.

Rechard, R.P., W. Beyeler, R.D. McCurley, D.K. Rudeen, J.E. Bean, and J.D. Schreiber.
1990. Parameter Sensitivity Studies of Selected Components of the IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant
Repositor),/Shafl System. SAND89-2030. Albuquerque, NM' Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This status report presents preliminary analyses of flow through the rooms,
drifts, seals, and shafts of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The purpose of these
analyses is to evaluate the importance of various components and parameters of the transuranic
waste repository. These analyses are presented to show the current status of repository/shaft
system modeling, and to provide input for evaluating proposed engineered modifications to the
waste and rooms to ensure compliance with the Environmental Protection Agency's
Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel. ttigh-Level and Transuranic Waste. Detailed descriptions are given for nine
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computational models of the WIPP repository for either undisturbed or human-intrusion
conditions. Some models are refined versions of earlier models; others include rudimentary
studies of an additional phenomenon, flow of generated gas. The models of an undisturbed
repository substantiated the results of earlier models by showing that no waste leaves the
vicinity of the disposal area in 10,000 years. The models that studied gas flow agreed with
this position; however, the models are too rudimentary to permit conclusive statements. The
five models of the human intrusion event explored the importance of parameters (e.g., waste
permeability and Salado Formation heterogeneity) that influence the flow of brine through the
waste, establishing a base for understanding the behavior of the waste, disposal rooms, drifts,
and interbeds in the host rock.

Reed, E.L., & Associates. 1977. Detailed Hydrologic Drilling and Testing. WIPP Study Area.
Los Meda_os, Southeastern New Mexico. Midland, TX: Ed. L. Reed & Associates. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: WIPP hydrologic testing is designed to examine the stability of the Salado
Formation and the potential for dispensing radionuclides through aquifers in the Rustler and
Dewey Lake Formations. Hydraulic gradients and rate of fluid movement must be determined.
Six test holes (H-I, H-3, P-14, P-15, P-17, and P-18) to the top of Salado exist, and holes at
location H-2 are being constructed to individually test fluid-bearing zones at the top of Salado,
Culebra, and Magenta. Preliminary tests show that permeabilities are extremely low and,
consequently, long-term tests and monitoring will be necessary. The three-hole configuration
at H-2 permits long-term studies without interference between zones and will also allow for
testing single zones with closely spaced boreholes.

Recommended tests include: dual holes for injection tests and monitoring of Dewey Lake to
calculate transmissivity, radioactive tracer injection and monitoring, and drilling a line of
Salado-Culebra testholes between P-14 and Nash Draw to evaluate westward changes in the
brine aquifer and the Culebra. DWP

ANNOTATION: The recommended tests have not been performed.

Reeves, M., V.A. Kelley, and J.F. Pickens. 1987. RegioJ_al Double-Porosity Solute Transport in
the Culebra Dolomite." An Analysis of Parameter Sensitivity aJtd Importance at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. SAND87-7105. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A high-transmissivity fracture-controlled path is assumed, for modeling
purposes, to provide the means for transport of infinitely long-lived radionuclides through the
Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation to the accessible environment at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, following a breach that does not disturb the existing head
potentials within the unit. Both matrix diffusion and sorption retard the transport. Parameter
ranges and base-case values depict the uncertain properties of the Culebra while simulations
with SWIFT 11 exhibit the corresponding ranges in travel time, the performance measure
adopted for this report. Consistent with the paucity of the double-porosity data base, model
assumptions are kept simple and parameter ranges relatively large. Thus, computed travel
times may be unrealistic and should not be quoted apart from the model assumptions.
Computed parameter sensitivities and estimated parameter importance, however, should
provide valuable guidance to the current site-characterization program at the WlPP Site. The
report demonstrates the importance of the rate of fluid flow within the fractures and the
relative capacity of the rock matrix for the retention of radioactive contaminants. It also
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demonstrates the relative unimportance of" some of the matrix kinetic parameters that relate to
the matrix diffusion time. The report underscores the importance of hydraulic and tracer
tests, particularly in the southeast sector of the WIPP Site. Such tests would further confirm
the flow and transport conceptualization, determine the extent of site heterogeneity, and
reduce uncertainty in the transport properties.

Register, J.K. 1980. Subsur/ace Hydrology of Strata Overlying the Salado Formation at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. TME 3059. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The contact between the Rustler and Salado Formation, the Culebra Dolomite
Member, and the Magenta Dolomite Member are fluid-bearing zones above the Salado
Formation. Nearly saturated brines are found in Nash Draw at the Rustler-Salado contact.
The Culebra Dolomite Member is highly variable in permeability; it contains water in some
areas and not in others. The water in the Culebra is generally too saline for human
consumption and is marginal for livestock in most areas. The Magenta Dolomite Member
bears fluid in some places, but low transmissivity provides slow recharge to wells. A thin
sandy zone in the Dewey Lake Red Beds in H-2 was moist but could not be tested. The !-!-5
complex, northeast of the site, indicated the lower 2 ft of the Santa Rosa Sandstone was
saturated. The yield was below the limit of detection (0.1 gal/min). Three potash holes drilled
for WIPP in the eastern part of the site indicated water-bearing zones in the Santa Rosa based
on gamma-ray and neutron logs. DWP

Register, J.K. 1981a. Brine Pocket Occurrences in the Castile Formation. Southeastern New
Mexico. TME 3080. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Project Office. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Castile Formation, which underlies the Salado Formation and Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon, is composed of interbedded thick halite and laminar
anhydrite-carbonate. The Castile and Salado have very low porosity and no permeability.
"Pockets of brine and associated hydrogen sulfide gas have been encountered in the Castile
Formation by various oil drilling companies and Sandia National Laboratories .... Of tile 62
deep bore holes drilled into the Castile, 10 (16%) penetrated pressurized brine reservoirs ....
Nine of these ten occurrences were associated with the deformation front abutting the Capitan
Reef, Of these nine, eight were associated with known anticlinal structures in the Castile.
The remaining [tenth] occurrence (Belco-Federal), located more centrally in the basin, about
three miles southwest of the WIPP Site, was also closely related to an anticline. All brine
encounters in the Castile, except AEC-7, flowed to the surface with initial rates estimated
between 600 and 20,000 barrels per day. Initial downhole pressures were estimated to range
from 1630 to 2322 psi."

Geochemical data from brine reservoirs differ markedly from basin aquifers, indicating no
connections. The brine chemistry is consistent with dissolving halite, but is inconsistent with
expected chemistry of Permian water or fluid from dehydrating gypsum. The brine residence
time, based on uranium isotope disequilibrium, is more than 500,000 years.

The absence of evaporite structure lowers the possibility of intersecting a brine reservoir in a
drill hole or construction of a shaft for site and preliminary design validation. DWP
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Register, J.K. 1981b. Ruhidium-Sironti.m and Related Studies of the Salado Formation,
Southea.stern New Mexico, SAND81-7072, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: The Salado Formation, a member of the Ochoan series, is a bedded salt deposit
found in the Delaware Basin of southeastern New Mexico and west Texas, it is comprised
primarily of halite and sylvite with minor anaounts of sulfate minerals. Rubidium-strontium
age determinations of the evaporite minerals in the Salado indicate an age of final equilibration
of 214 +_15my. This age is fairly consistent with the geologic age of the formation, precluding
substantial alkali-alkaline earth migration since deposition. Polyhalite and anhydrite samples
from the Salado give Sr/Sr values of about .7078, which are consistent with reported values for
Permian sea water. The rare earth element (REE) and trace-element concentrations of the
polyhalite and anhydrite samples are very low, reflecting the composition of sea water.

Rubidium-strontium age determinations of the clay minerals extracted from the salt suggest a
minimum age of 390 +_77 nay. This age probably represents the minimum age of the
provenance of the clay minerals. The REE and trace-element concentrations, as well as the
mineralogy of the clay minerals, indicate a detrital origin for the clay minerals with some
clay/brine interaction. Clay minerals seem generally depleted in the light REE (relative to
North American shale), which most likely were replaced by Ca24 and Na-_ from the evaporitic
brines.

ANNOTATION: This SAND document is reprinted from Register's MS thesis from the
University of New Mexico in 1979.

Register, J.K, and D.G. Brookins, 1980. "Rb-Sr Isochron Age of Evaporite Minerals from the
Salado Formation (Late Permian), Southeastern New Mexico," l.soehron/l_'est. No. 29, 39-42.

ABSTRACT: Isotopic work on evaporites indicates young ages for halide and sulfate minerals
by K-At and Rb-Sr methods are due to post formation, open-system conditions. Metamorphic
events or episodic and/or continuous loss of radiogenic 4°Ar and 87Sr have been suggested.
Rb-Sr isochron ages (214 _+15nay) for 41 samples including syivite-halite mixtures, polyhalite-
rich samples, and anhydrites, agree well with K-At dates (average 210 nay) for primary
anhydrites. These dates do not support continuous or episodic loss of 87Sr or 4°K after 200 my
except near a Tertiary age igneous intrusion. The dates may reflect final potash ore formation
or diagenetic-epigenetic events in the Triassic. Five samples, mainly from nine wells, fall well
off the isochron line and were omitted. The Rb-Sr isochron changes to 199 __.20nay if these
data are included. DWP

Register, J.K., and C.C. Little. 1983. "'Festing and Significance of Pressurized Fluid Reservoir
Encounters for the Site Characterization Process for Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities,"
lt'asle Managem_'tll 83. ll"a_l¢, Isolation in the (.ZS. T_,¢'hnical Progranl.s and Public Edtwation.
Tue,son, AZ. Fehrttar)' 27-March 3. 19S3. Ed. R.G. Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona.
Vol. 2, 377-385.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project is a US Department of Energy
(DOE) research and development activity to demonstrate safe disposal of transuranic (TRU)
waste from the nation's defense programs. During the past seven years, an extensive site
characterization effort has been conducted in the Los Medafios area of southeastern New
Mexico. A portion of the effort addressed the mode of occurrence and origin of flowing
artesian brine reservoirs known to exist in the northern Delaware Basin (the WIPP Site area).
Investigation of these features was performed by comprehensive geological, hydrological, and
geochemical testing in two DOE bore holes that intersected reservoirs. The testing program
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plan was found to be a technically sound and cost--effective method by which to develop and
support hypotheses relative to the characteristics, genesis, and history of the reservoirs. Similar
testing programs would be applicable to the characterization of similar features at other
potential waste disposal sites in bedded salt. The interpretation of the test results indicates that
the brine reservoirs in the northern Delaware Basin should have no effect on the integrity of
the WIPP Facility.

Register, J.K., D.G. Brooktns, M.E. Register, and S.J. Lambert. 1980. "Clay Mineral-Brine
Interactions During Evaporite Diagenesis: Lanthanide Distribution in WIPP Samples,"
Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management, Prvceedings of the international Symposium
on the Scientific Basis for Nuclear lilaste Managemenl. Boston. MA, November 27-30, 1979.
Ed. C.J.M. Northrup, Jr. SAND79-1284C, New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2, 445-452.

ABSTRACT: Clay minerals are considered for overpack materials around canisters of
radioactive waste disposed of in salt beds. To examine their chemical behavior, samples of
clay minerals from evaporite rocks in southeastern New Mexico were analyzed for clay type
and chemistry using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) neutron activation analysis (NAA), x-
ray diffraction (XRD), and supporting techniques, interlayered chlorite-saponite is the most
common clay mineral; it is interpreted as an incomplete alteration product of the interaction of
Mg-rich brine with detrital, trioctahedral montmorillonite. Fourteen clay samples from water-
insoluble fractions were analyzed for trace elements and lanthanides. Trace elements are
higher in clay minerals than in sulfate samples, indicating both the detrital origin and
insignificant loss of trace elements due to interaction with brines. Trace elements are
concentrated as oxide coatings on evaporite grains or as clay mineral inclusions. Nine
lanthanide elements in clay minerals are distributed in a pattern similar to pelagic sediments,
but the pattern differs significantly from sea water. Clay minerals exchanged little of the
lanthanides interacting with brines. Heavy rare earth elements (REEs) are enriched from clay
mineral sources as chlorite-saponite formed from smecti_e. Sea water is not the source as its
absolute concentration is about six orders of magnitude iowcr than the clay minerals. Light
REEs are slightly depleted as they are incorporated into evaporite minerals or oxide-hydroxide
coatings. The lanthanides are retained in the detrital clay phase during diagenesis. "Applied to
possible overpack-brine interactions, the argument can be made for retention of both
lanthanides and actinides in the overpack material closest to the canister in the presence of
brine." DWP

Rehfeldt, K. 1984. Sensitivity Anal),.si.s of Solute Transport in Fractures and Determination of
A_tisotropy Within the Culehra Dolomite. EEG-27. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group,

ABSTRACT: Data from the I-!-6 convergent tracer test indicate anisotropy within the Culebra
Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation due to travel along fractures as well as mixed
fracture and porous flow, Because porous medium theory may be inadequate to model flow
and transport in such a system, the analytic solution to solute transport in a fractured porous
medium has been examined for sensitivity to various parameters. The most sensitive
parameters are fracture aperture and the distribution coefficient of the porous matrix. This
coefficient is valid only if diffusion into the matrix is assumed or demonstrated. The fracture
aperture and spacing should be measured from shafts, cores, or outcrops, in that order of
priority. Laboratory tests can be used to test matrix diffusion as would field tests in fractured
areas such as H-6.

Three well tests of anisotropy at I-t-6 and 1-t-4 hydropads were reexamined using the data from
Ward et al. (1983), the three-well technique, and standard Jacob-semilog plot of drawdown
data to obtain effective transmissivity. The !-t-6 data indicate the major component of
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transmissivity may be north-south. The H-4 data yield a south-southwest major component.
These contrast with the northwest-southeast major component presented by Gonzalez (1983).
The method is easily applied with a desk-top calculator. These results indicate that "the
sensitivity of the [hydrologic] model to varied anisotropy parameters should be documented."

DWP

ANNOTATION: The works by Ward et al. (1983) and Gonzalez (1983) are included in this
bibliography.

Reiltnger, R,, L. Brown, and D. IW.IPowers. 1980. "New Evidence for Tectonic Uplift in the
Diablo Plateau Region, West Texas," Geophy._'ical Re,_'earch Letters. SAND79-2046J, Vol. 7,
no. 3, 181-184.

ABSTRACT: Recent releveling measurements conducted by the National Geodetic Survey in
west Texas and southeastern New Mexico indicate uplift of the Diablo Plateau-Salt Basin
region relative to benchmarks to the northeast in the Great Plains. These new measurements
confirm and enhance the previously reported interpretations of releveling data in this area.
Total relative uplift measured between 1934 and 1977 reaches 19 -+3 cm. Combining this new
information with leveling data from 1934, 1943, and 1958 along this same route indicates that:
the uplifted area extends 120 km in the east-west direction (there is presently no control on
any north-south component of tilting), with maximum relative uplift occurring approximately
12 km west of the boundary between the Diablo Plateau and Salt Basin graben; and on the
time scale between measurements (...20 yrs), uplift appears to be occurring more or less
continuously, although not at a constant rate. The progressive deformation indicated by the
releveling measurements, the large magnitude relative to possible leveling errors, and the
spatial dimensions of the uplift rule out systematic errors or near-surface effects (water table
variations, sediment compaction, etc.) as an explanation and favor a tectonic origin.
Intracrustal magmatic activity or some form of preseismic deformation (dilatancy, fault creep
at depth, etc.) appear to be the most reasonable explanations in view of presently available
geologic and geophysical information.

The pattern of uparching is perturbed at the Salt Basin graben, indicating 4.2 +0.3 cm of
subsidence relative to its margins between 1958 and 1977. This subsidence could be related to
the regional tectonic uparching, although near-surface, nontectonic effects cannot be excluded.

Reith, C.C., and G.R. Daer. 1985. Radiological Baseline Program for the Waste lsolatimt Pilot
Plant. Program Plan. WTSD-TME-057. Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy.

ABSTRACT: This document is the Radiological Baseline Plan (RBP) for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project. The primary purpose of the RBP is to acquire baseline data
describing background levels of radiation and radionuclides among the WIPP environments
prior to the underground emplacement of radioactive wastes. The RBP will be succeeded by
the Operational Radiological Monitoring Program (ORMP)in which the environment around
the WIPP Site will be sampled for radiation and radionuclides associated with waste
emplacement or other WIPP operations.

The RBP consists of five subprograms: (I) Atmospheric baseline, wherein airborne particulates
will be sampled at various locations around the WIPP site. (The atmospheric pathway has been
identified as the primary pathway for radionuclide transport between the WIPP facility and
man.) (2) Ambient radiation, wherein penetrating gamma radiation around the WIPP will
sampled with an aerial gamma survey, a continuous exposure-rate meter, and an array of 38
dosimeters. (3) Terrestrial baseline, wherein soil samples will be collected from all dosimetry
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locations to be archived of analyzed for radiological parameters. (4) 14ydrologic baseline,
wherein surface water and bottom sediments will be sampled and analyzed for radiological
parameters. Groundwater from nearby wells will also be sampled and analyzed. (5) Biotic
baseline, wherein radiological parameters will be analyzed in key organisms along potential
radionuclide pathways leading to man.

The data in the RBP will facilitate tile interpretation of data from the ORMP by indi,:ating
whether conditions during WIPP operations represent a significant departure from baseline
(preoperational) conditions.

Relth, C.C., and E.T, Louderhough, 1986. "The Dispersal and Impact of Salt from Surface
Storage Piles at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," IVa,_le Management 86, IVaste Isolation in the
US, Technical Programs and Public Education, Tucson, AZ, March 2-6, 1986. Ed. R.G. Post.
Tuscon, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 129-134,

ABSTRACT: A comprehensive program of ecological studies occurs at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) in an effort to detect and quantify impacts of excavated salt, which is
stored on tile surface in two piles: one having originated in 1980, the other in 1984. Both piles
are surrounded by berms, which channel runoff to holding ponds, so nearly all dispersal is due
to the resuspension, transport, and deposition of salt particles by wind,

Ecological parameters that have been monitored since 1984 include: visual evidence (via
photography), soil properties, microbial activity, leaf-litter decomposition, seedling emergence,
plant foliar cover, and plant species diversity. These are periodically assessed at experimental
plots near the salt piles and at control plots several kilometers away.

Concentrations of soluble ions, particularly sodium and chloride, in surficial samples have been
most effective by salt impacts. These parameters have been significantly higher at
experimental plots than at control plots, with differences being greatest in spring. Seasonal
patterns suggest that salts are dispersed and ,ransported mostly during spring, when winds are
strongest, but are leached downward through the sandy soil during summer, which is the local
wet season. In no case do salt levels in the soil approach published thresholds for potential
plant inhibition. Other ecological parameters reveal no consistent evidence of salt impacts.
Microbial activity and leaf-litter decomposition are the same between experimental and centrol
plots. The same is true for vegetation parameters, except for foliar cover, which is slightly
reduced in plots adjacent to the salt piles. Sustained monitoring will be necessary to identify
subtle or cumulative impacts of salt on the local ecosystem.

Relth, C,C., E.T. Louderhough, R.J. Eastmond, and A.I,. Rodriguez. 1985. Ecologica/
Monitoring Program at lift, IVa.sle l.solalion Pilot P/ant, Fir.st Semianmtal Report. WTSD-
TME-058. Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

ABSTRACT: The ecological monitoring program was begun in May 1984 "to detect and
quantify possible near-field impacts ot" WIPP construction activities on the local ecosystem.
These impacts include: alteration of natural habitat; deposition of salt and fugitive dust; and
increase in noise and human activities in and around the installation." This first semi-annual
report covers July through December 1984.

Ecological parameters are monitored at six permanent study plots in tile oak-sage-mesquite
community around the site as part ot' seven subprograms: environmental photography; soil
survey; soil microbial studies; vegetation survey; vertebrate census; environmental water
quality; and meteorological monitoring. Aerial photograph interpretation indicates that surface
disturbance and habitat change from construction is about 83% ot' the projected total.
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Chloride concentration in surface soils is increased downwind t'rom the northwestern salt
storage pile, but is well below toxicity. Plant and microbial parameters appear unaffected by
the elevated chloride, Ambient air temperatures aresomewh,lt higher at WIPP relative to other
stations in southeastern New Mexico; this may be due to topographic effects. No other site-
related changes were evident during this period, but monitoring will continue. DWP

Relth, C.C., K. Prince, T. Fischer° A.I,. IiodriKuez, D. Uhla,d, a,d D. Wl,sta,ley. 1986.
Ammal Site Environmental Molzitoring Report for tile IVaste l._olatiot_ Pilot Plattl, Cah, ndar
Year 1985. DOE-WIPP-86-002. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: During 1985, ecological parameters were monitored under a continuing program.
An important activity beginning in 1985 was the radiological baseline program to establish a
preoperational baseline against which operational radiation measurements can be assessed. This
program will continue until 1988 when radioactive waste is delivered to the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), The program consists of five subprograms: the atmospheric radiation
baseline; the ambient radiation baseline; the terrestrial radiation baseline; the hydrologic
radiation baseline; and the biotic baseline, Samples were analyzed for activities of naturally
occurring and transuranic radionuclides. The data will be used to establish a preoperational
data base. Radiological measurements fall within the expected range el" natural radiation data
in national guidance documents, An extensive quality assurance program was applied to
validate procedures, analyses, and data handling.

Environmental photography of the site and vicinity has been acquired about every six months,
covering the site and vicinity along north-south flight lines. There are no apparent changes in
soil microbial activity due to salt movement from surface stockpiles, Changes in soil
parameters near salt stockpiles have been epl'_emeral, occurring mainly during the spring when
it is most windy and declining during the later wetter period. Raptor studies reveal slightly
lower nest success for Harris hawks near the WIPP. DWP

RE/SPEC, Inc. 1986. Test Phnt: .4_'ou_/i_, Emi_,siml_ ,_hmtloring in the Wedge Pillar o/ tlte
Genme_'hani¢'al Evaluatimt ht Situ "l'e_/ (Rnnm G). RSI-0291. Rapid City, SD: R E/SPEC, inc.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Geomechanical Evaluation in situ test (Room G) is an intermediate step in
validating numerical techniques for design and performance calculations. These calculations
will be used to advance our knowledge of cotnplex geometric situations and to investigate
yielding and failure rnodes for salt. This test plan addresses the use of acoustic emissions (AE)
to detect the onset and the location ot" yielding and fracturing in the wedge-shaped pillar and
the use ot" ultrasonic velocity (Vp) to characterize the salt.

The isolated salt wedge pillar consists of an initial drift section 10 feet (3.05 m) tall by 20 feet
(6.1 m) wide or an optional 15 feet (4.6 m) wide and over 300 feet (>c)0 m)long, instrumented
in anticipation of mining another drift of the same cross-sectional dimensions at an angle of
7.5 degrees to the initial drift. Instruments include horizontal and vertical closure and
extensometer gages to monitor salt deformation as the wedge pillar is cut. Inclinometers will
also be used to measure displacements. Stress and pressure cells will detect the stress transients
during the mining of the second drift. Tode_ect deformation and fracturing within the pillar,
the wedge pillar will be instrumented with acoustic emissions sensors. The wedge pillar is
designed to produce yielding and progressive fracturing and t'ailure ot' the narrow portions of
the pillar. Results derived from the measurements will include source properties and event
locations for use in estimating factors of safety in pillar design and in validating numerical
modeling assumptions and constitutive relations. Ultrasonic velocity measurements will be
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made in orthogonal directions at numerous locations in the pillar. The results of these
measurements will be used to determine the appropriate velocity to use in the AE triangulation
studies and to help locate the fracturing portions of the pillar.

Rhoderlck, J.E,, and A D. Buck. 1981a, Borehoh' Plugging Program (lt'a_te Disposal),' Report
2. Petrographic Examination fJ/ Several Four-Year-Old Laboratory Developed Grout
Mixtures. Miscellaneous Paper C-78-1. Vicksburg, MS: U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Specimens from five grout mixtures were stored in either simulated brine
groundwater at 73"F or in laboratory air for approximately 4 years. The variables included
type of cement, use of a natural pozzolan, and use of salt in two mixtures, Available
specimens were inspected; a specimen stored wet and one stored dry from each grout mixture
were examined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) for phase composition and by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to study microstructure.

The results showed that: a) cracking of specimens was common; it was believed to be due
mainly to temperature change and/or moisture change effects; b) the mixture variables were
generally not recognizable; and c) the phase composition and microstructure o1"the five grout
mixtures were considered normal,

Rhodcrick, J,E., and A,D, Buck. 1981b, Compo._ition o/ Rock Core /rein Hole AEC-& New
Mexico, Miscellaneous Paper S1,-81-34, Vicksburg, MS: U,S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: AEC-8 is a bore hole about 5000-t"1 deep located within the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico.

About 28 t't of rock core from seven depth intervals in this hole was characterized by
petrographic examination. l'his included logging, examination ot" the rock with a
stereomicroscope, examination ot" thin sections with a polarizing microscope, and examination
of each sample by x-ray diffraction.

The following rock types were identified: reddish sandstone (57.6-63.0 ft), reddish silty
claystone (560.4-563.2; 614.0-617.1 t't), impure grayish anhydrite (684.0-686.8 ft), grayish
gypsit'erous dolomite (733.6-734.0 t't), brownish siltstone (972.4-975.2 ft), and colorless to
reddish halite (1001.7-1007.2 I'll.

Rhoderick, J.E., G.S. Wong, and A.D, Buck. 1981. Examimllimt of Samph,s of Bell Canyon
Te_! I-FF Grout, SAND81-7110; Miscellaneous Paper Sl.-81-5; ONWl-246. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRAC'I': Portland cement grout identified as BC'I-I-FF (Bell Canyon Test I-I=F) was
used in borehole plugging experiments ot" the Bell Canyon Tests in ltole AEC-7 at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Site in New Mexico during September 1979 and February 1980, This
grout was made with fresh water, A study ot" this grout was begun it] August 1979 in the
laboratory to evaluate the possible effects of temperature, pressure, and storage in fresh water
or simulated groundwater (brine) on its phase composition and compressive strength at early
ages.
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Phase composition was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD), Temperatures ranged up to
about 150°F and included elevation at a few hours' age aRer mixing', pressure was as high as
1500 psi', specimens were stored in simulated groundwater (brine) or in fresh water.

Data from I to 90 days showed:
a. higher temperatures accelerilted early strength gain. These differences essentially

vanished by 90 days age.
b. hydration products as identified by XRD were normal; thi,,; indicated that a temperature

range of 78 to 153°F was not significant.
c. pressure did not affect composition.
d. storage in simulated groundwater (brine) or fresh water had no detectable effect.
e. since tile BCT-I-FF" grout mixture contained added sulfate, it formed more ettringite as

judged by X-ray diffraction than cornparable portland cement mixtures without added
sulfate.

Richey, S.F, 1986. Hydrologic-Te_/ Data from It'ell.s at tl.rdrologic-Test Pad_ tt-7, H-,_. 1t-9,
and tt-lo Near the Propo,_ed Ii'a,_te i_olation Pilot Plant Site. Southea_tern New Mexico.
Open-File Report 86-413. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: t lydrologic testing was conducted in 1980 and 1981 at wells at hydrologic-test
pads !1-7, 11-8, H-9, and II-10 near the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in
southeastern New Mexico, Tests were conducted in three zones above the horizon of the
proposed underground storage facility. The zones are the Magenta Dolomite Member of the
Rustler Formation, the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler I:ormation, and the Rustler
Fornlation-Salado Formation contact zones. Data presented are from bailing tests, density
profiles, shut-in tests, slug tests, flow tests, pressure-pttlse tests, and pumping tests.

Richey, S.F. 1987a. Preltmtnary Ilydrologtc Data for ll'ell_ 7'c'_t,'¢l tn Nu_h Draw. Near the
Propo,_ed IVa_te I,_ola/ion P/lot Plat// Site. Sou/hcas/_'rn ,\'_,w ,_h'xt¢'o, Open-File Report
87-37. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic testing was conducted at wells WIPP-25, WIPP-26, WIPP-27,
WIPP-28, WIPP-29, and WIPP-30 in Nash Draw near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site in southeastern New Mexico. The three water-bearing zones tested were the Magenta
Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation, Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation, and the Rustler Formation-Salado Formation contact zone. Inflatable packers were
used in a variety of test configurations. Tests conducted include bailing, recovery after
perforation, shut-in, slug, flow, and pressure pulse. Water-pressure response in the tested zone
was monitored by a pressure-transducer systenl.

Richey, S.F. 1987b. Water-Level Data from II'ell_ in the I'ictnit)' of the II'aste Isolation Pilot
Plant, Souttteastern New Jlexico, Open-File Report 87-120. Albuquerque, NM: US
Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The US Geological Survey (USGS) monitored water levels in wells in the
vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)in southeastern New Mexico during 1977 to
1985, Water-level data are presented, as are brief descriptions of measurement methods used.
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Rlchey, S,F, 1989, Geologic attd It.l'drologic Data /or the Ru_tler Formation Near ttw Waste
l._olatdon Pilot I'lant, Southeaster_t New Mexdco. Open-File Report 89-32. Albuquerque, NM:
US Geological S_irvey.

ABSTRACT: The US Geological Survey (USGS) is investigating the geohydrology in the
vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Wlt'I') in southeastern New Mexico. Data presented
in this report were compiled in support of a region,'ll ground-water flow model, The data
include water-level measurements obtained from the USGS's Ground-Water Site-Inventory and
OMNIANA data bases and stratigraphic information interpreted from commercial geophysical
logs.

Richey, S,F., J.G. Wells, and K.T. Stephens. 1985. Geohydrolog,l' o/ ttw Delaware Basra and
l'icinity. Texa._ and New Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations Report 84-4077.
Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: The Delaware Basin study area includes all or part of Crane, Culberson, Loving,
Pecos, Reeves, Ward, and Winkler Counties, TX, and Eddy and Lea Counties, NM. Major
aquifers in the Delaware Basin are the Capitan aquifer, Rustler Formation, Santa Rosa
Sandstone (Dockum Group), and aquifers in the Cenozoic alluvium.

The Capitan Reef complex (Capitan aquifer) consists of the Capitan and Goat Seep Limestones
and includes in ascending order, the Grayburg, Queen, Seven Rivers, Yates, and Tansill
Formations of the Artesia Group. Water from the Capitan aquifer is used for domestic and
irrigation purposes in Eddy County, NM, and for irrigation and industrial purposes in Texa_.
Available analyses indicate that dissolved-solids concentrations range from 303 to 31,700
rag/L, chloride concentrations range from 16 to 16,689 ragl,, and fluoride concentrations
range from 0.5 to 3.0 mg/L.

The Rustler Formation contains water that generally is not suitable for domestic use because of
its salinity. Chloride concentrations range from 15 to 210,000 ragl,, and dissolved-solids
concentrations range from 286 to 325,800 rag/l,. I:luoride concentrati(_ns range from 0.5 to
11.4 rag/L. Water from this aquifer is used for irrigation and stock watering, where it is of
suitable quality.

The Santa Rosa Sandstone is the principal source of groundwater in the western third of Lea
Cr_unty and in the eastern part of [-ddy County. In parts of Texas, the Santa Rosa Sandstone
and the Cenozoic alluvium are hydraulically connected and are called the Allurosa aquifer.
The Santa Rosa Sandstone-Allurosa aquifer is the source of municipal supply for the cities of
Barstow, Pecos, Monahans, and Kermit, TX. Water quality is variable, t-:or those analyses
where the Santa Rosa Sandstone is a distinct entity, chloride concentrations range from 10 to
al,800 rl'lg/|.., dissolved-solids concentrations range from 205 to 2,990 mg/l,, and fluoride
concentrations range from 0.4 to 5,0 rag/l,.

Water from the Cenozoic alluvium is used e,ctensively for public water supplies, irrigation,
industry, livestock watering, and rural-domestic supply throughout the Delaware Basin. The
majority of the population in the study area in Texas utilizes this aquifer. The quality of
water in the Cenozoic alluvium is variable. Chloride concentrations range from 5 to 7,400
rag/L, dissolved-solids concentrations range from 188 to 15,000 rag/L, and fluoride
concentrations range from 0.3 to 10 milligrams per liter. The Cenozoic alluvium is
hydraulically connected to Cretaceous units in parts of Reeves and Pecos Counties, TX; in
these areas, the units are considered as one aquifer, the Pecos aquifer.
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Rol)ln_oll, J.Q. 1989, A C/as tic Evaporite Depo,sdt m the Lower Ca._tile b'm'mation (Permicm),
Delaware Basin, MS thesis. El Paso, TX: tJniversity (_t"Texas at !£1 Paso,

AI3STRAC'I': Soluble Perrnian age evaporites I'rom the Delaware 13asin in southeastern New
Mexico and west Texas have been uplifted and exposed to various erosional processes resulling
in dissolution of uncertain age, rates, and mechanisnls, llalite units within the Castile
Formation are absent I'ronl the western central b_isin margin; these units were previously
assumed to have been remuved by deep-seated subsuvl'ace dissolution and replaced by a
dissolution and collapse breccia.

In drill cores, this breccia exhibits several distinct textures thal occur in specific stratigraphic
positions within the breccia deposit. A l'inf'-grained (last-poor texture is conl'ined to the base.
Breccias exhibiting pseudo-bedded, matrix-supported tabular (last texture and disoriented,
rounded polyclast texture are inlerbedded and comprise the bulk of' the breccia. A fine-
grained, thinly bedded textuv'e characterizes the upper breccia.

These strata comprise a radially shaped l'eature thai drapes a central basin slope including an
upslope, canyon-like gap. The linear dislance l'rom the gap to breccia edge is approximately
5.8 mi (9.5 kin). The cored anhydrile breccia has been identil'ied as several claslic units thai
onlap halite downslope. With increased clc_wnsh_pe lateral clislance aw:ly l'ron'D ihe gap, there is
a decrease in grain size and in (last-to-matrix ratio. The finest grain textures are confined to
the top and base of the breccia. These lateral and vertical relationships of'the units plus radial
thinnintl of the breccia suggest itlat it was deposited by suba(Itieous sediment gravity t'lows in a
clastic evaporite fan setting.

Rol)Inson, ,J.Q., and I).W. Po_'ers, 1987. "A ('lastic l)eposit Within the l,ower Castile
Formation, Western l)elaware Basin, New Mexico," Ch'_Jh_,,l'of lhe ll'e_/c,rn IJelaware Ba._itt.
lt'c's/ 7'exas ¢1tt¢1Solll/l('(l._l['rll New ,_[('.xl('{), I:_ds. I).W. P¢)wers and W.C, Jan les, I!1 Paso
Geological Society Guidebook 18. i'1 Paso,'lX: i'1 Paso (let)logical S()ciety. 69-79.

AI]STRACI': In the vicinity c)l" ('I' llill, al)out 16 km south-s_)uthwesl oi' Whites City, NM, a
brecciated sequence in the lower Castile l:cJrmalion has been examined in detail. Four distinct
units associated wilh lhe breccia sequence have been defined. Unit A is (last poor,
structureless to thinly bedded, and c_)ntains kerogen. It occurs only over nodular anhydrite.
Unit 13 is pseudo-bedded, with anhydrile matrix supporting tabular anhydrite clasls. Unit C
contains abundant rounded polyclasts and is grain-rich. Unit I) is similar to A, but (lasts are
finer in Unit I). lhese beds are arranged in vertical sequence and show lateral thinning in an
apparent fan shape. The textures, grading, and vertical and lateral relatic)nships suggest this
breccia unit was deposited as a subaqueous debris t'low,

Ro(IrlAluez, A.I,. 1988. "Sall Impact Studies at WII)P l!ITects oi" Surface Storage oi" Salt on
Microbial Activity," II'as_,, .tlattaL, c,rtzi'nl ,h',h', II'asle PrcJces,sltt_k,, 7"rattspqn'laliott, Storage and
DI s/,r_.,,al. 7"echnH'al Pro/,,rant s am/ Public l:'du_'ali_;n, 7"m'_tnl. A Z, Fehrltar.l' 28- March 3, 1988,
i_d. R.G. Post. "i'ucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol, 2, 579-582.

AI3STRAC'I: "I'he Waste Isolation l'ilot Plant (WIPP) currently under construction in
southeastern New Mexico is a research an(l developnlent facility to demonstrate the safe
disposal oI" transuranic waste in a deep geological l'orrnation (bedded salt). The Ecological
Monitoring Program at the WII'I' is designed to detect and measure changes in the local
ecosysten'_ which may be the result of WIPP construction activities. "l'he primary factor that
may affect the system prior to waste enll_lacement is windblown salt l'rom discrete stockpiles.
Both vegetation and soil microl._ial processes should ret'lect L.'hanges in s()il chemistry due to salt
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importation. Control and experimental (potentially affected) plots have been established at the
site, and several parameters are measured quarterly in each plot as part of the soil microbial
sampling subprogram. This subprogram was designed to monitor a portion of the biological
community, which can be affected by changes in the chemical properties at the soil surface.
An indirect measure of microbial activity in leaf litter is made using an enzyme assay. Litter
is also used to measure the rate of organic matter loss via microbial decomposition in each
plot.

Roedder, E., and tI,E, Belkin. 1977. Prehminary Report on Study of Fluid lnclu._ion._ il+ Core
Samples From ERDA No. 9 Boreholc,. Nuclear Waste Site, New Mexico. Reston, VA: US
Geological Survey, (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Fluid inclusions have been studied in core samples from a preliminary selection
of ten horizons above and below the proposed site of an underground nuclear waste repository
in salt beds in the vicinity of Carlsbad, NM. The techniques used include mainly petrography,
freezing stage, heating stage, and crushing stage. The purpose was to determine those
inclusion parameters that might be pertinent to an understanding of the origin and geological
history of these salt beds, and to anticipate what physical and chemical problems these
inclusions might cause during long-term storage of hot radioactive wastes. Possible migral;on
of fluid inclusions up the thermal gradient (toward the wastes) is a particularly important
aspect.

Four general types of inclusions were found in these samples: type A -- extremely abundant but
minute primary liquid inclusions, with or without a tiny vacuum bubble, outlining primary
growth features; type B --much larger liquid inclusions, trapped during several stages of
recrystallization of the primary salt, some with a small vacuum bubble and/or unidentified
daughter crystals; type C --scarce, large liquid inclusions with large and variable gas bubbles
under pressure, presumably from fracturing and refilling of type B inclusions; and type
D --empty (i.e., gas) inclusions, found principally along grain boundaries, that have leaked and
have lost their liquid contents.

The total weight % of liquid as fluid inclusions in these 10 samples, as measured, ranged from
0.1 to 1.7%, mostly as type B inclusions; the amount of liquid in these same samples in situ
was larger, almost certainly at least twice as large, since many of the largest inclusions, that
are the major contributors to the total percentage and the intergranular fluids, have been
drained during the boring and sample preparation. The temperature at which these inclusions
were trapped was generally in the range 25-45°C. The brines in them are never simple
saturated NaCI solutions, or even NaCI-KCI solutions; freezing temperatures i::dicate that they
must contain considerable amounts of other ions such as Mg and C'a.

The inclusion walls show visible changes within minutes, possibly solution and redeposition, as
well as deformation, when the host crystal is uniaxially stressed. Internal fracturing of the
inclusion walls, usually without leakage, occurs upon freezing, l+eakage from internal pressure
upon heating (i.e,, decrepitation) had not yet been studied.

The distribution ot" primary type A inclusions provides evidence that they have not moved
visibly (i.e., less than a few micrometers at most) in that fraction of the 225 million years
between original deposition and the present, and that these samples have been in the small but
finite normal geothermal gradient. Due to the dil'ference in ambient temperature, these results
are not immediately applicable to the problem ot" the rate of movement of inclusions toward
the wastes in the shorter times but much larger thermal gradients expected during waste
storage.

J
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This work represents a preliminary scoping of the problem to determine what can and should
be done in further studies of additional samples selected to be of maximum pertinence.

Roedder, E., and H.E. Belkin. 1978. "Fluids Present During the Diagenetic History of the
Salado Formation, Delaware Basin, Southeastern New Mexico as Recorded by Fluid
Inclusions," EOS Transactions, American Geophysical Union, Voi. 59, no. 4, 226. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: Inclusions were examined in cores from the site of a proposed underground
nuclear waste repository in the Permian Salado salt beds. Petrography and freezing, and
heating, and crushing stages were used. The aim was to help understand the origin and
geological history of the basin and the diagenetic mineral assemblages and to anticipate what
problems the inclusions might cause during long-term waste storage. The available data
indicate the following diagenetic stages:

The original fine-grained, dark-gray salt contains vast numbers of -I-2 #m, mostly one-phase
primary liquid inclusions (< 101Ocm -3) in arrays outlining cubic hopper growth. Low first-
melting temperatures show the trapped fluid to be a strong bittern, not simply saturated NaCI.
Subsequent recrystallization and grain growth caused inclusion coalescence, yielding a few
larger inclusions in coarse clear salt. Only -I% of the salt remained unrecrystallized. The new
inclusions also contain strong bitterns, variable in composition and possibly derived in part
from those in the original hopper crystals. Some contain unidentified birefringent daughter
crystals. Large inclusions (-I mm) have small shrinkage (vapor) bubbles, containing no
detectable noncondensable gas (1014g; crushing stage data) and, homogenizing at 20-46°C.
Later, fracturing in the presence of a pore fluid containing bubbles of gas (methane?) under
pressure (crushing stage data) caused trapping of this mixture in some opened inclusions,
yielding variable G/L ratios.

These inclusions make up <1 volume %; an additional possibly even greater volume % fluid is
present in situ, filling intergranular pores. The evidence for extensive recrystallization is
important, but available data do not permit more than qualitative evaluations of the deleterious
effects of such fluids on atomic waste storage.

Roedder, E., and tt.E. Belkin. 1979. "Application of Studies of Fluid Inclusions in Permian
Salado Salt, New Mexico, to Problems of Siting the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Scientific
Ba_is for Nuclear Waste Mana_,,emenl. Materials Re.search Society Annual Meeting, Boston.
MA, Navernber 28-Decemher !. 1978. Ed. G.J. McCarthy. New York, NY: Plenum Press.
Vol. I, 313-321.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a summary of the data obtained when inclusions in cores
from the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site were examined petrographicaily and
with microscope freezing, heating, and crushing stages. Fluid now present in the samples
studied ranges widely from <0.1 to 1.7 wt.%; the total in situ fluid content of the rock is
certainly greater. The inclusion fluid is not just saturated NaCI solution, but a variable and
extremely saline bittern containing some noncondensable gases under pressure. The inclusions
move in thermal gradients and react quickly to uniaxial stress, but decrepitation is estimated to
be a mo:e important mechanism of fluid release under thermal loading. Subsequent movement
of the released fluids is not considered.

Roedder, E., and H.E. Beikin. 1980a. "Thermal Gradient Migration of Fluid Inclusions in
Single Crystals of Salt From the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site (WIPP)," Scientific Basis for
Nuclear IVaste Management. Proceeding._ of the International Symposium on the Scientific
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Basis fop" Nuclear Waste Management. Boston, MA. Novenlher 27-30. 1979. Ed. C.J.M.
Northrup, Jr. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Voi. 2, 453-470.

ABSTRACT: Selected salt single crystals from core samples of bedded salt from the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Site have been tested to determine the rate of migration of their liquid-
filled (fluid) inclusions in thermal gradients. Gradients of 1.5°C.cm -1, maintained for period
of 3-10 days, at ambient temperatures of 108-260°C, resulted in rates of movement of i.2-5.4
cm.yr -I for cubic inclusions I mm on an edge. Inclusions 0.1 mm on an edge moved only
-30% as fast. Increase in ambient temperature and/or gradient increased the rate, in
approximately direct proportion. The migration rate for inclusions in different parts of a
given sample, however, may vary by a factor of three, for unknown reasons, and some other
interesting observed phenomena are still unexplained.

Roedder, E., and H.E. Belkin. 1980b. "Migration of Fluid Inclusions in Polycrystalline Salt
Under Thermal Gradients in the Laboratory and in Salt Block ll," Proceedings of the 1980
National Waste Terminal Storage Program Information Meeting. Columbus, OH. December
9-11. 1980. ONWI-212. Columbus, OH: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle
Memorial Institute. 36 !-363.

ABSTRACT: Samples of salt from ERDA-9 with fluid inclusions near crystal boundaries were
heated at about 150°C with a gradient of 1.5°C for as long as 1000 hours to determine fluid
inclusion behavior at the grain boundary. Inclusions lost 50 to 90 volume % of fluid at the
boundary by evaporation, were resealed to form vapor-rich inclusions, and began moving back
down the thermal gradient. Leakage of inclusions along grain boundaries must be considered a
valid source of fluid around canisters buried in salt.

Published data for the Salt Block II experiments are interpreted differently from others.
Hydrous minerals on the surface of the block indicate about 179 g of brine, including 134 g of
water, were delivered to the surface instead of 111 g of water. Inclusions which "stopped"
migrating toward the heat source at 7 cm may have resulted from intersecting grain boundaries
and the apparent lack of movement beyond 15 cm is because small inclusions do not change
shape during migration. Calcium content, as indicated by mineral efflorescences, is sufficient
to depress inclusion freezing temperatures and may be enhanced in inclusions by evaporation
at the grain boundaries. The efflorescence of halite can also be due to evaporating fluid rather
than primary scrapings for samples. Carnailite and bischofite in the efflorescence must have
formed during the cooling period, as they will lose water at temperatures of 130 and 160°C,
respectively. Size and shape of inclusions from earlier work are not comparable to the after-
experiment inclusions and inferences from the Salt Block II experinaent. Rates of migration at
these temperatures for cubic inclusions 0.5 mm (along the edge) should be about 2.5 cm/year
at 15 cm from the heater hole wall rather than the i cm/year generally assumed. Intergranular
fluid in Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) samples correspond to about 0.1 the fluid obtained
during the Salt Block !! experiment, indicating this is not an adequate source ot" the fluid. DWP

ANNOTATION: The source of Salt Block !1 data in the Roedder and Belkin paper is included
in this bibliography as Lambert (1980b). The issue of fluid inclusion migration in salt due to
thermal gradients became moot for the WIPP at about the time of publication of these various
results because it was legislatively determined that WIPP would not be used for wastes
generating significant heat. A small proportion of waste at W[PP is expected to be remote-
handled transuranic waste.

Rogers, A.M., and A. Malkiel. 1979. "A Study of Earthquakes in the Permian Basin of Texas-
New Mexico," Bulletin of the Seismoh_gical Society of America. Vol. 69, no. 3, 843-865.
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ABSTRACT: A microearthquake seismograph network has been employed to study
earthquakes occurring in the Permian Basin of Texas and New Mexico. The earthquakes are
predominantly located on the Central Basin platform, although a few occur in the Delaware
Basin. The majority of the earthcluakes occur at the depths of sedimentary rocks, and the
focal depths are also coincident with the depths at which hydrocarbon production and water-
flood (secondary recovery) operations are conducted. Comparison of the historic earthquake
activity with water-flood data shows that there was a possible increase in the number of large
earthquakes (M >3.0) in the mid-1960s when the number of water-flood projects and their
injection pressures increased. The first felt event occurred in 1966. This tentative correlation
suggests that the earthquakes are related to hydrocarbon production in this area.

Rose, W. 1977. Development of a Conceptual Model to Explain Brine Fiowage into Wells
Drilled Through the Salado-Castih, Formation Contact in Locations Suctt as the ERDA6 Site
Neat" Carlsbad in Southeastern New Mexico. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Tech. (Copy on file
at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: High pressure zones within the Castile are probably widespread but not present
everywhere. The zones pose a potential hazard to the integrity of an overlying repository,
especially if nearby wells have penetrated them. The ERDA-6 brine pocket is probably less
than 800 ft in radius based on a porosity of 0.15, a permeability of I darcy, and a formation
thickness of 40 ft. It is recommended that the Castile not be drilled at potential sites where
other factors are favorable. "Sensing at distance" methods for detecting brine should be
developed to make drilling unnecessary. ERDA-6 should be re-entered and furth'_'r tested; the
abandoned Gulf Covington well should be considered for reopening. Special plugging
materials for these wells should be designed if they are reopened for further testing. Further
searches for sites should concentrate on "prospective salt beds no_Atoverlying troublesome
bottom water." DWP
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Sandia INational] Laboratories. 1977. "A Radioactive-Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Sandia
Technology. Eds. J.A. Mogford and W.L. Garner, SAND77-0701. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories. Vol. 3, no. I, 2-5.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) program is to demonstrate that bedded
salt is suitable for disposal of radioactive waste, principally transuranic waste produced by
national defense programs of the last 30 years. Sandia National Laboratories program
responsibilities include site selection, design and development, technical guidance for facility
operation, environmental impact assessment, and technical support to the Energy Research and
Development Administration.

The site should be selected to keep radioactive materials from interacting with the biosphere
and produce the least possible conflict with other human endeavors. The site must possess the
proper geology (e.g., thickness, depth, extent, absence of moving water). Mineral resources
and geological stability are being evaluated. Hydrological studies are important because all
credible release mechanisms involve transport by water. As some resources may be excluded
by site selection, other techniques for resource recovery that will not jeopardize the security of
the site are being investigated.

The WIPP design is influenced by the requirement to demonstrate that waste will be retrievable
during pilot plant operations. All waste will be in solid form. Two facilities and storage levels
at depths of 600 and 850 m are provided to handle "cold" and "hot" wastes separately.

Supporting studies concern rock mechanics and mine design, as well as studies to determine the
interaction of waste with rock, The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has established that
geologic processes will not destroy the site integrity for at least a few hundred thousand years.
The consequences of inadvertent human penetration of the repository are being investigated.
The EIS and a conceptual design report are essential steps for the WIPP before construction
can start in 1979. The first waste is expected in 1983. DWP

Sandia National Laboratories and D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers. Basic Data Report for
Drillhole IVIPP 14 (Waste Isolation Pilot Plan! - IVIPP). SAND82-1783. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-14 is an exploratory well drilled in eastern Eddy County, NM, in
section 9, T22S, R31E. The borehole was drilled to a depth of 1000 ft measured from ground
level, it penetrated, from top to bottom, 15.4 ft of Quaternary sands, 125.6 ft of the Triassic
Santa Rosa Sandstone, and in the Permian strata, 497.7 ft of the Dewey Lake Red Beds, 312.9
ft of the Rustler Formation and 48.4 ft or the Upper Salado Formation. Seven hundred ft of
the well were cored, at consecutive and nonconsecutive 10-ft intervals to a depth of 925.5 ft.
Cuttings were collected where core was not taken. Density, gamma-ray neutron, and caliper
logs were run the full depth of the hole.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstration facility for the disposal of
transuranic (TRU) waste from defense programs. The WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt and high-level wastes.

Sandia National Laboratories and D'Aopolonia Consulting Engineers. 1982b. Basic Data Report
for Deepening of Borehole lt"IPP 13 (ll'a._te l._()lation Pilol Plant - IVIPP). SAND82-1880.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: WIPP-13 is a borehole drilled in eastern Eddy County, NM, in section 17, T22S,
R31E, to investigate a subsurface seismic "disturbed zone." The first 1035 ft of the borehole
were drilled in July and August 1978. The deepening of WIPP-13 was performed in 1979
between August and October. This report documents the deepening of WIPP-13 to 3861.8 ft.
Only rocks of the Salado and Castile Formations were penetrated in the deepening. Cores were
obtained for some portions of the hole, and cuttings were collected from some of the sections
not cored. A suite of geophysical logs was run to provide information on lithology, structure,
and geochemistry.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstration facility for the disposal of
transuranic (TRU) waste from defense programs. The WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt and high-level wastes.

Sandia National Laboratories and D'Appolonla Consulting Engineers. 1982c. Basic Data Report
for Drillhole WIPP 12 (Waste l.wdatitm Pilot Plant - IVIPP), SAND82-2336. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: WIPP-12 is a borehole drilled in eastern Eddy County, NM, to investigate the
stratigraphy, structure, and lithology in the WIPP area. WIPP-12 was drilled in section 17,
T22S, R31E, between November 9 and December 7, 1978. The hole was drilled to a depth of
2785.8 ft. It encountered from top to bottom, 16.2 ft of sand, 3 ft of Mescalero caliche, and
9.6 ft of the Gatufia Formation, all of Quaternary age; 138.2 ft of the Triassic Santa Rosa
sandstone, 483 ft of the Dewey Lake Red Beds, 326 ft of the Rustler Formation, 1771.5 ft of
the Salado Formation, and 48.3 ft of the Castile Formation, all of Permian age. Cores or
cuttings were obtained for the entire hole. A suite of geophysical logs, including neutron-
gamma and density curves, was run to the full depth of WIPP-12. The borehole demonstrated
that the elevation of the top of the Castile is about 160 ft above the same horizon in ERDA-9.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstration facility for the disposal of
transuranic (TRU) waste from defense programs. The WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt and high-level wastes.

Sandia National Laboratories and D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers. 1983a. Basic Data Report
for Drillhole AEC 8 (Waste Isolation Pilot Plant - IVIPP). SAND79-0269. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: AEC-8 was originally drilled in !974 to a depth ot" 3028 ft by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory as part of the initial investigations of a site for radioactive waste disposal.
In 1976, Sandia National Laboratories deepened the borehole from the top of the Castile
Formation into the Bell Canyon Formation to test the hydraulic properties of the Bell Canyon.
The borehole encountered, in descending order, Hoiocene sands (20 ft), Mescalero caliche (6
ft), Santa Rosa Sandstone (143 ft), Dewey Lake Red Beds (491 ft), Rustler Formation (322 ft),
Salado Formation (1990 ft), Castile Formation (1335 ft), and the upper Bell Canyon Formation
(603 ft). The borehole stratigraphy is in normal order, and there is no significant deformation.
An extensive suite of geophysical logs provides information on the lithology and stratigraphy.
The potentiometric surfaces of Bell Canyon fluid-bearing zones are 550 ft (for the zone at
4821-4827 ft) and 565 ft below land surface (for the zone at 4844-4860 ft).

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstration facility for the disposal of
transuranic (TRU) waste from defense programs. The WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt and high-level wastes.
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Sandia National Laboratories and D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers. 1983b. Basic' Data Report
for Drillhole ERDA 10 (l_'aste l._olation Pilot Plattt - IVIPP). SAND79-0271. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole ERDA-10 was drilled to obtain information on possible dissolution of
halite within the Castile Formation and on the hydrologic characteristics of the fluid-bearing
zones in the Bell Canyon Formation. The borehole is located in section 34, T23S, R30E in
southern Eddy County, NM. ERDA-10 was drilled to a depth of 4431.5 ft. Cores from the
Castile were taken to obtain direct information, which was supplemented by geophysical
logging. Based on preliminary analysis of the data, the ERDA-10 stratigraphic section is
interpreted as a sequence of sandstones, siltstones, claystones, and evaporites normal for the
area. No evidence of dissolution of significant amounts of halite was observed.

ANNOTATION: The outside cover ot" this report incorrectly lists Sandia National Laboratories
and the US Geological Survey as authors.

Sandia National Laboratories and D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers. 1983c. Ba._ic Data Report
for Drillhole AEC 7 (ll'aste lsolatimt Pilot Plaptt - II'IPP). SAND79-0268. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: AEC-7 is a borehole drilled in western Lea County, NM, in section 31, T21S,
R32E. AEC-7 was drilled to 3918 ft in 1974 by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL);
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) deepened the hole to 4732 ft in 1979. The borehole
provided stratigraphicand iithologic information in the initial and final drilling. The borehole
was used extensively for tests of bore hole plugs and plugging operations.

A EC-7 penetrated, in descending order, Holocene sands and Mescalero caliche (8 ft), Santa
Rosa Sandstone (109 ft), Dewey Lake Red Beds (542 ft), Rustler Formation (325 ft), Salado
Formation (2014 ft), Castile Formation (1521 ft), and the upper Bell Canyon Formation (197
ft). Cores were obtained from much of the borehole. An extensive suite of geophysical logs
provides information on stratigraphy, lithology, and structure. Beds were in normal
stratigraphic sequence and without structural deformation, except in the lower Castile.
Anhydrite I! and Halite il appear to be repeated in the borehole. This section was penetrated
during deepening by SNL; the structural complication is consistent with deformation found
nearby in ERDA-6. The potential site on which AEC-7 is located was abandoned in 1976
after ERDA-6 was drilled.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstration facility for the disposal of
transuranic (TRU) waste from defense programs. The WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt and high-level wastes.

Sandia INationall Laboratories and L1S Geological Sur;'ey. 1979a. Basic Data Report for
Drillhole WIPP 13 (lt'aste lso/atimt Pilot Plattt - It'IPP). SAND79-0273. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-13 was drilled in the SW I/4 section 17, T22S, R31E of eastern
Eddy County during July and August 1978 to investigate the nature of a resistivity anomaly.
The sttatigraphic section was normal, consisting of 13 ft of Quaternary deposits (including
artificial fill for drill pad), 53 ft of the Triassic Santa Rosa Sandstone, 451 ft of Dewey Lake
Red Beds, 269 ft of the Rustler Formation, and 179 ft ot" the upper member of the Salado
Formation. Consecutive cores were taken from 570 to 595, 656 to 729, and 827 to 878 ft.
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Cuttings were collected at IO-ft intervals throughout the rest ot" the hole. Geophysical logs
were run to aid in interpret[_tion of the stratigraphy,

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is intended to demonstrate (through limited operations)
disposal technology for transuranic ('I'RU) defense wastes, Eventual conversion of the facility
to a repository for TRU defense wastes is anticipated. The WIPP will also provide research
facilities for interactions between high-level waste and salt.

Sandia [Nationall Laboratories and US Geological Survey. 1979b. Basic Data Report /or
l)rilltufle II.'IPP 25 (IVaste l._olalion P/lot Plant - It'IPP). SAND79-0279. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-25 was drilled on the eastern edge ot" Nash Draw (SW I/4,
section 15, T22S, R30E) in Eddy County, NM, to determine subsurface stratigraphy and
examine dissolution t'eatures above undisturbed salt in the Salado l:orrnation. Determination ot"
dissolution rates will refine previous estimates and provide short-term (geologically) rates for
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI') risk assessments. "l'he borehole encountered, from top to
bottom, Pleistocene sediments (17 I't with fill material for pad), Dewey l.ake Red Beds (215
ft), Rustler Formation (333 ft), and 90 ft of the upper Salado Formation. A dissolution
residue, 37 ft thick, is at the top of the Salado Formation overlying halite-rich beds. In
addition to obtaining nearly continuous core from the surface to total depth (655 ft),
geophysical logs were taken to measure acoustic velocities, density, radioactivity, and
formation resistivity. An interpretive report on dissolution in Nash Draw will be based on
combined borehole basic data, surface mapping, and laboratory analyses of Nash Draw rocks
and fluids.

The WIPP is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal technology for transuranic
(TRU) defense wastes and to then be converted to a repository. The WIPP will also provide
research facilities for interaction between high-level waste and salt.

ANNOTATION' The interpretive report, mentioned in abstracts t'or drillholes WIPP 25-30 in
the Nash Draw area, was not prepared as such. Lambert (1983a) does, however, include
interpretation of the Nash Draw drilling as part of evaluating dissolution processes in the area.

Sandla INationall l,aboratorles and US Geological Survey, 1979c. Basic Data Report for
Drilihoh' II'IPP 26 (lt'a_te l._olathm Pilot P/ant - II'IPP). SAND7O-0280. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-26 was drilled in Nash Draw (SE I/4 NE I/4, section 29, T22S,
R30E) Eddy County, NM, to determine subsurface stratigraphy and examine dissolution
features above undisturbed salt in the Salado l::ormation. Determination of dissolution rates
will refine previous estimates and provide short-term (geologically) rates for Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) risk assessments. The borehole encountered, from top to bottom, surficial
deposits (10 ft with fill material for pad), Rustler Formation (299 ft), and the upper 194 ft of
the Salado Forrnation. A dissolution residue, II ft thick, is at the top of the Salado Formation
overlying halite-rich beds. In addition to obtaining nearly continuous core from the surface to
total depth (503 ft), geophysical logs were taken to measure acoustic velocities, density,
radioactivity, and formation resistivity. An interpretive report on dissolution in Nash Draw
will be based on combined borehole basic data, surface mapping, and laboratory analyses of
Nash Draw rocks and fluids.
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The WIPP is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal technology far transuranic
(TRU) defense wastes and to then be converted to a repository. The WIPP will also provide
research facilities for interactions between high-level waste and salt.

Sandla INatlonall Laboratories attd LIS Geological Survey. 1979d. Basic Data Repnrt /or
Drillhnle WIPP 27 (Waste [solalitm PUnt P/an! - II'IPP). SAND79-0281. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-27 was drilled in Eddy County, NM (NW I/4 section 21, T21S,
R30E) to investigate evaporite dissolution features and to determine the stratigraphy of surface
and near-surface formations. The borehole encountered, from top to bottom, 79 ft of
Quaternary deposits, 73 ft of the Rustler Formation, and 171 ft of the upper portion of the
Salado Formation. Consecutive cares were obtained for the entire depth of WIPP-27.
Geophysical logs measure acoustic velocities, density, radioactivity, and formation resistivity.
An interpretive report on dissolution in Nash Draw wiJl be based on combined borehole data,
surface mapping, and laboratory analyses of Nash Draw rocks and t'luids.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) defense wastes. The WIPP will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-level waste and salt,

Sandla [National] Laboratories and LIS Geological Survey. 1979e. Ba_ic Data Report /or
Drillhole WIPP 28 (I)'a,_lt, l,_olalitm Pilot P/ant - It'IPP). SAND79-0282. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National L,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-28 was drilled in Nash Draw (NE I/4, section 18, T21S, R31E)
in Eddy County, NM, to determine subsurface stratigraphy and exarnine dissolution features
above undisturbed salt in the Salado Formation. Determination of dissolution rates will refine
previous estimates and provide short-term (geologically) rates for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) risk assessments. The barehole encountered, from top to bottom, Mescalero caliche(12
ft with fill material for pad), Dewey Lake Red Beds (203 ft), Rustler Formation (316 ft), and
the upper 270 ft of the Salado Formation. A dissolution residue, 58 ft thick, is at the top of
the Salado Formation overlying halite-rich beds. in addition to obtaining nearly continuous
core from the surface to total depth (801 ft), geophysical logs were taken to measure acoustic
velocities, density, radioactivity, and farmation resistivity. An interpretive report an
dissolution in Nash Draw will be based on combined barehole basic data, surface mapping, and
laboratory analyses of Nash Draw rocks and fluids.

The WIPP is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal technology far transuranic
(TRU) defense wastes and then be converted to a repository. The WIPP will also provide
research facilities far interactions between high-level waste and salt.

Sandia INationall Laboratories and US Geological Survey. 1980a. Basic Data Report /or
Drillhoh' II'IPP 29 (if'aste l,_olattoJI Pilot Plant - It'IPP). SAND79-0283. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Barehole WIPP-29 was drilled in Nash Draw (SE I/4, section 34, T22S, R29E) in
Eddy County, NM, to determine subsurface stratigraphy ant, examine dissolution features
above undisturbed salt in the Salado Formation. Determination of dissolution rates will refine
previous estimates and provide short-term (geologically) rates for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) risk assessments. The borehole encountered, from top to bottom, unnamed Pleistocene
deposits (12 ft with fill material for pad), Dewey Lake Red Beds (203 ft), Rustler Formation
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(131 ft), and the upper 234 t't ot' the Salado l:ormation, A dissolution residue, 105 t't thick, is
at the lop of the Salado Formation overlying halite-rich beds. In addition to obtaining nearly
continuous core from the surt'ace to total depth (358 t't), geophysical logs were taken to
measure acoustic velocities, density, radioactivity, and formation resistivity. An interpretive
report on dissolution in Nash Draw will be based on combined borehole basic data, surface
mapping, and laboratory analyses ol' Nash Draw rocks and fluids.

The WIPP is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal technology for transuranic
(TRU) defense wastes and then to be converted to a repository. The WIPP will also provide
research facilities for interactions between high-level waste and salt,

Sandla INatlonall l.,aboratorles and US Geological Survey, 1980b, Ba._ic Dala Report /or
Drillttoh' If'IPP ifl (lt'a._te l._olatmn Pilot Plant - II'IPP). SAND79-0275. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-18 is an exploratory borehole whose objective is to determine the nature
of the near-surface formations after seismic information indicated a possible fault, The bore-
hole is located in section 20, "I'22S, R311!, in eastern Eddy County, NM, and was drilled
between March 14 and 30, 1978. The hole was drilled to a depth of 1060 ft and encountered,
from top to bottom, surficial Ilolocene deposits (5 ft, including artificial fill for drill pad), the
Mescalero caliche (4 ft), the Santa Rosa Sandstone (12t,) ft), the Dewey l, ake Red Beds (475 ft),
the Rustler Formation (315 ft), and the upper portion of the Salado Formation (132 ft).
Cuttings were collected at 10-ft intervals. A suite of geophysical logs was run to measure
acoustic velocities, density, and radioactivity, On the basis ol'comparison with other geologic
sections drilled in the area, the WIPP-18 section is a normal stratigraphic sequence, and it does
not show structural disruption.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is to demtmstrate (through limited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) defense wastes. The WIPP will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-level waste and salt.

Sandla INationall Laboratories and [IS Geological Survey. 1980c. Ra._ic Data Report /or
Drillhoh' If'IPP 19 (lt'a._te l_olation Pilot Plato - II'IPP). SAND79-0276. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National [,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-19 is an exploratory borehole whose objective was to deterrnine the nature
of the near-surface formations after seismic information indicated a possible t'ault. The
borehole is located in section 20, T22S, R311:'., in eastern Eddy County, NM, and was drilled
between April 6 and May 4, 1978. The hole was drilled to a depth or 1038.2 ft and
encountered, from top to bottom, surficial Ilolocene deposits (7 t'I, including artificial fill for
drill pad), the Mescalero caliche (7 t't), the Santa Rosa Sandstone (82 t't), the Dewey l,ake Red
Beds (494 ft), the Rustler I:ormation (315 t't), and the upper portion of the Salado Formation
(143 ft). Cuttings were collected at 10-t't intervals. A suite of geophysical logs was run to
measure acoustic velocities, density, and radioactivity. On the basis o1"comparison with other
geologic sections drilled in the area, the WII'P-19 section is a norrnal stratigraphic sequence,
and it does not show structural disruption.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) det'ense wastes. The WIPP will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-level waste and salt.
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Sandla INationall Laboratories and tlS Geological Survey, 1980d. Basic Data Repnrt /or
DrU/hnh" WIPP 21 (Waste l._n/alim_ PUnt Plant- II'IPP ). SAND79-0277. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-21 is an exploratory borehole whose objective is to determine the nature
of the near-surface formations after seismic information indicated a possible fault. The
borehole is located in section 20 ""_'_", l,.,.S, R31E, in eastern Eddy C'ounty, NM, and was drilled
between May 24 and 26, 1978. The hole was drilled to a depth of 1046 ft and encountered,
from top to bottom, surficial Holocene deposits (6 ft, including artificial fill for drill pad), the
Mescalero caliche (6 ft), the Santa Rosa Sandstone (34 ft), the Dewey Lake Red Beds (487 ft),
the Rustler Formation (308 ft), and the upper per(ion of the Salado Formation (178 ft).
Cuttings were collected at 10-ft intervals. A suite of geophysical logs was run to measure
acoustic velocities, density, and radioactivity. On the basis ot' comparison with other geologic
sections drilled in the area, the WIPP-21 section is a normal stratigraphic sequence, and it does
not show structural disruption.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is to demonstrate (through limited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) defense wastes. The WIPP will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-level waste anti salt.

Sandla INationall Laboratories and LIS Geological Survey, Iqg0e. Basic Data Report for
Drillhole WIPP 22 (IVa_te l_olatton PUnt Plant - It'IPP), SAN1)79-0278. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-22 is an exploratory borehole whose objective is to determine the nature
of the near-surface formations after seismic information indicated a possible fault. ]'he
borehole is located in section 20, T22S, R311..',in easlern liddy County, NM, and was drilled
between March 14 and 30, 1978. The hole was drilled to a depth of 1448 ft and encountered,
from lop to bottom, surficial llolocene deposils (6 l'l, including artificial fill for drill pad), the
Mescalero caliche (7 fl), the Santa Rosa Sandstone (68 ft), the Dewey Lake Red Beds (492 ft),
the Rustler Formation (311 I'I), and the upper portion oi" the Salado Formation (565 ft).
Cuttings were collected at 10-fl intervals. A suite of geophysical logs was run to measure
acoustic velocities, density, and radioactivity. On the basis of comparison with other geologic
sections drilled in the area, the WIPP-22 section is a normal slraligraphic sequence, and it does
not show structural disruption.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Planl (WIPP) is Io demonstrate (through lirnited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) defense wasles. The WIPP will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-level waste and sall.

Sandla INational] l,al)oratorles and tlS (;ec)lol.lical Survey. 1980t', Basic Data Report for
Drillhoh' II'IPP 30 (ll'a,_te l_olatinn Pilot Plant - It'IPP). SANI)79-0284, Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Borehole WIPP-30 was drilled in east-central Eddy County, NM, in NW I/4,
section 33, T21S, R31E, to oblain drill core for the study oI"dissolution oI" near-surface rocks.
The borehole encountered from top to bollon_, lhe Dewey Lake Red Beds (449 l'l including
artificial fill for drill pad), Rustler l:ormation (299 l'l), and the upper 160 l'l oi" the Salado
Formation. Continuous core was cut from the surface to lolal depth. Geophysical logs were
taken the full length of the borehole to measure acoustic velocities, density, and distribution of
potassium and other radioactive elements. Inl'ormation from this bore hole will be included in
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an interpretive report on dissolution in Nash Draw based _n c_Jmhine(I horehole dat'l, surface
mapping, and laboratory analyses of rocks and fluids,

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is to demonstrate (thruugh limited operations) disposal
technology for transuranic (TRU) defense wastes and then be converted to a repository. The
WIPP will also provide research facilities r.r interactions between high-level waste and salt.
Administration policy, as ot" February 1980, is to hold the WIPP Site in reserve until the first
disposal site can be chosen t'rom several potential sites, including the WIPP.

Saadla [National] l,aboratorles and LIS Geological Sur_e.v, 1980g, Basic Data Rcpm't ft:
Drillhoh' It'IPP 32 (ll'a_tc I_tHallmt Pilot P/am - II'IPP), SANDS0-1102. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-32 is an exploratory borehole drilled to examine the subsurface at a small
topographic high in Nash Draw. The ht_rehole is located in east-central Eddy County, NM, in
NI:. I/4 SF. I/4 section 33, T22S, R291".', and was clrilled in August 1979. The hole was drilled
to a depth of 390 ft, and encountered, from t_p to b_ttom, the Rustler I:t_rnlation (166 ft) and
the upper Salado l:ormation (224 t't). ('t_re was taken from 4 Lo 353 I't. (ieophysical logs were
run the full length of the hole to measure formalitJn prt_perties.

The Waste Isolation F'ilot Plant (WII_P) is tc_ demtJnslrate (through limited operations) disposal
technology t'or lransuranic ('I'RU) defense wastes. The _,VlI'P will also provide facilities to
research interactions between high-le,.el waste 'lnd salt,

Sandla National I.aboratorles and lYS (;eolol,llcal Sur_e._, 1981a, lta_tt' Dala Rcpt.'t .fro,
DrHIhrdc' II'IPP 33 (ll'a_tu I_tdaltmt I'llm Plato - IIIPi'j, SANI)80-2011, Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National I.ahoratt_ries,

AI3S'IRACI': WIPI_-33 is an exploratory i_t_,'eh(_le tt_ investigate the nature oi' unusually thick
fill material in the northwest portit)n ot' the WIPP Site; a hreccia pipe was considered a
possible, lhough unlikely, cause of the fill. lhe ht_rehole is located in section 13, 1225,
R3OIL, in east-cenlral Eddy ('ounly, NM and was drilled during July 1979. The hole was
drilled to a depth of 840 fl and encountered, from lop It} hotl(_m, surficial l lolocene deposits
(44 ft including artificial fill l'or drill l'_acl), the l)ewe.v l.ake Red Beds (357 l't), the Rustler
Formation (276 i't), and the upper l')_Jrtion _I' the SalaclcJ l.ormati(_n (163 ft). Selected intervals
were cored and cuttings were taken l'or exanlinati()n hy get_It_gi,_l,_. (ie_)physical logs were
taken the full lenglh oi" the b(_rehc_le I_ measure radioa_.'li_,it), resisli_it._, and densily. 'l'he
straligraphic profile was l'c_und I_ he n¢_rmal, and n_ hre_:cia _'as c_h,_er_ed.

Sandla National I,al)oral()r!es al_d L!S (;eulol41cal Nur_e._, 1981h, Italic Data l,t_'p.rt /t.
Drilllttdu II'IPP .'t4 (ll'a_,lt, l_tdall_m PII,I P/am .- II'IPI'_. SANI)81--2643. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l.aborat(_ries.

AIIS'I_RAC'T: 13c_rehole WIPP-34 was drillecl Ic_ inxe',tigale a stru_.'tural I¢_w in an area about
2-I,2 miles north of the center of lhe WII_P Site. "i'he b_rehc_le is I¢_.'ated in section 9, "1"225,
R31E, in east-central I£(I(13'('ounly, NM, and v,'a,, drilled during August and September 1979.
The hole was drilled to a der)lh of 1,820 ft and en_.'_unteved l'r(_m l_p to bt)ttom, surl'icial
llol_cene deposits (I0 l't, including artificial fill l't_r tlrill pacl), the Santa P,c_saSandstone (144
l't), the l)ewey l.ake Red Beds (503 l't), lhe Rustler l.c_rmati_n (316 i't), and the Salado
Formation (847 l't). Cuttings and c(_ve'__ere l_Iken at,_elected inter_al_. (;e()physical l()gs were
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run I'(_r the entire lenl_th c)t" tilt, hc)h.,. 'lhe structural h)w was veril'ied by data I't(_m WIPP-.'_4;
however, it Wtl.sm)t ilpparently ¢;lused hy diss()luti_)n _t' halite.

,_atldti Nailmlal I,all_ral;Irle_ aud II,_ (;i.,ololt, lcal Sur,,ey. I_t82. It_i_/(' l)utu RrprJtl /m Ihilltmh,
It'IPP Ii (ll'(t._h' I_uhJltutt PthJl /"hut/ -- II'II'P), ,_ANI)7()-0272. AIl'_uquerqut,, NM: ,_arldia
N_lliomll I.ubor_ll(;ries.

AIIS'I'Ie, AC'T: Seismic rellection data I'r_)111l'_elr()leum indu.stty ._ources sh_)wed an_)nlah)u,s
ret'leetor.s in the ('astile I:ornlation (_,,el a ,small area ah()ul .'t mile.s north _)1"tile center ()1' the
W[lstt, Isultltit)n Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, Additional e(_l+r()b_ralive ._eismie ret'lecti_.)n dtll;I were
collected as ptlrI ()t" WIPP irlvesti_'lti_ns, and WII'P-II was drilled It) investigate the anomaly,
WII'P.-II was drilled ne_lr the norlhwesl e()rner ()1"secti_)n (}, "1'22S, R.'tll!, It penetrtlted, in
descendinFl order, s_nd dune dep()sit.s _lnd tile (;;.llufli.i I"_)rl_l;.Iti()n (29 rl), _lnt_,l I_,os_t_.lntl_l()ne
(I.'t2 rl)0 I)ewey l.ake Red Ileds (5()2 I't), Rustler I-()rmathm (2_!_ I'I), Salmh) I._)rmali_.)n (137()
I'l), and most of the ('a,_tile i"_)rnlali_)n (12,10 t'l). lted,s within the lower part of the Sala(h) and
the upper anhydrite o£ the ('_l.stile are thinner th_ln n_)rm_ll', these heds are displ_leed upward
_tructurally hy the upper Castile h_llile, which is highly thickened (ab()ut 908 I't), 'l'he h)west
halite is thin (,_1 I't), and the I_[I._11anhydrite v,'a_ m)l c()mplelely I_enetrilted. ,_ubsequent
sei.snli¢ [Irld h()reh(_le dat_.l has sh()wn WIPP-Ii t_ be in ;i structural c_)ml_lex n(_w identil'ied _lS
the "di.slurl_ed zone,"

The W[Isle Is_)l[iti_)n Pil_)l Plant (WII_P) is _! dem_nstrali_n I';lcility I'(_r the tlisl_)s[ll o1"
IrarlSUlal_i¢ ('I'RL_) waste I'r_)m defense I_r()gram_. 'lhe WIPI _ will _lls_)pr_)vide _i research
facility t() investif_lte the interacti_)ns between bedded s;lll _tnd high level waste, th_uf4h there
ai"5 n() phlns [11this time t_) tlisp()se (_t' high-level wIisle ()r spent I'uel at lilt' WIPIL

lh'tllttuh, !,'1_1),,I (_ (ll'u,_l(, I_ul_ttmt P/lul Plmtl - II'IPP,i, ,_/_NI)'l_J-.0ZhT. AII}uquel'qtle, NM:
S[indi[1 Nati(In[11 l._11")or_It_)ries.

AI_ISI'RA("I: lh)reh()le I'RI)A--6 was drilled in eastern !!tidy ('_)unty, NM, to investil_ate a
candidate site for _1nuclear waste reposit_)ry, 'l'he site was suhsequently rejected _)n the basis
of kle()h)_,ie;ll dart1, I!RI)A.._') was drilled in the NI- I/4 SI! I/,l, secti()n 35, '!'21S, R311':, 'l'he
boreh()le enc(luntered, I'r()m I()l'_ I() b()lt()n_, 17 t'I _)1"_ualel"llal"y dep().sits, ._._t'l o1" the Triassic
Santa Rosa SIirldst()ne, 46_') I'I ()1"the I)ewey I,[ike Red Heds, 273 fl ()t" the le,u,stler I"()rni_lti(_n,
1785,5 t'l ()1" the S;,tlad() I.'_rln_tti()n, and .t74,5 fl ()1' the Ul)per ('aslile l"()rmali<)n, all ()1"Permian
age, ('()res ()1' drill cuttings were taken Ihr()ugh(_ut the h()le. A suite ()t" wireline ge()physic/ll
l()gs was run I_) _t depth ()I" 88.'I l't I_) l'acilitate tilt' rec()gnition and c()rrelath)n ()I' r_)ck units, I()
ensure identil'icati()n ()l' maj()r lilh()h)_ies _lnd to pr_vide depth determinati_)ns independent ()t"
drill- pipe me_lsurements,

The .site at I!RI)A-0 W_l.srejected because the stru¢lUl'e ()1' the I()wer S_11;1_1()and the ('astile is
I()() severn I() devel()p ;I rep(_,sil_)ry ah)n_ a single _et _)1' beds. 'i'he b()reh()le ;1Is() intersected ;I
reserv_)ir ()t" pressurized brine and gas at al}()Ul 2710 I'l. 'l'he p()re v()lume I'_)r the reserv_)ir w:.ls
e.slim,,lted to be in Ihe range I'r()m al}()ut 200,000 t_)al)()ul 2 milli()n barrels. I'_RI)A-6 was re-
entered in 1981 by the I)el),'lrlmenI {_1"l.lnergy (I)O1.i) f()r the I-)urp()se ()f further lestinR the
brine reservoir. 'l'h()se texts are described in separate rel'_()rls I_y the I)()li and its ¢()ntlaCt()rs,

The Waste Is()lali()n i)il()I Plant (\VII)I) ) is a dem¢)l_slrali¢)n I'acility f()r Ihe dispt)sal ¢)f
Iransur[Inic ('I'RU) waste I'r_m defense pr()l_rams, 'lhe WII)I ) will als(_ pr()vide ¢1 research
t'[tcility to investigate tile interacti_)ns I_etweerl bedded salt and hi_h-l(,vel wastes.



ANNOTATION: The principal facts of testing the brine reservoir at ERDA-6 are reported in
D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc. (1982); Popielak el al. (1983) prepared a major
interpretive report of the testing of ERDA-6.

Sandla National l,aboratorle,s and tlS GeoloKlcal Survey. 1983b. Ba,_ic' Dala Repmt for
Dril/hole ERDA 9 (ll'a._le /.',O/_Hioll PI/ol /J/_lpll - II'/PP). SAND79-0270. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Borehole ERDA-9 was drilled in eastern Eddy County, NM, to investigate and
test salt beds for the disposal of nuclear wastes. The hole was placed near the southeast corner
of section 20, T22S, R31E. It was drilled between April 28 and June 4, 1976, to a depth of
2,889 ft (measured from a kelly bushing altitude of 3,420.4 ft MSI,). The borehole
encountered, from top to bottom, llolocene deposits (including artificial fill of 22 ft), the
Pleistocene Mescaiero caliche (5 ft)and Gatufia Formation (27 t't), 9 ft of the Triassic Santa
Rosa Sandstone, 487 ft of the Dewey Lake Red Beds, 290 ft of the Rustler Formation, 1976 ft
of the Salado Formation, and 53 ft of the Castile Formation, all of Permian age. Cuttings
were collected at 5-1"t intervals l'rom the land surl'ace to a depth oi" 1,090 ft, and consecutive
cores were taken to a depth ol" 2,876.6 ft. A suite of wireline geophysical logs was run the
full length of the borehole to measure distribution oi" radioaclive elements and hydrogen, and
variations in rock density and elastic velocity.

On the basis of the borehole findings and related hydrological and geophysical programs, the
site was judged suitable to pursue the extensive geological characterization progr/Im that
followed. "The core from I._RDA.-9 pro_ided a suite of samr_les extensively tested for rock
mechanics, physical properties, and rnineralugy, l)rill-stem tests in ERDA-9 indicated no
significant fluids or permeability in the Salado beds oi" interest.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a demonstratiorl l'acility for the disposal oi"
transuranic (TRU) waste l'ronl del'ense programs. Tl_e WIPP will also provide a research
facility to investigate the interactions between bedded salt arid high-level wastes.

Sandla National I,aboratorles and [Jni_er,_ity of Ne_ Mexico. 1981. Basic Dala Repm'l /or
Drillhole II'IPP 15 (ll'a_te I_olatmn Pih,I Plant- II'IPP). SAND79-0274. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: WIPP-15 is a borehole drilled in March 1978, in section 18, T23S, R35E, of
south-central Lea County. The purpose of WlPP-15 was to examine fill in San Simon Sink to
extract climatic information and to attempt to date the collapse of the sink. The borehole was
cored to total depth (810.5 ft) and encountered, t'rom top to bottorn, Quaternary calcareous
clay, marl and sand, and claystones and siltstones of the 'l'riassic Santa Rosa Formation (?).
Neutron and gamma-ray geophysical logs were run to measure density and radioactivity.

The sink has about 547 ft of Quaternary fill indicating subsidence and deposition.
Diatomaceous beds exposed on the sink margin yielded samples dated by n4C at 20,570 ±540
years before the present and greater than 32,000 years before the present; these beds are
believed stratigraphically equivalent to diatom'lceous beds at 153-266-ft depth in the core.
Aquatic fauna and flora t'rom the upper 98 ft of core indicate a pluvial period (probably
Tahokan) t'ollowed by an arid or very arid time before the present climate was established.

Aquifer pump tests performed in the Quaternary sands and clays show transmissivities to be as
high as 600 t't2/day. As the water quality was good, the bore hole was released to the lessee as
a potential water well.
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Sa.(lia Natlo.al I,al)oratories ..d _,J,'v,iti.gho._e F]lt,clric (iorpor.lio., 1989, il'a_h, /_./almn
Pilot /J/ant Compliance Slratcgj' fro .,1rj('I,'R Pin'/ Ivl, ,'qarch 17, /¢),4't). I)OE-WIi'I ) 86-013.
Carlsbad, NM: WIPP Project Office. (('t)py on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation l.ibrary, Samtia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPe) will be operated in compliance with the
radioactive waste-disposal Standard (40 CI:R Part 191)of the I_nvir.nmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The Standard has been remanded by the ('ourt of Appeals (l:irst ('ircuit) t() lhe liPA,
The original version of the Standard is being used in the interim, and compliance strategy will
be revised to respond to any changes in the Standard, resulting from the court's decision.

"The WIPP Project's strategy for compli:tnce includes defining the procedures and authorities
for evaluating and determining compliance, evaluat ,g performance using existing data and the
results of ongoing studies, reporting results o1" con_pliance evaluations, 'tnd consulting and
cooperating with the State of New Mexico) under existing agreements."

"The Standard establishes requirements for both the management and storage (Subpart A) anti
the disposal (Subpart B)of radioactive wastes .... data from operational effluent monitoring will
be modeled to assess annual radiation d()ses to members o1" the public from management and
storage operations at the WIPI )'' (Subpart A). l.)()se calculations will be e,,aluated with sampling
and manitoring, "Predictions ()1" long-term performance will be used t() evaluate compliance
with the dose and release limits of Subpart B.' .... lhe I)()i( WIPP Project ()fl'ice, its
management and operating contractor (Westinghouse I_lectric ("orp()r;|li()n), and its scientific
advisor (Sandia National l,aborat()ries)are responsible for de_ehJping and iml:_lcmenting the
program to evaluate compliance with the requirement _)t" the standards,' .... lhe 1)(.)1"_
Headquarters will determine whether or n_)t \rIPe complies with the Standawd.'

i

The WIPe Saft'l)' ,,lnal.r_l_ Reporl includes calculations similar t() those required t() deterrnine
compliance with Subpart A, "('()mpli:lnce wilh Subpart A will be monitored and th:)cumented
annually following the first receipt of waste at the WII)I ) and thr()u[:ta()ut its operati()nal life."

If the evaluation shows that "...COml_liance with SUbl_art !] cann(Jt be achieved .... transuranic
('I'RL]) waste emplaced during the demonstration peri()d will be retrieved. ihis decision is
presently projected to occur within 5 years after the first receipt of waste. '° Satisfactory
compliance with Subpart B and the ",..decision to dispose of "IRL! waste [it the WIPe would
convert the WII:JP from a demonstration t'a¢ilit) _to a tlispc_sal facility," I)V,P

Sandta National l,ahoratorles. Expcrlmc,t,al ProRrams i)l,,isio,. 1982. Stmulat('d-II'a_te
E._:pt, rlm(,Ht_, Pl_lnnt, d .for the It'(l_,lc lsolclltott Ptlol PltlJtl (II'IPPt, SANI)82-0547,
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories.

ABS'I'RAC'I': The US Department of linerg._ (l)Ol!) manages a research and de,,elopment
program to provide a technical basis for systems designs and safety and environmental
assessments for future repositories of radioactive wastes resulting from L]S defense actix, ities.
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIlde) in s<)utheast New IVlexic_ is being tle,,eloped within that
program an a research and development facility to demonstrate the safe disp()sal ()1"such wastes
in bedded salt. The Simulated-Waste l-xperiments (S\_,'l!s) refer t() the in silu tests (without
radioactivity) in the WIPP research and de_elc_prnent program which address the technical
issues of isolating radioactive wastes in bedded salt. Ihe SV, i.I_ include tests that concern the
program areas ot" repository develol_ment and interactions _)t" the waste l_[|ckage with the host
rock. Data obtained from these tests _ill be used in e',aluatin,t_ perf_)rmance assessment models
and in developing a technical basis for future tepository designs and t)per;.ltions.
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Sandia National Laboratories. Waste Management Technology Department. 1987. The
Scientific Program at ttle IVa._te Isolation Pilot Plant. SAND85-1699. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: ]'he Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (W1PP) is a research and development (R&D)
facility in salt in NM; it will become a repository for transuranic (TRU) wastes if site
evaluation, facility design, and operations prove satisfactory through the pilot plant phase.
The R&D program is developed to demonstrate safe disposal of TRU waste and to develop the
technology base for emplacing and isolating defense high-level waste in other repositories.
The technology is to be developed in five areas: site evaluation and characterization; waste
handling and operations; repository design and construction; waste package design and long-
term performance; and repository decommissioning, sealing, and long-term performance.

The site has been validated for construction, but other activities in these areas continue to be
investigated to increase confidence that radioactive wastes can be isolated safely in rock salt.
The WIPP has proceeded through several phases, including construction of underground
experimental areas to provide an understanding of waste isolation phenomena in the areas of
thermal/structural interactions, waste package performance, and plugging and sealing of
openings to the repository. Modeling is an important part of establishing technology and
determining whether WIPP will meet long-term performance standards. Many of the models
depend on specific information developed in the laboratory and field to validate the models for
further predictions. Many of the issues from tile scientific program for WlPP are expected to
be resolved by the early 1990s. DWP

Sanford, A.R., and T.R. Toppozada. [Undated]. A Report on the Seismicity of the Proposed
Radioactive IVaste Disposal Site in Southeastern New Mexico. DOE/OR/21400--T342. Oak
Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The seismicity within 300 km of the proposed nuclear waste disposal site in
southeastern New Mexico was determined. Tile primary data used to establish seismic risk
were: reports of felt shocks prior to 1961; instrumental epicenters and magnitudes from 1961
through 1972; and lengths, displacements, and ages of fault scarps cutting Quaternary
geomorphic surfaces. The principal results of this study were that: earthquakes exceeding local
magnitude 3.5 have not occurred within 40 km of the site in the past 12 years and are not
likely to have occurred in the past 50 years; major earthquakes, magnitude 7.8, are possible
within 115 km of the site on the average of once every 50,000 years but these events will
produce accelerations of only about 0.07g at the site; and tile earthquakes located on the
Central Basin Platform 80 to 100 km southeast of the site could be related to water injection
for secondary recovery of oil, but the evidence is not conclusive.

Sanford, A.R., and T.R. Toppozada. 1974. Sei.smicit)' o/ Proposed Radioactive IVaste Disposal
Site in Southeastern New Mexico. Circular 143. Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau of
Mines and Mineral Resources.

ABSTRACT: Seismicity was determined for the area within a 300-km radius from the
proposed nuclear waste disposal site in southeastern New Mexico. The primary data used to
establish seismic risk were: reports of felt shocks prior to 1961; instrumental epicenters and
magnitudes from 1961 through 1972; and lengths, displacements, and ages of fault scarps
cutting Quaternary geomorphic surfaces. The principal results of this study were: earthquakes
exceeding local magnitude 3.5 have not occurred within 'I,0 km of the site in the past 12 years;
probably not in the past 50 years; on the average of once every 50,000 years major earthquakes
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(magnitude 7.8) are possible within 115 km of the site, but these events will produce
accelerations of only about 0.07 g at the site; and some evidence indicates that earthquakes
located on the Central Basin Platform, 80 to 100 km southeast of the site, could be related to
water" injection for secondary recovery of oil.

Sanford, A.R., S. Sandford, F. Caravella, L. Merritt, J. Sheldon, and R.IM.I Ward. 1978. A
Report on Seismic Studies of the Los Meda_os Area in Southeastern New Mexico. Socorro,
NM: New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: New instrumental data has been acquired on earthquakes in the Los Medafios
area since 1974 using a continuously recording seismograph (station CLN) near the site. The
equipment records on film, producing high-resolution seismograms with excellent time control.
Film is changed every 3 weeks. From April 1973 through most of October, 1974, the station
operated 83% of the time, and 291 local and regional seismic events were recorded. Epicenters
have been obtained for 75 events. Epicenters for many shocks are located on the Central Basin
Platform (CBP) at one location near the southeastern corner of New Mexico and another about
50 km further southeast. Other epicenters include the region around Valentine, TX, and the
Tularosa Basin. Longer studies indicate a surprising result--thatearthquake activity appears as
intense in geologically stable areas as in active areas such as the Rio Grande Rift. Either the
stable areas are becoming active or, more likely, the magnitudes of events in these stable areas
are limited. There is no geologic evidence consistent with CBP seismic activity, and
extrapolating the data probably is invalid. Fluid injection for oil recovery may induce the
activity. Two seismic events about 40 km northwest of CLN are the most important. Three
additional events within 60 km of CLN have been recorded during 1975-1977 but cannot be
located as they were recorded at only one station. DWP

Sanford, A.IR.I, S. [Sandfordl, T.IC.I Wallace, L.[J.[ Barrows, J. Sheldon, R.iM.i Ward, S.
Johansen, and L. Merritt. 1980. Seismicity in the Area of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). SAND80-7096. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Since April 1974, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology has operated
a short-period vertical-component seismograph 7 km from the center of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Peak magnifications ranged from 405 to 1400 K. in the time period
from April 1974 to February 1979, approximately 500 earthquakes were recorded by the
instrument to distances as great as 660 kin. With the aid of readings from stations operated by
other organizations, epicenters and magnitudes for 159 earthquakes within about 300 km of the
WIPP Site were obtained.

The greatest concentration of seismic activity is centered on the Central Basin Platform. This
zone of activity, approximately 120 km in a north-south direction and 100 km in an east-west
direction, approaches to within 60 km of the site. Other significant clusters of earthquakes
occur near Snyder, Big Springs, and Valentine, TX.

Comparable levels of earthquake activity are observed within 100, 200, and 300 km of the site.
Most reported Quaternary faulting lies to the west of 104.3 degrees W longitude. Comparable
levels of activity were observed to the east and west of this longitude, indicating the observed
distribution of earthquake activity is probably not representative of the long-term (500,000
years) seismicity of the region.

Several lines of evidence suggest that most earthquakes from the Delaware Basin eastward are
induced by the production of hydrocarbons, but absolutely convincing proof is lacking. If due
to natural tectonic forces, an extrapolation of the observed earthquake-frequency relation
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indicates an earthquake of magnitude 5 I/2 is possible somewhere within 300 km of the site
each 100 years.

Sanford, A.R., T.R. Toppozada, R.M. Ward, and T.C. Wallace. 1976. "The Seismicity of New
Mexico: 1962 through 1972," Abstracts with Programs, Geological Society of America,
Albuquerque, NM, May 20-21. 1976. Vol. 8, no. 5, 625-626. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Epicenters and magnitudes have been determined for 183 earthquakes that
occurred within or bordering New Mexico from January l, 1962 through 1972. The crustal
model used for earthquake locations consisted of a 42-kin-thick layer with a velocity of 6.15
km/sec overlying a semi-infinite layer with a velocity of 8.10 km/sec. Because of the small
number of seismograph stations, Pg arrivals beyond the crossover distance were used in the
location procedure, a computer adaptation of the arc method. Locations obtained are believed
to be better than ±!5 km in nearly all cases.

The majority of seismic activity appears to follow two broad belts. One belt extends
southwestward from the northeast corner of New Mexico across the Rio Grande Valley to the
vicinity of Grants and then southward to the Silver City area. This diffuse zone of epicenters
may be associated with Late Cenozoic volcanics. The other belt of seismicity follows the Rio
Grande Valley, which has been an active rift structure since Miocene time. Shocks with Mr,
>3.4 have also occurred in the High Plains and the Colorado Plateau.

Recurrence rates have been calculated for regions of 697,000, 311,000, 125,000, and 49,000
km _ centered on stations located at Socorro and Albuquerque. The maximum magnitude
earthquakes/100 years/100,000 km 2 for the four areas are 5.1, 4.7, 4.7, and 5.1, respectively.
These levels of seismic activity are less than 1/100 of that observed in southern California.

Sattler, A.R., and C.L. Christensen. 1980. Measurements of Very Large Deformations in
"Potash Salt" in Conjunction With an Ongoing Mining Operation. SAND79-2254.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Room and pillar deformation was measured in conjunction with a relatively new
type of mining operation in a southeastern New Mexico potash mine. The extraction ratio was
approximately 90% in a first mining operation. Due to severe deformations encountered,
instrumentation had to be developed/modified for these measurements. This paper
concentrates on experiment design, design of special instrumentation, field installation of
equipment, and presentation of the data. Measurements made include extensometers in the
pillar, in the floor and ceiling in the room between pillars, "absolute" level measurements,
floor/ceiling closure, and stress (strain) measurements. Associated laboratory rock mechanics
measurements of samples from the mine are being done separately.

Two separate room pillar complexes were instrumented. In the first complex, floor/ceiling
deformations of approximately 1 in./day and pillar deformations around 1/2 in./day were
measured, in the second complex, instrumentation was installed while the pillar was a part of
a long wall and the subsequent sequential mining (long wall-pillar with only one adjoining
room on one side _pillar in the middle of room pillar complex) was observed. Data return
from this operation was good.

Sattler, A.R., and T.O. Hunter. 1979. Pre-WIPP ht-Situ Experiments in Salt. Part I -
Executive Summary. Part II - Program Description. SAND79-0625. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: The pre-Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Program of experiments has been
planned for a specially excavated area in a potash mine in southeastern New Mexico. This
program is intended to acquire information to resolve generic issues about isolation of high-
level waste in salt and to obtain data to help design the disposal system for the WIPP. In
general, these experiments will help to evaluate thermochemical and mechanical responses of
salt to heating; numerical modeling capability; and ability to plan and execute in situ
experiments for the WIPP. Experiments supporting facility design and operations will evaluate:
techniques and equipment for drilling large-diameter holes for waste canisters; transportation
and emplacement techniques; canister retrieval; techniques for scanning salt to identify and
locate gas and/or brine inclusions; borehole plugging; and air filtration and ventilation
requirements.

WlPP program uncertainties have delayed the pre-W1PP activities. DWP

Sattler, A.R., H.C. Walker, and T.O. Hunter. 1979. "In Situ Experiments to Support
Development of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste
Management, Proceedings of the International Symposium, Boston, MA, November 27-30,
1979. Ed. C.J.M. Northrup, Jr. SAND79-0905C. New York, NY: Plenum Press. Vol. 2,
491-498.

ABSTRACT: The main Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in situ activities will be associated
with the early shaft complex to be planned and developed about FY80-81. There will be
complexes for large-scale rock mechanics design verification, drifts with the heat load of
anticipated waste, and experiments to address: transuranic waste emplacement and retrieval
(without radioactivity), non-radioactive high-level waste interactions, thermal structural
experiments, stable nuclide migration, brine migration, permeability, borehole plugging,
operation and design, and instrument development and monitoring. The activities in progress
range from laboratory and bench-scale to field experiments. DWP

Saulnier, G.J,, Jr. 1987. Analysis of Pumping Tests of the Culehra Dolomite Conducted at the
H-II Hydropad at the Waste Isolation Pilot Planl (WIPP) Site. SAND87-7124.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Permian Rustler Formation was
hydrologically evaluated in a series of pumping tests conducted at the H-I! hydropad at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in 1984 and 1985. The H-II hydropad was constructed
in 1983 and consists of three wells, H-I lbl, !t-I lb2, and HI Ib3, each completed open-hole to
the Culebra Dolomite. At H-! 1, the Culebra Dolomite is a 25-ft thick argillaceous dolomite
with 0.1- to 0.5-ft thick layers with a high density of vugs. The rugs range in size from 0.1
to 0.5 in. in diameter; most are 0.1 to 0.2 in. in diameter. The thin vuggy layers alternate with
thicker, more competent layers, which have few vugs, but which do contain high-angle
fractures. Some of the vugs and fractures are gypsum-filled.

The three pumping tests performed in 1984 consisted of 12- to 21-hour pumping periods at
each of the three wells, while using the other two wells at the hydropad as observation wells.
The 1985 pumping test was conducted at H-lib3 with H-Ilbl and H-lib2 as observation
wells. The 1985 test was a 32-day muitirate test with four pumping and recovery periods.
The 1984 tests were conducted by lowering a submersible pump and pressure transducers in
the boreholes. The 1985 test added a downhole packer with feed-through assembly designed
to isolate the test interval and reduce or minimize the effect of well-bore storage. The data
from all tests were recorded and stored on floppy disks.
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The pumping tests at the H-II hydropad were analyzed with the INI'ERPRET reservoir-
analysis software developed by Scientific Software-lntercomp. The analysis of the test data
from both test periods indicates that at H-ll, the Culebra Dolomite behaves as a multilayered,
double-porosity reservoir with slab-type geometry. The INTERPRET analysis of the H-II
pumping tests provided estimates of the double-porosity parameters omega and lambda.
Omega is defined as the ratio of the storage capacity of the secondary-porosity system of the
producing formation, usually considered to be frnctul'es, to the storage capacity of the
combined primary- and secondary-porosity systems.

The range of values calculated for the double-porosity parameter omega in the observation
wells was 0.30 to 0.43 for the 1984 tests and 0.07 for the 1985 test. The lower value for 1985

is probably due to the fact that the Culebra in all wells for this testing period was packer-
isolated. The omega values for the type curves used to analyze the 1985 H-II test suggest that
the primary-porosity part of this double-porosity reservoir provides 93% of the storage
capacity of the formation. The double-porosity parameters lambda (also called the
interporosity flow parameter) describes the ability of fluid to flow from the primary-porosity
system to the secondary-porosity system (e.g., from matrix to fractures). The definition
includes the ratio of the permeability of the primary-porosity system to the permeability of the
secondary-porosity system. The average I,'lmbda value for the H-II tests was 3.0 x 10-6, with
an effective range of 3.73 x 10-7' to 1.25 x 10-6 . Analysis of the lambda values determined for
the H-I! test data indicates a permeability contrast between the primary- and secondary-
porosity systems of about i.0 x 10-_ with a characteristic slab-block dimension of I to 2 ft.

Using INTERPRET, the average transmissivity of the Culebra was calculated to be 23.2
ft2/day for the 1984 tests, 26.2 ft2/day for the 1985 test, and 24.0 ft2/day using the results of
all the tests. The storativity of the Culebra, as determined from the pumping tests, is between
2.9 x 10-3 and 4.5 x 10-4. The skin factors calculated from the pumping-well data range from
-3.3 to -4.6, indicating that these wells behave as stimulated wells. The 1985 test at H-lib3
had both the highest transmissivity and the most negative skin factor, possibly implying that
H-I lb3 had undergone development during and after its 1984 test.

The results of the 1984 series of tests were also analyzed to determine the degree of anisotropy
at the H-ll hydropad. The storage coefficient was estimated to be 6.3 x 10-4 . The average
maximum transmissivity vector was 31.1 ft2/day oriented 5.8 degrees north of east and the
average minimum transmissivity vector was 19.3 ft2/day oriented 5.8 degrees west of north.
The ratio of the maximum to minimum transmissivity vectors was calculated to be 1.6,
indicating a low degree of anisotropy at H-II, although the degree of anisotropy may be
dependent on fracture orientation and locations of the wells.

Saul,ier, G.J., Jr. 1988. Field Operalmns Plan f_r Pernleahilit.l' Testing in the IVIPP-Sile
Undergr(mnd Fac'ilil.I,. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.,aboratories. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management ,'lnd Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The far-field pernteability and formation pressure of the Salado Formation is to
be tested underground at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility to help estimate brine
seepage into the repository. Data will also be acquired on the extent that underground
openings have disturbed pressure and saturation. Twelve to 15 underground locations, each
with arrays of up to 5 boreholes, will be tested. A double-packer test tool will be used to shut
in the test and guard intervals, and pressure build-up in each brine-filled hole will be
monitored. Pressure-pulse (pulse-withdrawal rather than pulse-injection) tests will also be
conducted. Both bedded halite and interbeds above and below the disposal horizon will be
tested. Testing may be completed late in 1990. DWP
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Saulnier, G.J., Jr., and J,D. Avis, 1988. Interpretation of tt.l'draulic 7"e.sts Conducted in the
IVaste-ttandling Shaft at the It'a.s/e l,solatiott Pilot Pla_It (lt/IPP) Site. SAND88-7001.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A series of sub-horizontal boreholes from 8- to 41-ft deep was drilled from
four depth levels in the waste-handling shaft at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in
southeastern New Mexico, The waste-handling shaft is one of three shafts built at the WIPP
Site to provide surface access to the underground waste repository under construction 2150 ft
below the ground surface. The boreholes were drilled at the 782- and 805-ft-depth levels in a
mudstone and a claystone of the unnamed lower member of the Rustler Formation; at the
850-ft-depth level in bedded halite in the upper Salado Formation; and at the 1350-ft-depth
level in halite, anhydrite, and polyhalite of the Salado Formation. Examination of the cores
recovered from one borehole at each level indicated no direct evidence of construction-induced
fracturing. Pulse-injection tests were conducted in packer-isolated intervals in six of the
boreholes to estimate the formation's hydraulic conductivity and apparent formation pressure
and to determine whether there was evidence of construction-enhanced permeability up to one
shaft diameter from the shaft wall.

The pulse-injection tests were performed using a multipacker test tool configured to isolate
three test zones in each borehole tested. The test tool was equipped with pressure transducers
and thermocouples to sense the fluid pressure and temperature in each test zone and the
pressure in the packer-inflation system. Ports in each test interval also allowed fluid injection
to impose near-instantaneous pressure pulses on the isolated intervals. During the test
sequences, the pulses were shut in and the fluid-pressure responses were monitored with an
automated data-acquisition system.

The pulse-injection tests were analyzed using graph-theoretic-field-modeling (GTFM)
techniques. The GTFM numerical model can incorporate the effects of the pretest pressure
histories of the test intervals into rnodel simulations of the fluid-pressure response to the pulse
injections. The simulations were compared to the observed test data. The analyses were
performed in an iterative manner for ranges of hydraulic conductivity and apparent formation
pressure to obtain a best-fit match ot" the model simulations and the observed data. The
pulse-injection tests have been affected to an unknown degree by compliance of the
multipacker test tool. The compliance effects add a level of uncertainty to the final results.

Acceptable simulations were achieved for most of the tests. The results of the analyses of the
tests at the 1350-ft-depth level were the m¢,:_t uncertain because equipment limitations and
safety considerations prevented the application of pressure pulses significantly greater than the
apparent formation pressures. At the 782-1"t-depth level, apparent pressure communication
either through the formation or the test tool or both was observed between the test zones.

Water and gas were produced in boreholes at the 850-ft-depth level. In particular, one
borehole had an observed inflow, apparently issuing primarily from the shaft liner-to-
formation contact. The water inflow filled the boreholes b¢_th before and after testing. An
attempted pulse-injection test in the test zone closest to the shaft wall at the 850-ft-depth
level could not be performed because the attempted applied pulse could not be maintained and
properly shut in. The test zone included the shaft liner-to-formation contact and the pressure
appears to have been dissipated by a discrete fracture in the formation or by the cont_lct itself.

All zones tested except the near-shaft-wall zone at the 850-ft level had low hydraulic
conductivities. The analyses indicate a range of hydraulic conductivity between 6.0 x 10-l,_
and 1.0 x 10-1:_ m/sec. Considering the limited time available for pretest pressure buildup and
for the conduct of the tests, and the uncertainty surrounding the packer-compliance effects of
the test tool, the range of about one order of magnitude in interpreted hydraulic conductivity
indicates that all zones and geologic units tested have similar and low hydraulic conductivities.
The formation pressures determined by the analyses have a moderate degree of uncertainty
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because they were derived from relatively short-term tests in rocks with low hydraulic
conductivity. The time limitations for testing did not allow an adequate pretest period for the
buildup of pressure to near ambient conditions before initiating the pulse-injection sequences.
The apparent formation pressures nonetheless indicate a pattern in which the tested formations
are depressurized within 10 ft of the shaft. The apparent formation pressures at each depth
level tested generally increase moving from the shaft into the formations and increase with
depth from land surface. At :._e 805-ft-depth level in lhe upper Salado Formation near the
Rustler-Salado contact, the tested formation has undergone significant depressurization in
zones greater than one shaft diameter from the shaft and the formation appears to be
depressurized relative to the forrnations above and below this level.

Saulnler, G.J., Jr., G,A. Freeze, a.d W.A. Stensrud. 1987. IFIPP Hydrology Program Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Southeastern New Me._'ico H.I,drologic Data Report #4. SAND86-7166.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic Data Report #4 is organized in five parts. Part A presents
hydrologic data obtained during a series of pumping tests on the Culebra Dolomite Member of
the Rustler Formation at the H-11 hydropad in October 1984. The tests alternately tested each
of the three wells at the H-II hydropad while using the other two wells as observation wells,
The pumping periods varied from 2 to 13 hours. Average pumping rates were from 2.25 to
4.14 gpm in these wells. Part B describes well development and a 100-hour pumping test of
the Culebra Dolomite Member conducted at well DOE-2. The well was treated with 20%
hydrochloric acid to enhance performance. A pumping rate of approximately 35 gpm was
used. Water level was measured frequently at WIPP-13, H-6b, WIPP-12, and WIPP-18.
Drawdown was 29.7 psi in DOE-2, with 92% recovery 7.5 days after pumping ceased. Water
levels in WIPP-13 responded within 3 hours of starting to pump. Part C describes well
development and hydrologic testing at WIPP-12, WIPP-13, WlPP-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and
WIPP-22. Only WIPP-13 appeared to have sufficient Culebra permeability to sustain a
pumping test. The Culebra permeability at WIPP-12 was so low that an acid treatment failed
to enhance flow. The Culebra also has low permeability at WlPP-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and
WIPP-22. Slug-injection tests in these wells recovered in 24 to 48 hours. A 50-hour pumping
test was conducted at WIPP-13 at approximately 34 gpm while eight wells were monitored for
water-level changes. Part D presents data from bore-hole-deviation surveys at the WIPP Site
multiple-well hydropads. In 1986, the H-2, H-3, and H-I! hydropads, and well H-7b2, were
surveyed for downhole deviation using a rate-averaging gyroscope. Part E presents water-level
data collected from wells in the observation-well network from April through October 1986.
Eight wells are completed in the Magenta, 45 are completed at the Culebra, one well monitors
the Rustler-Salado contact, and two wells monitor Bell Canyon water levels. DWP

Saulnier, G.J., Jr., T.L. Cauffman, V.A. Kelley, J.F. Picke,s, a,d W.A. Stensrud. 1989.
"Practical Aspects of Design and Field Implementation of a Convergent-Flow Tracer Test,"
Ground Water. SAND89-7079A. Vol. 27, no, 5, 728. (Abstract Only, Presented at Tracers in
Hydrogeology: Principles, Problems, and Applications, National Water Well Association
Conference, Houston, TX, October 31-November I, 1979).

ABSTRACT: INTERA Technologies conducted a four-well convergent-flow tracer test in a
fractured region of the Culebra [Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation] at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico as part of the site-
characterization program directed by Sandia National Laboratories. The Culebra Dolomite is
considered to be a potential offsite pathway in the event of a natural or man-made breach of
the WIPP repository.
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The tracer test consisted of pumping one well at a rate of 23 L/rain to establish an
approximate steady-state convergent flow field and injecting traced fluid at three wells located
21 to 43 m from the pumping well. The conservative organic tracers, metatrifluorobenzoate,
pentafluorobenzoate, and orthotrifluorobenzoate, were introduced individually into the tracer-
addition wells. A volume of untraced fluid was injected following the traced fluid to displace
all tracer solution from the well and into the formation. A tracer-injection system utilizing
downhole packers was designed to facilitate traced fluid injection and to minimize the
injection-zone volume. The tracers were injected with a uniform concentration and vertical
distribution. Tracer analysis of the water samples was complicated by the formation-water
salinity and required specialized analytical procedures. Tracer-concentration data were
corrected for flow time through the injection and discharge plumbing.

Times-to-peak concentration at the pun]ping well for the tracers introduced at two wells
located 21 m from the pumping well were 8 and 144 hours indicating significant formation
heterogeneity. The tracer breakthrough curves, simulated using the double-porosity flow-and-
transport model SWIFT II, yielded estimates of 0.001 for fracture porosity and 3 m for
effective matrix-block size.

S-CUBED. 1988. WIPP Horizon Flow Te._ts (U_ing itigh Re_ohtlitm Ga._ Flow Te.st Tool) Test
Regiott 3teasurements. La Jolla, CA: S-CUBED, (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This document outlines procedures for perl'orming single-hole, gas flow tests of
low permeability formations through small diameter (I 7/8 to 2 inch) boreholes. The High
Resolution Gas Flow Test (HRGFT) tool consists of four packers that can isolate lower and
upper guard units as well as the central test region. Test regions can be varied by some or all
of the packers. Pressures in portions ot" the borehole tool, test region temperature, and packer
pressure are monitored and logged. The document also includes test procedures for the HRGF,
discussesoperational features of the data system, and provides transducer calibration data.

DWP

Scully, L.W. 1977. "Conceptual Design of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for ERDA TRU
Waste," Transactions of the American Nuclear Societ)'. 1977 ,4mmal Me¢'tmg, San Francisco,
CA, November 27-Decemher 2. 1977. Vol. 27, 435-436. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) will demonstrate that it is feasible to
dispose of radioactive waste in bedded salt. Low- and intermediate-level transuranic (TRU)
wastes from US defense programs will be disposed at the WIPP, and high-level wastes will be
used in experiments. The WIPP will be a full-scale facility which will not be used to full
capability until the safety of operations and disposal is assured. While there is no requirement
for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing, the design has been produced as though
an NRC license were required. The facility will have one level at about 2100 ft for contact
handled TRU waste and another level at about 2600 t't for rernotely handled waste and high-
level waste experiments. The design will allow handling 1,200,000 ft 3 of contact handled waste
and 250,000 ft 3 of remotely handled waste per year for a nominal operating life of about 25
years. DWP

Seedorff, W.A., Jr. 1978, Resource Stud)' fro" the IVaste lsolatiml Pilot Plant Site. Eddy County,
New Mexico. San Carlos, CA: Agricultural and Industrial Minerals, Inc. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI_) Site area, approximately 18,960 acres, was
studied to define and evaluate the potash resources and reserves, determine the impact on the
industry anti market supply if the WIPP area is withdrawn t'l'om mining, and value leaseholder
and State of New Mexico interests. Conclusions were based on available data from government
and company core-hole information. Selected samples were metallurgically tested. The lower
limit of mining thickness was established as 4.5 t't,

Lessee values for four tracts of about 4797 acres totals $1,780,800. Lessor values for the State
of New Mexico for these tracts is $27,200.

Drilling is too widely spaced t'or accurate resource determinations. The WIPP Site is estimated
to contain about 153 million tons of recoverable resources in generally low grade deposits that
may be economic in 20 to 40 years. About 29.7 million Ions are recoverable as ore and could
be processed economically by Dural and International Minerals. These are classified as
reserves. Estin'tated products from the recoverable resources arc 30.q million tons of
langbeinite and 6.0 million tons ot" muriate of potash, Estimated products from the reserves
are 4.2 million tons of langbeinite anct 1.8 million tons ot" muriate of potash. The products
from both resources and reserves are small compared to t]S resources, and withdrawal will not
affect market supply in the I'oreseeable futtlre. Other deposits in the Carlsbad district will be
mined earlier because ot" more favorable gracte, thickness, location, and capital recluirements.
Because the outer zone (IV) incluctes about 69% of lhe resources, releasing this zone for mining
would further minimize the impact. "Withdrawal ot' the WIPP acreage will have no measurable
impact on the economy of the Carlsbad area t'or many years in the future." The expenditures
for the WIPP Project are expected to have a I'ar greater impact on the economy of the area.DWP

Seltz, M.G., D. Beavers, and D.R. Fortney. 1081. A Grolmdu'ah'r Slrcam E.\'perimetzl for the
Ii'a.s/c l,solalion Pilot Plant. ANl,-81-28. Argo, nne, I1,: Argonne National l,aboratory.
(Copy on file at the Waste M'lnagement anct Transportation l,ibrary, Sandia National
l,aborato|'ies, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This project was conducted to evaluate the practicality el' using laboratory
groundwater stream experiments to model a hydraulic breach of a nuclear waste repository
located deep in a bedded salt envircJnment. A test plan is in¢lucled in this repc)rt thai gives
details of the apparatus, rocks, solutions, and analyses to be used in a groundwater stream
experiment.

Preliminary experiments revealed the essential iml_ern_eability of halite', only a small
concentration ot" water (about 75 i')pm) mo_.ed in halite by diffusion, with a coetTicient o1"2.0
x 10? cm2/sec, l:ronl work completed in this program, groundwater stream experiments
appear to be a practical rnethod of establishing the chemical interactiorts that would occur in a
breached repository in bedded salt.

Senseny, P.E. 1986. Triaxtal Compre,ssmn Creep Test.s on Sah From the' II'a_'te l_olation Pilot
Plant. SAND85-7261, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories,

ABSTRACT: Twenty-six triaxial compression creep tests were 19erformed on argillaceous and
clean salt from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI'). The average water- and
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid-insoluble content of the argillaceous salt was 1,5 and 0.75%,
respectively. "l'his small quantity ot" inlpurities corresponded to consistent but small increases
in the deformation measured during the tests,

Results of these tests are similar to those obtained previously with two exceptions, The first is
that the stress dependence of the steady-state strain rate at 25°C is greater than reported
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I
previously, The second is that the temperature dependence of the transienl strain limil appears
to be greater than reported previously.

Sense, y, P.E. 1990, Creep o/ Sa/! From Ill(,EI?DA-9 Boruhoh' am/ lhe WIPP ll;ur/_mg,_,
SAND89-7098. Albucluerque, NM: 5.andia National I,aboratories,

ABSTRACT: Six trlaxial compression creep tests were performed to measure the creep
deformation of sail from ibe ERDA-9 bo','ehole and salt I'rom the underground workings at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (W!PP). Even though the test matrix is quite limited, important
results were obtained that added to c:,,isling data from previous test matrices, The WII'P sail
was annealed to reduce the hardening that occurred as the ol_enings det'ormed after mining.
Five tests were performed at a temperature of 25°C ', a confining pressure of 15 MPa, and
stress differences of either 10.0 or 15.0 MPa. The sixth test was performed at a temperature
of 22°C, a confining pressure of 20.7 MPa, and a stress dilTerence o1" 11.7 MPa. Test cturation
ranged from approximately 160 to 335 days.

Defornlation ot" these six specimens is compared with that obtained previously under identical
test conditions for specimens from other horizons ot' the I,;RDA-9 l'_orehole and from
unannealed specimens from the WIPP workings. Results suggest that the magnitude of the
transient deformation depends on the horizon from which the specimen was taken and whether
the specimen hardened in situ as the mined openings deformed.

Serata, S. 1979, Empirical Dr_,,,_,n Ht't_l,, o/ [blder,_,rmmd Sail ()lWttltlR_ itt Ihe II'IPP Pro/e('l,
Documenl No. DR-51-R-I. San l:I_ancisco, CA: Bechtel National, Inc. (Copy on file at the
Waste Managerrlenl and 'l'ransp()rtaliorl l,ibrary, Sandia National l.ab()ralories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABS'I_RAC'I': Rock mechanics methods developed by Serata for use in salt at depths exceeding
2000 l't are summarized as a basis for Title I design work for the Waste Isolation Pih)l l)l,ant
(WIPP}. The methods are based on surveys oi" world-wide literature as well as interactive
modeling and empirical results l'rom potash mining and other underground aclivities. Among
the findings, the l'ollowing poirlts are important i'or deeper excavations: creep closure in salt is
highly site-specific, with no general simple rules; disc()ntinuity planes abt)ve and below the
opening profoundly affect long-term beh:ivior; creep laws are not usel'ul without information
about weakness planes; single and multiple morn e.xca_ations beh'ive _ery dil't'erenlly; creep
failure occurs regardless ot' extraction ratios; conventional rock creep concepts are generally
not applicable because of pronounced l_rittle-ductile chara¢lerislics ()f rock sall below 2000 I'I;
pillar behavior cannot be determined only by pillar dimensions; rool" Sll'[:ll[l behavior is
governed by geological complexities and the geometry of structures rather than by roorn width
or roof slab dimensions by therrlselves; stress conditions charlge with time; and stability is
profoundly alTected by interaction oi' stress envelope and weakness planes.

Basic design for the WIPP is to construct multiple rooms simultarleously with narrow yield
pillars. This will maximize stress relief with minimun'1 disturbance to weak slrala and form a
large protective stress envelope. Multiple rooms will experience greater initial closure lhan
single rooms, but lhey are expecled to eslnblish long lerm creep stability, possibly greater than
for single rooms.

The design would be rel'ined l'urther under Title I work. DWP

Serata, S,, and J.F. McNamara, 1981. S(,cmld B(,m'hmark Problem for II'IPP Structurul
Computations. RE3! Prog, ram Ru_ult_. Berkeley, CA: Serata Geomechanics, Inc. (C'opy on
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t'ile at the Waste Mnntlgement tlnd "lr_ln_porttlti<_n I.ibrtlry, Stln¢litl Ntltionnl i,tlbor:ltorie._,
Albuquerque, NM),

AIIS'I+RACT: The second benchn1_Irk problem is desiRned Io _.'_11¢ultltethe lonR-ternl beh_ivior
of wllste stornRe l'n¢ililies in .,+llll ht1_inl+ ¢_mplex sltilli_rt|phy. 'lwo drift ¢onl'ip, urtllions were
considered, invol,,,inl+ dilTerent size ro_)ms loctlted ill different depths. The isothermtll Ctlse
heh.l tl consti|nt tempera.lure oI" ?,00 K, while iI second c_ise sirnuhlled heilt prt)ducing WtlSte
beneath the room l'loor, A propriettlr.v l'inite-elemenl cude (Rli/Vl) v+'tlSused to e',,_11utilethe
problem.

lloriz()nt_11 movenlent dominiited tlh)nR the slide lines in the _.mses. Rues ch)sure tlnd mid-
pillnr displtlcement curves show thtll n() long-lernl creep slahilit)' occurs in either ct|se, tls
indic,qled b), large room closure rnles tit I0 ,,'etlrs. lhin lilyers, such tlS the llnhydrite in the
l'loor, need In be rnore precisely ilpr_roximtlted. "i'he benchmtlrk problem hlls pruvided II
suitnble nnd ;ideqtmte means oi" COmlmrinp, di_.erse _:odes in use. DWP

SerMelll, llausklns & ll+_:k++llh. [ltnchlted]. Ph+.+,,,' iii. l'_Jlum,. I. ._'_+h_++r/+,'t,l+(.x'plm',,,llt,--,,,ttold
l++i_l+_/'(+l+_l'l ' 7+('._llll._ _, R(+ttll+l_+/d +/lid +,l('('('_ il_+++/l/_. /_[bu(ll.lel+r, jtle, NM: _er_ellt, llnuskins &
l.]eckwith. (C'opy on file ill the Wt1.,+teMtlnt11.,emenl tlnd 'lrt|nsrmrl_11iun l.ibmry, Stlndi_l
Ntltion_11 l.+iboralories, Albuquerque, NM).

AI]S'I'RAC'I+: Phase III (>I" the subsurl"|ce exph)riitiun tlnd It11+<_rtIt()ryle.stinl,l pr(_rtlrn included
explortllory drillinR, tesl pit exc+i,,tlli_)ns, st|ml'_lint_ _ubsurl'tice s_)ils lind rocks, in situ rock
testing, and Itlbortltory testinp, oi' silrnples. Vulume I rept)rts l'ield work tln(l Itlbortltory tests.
Reported r.ltltll include: loRs _>I' lest burin_s I+++.I01 throul4h I'1+300; it)l_s oI+ test pits TP-101
throul+h TP-149; field +Jensity test_; l_ll_¢)rtltury tests to pr_),,'ide ,+ie,,e ;in¢I hydrometer tlntllyses,
Alterberp, limits, moisture cunlent, unil weight, m_)i_lure-densit_ reltltior1_hips, rel_Itive density,
Cnlil'orni[1 l']et|rinl+ Rtltio dill;l, tlnd _.'hen+i¢t11data; tlnd xisutll soil cltlssil'ictllion di|tll, l)altl are
not ilntilyze(l, I)WP

ANNOTATION: Vol. 2 of the (hlltl is lilt, rel'erence inciilded in this bibli()l+rtlphy tls J)tlnles
and Moore, 1979b.

Serl+enl, llausklns & llec:k,llh, 1979tI. l'+.,Iz,,m+' I. Ez+b'.,z+_+]+,,cul:'xl_h_++zt_+m ,,Pcl.++bm'++lr,,rr
7"+'+liPll,'. PIu+ll ,+'llt'." ll't+zx/<' l_+_l++ll+_++P+I++I l+l+z+It, l+ht)enix, A_'+'. _ergent, ll+luskins &
l]eckwilh. (Copy on l'ile ill the \+,'_iste Mtln_1_ernent and "lrtlnSl'_()rttlti(>n l.ibrtlry, Stlnclia
Niltiontll l+tIbortltories, Albuquerque, NM).

AI]S'IRAC"I: The (laln l'or test b()rinss and l_ib()rtlt()ry tests i'()r Ph_ise I iind II oi" subsurl'[Ice
explortllion and h_boratory testing tlre reported, l+itllol()p, ic lop,s _nd field pernle_ibility tests are
included, Arnon8 the dal_1 developed for soil s_imples were 8rain size nntllysis, liquid limits,
plnslic linlits, plasticity index, specific 8ri!vity, moisture-densit.v relaliorls, penelrtllion tests,
nncl soil clnssifications _n(l des_.'riptions. The dtlt_1tlre not _In_11yze¢l, DWP

Serllenl, ll_lusklns & Beck_ilh, 19791+. l'++l++mr II. S++hs+++'.f+++'_,E.vplm't+li+m ,..f_L+++h+u't,.lm'.r
7"e.+li+_k,. PI++++ISit<'.' ll'++slu l_++l++l++_+l'+l+_l Plm+l, l+hoeni.x, AZ: ._erp,ent, lltluskins &
Beckwith. (Copy on file at the Wtlste ;vl:intip-,ement tlnd "l'rtlnsp()rttlli()n l.ibrtlry, ._+inditl
N_itional l.abortltories, All_uquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: This report, as volume 2, includes visual soilelassit'i_:alion clala of the subsurl'ate
exploration and laboratory te.,+tinl+prop,ram, Data are nc>t analyzed. DWP

Serllenl, Ilau.,illlns & Ileck_ith, 1979¢. Sei.smtc' P,c,/r¢lc'limt St_p':'_'l' R_,pm'/. ll'_.J._lel_lmmn PihJI
l'l_Jt/, Phoenix, AZ: Ser_elll, llauskins & 13eckwith. (C'opy on file at the Wasle
Management and Transportalion i.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboralories, Albuquerque, NM).

AIISTRAC'I': Reconnaissance seismic rerr'iction data from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) surl'ace ra¢ilily site area have been acquired and interpreted as i_eneralized pr()l'iles of
¢ompressional wave velo¢ilies and depths to velocity interfaces in near-surl'ace rocks. F'our
easl-west and six norlh-sc)ulh traverses completed in late 1978 total about 24,600 linear l't.
Small explosive charl]es in shallow Imles provided the seismic enerl_y source. 13ack-to-back
spread lenl_ths or 300 and 600 l't employed 12 and 24 I/,eophones, respectively, over 20- to
25-I"i intervals. Prol'iles were reversed t() obtain continuous velocity profiles and inl'ormation
about velocity anisolropy and interl'lice allitudes. Recorded data variecl l'rorn l'air to excellent
quality, and the results tire _onsidered reliable. Depths shown on velc)eity cross sections are
estirnated to include usual errors oI' abuul :l:Ib%.

"In [leneral, the seismic results thr(]utlhol.ll the profiled area subtlest some degree oI" layerin_
ai'l'e¢l of the malerial, wilh slitlhl rnon()lc)ne variation, toward the southwest, in tlle ;.ittitude oi"
the more competent, lower interl'aces. Five lc_ six velocity zunes are present to a rnaximunl
deplh or about 90 l'l alon8 the in',,estitl_tled prol'iles. 'l'he deepest depth penetrated by the
seismic waves along the lines oI' these surveys was lib(lilt l_0 l'l." I)WP

Serne0 R.,J., D. Ral, M,J. I_la_on, lind I_I.A, I_lol¢,i:ke. 1977, B_J/i'tl K¢I ,tlc,_l_l_t'(,t_/i,_t/_ _/
,"VldC//d¢'_,It_ F'_*iIIIAI(II(' ,_l_t'[lllttll Ptl/i'IltlfH (it I}l(' /'t/'ttfgq/%_'(/ ]l'(l_l(' /_II/HIIIHI P/hl/ t_/(llll ill N{'W

,_h'._'ic_, PNI.-2448. Richland, WA: ilatlelle Pa¢it'i_: Northwest l.;_lmr_lmries.

AIIS'I'RAC'T: l.aboratc'_ry nleasurernents l_i delermine lhe sorpliun distributic)n ¢c)el'l'i¢ient._, K d,
of radicmu¢lides present in, and p_)lenlially le;iched l'rom radi_mztive v,,'Lisles, in contact with
representative l_eoh)l_i¢ mediil have l_een _.,_ndu_zled. 'lhe nuclides studied include ('s, Sr, T¢,
Ru, Sb, Ce, l!u, Pu, Np, ('m, Am, tl, and Pa. lhe crushed i'_¢k rnlilerials used were l'n)m the
vicinity c)l" the Waste Isolation Pilut Plant (WIPP), a pr()je¢l t(_ isolate radi(_active w;Isles in a
bedded salt l'a_.'ilit)', near ('arlsbad, New N'lexi¢o. Suluti_ns used c_)nsist ()t" salt brine and
grc)undwater, specil'i¢ to the WIPP Site, plus distilled waler, l'ur lalmiatory inter¢c)mparisons.
The batch K d data reported herein, plus d;lla l'r_irl s_rl_ti_n and mitlratiun measuremel]tS beint_
conducted i)r planned elsewhere, will I_e used tu evaluale Ihe Imlenlial I'or radionuclide
mitlralion l'ri)lll lhe bedded s;lll WII_P l:a¢ilily. 'l'he dillLl ¢al_ he used l'()r trLlnsp()ri rnodelintl
ancl l'or sal'el!,,-assessn'_ent delern_inaliorls,

Se_iir(I, P,I), 1982. ,,lhridl4ed Bm'eh,h' IIi_lm'i='_ f,r IJti' II'(l_li' l_lalii_li PiI_I Pl_d/ll (lt'lPP)
S/_ctle_. SAND82-0080. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National 1.,_1'_oratories' .

ABSTRACT: Abridged hole histories l'or 72 boreholes drilled l'¢)r the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Project sumn_arize bc_rehole loCali¢)ns, depths, hole conditions, geophysi_:al logs,
and observations. "l'he report is il w¢)v'kintl doCument and is n¢_t interpretive. A map of
borehole locations is included.
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Shaffer, S-E. 1977. Preliminary ,,lll('rnate Silt' Sludie,_. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
l,aboralories. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National I,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Certain criteria were established tt_ evaluate the area of southeastern New
Mexico within the Delaware Basin in regard to alternate site studies for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Program. Based on current information and criteria, the Los Medahos site
is the best area for the WIPP. I lowe_er, the criteria now established are arbitrary and reflect
plesent knowledge and engineering capabilities; greater knowledge and technical advances
could restllt in relaxation of some of these criteria, thus opening up new areas for possible
sites.

Shaffer, S-E, 1982. Bihhogruphl' of (;eol_,g.v of S,uthca_lcrn New ,_lt'.x'tco, SANI)82-0770.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l,aboratories,

ABSTRACT: This volume is composed ot' 1464 geological citations cross-.indexed by subject
and aulhor. A reference map is included.

Shefelhine, II,C, 1982. Brim' ,_lo,,ralimt." A Summary Report. SAND82-0152. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National l.aboralories.

ABSTRACT: As det'ined in this report, brine migration is the movement toward a heat source
of the water trapped in rock salt. This phenon_enon is ot" interest because the disposal of heat-
producing radioactive wastes can trigger brine migration. ColllaCl between the brine and the
waste packages could leact to such undesirable interactions as corrosion o1" the canister or even
migration of the radionuclides. This report summarizes a Sandia National l.aboratories
program to characterize brine migration. Based on this program and on the work of others, we
conclude that brine migration is not a significant problem. The quantities of water (less than
20 l,/waste canister in 1000 years) are tOO small for concern.

Shefelhine, II.C., and G.E. Raines. 1980. "Fluid Migration Studies in Salt," Proce_'dmg_ _,/
lilt' l g,_'l) Nallt,lal It'a_/e "l'_'rmlntll SIoragt' Progranl hl.lor,laltt,l ,_lt't'llng, Cohmlhll._. 0tl.
Dct'emher V- I I. I_),k'{I, ONWI-212. ('olumbus, OI1: Battelle Memorial Institute. 358-360.

ABSTRAC'I': Current t'luid migratit)n studies in salt have two objectives: I) determine fluid
character and 2)define mechanisms that cause fluid to migrate toward heat sources. The
Sandia National l.aboratories program is concentrating on the characteristics and processes for
the WII'P site. The program has resulted in: a)addilional fluid characlerislics, showing about
0.5% fluid by weight and high l_olassiurn and magnesium content in fluids in salt,, 3) an
experiment (Salt Block II) testing water release from a heated hole in a large salt block, 4) and
5) continuing and proposed studies, including applying vapor phase transport models of Salt
Block II. These studies " have not )'el provided complete answers to the original objectives.
llowever, it is evident that the amounts of moisture released are very small even under the
extreme conditions of the experiments." DWP

Siegel, M.D. 1990. "A Model for the ('heroical l_volution of Groundwater in the Culebra
I)olomite: implications for Radionuclide Transport from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP)," Ah._lrat'l._ with Program._. Geological Socict.l' t,f ..Imcrica. Dalla._. TA', October
2_-Novemher I. it)90. Vol. 22, no. 7, AIOI. (Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: The Culebra Dolomite Member (_1" the Rusller Forn;ation is a potential
subsurface pathway for I()ng-term trallSl)ort oJ' radionuclides I'ronl the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant to the accessible environment as defined by linvironmental Protection Agency (i.:I'A) 40
CFR 191. A model for the posl-Pleistt_cene hydrochelnical evolution ot" the Culebra has been
used to identify chemical reactions that may _:ontrol the composition of groundwalers produced
by the mixing of reposilory fluids and C'ulebra waters and thereby the degree of radionu¢lide
retardation in the Culebra. The model suggests that as Na, CI, Mg, K, and SO4 are added to
the Culebra by saline repository brines, equilibrium will be maintained with gypsum and
calcite, and dolomite supersaturation will increase. Calculations of solule mass lransfer along
modern I'low directions and t'aclor analysis o1' solute correlations suggest that ion exchange has
affected the concentrations of Ca, Mg, St, Li, and B in the Culebra. Corrensite, a mixed
chlorite/smectite, is the dominant clay mineral in the Culebra fractures (20% by weight), It
has a cation exchange capacity ol" approximately 45 meq/100 g and is the n'tosl likely ion-
exchange medium. The hydrochemieal model has been used tu design radionuclide sorption
and solubility experiments. The model and the experimental studies suggest that radionuclides
will be retarded by sorption b_ clays within the Culebra and that the potential for
coprecipitation oi" aetinides in gypsum and calcite exists.

Siegel, M.I)., J.O.l.eckle, S.W. Park, S.l.. l'hliilp._, and T. Se_ard,_, 1990. "Sludies of
Radionuclide Sorption by C'lays in the Culebra l)olomile at the WIPF' Site, Southeastern New
Mexico," II'a._l_, ,_latla_,t'mcJI! t)ll. II'tt,_lc Prtlct'.,,._ilu,,, 7"ratt._pOrlallott, ,.t_'loraA,t' attd l)l',po._al.
?'ecttnical Prol,,ram_ aml Puhhc Education. Tuc.stm. IZ, f.'ehruar.l' 25-,_larctt I. IOqO. Ed.
R.G. Post, SAND89-2387C. Tucson, AZ: University,-_f Arizona, Vol. 2, 893-900.

ABSTRACT: The ability oI" radionuclide-rock interactions t()retard the migration of
plutonium and uranium within clay-lined fractures in the Culebra l)t_Iomile Member of the
Rustler Formation is being estimaled in Sul_port of lhe performance assessmenl of the Waste
Isolation Pile! Plant (WIPP). l'his pal_er describes progress in three _:ot_rdinated studies:
characterization oi' the properties t_l" the groundwater and minerals in the ('ulebra thal will
control radionuclide retardation; develol'_menl ¢)I"a thernlodvnami¢ model for the adsorption uf
uranium onto corrensite, the mixed chlorile-sme¢lile ¢la_ mineral found in C'ulel._ra fractures;
and development of a (.lal_,l base ()I" etluilibriunl l,.'()llSlillllS alltl interat.'tion l_ilralileters t'or
calculations of the aqueous speciation t_t' uranium and l!lutoniunl in Na-CI-('a-SO4--C'O 3
solutions, which contain organic ligands, such as i,:I)IA, and range in ionic strength from
approximately 0.8-6.0 molal,

Slemers, W.T., J,$*,'. ila_lt')', ('. Rautman, and (;, Austin. Iq78, I:'valuatttm o/ tlt,' ._ltm'rul
Polt'tllial _E.\'cludtn,t; ]])'drtt_'t_rhtm_. Pt_ta_h. am/ II'atcr) t,.l t/lt' II(l._lt' l_t_lczlltJpl I_t/tJl /'/ant
Site. Edd)' Cot#tit', Ne'er' _ll,'xt_. ()l_ell I:ile Report 87. So¢orrt), NM: New Mexico Bureau
ot" Mines and Mineral Resources. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation l,ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The mineral potential of a proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI') Site,
located 40 km east of Carlsbad, l:iddy County, NM, has been evaluated on the basis of
information obtained l'rom onsite l'ield studies, the examination el" records provided by Sandia
National l.aboratories (SNI.), and perlinenl literature. The site is localed near the northern
edge of lhe Delaware P,asin; the Upl'wr part of the stratigraphic section is comprised of marine
and continental red beds underlain by marine Ochoan evaporites.

Available data indicate that the only WIPP Site-related comm,.)dilies thill 111_,i)'have i|n)'
economic potential are: caliche, sall, gypsun_, lithium-bearing brines, sulfur, and uranium. A
more detailed study, however, indicates that for one or more of several reasons including:
commodity abundance; commodity accessibility', low demand for the commodity; and adequate
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supplies of the commodity elsewhere, these six commodities are uneconomic at present and for
the foreseeable future.

Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc. 1979. Evaluation o/ Directional Drilling for Oil and Gas
Reserves Underlying the IVasle Isolation Pilot Plant Site Area, Eddy County. New Mexico.
Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Three cases were evaluated for directional drilling to obtain hydrocarbon
reserves beneath the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site, and the incremental cost over straight-
hole vertical drilling was determined. The incremental cost for drilling 55 wells from outside
zone IV (case A) is $87,226,000. Directional drilling of 44 wells from outside zone IV and 11
wells from inside zone IV (case B) is estimated to cost $57,339,000. Drilling of all wells under
zone IV as straight holes and all other wells as directional drilling from zone IV (case C) has
an incremental cost of $21,790,000. Several assumptions were made: the primary target is
Pennsylvanian rocks at an average depth of 14,750 ft; well spacing is 320 acres; drilling
restrictions for potash areas do not apply; minimum depth fox. beginning directional drilling is
4,800 ft; costs are estimated as of October 1979; maximum bottom-hole target radius of 500 ft
would be allowed; the path of the directional hole below the kick-off point is not restricted;
and geologic structures were not factored into cost estimates. Theoretically, all of the wells
can be drilled by directional methods. DWP

Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc. 1980a. Estimation of Potential Hydrocarbon Reserves and
Associated Costs and Income for Oil and Gas Reserves Underlying the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Site Area. Eddy Countj,. New Mexico. Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson & Associates,
Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The potential hydrocarbon reserves, and associated costs and income have been
evaluated for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site area. The potential hydrocarbon
reserves are estimated as 83,974,500 MCF (thousand ft :_) of gas and 390,843 barrels of
condensate. T_e undiscounted gross wellhead value of the reserves is estimated as
$287,502,346. Undiscounted costs for three distinct drilling cases range from about
$117,146,000 to $182,306,000 with operating costs of $10,146,324. The undiscounted loss of
revenue to the State of New Mexico, if no drilling is allowed, is $19,107,546 per annum.
These estimates in preparation of the environmental impact statement should not be construed
as a fair market value for these reserves. The evaluation is effective December !, 1979.

DWP

Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc. 1980b. Appraisal Report for Tract 204M-2 (Superior Oil
Company). Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. Eddy County. New Mexico. Midland, TX: Sipes,
Williamson & Associates, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Tract 204M-2 contains about !,120 acres in Sections 28 and 29, T22S, R31E,
under the southern half of the central four square miles of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site. The fair market value of the tract was appraised at $777,642, as of December 1,
1979, based on hydrocarbon reserves estimated at 1,863 barrels of condensate and 1,448,000
MCF (thousand cubic ft) of gas. One possible drilling location was designated for the southern
half of Section 28. DWP
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Sipes, Williamson & Associates, inc. 1980c. Appraisal Report /or Tracts 204M-!, 204M-2 and
204M-3 (Superior Oil Company). IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. Eddy County, New Mexico.
Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Three tracts of land under lease to Superior Oil Company have been evaluated to
determine the fair market value for hydrocarbons effective February I, 1980. Tract 204M-1
(in Sections 9 and 10, T22S, R31E) contains about 1,120 acres and is appraised as having a
value of $517,440. Tract 204M-2 (in Sections 28 and 29, T22S, R31E)contains about !,120
acres and is appraised at $841,578. Tract 204M-3 (in Section 4, T23S, R31E) contains about
239.45 acres and is appraised at $147,501. The hydrocarbon potential for Tract 204M-2 is
considered favorable, and a possible drilling location has been assigned for the southern half of
Section 28. The remaining acreage in these tracts was assigned a value based on acreage "since
no proposed drilling locations could be forecasted from the engineering and geological data
available." DWP

Sipes, Wiiliamson & Associates, Inc. 1981. Oil and Gas Reserves Appraisal Report for Tracts
201M-3. 201M-4 and 201M-6 (Gulf Oil Corporation) in the Area of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Site. Eddy County. New Mexico. Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson & Associates, Inc.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Three tracts of land under lease to Gulf Oil Corporation have been evaluated to
determine the fair market value for hydrocarbons effective June I, 1981. Tracts 201M-3,
201M-4, and 201M-6 contain about about 640 acres each (total !,920 acres) in sections 21, 27,
and 33 of T22S, R31E. The fair market value of Tract 201M-3 is appraised at $2,027,664,
The fair market value of Tract 201M-4 is appraised at $1,099,176.

The fair market value of Tract 201M-6 is appraised at $1,846,184. Well locations in the
northern half of Tract 201M-3 were assigned probable reserves. Well locations in Tract 301M-
6 were assigned possible reserves. Other tracts were undesignated for reserves. DWP

Sipes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. 1976a. H.I,drocarhon Evaluation. Proposed Southeastern New
Mexico Radioactive Material Storage Site, Eddy Count)'. New Mexico. SAND77-7033.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. Vols. 1-2.

ABSTRACT: The proposed radioactive waste storage site, located in the northern portion of
the Delaware Basin, was evaluated to determine the remaining economically recoverable oil and
gas reserves. No hydrocarbons are produced within the current boundaries of the "site area,"
but oil and gas are being produced from 60 wells in a 368 square-mile radius of the site. The
Delaware, Bone Springs, Wolfcamp, Strawn, Atoka, and Morrow zones produce about 22,682
MCF (thousand ft a) of gas and 429 barrels of oil per day. This area is considered to be
potentially rich in hydrocarbon reserves. Fuller development and exploration is lacking due
primarily to low gas prices, lack of sales outlets and/or pipelines, and moratoriums on drilling
in the potash areas. Proved producing and proved nonproducing reserves exist in two wells in
the Los Medafios field area immediately adjacent to the southwest corner of the "site area."
Proved undeveloped, probable and possible reserves exist at six potential drilling locations in
the Los Medafios field. Probable and possible reserves were assigned to 15 other potential
drilling locations in the northwest and south-central portions of the "site area." Total
economically recoverable reserves projected for these wells are 62,253,244 MCF of gas and
409,628 barrels of oil. The future net undiscounted revenue to the oil operators was
determined to be $48,410,821. The future net revenue is $21,216,899, discounted at 10% per
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annum. Fair market value for these projected reserves is $12,730,139, assuming a fair market
factor of 0.60. DWP

ANNOTATION: Foster (1974) evaluated hydrocarbon resources, for the area around WIPP,
based mainly on geological and statistical methods.

Sipes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. 1976b. Directional Drilling Feasibility, Los Medaftos
Radioactive Waste Material Storage Site. Eddy County, New Mexico. Midland, TX: Sipes,
Williamson & Aycock. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The possibility of directionally drilling for hydrocarbon exploration below the
proposed site has been investigated. The technique is feasible, with estimated additional costs
of $360,000 to $586,000 per well, representing about 26 to 42% increases over straight drilling.
These costs would make drilling a well for possible reserves of 1,670,000 MCF of gas
uneconomical on a discounted cash flow basis. Locations assigned 2,087,000 MCFof probable
reserves would be barely economical to uneconomical. Drilling deviated holes would probably
be restricted to close-in locations in the Los Medafios field at the southwest edge of the site.

DWP

Sipes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. 1978. Appraisal Report. tVaste Isolation Pilot Plant Site.
Eddy County. New Mexico hwluding Tract Ill." Containing 320 Acres of Land, More or Less,
Situated in Section 36. Township 22 South. Ra,lge 30 East. Eddy County. New Mexico.
Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Tract III is about 320 acres, mainly in the northern part of Section 36, T22S,
R31E, in the southwest corner of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site (WIPP) area. Tract Ill
was appraised to determine the fair market value of oil and gas reserves underlying the tract.
Proved undeveloped reserves were assigned to the Atoka"formation" and probable reserves to
the Morrow "formation." Future net revenue, discounted at 10% per annum, was projected at
$5,566,814. The hydrocarbon fair market value for a single well on this tract is estimated to
be $3,507,653 (as of June 17, 1977). Department of Energy (DOE) guidelines extend control
to a depth of 6,000 ft. Directional drilling of the proposed well site is feasible, requiring a
horizontal displacement of about 3,000 ft. The incremental cost of directional drilling is
projected to be $415,945 for a drilling date of January 1, 1978. DWP

Sipes, Wiiliamson & Aycock, Inc. 1979a. Appraisal Report. Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site,
Eddy County, New Mexico Including." Tracts Nos. 227M-1 and 227M-2 (Nola Ptasynski."
Containing 358.81 Acres of Land. More or Less, Situated in Sections 3 and 4, Township 23
South. Range 31 East, Eddy County _lew Mexico). Midland, TX: Sipes, Williamson &
Aycock, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Two tracts of land under lease to Nola Ptasynski et al. have been evaluated to
determine the fair market value for hydrocarbons effective January 1, 1979. Tract 227M-1
contains about 79.55 acres in Section 4, T23S, R31E, and was appraised with a value of
$25,089. Tract 227M-2 contains about 279.26 acres in Section 3, T23S, R31E, and was
appraised with a value of $156,405. Different economics apply to these tracts, because Tract
227M-2 would qualify for higher rates on gas produced as "new gas." in addition, these tracts
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are now taken into the potash enclave, and drilling will be subject to approval by the Minerals
Divison of the US Geological Survey. Drilling could be deferred for an extended period of
time, and values were decreased by 25% to reflect additional risk. DWP

SiDes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. 1979b. Appraisal Report, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site.
Eddy County, New Mexico Including." Tract No. 219M-1 (Continental Oil Company:
Containing 80 Acres of Land, More or Less, Situated in Section 25, Township 22 South,
Range 30 East, Eddy County. New Mexico). Midland, 'FX: SiDes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Tract 219M-1, under lease by Continental Oil Company, has been evaluated for
fair market value effective July 24, 1978. The tract contains about 80 acres in section 25,
T22S, R30E, and it has been appraised at a value of $75,980.63. One drilling location was
assigned to the tract. DWP

SiDes, Williamson & Aycock, inc. 1979c. Appraisal Report. IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant Site,
Eddy County, New Mexico Including.' Tract No. 221M (Union Oil Company." Containing 640
Acres of Land, More or Less, Situated in Section 26, Township 22 South, Range 31 East.
Eddy County, New Mexico). Midland, TX: SiDes, Williamson & Aycock, Inc. (Copy on file
at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Tract 221M, under lease to Union Oil Company, has been evaluated for fair
market value effective January I, 1979. The tract contains about 640 acres in Section 26,
T22S, R31E, and it has been appraised at $358,444. The tract is located outside the 1977
expansion of the potash enclave, and no reduction of the acreage value is warranted because of
potash minerals. The tract is devalued by 25% because it is poorly located relative to deeper
hydrocarbon structures. DWP

Sjaardema, G.D,, and R.D. Krieg. 1987. A Constitutive Model for the Consolidation of WIPP
Crushed Salt and Its Use in Analyses of Back filled Shall and Drift Configurations.
SAND87-1977. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A constitutive model for the consolidation of wet crushed salt material is

presented in this report. The material parameters for this model are derived from hydrostatic
consolidation tests performed on wet salt taken t'rorn the Waste l'.;olation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
near Carlsbad, NM. The constitutive model is then used for analyses of the interaction
between intact and crushed salt in realistic field configurations such as backfilled and open
shafts and drifts. The calculations are used to show that the wet crushed salt does not
significantly retard the rate of closure of shafts and drifts until the c.,ushed salt is consolidated
to approximately 95% of intact salt density. An approximate metho_i for modeling the creep
rate of" intact salt is developed that more closely matches the closure da_'l t'rom empty drifts at
the WIPP Site to provide a more realistic estimate of the crushed salt resp¢,nse.

Skokan, C.K., M.C. Pfeifer, G.V. Keller, and !i.1". Anderseu. 1989. Sludtes of Electrical and
Eleclromagnetic Methods for Characterizing Salt Properties at the tl'lPP Stte. New Mexico.
SAND87-7174. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratorie:;.
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ABSTRACT: At the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico,
technical and engineering issues related to the long-term storage of hazardous wastes in bedded
salt are being studied. For nuclear waste repositories with both long operational periods (50
year) and long performance assessment periods (10,000 year), the Disturbed Rock Zone (the
zone of rock in which the mechanical and hydrologic properties have changed in response to
excavation; abbreviated as DRZ) is important to both operational (e.g., slab or fracture failure
of the excavation) and long-term perform_lnce (e.g., seal system performance and fluid
transport). Because of the large contrast in electrical conductivity between crystalline salt and
salt saturated with water, it is to be expected that electrical geophysical methods may play an
important role in delineating portions of the DRZ. The Colorado School of Mines, under
contract to Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), has carried out experimental surveys using the
direct current electrical method and two electromagnetic methods underground in the mine
workings. The results suggest that the various electrical methods are effective in locating low
resistivity zones in the salt, which probably represent moisture-rich zones. Furthermore, it
appears that such measurements might well be further optimized in terms of survey effort and
design of systems to provide a high response to small-scale conductive features in the salt.

Snyder, R.P. 1985. Dissolutiotl of Halite' aJld G.l'psum. attd H.l'dratiotl of Atlh.l,drite to Gypsum,
Rustler Formation. it_ the l"i_'init.i, of tile II,'aste Isolation Pilot PlaJ_t. Southeastern New
Mexico. USGS-OFR-85-229. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Data from selected drill holes spaced at intervals of 1.5 to 15 km (5,000 to
50,000 ft) in southeastern New Mexico demonstrate a progressive removal of halite by
dissolution, hydration of anhydrite to gypsum, and removal ot" gypsum by dissolution in the
Permian Rustler Formation. Thickness of the Rustler decreases as halite is removed, but
increases after complete removal due to the hydration of anhydrite to gypsum.

Snyder, R.P., and L.M, Gard, Jr. 1982. Evaluation of Breccia Pipe.s in Southeastern New
Mexico and Their Relatiotl to the ll'aste Isolation Pilot Plant (I_'IPP) Site. With Section on
Drill-Stem Test.s. Open-File Report 82-968. Denver, CO: US Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: Four surficial domes, near the northwestern end of Nash Draw and 10 to 15 mi
from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, are considered breccia pipes or chimneys
through the evaporites. The origin of these features has been evaluated using a variety of
geophysical data, surface and underground mapping in a mine, and drilling from the surface
and underground.

Geophysical studies reveal several characteristics associated with breccia pipes. Known and
highly suspect features have low resistivity. Gravity surveys do not provide consistently low
gravity over known breccia pipes. Seismic reflection across several features revealed generally
uninterpretable data through their centers.

Two locations (Hills A and C) were cored from the surface. Hill A was cored to a depth of
1981 ft, approximately to the level of the upper Yates Formation (Permian), ending in a
dipping block (?) of probable Fletcher Anhydrite Member of the Salado Formation.
Identifiable rocks of the Dewey Lake Formation were found as much as 1200 ft below the base
of the unit in the area. Fragments of the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members of the
Rustler Formation were found 900-1200 ft below their normal positions. Most Salado halite,
and all Rustler halite, is missing in core from Hill A. Hill C was cored to a depth of 1300 ft,
just below the depth at which Mississippi Chemical Corporation mined into the breccia pipe.
Rocks from the Dewey Lake-Rustler contact are displaced about 620 ft below their normal
position. Halite is still preserved from the lower Rustler at the bottom of the hole. Because of
this, Hill A and C may have formed at quite different times.
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The general sequence of events forming breccia pipes is: the cavity is dissolved in the Capitan
Limestone or related rocks, overlying rocks collapse in a pipe that reaches the surface,
sediment and water collect in the surface depression and infiltrate part of the breccia, the
Gatufia Formation and overlying Mescalero caiiche were deposited over the surface, and halite
in the Rustler and upper Salado was dissolved to lower the area around the breccia column and
to cause dips away fron the pipe.

Seven intervals in WIPP-31, drilled in Hill A, were tested with standard drill-stem procedures
to determine the pressure of liquid or gas and estimate quantity, quality, and source. Five of
these tests were successfully completed. Two tests (808-1064 ft and 808-1235 ft) contained
some fluid, but only diluted drilling mud was recovered. Respective permeabilities were
calculated as 0.57 and 0.90 millidarcies. The interval from 12!f-1396 ft is calculated to have a
permeability of 0.11 millidarcy. Two lower intervals (1495-1687 ft and 1480-1984 ft) did not
yield enough fluid to calculate permeability.

Several features, having some characteristics similar to these breccia pipes and located in the
vicinity of the WIPP, have been examined and drilled, but they are not breccia pipes. The
Capitan [.imestone and related unils are associated with demonstrable pipes, and these units do
not exist at the WIPP Site. The breccia pipes are caused by deep dissolution, probably of the
Capitan Limestone, and collapse of the overlying evaporite rocks sometime before 400,000 to
500,000 years. "No examples of breccia pipes that could lead to breaching of a repository at
the WlPP Site have been found to date and are not likely because the Capitan Limestone is not
present beneath the site." DWP

Spiegler, P. 1981. An Approach to Calculating Upper Bouttd.s on Maximum Individual Doses
From the Use of Contaminated IlZell IVater Following a tVIPP Repository Breach. EEG-9.
Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.

ABSTRACT: The radiological consequences have been evaluated for a possible breach event
of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in which groundwater dissolves salt and water in the
repository and transports waste through an aquifer to a well assumed to exist downgradient
from the repository at a distance of 3 mi. it is assumed that waste is leached at the same rate
salt is dissolved and that the water is naturally diluted along the path to the hypothetical well
to about 5000 mg/L total dissolved solids. Water treated for drinking is assumed to have
removed 90% of solutes, including radioactive elements.

Concentrations of isotopes at the well are based on the nuclear waste inventory presently
proposed for WIPP, basic assumptions concerning the transport of waste, and treatment to
reduce the salinity of the water. The concentrations of U-233, Pu-239, and Pu-240, all
radionuclides originally emplaced as waste in the repository, would exceed current
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) drinking water limits. The concentrations of U-234,
U-235, and U-236, all decay products of plutonium isotopes originally emplaced as waste,
would be well below current EPA drinking water limits. The 50-year dose commitments from
one year of drinking treated water contaminated with U-233 or Pu-239 and Pu-240 were
found to be comparable to a one-year dose from natural background. The 50-year dose
commitments from one year of drinking milk would be no more than about !/5 the dose
obtained from ingestion of treated water. These doses are considered upper bounds because of
several very conservative assumptions. DWP

Spiegler, P. 1982a. Analysis of the PoteHlial Formation of a Breccia Chimney Beneath the IVIPP
Repository. EEG-13. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group.
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ABSTRACT: This report evaluates the potential to form a breccia pipe beneath the Waste
Isolation Pilot PIant (WIPP) repository and the release radioactivity to the surface. Brine
density flow does not appear to be capable of raising water to produce a solution cavern at the
top of the Castile. Rock mechanics considerations indicate that it is not reasonable to form a
breccia pipe by collapse of a cavern in the lower Castile. Even if rock mechanics is ignored,
the overlying strata act as a barrier and would prevent the release of radioactivity to the
biosphere. If a breccia pipe forms gradually, tile Pu-239 in the waste (one of the most
important long-lived components) would decay during formation, if Bell Lake and San Simon
Sinks are the surface manifestation of a regional deep dissolution wedge, such a wedge is too
far removed to represent pipe-forming activity near the WIPP Site.

It is highly unlikely that a breccia pipe will form under the WIPP repository. If it dicl, Pu-239
in brine reaching the surface would be less concentrated than the mtlximum permissible
concentration in water specified in the Code of Federal Regulation', Title I0. Part 20. DWP

Splegler, P. 1982b. tt.l,drologic Anal.l'.se.s of 7"wo Brine l'/m'ounter.s in the I'ieinily of tile IVaste
l.solation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. EEG-17. Santa l:e, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group.

ABS'IRACT: Two drill holes, ERI)A-6 and WIPI'-12, encountered pressurized brine reservoirs
in the vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. These brine reservoirs affect the
consequences of repository failure scenarios through drilling and are further evaluated.

The data from ERDA-6 and WIPP-12 indicate naturally fractured reservoirs of the two-
porosity type. The best estimate of the brine volume in ERDA-6 is about 60,000 to 120,000
barrels. The best estimate of the volume in WIPP-12 is about 5 to 10 million barrels. The

excess pressure above current hydrostatic pressure suggests that the reservoirs were formed
millions of years ago at greater depth and hydrostatic pressure. After the reservoirs sealed,
erosion stripped part of the overburden. The fractures at the bottom of the anhydrite beds
suggest that their t'orn_ation may be related to the tilting of the entire Delaware Basin. if a
drill hole connects such a brine reservoir to the repository, pressures are estimated to be
insufficient to cause brine flow to the surface. If the brine in the repc_sitory zone is isolated
and then intercepted by a second borehole after being pressurized, surface brine flow is
calculated to be 3,150 barrels without gas and 12,000 barrels with gas. DWP

Spiegler, P. 1984. Proposed Preoperalional Environmenttil Monitoring Program for IVIPP. EEG-
26. Santa Ire, NM" Environmental Evaluation (Jroup.

ABSTRACT: The State of New Mexico is recommending :in environmental surveillance
program for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)as a framework for discussions prior to
establishing a cooperative monitoring program with the Departrnent of Energy (I)OE).
Monitoring and sampling stations will be located within zones I-ill with perimeter stations
around zone 111. Regional stations may be located up to 50 mi from the WIPP. 'l'he
comprehensive monitoring covers air, water, soil, biota, and external radiation levels.
Plutonium and americium are the main radionuclides, but other radionuclides such as I-I3, Sr 9°,
Cs 13r, and the uranium series will be monitored to establish trends and origins of radiation
levels in the area.

The State will independently evaluate the accuracy and precision of the results obtained by the
DOE's program specified by the following objectives: split samples by a procedure approved
by the State and the DOE; sample schedule and location expanded or altered in accordance
with any reasonable request of the State; the State's samples analyzed by laboratories neither
affiliated with nor under contract to the DOE; and State quality control program independent
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of the DOE. in lieu of split samples, the State's representative may elect to monitor the
sampling and analytic processes of DOE, if necessary, the State of New Mexico will conduct
monitoring and surveillance in addition to the combined program. DWP

Splegler, P., and D. Updegraff. 1983. Origin of the Brines Near WIPP from the Drill Holes
ERDA-6 attd WIPP-12 Based on Stable Isotope Concentrations of Hydrogen and Oxygen.
EEG-18, Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation Group,

ABSTRACT: Pressurized brine reservoirs encountered in drill holes ERDA-6 and WIPP-12
flowed to the surface. Stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen were analyzed to understand
the origin of these brines. The average _iD value is -4.6 for ERDA-6 and -I.I for WIPP-12.
The average c5180 is 9.51 for ERDA-6 and 10.63 for WIPP-12. Several mechanisms to produce
isotopic changes in brine were examined: altered trapped sea water; dehydrated gypsum;
meteoric water mixed with trapped sea water; and evaporated meteoric water. Fluid sources
from the Bell Canyon Formation, Salado Formation, Capitan Limestone, and Castile anhydrite
were examined. The first three sources are not considered plausible, but dehydrating Castile
anhydrite cannot be ruled out. "[T]he brines encountered at ERDA-6 and WIPP-12 are
probably derived from ancient ocean waters that have been isotopically enriched in oxygen-18
by exchange interaction with rock." DWP

Staller, G.E., W.C. Wilson, and A.R. Smith. 1985. A Rock-Salt Mine Saw. SAND85-0056.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A saw has been developed for cutting rock salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM. This saw uses commercially available hardware in conjunction
with Sandia-designed equipment. It has been used to cut rock salt in situ as well as samples
removed from the mine.

Starrett, J.M. 1989. A Feasihility Study for Using Seismic Tomography to Monitor the Integrity
of Salt Pillars. MS thesis. Golden, CO: Colorado School of Mines.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM has been constructed
to study the engineering and technical problems associated with storing nuclear waste in a
bedded halite formation. One such problem involves the deterioration of the salt in the
underground facility, including the development of a disturbed rock zone (DRZ) around the
mining excavations. The feasibility of using seismic tomography to define and monitor
deteriorated zones was investigated.

A data acquisition system consisting of a hammer and epoxied-bolt source, accelerometers, and
an engineering seismograph produced and recorded clean and consistent signals in the WIPP
underground environment with a strong component ira the I kllz to 2 kilz range. Given an
average velocity of approximately 15,000 ft/sec in the salt, a possible resolution of less than 5
ft was obtained. First arrival times were picked with a sampling interval of 50 microseconds,
giving an accuracy of less than ! ft. The system was convenient t'or field operations and data
handling procedures.

Computer programs written to implement the ART and SIRI tomographic inversion algorithms,
as well as a damped least squares routine, were tested in a series of model inversions.
Inversion results were compared with the original models using an RMS error calculation. The
comparisons were considered favorable because the RMS error values were in many cases
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several hundred ft/sec, while the model velocities were generally in the 10,000-15,000 ft/sec
range,

Using the ART program, the field data were inverted, and a clearly defined DRZ was not
evident in the result. Based on subtle velocity trends and apparent response to pronounced
deterioration in limited areas, however, it was concluded that the basis of a viable technique
had been demonstrated. To enable the method to more clearly delineale subtle deterioration
zones, refinements have been suggested. These include closer spacings, higher frequency
signals, and higher frequency response characteristics of receiving and recording equipment.

Stein, C.L. 1985a. Mineralogy #1 the IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Facility Stratigraphic
Horizon. SAND85-0321. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Forty-six samples were selected for this study from two cores, one extending
50 ft up through the roof of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility and the other
penetrating 50 ft below the facility floor. These samples, selected from approximately every
other foot of core length, represent the major lithologies present in the immediate vicinity of
the WIPP Facility horizon: "clean" halite, polyhalitic halite, argillaceous halite, and mixed
polyhalitic-argillaceous halite. Samples were analyzed for non-NaCI mineralogy by
determining weight percents of water- and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid-insoluble residues,
which were then identified by x-ray diffraction. In general, WIPP halite contains, at most, 5
wt% non-NaCI residue. The major mineral constituents are quartz, magnesite, anhydrite,
gypsum, pc'.yhalite, and clays. Results of this study confirm that in previous descriptions of
WIPP core, trace mineral quantities have been visually overestimated by approximately an
order of magnitude.

Stein, C.L. 1985b. Preliminary Report on Fluid lm'lusions From Halite.s in the Castile and
Lower Salado Formations of the Delaware Basin, Southeastern New Mexico. SAND83-0451.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A suite of samples composed primarily of halite from the upper Castile and
lower Salado Formations of the Permian Basin was selected from Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) core for a reconnaissance study of fluid inclusions. Volume pert-_ent of these trapped
fluids averaged 0.7 to I%. Freezing-point depressions varied widely and appeared to be
unrelated to fluid-inclusion type, to sedimentary facies, or to stratigi'aphic depth. However,
because very low freezing points were usually associated with anhydrite, a relation may exist
between freezing-point data and lithology. Dissolved sulfate values were constant through the
Castile, then decreased markedly with lesser depth in the lower Salado. This trend correlates
very well with observed mineralogy and is consistent with an interpretation of the occurrence
of secondary polyhalite as a result of gypsum or anhydrite alteration with simultaneous
consumption of dissolved sulfate from the coexisting fluids. Together with the abundance and
distribution of fluid inclusions in primary or "hopper" crystal structures, this evidence suggests
that inclusions seen in these halites did not migrate any significant geographical distance since
their formation.

Stein, C.L., and J.L. Krumhansl. 1984. "Compositions of Brines in Halite from the Lower
Salado Formation, Southeastern New Mexico," Ab,stra('l_s with Programs, Geological Sociely

of America, 991h Amlual Meeting. Rt,tto. N|', November 5-8. 1984. SAND84-1252A. Vol. 16,
no. 6, 667. (Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP)is a Department of Energy (DOE)
sponsored repository for the long-term storage of transuranic (TRU) defense-related nuclear
waste, located in the Delaware Basin near Carlsbad, NM. During excavation, a number of
large fluid inclusions were recovered from an area of highly recrystallized halite in a thick salt
bed at the repository horizon. Two distinct populations of inclusions were found with the
following molar ratios: 182 and 417 for MB/Ca; 4 and 8,3 for MB/K; 0.4 and 1.4 for Mg,/Na;
0.22 and 0.35 for Mg/CI; 250 and 163 for CI/Br; 14 and 6 for SO4/Br. Overall, the inclusion
compositions appear to reflect the changes in sea water chemistry during deposition of the
Salado Formation.

In addition, 22 samples of brine "seeps" were collected from walls of recently excavated drifts
at the same stratigraphic horizon as the fluid inclusion samples. A partial analysis of these
fluids shows that they differ substantially in composition from those found in the inclusions,
owing to a magnesium depletion (MB/K = i.8). Since seeps are associated with thin clay or
anhydrite seams, these fluids may have originated by dewatering of clays and/or gypsum.
Their composition may also have been modified by the selective uptake of MB during clay
diagenesis, and incongruent dissolution of bittern salts (principally polyhalite),

In conclusion, the wide variety of fluids found in WIPP workings and their small volumes
argue strongly against the possibility that an interconnected hydrologic system exists that could
effectively transport radionuclides away from the repository.

Stein, C.L., and J.L. Krumhansl. 1986a. Clwmistr.v of Brines in Salt from ttre Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), Southeastern New Mexico.' A Prelimi_tar)' Inve.stigation. SAND85-0897.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is a US Department of Energy sponsored facility
for the eventual disposal of defense-related transuranic nuclear waste, located in the Delaware
Basin near Carlsbad, NM. The analyses of macro- and microscopic (intracrystalline) brines
observed within the WIPP facility and in the surrounding halite, with interpretations regarding
the origin and history of these fluids and their potential effect(s) on long-term waste storage
are presented.

During excavation, several large (~10 /_m to several ram) fluid inclusions were recovered from
an area of highly recrystallized halite in a thick salt bed at the repository horizon (2150 ft
below ground level). Two populations of inclusions were distinguished on the basis of major
element content, using analyses for Mg, Ca, K, Na, CI, Br, and SO4. We propose that the
inclusion compositions arise from the alteration of calcium sulfate to polyhalite and calcium
carbonate to magnesite, respectively, Overall, the inclusion compositions suggest a significant
departure from a simple sea-water evaporation model.

In addition, 52 samples of brine "weeps" were collected from walls of recently excavated drifts
at the same stratigraphic horizon frorn which the fluid inclusion samples are assumed to have
been taken. Analyses of these fluids show that they differ substantially in composition from
the inclusion fluids (mainly by depletion of magnesium relative to potassium) and cannot be
explained by mixing of the fluid inclusion populations, Because weeps are associated with
argillaceous or anhydritic halite, these fluids may have originated by dewatering of clays
and/or gypsum. Their compositions may have also been modified by selective uptake of Mg
during clay diageneses and by the formation of authigenic magnesite and magnesium silicates,

Finally, holes in the facility floor that filled with brine were sampled but with no stratigraphic
control; therefore it is not possible to interpret the compositions of these brines with any
accuracy, except insofar as they resenable the weep compositions but with greater variations in
both K/Mg and Na/CI ratios. However, the Ca and SO 4 values for the floor holes are
relatively close to the gypsum saturation curve, suggesting that brines filling floor holes have
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been modified by the presence of gypsum or anhydrile, p_ssibly even originating in one or
more of the laterally continuous anhydrite units referred to in the WIPP literature as nlarker
beds,

In conclusion, the wide compositional variely of fluids Pound in the WIPP workings sug_esls
thal an interconnected hydrologic system which could effectively transport radionuclides away
from the repository does nol exist; brine migration studies and experiments must consider the
mobility of inlergranular fluids as well as those in inclusions; and near- and far-field
radionuclide migration testing programs need to consider a wide range of brine compositions
rather than a few reference brines,

Sleln, C.L,, and d,l,. Krumhan_l. 1986b, "Cieochenli¢_l Overview of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Near Carlsbad, New Mexico," ll'a_It, ,'_lallogt'nlenl 86, ll'_l,_il, l_olaliotl ili lh(, US,
Technical Program._ amt Public Edt,'atio_l, Tu¢'_ml, AZ. ,_larch 2-6. 19,_'6, Ed. R.G. Post,
Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona, Vol. 2, 141-144.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is a US Department of Energy sponsored
repository for the long-term storage of transuranic defense-related nuclear waste, located in
the Delaware Basin near C'arlsbad, NM. During excavation, numerous large fluid inclusions
were collecled from highly recryst_allized halite at the repository horizon. The inclusion fluid
compositions define two distinct populations, based on analyses for Ca, Mg, K, Na, CI, llr, and
SO4. Chernical and mineralogical evidence supports our conclusions that the fluid inclusion
compositions arise from early diagenetic changes involving alteration of calcium sulfate
(gypsum or anhydrite) to polyhalite, and calcium carbonate I'calcite or aragonite) to magnesite,

Other brines occurring in the reposilor.v (as "weeps" t}ozing from the walls or collecting in drill
holes in the floor) were also analyzed. These t'luids were found !o differ significantly from
the fluid in_.lusions mainly by depletion t)f n_agnesium relative to potassium, The stratigraphic
association of these fluids with argillaceous and anhydritic halite suggests an origin in
evaporating sea water that was subsequently modified by dewatering of clays and/or gypsum,
and selective uptake of magnesium relative to potassium during clay diagenesis, This
interpretation is compatible with our observations of a suite of authigenic minerals that
includes quartz, magnesile, and magnesium silicates,

Stein, C.I,,, a,tl J,L, Krumhansl. 1988. "A Model t'or the livolution of I]rines in Salt from the
l+ower Salado Formation, Southeastern New Mexico," G_'ot'ItIP_tIt'(I _'1 Co_mocltimica ,,lt'la.
S ANl)85-1999J, Vol, 52, 1037- 1046.

AI:IS'I'RACT: Fluid inclusions were collected l'ron_ a bedded salt h¢_rizt_n in the l.ower Permian
Salado l:ormation in the Delaware Basin, southeastern New Mexico. The sampling horizon, at
depth of approximately 645 m, consists primarily of recrystallized halite, with thin layers of
anhydrite. Other trace minerals, dispersed tlat'ougla_ut the salt, include quartz, polyhalite,
gypsum, K-feldspar, n'_agnesite, and clays, l.arge fluid inclusions (up to several mm on an
edge) are common in the halite; in addition, bands of microscopic (<101tnl) fluid inclusions are
present as primary ("chevron") struclures in t'ragments ol" unrecrystallized salt. We sampled 109
large inclusions by individual extraction ot" tlae t'luids, which were analyzed for Ca, Mg, K,
Na, CI, Br, and SO4. "lhe chemistry of the inclusion fluids and the associated mineralogy
suggest that these brines represent Permian seawater that has undergone evaporation and
subsequent modification by diagenetic reactions, dominated by the alteration of calcium sulfate
to polyhalite, and magnesite formation. The range of fluid inclusion compositions suggests a
significant departure from a simple sea water evaporation model.
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Other brinesfrom the same horizoninlhe Saiadol:()rmati(_nwere sampled and analyzedfor
the same elementsas the fluidinclusions,and differedsigniI'icantlyfrom them primarilyby
the depletion of Mg relative to K, The association of these brines with argilhlceous and/or
anhydritic halite containing a suite of authigenic minerals (quartz, magnesite, and Mg-rich
clays) suggests that these arc intergranular brines with compositions determined over a much
longer time scale than that required by the fluid inclusions, The principal reactions at'l'ect;ng
intergranular brine chemistry arc dehydration of gypsum, dewatering of detrital clays, and
uptake of Mg during clay dingenesis. Overall, the observed variation in brine compositions
implies thai, if large-scale hydrologic circulation is occurring in the Salado halite, the time
scale is limited by the rate required for low-temperature silicate diagenesis,

Stein, C,L,, and D,F, Mc'l'igue. 1988, "Thermal Migration o1"Fluid Inclusions in Ilalite: A
Field Experiment and Model Results," EOS Tran._aelioo._,Ameri('an Geophy,_i('.l Union, Vol,
69, no. 44, 1446. (Abstract Only),

ABSTRACT: Liquid-filled inclusions in sail can migrate up an imposed thermal gradient by
dissolution at the hot inclusion wall and reprecipitation at the cold wall, A large-scale field
experiment was conducted over a period of about three years al the Wllste Isolation Pilot Plant
in which an array of electric healers was emplaced in the Permian salt, l'he heat flux to the
borehole walls was approximately 200 W/m_; the wall temperature reached about 1,10"C, and
the temperature gradient at the wall was ot' the order o1' 40"C/re. Such gr,ldients are about
1/100 those typically achieved in the laboratory, and on which most previous observations are
based.

Post-test petr()graphic analysis of salt within 20-25 cm of the I_orehole shows abundant
evidence of inclusion migration toward the heat source, The largest untlet'ornied inclusions
within this interval are of the order of 50 i_Ill on a side. Above this size, inclusions are
deformed into elongate "tubes" with aspect ratios ot" about 10:1 and -500-1000 _m long.
Assuming that this length represents the n_inimum path of an inclusion, we infer average
migration velocities of the order of ~10 tl m/'sec (~1 tern/day). Both the observed minimum
size for motion and the int'erred _elo¢ity are in good agreement with the theoretical and
laboratory results.

The alteration ot" polyhnlite (K2MgCa_(SO4)4.211_O) to anhydrite in the heated salt indicates a
possible source ot" a portion of the inclusion fluids due to release o1"structural water.

ANNOTATION: The theoretical results Stein and Mc'Figue used t() compare with their
experiment were published by ()lander et al. (1982) in the Jottrmd of ..tppli_'d Ph)',_le._(Vol, 53,
669-681) in 1982. This paper is not included in this bibliogral_hy.

Sit, In, C,I,,, K.I,, Iligl.lin.,i, and R.I,. Morrison. 1989. "l,asar Raman Microanalysis o1' l:luid
Inclusion Gases in Ilalite," EOS l'rmt_acttmt_ .,Im_'r/_'_tlt (;_'Ol_/t)'_lc'_t/ l/_tlfut, Vt)[, 70, 110, 43,

1393. (Abstract Only).

ABS'I'RAC'I: i.aser Raman microanalysis was used to characterize the c()mposition ()1"the
vapor phase in fluid inclusions in halite. 'l'hese analyses _et-e i:_ert'ormed in conjunction with
ongoing studies of halite fluid cornp_)sitit)ns t'or the t)S I.)eparlment of l!nergy's Waste Isolat,ion
Pilot Plant. Samples were selected t'rom clear, colorless, coarsely c,vstalline halite from a
subsurface depth of approximately (_45 m in the Permian Salado l:ormati(_n in the Delaware
Basin, southeastern New Mexico. The fluid inclusions in tlae samples examined are large (up
to a few mm on an edge), with gas bubbles approximately 5 It) 20% by volume of the
inclusion.
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Results were obtained using the 514.5 mm argon ion laser line for excitation and the integrated
peak areas at 2325:t:9, 1554:t:8,and 2916±4 cm -t for N2, 0 2, and CH4, respectively, No other
gases were detected. Gas compositions consisted ot" either N2 and 0 2 or, more commonly, N2
and Ctl(. Although these results are not quantitative, the molar ratios N2:O_ and N2:Ctt 4 are
constant, and the former is similar to atmospheric N2:O_, Variable peak widths and line shifts
in the Raman spectra suggest that internal fluid pressures are slightly greater than atmospheric.

The presence or methane in these inclusions suggests microbial organic decomposition; fluids
trapped in at least some of the inclusions examined may have originated early in the diagenetic
sequence. The occurrence of O2 suggests that atmospheric compositions may not have changed
significantly since the Permian, although contamination by present-day air has not been ruled
out.

5tensrud, W.A., M.A. Bame, K.D. I,antz, A.M. l,,Venue, J.B, Palmer, and G.J. Saulnler, ,Jr,
1987, It'IPP ttydroloRy Program, ll'a_te l_olation Pilot Plant, Southea._ter_ New Mexico,
ttydrologic Data Report #3.

Parts,' A. It'IPP-13 Multipad Te,_t.
B. H-4c, P-17, ERDA-9. am/Cabin Bahy-I Slug "l'e._l_,
C, Engh' and Carper It'ell Pumping 7"e,_l._,
D. IVIPP-12, H-14, and H-15 Drill-Stoat 7'est._,
E, Water-Level D.ta,

SAND87-7125, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic D.ta Report **5 is divided into five parts, The Culebra Dolomite in
WIPP-13 was pumped for 36 days at an average of 30,1 gpm to test the hydraulic response in
wells in the northern part of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) Site (Part A), During the
pumping test and 72-day recovery period, 24 wells and the exhaust shaft showed apparent
responses to the pumping, beginning in one well as soon as I hour after pumping began.
Activities that may have affected water-level monitoring and interpretation are listed in part E
of the data report, Part B reports the developrrtent pumping and slug tests of the Culebra in
four wells in the center and south side of the WIPP Site. Three of the wells were first pumped
for maximum stress to clean the wells and develop good hydraulic connections with the
formation. These tests showed that minimum pumping rates could not be maintained for
pumping tests. Two wells and the exhaust shaft, monitored during pumping at ERDA 9,
showed responses. Slug tests in each hole showed that pressures decreased to or near pretest
levels within one day of the slug. Part C reports the data from short-term pumping tests of
two livestock wells located seven and 15 miles south ot" the WIPP Site. The Engle well,
drawing from the Culebra, was pumped at an average of 9,8 gprn for seven days. The fluid
pressure decreased about 44 psi; within one hour of stopping pumping, fluid pressures were
above pressures at the beginning of the pumping test. The Carper well, completed in
undifferentiated Quaterrmry and Tertiary deposits, was pumped for three days at an average of
12,9 gpnl. The total pressure decline was about 14 psi', within five hours after punlping ended,
the well recovered to within about 5 psi of original pressure. Part D reports drill-stem tests
(DST) at three wells in various fot'nlations. Six DSTs in WIPP-12 tested the Castile brine
reservoir and the Salado Formatiort. Salado intervals were determined by sulfate units which
provided good packer seats. DST and pulse or slug tests ira 11-14 were conducted in members
of the Rustler Formation and in the Dewey Lake Formation. "l'he Culebra in H-15 was tested
by DST and slug tests. !t-14 and t-t-15 were drilled with fluids containing known amounts of
a conservative tracer, Water samples collected during cleaning of these wells were tested to
determine the drilling fluid loss and recovery. Tracer concentrations indicate ntost of the lost
fluid was recovered during these operations. Part E reports the water level data recorded for
46 wells completed in the Culebra and eight completed to the Magenta. The data are
uncorrected for fluid density or barometric-pressure fluctuations. DWP
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ANNOTATION: Hydrologic data reports #I-4 are included under Hydro Geo C'henl, Inc.,
(1985); Intera Technologies, Inc., and llydro Geo Chem, Inc,, (1985); Intera Technologies, Inc.,
(1986); and Saulnier el al. (1987).

Stensrud, W,A., M.A. Bame, K.D. Lantz, T.I,, Cauffman, J,B. Pallner, and G.J. Saulnler, Jr,
1988, IVIPP H.vdrology Program, ll'a._le l._olalirm Pih)l Plaltl. Solahea._terl! New Mexico,
tt.vdrologic Data Report #6,

Parts: A. Waste-Handling Shaft Pul.w Testing,
B, H-I, H-12, and P-15 Slug Te._ts.
C, H- 2 Pumping 7'est,
D, H-16, t1-17, and t1-18 Drill-Stem, Slug, and Pul,_e Test,_,
E, Water-Level Data,

SAND87-7166, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic Data Report #6 is organized into five parts reporting data obtained
from May through October 1987, Part A reports the results o1" pulse-injections tests in six
horizontal holes at four levels within tile Rustler and upper Salado IZormations in tile Waste
Handling Shaft, Part B reports the history of three wells (11-1, 11-12, and P-15) and the
results of slug testa on the Culebra. For II-I, fluid pressure decreased to about pretest levels
within one day. For 11-12 and P-15, pressures decreased within about two days. Part C
reports a 20-day pumping and water quality sampling test ol' the Culebra conducted at ll-2a.
Fluid pressures were observed at other wells at 11-2 hydropad during tile pumping test and 40
days after pumping enaed, The pumping rate was about 17 gph (luring most of the lesl.
Electrolytic conductivity values stabilized at about 14,000/_S,'cm after initial readings of about
28,000 p.S/cnl. Part D describes drill-stem tests (DSTs), slug, and pulse tests of the Rustler
Formation in FI-16, 11-17, and 11-18. DSTs in 11-16 were conducted as the hole reached
different testing intervals during drilling. The Culebra Dolomite Member was tested in H-17
and H-It. Part E presents water level czata collected during the report period from 59
observation wells, some of which are conupleted to more than one interval. Forty-eight wells
are completed to the Culebra, eight wells to the Magenta, two to tile Rustler-Salado contact,
and single wells to the Forty-niner Member, The Dewey l_.ake Formation, and the Bell Canyon
Formation. The data are uncorrected for fluid density or barometric presure. DWP

Stensrud, W.A., M.A. Bame, K,D. l,antz, J.B. Palmer, and G.J. Saulnler, Jr. 1988. IVIPP
tt.l'drolog.i, Program, It'a,_:c l.wdatitm Pilot Plwlt, Soltthca._terll New ,,_fe.vico, tt.vdrologic Data
Rt'porl # 7.

Paris,' A, IVIPP-30, IVIPP-12, and P-I,_' Slug 7'e,_t,_,
B. H-lib4 Drill-Stem, Slug, and Pumping 7"e,st,,,.
C. H- I h' Pumpittg 7'e._t.
D. Water-Level Data.

SAND88-7014. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: ttydrologic Data Report #7 is organized into t'our parts, A, B, C, and D, and
contains hydrologic testing and water-level data from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site from December 1987 through April 1988. Part A describes the slug tests performed at
WIPP-30, WIPP-12, and P-18 to evaluate the hydrologic parameters of the Culebra Dolomite at
each site. Part B describes the drill-stem, slug, and pumping tests perl'ormed at It-lib4. Part
C describes a 72-hour pumping lest conducted at 11-18 as part of a well cleaning process
preparing for the taking o1" Culebra water samples. Part I) presents water-level data collected
from December 1987 through April 1988 in observation wells completed in the Dewey Lake
Red Beds, the l=orty-niner, Magenta Dolomite, Culebra Dolomite, the contact between the
Rustler and Salado Formations, and the Bell Canyon Formation. l.-'luid pressure data were
collected from H-16, which is completed in all five members of the Rustler Formation. DWP
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Stensrud, W.A., M.A. flame, K.D. Lantz, J.B. Palmer, and G.J. Saulnier, Jr. 1990. WIPP
Hydrology Program, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Southeastern New Mexico. Hydrologic Data
Repo, t #8.

Parts." A. H-II Muitipad Pumping and Convergent-Flow Tracer Test.
B. P-14 Air-Lift Pumping Test.
C. AEC-7 and D-268 Slug Tests.
D. H-2hl. H-3bl, and H-3d Slug attd Pulse Tests.
E. Hydraulic Effects of Air-Intake Shaft Construction.
F. Water-Level Data.

SAND89-7056. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Hydrologic Data Report #8 is organized into six parts, A, B, C, D, E, and F,
and contains hydrologic testing and water-level data from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site from May 1988 through August 1989. Part A describes a muitipad pumping and
four-well convergent-flow tracer test at the H-II hydropad. H-Ilbl was pumped at 6.08 gpm
for 63 clays and water level responses were observed a 10 observation wells up to 15,500 ft
from H-II. Conservative benzoic-acid tracers were injected after 9 days of pumping at H-
lib2, H-lib3, and HI l-b4, 70 ft, 69 ft, and 141 ft from H-llbl, respectively. Tracer
breakthrough was achieved for all injectates. Part B describes a 72-hour airlift pumping test
of the Culebra Dolomite conducted at P-14 after the well was reperforated and acid treated.
Part C describes slug-injection/withdrawal testing of the Culebra Dolomite at wells AEC-7 and
D-268. Both wells were shot perforated across the Culebra intervals and developed before
testing. The slug tests were performed using small diameter inflatable minipackers installed in
tubing above the packer-isolated Culebra Dolomite test intervals. Part D describes slug-
injection/withdrawal and pulse-injection/withdrawal testing of the Magenta Dolomite at wells
H-2bl and H-3bl, and of the Forty-niner Member at well H-3d. Part E contains data
regarding hydraulic effects of drilling the Air Intake Shaft pilot hole and upreaming of the Air
Intake Shaft. Fluid-pressure responses were observed by transducers installed with a
multipacker completion tool in well H-16, 56 ft from the shaft, and water-level responses were
observed in other nearby wells. Part E also contains a log of shaft-construction activities.
Part F contains water-level and fluid-pressure data collected from May 1988 through August
1989 in observation wells completed in the Dewey Lake Red Beds; the Forty-niner, Magenta
Dolomite, Culebra Dolo:aite, and unnamed lower members of the Rustler Formation; the
contact between the Rust_er and Saladc_ Formations; and the Bell Canyon Formation at and
near the WIPP Site.

Stevens, K., and W. Beyeler. 1985. Determination of Diffusivities in the Rustler Formation
From Exploratory-Shaft Construction at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Southeastern New
Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations Report 85-4020. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological
Survey.

ABSTRACT: The construction of an exploratory shaft 12 ft in diameter into the Salado
Formation (repository horizon for transuranic (TRU) waste material) at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico affected water levels in water-bearing
zones above the repository horizon. The responses in the water-bearing zones were recorded at
hydrologic test pads HI, H2b, and H3. Interpretation of the construction history of the
exploratory shaft produced an approximation of construction-generated hydraulic stresses at
the shaft. The magnitude of these stresses was estimated using the hydrographs from
hydrologic test pad HI. Whereas flow rates from the Magenta Dolomite and Culebra Dolomite
_,'mbers of the Rustler Formation into the exploratory shaft were unknown, the ratio of
transmissivity to storage (diffusivity) was determined by mathematically simulating the
hydrologic stresses with a flood wave response digital model.
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In the Magenta Dolomite Member, the time of occurrence of the initial slope break, amplitude,
and slope of the hydrograph recorded at test pad HI were matched to a set of type curves
generated using a diffusivity of 0.03 ft2/sec. In the Culebra Dolomite Member of hydrologic
test pad H1, the timing was matched with a diffusivity of 0.5 ft2/sec. The slope and
amplitude of the response were also matched with a diffusivity of 0.5 ft2/sec, in the Culebra
at hydrologic test pad H2b, the diffusivity value obtained from matching the time of the
response was less than i.0 ft2/sec, and the diffusivity value obtained from matching the
amplitude and slope was more than 0.5 ft2/sec. In the Culebra at hydrologic test pad H3, the
diffusivity value from the response time was 1.0 ft2/sec, and the diffusivity values from the
amplitude and slope were 0.5 ft2/sec.

These results indicate that the Magenta Dolomite and Culebra Dolomite Members of the
Rustler Formation can be modeled as homogeneous, isotropic, and confined water-bearing
zones. One simple and consistent explanation, but by no means the only explanation, of the
lack of a single diffusivity value in the Culebra water-bearing zone is that local effects in or
near the observation wells at the hydrologic test pads dampen the amplitude of water-level
changes.

Stewart, D.B., B.F. Jones, E. Roedder, and R.W. Potter. [1979]. "Summary of United States
Geological Survey Investigations of Fluid-Rock-Waste Reactions in Evaporite Environments
Under Repository Conditions," IAEA/OECD Underground Disposal of Radioactive Wastes
Symposium, Finland, July 2-6, 1979. Vol. l, 335. (Available from R.R. Bowker, New
York, NY).

ABSTRACT: The interstitial and inclusion fluids contained in rock salt and anhydrite, though
present in amounts less than 1 weight %, are chemically aggressive and may react with
canisters or wastes. The three basic types of fluids are bitterns residual from saline mineral
precipitation including later recrystallization reactions; brines cont_:,ning residual solutes from
the formation of evaporites that have been extensively modified by reactions with contiguous
carbonates or clastics; and re-solution brines resulting from seconda, y dehydration of evaporite
minerals or solution of saline minerals by undersaturated infiltrating waters. Fluid composition
can indicate that meteoric flow systems have contacted evaporites, or that fluids from
evaporites have migrated into other formations.

The movement of fluids trapped in fluid inclusions in salt from southeastern New Mexico is
most sensitive to ambient temperature and inclusion size, although several other factors such as
thermal gradient and vapor/liquid ratio are also important. There is no evidence of a
threshold temperature for movement for inclusions. Empirical data are given for determining
the amount of brine reaching the heat source if the temperature, approximate amount of total
dissolved solids, and Ca:Mg ratio in the brine is kn:_wn. SrCI2 and CsCI can reach high
concentrations in saturated NaCI solutions and greatly depress the liquids. The possibility that
such fluids, if generated, could migrate from a high-level waste repository must be minimized
because the fluid would contain its own radiogenic energy source in the first decades after
repository closure, thus changing the thermal evolution of the repository for designed values.

Stinebaugh, R.E. 1979. Compressibilitl'o/Gramdaled Rock Sail. SAND79-1119. Albuquerque,
NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Crushed rock salt will be used extensively at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) as a material for backfilling underground openings. This document addresses one of
the characteristics of crushed salt, which must be known to assess the consequences of its
usage, namely compressibility.
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Stone, C.M., R.D. Krieg, and L.J. Branstetter. 1981. The Effects of Clay Seam Behavior on
WIPP Repository Design. SAND81-0768. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The geology at ttle southeastern New Mexico Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site consists of bedded layers of rock salt, anhydrite, polyhalite, mixtures of those materials,
and thin clay seams. In spite of their very small (0.005 m-0.05 m) thickness, clay seams are
important to structural characterization of the WIPP stratigraphy since slip might possibly take
place across them. This report describes the results of a study to determine the effects of clay
seam frictional slip on the closure of a well-defined drift configuration. A Mohr-Coulomb
dry friction model was used to model the active clay seams. The main thrust of the study was
to determine the effects of friction coefficient variability on drift closure. Results show that
the drift closure varies by a factor of 3.0 over the range of friction coefficients studied. The
maximum slip observed along any clay seam was 0.12 m. For values of # > .7, virtually no
slip occurs along any clay seam.

Stormont, J.C. 1984. Plugging and Sealing Program for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(IVIPP). SAND84-1057. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents the current intentions and directions of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) plugging and sealing program. The plugging and sealing program is
responsible for developing the design basis and criteria for sealing the penetrations (boreholes,
shafts, and drifts) associated with the WIPP. Estimates of sealing requirements indicate that
the technical requirements for sealing will not be great. Conceptual designs presented in this
report call for the use of salt, cementitious materials, and clay in the form of seals (or
bulkheads) and backfills. The state of knowledge and remaining technical concerns for sealing
the WIPP Facility are reviewed, and a program of laboratory, field, and modeling efforts to
resolve these issues is described.

Stormont, J.C., ed. 1986a. Development and lmplemenlalimt." Test Serie.s A of ttte Small-Scale
Seal Performance Tests. SAND85-2602. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The first in a series of in situ experiments to evaluate candidate salt repository
sealing materials and sealing configurations has been initiated in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). Test series A of the Small-Scale Seal Performance "rests is providing
structural/thermal and fluid-flow information for the evaluation of a newly developed
expansive salt-water based concrete. This report provides information necessary for evaluating
these data, including "as-built" test configurations, instrumentation development and
specifications, development and properties of the concrete, and applicable rock properties.
Also included are descriptions of some activities required to implement this test, such as
drilling and seal instrumentation emplacement.

Stormont, J.C. 1986b. "In Situ Seal Tests at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Waste
Management 86. Waste Isolation in the US. Technical Programs and Public Education,
Tucson, AZ. March 2-6, 1986. Ed. R.G. Post. SAND85-1989C. Tucson, AZ: University of
Arizona. Vol. 2, 167-176.

ABSTRACT: The first in a series of in situ tests on candidate seal performance has been
conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). These tests represent a phase of testing
intermediate between laboratory and full-scale seal evaluations and are significant because they
will provide an in situ evaluation of the thermal, mechanical, and fluid flow performance of
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seal systems. The scale of the tests allowed the cost-efficient conduct of numerous tests under
a wide range of conditions.

The first test series is evaluating an expansive, salt-water based concrete emplaced in boreholes
drilled in the floor of the WIPP Facility. Emplaced seals range in size from 3-ft (91-cm)
diameter by 3-ft (91-cm) length to 6-in (15-cm) diameter by I-ft (30-cm) length to examine
size effects. In some emplacements, the seal material and the adjacent rock was instrumented
to obtain data on the temperature, stress, strain, and displacement fields. Results after 180
days indicate substantial interface pressures from creep of the surrounding rock salt. After the
seals had cured about I month, a series of gas and brine permeability measurements, including
tracers, was made. These measurements reveal that the concrete seal system is an excellent
barrier to both brine and gas. These measurements will be repeated in the future to discern
time-dependent effects.

Stormont, J.C. 1986c. "Summary of the Plugging and Sealing Program for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP)," Working Papers From the US/FRG Workshop on Sealing and Backfilling
of a Salt Repository. Albuquerque, NM, September 23-25. 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus,
Olt: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Project Management Division. !I-2-1
through 11-2-27. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Plugging and Sealing Program will develop the design bases and criteria for
shaft, drift, and borehole seals for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) with the goal of
minimizing releases of radionuclides from man-made penetrations into the WIPP. The basic
goal is to limit the flow of fluid through the repository rather than achieve a perfect seal. The
plugging and sealing program consists of four main parts: formation and repository
characterization, materials development, in situ seal performance, and seal design evaluation.
The principal seal materials being considered are cemeptitious materials, salt, and bentonite.
Granular salt is the focus of laboratory testing, mechanistic studies, and development of
constitutive relations for numerical modeling. In situ experiments are being conducted in
phases, beginning with the small-scale seal performance tests and progressing to the large-scale
seal performance tests. A data base is being developed pertaining to all aspects of sealing and
fluid movements in the facility. Designs will be evaluated in 1988 and 1992. DWP

ANNOTATION: See Stormont (1988) for design evaluation.

Stormont, d.C. 1986d. "Overview of the Small Scale Seal Performance Tests (SSSPTs)," Working
Papers From the US/FRG IVorkshop on Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt Repository.
Albuquerque, NM. September 23-25. 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus OH: Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Project Management Division. i!-!6-1 through 11-16-3.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Seal components are being tested in situ to validate design concepts.
Intermediate-scale tests span the large size difference between laboratory and full-scale in situ
tests. The tests evaluate the system, including the intact formation, the "disturbed" zone
around the excavation, the seal/rock interface, and the seal material.

Five test series have been designed: salt-water based concrete seals in vertical boreholes; salt-
water based concrete in horizontal boreholes; salt or salt and bentonite block and mortar
structures in 36-in.-diameter horizontal holes; compacted backfill materials in 36-in.-diameter
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vertical boreholes; and salt-water based concrete in vertical boreholes including both halite and
anhydrite zones. DWP

Stormont, d.C. 1987. Small-Scale Seal Performa,ce Test Series "A" Thermal/Structural Data
Through the 180th Day. SAND87-0178. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: As part of an in situ test of the performance of concrete seals, measurements of
temperature, strain, stress, and displacement are being made in seals and in adjacent rock.
The seals vary in size from 15.2-cm diameter by 30.4-cm length to 91.4-cm diameter by
91.4-cm length, and are located in vertical boreholes in predominately halite host rock. This
report contains data collected through the 180th day after seal emplacement and presents
discussion and conclusions based on these data. A double hump in the temperature history
resulting from concrete hydration was consistently observed and is thought to be a result of the
two-phase hydration of the concrete. The concrete-strain and stress data indicate that creep of
adjacent rock is the predominant mechanism for stress and strain changes in the seals. The
trend of these data suggests that they may eventually stabilize or equilibrate. The seals
exhibited little structural response to a 2-MPa axial load from fluid flow/permeability testing,
indicating substantial concrete/rock interface strength.

Stormont, d.C. 1988. Prelimittar.v Seal De.sigtt Evaluatio, for the IVaste lsolatio, Pilot Pla,l.
SAND87-3083. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: This report presents a preliminary evaluatio_l of design concepts for the eventual
sealing of the shafts, drifts, and boreholes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility.
The purpose of the seal systems is to limit the flow of water into, through, and out of the
repository. The principal design strategy involves the consolidation of crushed or granular salt
in response to the closure of the excavations in salt. Other candidate seal materials are
bentonite, cementitious mixtures, and possibly asphalt. Results from in situ experiments and
modeling studies, as well as laboratory materials testing and related industrial experience, are
used to develop seal designs for shafts, waste storage panel entryways, non-waste containing
drifts, and boreholes. Key elements of the ongoing experimental program are identified.

Stormont, d.C. 1990a. Di.sco,tittuot¢.s_ Behavior Neat" Exc'al,alio,s i, a Bedded Salt Formalio,.
SAND89-2403. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Discontinuous behavior is being observed and measured in the vicinity of
excavations constructed in a bedded salt formation 650 m below ground surface for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility. The 2-m thick salt layer in the immediate roof acts as a
beam, shearing along a thin overlying anhydrite/clay seam. Vertical separations between the
immediate roof layer and the overlying strata are often observed at the anhydrite/clay seam
above the center of excavations of larger span (11 m). The floor of the excavations is
comprised of a l-m thick salt layer underlain by a I-m thick predominantly anhydrite layer
(referred to as MB-139). Fractures in MB-139 develop beneath most excavations, with
increased fracture frequency with drift span and age. In the excavations of larger span (11
m), MB-139 eventually debonds along the underlying clay layer. The salt layer overlying MB-
139 develops both shear and tension failure. In a few locations below excavations of large
span, continuous fracture systems are developing from rib to rib through MB-139 and the
overlying salt. In the ribs, there is limited fracturing within the first meter of most larger
excavations. Vertical fractures develop in pillars at most intersections. The discontinuous
behavior is qualitatively consistent with analyses of the formation behaving as a layered
medium (elastic beam analysis) and limited tensile and compressive failure of the rock salt.
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The significance of the discontinuous behavior is that it can dominate the effective fluid
transport properties of the formation near the excavation, and therefore requires consideration
in the design of repository seals. Futhermore, the discontinuous behavior must be monitored
and is a very important consideration in the maintenance program designed to assume a safe
underground environment.

Stormont, J,C. 1990b. Summar), of 1988 WIPP Facility Horizon G_s Flow Measurements.
SAND89-2497. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Numerous gas-flow measurements have been made at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon during 1988. All tests have been pressure-decay or constant-
pressure tests from single boreholes drilled from the underground excavations. The test fluid
has been nitrogen. The data have been interpreted as permeabilities and porosities by means
of a transient numerical solution method, A closed form steady-state approximation provides a
reasonable order of magnitude permeability estimate. The effective resolution of the
measurement system is less than 10-20 m2.

Results indicate that beyond ! to 5 m from an excavation, the gas flow is very small, and the
corresponding permeability is below the system resolution. Within the first meter of an
excavation, the interpreted permeabilities can be five orders of magnitude greater than the
undisturbed or far-field permeability. The interpreted permeabilities in the region between
the undisturbed region and the first meter from an excavation are in the range of 10-16 to
10-_o ms. Measurable gas flow occurs to a greater depth into the roof above WIPP excavations
of different sizes and ages than into the ribs and floor. The gas-flows into the formation
surrounding the smallest excavation tested are consistently lower than those at similar locations
surrounding larger excavations of comparable age. Gas flow measured in the interbed layers
near the WIPP excavations is highly variable. Generally, immediately above and below
excavations, relatively large gas flow is measured in the interbed layers. These results are
consistent with previous measurements and indicate a limited disturbed zone surrounding WIPP
excavations.

Stormont, J.C., and J.G. Arguello. 1988. Model Calculations of Flow Through Shaft Seals in
the Rustler Formation. SAND87-2859. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A simple model of one-dimensionaldarcy flow through shaft seals in the Rustler
Formation overlying the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon was developed to
provide a means of conducting parametric evaluations of seal design and p,_tormance. The
model provides for a number of intervals in series between the top of the Rustler Formation
and the top of the Salado Formation. Each interval has three parallel flow paths (seal material,
adjacent rock, and seal/rock interface). Ranges of input values for seal, rock, and interface
performance were estimated from available literature and inference. Calculations were
performed to determine the sensitivity of the flow rate through the seal system to the type,
location, assumed performance, and number of seal components. The seal system response was
determined to be most sensitive to permeability of the host rock, Uncertainties regarding the
concrete/rock interface and the degradation of the concrete may render the concrete
ineffective as a long-term flow barrier. Bentonite, owing to its low permeability and probable
long-term stability, may be an acceptable long-term seal material. The results of these
calculations highlight data needs that include determination of host rock permeability and
measurement and predictions of bentonite stability.
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Stormont, J.C., and C.L. Howard. 1986. Development and lmph'menlation.' Test Series B of the
Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests. SAND86-1329. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The second in a series of in situ experiments to evaluate candidate salt
repository sealing materials and sealing configurations has been initiated in the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP). Test Series B of the Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests is providing
structural/thermal and fluid-flow information for the evaluation of horizontally emplaced
expansive salt-water based concrete seals. This report provides information necessary for
evaluating these data, including "as built" test configurations and descriptions of activities such
as drilling and seal instrumentation emplacement, including the development of an adequate
seal-emplacement technique.

Stormont, d.C., and C.L. Howard. 1987. Development. Implementation and Early Results: Test
Series C of the Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests. SAND87-2203. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The third in a series of in situ experiments to evaluate candidate salt repository
seal materials and sealing configurations has been initiated in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). Test Series C of the Small-Scale Seal Performance Tests is providing structural and
fluid-flow information for the evaluation of seals made from salt and salt/bentonite mixtures
pressed into block form. This report provides information about the development and
implementation of this test including a description of the machine used to press the blocks;
results from a limited study to optimize the blocks; estimates of block properties; description
of instrumentation used in Test Series C to measure pressure and displace,,,nent; seal
emplacement methods; and "as-built" hole, seal, and instrumentation configurations.
Deformation and pressure data through about 160 days after seal emplacement are given.
Preliminary fluid flow results indicate the salt/bentonite block-type seals may be effective
barriers to flow shortly after installation.

Stormont, J.C., R.V. Matalucci, and lt.S. Morgan. 1983. "Field Evaluation of Stress
Measurement Techniques in Rock Salt," 3Olh International ln._lrumenlalion Symposium,
Denver, CO, May 7-10. 1984. SAND83-2051A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories. (Abstract Only; Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: As part of the nuclear Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Research and
Development Program, three underground field experiments were performed, one in potash
and two in rock salt in southeastern New Mexico, to investigate the feasibility of using
borehole inclusion stress meters to measure in situ stress and/or stress changes in salt. These
tests provided a direct comparison of various inclusion gauges and served to determine time-
dependent gauge response, to demonstrate repeatability ot" gauge response, and to investigate
the effects of preload on gauge response. Gauges used were the strain gauged stress meter
(SGS), US Bureau of Mines (USBM) pressure cells (borehole pressure cell [BPCI and cylindrical
pressure cell [CPC]), and developmental pressure cell gauges (USBMX and Sandia Pressure Cell
[SPC]).

Borehole deformation resulted in the loading of these borehole inclusion devices; this load was
detected by a strain gauged columnar plug for the SGS and by hydraulic fluid pressure for the
remaining gauges. Usually, these measurements can be related to in situ stress changes via
analytical expressions, which depend on material properties of both the gauge and the rock. In
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salt, however, the use of these expressions is complicated by the time-dependent deformation
(creep) of the surrounding rock salt.

The gauges were calibrated in the laboratory and then installed underground in horizontal
boreholes. These boreholes were nominally 50-ft deep and in some cases required diameter
tolerances of less than ,01-in. USBM pressure cells and SGSs were inserted in the boreholes
with a special tool, and USBMX and SPC gauges were grouted in place. Preloads on the
gauges ranged from less than 100 psi to 2500 psi.

Gauge output has been monitored for up to 8 months and will continue. Of the 30 SGSs, 24
BPCs, i0 CPCs, 2 USBMXs, and 2 SPCs installed, reasonable consistency was observed within
individual gauge types. However, correlations between gauge types require further study and
analysis. Some gauges responded significantly to induced stress changes, others showed less
sensitivity. Gauge readings initially changed rapidly with time and approached steady-state
equilibrium values at longer times. The relationship between the steady-state readings and the
in situ stress state is currently under investigation. Gauge preload did not, after time, appeal"
to significantly influence gauge response. A few early gauge failures were attributed to
pressure leaks caused by corrosion.

Stormont, J.C., R.V. Matalucci, and ll,S. Morgan. 1984. "Field Tests of Stress Measurement
Techniques in Rock Salt," ln._trumentation in the Aero._pace hldu._try, Proceedings of the 30th
htternalional lnstrumetltation Sympo._ium, Deriver, CO, 3Ia.l' 7-10, 1984. SAND83-2507C,
Research Triangle Park, NC: Instrument Society of America. 421-444. (Available from
Engineering Societies Library, New York, NY).

ABSTRACT: Three underground field tests were performed in southeastern New Mexico as
part of the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Research
and Development Program. These tests, one in potash-rich halite and two in relatively pure
halite (rock salt), investigated the feasibility of using borehole inclusion stress meters to
measure in situ stress and stress changes in salt. The tests provided a comparison of inclusion
stress meters and demonstrated various qualities of gauge response, including time-dependent
characteristics, repeatability, and the effects of preload. Three gauge types comprising five
gauges were used: the strain gauged stressmeter (SGS); two US Bureau of Mines (USBM)
hydraulic pressure cells called the borehole pressure cell (BPC) and the cylindrical pressure cell
(CPC); and two development pressure cells called the USBMX and the Sandia Pressure Cell
(SPC). Gauge response has been reasonably consistent. However, further study is required of
the correlations between gauge types and between gauge output and the in situ state of stress.

Stormont, J.C., E.W. Peterson, and P.L. Lagus. 1987. Summar._' of and Observations About
WIPP Facility Horizon Flow Measurement._ Ttlrough 1986, SAND87-0176. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Numerous gas-flow measurements have been made at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Facility horizon from 1984 through 1986, Almost all tests have been constant-
pressure or pressure-decay tests from single boreholes drilled in the underground excavations.
Results indicate that beyond about 2 m from an excavation, both halite and interbeds
(anhydrite and clay layers) allowed very low gas flows, and calculated permeabilities are below
I microdarcy. In regions within 2 m of an excavation, very high flow rates were measured in
the interbeds immediately above and below an excavation when the test hole was drilled from
near the center of the excavation. Further, measured flow rates increase with the width of the
excavation. The halite also permits substantially greater gas flow within about i m of the
excavations. Limited tracer measurements reveal that flow paths, in both the halite and
interbeds in the near field region, are significantly larger than those in the presumed
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undisturbed condition, The gas-flow measurements are consistent with the development of a
(perhaps partially saturated) dilatant zone (increased porosity) around the excavations,
Considerable uncertainty is associated with permeabilities calculated from these flow
measurements, due to unknowns c)t' rock saturation, entry pressure effects, flow homogeneity,
etc.

Observations based on these gas flow measurements will aid in understanding the behavior and
response ot" rocks surrounding the WlPP Facility excavations, The implications of these
measurements for seal design are useful, particularly in assessing the degree of seal bypass to
expect in adjacent rock. Results suggest that seals be ernplaced as soon as possible after
e×cavation and in as narrow drifts as possible to minimize potential bypass. These data are
also useful in separate studies of brine influx and gas generation/dissipation. Future
nle'lsurements will focus on the development and extent of the disturbed zone and on obtaining
data that will make conversion of I'low data to intrinsic permeabilities more defensible.

Slowe, R.L, 1985. Creep 7'e.s! of II'IPP Site Anhj,drite Core, Miscellaneous Paper SL-85-13,
Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment Station, Corps ol" I..'ngineers.

ABSTRACT: A creep reaction frame, a test specimen det'ormation .jacket, a data-acquisition
system, and a triaxial chamber were readied and verified for their suitability for conducting
triaxial creep tests of hard rock. All the equipment was found to be adequate for doing
triaxial creep tests. A limited number of creep tests were conducted on anhydrite rock core
from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. Three ot" the t'our creep stages were observed
during the testing. A logarithmic function was found to best fit the transient and steady-state
creep stages.

Stroup, D.E., and P.E. Senseny. 1987. Influence Of lYettlcmih' CoHlc'ttt 0t_ Consolidation And
Permeahilit.I, Of Crushed Sail From The It'IPP, Topical Report RSI-0309, Rapid City, SD:
RE/SPEC, Inc.

ABSTRACT: Nine consolidation tests were conducted under hydrostatic stresses of either 1.72
or 3.45 MPa at a ternperature of 25°(7 to evaluate the influence of moisture and bentonite
content on permeability and consolidation of crushed salt. 'lhree percentages by weight of
bentonite (5, 15, and 30) and two moisture contents (as-received and 2% above as-received by
weight) were used in sample preparation. Pernleability was measured using argon and brine.

Results show that permeability is lowered and consolidation decreased by the addition of
bentonite to the crushed salt. Argon permeability is also lower for denser samples. Brine
permeability, however, does not appear to decrease with increasing density. Volumetric strains
obtained at the higher hydrostatic stress of 3.45 MPa and the additional 2% moisture are larger
than those obtained at the lower hydrostatic stress of 1.72 MPa and the as-received moisture
content. Predictions of Iong-terrn consolidation from the short-term results using a least
squares fit of volumetric strain versus Iogl,(t) would underpredict long-term volumetric strain,
especially for brine-penetrated material.

Sumlin, H.A. 1981, A Re'port ott the Development of EqttipmeHI and 7"echniqm's fro" Drilling and
,_lachiJting Bedded Salt. SANDS0-2603. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRAC'F: For several years, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has been involved in the
development of equipment and techniques used in the evaluation of bedded salt as a storage
media for nuclear waste, beginning with the IVIPP Cmweptual Design Report for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and continuing with field and laboratory experirnents. They
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indicate the need for a more complete understanding ol" bedded salt as an engineering material.
This report discusses various aspects of bedded salt in its comparison to other materials,
machining methods in the laboratory, and equipment development to support experiments in
mines.

ANNOTATION: Design documents are described in Dennis el al. (1977) and Scuily (i977).
The WIPP Conceptual Design Report was published as SAND77-0274 in June 1977; it is not
included in this bibliography because its subject matter is engineering design,

Sutherland, tI.J,, and S,P. Cave. 1979. Gas Permeahilit.v of SENM Rock Salt. SAND78-2287.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Laboratory measurements of the argon gas perrneability for rt_ck salt specimens
from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP)Site in southeast New Mexico are obtained by
using a transient, pressure step technique. Hydrostatic and differential pressure states are
investigated as a function of confining pressure and time. These data, when combined with
the results of other experimenters, lead to the conclusions that the in situ permeability of the
undisturbed formation is less than 0.05 microdarcy; the introduction of non lithostatic stress
states into the formation, as with mining, may produce connected porosity that will increase
the permeability of the formation; and, hydrostatic pressure states applied for finite-time
periods tend to "heal" the formation to its original undisturbed state.

Sutherland, H,J., and S.P. Cave. 1980. "Argon Gas Permeability of New Mexico Rock Salt
Under Hydrostatic Compression," International Jmo'nal of Rock Mechanics amt Mining
Sciences and Geomechanics Abstracts, Vol. 17, no, 5, 281-288.

ABSTRACT: Laboratory measurernents of the argon gas permeability for rock salt specimens
from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeast New Me_ico are obtained by
using a transient, pressure step technique. Permeabilities of seven specimens are investigated
as a function of hydrostatic compression and time, These data, when evaluated with the
results of other authors, lead to the conclusions that if this formation is in a state of
hydrostatic compression in its undisturbed state, then its in situ permeability is less than 5 x
10-2° m2. And, if any connected porosity is introduced into t'ormation, as with mining, the
formation can "heal" itself if it returns to a hydrostatic pressure state.

Sutherla,Ht, I I.J., and D.E. Munson. 1983. Suhsidem'e Prediction for ttigh Extraction Mining
Using Complemeotarl' htfluence Funcliolts. SAND82-2949. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National t.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Surface subsidence caused by high-extraction underground mining is described
through complernentary influence functions. The concept of complementary functions was
introduced recently by Sutherland and Munson. This concept differs from other proposed
concepts in that the surface displacement is the result of the combined contributions of mined
and unmined zones, This approach eliminates computational difficulties experienced with the
conventional influence functions in determining the deflections above the rib side and in the
application of influence functions to complex room and pillar configurations. The analysis
framework is reported here in two forms. The first is for the complete complementary
influence function formulation and the second is the degenerate case of the complementary
influence functions applied to a Iongwall geometry. The former is solved analytically; the
latter graphically. 13oth are illustrated with analyses of actual case histories.
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Sweet, J,N. 1979. Pre._._ur_' E//ec't,_ olt 7'hermal Coltduc'tivit.l' and E._.'pattsiott o/ Geologic
Material._. SAND78-1991. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Through analysis of existing data, an estimate is made o1"the effect of pressure
or depth on the thermal conductivity and expansion of geologic materials that could be present
in radioactive waste repositories. In the case of homc)geneous dense materials, only small shifts
are predicted to occur at depths .'5-3kin, and these shifts will be insignificant as compared to
those caused by temperature variations. As the porosity of the medium incre'ises, the variation
of conductivity and expansion with pressure becomes greater, with conductivity increasing and
expansion decreasing as pressure increases. The pressure dependence of expansion can be
found from data on the temperature variation of the isobaric compressibility. In a worst-case
estimate, a decrease in expansion of ~25% is predicted for 5% porous sandst..,_ne at a depth of 3
kin. The thermal conductivity of a medium with gaseous inclusions increases as the porosity
decreases, with the magnitude of the increase being dependent on the details of the porosity
collapse. Based on analysis of existing data on tuff and sandstone, a weighted geometric mean
formula is recommended for use in calculating the conductivity of porous rock, The effect of
pressure on the conductivity of rock with liquid inclusions will be small unless the liquid is
boiled away in response to elevated temperature produced by the presence of a nearby heat
source. In this case an appreciable decrease in the conductivity could occur. As a result of
this study, it is recommended that rneasurement of rock porosity versus depth receive increased
attention in exploration studies and that the effect ot" porosity on thermal conductivity and
expansion should be examined in more detail.

Sweet, J.N., and J,E, McCreight, 1980a, Thermal C'omit,'tivitl' o/ Roch_alt aJtd Other Geologic'
Material,s From ttle Site of t11_, Proposed II,"aste l._olatiolt Pilot Plaltt. SAND79-1665.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The measurements first reported on the thermal conductivity of samples taken
from a borehole at the site of the proposed nuclear Waste Isol.'ltion Pilot Plant (WIPP) near
Carlsbad, NM, have been extended to include additional samples and higher temperature
measurements. Samples for measurements were taken from several depths of three wells,
including the well AEC-8 frorrl which samples were obtained. These samples ranged from
relatively pure rock salt (NaCi) with small amounts of interstitial anhydrite to esse_;tially
nonsalt samples composed of gypsum or clay, The measurements in this test series were
conducted at Sandia National L.aboratories (SNL) using the longitudinal heat flow appar_tus, at
the Los Alamos Scientific l.aboratory (L.ASI.) using a transient line source technique, and at
Dynatech Corp., Cambridge, MA, using a linear heat flow comparative technique.

in general, the data from the three laboratories agreed reasonably well for similar coarse
grained translucent rock salt samples, with the LASL and SNI. results typically being about
20% higher than those of Dynatech. The measured rock-salt conductivities in the temperature
range 300-700 K are described relatively accurately by an expression of the form, h = ho
(300/T)3,, where ho = conductivity at 300 K, 3, = 1.14, and T is the temperature in K. The
Sandia and LASL data are best described by ho = 6 W/m-K, while for the Dynatech data, ho =
5 W/m-K yields the best fit. it has been proposed that a two-parameter expression of the
form given above for h is generally applicable to a wide variety of nonmetallic solids, with the
deviation of 3' from one resulting from both thermal expansion effects and optic-acoustic
phonon interactions, which are not included in the standard analysis of thermal conductivity
caused by phonon transport. The data in the range "1">500 K frequently deviate by-__15%
from the predicted behavior. This is not believed to be the result of the onset of radiative
thermal tran_l,ort because the deviations are negative as wellas positive. Infrared transmission
measurements o_ rock-salt samples from the proposed WIPP Site show no transmission in the
3-10 ,am wavelength range for samples >5 cm thick. Use of the estimated infrared absorption
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coefficient in the Rosseland radiative ¢onductivily relation also leads to the conclusion that
there is little radiative conduction for T <800 K.

For nonsalt samples from the proposed WIF'P Site, values of X_,fall in the range 0.5-3 W/m-K
and frequently 1, values are in the range 1' <1. All s'lmples were dense with little or no
porosity evident, On the basis of these experirnents, it has been concluded that the thermal
conductivity of materials found at the site can be predicted to an accuracy ~:i:30% from
knowledge of the composition and grain size of these materials.

Sweet, J.N,, and J.E. McCreillht. 1980b. Therm_l Propertie._ _tlea,_uremen/,_otz Rocksalt
St_ttlples From the Site of the Propo,_ed II,'a._te l_olation Pilot Plant. SANDS0-0799.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboralories.

ABSTRACT: Thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, and specific heat measurements have
been made on a number of specimens cut I'rom core samples obtained from drill holes at or
near the site of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The specific heat
measurements were made by differential scanning calorimetry, and the results showed that the
specific heats of both clean rock salt samples and of dirty samples with .< 7% insoluble
impurities were essentially identical to the published specific heat for pure NaCI. In the
thermal expansion measurernents, two distinct groups of samples were identified. The first
group had average expansion coefficients in the temperature range 300-700 K close to that
reported for pure NaCI. All the samples in this group were composed predominantly of halite,
with only small amounts of other minerals or materials present. A second group of samples
had expansion coefficients only ~0,3-0.5 that of NaCI. The san'_ples in this group were
composed largely of polyhalite, anhydrite, or siltstone.

The measurements first reported on the thermal conductivity of samples taken frorn a borehole
at the site of the proposed nuclear WIPP near C'arlsbad, NM, have been extended to include
additional samples and higher temperature measurements. Sarnples for these measurements
were taken from several depths of three wells, including the well A EC-8 from which samples
were obtained. These samples ranged from relatively pure rock salt(NaCI) with srnall arnounts
of interstitial anhydrite to essentially nonsait samples composed of gypsum or clay. The
measurements in this latest series were conducted at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) using
the longitudinal heat flow apparatus, at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) using a
transient line source technique, a_Jd at Dynatech Corp,, Cambridge, MA, using a linear heat
flow comparative technique.

in general, the data from the three laboratories agreed reasonably well for similar coarse
grained translucent rock salt samples, with the I.ASI. and SNL results typically being about
20% higher than those of Dynatech. The measured rock salt conductivities in the temperature
range 300-700 K are described relatively accurately by an expression of the form, h =
ho(300/'l')_', where ho ---conductivity at 300 K, r -- 1.14, and T is the temperature in K. The
Sandia and LASL data are best described by Xo - 6 W/m-K, while for the Dynatech data, ho -
5 W/m-K yields the best fit. it has been proposed that a two parameter expression of the
forrn given above for lambda is generally applicable to a wide variety of nonmetallic solids,
with the deviation of -I- from one resulting from both therrrlal expansion effects and optic-
acoustic phonon interactions, which are not included in the standard analysis of thermal
conductivity caused by phonon transport. The data in the range T. > 500 K frequently deviate
by -_t 15% from that predicted by the above functional form.

Swenson, F.A, 1974, "Rates ot" Salt Solution in the Pernlian l]asin," ,lo,rmd of Re,searctt, US
Geological Survey, Vol. 2, no, 2, 253-257.
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ABSTRACT: l'-'orsafe, long-term storage ot" radioactive materials in salt beds, rates of solution
of salt, which might imperil such storage, must be known, For solution to continue, l'luid
nlust move tllrough the system, Major fluid discharge l'rom tile systern is by surface streams.
Usirlg US Geological Survey records of stream l'iow and ghernical quality of water,
¢ornputations of sodium chloride discharges of numerous subbasins have been made. A map
has been constructed showing tons of sodium chloride discharged per day and tons of sodium
chloride discharged per square mile per year, Also shov,,n are localions of major saline springs
and their rate of discharge of sodium chloride in tons per day.

S_yler, K,J., R.W. Klaffky, and P._V. i,e_y, 1990, "Recent Studies on Radiation l)amage
I:ormation in Synthetic NaCI and Natural Rock Sail for Radioactive Waste Disposal
Applications," St'it, tllifit" Ba_t._ .for Nuc'lear ll'as/t' 31a_lagemetll, Procet'dt_g._ of lilt'
lillerIlallotlal S.vmpo._'illmr)t) lh(, Scit,ttlifi(' Ba_i_ for Nl.'h'ar ll'a,,,l(' 31atlagt'melll, Bt),_loll,MA,
November 27-30, 1970, Ed, C,J,M, Northrup, Jr. New Y()rk, NY: l)lenum Press, Voi, 2,
553-560,

AI]S'I'RACT: Radiation damage formation in natural rock salt is described as a t'unction of
irradiation temperature and plastic dei'orrnatiorl, F-center l'ornlalion decreases with increasing
temperature while significant colloidal sodium formati()n occurs over a restricted ternl_erature
range alound 150°C, Plastic del'ornlalion increases colloid l'ornlation; it is estirnated that
colloid concentralions may be increased by a factor ot" 3 it" tile rock salt near radioactive waste
disposal canisters is heavily det'ormed. Optical bandshar_e analysis indicates systematic
differences between the colloids t'ormed in synthetic and natural rock salts,

Szabo, B.J., W.C. Gottschall, J.N. Rosholt, and ('.R. McKlnney. 1980, Uranium ,_t,ie_
Di.sequilihrittm lnve._tigalitOl__ Related to the It'It"P Site, New ,_h'xico, Part I.' A Prelimiplary
Slml.v of Uraniltm-Thorlum S.l'.slemalic._ in Di,_solulion Rt',sidt.,_ at Ihe "l'op of Evaporiles of
llw Salado Formation, Implications to Proce_s,sand Time, Part !1,' Itratilllm Trend Dalitlg of
Surficial Dt'posit.s and Gyp.sum Spring Dep_r_it,_ Near II'lPt: Silt,, New 3h'xict_, Open-File
Report 80-879, Denver, CO: [JS Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT: (Part I) Eight samples representing dissolution residues at tile top of tlte Salado
Forrnation were selected from core ot" wlr'P-25, in Nash Draw, between the depths of 179,9 to
183.1 m, Uraniuna systernatics of these samples were studied to provide a uranium trend age
estimate of tile time of dissolution or provide insight into tile dissolution mechanisrrt. Uranium
ranged from about I-2 pl)rrt for red clays to 0_2 pprn for gypsum to about 0.017 ppnl for
halite. Excluding sample A, a linear relationship on the uranium trend plots represents a
minimum age of 700,000 years for the dissolution event. Sample A is thought to represent an
earlier, recycled g.vpsun'_ sample. The method appears to be applicable to determining the age
of dissolution residues and events.

(Part !1) The uranium trend method was used to examine tile ages of tile Mescalero caliche, tile
overlying Berino soil, and gypsum spring deposits in Nash Draw. Isochrons for the Mescalero
caliche indicate it began forming about 600,000 years ago and continued over a relatively long
time. The isochron for tile overlying llerino soil indicates it began to form about 330,000
years ago. The gypsum sprit,g deposit shows an age o1" about 380,000 years, while five
specimens ot' mammal fossils I'rom the gypsurn deposit show ages ranging t'rom about 25,000 IN
about 170,000 years. The older fossil age may represent a tninimunl (youngest) age for the
spring deposit, but the reason for the range ot" ages is undetermined. DWP
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Taggart, J.E,, atld J.R. Renault, 1077, ,llim,r.logh'a/ Atzaly,ses o/ Cutting.s _ from S.mti. iI'IPP
Drill tloh' #_. Open-File Report 70, Socorro, NM: New Mexico Bureau o1' Mines and
Mineral Resources,

ABSTRACT: Cuttings t'rorn Drillhole I_RDA-9, located at the southeast corner of section 20,
T22S, R31E, have been analyzed by x-ra:, diffraction (XRD) to determine mineralogy.
Samples were run on a l_hillips dift'ractometer using monochromatic CuK-alpha X-radiation at
40 kV and 20 mA, scanning at 2° 2 theta per rnin, strip chart speed I in./min, 0.5 x 10a to I x
i0 s counts per second full scale,

Minerals that are clearly present are noted as present; those that yield very small peaks are
marked as a trace; and those that are dil'ficult to distinguish from the background are labeled
as a possible trace. Those marked ,is present or trace have excellent reliability, while those
marked as possible trace should not be relied on too heavily. Large amounts of halite obscure
the determination of feldspar, and polyhalite obscures dolomite.

Cuttings fron'| a drill hole are affected by sample lag time and uphole contamination, Minor
amounts of quartz in the bottom half o1' the hole may very well be uphole contamination.
Significant bassanlte was unexpectedly recorded. Though it may be natural, it is more likely '1
product of the solution of anhydrite during drilling. DWP

Teufel, L.W, 1981, _tlechanical Prolwrtw_ _f Anhydrite aml Polyluditr tn Qt¢a,si-Stati_' 7'riaxicd
Compre._sion. SAND81-0858. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Betided salt of the Salado Formation at the Waste Isolation I)ilot Plant (WIPP)
Site in southeastern New Mexico is being considered as a nuclear waste containment medium.
The Salado Formation is composed or 85-90% rock salt arid the rer_laining 10-15% of the
formation consists primarily of polycrystalline anhydrite, smaller amounts of polycrystalline
polyhalite, and minor amounts of clay. 'l'o provide a more complete evaluation or the
thermomechanical behavior of rock in the Salado Formation adjacent to the proposed
repository, a rock meclaanics testing program has been initiated to determine the mechanical
properties of the two most abundant "nonsalt" rocks, anhydrite and polyhalite. This report
summarizes the mechanical properties of these two rock types in dr)', room temperature, quasi-
static triaxial compression experiments to 20 MPa confining pressure. In addition, Cotllornb-
Mohr and Mises-Drucker criteria have been fit stlccessl'ully to both yield and failure stress
data.

Thonlpson, D,J. 1088. Environmt,_ttal ?'h('rotolumine.went Do,simelr)' ,ll('a,sttt'et_tent,_al llt_, WIPP
Site. !07(_ - 10,_'5.SAND87-0843, Albtlquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: In 1975, the US Energy Research and l)evelopment Administration (ERDA)
began evaluating a site in southeastern New Mexico for the possible ct)nstructiorl and operation
of a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, The purpose of the facility was to test and demonstrate the
operational and technical principles of a permanent repository in bedded salt for ERDA-
generated transuranic radioactive waste. An extensive preol_erational environme,:lal study
progra|r| to document the region's meteorology, geology, hydrology, flora and fauna, existing
air and water quality, and background radiatior| was undertaken by Sandia National
Laboratories. The purpose or this document is to report the final results or environmental
thermolunlinescer_t dosimeter measureruents performed fron_ January i976 through l)ecember
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1985. These final results were obtained by reevaluating the quarterly raw data using a uniform
analysis procedure.

Thorne, B.J. 1979. Pressurize Drift Response. CNSC-2053-01. Albuquerque, NM:
Civil/Nuclear Systems Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Preliminary, unpublished calculations indicate gas generated by transuranic
(TRU) waste in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) could reach pressures two to four times
the overburden stress (2200 psi) after about 100 years t;f storage. These pressures were used to
test the effects of creep on a drift pressurized by g_s. Calculations indicate that the gas
pressure loads applied to hypothetical TRU repository drifts would not fracture competent
rock salt. This conclusion is not sensitive to the rate of gas generation or peak gas pressure as
long as the pressure builds up at a rate slow enough to allow creep in the salt to limit stress
deviators, keeping the salt in a confined state.

Based on these results, it is hard to hypothesize a gas-generation rate that would lead to a
rapid enough pressure buildup to cause brittle fracture of competent rock salt. About the only
credible fracture mechanism would be the extension of existing cracks through the application
of gas pressure to the crack surface. DWP

Thorne, B.J. 1980. Drift Response to Elevated Temperature. SAND80-7086; CSI-2053-02.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Numerical simulation of an early design for an unventilated Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) experimental area, at a depth of 823 m (2700 ft), indicates that drift closure rate
is strongly dependent on heat output density. The early design was an array of five parallel
drifts 30 m (100 ft) long with 4.6 m (15 ft) width and height spaced on 23 m (75 ft) centers.
A no heat case was calculated as a baseline against which to compare heat loading densities of
7.4 W/m 2 (30kW/acre) and 18.5 W/m 2 (75kW/acre). A primary creep model for southeast New
Mexico rock salt was used for all material in the simulation.

Closure at 25 years for the 7.4 W/m 2 heat output density exceeded 45 against 25% for the no-
heat baseline. In less than 14 years, closure exceeded 65% for the 18.5 W/m 2 heat output.

Tierney, M.S. 1990. Constructing Probability Dislribulions of Uneerlain Variables in Models of
the Performance of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant." The 1990 Performance Simulations.
SAND90-2510. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: A five-step procedure was used in the 1990 performance simulations to
construct probability distributions of the uncertain variables appearing in the mathematical
models used to simulate the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant's (WIPP's) performance. This procedure
provides a consistent approach to the construction of probability distributions in cases where
empirical data concerning a variable are sparse or absent and minimizes the amount of spurious
information that is often introduced into a distribution by assumptions of nonspecialists. The
procedure gives first priority to the professional judgment of subject matter experts and
emphasizes the use of site-specific empirical data for the construction of the probability
distributions when such data are available. In the absence of sufficient empirical data, the
procedure employs the Maximum Entropy Formalism and the subject-matter experts'
subjective estimates of the parameters of the distribution to construct a distribution that can be
used in a performance simulation.
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Tillerson, J.R., and P.R. Dawson. 1980. Heated Mine Room and Pillar Secondary Creep
Response. SAND79-1199. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Heated salt mine room and pillar configurations have been simulated to provide
information regarding parameters affecting room closure rates to designers of radioactive wa,_te
isolation facilities. A coupled secondary creep and heat transfer formulation with large strail_
capabilities was used to assess the effects of variations in creep law parameters, thermal
properties, imposed boundary conditions, temporal integration, and meshing resolution on room
closure rates. The greatest effect results from variations in parameters appearing in the creep
constitutive equation. Several creep equations predict realistic creep rates compared to
laboratory data but differ greatly in simulating pillar and room closure rates. The constitutive
model needs to be improved by considering the activation energy and stress nonlinearity of salt
over the range of temperatures and stresses as well as incorporating all regil_es of creep
behavior. DWP

Tiilerson, J.R., and M.M. Madsen. 1978. Thermoelastic Capahilities for the SANDIA-BMINES
Program. SAND77-0378. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The capability for simulating the thermoelastic behavior of geologic media has
been added to the SANDIA-BMINES finite-element code. The equations governing the
response of a continuum to a known temperature field are delineated in this report. In
addition, the specifics of the implementation of the continuum equations into the existing
finite-element program are described. Finally, the results of validation studies performed to
assess the accuracy of the modified program are presented along with recommendations
concerning future research and development efforts in this field.

Tillman, J.B., aJ_d A.E. ltunt. 1989. "Meeting the Challenge ot" Radioactive Waste Disposal at
the WIPP," Waste Management 89, IVa._le Processit_g, Ttan._porlation, Storage and Disposal,
Technical Programs and Public Education, Tucson. AZ, Fehruar), 26-March 2, 1989. Ed. R.G.
Post. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 1, 209-215.

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) is constructing the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico. This facility will initially store transuranic (TRU) waste
generated from defense activities of the US in a fully retrievable mode during the pilot plant
phase. In the next phase, full-scale operations, waste will be emplaced in a permanent disposal
configuration. Since last year's Waste Management conference, the WlPP has made significant
progress in its evolution toward becoming a functioning pilot plant. Facility construction is
nearly complete, as are preoperational checkouts. Many 1988 challenges have been overcome,
including: the implementation of a rigorous operational readiness review (ORR) program; the
completion of several major institutional activities; and final testing of the TRUPACT-li
containers. The status of these and other significant activities at the WlPP are described in
this paper. Although additional requirements have been placed upon the WlPP, it is expected
that these activities will be completed in time to support a late summer "opening date." The
project remains in conformance with established technical and institutional baselines.

Tomasko, D. [1986]. "The Effects ot" Side-Wall Boundary Conditions on Convective Heat
Transfer in a Porous Medium Heated From Below," CUBE S.i,mposium, Livermore, CA,
October 15-17, 1986. SAND86-1549A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transgortation t, ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: A coupled set of partial differential equations describing the stream function
and temperature distribution in a porous medium heated from below are solved for various
side-wall bc,_,_dary conditions using a fourth-order-accurate Arakawa method. The results of
the calculations performed with the porous medium model suggest that maximum convective
heat transfer occurs when the walls are adiabatic. Similar isothermal profiles are obtained
when a constant linear temperature gradient is imposed on the walls, although the overall heat
transfer is nearly 40% less. Even less heat transfer occurs when the side walls are maintained
at a constant hot or constant cold temperature. Application of the results of this study to
aquifers heated from below indicates that heat transfer and natural convective transport are
maximized when adiabatic conditions are assumed on the confining lateral boundaries. Use of
more realistic boundary conditions can significantly reduce the overall transport.

Tomasko, D. 1987. The Effects of a Bimodal Pore Distribution on Matrix Diffusion in a
Fractured Porous Medium. SAND87-0265. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Three models are developed for predicting the concentration of a conservative
(nonreactive) solute during transport through a fractured porous medium consisting of two
materials with different physical properties. The materials are assumed to be arranged in
series along the fracture, so that the advecting fluid sequentially passes through two different
matrix environments. In all cases, the matrices are assumed to be infinite in a direction
perpendicular to the orientation of the fracture.

The first model predicts the time-dependent solute concentration using two one-dimensional
transport equations for the fracture and two one-dimensional diffusion equations for the rock
matrices. Longitudinal dispersion in the fracture is assumed to be negligible. The fracture
equations are coupled by assuming a constant concentration at the boundary between the two
materials, and the fractures are coupled to the matrices by appropriate flux terms.

in the second model, the number of equations required to predict the concentration of the
solute in the fracture is reduced by a factor of 2 by developing simple, analytic expressions for
a single, effective porosity and matrix-diffusion coefficient.

The third model is much more complex than the first two because of incorporation of
longitudinal dispersion in the fracture transport equations. This model was developed and used
to investigate the effects of axial dispersion on the predicted concentrations and to determine
when the simpler models are appropriate.

Comparisons between the three models indicate that the predicted solute concentrations in a
fracture for a constant source input are very similar except near the boundary between the two
materials, where the maximum differences are _20%. Even better results are obtained when
the duration of the injection is short compared to the total time of the test.

The simplified model is then used to estimate the effect of fluid-filled vugs on matrix
diffusion in the fractured Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation at the proposed
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located in southeastern New Mexico. This objective is
accomplished by assuming that the dolomite can be modeled as if it were composed of two
materials arranged in series along a fracture. The first material is assumed to be a vug-free
dolomite, whose properties are known from either the literature or laboratory analyses. The
second material is assumed to be water; all the fluid-filled vugs along the fracture are gathered
together into one large, dead-end pore volume. Thus, the advecting solute first passes through
a region surroundecl by a vug-free dolomite and then through a region of stagnant fluid.

The results of a calculation performed with material properties similar to those expected for
the Culebra Dolomite indicate that significantly enhanced matrix diffusion and a subsequent
increase in solute retardation occurs for as little as a 5% vugginess along the path of the
fracture. These findings clearly demonstrate the need to properly characterize both matrix and
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vug properties in consideration of solute transport through a vuggy, fractured porous medium.
The results and methods presented in this report also suggest the use of an apparent matrix
porosity and equivalent matrix-diffusion coefficient, if the values are representative of the
system. Furthermore, the methods presented provide a means of reducing the uncertainty in
properties essential for transport calculations through a composite material by combining
macroscopic observations of vugginess with detailed laboratory analyses.

Tomasko, D., and A.L. Jensen. 1987. A Linear-Flow Interpretation of lhe H-3 Muitiwell
Pumping Test Conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. SAND87-0630.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National lmboratories.

ABSTRACT: An interpretation is presented of the H-3 multiwell pumping test conducted at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern New Mexico between October i5,
1985 and April 12, 1986. Unlike previous interpretations of this test that used a double-
porosity radial flow model, this interpretation is based on a linear-flow process. A linear-flow
conceptualization was implemented for three reasons. First, drawdowns in the pumped well
(H-3b2) responded as if the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation were pumped
from an elongated feature with a significantly higher permeability than the surrounding porous
medium. Second, drawdowns in observation wells DOE-! and H-II exhibited nearly classic
linear-flow behavior in specialty plots of drawdown versus the square root of time. Finally,
DOE-I and H-II drawdowns had excellent type-curve matches with a linear-flow type curve.

Two techniques were developed to analyze the I--i-3 data with a linear-flow conceptualization.
The first technique was used to find the orientation of the linear feature using data from a
multiwell interference test by minimizing the squared differences between field observations
and linear flow calculations. The second technique was used to calculate the transmissivity and
width of the feature. To calculate consistent system parameters, this technique required
developing a least-squares fitting procedure to minimize the effects of noise in the drawdown
measurements.

Linear-flow analyses of the H-3 data yield the following parameter values for the linear
feature: an average width of ~7,000 ft; an orientation of N29 degrees W; average
transmissivities of -2, 9, and 19 ft2/D at the pumped well, and between the pumped well
DOE-I and H-II, respectively; and an effective radius of the pumped well equal to -350 ft.
These findings are consistent with detailed two-dimensional numerical simulations with the
SWIFT il computer code, recent geophysical interpretations of Controlled Source Audio
Magneto Telluric surveys of the southern portion of the site, and double-porosity, radial-flow
interpretations.

While the underlying assumptions of the linear-flow model differ from those of a double-
porosity radial-flow model, the properties calculated for the Culebra are similar to those
previously presented and indicate a basic insensitivity to the system flow model. In addition to
yielding hydrologic values that are approximately the same, the two models are complementary
and provide unique information for characterizing the aquifer double-porosity parameters from
one model, and the orientation and width of a high-permeability elongated strip from the
other. The two interpretations also provide a consistent picture of an extensively fractured
porous medium in the vicinity of the i-!-3 hydropad.

Torres, T.M. 1986a. Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric and Plane Szrain Scoping Calculations for
the Small-Scale Seal Performance Test. Test Series A. SAND86-0488. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: This report presents two-dimensional axisymmetric and plane-strain scoping
calculations for the Small-Scale Seal Pe.formance Test (SSSPT), Test Series A. The SSSPT is
part of the Plugging and Sealing Program for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and is a
precursor to future large-scale in situ experiments. Test Series A is being conducted in a
single isolated alcove (Room M) located in the underground salt formati(>n; it contains several
3.66-m (12-ft) deep vertical bore holes of varying diameters with concrete plugs of different
lengths. The bore holes in Room M are instrumented for monitoring the deformation, stress,
and strain resulting from the creep of the salt and the effects of the plug. Data for
comparison from the experiment are not yet available. However, as a precursor to three-
dimensional calculations, the two-dimensional axisymmetric and plane-strain results presented
herein are attempts to provide bounds on quantitative and qualitative structural behavioral
trends for predicting the near-field response of the drift, plug, and salt.

Torres, T.M. 1986b. Preliminary Evaluation of Dri.ft Closure and Closure Rate Response IVith
Respect to the Effects of Gas Occurrences Within the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
SAND86-1059. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: As part of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Research and Development
Program, a gas-testing program has been developed to investigate the naturally occurring gases
in tlae WIPP horizon rocks and to evaluate their etTect on the safe operations and performance
of the WIPP. This report presents a comparison of the structural response (closure and closure
rates) of a drift drilled with pressure relief holes to the structural response of a drift drilled
without pressure relief holes. The drifts under consideration are the E300 drift (mined with
pressure relief holes) and the WI70 drift (mined without pressure relief holes) located south of
the Waste Handling Shaft. For the short-term (less than two years), differences between
measured closures for the two drifts are negligible. The closure rate comparisons also indicate
that the two drifts, thus far, are responding similarly.

Torres, T.M. 1988. Design Evahmti(m." Slrm'tttral Calculatiml.s for the Cott.strUc'lioll and Salt
Handling Shaft and the IVaste HaHdlink, Shaft at the Waste l.solalioJt Pilot Plant (IVIPP).
SAND87-2230. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: One fundamental strategy under consideration for sealing the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) shafts involves the consolidation of the salt backfill in specified portions of
the shaft. The backfill is expected to consolidate, over time, into a rock-salt mass comparable
to that of the surrounding intact salt. For purposes of preliminary design evaluation, the
criterion for effective salt consolidation has been defined to occur when the fractional density
of the crushed salt reaches 95% (i.e., porosity = 5%, the permeability of the crushed salt is
approaching that of the intact host rock). Thus, the shaft is sealed with a backfill material
(crushed salt and/or precompacted salt blocks) that eventually develops properties considered
favorable for long-term sealing purposes.

This report describes the structural analyses performed to address two questions regarding
WIPP shafts: How much deformation will occur in the shaft as a function ot" time and depth?
If the salt backfill is emplaced in the sh_,ll't 30 years after excavation at some specific initial
density, how long will it take for the backfill to consolidate to 95% relative density?

The two-dimensional axisymmetric shaft model was allowed to creep for a period of 30 years
before instantaneous backfill emplacement. Results indicate that the backfill will consolidate
to 95% density in less than 300 years at the repository horizon for an initial relative density of
0.60. Most of the backfill in the shaft reaches 95% density in less than 1000 years if the
backfill is emplaced at an initial relative density of 0.85. Thus, the calculations show that salt
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seal materials can reconsolidate in the WIPP shafts to densities nearly equal to those for the
intact host rock salt in a relatively short time span.

Trucano, T.G. 1981. Computer Modeling of Stress States Associated With Fluid Migration
Experiments. SANDS 1-2008. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Results or recent computer simulations of temperature and stress fields
associated with fluid migration experiments are presented. The simulations are for a
laboratory experiment and two in situ equivalents in each of which bedded salt is heated by a
cylindrical thermal source. The heat transfer problem is solved using the COYOTE finite-
element code. The mechanical response of the salt is computed using the finite-element code
SANCHO. Differences in the stress state near the heater are of interest for the three
problems. Tensile failure occurs in the salt when the heater is shut down. [t is found that the
extent of the fracture is much the same in all three of the simulations. Plots of failure
contours, time histories of the bulk pressure, and stress profiles are included.

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1982a. Exploratory Shaft. Exploratory Shaft Key. and Exploratory Shaft
Station Instrumentation. Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 2. Carlsbad, NM: Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical l:.'ield Data Report No. 2 contains all the field data collected from
instrumentation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) up to and including October 29, 1982
(including all data in the Geotechnical Field Data Report No. !).

Rock mechanics data are reported from a variety of measuring devices installed at the
exploratory shaft key area, exploratory shaft station, and within the exploratory shaft. Much
of the installation locations and procedures are included in the report. Data are presented in
tabular and graphic forms without further evaluation. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1982b. Underground Excavation Field htstrumetttation Data. Geotechnical
Field Data Report No. 3. Carlsbad, NM: Waste isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 3 contains field data collected from drift
level instrumentation at the Waste '_olation Pilot Plant (WIPP) from October 30, 1982 through
November 30, 1982. This report supplements and updates Geotechnical Data Report No. 2 and
provides a cursory review of in situ conditions at the WIPP Site. Summary plots provided in
the previous report are updated for drift-level instrumentation presently in existence, and new
plots are provided for instrumentation installed since the previous report. Some drift-level
instruments and most explora.'ory shaft instruments are currently connected to the automatic
data logger. As this report is only to update drift-level conditions, the data as taken from the
data logger for the exploratory shaft are not provided although they will be included in the
next report. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983a. Geological Mapping and IVater Inflow Testing in the SPDV
VentilatioJz Shaft. Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 4. Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of geologic mapping and water inflow testing in
the site preliminary design validation (SPDV) venlilation shaft. The geologic mapping was
conducted as part of the in situ field tasks associated with the SPDV Prograrn at the WIPP Site.
The ventilation shaft, nominally 6 ft in diameter, was mapped from 97 to 2172 ft, the interval
between the surface casing (at about 97 ft depth) and Marker Bed 139. Below the Culebra
Dolomite Member, the shaft wall is wet from seepage. The upper Salado Formation is fluted
by dissolution; an insoluble residue of clay and silt covers some areas of the shaft. Below !!80
ft, a crust up to 4 in. thick has formed on the shaft wall from dust exiting the facility. Rock
samples were collected for description and testing, and shaft walls were photographed.

Water inflow rates into the shaft were estimated both by measuring water level rise in the
shaft sump for one to two days and by collecting water in a trough and funnel at 840 ft depth
for several minutes. Total water inflow is estimated to range from about 0.3 to 0.9 gpm with
an average of about 0.6 gpm. The Rustler Formation produces about 0.3 to 0.4 gpm, mostly
from the Culebra Dolomite Member. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983b. Geologic Mapping of Access Drifts "Double Box" Area.
Geoteehnical Field Data Report No. 5. Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The double box area of the site preliminary design validation (SPDV) excavation
includes portions of the 0 East and East 140 drifts and all of the North 140, South 90, and
South 400 cross drifts. The geology of the access drifts in the double box area has been
mapped to provide technical data for SPDV programs, to characterize and provide permanent
documentation of the underground excavations, to provide a data base for selection of final
locations of geomechanical instrumentation, and to serve as a guide to mining crews.

Seven lithologic units, designated units 0-6, were identified and described during mapping of
the double box, and a reference stratigraphic section was established at "the west rib of the 0
East Drift directly opposite the point of its intersection with the South 400 Drift." The rock
units identified in the double box area are laterally continuous. The beds are disrupted by
small-scale depositional features. Small warps and flexures in the beds developed pene-
contemporaneously with deposition or during compaction and diagenesis. No high-angle
structural features were observed in the double box area. Some "small, irregular, damp patches
or 'weeps' are found on the ribs and back of the drifts. Typically, they dry up within a few
days to a few weeks. The weeps appear to be discrete, isolated manit'estations of the presence
of small quantities ot" brine in the halite or associated clay." DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983c. Undergrmmd Excavation Field ln.strumentation Data. Geotechnical
Field Data Report No. 6. Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the
Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 6 contains and summarizes instrumental data
collected from the exploratory shaft and drift level at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
from December ! through December 31, 1982. In addition, the exploratory shaft instrumental
data have been updated for every fifth day since the data logger was connected, approximately
October 30, 1982. This report supplements and updates Geot('chnical Field Data Report.s Nos. 2
and 3, and it provides a cursory review of in situ conditions at the WIPP Site. Summary plots
provided in the previous reports are updated for the active instruments, and new plots are
presented for instruments installed during the reporting period. Most instruments in the
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exploratory shaft and some in the drift level are connected to the automatic data logger, and
these data are presented in tabular form as printed by the data logger system. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983d. Geologic Mapping of Exploratory Drift. Geotechnical Field Data
Report No. 7. Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 7 presents the underground rnapping logs
from the exploratory drift of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant excavation for the site and
preliminary design validation program. The exploratory drift is the southward extension of the
East 140 drift beyond the double box area. Seven mapping units identified and described
during mapping the double box area were mapped in the exploratory drift. The strata are
laterally continuous and no structural features such as faults, joints, or sharp folds were
discovered. "The small disruptions in stratification exhibited on the geologic logs . . . are
typically syndepositional scour-and-fill structures and do not contradict the conclusion of
lateral continuity. These structures result from the erosion of soft, bottom sediment by current
or wave action with subsequent infilling by younger, usually similar, sediments." Some thin
beds pinch out due to deposition of sediment over thin or patchy units. The argillaceous
upper part of mapping unit 4 was generally moist when the drift was excavated; after several
weeks, these areas are usually dry. "Several weeks following excavation, minor, localized
weeps and areas of salt precipitate were observed on the exploratory drift ribs in association
with Units 1, 2, and 3.... " These areas will be monitored. DWP

[TSC-D'ADpolonia]. 1983e. Underground Excavation Field Instrumentation Data For the Period
April 16. 1982-January 25. 1983. Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 8. Carlsbad, NM:
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 8 summarizes the instrumental data obtained
from the exploratory shaft and drift level at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) from April
16, 1982 through January 25, 1983. Representative plots for all instruments are presented, and
the data for all instruments are summarized. This is the first report where all data for the
period, including manually taken data, are on magnetic tape and are available upon request to
the Department of Energy (DOE).

Data for some instruments installed during this reporting period are not included, although the
data are provided on magnetic tape. Two strain gauges have been nonfunctional since the end
of October, while a third strain gauge became nonfunctional in mid-December. One
piezometer has not functioned since the end of November. Anchors on three extensometers
were reset on January 18, 1983.

The measured displacements within the shaft increase with depth as predicted. Measurements
were made at 1,073, 1,564 and 2,057 ft. Measurements have been ranging from .04 to .14 in.
Closure rates within the shaft show a fairly steady value for the shaft. The closure rates vary
with depth from about .001 to 0.10 in./year. The shaft piezometers have maintained steady
pressures, +10% of the individual reading, during the month. Two extreme piezometer values
occur at the time of final manual reading and connection to data logger. It is not known why
the peak occurs; the readings may be erroneous. Individual recorded pressures range from 85
to 150 psi for most piezometers, while two have less than 10 psi.

The rate of closure in the drifts is comparable to other deep salt mines. Instruments installed
near the face as mining progressed measure earl)' closure rates. Rates within 36 hours were
usually less than 10 in./yea," despite initial measurements as tligh as 100 in./year. Closure rates
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at or in excess of 50 days following excavation were generally in the range of approximately
+1 to +4 in./year.

Over the past four months, displacements measured up to 50 ft into the roof and rib ranged
from 0.5 to 2.0 in. Representative drift level extensometers indicate that most of the rock
deformation occurs within the first 10 ft of the roof. In the East 140 Drift, most deformation
occurs between 6 and 34 ft into the roof. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983f. Logging of I'ertieal Coreholes "Douhh, Box" Area and Exploratory
Drift. Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 9. Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: A series of vertical core holes was completed into the floor (invert) and roof
(back) of the site preliminary design validation (SPDV) excavations from November 1982
through January 1983. The core holes described in this report include eighteen 50-ft
(nominal) borings and five shallower borings. The eighteen 50-ft borings comprise nine pairs.
One member of each pair was drilled vertically upward into the roof, and the other was drilled
downward into the floor. Six of the 50-ft borings are located in the double box area. The
remaining twelve 50-ft borings are located in the south exploratory drift. One shallower
boring was cored to 11.3 ft to fill in a gap in an adjacent core.

The core samples and logs will be used to achieve one or more of the following objectives:
confirm thickness, lateral extent, mineralogy, anti stratigraphic continuity of host rock beyond
the limits of excavation; confirm the continuity of structure beyond the excavations and the
absence of any unusual features within the immediate zone of influence of the excavations;
and provide core to be analyzed in conjunction with the characterization of interbedded
materials.

Thirty units, including drift mapping units, were distinguished and correlated with certainty
ranging from positive to likely. Five units are anhydrite, and the remaining beds are halite
with varying clay and polyhalite content. The beds thin overall to the south, with one interval
decreasing from 87.3 to 81,6 ft. All of the units are continuous. The only structure other than
bedding is a large-scale, low-amplitude, sinusoidal flexure superimposed on the regional
southeasterly dip. DWP

[TSC-D'Appolonia]. 1983g. Underground Excavation Field hlstrumentation Data. An Update for
the Period January 26, 1983-February 21. 1983. Geotechnical Field Data Report No. i0.
Carlsbad, NM: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Field Data Report No. 10 summarizes the instrumental data
obtained from the exploratory shaft and drift level at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
from January 26, 1983, through February 21, 1983. Representative plots for all instrument
types are presented. All data for the period, including manually taken data, are on magnetic
tape. Therefore, raw data sheets are not provided in this report. Data for some instruments
installed during this reporting period are not shown because there are few data points, but the
data are on magnetic tape. Other data summary plots for instruments installed earlier are not
included as they follow the same general trends previously established. Anomalous data
readings are noted on all applicable plots.

Displacements measured within the shaft increase with depth as predicted. Measurements have
been ranging from .02 to .15 in. Closure rates show a fairly steady value for the shaft, and
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they vary with depth from about .001 to 0.10 in./year. Shaft piezometers maintained steady
pressures, _+10% of the individual reading, during the month. Two extreme piezometer values
occur at the time of final manual reading and connection to data logger. At present,
individual recorded pressures range from 85 to 145 psi for most piezometers, while two have
less than 10 psi.

Multipoint borehole extensorneter measurements up to 50 ft into the roof and rib show, over
the past four months, displacements ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 in. Most of the rock deformation
occurs within the first 10 ft of the roof with the exception that most of the deformation in the
East 140 Drift occurs between 6 and 34 ft into the roof. In the floor of the south exploratory
drift, one location shows a uniform displacement along the total length (50 ft) of the
instrument. DWP

Tyler, L.D. 1985, "In Situ Tests and Instrumentation in the WIPP Facility," Design and
Instrumentation in Underground Laboratories for Radioactive lVaste Disposal, Brussels,
Belgium, May 15-17, 1984. Eds. B. Come, P. Johnston, and A. Mueller, Boston, MA: A.A.
Balkema. 330-340.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a Department of Energy (DOE)
research and development facility for the purpose of developing the technology needed for the
safe disposal of US defense-related radioactive waste. The in situ test program is defined for
the thermal-structural interactions, plugging and sealing, and waste package interactions in a
salt environment. An integrated series of large-scale underground tests addresses the issues of
both systems design and long-term isolation performance of a repository.

Tyler, L.D. 1989. "Review of the Experimental Program Which Supports Transuranic Disposal
at WIPP," Waste Management 88. Tuc,_olt. ,4Z. Fehruar.l' 28-Marcll 3. 1988. SAND88-2344.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Abstract Only; Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The major objective of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) experinaental
program is to develop the technology needed for the safe disposal of defense transuranic
(TRU) waste. The experimental program focus is to provide models and data that will be used
in conducting performance assessment to ensure compliance with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) disposal standards. The program is defined for the WIPP sealing system,
disposal room system, and structural performance. Several large-scale underground tests have
been operational since 1983 and are ongoing. The tests complement laboratory and modeling
results and address the issues of both systems design and long-term isolation performance.
Preliminary results from shaft and panel seal performance tests, room closure and brine inflow
tests, and model predictions have had a significant impact on the WIPP assessment and design
for long-term waste isolation.

Tyler, L.D., R.V. Matalucci, M.A. Molecke, D.E. Munson, E.J. Nowak, and J.C. Stormont.
1988. Summary Report for tire It'IPP Techm_log.l' Development Program for Isolation of
Radioactive Waste. SAND88-0844. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Since 1975, Sandia has conducted experiments and carried on modeling studies
to gain an understanding of the phenomena pertinent to safe disposal of defense radioactive

J waste, both transuranic and high-level. The experiments have progressed in phases, from
laboratory tests to small-scale field tests in salt and potash mines to full-size in situ tests in the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility. Laboratory and small-scale in situ experiments
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continue to the present to examine detailed behaviors and to assist in understanding and
developing full-scale tests.

The techn_Hogy experiments have been managed in three brnad categories: Ttlermal/Structura[
Interactions (TSls), Plugging and St'aling I_ert'ormance and l)esign (P&S), and Waste Package
Performance (WSPl'). The history and major progress in each _t" {hese areas is summarized in
this report. The TS! program has established the fact thai the WIPP salt creep rate, and
therefore closure of WIPI' rooms, is about tllree times more rapid than our best models
predicted prior lo the tests. Studies to resolve this discrep_'ncy are well advanced; in the
interim, good agreement between predictions and observatIons is obtained by empirical
adjustment of the elastic constants. The closure ot" backfilled waste room to about 5",I. void
volume is predicted to take less than 100 ),ears, the time during which active controls may be
assumed to prevent human intrusion.

The waste package program has revealed that migratiotl of interstitial brine to excavations in
the WIPP salt occurs at a significantly greater rate than assumed by earlier investigations. A
satisfactoly model to explain the data utilizes darcy flow in very low permeability salt, which
is driven by a pore pressure gradient caused when the excavation creates an atmospheric
pressure boundary. This model, coupled with room closure predictions and backfill design
using a salt/bentonite clay mixture, indicates that the rate of brine seepage will not result in a
fluid or slurry state in the room, but rather in a compacted solid.

Examination of waste packages and their backfill is in its early stages. Contact handled (CH)
transuranic (TRU) drums exhibit significant pitting corrosion after 18 months in a severe
overtest environment of rnoist, heated salt and immersion in brine, l)rums examined from a

mildly heated, backfilled but unrnoistened, environment show no significant corrosion to date.
Defense high-level w:_ste packages and the glass/metal materials interaction tests have been
ongoing for several years; however, retrieval and analyses are not yet complete.

The Plugging and Sealing Program has developed a large laboratory and field test data base
leading to a concept for sealing the WIPP. l'his concept relies on crushed salt or salt/clay
mixtures for very long-term sealing and on cementitious plugs to provide quick-acting, short-
term seals in critical locations. Permeability of WIPP Facility horizon salt and interbeds has
been determined to be less than 10 nanodarcies. This data base is presently being greatly
expanded.

"]'he technology development to date supports the view that the WIPP can be safely
constructed, operated, and finally sealed to prevent unacceptable releases to the biosphere and
accessible environrnent. Studies will continue to improve our detailed understanding of
relevant phenomena and to increase our confidence in the long-term predictive capability for
performance assessment modeling.
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Uhland, D.W., and W.S. Randall. 1986. 1986 Annual Water Quality Data Report for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. DOE-W1PP-86-006. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a Department of Energy (DOE) facility
located in southeastern New Mexico, is designed to demonstrate the safe disposal of transuranic
(TRU) radioactive waste. The Water Quality Sampling Program (WQSP) supports four major
programs for the WIPP: Site Characterization Activities, Radiological Baseline, Ecological
Monitoring, and Performance Assessment.

Results Crom 22 wells sampled from January 1985 through April 1986 under the WQSP are
presented. Water-quality data from four water-bearing zones have been collected. These
zones are the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation, the Dewey
Lake Red Beds and the Hays sandstone member of the Bell Canyon Formation. Results from
the sampling include field chemistry data, as well as general water-quality parameters, trace
metals, and priority pollutants. The salinity of the Culebra Member of the Rustler Formation
varies significantly over the area. The chloride concentration ranges from thirty to over a
hundred thousand parts per million. This report summarizes the first of several samplings that
will define the pre-operational water-quality data base for the WIPP Project.

Uhland, D.[W.], J.G. Morse, and D. Colton. 1986. "The WIPP Water Quality Sampling
Program," Waste Management 86. IVaste Isolation in the US. Technical Programs and Public
Education, Tucson. AZ. March 2-6. 1986. Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona. Vol. 2,
211-216.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a Department of Energy (DOE) facility,
will be used for the underground disposal of wastes. The Water Quality Sampling Program
(WQSP) is designed to obtain representative and reproducible water samples to depict accurate
water composition data for characterization and monitoring programs in the vicinity of the
WIPP. The WQSP is designed to input data into four major programs for the WIPP Project:
Geochemical Site Characterization, Radiologicai Baseline, Environmental Baseline, and
Performance Assessment. The water-bearing units of interest are the Culebra and Magenta
Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation, units in the Dewey Lake Red Beds, and the Bell
Canyon Formation.

At least two chemically distinct types of water occur in the Culebra, one being a
sodium/potassium chloride water and the other being a calcium/magnesium sulfate water.
Water from the Cu[ebra wells to the south of the WIPP Site is distinctly fresher and tends to be
of the calcium/magnesium sulfate type. Water in the Culebra in the north and around the
WIPP Site is of the sodium/potassium chloride type and is much higher in total dissolved
solids. The program, which is currently I-year old, will continue throughout the life of the
facility as part of the environmental monitoring program. Results presented here are
preliminary in nature and will be updated as the program continues.

Uhland, D.W., W.S. Randall, and R.C. Carrasco. 1987. 19S7 Amtual If'ater Qualit)' Data Report
for the lt'aste lsolatitm Pilot PImtt. DOE-WIPP 87-006. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse
Electric Corporation. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a Department of Energy (DOE) facility
located in southeastern New Mexico, is a research and development facility designed to
demonstrate the safe disposal of transuranic radioactive waste resulting from the nation's
defense programs. The Water Quality Sampling Program (WQSP) supports four major programs
for the WIPP: Site Characterization; the Performance Assessment; Radiological Baseline
Program; and the Ecological Monitoring Program.

Results from 13 wells sampled from April through December 1986 under the WQSP are
presented in this report. Water-quality data from three water-bearing zones have been
collected. These zones are the Culebra and Magenta Dolomite Members of the Rustler
Formation and the Dewey Lake Red Beds. Results presented from the sampling include field
chemistry data, as well as general water-quality parameters, trace metals, and priority
pollutants.

US Bureau of Mines. 1977. Valuation of Potash Occurrences Within the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant Site in Southeastern New Mexico. ALO-18. Salt Lake City, UT: US Bureau of
Mines.

ABSTRACT: This study was performed for the Energy Research and Development
Administration by Minerals Availability System personnel of the US Bureau of Mines. It was
necessary to determine the commercial value, if any, of potash occurrences in the site selected
for a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for the purpose of preparing an environmental impact
settlement. Analyses were made of all mineral deposits determined to be in the site. Mining
and processing under the most favorable recovery systems were considered. Value
determinations were based on estimated operating and capital costs of current mine-mill
operations in the Carlsbad area.

Two groups of deposits, designated as mining units and occurring partially in the site, were
determined to be commercial. The present value of the portions within the site, in terms of
Federal and State taxes, royalties, and reasonable bonus bids, is about $58.3 million. About
24.5 million tons of potash products would be produced from within the site over the life of
the project. An additional 18.2 million tons of potash products could be recovered from
currently subeconomic mineralization in the site at some future date if potash becomes more
valuable compared to production costs.

US Department of Energy. [1979.] Project Management Plan. lVaste Isolation Pilot Plant
Project. WIPP-DOE-02. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The project management plan describes methods which will be used to manage
the WIPP Project. "It provides the framework for managing the design, construction, and test
and evaluation leading to pilot plant operation." The WIPP objectives have been modified as a
result of the Deutch Task Force recommendations. The WIPP "will be designed to isolate
Defense Program generated contact handled (CH) and remotely handled (RH) transuranic
(TRU) waste. TRU waste will be retrievable. WIPP will also have the capability to conduct
experimentation in an actual repository environment with high-level waste forms."

Important milestones under the revised design include starting the construction of shafts
(August 1981), complete the construction and checkout (August 1985), receive the first
shipment of q'RU waste (March 1986), and begin full-scale operation (July 1990). Project
responsibilities/participants under the direction of the _'_rIpP Project Office include: a
scientific advisor, an architect engineer, a technical support manager, construction
contractor(s), and management/technical support services. Major design and construction
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issues include: (l) mission, based now on the Deutch Task Force report of October, 1978. (2)
design, based now on the mission, (3) licensing remains an unsettled issue that could
significantly affect cost schedules, (4) site acquisition and control is complicated by ownership,
resource, and legal and economic concerns, (5) construction risks parallel to design concerns,
(6) geological anomalies may still be undiscovered, (7) waste acceptance criteria are still not
identified, (8) transportation methods are not yet decided, (9) HLW waste experiments are not
yet formulated, and (10) concerns about retrieving waste can not be settled pending resolution
of other issues (e.g., waste acceptance criteria). DWP

US Department of Energy. [1979.] Early Exploratory Shaft Development Proposal. WIPP-
DOE-17. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: An exploratory shaft is being planned, beginning in October 1980, for the WIPP
using conventional methods to provide early data about the subsurface geology. Objectives for
the early shaft include: evaluating geotechnical characteristics and verifying bed character in
depth; providing hydrologic data for site confirmation and for further shaft design; validating
design parameters or providing lead time for modification; initiating programs to demonstrate
retrievability; providing experimental information for rock mechanics about the lower horizon;
examining horizontal salt beds and identifying unknowns; reducing risk to DOE in continuing
other work and providing information for further cost estimates; increasing assurance
unknowns will not seriously affect baseline schedule; and fulfilling project schedule
commitments of October 1978.

Tile total estimated early shaft costs are $52.5 M, including engineering and in situ
experiments. The shaft would be about 14 ft in diameter, 2700 ft deep, and would be lined
from the surface into the salt.

In situ experiments under this program will provide verification of design predictions and a
basis for the main experimental program. DWP

ANNOTATION: The early shaft described in this proposal was planned while the WIPP
objectives included disposal of high-level waste. Two levels were thus included, with the
lower (2700 ft) level located in thicker, very pure halite between the thick upper anhydrite of
the Castile Formation and the Cowden anhydrite. The program for in situ experiments was
described in Wowak (1979) and included in this bibliography.

US Department of Energy. 1980a. Final Environmental Impact Statement. Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant. DOE/EIS-0026. Washington, DC: US Department of Energy. Vols. !-2. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) is presented in two volumes that include public and agency comments and
numerous appendices of technical information. The FEIS reviews the management background
and alternatives to the WIPP. Two chapters analyze the waste forms and transportation issues.
One chapter reviews the geological setting and details of the site area. One chapter analyzes
the facilities and impacts of operation. Two chapters determine environmental impacts of the
WIPP. Loss and commitment of resout'ces are examined in one chapter. Three chapters review
the relationship of WIPP to various plans, policies, permits, and requirements, and compare
short- and long-term productivity for the WIPP Site area.
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The alternatives are to (I) leave transuranic waste where it is at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL); (2) to construct the WIPP for demonstration of transuranic
(TRU) waste disposal and for research on disposal of defense related high-level waste; (3)
disposal of TRU waste in the first available repository for high-level waste, with WIPP
continuing to be investigated as a possible candidate for such a repository; and (4) delay WIPP
until other sites can be evaluated and considered along with WIPP. Alternative two is the
reference case for the FEIS as it is authorized by legislation. Alternative three is preferred by
the Department of Energy (DOE).

The authorized facility, consisting of surface and subsurface facilities, would be constructed in
two phases: the site and preliminary design validation (SPDV), involving surface facilities and
limited underground access; and full construction of surface and subsurface facilities and
operation for about 25 years. The alternative preferred by DOE involves a phase similar to
SPDV while other sites and rock types are evaluated. No separate TRU facility is involved.
Alternative four is essentially the same as alternative two, but is delayed.

The alternative of leaving waste at INEL is unacceptable because of the the possibility of
human intrusion or volcanic activity. Alternatives two, three, and four are about the same in
presenting small impacts. Consequences of transportation accidents could be severe, but they
are similar for these alternatives. Hypothetical releases from the WIPP are unlikely from long-
term naturally occurring processes, and the doses or dose con_mitments are predicted to be a
small fraction of natural background doses. The scenarios involving hydrologic transport
through the Rustler Formation are assumed to discharge at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River.

Unresolved technical issues involve interactions between waste and salt. Gas-generation rates
and dispersal are unresolved; gas may permeate through the salt, or gas may accumulate,
causing salt either to fracture or plastically flow. It is unlikely the repository would fail from
gas generation and dispersal. DWP

ANNOTATION: The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the WIPP was
prepared during a time of considerable change in the mission of the WIPP and uncertainty
over directions in the waste management programs for the nation. The changes and
uncertainty are partially reflected in the alternatives, but they have a further history.

The investigations in 1974 by Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the original site in
southeastern New Mexico were delayed while retrievable surface storage facilities were
considered, in 1975, when Sandia National Laboratories assumed responsibility for the
scientific investigations for the site, and in the following years, the mission included disposal
facilities for both TRU and high-level wastes. Two levels in the Salado Formation were
considered for these different wastes. By 1980, Congress had limited the WIPP project to
defense related radioactive waste and prohibited funding for any purpose related to licensing
the WIPP by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In 1980, as noted in the FEIS, President
Carter requested that Congress should rescind funds for the WIPP and cancel the project, but
the Congress did not act on this proposal. The alternatives for the WIPP considered in the
FEIS note that the authorized alternative differs from the alternative preferred by the DOE.

The WIPP is now considered a full-scale pilot plant to demonstrate that transuranic waste from
defense activities can safely be managed, stored, and disposed of in bedded salt. The facility
is required to meet the standards of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prescribed in
Subparts A and B of 40 CFR Part 191.

There are important differences in the assessrnents made for the WIPP in the FEIS of 1980
compared to the Final Supplement. Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) of 1990 and
performance assessment as it is currently being practiced. In 1980, scenarios analyzed in
support of the FEIS examined the radiological consequences of transport through the Rustler
Formation to a discharge point at Malaga Bend, the nearest point of the Pecos River along
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probable flow directions. More recent analysis is based on a regulatory time limit of 10,000
years and scenarios which include closer release points in the subsurface 5 km or less from the
waste panels or through stock wells penetrating the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler
Formation 5 km from the waste panels. The methodologies have changed by which such
scenarios are evaluated and accepted or rejected, based on the EPA standard.

It should be noted that the issue of gas generated by waste decomposition was unresolved for
the FEIS and is still unresolved. It is not certain how much gas will be generated nor what
the effects will be.

US Department of Energy. 1980b. Executive Summary Environmental Impact Statement, Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). DOE/EIS-0026. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of
Energy.

ABSTRACT: The executive summary of the Final Environmental Impact Statement presents,
in a separate volume, the main findings of the statement in 61 pages. It has also been
published in Spanish to make it more widely available. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1981. lVaste Isolation Pilot Plant. Volume I: Groundhreaking
Through Shaft Sinking Site and Preliminary Design Validation. WIPP-DOE 105.
[Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy.] (Copy on file at the US Department of
Energy Public Reading Room, National Atomic Museum, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) will be developed in two phases: Site and
Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) and full construction. During the SPDV Program, two
shafts and an underground experimental area will be constructed. The SPDV Program is
designed to confirm the geological adequacy of the WIPP Site. The report includes
photography of early stages of drilling the first shaft for SPDV. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1982. Site Validation Program. WIPP-DOE-II6, Revision 1.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP) Site Validation Program follows the Site
Selection and Site Characterization studies to increase the level of confidence in the site and to
confirm that the site is suitable for the WIPP facility, For the validation program, the site will
be evaluated against site qualification criteria which are being developed. Methods for data
acquisition and confirmation will be developed. Direct access through shafts to the
underground areas is planned as part of the Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV)
phase of the validation program. The site validation plan and reports will be issued for review
comments before implementing the plan, and before final publication of the report. A
Validation Declaration is scheduled for the end of March 1983, depending on the SPDV
construction schedule. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1983a. Summary of the Results of the Evaluation of the WIPP Site
and Preliminary Design Validation Program. WIPP-DOE-161. Albuquerque, NM: US
Department of Energy.
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ABSTRACT: Experiments and studies have been conducted during the Site and Preliminary
Design Validation (SPDV) phase to determine the site suitability and validate the preliminary
design for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site. The site geology has been found to be
as expected through both surface-based exploration and underground excavation during SPDV.
In situ studies on the underground indicate that data are consistent with the design validation
plan. The Department of Energy (DOE) concludes that adequate data have been obtained to
make a decision about full construction of the WIPP Project. These data and information are
presented to obtain review by the public and the state of New Mexico. DWP

ANNOTATION: The bulk of this report consists of a reprint of Weart (1983c) and the
executive summary of the Preliminary Design Validation Report.

US Department of Energy. 1983b. Quarterly Geotechnicai Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-163.
AIl_uquerque, NM: US Department c,f Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Cc_py on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Leooratories, Albuquerque, NM).

,',13STRACT: The Quarterl), G, otechnical Field Data Report ( GFDR ) presents all int'ormation
obtained from the geotechnical studies at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site from
March through July 1983, as well as all previous data collected frorn the geomechanical
instruments. Part i presents geomechanical data, Part I! is geologic mapping of two drifts and
some test rooms, and Part !I! reports logging of vertical core holes.

Geomechanical instruments provide data to evaluate strain in the exploratory shaft key, water
pressure behind the exploratory shaft liner, roof-to-floor and rib-to-rib closure in
underground drifts, and displacements at depth into tile drift ribs, floor, and roof.

Portions of the 0 East Drift, North 1420 Drift, and test rooms I-4 were mapped using
underground mapping units established in previous quarterly reports. Units are generally
continuous, but they show localized lateral facies changes or pinchouts due to syndepositional
processes. Moist patches or weeps are described mainly from ribs. No structural complications
were mapped.

Seventeen vertical core holes, about 50 ft in length, have been described to confirm the
continuity of units and structure beyond the limits of excavation and help determine suitable
anchor depths for geomechanical instruments. Sixteen cores came from 8 locations where cores
paired upward and downward were drilled. Thirty units have been distinguished that tend to
vary slightly in thickness. Very narrow pipes or local syndepositional dissolution features show
in cores. No faults or later dissolution features were detected. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1983c. DOE Responses to the Public's Comments on "Summary of
the Results of lhe Evaluation of tire WIPP Site and Preliminary Design Validation Program"
(WIPP-DOE-161). WIPP-DOE-173. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy. (Copy
on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: In this report, the Department of Energy (DOE) has summarized and responded
to oral and written comments received from the public concerning a report entitled Summary
of the Results of the Evaluation of the WIPP Site and Preliminary Design Validation Program
(IVIPP-DOE-161). The report was made available March 31, 1983, and the public hearing was
conducted in Albuquerque, NM, on May 16, 1983. Written comments are included in this
document; oral comments were transcribed and are available for review at certain reading
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rooms and libraries. The hearing and this document partially fulfill the Stipulated Agreement
between the DOE and the State of New Mexico. DWP

ANNOTATION: The report referred to (IVIPP-DOE-.I61) is included in this bibliography
under US Department of Energy, 1983a.

US Department of Energy, 1983d. DOE Responses to the State o/ New Mexico's Comments on
"Summary of the Results of the Evaluation of the IVIPP Site and Preliminary Design
Validation Program" (IVIPP-DOE-161). WIPP-DOE-174. Albuquerque, NM: US
Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Agencies of the State of New Mexico commented extensively on the Department
of Energy (DOE) report titled "Summary of the Results of the Evaluation of the WIPP Site and
Preliminary Design Validation Program," which was submitted to the State on March 30, 1983,
beginning a 60-day period for comment. The reports, comments, and responses are part of the
Stipulated Agreement between the State and the DOE which prescribes certain actions before
permanent facility construction begins.

Comments were categorized broadly as pertaining to site qualification criteria, site qualification
factors, preliminary design validation, general comments, and those beyond the scope of the
original document. Comments and responses about geological factors and data are mainly
included in subcategories under site qualification factors. DWP

ANNOTATION: The report referred to (WIPP-DOE-161) is included in this bibliography
under US Department of Energy, 1983a.

US Department of Energy. 1983e. Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-177.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Quarterly Geotectmical Field Data Report (GFDR) presents the significant
geotechnical information (Part I) obtained from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site
from June 22 through September 15, 1983, as well as all previous geomechanical data. Part il
reports drilling and testing for gas in core holes in the roof in underground workings at the
WIPP. Data indicate that early responses to excavation rnay be normalized relative to the time
since excavation, though this should be reviewed when more data are available.

Gas-flow rates were monitored for four existing bore holes in the roof of the East 140 Drift,
and samples were obtained for analysis. Four new bore holes were drilled, and gas flow rates
and shut-in pressure buildups were monitored. Gas samples were obtained for chemical
analysis. Flow rates were erratic in existing holes. New holes showed maximum flow rates of
over 12 L/rain and shut-in pressures up to 120.6 psi. Flow rates decreased to less than half
the initial rate within i hour. Samples consisted primarily of nitrogen (> 76%), with lesser
oxygen, methane, carbon dioxide, and ethane. The reservoirs are limited in volume, but they
may be expected in other holes into anhydrites in the roof, DWP

US Department of Energy. 1983f. Results of Site l'alidation Experirnenls. TME 3177, Rev.
2.0. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy. Vols. I-2. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: The Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) Program was established by
the Department of Energy (DOE) in 1980 to obtain more definitive data on in situ geologic
conditions through underground observations and tests, it was understood that most of the
results that could be obtained productively from the surface had been acquired, and it was
desirable to minimize drilling into the proposed facility horizon level.

SPDV consisted of an exploratory shaft, ventilation shaft, and limited underground drift
excavation. This report addresses Site Validation Programs (SVP) to determine in situ
geological conditions.

Twenty-one site qualification criteria were developed for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). Twelve were satisfied by surface-based exploration. The remaining criteria were to
be satisfied by examining the facility horizon for thickness, continuity, and lateral extent of
rock units; brine content and mineralogy; location and characteristics of interbedded materials;
potential occurrences of active or capable faults; depth of strata; dissolution features;
groundwater and the effect of the facility on aquifers; water-bearing and water-conductive
potential; major faults or flow structures; and minerals of unusual compositions or with bound
water. Specific experiments and tasks were developed to satisfy SVP objectives.

Underground exploration included drifts over -5100 t't (north-south) and 750 ft (east-west)
and core holes to examine the overlying and underlying 50 ft. Lithologic and stratigraphic
features were confirmed. Mineralogical and brine content were extensively examined. All of
the nine criteria to be addressed were considered to have been raised to a "complete" level of
satisfaction. No site qualification issues remain unsatisfied. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1984a. Quarlerly Geotechnical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-196.
Albuquerque, NM: US l)epartment of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data Report (GFDR) presents information
obtained from the geotechnical studies at the Waste Isolation l'ilot Plant (WIPP) Site from
September 15 through December 15, 1983, as well as all previous data collected from the
geomechanical instruments. The principal geotechnical activity was to monitor geomechanical
instruments installed in the exploratory shaft and the underground drifts. For the first time,
the GFDR includes preliminary data analyses.

The instrumental data are reported from the exploratory shaft, key, and shaft station, the
ventilation shaft station, the south exploratory drift, north drifts, and test rooms !-4. In
addition to instrumental data, qualitative observations from underground activities are
included. Roofs of drifts and test rooms are examined with scaling bars to identify loose areas
and remedy them. Minor spalling has occurred since July 1983. Vertical holes in the roof
permit clay seams under anhydrites "a" and "b" to be examined; no separation was observed
except near the exploratory shaft station.

The exploratory shaft shows seasonal changes in creep rate and greater displacement with
depth. Piezometers at the Magenta and Culebra Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation
show pressures consistent with observed heads in these units. Piezometers at the
Rustler/Salado Formation contact show little pressure buildup. The ventilation shaft (future
waste handling shaft) shows a decreasing rate of extension. The drifts show decreasing closure
rates that have not reached steady state. The difference in individual curves is due primarily
to the time that elapses between excavation and installation of the instruments. The rate of
closure 60 days after excavation is virtually the same for all stations. North drifts are closing
at greater rates than the south exploratory drift. The reason for this is not known, though the
mechanical situation for these drifts is not identical.
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The in situ data collected through 1983 were analyzed numerically using reference stratigraphy
and two slip lines above and two slip lines below the drift level. Vertical and horizontal
closures five years after excavations are predicted, respectively, to be 13 and II in. These
values are considerably higher than earlier predictions, and, if they occur, the drift will not
meet design requirements. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1984b. QuarterIj, Geotechnical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-199.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data Report (GFDR) presents geotechnical
information obtained at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site underground facilities from
December 16, 1983, through Marcia 15, 1984, as well as previous data collected from the
geomechanical instruments. Data from instruments and analysis constitute most of the report.
Geotechnical activities included geologic mapping in the waste shaft, core drilling in the access
drifts to the experimental area, and installing new instruments.

The GFDR contains all data collected since April 1982, from the geomechanical instruments in
the exploratory shaft and underground drifts at the WIPP Site. The data continue to exhibit
seasonal fluctuations in closure of the exploratory shaft. The south exploratory shaft continues
to show convergence decreasing with time, but not at steady state. North drifts show that
steady-state creep has not been reached for all locations and that there is evidence of
inleraction between different openings, it appears that test rooms 2 and 3 are undergoing
identical closure, but ro_,ms I and 4 are not apparently the same. Test room 2 shows,
approximately, that wall-to-wall convergence is currently 71% of the roof-to-floor
convergence. Numerical analysis shows that stress is intensified in the anhydrite in marker
bed 139. The roof is predicted to sag, with wall deflection nearly as great. The floor heave is
very small. According to current criteria, the walls and corners of the room may fail after 15
years.

Mapping in the waste shaft, being constructed by enlarging the ventilation shaft, shows
abundant primary sedimentary structures through rnuch ot" the Rustler Formation. The so-
called "washout" zones exhibit primary depositional features with no evidence of dissolution.
The zones were "washed out" during drilling by circulation of drilling fluids, The Magenta
Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation produces little water, while the Culebra Dolomite
Member is wet. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1984c. Quarterly Geoteclmical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-200.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Quarterly Geotectmi('al Field Data Report (GFDR) presents information
from the geotechnical studies at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site from March 16
through June 15, 1984, as well as previous data. The geotechnical activities included geologic
mapping and inspection in the waste shaft, pressure cell and convergence point installation in
the waste shaft, core drilling in the experimental area, installing new instruments in drifts and
rooms, and monitoring previously installed geomechanical instruments in shafts, underground
drifts, and test rooms.

The exploratory shaft continues to show seasonal closure rates, as well as incre, ased closure
with depth. Instruments were set in the waste-handling shaft to measure fluid pressure behind
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the shaft liner, as well as creep of salt. Convergence points were installed in the f'xperimental
area drifts, Visual inspection shows few changes in most areas. Some separation is occurring
along a clay seam at the brows of some waste experimental area rooms. Some rock bolts have
been installed and some remedial work will be done. Mapping in the waste handling shaft
shows stratigraphy as expected, and some zones attributed to dissolution show primary
sedimentary structures.

Convergence rates along the exploratory shaft continue to vary seasonally. The south
exploratory drift, north drifts, and test rooms continue to converge as in the past.

The vertical convergence rates were examined to try to fit nonlinear equations by regression
techniques. Using fitted curves, the vertical convergence for test room I is estimated as about
5 ft after 25 years. Predicted steady-state convergence rates vary, however, from one room to
another without explanation.

In situ data have been used to calibrate both primary and secondary creep constants to
recalculate room responses over time. The calculated storage room responses closely match the
in situ data for the period of observation. Predicted closure at 15 years is about 4.7 ft, more
than twice the value predicted from laboratory data. The south exploratory drift is predicted
to close vertically by about 2 ft over 15 years. These results indicate that the design basis for
storage room closure will likely to be exceeded. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1984d. Quarter/)' Geotechnical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-202.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l_ibrary, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The QuarterIj' Geotechnical Field Data Report (GFDR) presents information
from geotechnical studies at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) during the period June 16
through September 15, 1984, as well as previous data from geomechanical instruments.
Activities included geologic mapping in the waste shaft and sump, installing instruments in the
waste shaft, drilling and mapping in drifts, and monitoring existing instruments.

The exploratory shaft, now designated the construction and salt-handling (C&SH) shaft.
continues to show seasonal apparent convergence rates, as well as convergence, increasing with
depth. Piezometer readings also continue their pattern of variable readings with little overall
change. Instruments within the waste shaft have only a short history. Instruments have also
been installed in south drifts excavated more recently, in new drifts and crosscuts in the north
drift area, and in the waste experimental area. Underground inspections show that only minor
changes have occurred in rock surface conditions since December 1983. Minor, localized
spalling is occurring in some rooms and drifts and around the C&Stl shaft. Some separation is
occurring along the clay seam at the brows ot" some waste experimental rooms. Rock bolts
have been installed and some remedial mining removed some material. Fractures have
developed at some corners of drifts and room intersections. Brine weeps are being sampled
and observed, while gas from some bore holes has been sampled.

Data from drift and room areas show that convergence rates are affected by excavations as
much as 150 ft away. The creep behavior ot" rock and interaction with the concrete liner in
the C&SH shaft have been modeled. The initial shrinkage of the concrete and predicted
beginning tensile strain are consistent with the observed behavior. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1985a. Quarterly Gemechnical Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-210.
Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office.
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(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The quarterly report presents information obtained from September 16 through
December 31, 1984. Activities included collecting data from geomechanical instruments,
geologic mapping in various underground areas, installing pressure cells in the exhaust shaft,
and maintaining instruments.

Seepage around the Construction and Salt-Handling Shaft (C&SH) and waste shaft liners
continues to be very small; the waste shaft yielded about 0.0_5 gal/min after second stage
grouting of Rustler units was completed during the previous quarter. Exhaust shaft
construction advanced to a depth of 1663 ft by the end of the quarter, with primary concrete
liner advanced to a depth of 907 ft. Geological mapping of the exhaust shaft is concurrent
with construction. Underground mapping continues in various underground experimental
areas. A borehole inventory is being conducted to support brine testing programs.

Extensometer data frot_ the C&SH shaft continue to show apparent seasonal undulations in
extensometer data, probably because of temperature differences in intake air. Convergence
data from several drift and shaft locations are reported. Closure rates of the 8 by 25 ftdrift
differ by 40% between the southern and northern areas. The difference can be partly
replicated by refining finite-element models comparing a single drift to a set of intersecting
multiple drifts. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1985b. Quarterly Geoteehniral Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-213.
Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office. (Copy
on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM ).

ABSTRACT: The quarterly report presents inforrnation obtained from January I through
March 31, 1985. Activities included collecting data frorn goomechanical instruments, geologic
mapping in Rooms G and H, and coring ten additional holes underground. The exhaust shat't
was completed to the facility horizon.

A finite-element program was used to model the mechanical response of Room I3 (18 by 18 ft
cross-section) in the experimental area for periods up to 5 years for comparison with in situ
data. Calculations for storage rooms indicate that configurations similar to the existing test
room produce results similar to those already obtained, Structural responses are different if
more than 4 storage rooms are excavated in a panel or more than ! p_inel is excavated. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1985c, Quarterly Geoteehniral Field Data Report. WIPP-DOE-218.
Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office, (Copy
on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The quarterly report presents geotechnical information obtained at the site from
April I through June 30, 1985. Activities included collecting and analyzing data from
geomechanical instruments. Underground mapping of Rooms G and I! was completed.

The construction and salt-handling shaft continues to show orobable seasonal variations in
convergence. Fluid accumulating above the lower chemical seal contains chemical seal
material, indicating the middle chemical seal is probably ineffective. A finite element code
was used to continue modeling of storage room mechanical behavior. DWP
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US Delmrlment of Energy, 1985d. Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data Report. December 1985.
WlPP-DOE-221. Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Project Office.

ABSTRAC'F: The quarterly report presents geotechnical information obtained at the site from
July I through September 30, 1985. Activities included collecting geomechanical data, some
underground drilling, and data analysis.

Underground drilling in some rooms intercepted fractures, as noted in previous work, in floor
material. Fractures in some areas are being mapped and evaluated. The master inventory of
boreholes useful for the brine evaluation program is completed. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1986a. It"a.sle l,solatimt Pilot Plant De,sign l'alidation. Final Report.
DOE-WIPP-86-010. San Francisco, CA' Bechtel National, Inc. (Coov on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l, ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The design validation report consists of an executive summary, twelve chapters,
and eleven appendices describing the validation of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
design. This report is subsequent to the Preliminary Design l'alidatimt Report of March 30.
1983.

Design validation is "...the process by which the reference design of the underground openi_lgs
is confirmed by determining the compatibility of the design criteria, design bases, and
reference design configurations using site specific information." The information for design
validation were behavior of the underground openings, geologic conditions encountered during
underground construction, descriptions of core samples from holes in the roof and floor of the
underground openings, and geomechanical instrument data.

Elements of design rcquirlng validation were found to be suitable. "The reference design for
the sto_age rooms will be considered to be validated" when one or more of several
modifications are incorporated: maintaining reference design storage room dimensions but
reducing waste volume and modifying stacking configuration; maintaining storage room
dinaensions and waste volume, but deleting the requirement for backfill while requiring waste
be retrieved before a room exceeds 7 years; maintaining dimensions, waste volume, and
backfill while retrieving waste in the order emplaced; changing the dimensions of the room,
reducing waste volume, and maintaining backfill; and maintaining current design, waste
volume and backfill requirements.

Other design modifications recommended include: the maintenance and trimming of drifts
used for waste storage for use near the end t)f the en_placement period for permanent storage;
the addition of rooms to c++mpensate for plugs in the storage area entry drifts; and the
installation of instruments to monitor storage room behavior. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1986b. Interim Geotectmical Field Datu Report. DOl--WIPP-86-012.
Carlsbad, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project Office. (Copy
on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l, ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

AI3STRACT: The interim geotechnical field data report covers the period from October 1,
1985 through June 30, 1986. Subsequent data is expected to be reported annually rather than
quarterly. The interim report follows the same format as previous quarterly report and
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includes data from various geomechanicai monitoring programs, continuing underground
observations of stability, details of core drillins, and analysis of geomechanical data. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1989. Draft Plan /or tilL' Waste l s'olation Pilot Plant Test Phase."
Performance Assessment and Operations Demonstration. DOE/WIPP 89-01 I. Carlsbad, NM:
US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) must have reasonable expectation, based upon
a performance assessment, that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) will comply with the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standard, 40 CFR 191, Subpart B, Sections 13 and 15,
prior to a determination whether WIPP should become a transuranic (TRU) waste disposal
facility, in addition, the DOE is committed to evaluating the sDfety and effectiveness of the
TRU waste management system operations. The intent of the Test Phase is to provide
information for assessing whether WIPP complies with the EPA Standard and whether the
overall TRU waste management system can operate in a manner consistent with applicable
requirements, in both cases, careful assessment of the data, adoption of modifications if
necessary, and adherence to a conservative stepwise approach will be the strategy employed.
The Test Phase represents a prudent approach consistent with the startup of a first-of-a-kind
nuclear facility.

A final report of the Test Phase activities and results will be issued in June 1994. This report
will summarize the relevant data from the Performance Assessment and Operations
Demonstration Programs and will be available for external, independent review by the EPA,
the National Academy of Sciences WIPP Panel, the State of New Mexico's Environmental
Evaluation Group, and other appropriate organizations. A decision whether the WIPP should
proceed from the Test Phase to the Disposal Phase is scheduled for consideration by September
1994. DWP

US Department of Energy. 1990. Final Supplement. Environmental Impact Statement. Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. DOE/EIS-0026-FS. Washington, DC: US Department of Energy,
Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management. Vols. 1-13. (Copy on file at
the Waste Management and Transportation l,ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: In 1980, the Department of Energy (DOE) pul_lished the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). This FEIS analyzed and
compared the environmental impacts of various alternatives for demonstrating the safe disposal
of transuranic (TRU) radioactive waste resulting from DOE national defense related activities.
Based on the environmental analyses in the FEIS, the DOE published a Record of Decision in
1981 to proceed with the phased development of the WIPP in southeastern New Mexico as
authorized by the Congress in Public Law 96-164.

Since publication of the FEIS, new geological and hydrological information have led to
changes in the understanding of the hydrogeological characteristics of the WIPP Site, as they
relate to the long-term performance of the underground waste repository. In addition, there
have been changes in the information and assumptions used to analyze the environmental
impacts in the FEIS. These changes include changes in the composition of the TRU waste
inventory; consideration of the hazardous chemical constituents in TRU waste; modification
and refinement of the system for the transportation of TRU waste to the WIPP; and
modification of the "Vest Phase.
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The purpose of the Final Sul_ph't_wptt. l:'ttvirmtmeptlal Impact Statement (SEIS) is to update the
environmental record established in 1980 by evaluating the environmental impacts associated
with new information, new circumstances, and proposal modifications. This SEIS evaluates
and compares the proposed action and two alternatives.

The proposed action is to proceed with a phased approach to the development of the WIPP.
Full operation of the WIPP would be preceded by a Test Phase of approximately 5 years,
during which time certain tests and operational demonstrations would be carried out. The
elements of the Test Phase, tests and operations demonstration, continue to evolve. "l'hese
elements are currently under evaluation by the DOE based on comments from independent
groups such as the Blue Ribbon Panel, the National Academy ot" Sciences, the Environmental
Evaluation Group (EEG), and the Advisory Committee on Nuclear t--'acility Safety. At this
time, the Performance Assessment tests would be comprised of laboratory-scale, bin-scale, and
alcove-scale tests. The DOE, in December 1989, issued a revised draft t'inal Test Phaso plan
that t'ocuses on the Performance Assessment tests to remove uncertainties regarding compliance
with long-term disposal standards (4_ CFR 191. Suhpart B) and to provide data confirming
that there would be no migration of hazardous constituents (details are available in Subsection
3.1.1.4 and Appendix O). The tests would be conducted to reduce uncertainties associated with
the prediction of natural processes that might affect long-term pert'ormance of the
underground waste repository. Results of these tests would be used to assess the ability of the
WIPP to meet applicable Federal standards for the long-term protection of the public and the
environment. 3"he operational demonstrations would be conducted to show the ability of the
TRU waste management system to certify, package, transport, and e_nplace TRU waste in the
WIPP safely and efficiently. Waste requirements for the Integration Operations Demonstration
remain uncertain. A separate document would be developed to describe in detail the
Integration Operations Demonstration following the DOE's decision as to the scope and timing
of the demonstration.

During the Test Phase, National l:_nvironmental Policy Act (NI::PA) requirements would be
reviewed in light of the new information developed, and appropriate documentation would be
prepared. In addition, the DOE will issue another SEIS at the conclusion of the Test Phase
and prior to a decision to proceed to the Disposal Phase. The SEIS will analyze, in more
detail, the system-wide impacts of the processing and handling at each of the generator/st¢_rage
facilities, will consider the system-wide facilities, and will consider the system-wide impacts
of potential waste treatments.

Upon completion of the Test i'hase, the DOt:" would determine whether the WIPi" would
comply with US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards for the long-term disposal
of TRU waste (i.e., 40 CFR Parl !_1. Suhpart B; 4_1CFR Part 26,_'). The WIPP would enter
the Disposal Phase if there was a favorable Record of Decision on the new SEIS to be
prepared prior to the Disposal Phase and it" there was a determinalion of compliance with the
EPA standards and other regulatory requirements. During this phase, det'ense TRU waste
generated since 1970 would be shipped to and disposed of at the WIPP. After completion of
waste emplacement, the surface facilities would be decommissioned, and the WIPP
underground facilities would serve as a permanent TRU waste repository.

The first alternative, No Action, is similar to the No Action Alternative discussed in the 1980
FEIS. Under this alternative, there would be no research and development facility to
demonstrate the safe disposal of TRU waste, and TRU waste would conlinue to be stored.
Storage of newly generated TRU mixed waste would be in conflict with the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Land Disposal Restriction; treatment would be
required to avoid such conflict. The WIPP would be decommissioned as a waste disposal
facility and potentially put to other uses.

The second alternative to the Proposed Action is to conduct the bin-scale tests at the facility
other than the WIPP and to delay emplacement or TRU waste in the WIPP underground until a
determination has been made of compliance with the EPA standards for TRU waste disposal
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(i.e.. 40 CFR Part 191, Suhpart B). The bin-scale tests could be conducted outside the WIPP
underground facilities in a specially designed, aboveground facility. The implications of this
alternative include delays in both the operational demonstrations and alcove-scale tests, the
lack of alcove-scale test data for the compliance demonstration, and placing the WIPP facilities
in a "standby" mode. The specialized facility for aboveground bin-scale tests could be
constructed at any one of the DOE facilities. In order to analyze the environmental impacts of
the alternative in the final SEIS, the DOE has evaluated the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory in Idaho as a representative facility for the aboveground bin-scale tests.

Unterberger, R.R. 1981. Final Report on Suh.sur/ace Radar Applications in the Delaware Basin,
Covering,, the Period June 1, 1980 through Jam_ar.l' 31. 1981. College Station, TX: Texas
A&M University, Department of Geophysics. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and
Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Radar techniques were experimentally applied underground in the Mississippi
Chemical Corporation (MCC) mine to determine whether this method can probe ahead of
mining within a potash and salt unit. The tests attempted to show the breccia pipe known to
exist in underground workings at MCC, as such a feature at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site would be important to predict. Radar pulses in underground air were
unsuccessful in the horizontal direction, but they returned a signal from vertical pulses
believed to originate within the rocks. Pulses are reflected from the mine surface and
reverberate in the mine air, limiting the utility of rad,qr pulses in air. Antennas were aimed at
the the breccia pipe and buried with fine rubble from mining. This greatly improved the
radar sensitivity and reduced radar energy in air. No radar signals showed. The modified
technique shows promise despite the lack of a specific return radar signal.

Samples measured in the laboratory indicate that low t'requency radar or 24 kHz sonar are
alternative methods of probing these rocks, with maximum radar range of less than 340 m.

DWP
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Van Sambeek, L.L. 1986. "WIPP: Seal Design Calculations," Working Papers From the US/FRG
Workshop on Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt Repository, Albuquerque, NM. September
23-25. 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus, OH: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle
Project Management Division. !!-24-1 through 11-24-4. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Five parameters related to properties of concrete seals and three parameters
related to modeling assumptions were tested by calculations to determine the influence of these
parameters on concrete seals in halite. Some parameters were quantified, while others were
qualified as included or ignored in the analysis. Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, seal length,
and elapsed time before emplacing the seal were quantifiable. Heat of hydration, chemical
expansivity, concrete creep, and the interface between seal and salt were qualified parameters.

Calculated early radial strain is sensitive to the chemical expansivity and hydration of concrete.
Later (>5 years), seal length and elapsed time until seal emplacement are significant. Only the
heat of hydration and chemical expansivity strongly influence calculated seal behavior. Seal
length also becomes more significant with lime. Plane strain models may not be appropriate
because seal length is assumed to be infinite. DWP

Van Sambeek, L.L. 1987. Thermal and Thermomechanical Analj,ses of WIPP Shaft Seals.
SAND87-7039; Topical Report RS[-0324. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Thermal and thermomechanical analyses were performed to provide information
on the behavior and stability of concrete seals emplaced in a circular shaft. Two types of
concrete were considered, an expansive salt-saturated concrete for seals located in rock salt or
other rock and an expansive freshwater concrete for seals located in nonsait rock.

Thermal analyses were used to determine the temperature rise in the concrete and surrounding
rock as a result of the exothermic hydration of the cement in the concretes. The
thermomechanical analyses considered time-dependent elastic modulus, thermoelastic
expansion, time-dependent chemically induced expansion, and creep of the concrete;
thermoelastic behavior of the nonsait rocks; and thermoelastic and creep behavior of the rock
salt. Supplementary analyses were performed to determine the effects of pressure loading on a
face of the seal that might result from a static brine head or the swelling of a bentonite
backfill; the influence of using a reduced elastic modulus for the rock salt; and the effect of
eliminating the chemical expansivity of the concrete.

The primary results of interest from the analy,,;es were the development of radial stress in the
seal, the magnitudes of tensile and shear stresses induced in the seal and rock, and the effect
of bonding or lack of bonding between the seal and the surrounding rock. The chemical
expansivity of the concrete was shown to be important for the development of radial stresses
in the seal and at the contact between the seal and the surrounding rock. The shear stresses
induced in the seal by the swelling pressure of bentonite become a concern if the radial
str,_sses are not developed. The seals as configured appear to be stable and capable of
performing their intended functions.

Van Sambeek, L.L., and J.C. Stormont. 1987. Ttlermal/'Slrm'tural 31odelilll,, of Test Series A
of the Small Scale Seal Performance Tests. SAND87-7037. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: In order to ensure effective long-term sealing of nuclear waste repositories,
adequate predictive capabilities (i.e., numerical modeling methods) of seal system
thermal/structural behavior is required. Such modeling must consider the properties of both
the seal material as well as the host rock. In this report, various modeling efforts are described
and discussed. Some results are compared to an in situ test on concrete seals (up to 91-cm
diameter by 91-cm length) in host rock salt at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Facility.

Preliminary efforts included one-dimensional models and limited finite-element models. An
experiment design approach, in conjunction with two-dimensional thermomechanical finite-
element modeling, determined the relative importance of various concrete and host rock
properties on the response of the seal system. In particular, the assumed chemical expansivity
of the concrete has a considerable influence on the early-time (180 day) response of the
concrete/rock system. Subsequent finite-element modeling of Test Series A produced good
comparison between measured and calculated concrete temperatures and strains; fair
comparison for concrete stress is obtained. The report concludes by giving present
thermal/structural modeling capabilities and limitations, and the direction future development
efforts will take.

Vandekraats, J.D. 1986. Testing of Reconstituted Salt Backfill for Suitability as a Base for the
RH TRU Mock Demonstration at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Carlshad. New Mexico.
[Carlsbad, NM]: Westinghouse Experimental Programs. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Heavy equipment to move and emplace remotely handled (RH) waste may break
through reconstituted backfills. A program was developed to test methods of backfilling and
characteristics of the reconstituted backfill. Salt pads were laid underground by hand and by
machine methods using controlled watering. The lifts (layers) were compacted by rolling with
machinery or by using vibrating mechanical tampers. Densit5 and moisture content were
measured. The strength and durability of the reconsolidated material were tested by loading
salt pads under plate loads and using haul trucks. Salt pads were scuff tested using a loaded
haul truck.

Expected stresses range from about 100 to 825 psi. The first plate test added incremental loads
of 98 psi as the rate of deflection decreased below 0.002 in./min for 3 min. The cumulative
deflection increased with loading, suggesting that the cumulative deflection might increase
infinitely at some stress level. At low loads, deflection appears to be insignificant after some
initial settling, and at higher stress levels, deflection will be limited by pad thickness and
underlying bedrock. Further tests involving initial loads of 98 psi followed by 884 psi for
variable times, produced deflections in the range of half an in. in the first half hour. Little
rebound was observed after removing loading. Deflections produced by prolonged stress from
a parked and loaded haul truck match predictions based on plate bearing tests. Fully loaded
haul trucks were used to scuff test pads. "No damage was incurred on either of the large pads
although much rubber was left behind as black skid marks." A smaller pad was almost totally
destroyed by scuff testing.

It is recommended that areas of drifts prone to breaking should be broken up before placing a
crushed salt pad. Thickness of each lift and moisture should be controlled. Use machinery to
construct pads where possible. Forklift operators should not make sharp turns or turn wheels
while parked, and loaded forklifts should not be parked for more than an hour on a good salt
pad until the operational characteristics are determined. Cask loading equipment should be set
on solid rock. DWP
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Vandekraats, J.D. 1987. Qttartc'r-Scah' ,_lodelmg of Room Cmtvcrgem'e Effect.s on CH TRU
Drurtr it'a,_le Emplacemeplt._ (_l,_iJtg II'IPP R_'ferclwc Design Gcomctrte,_. DOE/WIPP 87-012.
Carlsbad, NM: US Department of t'nergy.

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) has agreed to remove any radioactive waste
from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) at the end of a 5-year operations demonstration
period if permanent disposal is not appropriate, This study addresses the expected conditions
of the waste stacked in disposal room after 5 years, considering room geometry, backfill, waste
stack, and room convergence. Modeling at a reduced scale was chosen from various options
because of time and budget constraints. Scale model drums were used because this is expected
to be the rnost common waste container. The test plan consisted of three preliminary steps
using quarter and full-scale drums to confirm the concept and a final step in which quarter-
scale models of drums and rooms, using 900 cans, were tested underground with loads
simulating room convergence. Based on these tests, it is expected that load will be completely
transmitted through the waste stack within 5 years and all drums will be affected. "Virtually
all drums will show some deformation 8 years after emplacement." Some drums, most likely
near the center of the room, may breach before 8 years. After 8 years, I% of the drums are
predicted to be breached. After 15 years, about 12% may be breached, and this figure may go
higher. Boxes for contact handled waste were not analyzed. Because they are structurally
reinforced, contact handled boxes may not det'orm until adjacent drums have crushed
somewhat. The interaction between box designs and drums should be examined. DWP
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Wagner, R.A. 1979a. Viscoelastic Roof-to-Floor Deformations in an Ambient Area of the Pre-
WIPP Experimental Area. Technical Letter Memorandum RSI-0026. Rapid City, SD:
RE/SPEC, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Some of the experiments and/or demonstrations in the Pre-Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Dedicated Area will be performed at ambient temperature conditions. An
experiment is being designed to provide easily measurable room-and-pillar deformations at
ambient temperature over a period of a few years. The configuration is not characteristic of
any specific structural member that would appear in a repository, but rather is designed to be
easily simulated with a two-dimensional numerical model.

Two constitutive laws were utilized in modeling the creep behavior of the salt in this Pre-
WIPP experiment: I) an empirical transient law and 2) an empirical steady-state law. The
numerical modeling was performed with the finite element code SPECTROM-21.

The steady-state creep law is highly sensitive to changes in effective stress. "As the extraction
ratio is increased, the zone of relatively high deviatoric stress in tile pillar is correspondingly
increased." So "...one would...expect the steady-state creep rate, and accumulated creep strain,
to considerably overshadow that of the totally transient situation." At high extraction ratios,
steady state creep of narrow pillars results in greater roof-to-floor closure than does transient
creep.

For extraction ratios greater than 60%, roof-to-floor closures will greatly increase. For
extraction ratios of about 60%, centerline roof-to-floor closure within 3 years should not
exceed 25 cm. Most closure in cases analyzed was due to pillar shortening rather than from
roof sag or floor heave. DWP

Wagner, R.A. 1979b. Amhie_lt Drilihole Closure in a MiJzed Drift. Technical Letter
Memorandum RSI-0037. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, inc. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Closures have been simulated numerically for hypothetical boreholes ranging in
diameter from 10.1 cm to 40.6 cm., and drilled below a drift in rock salt. The finite-element
code SPECTROM-21 used in the simulatiot_ incorporates both transient and steady-state
empirical constitutive laws. Model conditions include: 30 ° C (86 ° F) ambient temperature,
elevation of borehole collar of 305 m (1000 ft), and a borehole depth of 6.1 m (20.0 ft).
Mechanical properties of salt were taken as the following: density of 2.16 x 103 kg/m a,
modulus of elasticity of 1.38 x 103 MPa, and Poisson's ratio of 0.40.

Closures across the diameter for the steady-state creep law are considerably less than for the
transient creep law. The largest radial closures occur between i and 5 m depth. Closure
across the diameter after 100 and 400 days appears to taper off for boreholes greater than 40.6
cm (16 inches). Field measurements of larger boreholes should be measurable within 1 month
of drilling. Calculated effects using the transient creep law are significantly greater than for
the steady-state creep law, which is highly sensitive to effective stress. DWP

Wagner, R.A., and J.L. Ratigan. 1979. Thermo/l'iscoelastie Anal.rsi.s of a Heated Room IVith
Crushed-Salt Backfill in the Pre-lf'lPP Dedicated Area. Technical Memorandum Report
RSI-0081. Rapid City, SD: RE/SPEC, Inc.
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ABSTRACT: Finite-element codes SPI:_C'I'ROM-21 and SI'I'CTROM-41 have been used to
simulate numerically an experiment in the Pre-Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Dedicated
Area to determine consolidation of crushed-salt backfill in a heated roonl in rock salt. The
analysis determines power requirements and consolidation for various room and pillar
geometries to obtain 10% consolidation after I year.

The design was constrained by room wictth not less than 4 m, height no gretlter than 5 m, total
power of 50 kW, temperatures not above 100° C (212°F), and a time limit of I year. Both
transient and steady-state creep constitutive laws based on laboratory tests were used.

The baseline case (Model I) produces about 6% volumetric room closure, less than desired.
Model 2, with unheated rooms adjacent to the created room, results in extraction ratios of
about 50%. Extending the heating period results in about 17% closure after three years. This
violates both time and temperature constraints, l_owering therrnal loading reduces
temperatures, but also reduces closure. It is recommended that extraction ratios be maximized,
time of the experiment be extended, and backfill salt be "preconsolidated" in one part of the
heated section while another section is allowed to consolidate naturally. Preconsolidated salt
will benefit numerical simulations and will help to evaluate mineability ot" consolidated salt.

DWP

Wahl, K,K., and D.K. Rudeen. 1981. II'IPP Benchmark II Computations With Stealth 2D.'
Structural Re._ptm._e of an l.w_thermal and a Ih'ated Drift. SAI-207-I:R-696-1. Albuquerque,
NM: Science Applications, lnc. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: STEALTll codes are t'inite-dift'erence numerical codes that have been applied to
the Benchmark !1 problem to cornpare v-er_ultsamong several numerical codes. The isothermal
drift case at 10 years shows maxirnunl closur,_ ot" 0.474 m. llorizontal displacement on the
drift wall at pillar midheight has a maxiar_um displacement of 0.174 m. The heated drift case
shows a relatively constant convergence rate after 2 years because of the steady-state creep
model. The vertical closure at 10 years is 0.538 rn. Temperature histories show the code does
not properly compute heat conduction across slidelines in the most general case, though the
changes are not large. Changes in temlgerature are not expected to greatly influence stresses or
closure

General conclusions from the exercise are: I) the problem was challenging and realistic,
excercising the code to nearly full capability; 2) results ditTer signit'icantly when stratigraphy is
included; 3) the Benchmark II design appears quite safe regarding retrievability. More specific
conclusions included: stiff anhydrite layers support the ctet'orming rock mass and limit drift
closure; a realistic thermal radiation model for a closed cavity requires a very modest effort;
slip at sliplines is significant, warranting inclusion of sliplines in I'uture models and study of
friction as a parameter; anhydrite layers build up relatively high stress, which could be
relieved by including plasticity; and heat conduction across sliplines needs to be developed and
verified.

Sliplines can be accommodated, though frictional sliding has not been verified. Ten or more
slip lines can be included, mainly by changing array sizes to store boundary data. STEALTIt
already includes the ability to describe radiation in a closed cavity, and it was used for the
heated drift case for Benchmark !!. Thin geological layers may be handled within the code,
but certain applications may be very costly. Modulus scaling for certain thermal or
thermomechanical applications may be helpful, as the shear modulus can be lowered and
thickness increased to maintain relatively consistent mesh scale. It is recommended that the
following be considered to avert possible Benchmark III problems: I) include a simple elastic-
perfectly plastic model for anhydrite layers, 2) include friction at slidelines as a parametric
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variation, and 3) use identical drift configurations to assess directly tile contribution of the
thermal load. DWP

Wakeley, L.D. 1986. "Development or Grouts and Concretes for Use at the WIPP, 1975-1986,"
IVorking Papers From the US/FRG IVorkshop on Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt
Repositorj,. AIhuquerque. NM. Septemher 23-25. 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus, OH:
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle Project Management Division, !1-11-1 through
11-1 I-8. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Freshwater and saltwater grouts were developed and used in bore hole plugging
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) during 1970s. Through 1984, grouts first used ror the
Bell Canyon tests (i979-80) were modified but did not achieve the performance criteria
considered necessary for the small-scale seal performance tests at the WIPP beginning in 1985.

Waterways Experiment Station developed a new expansive salt-saturated concrete in 1985.
This concrete had a 4-hour working time and was self-leveling and nonsegregating in
commercial and lab operations. The concrete was expansive in lab tests, it was nonshrinking
when emplaced in instrumented or noninstrumented bore holes, either horizontal or vertical,
and up to 3 rt in diameter at the repository horizon, Temperature and retarders affect its
expansivity. DWP

Wakeley, L.D. 1987a. Dependence of Expan.sion of a Salt-Saturated Concrete ml Tentperature
and Mixing and Handling Procedure.s. Technical Report SL-87-20. Vicksburg, MS:
Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers. (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: in experinaents with an Expansive Salt-Saturated Concrete (ESC), the time or
setting was controlled by the arnount or sodium citrate used. The rheological and physical
properties required of ESC were determined by its intended use in an underground repository
for radioactive wastes in bedded rock salt. These properties, including a long working time and
low air content, could not be achieved using conventional high-range water-reducing
admixtures such as melamine and napthalene t'ormaldehyde condensates. Within a rixed range
of citrate percentages, expansivity or the concrete was proportional to the amount or citrate
used.

The desired level or expansion resulted rrorn delaying formation or ettringite until after
formation of a rigid structure in the paste. Expansive potential was diminished by warmer
temperatures of mixing curing and by repeated episodes or mixing or disturbance during the
extended period or workability (up to 4 hr). These variables should be considered in plans for
field placernent or this or an), expansive concrete.

The potential for durability or this concrete in the environment ror which it was rormulated
cannot be gauged by those pruperties comrnonly used as indicators or durability for
conventional concrete in surrace environments. Low permeability and minimal reaction to
brine are interrelated factors that may better indicate durability than do traditionally cited
properties such as compressive strength or resistance to cyclic phenomena.

Wakeley, L.D. 1987b. "Relationships Among Retardation, Expansion, Microstructure, and
Phase Composition ror a Salt-Saturated Expansive Grout," Sciemific lla,si.s /or Nuclear It'aste
Management. Materials Re._earch So¢'ict.l' Proceedings .V. Bo,_ton, M,,I. Decenther I-6. 1986.
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Eds, J.K. Bates and W,B. Seefeldt, Pittsburgh, PA: Materials Research Society, Vol. 85,
283-290.

ABSTRACT: A salt-saturated and sulfate-expansive grout was formulated with four levels of
sodium citrate to determine effects on workability and setting time. linear expansion of
restrained grout prisms increased with the amount of citrate used, apparently a function of the
extent of retardation of the grouts. This relationship was observed both for grouts cured for at
least 53 days and for a concrete formulated from the same cemetitious materials cured for at
least 180 days.

The microstructures of the grouts at 28 days old showed notable increases in the extent of
reaction of the sulfate phases and in the formation of ettringite with increasing citrate content,
thus with increasing retardation of the set. X-ray dilTraction also revealed an increase in
well-crystallized ettringite and decrease in gypsum with greater retardation. These observations
provide a microstructural and compositional link between retardation and the expansion of
cementitious materials formulated to be expansive.

Wakeley, I,,D,, and ,J.P, llurkes. 1986. "Distribution of Chloride in a Salt-Saturated Grout in
Contact with Ilalite Rock," Cement aml Com'rete Re,carets. Vol. 16, 267-274.

ABSTRACT: The shear strength ot" a sodium chloride-saturated grout to rock salt suggested
chemical bonding existed across the interface. Chemical analyses using SEM/EDX of various
locations in the grout showed a significantly greater quantity of chloride near the interface
than near the perimeter of specimens. The resultant concentration of chloride is at least
partially controlled by the proximity of rock salt.

Wakeley, L.D,, and T.S. Poole, 1986, Postte.st ,,lmd.l'sis of a Lahoratory-Ca_t Momflitt: o/Salt-
Saturated Com'rcte. Miscellaneous Paper S1,-86-13. Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment
Station, Corps of Engineers. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
l_ibrary, Sandia National I.aboratories, Albuquertlue, NM).

ABSTRACT: A salt-saturated concrete was formulated for laboratory testing of cementitious
mixtures with the potential for use in the disposal of radioactive wastes in a geologic
repository in halite rock. Cores were taken t'rom a laboratory-cast concrete monolith on
completion of tests of permeability, strain, and stress. The c_res were analyzed for physical
and chemical evidence of brine migration through the concrete and other features with
potential impact on the installation _t' concrete plugs at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
in New Mexico.

The post-test analyses of the cores provided evidence of brine m_vement along the interface
between concrete and pipe and little indication of permeability through the monolith itself.
There may also have been diffusion of chloride into the monolith without actual brine flow.

Wakeley, i,,i),, and T,S. Poole, 1987, Studl_'s o/ the Geocltemt_'al Stahilit)' of a Salt-Saturated
Expatlsive Grout. Miscellaneous Paper S!.-87-10. Vicksburg, MS: Waterways l-xperiment
Station, Corps of Engineers. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: This report describes laboratory experiments on several aspects of durability of
grout in ttle special environment of a repository for radioactive wastes in bedded halite rock.
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The variables tested include solubility of grout components, phase changes, and mobility of
chloride relative to interfaces with rock and brine or freshwater.

The grout tested had large percentages of both chloride and sulfate. Chloride was more mobile
when the grout was exposed to freshwater and sulfate when exposed to brine. Removal of
chloride from the grout accompanied the loss of the chloroaluminate phase, rather than simply
the dissolution of NaCI. However, chloride gradients were not apparently related to an
interface between grout and halite rock.

With extended exposure to brine or freshwater, calcium represented the largest fraction ot'
mass loss, as determined by analyses of exposure solutions. Sulfate loss was the second largest.
This effect increased with time and temperature of exposure. Volume increase of test
specimens indicated continued or renewed expansion, even after the initial curing or storage
period (28 days or 9 months), when the grout was exposed to water or brine. The combination
of volume increase with mass loss suggests a density decrease, but this did not cause the loss of
physical integrity of specimens. Analyses of phase compositions and changes will be reported
in a subsequent document.

Wakeley, L.D,, and D,M. Walley, 1986, Development and Fwld Placement o/ an Expandire
Salt-Saturated Concrete (ESC) for tltt, II'a,_tel_olation Pilot Plant (II'IPP), Technical Report
SL-86-36, Vicksburg, MS: Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers, (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l,aboratories,
Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: An Expansive Salt-Saturated Concrete (ESC) was proportioned for placement
underground in halite rock 'It the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site, near Carlsbad, NM.
Requirements for this concrete were to be chemically compatible with the host rock, to remain
pumpable for 4 hours, to give net volurne increase beginning at an early age and continuing
until creep closure of the salt assures sealing at the rock interface, and to cure to a solid with
extremely low permeability and fairly high strength.

ESC was proportioned and placed underground at the WIPP in two successful field tests during
FY85 and FY86, This report is the first of three reports about this concrete. It describes the
development of ESC in the laboratory and the mixture properties prior to final set. It
summarizes field placement activities in July 1985 and February 1986, when ESC was placed
in test holes underground at the WIPI> for two series of Small-Scale Seal Pert'ormance Tests
(SSSP'r). It also gives data from tests of expansive behavior of the concrete at early ages and
under simulated repository conditions,

The second report will describe expansive behavior of ESC relative to several variables that
could have an impact on its field performance and long-term stability, as determined during
laboratory testing. It also will discuss possible explanations of the rather extraordinary suite of
properties exhibited by ESC, as contrt_lled by its chemical composition. The third report will
describe laboratory studies of the mechanism of set retardation in a grout derived frorn this
concrete.

Wakeley, L,D,, D,M. Walley, and A.D, Buck. 1986. Devt,lt_l_mt'nt of Frt'.shu'alt, r Grout
Stthscqt,'_tt to the Bell Cun)'on 7"c._ts t BCT), Miscellaneous Paper S1.-86-2. Vicksburg, MS:
Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers, (Copy on file at the Waste Management
and Transportation Library, Sandia National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Freshwater grouts are among the cement-based materials developed and studied
at the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) for sealing a radioactive waste
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repository in bedded evaporite rocks. The grout most studied was first developed for the Bell
Canyon Tests (BCT) at the Waste Isolation Pilot (WIPP) Project in southeastern New Mexico.

This salt-free grout, designated 13CT-II:F, was placed in the field in 1981 (site and
preliminary design validation, or SI'DV) and again in 1983 (15-25 bore hole). Casting of
specimens for laboratory study at WI-S accompanied both of these field events. Specimens were
tested to ages of nearly four years for such properties as expansion, compressional wave
velocity, compressive strength, static and dynamic elastic moduli, and phase composition,

Most properties achieved the values for which this mixture was developed. Changes in some
parameters, such as increases in density and expansion, can be related directly to phase
composition and microstructure. The BCT-IFF grout is the baseline candidate freshwater grout
for future studies and development of the WIPP as a demonstration geologic repository,

Wallace, M., J. Pietz, J. Case, D. Deal, and B. Lauctes. 1990. "Coupled Fluid-Flow Modeling
of Brines Flowing Through Deforming Salt Around the Excavations for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP), in the Permian Salado I-:ormation," It'a_le ,,_fanagement 90. It'a,_te
Prot't,.__i_tg, Tratt._portalion, Storage, and Disposal, 7"c'('hnlt'al Program._ and Public Education,
"i'uc.wm, AZ, Fehruar)' 25-,tlarch I. IC)9o, Ed, R,G. Post, Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona,
Vol. 2, 873-880.

ABSTRACT: Small brine weeps have been observed on the exposed surfaces ot'the otherwise
dry repository horizon excavations at the Waste Isolation Pilot Phtnt (WIPP). Furtherrnt)re, it is
known that creep of the surrounding salt will enhance permeabilities and porosities in the
region encompassing the excavations, offering the potential for increased brine inflow. This
study is part of an ongoing effort through the Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program (BSEP)
to evaluate the coupled processes of salt creep and brine inflow, The previous phase of this
project involved the development of a comprehensive mathematical formulation of multiphase
(brine and nitrogen), temperature-dependent flow through deforming rock. Aspects of that
formulation were employed in the current inaplementation of a salt creep brine-inflow
simulator. The coupled processes were investigated through the integration of a finite-element
rock mechanics code with a finite-element groundwater flow code. Preliminary analyses
applied to a hypothetical circular excavation showed the development of a zone of disturbed
rock having enhanced permeability and porosity. This development was accompanied by the
outward propagation of an unsaturated zone. For the excavation geometry considered, the
development of this unsaturated zone appears to be primarily sensitive to strain rates.

Walter, G,R, 1983, A 7'hrt't'-II'ell ?'echniqm' for Determining l;'ornlation .4ni.w_trop.l'at the Waste
l._olation Pilot Plant (II'IPP) Southea_t New 3lexico. SAND83-7011. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The traditional methods used by hydrologists t'or determining the principal
components of transmissivity in anisotropic aquifers are based on techniques developed by
Papadopulos and ttantush. Their procedures are based on the assumption that an aquifer test
will be performed with one pumped well and require a minimum of three observation wells to
completely define the direction and rnagnitude ot" the principal cornponents of transmissivity.
The theory and techniques described in this report represent an extension of the techniques
presented by Papadopulos and tlantush in support of the theory that more than one well in a
well array can be pumped, in this case, the transmissivity tensor can be completely defined
using a three-well array, if two aquifer tests are pert'ormed sequentially pumping two of the
wells.
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Walter, G.R., II.W. Bentley, J.J. Ward, aud D.D. (;oanlalez. Ic_83. "Continuum and Non-
Continuum Aspects ot" Ciroundwater Mc)vemenl at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,
Southeastern New Mexico," I':OS "Fr(lllsfll'liqllls, .,llH_'rl¢'iltl G('r#ptl.l'_l('l_/ _/IJH)tl, Vol. 64, no, 45,
713, (Abstract Only),

ABSTRACT: Both pumping and tracer tests on the Culebra Dolomite Member ot"the Rustler
Formation near the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeasternNew Mexico have shown
that both types of tests are necessary to describe the physics o1"groundwater flow in these
rocks, gasecl only on pumping test results, the Culebra Dolomite appears to be a nearly ideal
anisotropic porous medium with a ratio of the principal componentsof transmissivity of about
2,7:1, Groundwater tracer tests, however, have shown order ot"magnitude differences in travel
times, depending on the direction _)t"tracer movement, The solute-transport results suogest that
groundwater movement takes place through discrete channels or I'ractures, These results also
raise fundamental questionsabout the meaning and determinati(_n of "etTective" porosity values
used in solute-transport modeling, Numerical models are currently being developed to
determine the formation characteristics which will reconcile the continuum and noncontinuum
aspects of Now in the Culebra.

Ward, D,B,, aud D,G, ilrooklus. 1990, "Rb-Sr and Uraniunl Gee)chemical Cc)nstraints on
Actinide Migration at the Waste Isolation Pilot Site, New Mexico," .,|h,_lroc'lswith Pr#x,r¢lt_l.,_,
G='tJltJ_,ic'cjISm'.'ly .J" Amc,rwa, D.II._, "I'X, Ch'l.h_,r 29-A'.v¢'mhc'r i, IgVqJ, Vol, 32, no, 7,
A I00, (Abstract Only),

AI3STRACT: In the Culebra I)oh)mite _1' the Rustler l:ornlati,)n, the m¢)st probable conduit
fur the long-term release of radionuclides to the bic)sl'_here is transrmrt by groundwater. We
have examined clay minerals from fracture surfaces in the ('ulebra which overlies the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) rel)ository in the Sala(h)l:¢)rmati()n.

Whereas clay minerals in the WIPP rer_ository proper (Salado l.ormation) are dominantly illitic
and illiti,: smectite and yield pre-ctepositional ages of 428 .+7 Ma, the clay minerals in the
fractures of the Culebra formation are predominantly Mg-rich varieties such as corrensite,
saponite, and chlorite and complex mixed layered species. "l'he,_e clay minerals from throughout
the Rustler Formation yield Rb-Sr ages ranging t'rom 2q0 Ma (minus 2 micron fraction) to 250
Ma (minus 0.12.5 micron fraction), suggesting that much of the water-rock interaction anti
l'racture filling occurred during or ver_ _o,_nafter the i.ale l'ermian. The Rb-Sr ages do not,
however, reflect ion-exchange processes (_ccurv'ing on cla._ surl'a_.'esbecause norrnal laboratory
cleaning removes most sorbed ions.

We have examined this problem further I_ allenlpting fiehl distribulicJn _.'oel'ficienl (Kd)
n'leasurements. Using water data l'rl_m ,,,.ells studied for uranium series disequilibrium
systematics coupled with neutrc)n a_.'livati_)nanal_sis ol" clay minerals l'vom the same horizons
allows us to determine a range in Kd _alues l'r,_m 80 to 800 ml, g. Despite the uncertainties
involved in precise water/rock beha,.i¢_r, lhese Kd _alues imply ¢_nly limiled mobility of
uranium in the Culebra samples.

Ward, J,J,, G,R, Walter, and D.I), Gonzalez. 1983. "llelerogeneity and Anisotropy of a
Groundwater System in Carbonate Rocks at the Waste Is,)lation Pilot Plant (WII'P Site), New
Mexico," I'.'OS Tra,._ac/i,n._..4nit'rio'an C;C',l_hy_t_'alU,,,I. Vc)l, 04, no. 45, 713-714. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: Numerous aquifer tests have been performed on the Culebra Dolomite Member
of the Permian Rustler f=ormation in the vicinity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site.
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These tests included determination of trnnsmissivity, storativity, and, at several locations,
anisotropy, The similarity of the principal directions and the ratio of the major to minor
components Dr transmissivity implies a regional contr¢_l mechanism, the most plausible being
the approximate north-south fracture alignment inferred t'rom the regional stress history of the
Delaware Basin. A very high degree of aquifer heterngeneity is evidenced by the more than
five orders of magnitude variation in measured trnnsmissivity within the study area. The values
and trends of transmissivity appear to be controlled primarily by an eastwardly migrating
halite dissolution front and not to the t"lctors controlling the anisotropy.

Wav_erslk, W.R, 1979, Indirect Defm'matton (Strain),_h'asuremet_t._ and Calibrations m Sandia
7"riaxial Apparatu_ /or Rm't_ 7"estrig to 25O°C. SAND79-0114. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
National l,aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Indirect procedures for axial and radial strain measurements an rock in triaxial
tests to 250"C are presented. The description of techniques includes discussions of all
calibrations and of the accuracies of measurements. In addition, two examples are given to
show haw the techniques are implemented in triaxial compression and triaxial extension
experiments.

Wawerslk, W,R, 1981, "New Comparisons of Creep Rates for Rock Salt as a Function of
Temperature to 160°C (T = 0.4 lm), '' EOS 7'ran_acttotr_..,Ir_tc'ric¢ot Geop/u',_it'a/ U_liotl. Vol,
62, no. 45, 1029. (Abstract C)nly),

ABS'I'RACT: Salt creep measurements as a function el'temperature are needed to simulate salt
mass motions around underground structures. They are also sought to identify governing
deformation mechanisms for data extrapolation,

Temperature-dependent creep rates were determined for a natural rock salt in differential
temperature tests under compression between 23 and 160'_'C, Results were compared in terms
of the qua_,tity S = -Rlln(ei,t/ei),'(I;Ti, I - I/'l'l)l.r where el denotes natural strain rate at
temperature :Ft, R is the gas constant and T is shear stress. With few exceptions, S lay between
67 and 96.4 I,,J/mo!e, The high values pert;lin to some strain r:ltes just before and after the
temperature had !_'en changed (inst_lntaneous values), The lower values correspond either to
strain rates at the end of each test stage or to c,_nstant strain rates throughout a pair of stages
(asymptotic values). Differences in the instantaneous and asympt,_tic values ot' S are attributed
to transients because steady-state creep had not been reached in the preceding test stage.

It' the lower values of S are assumed t¢_equal an effective activation energy for steady-state
creep, Q,,rr, then the present data lie noticeably above published values Q,,rr= 50,2 kJ,,'rnole for
the same temperature and stresses. This fact suggests that earlier data may have been biased by
short-term measurements which did not extend into the steady-state regime. It also implies
that earlier exponents in power-law _tress t'_rmulatit_ns may have been underestimated.

Wat_,erslk, W,R. i c_82. "l.ow Temperature C'reep Mechanisms in Rock Salt," EOS Tran_action,_.
,,Itm'rtcatt Geoptty_ical U_z/mt, SAND82-2071A, Vol. 63, no. 45, 10q5. (Abstract Only).

AI3S'I'RACT: Based on adequate power-law fits, low-temperature creep of rock salt (0.27 <
T/T m <0.44) is el'ten assumed to be controlled exclusively by the climb of edge dislocations,
'l'his suggestion is then used to justify the extrapolation of measurements to lower stresses and
longer times than can be realized in the laboratory.
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The assumption that the low-temperature creep ot" rock salt is entirely governed by ¢titTusic_nis
at odds with nleasured low-activation enthalpies, it was shown that this assumption is also at
variance with alternate fits to creep r',_tesby exponential stress functions; activation areas on
the order of 100 b_ (b = Burgers vector); glide bands in addition to subgrain structures in
virgin specimens, laboratory-deformed samples, and in salt which was taken from the walls of
old mine workings; and normal and inverse transients following changes in applied temperature
in laboratory creep experiments. These observations, along with previously established high-
temperature creep properties and with measurements ot" low-temperature flow stresses, Fixl, all
suggest that the low-temperature creep of rock salt is determined by the simultaneous action of
climb and cross-slip. Substantiating measurements of activation enthalpies as a function of
stress are pending.

Wawerslk, W.R. 1984a, "Comparison of Creep and Creep Models for Rock Salt," Second
Cmt/erence on the Mechanical Behavior of Salt, /tamzover. Gc,rmatl.l', So'p/emBer 24-29. 1989.
SAND84-0888A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National L.aboratories. (Abstract Only; Corpy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRAC'F: Creep data will be presented for four domal salts and one bedded salt. The
measurements furnish credible upper and lower bound steady-state creepestirnates. The upper

• and lower bounds were distinguished by the association of creep with normal and inverse
transients. This new approach to the determination ot" steady-state creep rates of salt at low
temperature requires shorter test times than conventional methods. Possible errors in steady-
state creep measurements using the old and new approaches will be demonstrated by a
comparison of two relatively large data sets for bedded salt from the Salado Formation, New
Mexico.

The different groups of steady-state creep estimates of this study were fitted by a power law
model,

i }"
1"

61s = Ce×p(-Q/RT) - (1.)

and by several alternate models for cross-slip, Eq (2), and dislocatic_n glide, Eq (3)

(:°/ /:/1_ls = I)_,×p -i/:i; l t_ i ii - l t_ i ' (2)

............................... c:xp - (g Vr(1 g6)) (3)
1s 1 t ," i_)' 3

where

As a further alternative, r(! - B6) was replaced by (7-(I - Bt3))138

C,D, and n are constants. ,a denotes the shear modulus, T is temperature and r = (a1 - a3) is
the shear stress, ro and #o are the flow stress and the shear modulus at absolute zero. The
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quantities Qcs, B3and Bs are activation energies. V denotes an activation volume. In addition
to these expressions, a dual mechanism rnodel for Jlirnb and cross-slip was considered.

The best and mechanistically most credible fit to the models in eqs, (I)-(3) was obtained for
cross-slip with excellent agreement between the fitted activation energies and activation
energies for cross-slip in the literature. This conclusion is supported by activation analyses
including some correlations between the effective activation energy and the stress exponent of
the power law model, on one hand, and stress and temperature, on the other. This conclusion
is also consistent with some large power law stress exponents and with limited substructural
observations that showed no subgrain development, No satisfactory I'it could be obtained for a
two-mechanism model for dislocation climb and cross-slip, especially when the activation
energies were constrained to known values, ll" cross-slip can be proven to be the dominant
creep mechanism, tl_en a rationale would be available to extrapolate the existing steady state
creep measurements beyond the range of laboratory conditions of stress anti temperature. Such
extrapolations appear justified also by equivalent salt viscosities of the order of 1019 poise or
less that are predicted by the cross-slip model for geologic stresses, 0.7 _r _1.75 MPa, and
corresponding temperatures 70 _ T _< 120°C.

Although the present data suggest that cross-slip may be the rate controlling step during the
low temperature creep of salt, there is good agreement between the cross-slip and power law
Fits. Therefore, the power law fits appear Io be good empirical approximations to the true
creep processes despite the fact that the fitted power law creep porameters cannot be
interpreted mechanistically.

Creep measurements on different salts yielded differences in steady-state creep estimates
between one and two orders of magnitude. The reasons for unusually low creep rates for salt
from the Bryan Mound dome remain unknown. Several chemical studies were inconclusive,
while arguments concerning variations in initial subgrain sizes proved inadequate. Work on
compositional and textural variations is continuing.

Wawersik, W.R. 1984b. "On the Evolution of Texture and Microstructure in l.aboratory
Deformed Rock Salt," Second Conference on ttw .Ih'chanwal t]cha_,ior of Sail, tlannover,
Germany. Seplemher 24-29. 19h'4. SAND84-0889A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Textural and microstructural studies for rock salt are important for the selection
and extrapolation of creep models that are based on laboratory measurements at constant stress
or at constant strain rate. For example, a well-developed subgrain structure suggests that
steady-state creep is governed by dislocation climb. On the" other hand, glide bands, diffuse
glide bands, and wavy slip are indicative of glide and cross-slip. Microstructural observations
are also relevant to the interpretation of creep measurements following stress drops. While
recovery in such tests is indicated by inverse transients, available observations do not suffice to
determine whether recovery is always complete. Such judgement is particularly difficult when
the associated microstructures are not dominated by subgrain formation.

The evolution of texture and microstructure is being studied in rock salt from the Asse Mine
anticline and from the Salado Formation, New Mexico. The first part of this study consisted of
creep tests on layered samples at two stresses and at 100 and 160°C. The resulting histories of
seven samples are indicated. The induced strains varied between 0.2 and approximately 8%.
Associated textural and microstructural measurements are now in progress, beginning with
observations of grain-boundary sliding, Additional observations are being made on Saladosalt
to evaluate substructural changes that were associated with the recovery tests. These tests
supplemented the recovery tests. All observational studies will be completed by August 1984.
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Wawersik, W.R. 1984c. "Fracture Patterns Induced By Hydraulic Fracturing in a Bedded
Rocksalt," EOS Transactions. American Geophysical Union. Vol. 65, no. 45, !118. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRAC'F: Hydraulic fractures were induced in a 130-m long horizontal drill hole in
bedded salt of the Salado Formation in southeastern New Mexico, 675 m below the surface.
The relevant salt stratigraphy contains almost pure salt, po[yhalitic salt, and argillaceous salt
with distinct clay partings. The induced fractures were decorated with fluorescent dye that had
been added to the hydraulic fracturing fluid earlier. As a result, all fracture patterns could be
mapped in detail as a drift was advanced along the axis of the drill hole in which hydraulic
fracturing had been conducted.

The observed fracture patterns can be divided into four groups: fractures with preferred
orientations due to the effect of nearby, 15-month old mine openings; fracture patterns that
are interpreted to be characteristic for isotropic stress states; fracture patterns and fracture
process zones that are typical for argillaceous salt with intervening clay partings; and fracture
patterns near the ends of a pair of 1.7-m long sliding packers. Especially large fracture process
zones in argillaceous salt correlate well with low fluid recoveries immediately following
hydraulic fracturing.

Based on published analyses of the stress distribution around an isolated mine opening in rock
salt, it is inferred that preferred fracture orientations are indicative of maximum principal
st:-ess differences _1 - oa _" 1.25 MPa.

Wawersik, W.R. 1985a. "Alternatives to a Power-Law Creep Model for Rock Salt Below
160°C, '' EOS Tran_actmn_. American Geoph.v._tcal Uniml. Vol. 66, no. 46, 1084. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: Upper and lower bound estimates of the steady-state strain rates of rock salt
from five locations were analyzed. The measurements were obtained in triaxial creep tests,
including systematic changes in stress and temperature to 160°C. 3"he various data sets were
correlated in activation analyses and fitted by models for power-law creep (dislocation climb),
cross-slip, dislocation glide, and combined climb and cross slip. In addition, measurements
were made to evaluate the importance of grain-boundary sliding. It was determined that a
cross-slip model yields the mechanistically most credible fit with activation energies and
activation areas matching those published for NaCI single crystals. Grain-boundary sliding
contributed less than 18% of the total strain at 160°C. Good fits for cross-slip and high
power-law stress exponents rule out the possibility that pressure solution affected the data in a
major way to the lowest recorded strain rates of order 10-1°s i

The conclusion concerning cross-slip as the rate-controlling step during creep of rock salt
below 160°C is consistent with many glide related microstructural features in samples
deformed in the laboratory at or below I I0°C. it is emphasized, however, that the role of cross
slip does not imply the absence of dislocation climb and subgrain formation, but merely
suggests that climb is not dominant.

Wawersik, W.R. 1985b. "Determination of Steady State Creep Rates and Activation Parameters
for Rock Salt," Jleasurcment of Rock Propertie._ at Elevated Pre._sures and Temperatures,
College Station. 7",Y, June 2#, 1983. Eds. H.J. Pincus and E.R. Hoskins. SAND82-2731C.
Philadelphia, PA: American Sociely for Testing and Materials. 72-92.
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ABSTRACT: Measurements of steady-state creep rates and activation parameters are described
for rock salt at low-temperature (T __.4Tin; T m = melting temperature) and low-strain rates.
The determinations of steady-state creep rates rely on the evaluations of upper and lower
bounds based on the characteristics of transients following changes in stress and temperature.
First order activation analyses make use of correlations between the steady-state creep rates,
stress, and temperature. More rigorous activation analyses result from comparisons of creep
rates right before and after temperature and stress changes. Selected experimental results are
given for rock salts from two locales deformed between 40 and 160°C. Based on measured
values of activation enthalpies, activation areas, correlations between steady-state creep rates
by means of a power law, and some temperature-induced transients, it is suggested that the
low-temperature creep of rock salt is affected by large, independent contributions from glide
n'lechanisms besides dislocation climb.

Wavversik, W,R. 1986. "Microstructures in l)eformed Rock Salt From Around Old Mine
Workings," EOS 7'ran.saclicm.s. ,,|mc'rictlJ1 Geophy.stcal Union. San Fram'i.sco. CA. December
S-19 I9,_'6 SAND86 -_ ,_. (Abstract Only).., . ,,187A. Vol. 67, no. 44, 120"

ABSTRACT: Microstructures were observed in deformed rock salt from around old workings
in l lutchinson, Kansas: itallstatt, Austria: Wieliczka, Poland: and from the Asse Mine, Federal
Republic of Germany. Samples from Ilutchirisorl included core frorn the rib and from the
center of an approximately 50-year-old pillar. "l'he microstructures were compared with those
in virgin salt and in single and polycrystalline salt deformed in laboratory creep experiments.
The microstructural data are used to test mechanistic interpretations of laboratory creep
measurements and to evaluate wl_ether the current models for the low-temperature creep of
rock salt can be extrapolated to lower in situ stresses and to longer times.

Most of the samples exhibited both straight and wavy slip. Homogeneous, regular subgrain
structures were found only in the ,,\sse salt from the vicinity of an in situ heater experiment at
280°C. Slip-related features produced at ambient tenlperature are consistent with
microstructures induced by laboratory tests to 100°C. iiowever, salt from around mine
workings exhibited many additional features. The most developed of these, besides pure glide
bands, are coexisting subgrains and glide bands; local polygonization: accelerated, apparently
stress-assisted recovery around brine inclusions; and recryslallization. Indicators of
recrystallization are similar to microstructural manifestations after stress drops and after
gradual, previously unexplained creep accelerations in some laboratory creep tests. Although
some of the observed features, such as recrystallization, may not be caused by steady-state
processes, their random de,¢eloppwnt over large volumes could be irnportant and rnight
contribute to systematic underpredictions of salt deformations measured in situ.

Wawersik, W.R. 1988a. The Mcchaltic'al Behavior of Salt. Proceeding.s of the Second
, , ,,_, 1984. Eds H.R.Conference, ttanover, f'ederal Repuhli_ of Gt'rmanl' September 24-"'

tlardy, Jr. and M. Langer. SAND85-2453C. ClausthaI-Zellerfled, Germany: Trans Tech
Publications. 103-i28.

ABSTRACT: Five sets of steady-state creep estimates for rock salt were analyzed to compare
the results of power-law fits for dislocation climb with the fits by models for cross-slip, glide,
and a combination of cross-slip and climb. It was determined that a cross-slip model yields
the mechanistically most credible fit with activation energies and activation areas matching
those published for NaCI single crystals. High power-law stress exponents also ruled out the
possibility that pressure solution and recrystallization played a major role to the lowest
recorded strain rates on the order of 10 -lo s_
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The conclusion concerning cross-slip as the rate controlling step during creep of rock salt
below 160°C is consistent with many glide related microstructural features in samples
deformed in the laboratory at or below I I0°C. It is emphasized, however, that the role of
cross-slip does not imply the absence of other mechanisms, including dislocation climb and
subgrain formation, but merely suggests that they are not dominant.

Wawersik, W.R. [1988b.] "Using i lydraulic Fracturing and Mineback to Determine in Situ
Stresses in Rock Salt," ASME/SES Join! Applied Mechanics Con/erem.'e, Berkeley, CA, June
20-22, 1988, SAND88-1113A. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Hydraulic fracturing was applied in horizontal drill holes in the Salado salt
formation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM. Tests were performed
approximately 650 m below the surface primarily to determine whether the virgin in situ stress
state is isotropic and whether the magnitude of the virgin in situ stresses corresponds to the
weight of the overburden. Additionally, measurements were made to evaluate the usefulness of
hydraulic fracturing under anisotropic stress conditions in rock salt and in other rocks that
exhibit creep and stress relaxation. To achieve these objectives, hydraulic fracturing tests were
carried out in orthogonal drill holes at distances from 14 to 560 m from existing mine panels,
up to 50 m from the face of an isolated drift, and in a 3-year-old mine pillar. Several tests
were followed by observations of the hydraulically induced fracture patterns during mining of
a drift at a later date. Field measurements were aided by finite-elen_ent analyses to infer the
likely shape of the pressure-time records of hydraulic fracturing operations in rock salt for
comparison with the corresponding pressure-time records in approximately linearly elastic
"hard" rock.

The main results obtained were as follows: the existence of an isotropic virgin in situ stress
state at the WIPP Site could be demonstrated solely by means of very characteristic, randomly
oriented fracture patterns distant from the effects of prior mining, as opposed to preferentially
aligned fracture patterns near existing excavations; isotropic or nearly isotropic in situ stresses
resulted in stable pressure-time records with little loss in pressure after primary breakdown,
contrary to observations in competent hard rock. The attendant peak pressure, fracture
reopening pressure, and fracture driving pressure were consistent with numerical predictions;
fracture pinching under isotropic or nearly isotropic stress conditions produced a characteristic
pressure rise during fracture reopening and appeared to raise the fracture driving pressure. It
also obscured the identification of the instantaneous shut-in pressures; anisotropic stress states
were qualitatively indicated by unstable pressure-time records, ltowever, the effect of rock-
salt creep under these conditions appeared to preclude unique interpretations of hydraulic
fracturing tests in rock salt, at least in initially traction-free, open drill holes and up to far-
field principal stress ratios of i:4.

Wawersik, W.R., aml D.W. llannum. 1979. Interim Sunmtar.l' _Jf Sandia Creep Experiments on
Rock Salt from ttTe WIPP Study Area. Southea.stern New Mexico. SAND79-0115.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l..aboratories.

ABSTRACT: Triaxial creep experiments were performed on relatively large samples of salt,
mainly from driilholes AEC-7 and ERDA-9. Samples were taken from two horizons between
2000-2100 ft and 2600-2800 ft depth (625-650 m and 810-875 m). Most tests were conducted
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at a mean slow loading rate 30 psi/rain(0.21 MPa/min) < d(a I - a3)/dt <60 psi/min(0.41
MPa/min).

Some experiments used loading rates to about 20,000 psi/min (0.14 MPa/min). Results
compare behavior as a function of principal stress difference, temperature, and confining
pressure. Samples exhibited all known stages of creep: primary, secondary, and tertiary creep
followed by creep fracture.

New Mexico rock salt is very nonlinear in behavior under all loading conditions, having an
initial elastic limit (al - a3) of about 0, and this behavior is not affected by hydrostatic
pressures to 5000 psi (34.5 MPa) before deviatoric loading. Core damage may cause the low
initial elastic limit, but the stress history of samples in unknown. New Mexico rock salt can
be accurately evaluated only if load/unload/reload cycles are used, "...provided the imposed
loading rate is sufficiently high, or the ranges of stresses, either hydrostatic pressure p or (el -
cr3), is well below the previously attained peak stress." When characterized under these
conditions, Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v) range from 4.3 x 106 <E <_5.3 x 106
psi (29.6 <E <-36.5 MPa) and 0.17 _<v <0.26, respectively, comparing favorably to calculated
ranges based on in situ geophysical log data.

Practically all nonelastic rock salt deformation is permanent, and elastic deformation under
deviatoric loading is a very small part of total deformation. Time-dependent and time-
independent components of permanent det'ormation have not been separable even at higher
loading rates. At low confining pressures, rock salt exhibits regimes of nearly isovolumetric
deformation and regimes of large dilatancy due to local fracturing. Low deviatoric stress,
higher confining pressure, and/or higher temperatures favor nearly isovolumetric, ductile
behavior.

Strength and/or ductility of rock salt depend on temperature and pressure. At ambient
temperature, the greatest compressive strain (ct) ranged between 12.5 and 14% at 500 psi (3.5
MPa) confining pressure. At a confining pressure of 3000 psi (20.7 MPa), macroscopic failure
was not observed below 8800 psi (60.7 MPa) ultimate principal stress difference and
compressive strain of 20%. Macroscopic failure occurred with large strain ratios (c3/cl).
Increased temperature reduced ultimate stress and extended rock salt ductility. At ambient
temperature, fracture appears brittle.

in contrast to earlier results, primary creep data appear independent of pressure within
experimental scatter. Steady state creep ratios of interest to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WlPP) vary from less than 10-l°s -1 to about 10-Ss -1 "Tertiary creep and creep fracture were
observed at ambient temperature and at 100°C. Creep fracture was not observed in a limited
number of experiments at 200°C and is deemed unlikely except, possibly, at very low
confining pressure"(<- 100 psi; 0.7 MPa).

",.

Creep fractures may be predicted using an empirical procedure correlating "permanent time-
dependent strains (damage) with limiting damage...established from complete quasi-static
stress-strain curves including pre- and post-failure records." DWP

Wawersik, W.R., and D.W. Hannum. 1980. "Mechanical Behavior of New Mexico Rock Salt in
Triaxial Compression up to 200°C, '' Journal _f Geoph.i'._'ical Re._earch. SAND77-1192J. Vol.
85, no. B2, 891-900.

ABSTRACT: Experiments were conducted to determine the 'quasi-static' mechanical behavior
of rock salt in support of the structural design of a waste isolation pilot plant. The salt studied
was from the Salado formation in the Delaware Basin, southeastern New Mexico. Three groups
of tests are discussed to identify the relative and site-speclflc importance of deviator stress,
confining pressure (mean stress), temperature, time (loading rate), and stress path. The three
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groups of experiments consist of (I) hydrostatic loading, (2) triaxial compression tests (ot>o 2 =
o,3 = const), and (3) variable stress path tests including experiments at approximately constant
o_1 and at constant mean stress. The range of parameters considered was 0<p(hydrostatic
pressure) _<34.5 MPa, 0<02 = aa<20.7 MPa, 0_<(ol-oa)<62 MPa, 23<T (temperature) _<200°C,
and 1.7_<d(ol-o_3)/dt_<3.5kPa/s. All data were generated on 100-ram diameter specimens. The
rock salt exhibited nonlinear response under all loading conditions, a low initial elastic limit
(al-o 3) _.7 MPa, and an apparent inseparability of perrnanent deformations into time-
independent and time-dependent components. Pressure and temperature did not alter the
elastic constants over the range 29.6 _<E _<36.5 GPa and 0.17 _<v -.;0.26, depending on core
lithology. Pressure and temperature affected the principal strain ratio, the ratio of volumetric
to shear strain, rock salt ductility, and the ultimate stress. In particular, low pressure and
temperature permitted pronounced dilatancy and loss in load bearing ability. Under such
conditions, the volumetric strains reached sizable fractions of the shear strains, 1c/(c1-c3)1>0.2.
Pressure remained important even at 200°C temperature because it influenced the rate of
shearing at constant loading rates. Load path and stress history may be significant under
deviatoric loading conditions and for large variations in pressure.

Wa_'ersik, W,R,, and II.S. Morgan. 1987. "F.valuating Design Procedures for Structures in
Rock Salt," Rock Mechanics: Proceedittg._ of the 2,_'ttt US S.l'mposium Universitl' of Arizona,
Tucson. AZ. Jltm' 29-Jld.I, I. 19,_'7. Eds. I.W. l:armer, J.J.K. l)aemen, C.S. Desai, C.E. Glass,
and S.P. Neuman. SAND86-2597C. Boston, MA: A.A. Balkema. 107-115.

ABSTRACT: Validating design procedures for structures in salt masses can be accelerated by
suitable laboratory or bench-scale experiments where in situ loading conditions with
inhomogeneous stress fields and heating are simulated, controlled, and repeated. Design
validations, especial;y data and model extrapolations, can also be supported by identifying
microstructures as manifestations ot" the governing deforrnatior_ processes. The laboratory tests
described here use externally and internally pressurized, heated, thick-walled hollow cylinders.
Microstructural studies presented entail observations on rock salt after laboratory testing and
on salt from around old mine workings.

Wa_,,'ersik, W.R., and D.S. Preece. 1984. "Creep "l'esting of Salt - Procedures, l'roblems and
Suggestions," 7"he l_lechanical Behavior of Salt." Proceedings of the First Conference,
Pennsylvania State Llniver.sity, Uttiversit.l' Park. PA, November 9-11, 19,_'1. Eds. H.R. Hardy,
Jr. and M. Langer. SAND81-1116C. ClausthaI-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of Germany:
Trans Tech Publications. 421-449,

ABSTRACT: Apparatus and procedures are described for salt testing to 70 MPa confining
pressure and 250°C with emphasis on rock-salt creep. I.)ata reduction and fitting methods are
discussed together with difficulties which bear on the validity and interpretation of creep
measurements. Problems of particular concern include the identification of steady-state creep
and the consequence of overload hardening.

Difficulties of salt creep naeasurements lead to suggestions for reference tests under
standardized conditions to facilitate the comparison and use of data from different sources.

Wawersik, W.R,, and C.M. Stone. 1983. "Small-Volume llydraulic Fracturing Tests in Salt--A
Progress Report," EOS Trattsactions. Am_'ricaH G_'oph.v.sical (1tlioll. Vol. 64, no. 45, 850,
(Abstract Only).
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ABSTRACT: Small-volume hydraulic fracturing tests in horizontal drill holes in salt at depth
are discussed and compared with three sets of hydraulic fracturing data of other studies.
Emphasis is placed on the description of repeatable, stable pressure-time records with no clear
shut-in signatures during the initial and subsequent pressurization of 1.3-m long intervals in
1.54-cm diameter drill holes. The observations presented are based on tests with two frac
fluids (viscosities 4 cs and 45 cs), pumping rates between 0.1 gpm and 2.5 gpm, and visual
observations during mineback of one fracture interval. The results are then qualitatively related
to the computed stresses around a drill hole in both isotropic and anisotropic stress fields,
treating both the elastic and the creep properties of salt with transient and steady-state creep.

Wawersik, W.R., and C.M, Stone. 1984. "Hydraulic Fracturing Tests in Salt," Second
Conference opt the Mechanical Behavior of Salt, ttan,,mver, Germany. September 24-29. 1984,
SAND84-0890. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Small-volume hydraulic fracturing tests were carried out to determine the virgin
in situ stresses at the site of a radioactive waste isolation pilot plant in southeastern New
Mexico. To measure stresses by meansof hydraulic fracturing it was necessary to consider the
effects of salt creep on the stress distribution around the drillholes in which the frac jobs were
conducted. This leads to a departure from traditional interpretations of hydraulic fracturing
data.

In situ measurements consisted of eleven hydrofracs spaced between 3 m and 14 m apart in a
140 m long horizontal drillhole. The hole coincided with the axis of a drift that will be mined
later. Therefore, it will be possible to inspect and map the fractures to correlate pressure-time
signatures with fracture patterns and fracture directions. To try relevant procedures, the
eleven main fracs were preceded by five trial experiments using different packer setting
pressures, pumping rates, injection volumes, dies for fracture rnapping, etc.

The pressure histories obtained were extremely consistent, regardless of distance from the
drillhole collars and irrespective of pumping rates between 31.5 cc/s (.5 pgm) and =!00 cc/s
(!.5 gpm) and fluid viscosities between 5 and 50 cs. Typical pressure-time records and flow-

records are shown together with the characteristic pressures Ph, P.,p,Pf, Ps, etc. The pressures
Pb and Pb_ are first estimates of the initial breakdown and tracture reopening pressures,
respectively. Ppl, Pp8 and Pps, Pfs are the observed peak and the approximate driving
pressures. P, denotes instantaneous shut-in pressure with one exception: the pressure-time
records were stable showing only weak peaks and no distinct, readily identifiable shut-in
pressures although the interval pressures were monitored downhole. Also, fracture reopening
at or below Pb8 was followed by a steady increase in driving pressures, Pf and Pfs, during all
first and subsequent pumps differed by less than 0.7 MPa.

it was mentioned before that fracture patterns and fracture directions are determined by means
of visual observations during excavation into each fracture ,nterval. Accordingly, more or less
small multiple fractures were created in the immediate vicinity of the drillhole. Longer cracks
were located at about 120 degrees. The longest fracture consisted of a conjugate, vertical pair
extending to at least 1.3 m. Fracture mapping of all main hydraulic fracturing intervals is
planned for July 1984.

To assist in the interpretation of the field results, finite element and laboratory hydraulic
fracturing tests were conducted. Finite element analyses determined the tangential stress
distribution around a drillhole subjected to isotropic and anisotropic far-field stresses. The
tangential stress at the drillhole wall relaxes very rapidly to between 80% and 90% of the far-
field stress. Also, at times after drilling when hydraulic fracturing might be practicable, the
greatest induced tangential stress lies between 2 and 8 radii away from the driilhole wall.
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Laboratory hydraulic fracturing tests were pert'ormed under confining pressure with emphasis
on the relationship between confining pressure and fracture reopening pressure, preferred
fracture directions, and size of fracture process zones.

The combination of hydraulic fra,,:turing activities has led to the following preliminary
conclusions. (I) Stable pressure-time signatures might be the direct consequence of stress
relaxation in isotropic, far-t'ield stress fields. (2) Regardless of creep, it should be possible to
determine minimum principal stresses from driving pressures or instantaneous shut-in pressures
even in short hydraulic fractures (fracture lengths 2 to 6 n'v, injection volumes 5000 to 8000
cc). (3) Multiple fracturing must be anticipated at tile walls of hydraulic fracturing intervals.
Therefore, borehole observations of fractures and inferences concerning principal stress
directions should be viewed with caution. (4) Multiple fracturing must be considered in the
interpretation of peak pressures and fracture reopening pressures. (5) The absence of distinct
shut-in pressures remains puzzling. Possible causes include adverse thermal effects, equality
between driving pressure and far-field stresses, and fluid seepage into large fracture process
zones. (6) Based on finite element analyses completed to date, measurecl ratios
pb_/Pr,,<l(PbJPs<l) are indicative of isotropic stress fields, ph,Jpf,_>l(pb,lps:,l) oI' anisotropic
stress states. (7) Elastic analyses will be misleading even if hydrnulic fracluring were possible
only a few hours after drilling. (8) The conlbination of measured pressure-lime records,
observed fracture patterns during one mineback operatiorl, ancl analytical results suggest that
the virgin in silu stress field at lhe site of interest is nearly isotropic. (9) l'he consistency of
all pressure-time records during hyclraulic fracturing indicate that the influence of mining on
the stress state at the radioactive waste isolation pilot facility in New Mexico does not reach
nearly as far as anticipated,

Wawerslk, W.R., and C.M. Stone. 1985..,ll_plicallcm _Lf llydrauhc Fracturing tcJ D¢'/ermt_,ze
I'irgitt In Silu Slre._.s SIoI¢' ,,lrtJttl;d I|'tlslt, I s_dalton Ptl_l Plunt - In ,Fttu 3leasuremenl._.
SAND85-1776. Albuquerque, NM: _anctia National l.aboratories.

ABSTRACT: ilydraulic fracturing tests were carried out in horizontal drill holes in rock salt
in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Wli'P) near Carlsbad, NM. II was determined that the virgin
in situ stress field is isotropic or nearly isotropic. The inferred magnitude of the isotropic in
situ stress falls between bounds of 1,1.28 and 17,9 MPa for the average breakdown reopening
pressures and driving pressures. "lhe best estimale from instantaneous shut-in pressures is 16.61
MPa, Given some uncertainties about the interpretation of hydraulic fracturing data in salt, all
of the foregoing values are in acceptable agreement with an average calculated isolropic in silu
stress of 14.9 MPa at an average depth of 657 m below surface. Interpretations of breakdown
and reopening pressures are based on finite-element analyses ¢)f the relaxed stress field around
a bore-hole in salt, The stress field varies little belween approximately 50 and 200 days after
drilling. The finite-element analyses were also used to interpret tile observed stable pressure-
time signatures with little or no pressure drops during prinlary breakdown of the salt
formation. The conclusion about the isotrc)pic nature of the virgin in situ stress held is
supported by observations of tile induced fracture patterns. 'lhe report includes a cc)mparison
oi" the hydrofrac data in the WIPP with the published results of hyclraulic fracturing tests in
salt at three other locations.

Wawersik, W.R., and C.M. Sl(_,le. 1986a. "Stress Measurements in Rock Salt Using llydraulic
Fracturing," S¢_/l_licm ,Uintn_, R_'_ear_'h hl_lllt¢lu ,_[t'('lt_l_,, ll)'dr_lfra('ltere "['e._l_ _f (IS Salt,
Spring 3leeling, Baton Remge, I.A. Ain't/ 2U-22. 19A'6. SAND86-1034C. Wo_)dst()ck, It.:
Solution Mining Research Institute. ((i'opy on file al the Waste Management and
Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, AIl)uquerclue, NM).
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ABS'I'RACT: Comparison oI' creep and creep nlotlels l'or rock salt creep data will be presented
fol four domal salts and one bedded salt. The measurenlents furnish credible upper and lower
bound steady-slate creep estimates. "l'he upper and lower b_unds were distinguished by the
association of creep with normal and inverse transients. "l'his new approach to the
determination oi" steady-state creep rates of salt at low temperatures requires shorler lesl times
than conventional methods, l_ossible errc_rs in steady-state creep measurements using the old
and new approaches will be {lemonstrtlted by a c()ml)_iris()n oi" Iv,'() relalively large data sets l'or
bedded stilt l'rorn the Salado i:ormati()n, New Mexic().

A credible model was obtained l'_)r cross slip with excellent agreement between the fitted
activation energies and activation energies l'or cross slip in the literature. This conclusion is
supported by activation analyses including some c(_rrelations helween the effective activalion
energy and the stress exponent of a power law model, on one hand, and stress and
temperature on the other. This conclusion is also consistent with some large power law stress
exponents and with limited substructural observatiolls thal shc_wed no subgrain develc)pmenl.
No satisfactory fit would be obtained l',,r a two-mechanism m_del l'c_r dislocation climb and
cross slip, especially when the activation energies were constrained to known values. If cross
slip can be proven to be the dominant creep mechanism, then a rationale would be available to
extrapolate the existing steady-slate creel) measurenlenls beyond the range of lab_Jralory
conditions oI" stress and temperature. Such u,;trap_iatic_ns apl'war justil'ied also hy equivalent
salt viscosities of the order I0 t_.j p()ise or less that tlre predicted by the cross slip model for
geologic stresses, 0.7<I< 1.75 MPa, and c_)rrespc_nding temperature 70<T< 120°C.

Although the present data suggest that cross slip may be the rate controlling step during the
low temperature creep oI" salt, there is gc_od agreement between the cross slip and power law
fits. Therefore, the power law fits apr_ear to be good empirical apl)roxin]alions to lhe Irue
creep processes despite the i'act that the fitted power law creel) parameters cannot be
interpreled mechanistically.

Creep measurements on different salt yielded dil'l'erences in steady state creep estimates
between one and two order!_ of rnagnitude. lhe reilS()llS for unusually law creep rates for still
from the Bryan Mound dome remain unknown.

Several chemical studies were inconclusive, while arguments concerning variations in initial
subgrain sizes proved inadequate. W_rk on compc_silional and textural variations is continuing.

Wa_erslk, W.R,, _nd C.M. Stone. 1986b. "l!xr_erience with llydraulic Fracturing Tests for
Stress Measurements in the \VIPI_, '' Boca ,_h,chamc_," h'e_' to l:'m,rgr Production. Proct'eding.s
of Itlc' 271h US S),mpostum tm 14oc'1_ .llt, t'hrmit's. 7"usca/m'Jsa. A/., Jam" 23-25, 19,_'6. lid. I1.1..
llartman, SAND85-2273C. l.ittletc_n, CO: Society of Mining I-ngineers, Inc. ¢)40-947,

ABSTRACT: tlydraulic t'racturing experimer_ts were conducted in rock salt at 650 m depth in
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant to determine il' virgin in situ stress at the site is isotropic and it'
the magnitude of such stresses corresponds to overburden weight. Iiorizontal drillholes, 10 cm
in diameter, were drilled near the corner of an underground panel and tested at I I locations
from 23 to about 135 m from the nearest room.

The virgin in situ stress is isotropic and stress magnitude corresponds to overburden weight.
Hydraulic fracturing in rock salt does not yield stress n'_easurernents directly, however, because
creep influences test pressures. Fracture pressures and in situ stresses were correlated by finite
element analyses and by observing hydraulic fracture patterns. Pressure-time records of rock
salt differ in shape from records of hydraulic fractures in competent rock because of creep.
"In particular, I) stable pressure-time signatures with no distinct change l'rom breakdown to
driving pressures are obtained under isolropic far-field loading, 2) instantaneous shut-in
pressures are likely to be obscured by fracture pinching, 3) pressure-time signatures will
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change with delay time between drilling and hydraulic fracturing for approximately the first
50 days. After that time, a relatively long window appears to open up durinl_ which the
predicted stress fields around the drillhole are approximately constant." DWP

Wawerslk, W.R., and C.M, Stone. 1989. "A Characterization ol" Pressure Records in Inelastic
Rock Demonstrated by Hydraulic I-racturing Measurementsin Salt," /nh'rnatmnal Journal o
Rock Mechanic,_ and Mining Sc'tem'e_ and Geomechani¢'_ Ah_tract._. SAND87-2569J. Vol. 26,
no. 6, 613-627.

ABSTRACT: The use of hydraulic fracturing in inelastic rock is described in terms of
comprehensive hydraulic fracturing observations in rock salt in the Salado Formation in
southeastern New Mexico. Inelastic rock behavior involves both rate-independent and rate-
dependent permanent deformations. A combination of small-volume tests in initially open,
horizontal drill holes, finite-element analyses, and in situ fracture observations demonstrate
that the pressure-time data in inel_lstic rock can differ fundamentally from those typically
recorded in competent hard rock. Stable pressure-time signatures with little or no pressure
drop between peak and driving pressure are obtained in isotropic stress I'ields. Increasingly
unstable records appear to be characteristic for anisotropic stress conditions. Qualitatively, the
shapes of the pressure-time records ot' hydraulic fracturing tests in rock salt appear to be
remarkably sensitive to the ratio of the in situ principal stresses norm,'ll to the fractures,
Obtaining quantitative estimates of in situ stress magnitudes in rock salt and other highly
inelastic rocks, however, hinges on the existence of reliable rate-dependent constitutive models
in conjunction with relatively complex nurnericai analyses, l'xaggerated contrasts in the
greatest and the least in situ compressive stresses are inferred from applications of classical
elasticity solutions. Time-dependent ell'cots on the characteristic of hydraulic fracturing in
rock salt and associated ditTiculties in data interpretations arise, even if hydraulic fracturing is
performed almost immediately after drilling.

Wawersik, W.R., and D.II, Zeuch. 1986. "Modeling and Mechanistic Interpretation ot" Creep ot"
Rock Salt Below 200°C" 7"ectomq_hi'_ic_ Vol. I'_1 1_5-15 _, . . 6... , ,

ABSTRACT: Upper and lower bound estimates of the steady-state strain rates of rock salt
from five locations are analyzed. The measurernents were obtained in triaxial creep tests,
including systematic changes in stress and temperature. The various data sets are correlated in
activation analyses and fitted by models, and combinations of models, for power-law creep,
cross-slip, and dislocation glide to show that a cross-slip model yields the best, mechanistically
most credible fit. Good fits for cross-slip and high power-law stress exponents rule out the
possibility that pressure solution atTected the data in a major way to the lowest recorded strain
rates of order 10_J s _.

Wawersik, W.R., W. tlerrmann, S.T, Montgomery, and II,S. I,auson. 1984. "Excavation Design
in Rock Salt - Laboratory Experiments, Material Modeling and Validations," ISRM
Sympo._ium on Rock Mechanic_: Caverlz_ and Pre,_ure Stzaft_, Aachen, Gerntan.i', Mal' 26-2b;,
19bt2, Ed. W. Wittke, SAND81-1167C, Boston, MA: A.A, i]alkema, 1345-1356,

ABSTRACT: A cycle of laboratory measurements, constitutive modeling and validation
calculations are described as a basis for excavation design in rock salt. The results of triaxial
creep tests were fitted by a creep model with exponentially decaying transients and power law
thermally activated steady state creep which are functions only of deviatoric stress and
temperature. The corresponding three-dimensional constitutive equation, including elastic
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terms, is then applied in finite element simulations of the known closure of an isolated mine
drift,

Wayland, J.R., and I,.D, llertholf. 1980. ,4 Comparison o Th,,rmomechanical Cal('ulali,tts /or
Highl.l' Non-Linear Qua,_i._lalic Drift D,,/ormalio_l._. SANDS0-0149, Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories,

ABSTRACT: The results of code calculations for the Novemher 14, 1979, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Code Benchmark Workshop are compared. The results from five different codes
(COUPLEFLO, JAC, SANCttO, SPECTROM, and STEALTIt) are given for a problem
involvinB the creep closure of an underground drift. The basic features of the codes are
summarized, and the codes are evalu,ited in terms of their applicability tu WlPP problems. The
codes predicted essentially the same response for this problem, and they appear to be nearly
equally applicable to problems of this type, Also, a new benchmark problem is suggested along
with a more realistic creep model for bedded salt.

Weart, W,D. 1976. "New Mexico Waste Isolation Pilot I'lant: A Status Report," Prm'eedis_gs o/
the Sj,nlpo,_iunl on II'a._/t, ,_lallag¢'nleot, 7'lw_ott AZ. Oc'loh¢'r 3-h. 1976. Ed. R.G. Post,
SAND76-5992;CONF-761020. Tucson, AZ: University o1"Arizona. 173-1117.

ABSTRACT: More than twenty years of investigation on radioactive waste disposal in salt
will be implemented in the development of a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeast
New Mexico. The WlPP will accommodate [Energy Research and Development
Administrationl ERDA-Benerated transuranic (TRU) and intermediate level (ILW) waste. The
facility will also be used to conduct reirievable high-level (IILW) waste experiments, Site
selection and WIPP conceptual design have been conducted with a view toward possible future
utilization of the area by a IILW pilot plant.

Extensive site evaluations in an area of the Delaware Basin about 50 km east of Carlsbad, New
Mexico, indicate the area is acceptable from the viewpoint ot" short-and long-term repository
integrity. The magnitude of the potential conl'lict with potash and petroleum resources is now
under evaluation. If this site is selected by F.RDA, horizons at 040 and 800-m depth will be
developed for the TRU and the II.W/III.W v,'aste experiments, respectively.

Present schedules call for the start of construction in 1979 with first waste acceptance in 1983.
A Draft E_zvlro_lm_'nt,l Impact Stat_'nw_tt _DEIS) I'or the WII'P is being prepared by Sandia
and will be issued by ERDA in late 1977, Public information programs within the State of
New Mexico and in the local area are being ¢onductetl by Sandia and F.RDA project personnel
and are considered to be an essential part t)t' the WIPP Progranl.

Weart, W,D, 1977a. "Beneficial Uses and Disposal of R_ldioactive Wastes," AEC Ctm/erem'e cm
Bt'nefit'ia/ Use_ o/ Radioac'tivity, ,,llh,qm'rque. /V,_I, SAND77-0375. Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation
Library, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Radioactive by-products of nuclear power generation and US Defense activities
include materials that have, or may have, beneficial uses, as well as waste materials that must
be isolated. Beneficial applications generally require separation of isotopes. Applications fall
into three categories: radiation processes, heat sources, and miscellaneous, Radiation
processes, commonly using l.aT'Cs,can be used to sterilize sewage or to reduce spoilage of food
and disinfect seed foods. Ilear sources fronl radioisotopes are useful for reliable long-term,
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automatic oper/Itions such as space _,ehi¢les, unmanned weather stations, and cardiac
pacemakers, lleaters for arcli¢ regions have been developed. Miscellaneous apr_iictztions
include industrial radiography, well h_gging, tracers, and medic',1 uses. Benefi¢i,11 uses have
not progressed rapidly because _ui'_l_lies are not readily tzvailable and future avaiklbilily is
uncertain.

Wastes are created tlt various Sl,lge.,,;()f botll ¢ornnlercial and del'ense programs. The Energy
Research and De,,elopment Agenc_ (IiRI)A)has sepilrille progrilrrts for Irlatzaging and disposing
ot' these wastes in geologic formations, A repc_sitory silo for defense waste is being
investigated in southeastern No,,,, Mexico irt stilt hods 11|()i0 than 200 million ye_irs old.
Geological, hydrological, nnd geol_hysi,.:al investigations show that the site meets selection
criteria. An environrrtenttll irnpact statometlt is being prepared for public hearings. I_RDA
programs to develop a rer_osilosy l'ol ct_mnwrcial waste invol_e 30 st'lies and are aimed at
identifying 6 locations for possible reposilories. 'l'he first 2 repositories l'or conlrner¢ial
radioactive waste are expected to be in rock salt. DWI'

Wellrl, _V.I), 1977h. New ,tle_l_'rJ II a_t_' I_olatt_tt I'tlol Ptotlt ,tltd Iq77 Sl_tlt,_ Report,
SAND77-0994, AlbuquerqtJe. NM: Sandi'l Ntltiorttll l.abt)ratt)ries,

AI]S'I'I_,A("I': More than twenty years _l" investigation on r_Idi_;acli_e _,'_ISledisposal in salt will
be in'tplernented in the de,,elor_rnent of tl Waste Isolati_)n Pilot l'klnt (WIlde) in southetlSl New
Mexico. The WIPe will acct_mmt_date ll!nergy Research and Developnlent Administrationl
ERl)A-generated transuranic ('I'P,(]) wa,,tu, botl'_ renll)te and CtDlllact bandied. The facility will
also be used to conduct retrievable, hi_-;h-le,.el _istt, (Ill,W) eXl_erimertts. Site selection and
WIPP ,conceptual design l'ta_,_ebeen ct_r',lucled wilh a view toward possible future utilization oI'
the area by a III.W pilot plant.

Extensive site evaluations in an area t)l' tile l)elaware Basin abt)tlt 50 kn'i east of ('arlsbad, New
Mexico, indicale ihe area is ,icceptahle l'rort) the _,iewl'_t)inl t)l' short- and h)ng-ternl repository
integrity, The nlagnilude of lhe l',olenlial c()nl'licl with pt_tash and l'_eltt_leurrt resotlrces is now
under evaluatiort. II' this site is selected b.v I-RI)A, Itt)riz()i)s ill _'),10and 800-m depth will be
developed l'or the low-le,,el ct)ntact ,,,,"isle alld the remote handled higher level waste
experirnents, respectively.

Present schedules call l'or sl_.Irl t)l" ¢()nslructior_ in I(_79 with first waste a¢¢el)tan,,2e in I()83. A
Draft E_tt,lrmtme_ttal Impact Slate'men/ _ I)I"IS) for the WII'I ) has been prepared by Sandia and
will be issued by ERDA it] late 1977. Pul_lic inl'(_rmati_)n pl()grillllS within the state of New
Mexico and in the local area are being ct_nducted by Santlia and I!RI)A project l)etsonnel and
are considered to be an essential part of the WIPP l_rogram.

Weart, _'.1). 1978. "Evaluation of Salt Beds in New Mexict) as a Geologic Repository t'or
Nuclear Waste," Environmental Cmttrul S l'tTll_o_lto_l, II'a_Jlltl,]:lml, Dr', Novt,mhvr 2,t_'.311, 1078,
SAN1)78-2086. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.db(')r,lt()ries,' (('()I))' on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia Natior_al l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOI!) is proposing to demonstrate the acceptability
of geologic disposal of radioactive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI:') in the
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM, The WIPI > will serve as a permanent repository for
defense generated transurani¢ (TRU) contaminated waste and will also be used as a facility in
which experiments and deluonstrations with all radioactive waste types can be conducted, Rock
salt has been the leading candidate t'or geologic disposal ot" nuclear waste since the National
Academy of Science recommended, in 1957, that salt for repositories receive further
evaluation. Subsequent studies have failed to reveal any phenomena which would disqualify
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salt beds as a repository mediunl. The present area being proposed for the WIPP is the second
such location in the Delaware Basin for which ne_,,,,milL,data have been developed; the first site
proved geologically unacceptable, l_cologic and socioeconomic aspects have been investigated,
and extensive geophysical, geologic, and hydrologic studies have been conducted to allow an
evaluation of"site ncceptabilily. This paper will deal prin¢ir)ally with the geotechnical aspects
of site characterization, These studies tlre now sulTicienlly complete that the site can be
recommended for further development oI" the WIPP.

Wearl, W.D. 1979a, "WIPP: A Bedded Sail Repository for Defense Radioactive Waste in
Southeastern New Mexico," Rmtloaclive II'._,ie i_1 Geologic Slorage. Miami Beach, FL,
September 11-15, 1_78. l-d. S, Fried, ACS Symposium Series No. 100; SAND78-0934C,
Washington, DC: American Chemical Society, 13-36,

ABSTRACT: The Department oI" l!nergy (DOE) is l_rOl)osing to demonstrate the acceptability
of geologic disposal of radioaclive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)in lhe
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM. The WIPP will serve as a permanent repository for
defense generated transuranic (TR[I) contaminated waste and will als(, be used as a facility in
which experiments and demonstrations with all radioactive waste types can be conducted, A
conceptual design has been completed and an environmental report ()n aclual and possible
impacts will soon be released. There are many technical issues that must be pursued in
connection with the WIPP. Many oi" these involve natural geologic and hydrologic phenomena.
The introduction of radioactive wastes inlo this environment raises more issues thai are being
investigated in the laboratory and which, in many instances, must also be studied in silu. The
WIPP will be an underground laboratory where large-scale experin_ents on thermal effects and
waste/rock interactions will be examined. Some oi' these physical and chemical problems will
be summarized in this paper.

Wearl, W,D, 1979b, "Evaluation o1"the Proposed WII)P Site in Southeast New Mexico," 871/1
Nalimlal ,_h'('litlg, 4mericml hl_lllHIv of Ch('mi('al Eng/m,er_, ltrp,_lml, ,_/',,i, Al_gl_,_l 19-22, 19"/9,
SAND79-1113, Alhuquerque, NM: San(lia National l.aboralories. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management antl Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Five years ot' earth science char'lcterization of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site provide a high-level of assurance that the area is satisfactory for
development of a geologic repository. I!cological investigations and socioecorsomic studies have
indicated only relatively benign impacts will occur I'rom construction, operation, and long-terra
aspects of the repository.

Weart, W,D, 1979c. "Geotechnical Evaluation ot" the i)roposed WII'P Site in Southeast New
Mexico," Waste Matlag(,m(,/ll 7_t, 7'h('State o.f It'a,,te Disposal 7'e('hmdog.l' and the Social and
Political lmplicalion_, Pro('(,edi/ig,_ o/ the S.I,mpo.sium on II'a,,/e ,_laslag(,ment. Tuc._on, AZ,
February 26-Murcll I, 197V. F.d.R.G. Post. SAND78-2194C. Tucson, AZ: University of
Arizona. 217-239, (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary,
Sandia National t.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy (DOE) is proposing to demonstrate the acceptability
of geologic disposal of radioactive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilut Plant (WIPP) in the
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM. The WIPP will serve as a perrnanent repository for
defense generated transuranic (TRU) contaminated waste and will also be used as a facility in
which experiments and dernonstrations with all radioactive waste types can be conducted. The
present area being proposed for the WIPP is the second such location in the Delaware Basin for



which new site data have been developed', the first site proved geologically unacceptable.
Ecologic and socioeconomic aspects have been investigated, and extensive geophysical,
geologic, and hydrologic studies have been conducted to allow an evaluation of site
acceptability, This paper will deal principally with the geotechnical aspects of site
characterization. These studies are now sufficiently complete that the site can be recommended
for further developl,_ent of the WIPP.

Weart, W.D. 1979d. "WIPP - A Repository for Defense Radioactive Waste in Southeastern New
Mexico Salt Beds," American Chemical Society Sympo._ium, Ricllla_td, WA, June 14. 1979,
SAND79-1207, Albuquerque, NM: Sar,.dia National t.aboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Department of l:nergy (DOE) is proposing to demonstrate the acceptability
of geologic disposal of radioactive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM. The current mission proposed for the WIPP by the DOE
is geologic isolation of defense transuranic (TRU) waste, experimental investigation of
interactions between salt and various high-level waste (HLW) forms, and provision of an
option for demonstrating isolation of a limited number (<1000) ot" spent fuel assemblies.

This latter option is presently opposed by the cognizant congressional committees and is under
discussion between the DOE and Congress.

All wastes in WIPP will be retrievable for a period of time, 5 to 10 years for TRU waste and
15 to 20 yeats for spent fuel. The IiI.W for experiments will be retrieved upon conclusion of
the associated experiments. The present schedule calls for start of construction in late 1981 and
waste acceptance in 1986.

The TRU waste will be placed in rooms mined in salt at a depth of 2100 ft. These rooms will
be several hundred ft long and have a nominal cross section 45 ft wide by 17 ft high. The
remote-handled wastes will be placed into holes drilled into the floor of rooms mined in salt at
a depth of 2600 ft. Most of the RH wastes will be placed in sleeved holes to assure easy
retrievability.

Site selection for the WIPP was narrowed to the present Los Medafios area in December, 1975.
Subsurface structure, hydrology, and dissolutioning have been evaluated using geophysical
techniques (primarily seismic reflection and resistivity) and more than 55 bore holes. To date
only one of these holes penetrates to the depth of the repository within the waste disposal
zone.

The site investigations show that the desired depth, thickness, and lithology are present at the
Los Medafios site. The structure and stratigraphy are acceptable. No unacceptable salt flow
structures are known to be present in the WIPF' Site and no Recent or Quaternary faults of
tectonic origin have been identified closer than about 65 mi. The area is also relatively
aseismic.

The hydrologic regime in the WIPP Site is favorable. The region is near a hydrologic divide so
recharge to the aquifers over the site is low. The aquifers have relatively low transmissivities
and flow velocities, Aquifers at the WIPP Site do not produce significant volumes of water,
and that which is available is not potable.

Geologic studies indicate the regional dissolution front west of the site area is progressing
eastward at a rate less than 6 to 8 mi/million years and is moving downward at a rate less than
about 500 ft/million years. These conservatively determined values indicate the repository beds
will not be breached by regional dissolution for many millions of years. Local dissolution
features called collapse chimneys or breccia pipes are known to exist in portions of the basin
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these l'e[itUlt,,_,l_ut[|l_l'11i_.'illi_nc)l"llle'_ete_.'llrli_luL,_,l,_ the hire:Ire;iin_li_.:',lle_III;11_el1_:e_I"
breq.'¢i_1pipe._.Studie,_:Irein pl_l_re,,',I_ l_elteruntlev_,l:lildthe p,ene,,i,,_I'l_ze_.'_.'i[1Pil_r,,and I_
t,vlil1.1atelheirl_h_i_:alpr_w_eIlie',.

,S_Inep_l[1.',h:indl_nlenli_illv_>nle l'_,di_.",izl_1__,xi'_lwithin the l_ui'l'er,'_11e_e'_l;11_li_hedl'_i
WIPP. lhe estimated _Imount ,_I"the',evw_uv_.'e_u,_thin%YII'I'/_I1eIII,_hi_.'hmil,_,ht11_Il_e

exph_iledil"the WIPP i._l_uill,i_ l_.lmilli_nt_n,,,_I"i_t:ishl_n_du_.'t(Kz_); 23._ hilli_ni'I_ _I"
_is',:Ind .12.._th_u._andh',Ivrel_,_I'_il.lhe,,ere,,_uv_'e_;11ue_,are _mall _,_mlXlil'dt_ I!nited
,_l_llesl_eSl)lll-_.!e_l_ut11111_'lle _/iJlIsi(l('leiliI'__iIienli_.'elnenll'_ll*Ullllel_ellt,l_lli_n,_Sludie._ni)w

Ilndel_,'.l,IV tl11,1Ysli(}w Ih;IIthese re,_=u1_:ex_.",inI_.'de_el,_ped_,_.ill1_uIje_p',_,d_t_ the lel_iliilv

lel_)_ili_1'vand ¢_111}e_'!saquil'e1_;11_,,e;inlll_el_,_,ll_v'_allt'_,inl_lhe 11,,di,_l,_l_i_.'ImlanleI_.'r'_
experirllel_I:111yeslai_li_hedl',_rlhe _,Vll'l=,'Site.lhe di,_x,_luti<_n_I'_;IIIh,,_,,',iIeiI'I_,,,'in the M_1e
hole _,indIr:InSl'_}lI_)I"lhe _.ari_1.1s1:1_li_ix_l_l_,,_llii_li_,hlht,a_luil't'r'_ha_ l_et,n _.:i11_.'ui_ile_l,and

_.'ul1_l'rYi|li_e a_llillptil)ils Ih[II the _',1_te _li_,,,_l_l'X _,, I',II_i_II_ a,, the ,,_iII _I11_iIh[II the Inaxinlun}
pernleal_ilitv_I"the n'le:IxutedrI1n_e_I'_alut'_e_i'_t,_tlli_tl_h_ulthe ,,ite;11e;I,the tlal1_p_lt_)I"
TRL.I i_ot,}pe._thr_u_h the i,}u,_ll[,l:iquil'elx1¢_the e_iIp,_inl_11 the l'e_.',_l,}i_'e,,ah_ut 14 nli

:lW'a'v,i__1.1_.'hih_11ilreql.lile_al'_uII{)(1,()(){)_.,_iv',I',_Iu1',iniUlni,,,_l_l-_e_t_ reach theirn'1',ixirllunl
_.'on_:entrllli<in.At thislime, ;Ih)'l_lheli¢',lln1',in_ r I !' _ d:lil>"illk,,e!_iedlht'_Im,_unli)l"rildi_i1_.'liYil._
¢onlained in 2(}I._I"Pe_.'_'_Ri_el _',iI¢v_uld, _ev ',Ib(}-_e',_ilil'e,_IXln,a_.'_.'unlulale:Iwh_le-
hodv d_e lesslh',in|he :1111111111u,h_le l_d_ _I_' :1_:qui,edin _l'leve:ill"_e_.'_lllSeill"ll:llllr;ll
cause,_.lhere i,_negligil_le_.._rtllil_uli_I1I_ lhe 1_1_li_',1_:li_el_uvdunl'n_Inplul_niUnli_I_l_e',
be_.'ause_)I'theirhil_,h_nrpli_r_:in_l1t,t:11dali_nin the :1flllil'el_'_'_(_,tlll.

1"hus,Illedala [1_ailal_leI_ date indi_::Itethe _,YII'I'Site_ali',l'ie,,alllhe de_ilahlel'a_.'l_t,,wilh

the ey,¢eptiiitloI's_}tlleconl'li_.'IV<ilhn',itu1alit.,_,q}lll_.'e_,.\Yhileiti_,p_Y_il_leIh',11l'IitllIl'Iel_}hiI_)I)
mining or iml_r_ed undel_tandi111,__I'_.;e_,l,_l_ii_.'all_r_.'e',,,e_,_.'_uld,e_e:_la_pL,_:Isundesivahlel'_r
11rep_)_it_r.v,the_epro'_pe_.'I_are unlikt,l,,and a re_.'_n}n_t'ndali_n_.':inn_.,.he m_ide I_ l_r_)_.'t'ed
wilh lhe WIPP planning Ix1_ed_n :i'_ilein lhe I._,_Me_l:in_,,area _i"'_ulhe_islNew IYlexiv(_.A
l)_)tenlii.llhre_1¢h_I"the lel_it_IY thl_li1._hl_enetl',iti_)nI_}human ilk:ti_,it\_.'I1nl1_Ihe dismissed

and is helieved t_ he m_rt, lil.,el_I_ _.'_:u_lh',inn',11urall",lilure_,(_I"lhe ge_)IcJgi_."Ixlrriers.
C'_lh:ulalionsm_ide l_ e_alu:llelhe cun_equence,,_I"'_uvhlel)_il_l}l_r,.':1_'hesilldi_.:;lleIh;11lhe

polenlialha,,_irdI_ lhe gener;11l_pul:ili_nl_e_:au'_e_I"human l_enelvali_n_I'lhe lel',<_}I_rvin
the fllture i._ very slight .... le_x than lh_,ll _.'au,,edi_, n:ltllll.ill_, _.'_'illrinl. _ _adi_lti_n.

W_.,arI,W.I). 19"79e.".Slalu__t'lhe \_,'II'P:,\ lled_ledS:.IIIl,}el_'_it_v,,t'_il)et'er1,_el_};.1_li_a_'li_,e

,S'ill'ldl.l', ,_'illllll /"l'..S_.lf ()_'1_t_'_ I,_-Iil. /_l;:'_t ._,\NI)79-19(},1 .,\lhuquvlque, NM: ,Sandi:_

Sandia Nati_nal l,ab_ralories, Albuquerque, NM).

AI}S'I'RA("I: l'he I)el_[Irlment _!' I-.nt,,-_ {I)()i_) is I_r_p_ing I_ dem_nslr_lte the _l¢¢eptahilily
of geologic disposal of radi¢_ilctive _,_,i.xteI_' lu¢:lling a Waste Is,_lati_n Pilul Plant {WIPP) in the
s_|lt beds 26 mi east of ('[_rlslxld, NM. lhe WIPP will ser_e as a pern]:lnenl rel)_sit_ry t'or
defense gener_lted transur_lnR." ('IRLI) _.'_nl:_minaled waste _ilid will l.lls_ he used as _1t'acilit},, in
which experimenls wilh hip,h-level radi_a¢li_e wa,_le lvpes _.'an be ¢_nducled. A _.'_nceplu_ll
design _lnd l)relimin_iry engineering ha_e been ¢_mt_leletl, _lnd _! drat'l en,,irunmenl_ll relxJrl tin
_clual _Ind possible impacts h_is been released. "lhere are many levhnical issues lhtll musl be
pursued in eonne¢lion with lhe WIPP. M:inv c>l" lhese inv_Ixe n_11ural ge(_h_gi_:and hFdrulogi¢
phenomena. "l'he introductic)n of r_Idi_1_.'ti_e wastes int_ this salt en,,,ir_)1_nlenl raises _Idditional
issues whi_:h _re being investig:lled in the lal_1att)rv and thal, in many insl:Inces, must _11sobe
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studied in situ. The WlPP will be an underground laboratory where large-scale experiments on
thermal effects and waste/rock interactions will be examined. Some of these physical and
chemical problems will be summarized in this presentation and the present status of the WIPP
program will be discussed.

Weart, W.D. 1979f. "Status Report on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society Ammal Meeting. Atlanta. GA, Jtute 3-8. 1979. SAND79-0323A. La
Grange Park, IL: American Nuclear Society. 367-368. (Published in summary form only).

ABSTRACT: The Department of Energy is proposing to demonstrate the acceptability of
geologic disposal of radioactive waste by locating a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the
salt beds 26 mi east of Carlsbad, NM. The current mission proposed for the WIPP is geologic
isolation of defense transuranic (TRU) waste, experimental investigation of interactions
between salt and various high-level waste forms, provision of an option for demonstrating
isolation of a limited number (<1000) ot" spent fuel assemblies.

All wastes in WiPP will be retrievable for a period of time, 5 to 10 years for TRU waste and
15 to 20 years for spent fuel. The high-level waste for experiments will be retrieved upon
conclusion of the associated experiments. The present schedule (which assumes NRC licensing)
calls for start of construction in late 1981 and waste acceptance in 1986.

The TRU waste will be placed in rooms mined in salt at a depth of 2100 ft. These rooms will
be several hundred ft long and have a cross-section 45 ft wide by 17 ft high. The remote-
handled (RH) wastes will be placed into holes drilled into the floor of rooms mined in salt at a
depth of 2600 ft. Most of the RH wastes will be placed in sleeved holes to assure easy
retrievability.

Site selection for the WIPP was narrowed to the present Los Medaffos, area in December 1975.
Subsurface structure, hydrology, and dissolutioning have been evaluated using geophysical
techniques (primarily seismic reflection and resistivity) and more than 55 boreholes. Only one
of these holes penetrates to the depth of the repository within the waste disposal zone.

The site investigations show that the desired depth, thickness, and lithology are present at the
Los Medafios site. The structure and stratigraphy are acceptable. No unacceptable salt flow
structures are present in the WIPP Site, and no recent or Quaternary faults of tectonic origin
have been identified closer than about 65 mi. The area is also relatively aseismic.

The hydrologic regime in the WIPP Site is favorable. The region is near a hydrologic divide, so
recharge to the aquifers over the site is low. The aquifers have relatively low transmissivities
and flow ',elocities. Aquifers at the WIPP Site do not produce significant volumes of water,
and that which is available in not potable.

Geologic studies indicate the regional dissolution front west of the site area is progressing
eastward at a rate of less than 6 to 8 miles per million years and is moving downward at a rate
of less than about 500 ft <'152.4 m)/million years. These conservatively determined values
indicate the repository beds will not be breached by regional dissolution for many millions
years. Local dissolution features, called collapse chimneys or breccia pipes, are known to exist
Jn portions of the basin that have experienced extensive dissolution activity, Seismic and
resistivity surveys can detect these features, but application of these techniques to the site area
indicates an absence of breccia pipes. Studies are in progress to better understand the genesis
of breccia pipes and to evaluate their physical properties.

Some potash and potentially some hydrocarbons exist within the buffer zones established for
WIPP. The estimated amount of these resources within the WIPP Zone ili, which might not be
exploited if WIPP is built, are 13.1 million tons of potash product (K20); 23.5 billion ft 3 of
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gas; and 42.5 thousand barrels of oil. These resource values are small compared to United
States resources, but may be considered as an enticement for future generations. Studies now
underway may show that these resources can be developed without jeopardy to the repository
and/or significant hazard to mankind.

One scenario, for example, assumes that an open, unplugged borehole penetrates throu_;h the
TRU repository and connects aquifers above and below the salt. Using the hydrologic
parameters experimentally estab[ished for the WIPP Site, the dissolution of salt by water flow
in the borehole and transport ot" the various radioisotopes through the aquifers have been
calculated, and concentrations and/or possible body burdens of radioactivity determined. Using
extremely conservative assumptions that the waste dissolves as rapidly as the salt and that the
maximum permeability of the measured range of values exists throughout the site area, the
transport of transuranic isotopes through the Rustler aquifers to the exit point on the Pecos
River, about 14 miles away, is such that it requires about 100,000 years for uranium isotopes
to reach their maximum concentration. At this lime, a hypothetical man who daily ingested the
amount of radioactivity contained in 20 liters of Pecos River water would, over a 50-year
lifespan, accumulate a whole-body dose less than the annual whole-body dose acquired in !
year because of natural causes. There is negligible contribution to the radioactive burden from
plutonium isotopes because of their high sorption and retardation in the aquifer system.

Thus, the data available to date indicate the WIPP Site satisfies all the desirable factors with
the exception of some conflict with natural resources. While it is possible that future repository
mining or improved understanding of" geologic processes could reveal aspects undesirable for a
repository, these prospects are unlikely and a recommendation can now be made to proceed
with the WIPP planning based on a site in the Los Medafios area of southeast New Mexico. A
potential breach of the repository through penetration by human activity cannot be dismissed
and is believed to be more likely to occur than natural failures of the geologic barriers.
Calculations made to evaluate the consequences of such repository breaches indicate that the
potential hazard to the general population due to human penetration of the repository in the
future is very slight, less than that due to naturally occurring radiation.

Weart, W.D. 1980a. "Status of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Project," Americatt ln.stitute of
Mining Engineer.s Meeting. Carl._had Pota.sh Section. Carl._had, NM. January 22, 1980.
SANDS0-0134. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The technical investigations in support of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
have not identified any geologic or environmelltal issues that would rule out safe development
of the WIPP. The socioeconomic impacts, while subject to individual interpretation, would not
place undue strain on the capacity of the cities of Carlsbad and Hobbs to support the project
activities. The future of the W[PP and its role within the nation's waste management program
has been debated at length within Congress, the Administration, and with the State of New
Mexico. The present status of the WIPP mission will be discussed.

] II "_eart, W.D. 1980b. Technical Issues in the Geologic Disposal ot" Radioactive Wastes," Institute
of Environmental Sciences 1980 Proceedings. 2t5th Anmml Technical Meeting, Life Cycle
Problems and Environmental TechJt_log,.l'. Pttiladelphia. PA. May 12-14. 1980.
SAND80-0323C. Mt. Prospect, IL: Institute of Environmental Sciences. 439-443. (Copy on
file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Although underground disposal in geologic formations is the most likely solution
to the problem of radioactive waste, several technical issues are still being addressed. Geologic
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problems include: 1) obtaining information to determine if site characteristics are suitable, and
2) understanding processes well enough to determine if unacceptable events are likely to occur
in the near geologic future. The first problem is generally overcome with current technology,
given sufficient time and money. The second problem is more difficult, as the isolation period
required is not agreed upon and confidence in predictions is varied and decreases with the
length of the isolation period. Conservative standards about the effects of and likelihood of
processes may be adopted to help deal with this problem. Other technical concerns relate to
the phenomena associated with placing waste in a repository. Interactions between host rock
and waste will depend on the materials involved, including the waste form, canister materials
and stability, backfill, and the thermal-structural behavior of the rocks and waste under the
stresses of heat and radiation. The waste form and canister materials may be effective as part
of the system of barriers to radionuclide migration. Brine migration is an issue only for salt
repositories, while creep deformation of the host rock is of concern for both salt and shale.
Mechanical behavior of surrounding rocks will be of concern in all repositories.
Borehole/shaft plugging and sealing will be of concern for all repositories, and safety
assessment will be required to establish confidence in long-term isolation.

Salt repository knowledge is more advanced, and knowledge of other rock types is improving
rapidly, it is possible to proceed now, with sufficient confidence, to develop a bedded salt
repository. Extensive in situ testing in salt and other rock types will be necessary to resolve
the general issues facing specific rock types as well as all geologic repositories.

DWP

Weart, W.D. 1981, "Technical Developments in the WIPP Program," Bullelm o Ihe A.s.sociation
of Engineering Geologists. SAND80-1599C. Vol. 18, no. 4, 423-436.

ABSTRACT: More than five years of site specific studies have led to the conclusion that
radioactive wastes can be safely isolated in the bedded salt of the Delaware Basin in southeast
New Mexico. Aspects of particular concern for site integrity, such as regional or local
dissolution processes and salt deformation, have been thoroughly evaluated and are not
believed to present hazards to the repository. Hydrology of the site area has been shown to
possess many desirable features with respect to transport of radioisotopes to the biosphere in
the event of a repository breach. Natural resources, potash, and hydrocarbons, are present in
the area of the site, but can be exploited with appropriate precautions. Safety analyses have
considered the consequences of their possible attraction to future man. Repository behavior
and interactions between waste and the host rock have been studied in the laboratory, in field
tests, and by calculationai methods. In particular, such issues as brine migration and canister
corrosion may be shown to have little detrimental impact it" modest and practical engineering
measures are adopted. Calculated salt deformation and room closure rates indicate that a salt
repository must be carefully designed in order to assure ready retrieval of emplaced waste over
long periods of time. Safety assessment calculations, performed to determine the consequences
of assumed repository failure scenarios, showed that even the most dire credible (but
improbable) natural failure scenarios are benign in their consequences to man. Direct
penetration by unknowing, future man could result in significant exposures to the specific
individuals involved but would not cause significant population effects.

Weart, W.D. 1982. "Geophysical Applications to Characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site," EOS Tran.sactions. American Geophy.sical Union. SAND82-2123A. Vol. 63,
no. 45, 1101-1102. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Since 1974, the northern Delaware Basin in New Mexico has been the focus of
intensive geotechnical investigations to locate and characterize the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site. The WIPP is the Department of Energy's (DOE's) geologic facility that will
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demonstrate the safe disposal 'of defense transuranic (TRU) wastes and enable conduct of in
situ research on questions related to disposal of defense high-level waste (DHLW) in salt.

Geophysical investigations were applied initially to reconnaissance mapping of subsurface
structure and subsequently to investigate areas and aspects of particular concern. Seismic
reflection and precision gravity surveys have proven particularly useful in mapping subsurface
structures in the site area. Electrical resistivity surveys have been utilized to search for local
and regional dissolution features at the top of the evaporite sequence. Magnetic surveys have
less general mapping value but were useful in ruling out certain geologic and man-made
features. Recent application of electromagnetic techniques to delineate "brine reservoirs" within
the evaporites has been conducted. Radar has been used underground to detect the location of
fluid pockets and other discontinuities in the salt as an aid to mining operations. Geophysical
well logs are very useful in correlation of" stratigraphy among more than 100 bore holes in the
immediate site vicinity.

Weart, W.D. 1983a. "WIPP: The Solution to Disposal of Defense Transuranic Waste,"
Transactions of tile American Nuclear Societj,. Detroit. MI. June 12-16. 1983.
SAND83-0062A. La Grange Park, IL: American Nuclear Society. Vol. 44, 182-183.
(Abstract Only).

ABS'FRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) was authorized by Congress in 1980 after
more than five years of site evaluation and environmental studies culminated in a Final
Environmental Impact Statement. The WIPP will provide an unlicensed research and
development (R&D) facility to dernonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes arising from
the defense activities and programs of the United States. it is being constructed in southeast
New Mexico utilizing salt beds -2150 ft below the surface of the ground. WIPP construction is
separated into two phases. The first phase, the Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV),
was recently completed. This phase began with drilling of a 12-ft diameter shaft in June 1981.
The SPDV now consists of a second, 6-ft diameter, unlined ventilation shaft, exploratory drifts
extending 5100 ft in length, and typical transuranic (TRU) waste rooms. This mining, about
170,000 tons, will be completed in the summer of 1983, and no detrimental conditions were
observed. The second phase, construction of the full WIPP facility, will commence in
September 1983 with the mining of a third shaft after the state of New Mexico has reviewed
the results of the SPDV Program. The full WIPP facility will occupy 160 underground acres
and will involve excavation of 1.5 million tons of salt. The surface facility will occupy 27 acres
plus an additional 10 acres for salt railings. Mining will be done by continuous miners and salt
tails will be transported by rubber-tired diesel trucks. Contact TRU waste will be stacked in
rooms 13 x 33 x 300 ft. The remote-handled (RH) TRU waste will be placed in horizontal
holes drilled into the sides of the rooms. Storage and mining will occur on separate shifts,
permitting a 500,000 ft s annual capacity. The construction phase will be complete in June
1988, with first receipt of TRU waste in April 1989.

The geotechnical investigations of the WIPP Site have now been essentially completed. Aspects
that received much discussions over the past several years were local and regional dissolution
of salt, deformation within evaporites in the Northern Delaware Basin, adequacy of hydrologic
modeling, significance of brine reservoirs in the Castile anhydrites, and the presence of
hydrocarbons and natural gas resources at and near the WIPP Site. These issues have been
addressed in topical reports, with the conclusion that a threat to site integrity is very unlikely.
While breach of the facility by natural geologic processes over the required lifetime of the
facility is not considered realistic, breach by action of man (i.e., drilling deep holes), though
prevented in the near term (a few hundred years) by administrative controls, cannot be ruled
out in the more distant future. Safety analyses show that such failure scenarios have benign
consequences and should not represent a significant concern even if such breaches occur.
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The WIPP research and development (R&D) activities, which address the concerns presented by
both TRU waste and defense high-level waste (DHLW) disposal stages, are being pursued in
three stages. The first stage, now nearly complete, includes the modeling and laboratory studies
of salt and the possible interactions of the waste package with a salt medium. These studies
also include small-scale, nonradioactive tests in existing salt and potash mines. These
investigations have provided a high degree of confidence in geologic disposal of TRU waste
and DHLW in bedded salt. Such issues as brine migration and salt creep do not appear to pose
significant problems in a properly designed repository. Practical waste packages can be
designed to provide assured containment for DHLW for several hundred to a thousand years
should that be required.

The second stage of the R&D Program will involve large, full-scale operations demonstrations
and in situ, nonradioactive experiments in the WIPP Facility. Implementation of this phase will
begin in the late summer of 1983, with the excavation of an experimental test area and
installation of instrumentation to monitor rock mechanics parameters in the salt surrounding
the drifts. Studies will address the thermal/structural interactions that occur, not only in the
WIPP, but in a possible future salt repository for DHLW. Electric heaters will be used to
simulate thermal loadings of 12 W/m s, a likely repository design. Overtests at higher
temperatures will be used to accelerate a range of rock mechanics behavior, such as room and
hole closure and backfill consolidation. Modeling and prediction of" phenomena have been done
to guide experiment design, and more definitive calculations will occur prior to testing in
order to acquire confidence in the applicability of the models. Waste package performance and
near-field effects comprise another category of investigation. Canister corrosion and backfill
behavior will be examined, and brine migration models will be validated under actual
repository conditions. The third stage of the WIPP R&D Program, starting in 1989, will be to
confirm our existing knowledge when actual radioactive sources are used to approximate
repository conditions. These tests will involve mostly waste package and near-field
performance.

The WIPP is an unlicensed facility but it must, however, meet US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standards and has fulfilled the requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act. The state of New Mexico and the US Department of Energy (DOE), on July 2,
1982, entered into an Agreement fop" Consultation and Cooperation Between Department of
Energy attd the State of New Mexico on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant that formally provides
the state an opportunity to review and comment on the WIPP Program at key milestone points.
The agreement has also resulted in resolution of many issues of interests to the state. Prior to
this consultation and cooperation (C&C) agreement, the state of New Mexico conducted
technical oversight and review, started in 1974 with an ad hoc part-time review committee. In
July 1978, the DOE agreed to fund a full-time technical state group to review the WIPP in
matters related to public safety. This has proved to be a valuable mechanism to the State in
establishing their own confidence in WIPP safety in the absence of US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission review.

Weart, W.D. 1983b. "Conclusions Regarding Geotechnical Acceptability of the WIPP Site,"
Waste Management 83. Waste Isolation in the US. Technical Program.s and Public Education,
Tucson, AZ. February 27-March 3, 1983. Ed. R.G. Post, SAND83-0226C. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona. Vol. 2, 373-376.

ABSTRACT: Site evaluation studies for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are essentially
complete. These studies have made extensive use of existing data, geologic mapping,
exploration geophysics, and bore holes. The issues that have been most contentious and that
have now been thoroughly investigated are salt dissolution, deformation of the Castile salt beds
and associated phenomena (i.e., brine reservoirs), definition of the hydrologic regime, and the
potential conflict with natural resources. The first two phenomena have been shown not to
present a significant threat to the WIPP during its required lifetime. The hydrologic regime
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has been adequately characterized, and it is very favorable with respect to its role in possible
breach scenarios. There is a potential for natural resources at the WIPP Site, but all promising
resources can be exploited without jeopardy to the WIPP. Future breaches by human activity
cannot be ruled out but consequences of such activities are relatively benign.

Weart, W.D. 1983c. Summary Evaluation o/ the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) Site
Suitability. SAND83-0450. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical studies oriented toward selecting a radioactive waste disposal site
began in southeast New Mexico in 1972. These geological studies have focused on the present
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site since November 1975 and have been accompanied by
investigations of the ecologic and socioeconomic environment. Surface-based geotechnical
investigations have relied heavily on geologic mapping, on geophysical exploration techniques,
and on drill holes for confirmation of interpretation, core examination, and acquisition of
hydrologic parameters. These studies have now been supplemented by direct examination and
measurement of the subsurface geology in two shafts and in several thousand feet of mined
drift at the depth selected for the WIPP. Additional studies are not likely to change
significantly the level of confidence that now exists with regard to the suitability of the WIPP
Site. Consequently, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has now evaluated the information
available on the WIPP Site and, in this report, summarizes the information and judgments
reached for each of the 21 site qualification criteria. The site satisfies the intent of all the site
criteria. SNL recommends, without reservation, the use of the Los Medafios site for the WIPP.

Weart, W.D. 1986. "Status of the WIPP - A Defense Transuranic Waste Isolation Facility,"
Proceedings of the Twenty-First Amlual Meeting of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements, lVashington, DC. April 3. 1985. SAND85-0736J. Bethesda,
MD: National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements. 94-121.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is being constructed in bedded salt
deposits east of Carlsbad, NM, as a research facility to develop and demonstrate safe disposal
of radioactive waste. The WIPP is expected to become operational in October 1988 with the
first receipt of radioactive waste.

Site evaluation studies are generally complete. Broader issues examined include dissolution of
salt, deformation, hydrology, and natural resources. Though dissolution has occurred in the
Delaware Basin, regional and local dissolution are no threat to the integrity of the WIPP over
the next 10,000 years. Evaporite deformation and related pressurized brine reservoirs in the
northern Delaware Basin do not appear to pose a natural threat to the WIPP; the consequences
of a scenario connecting the repository to a brine reservoir are also relatively benign. The
general hydrologic conditions of fluid-bearing units above and below the repository indicate
lengthy transit times to areas of normal human access. Karst has been proposed to affect the
hydrology of the Rustler Formation and continues to be investigated, though it is not found at
the site and appears to have relatively benign consequences. The WIPP Site has both potash
and hydrocarbon potential within its boundaries. Both resources may potentially be extracted
without effect on the WIPP, given current technology. The consequences of other exploration
or development of resources, perhaps after the WIPP has been "forgotten," have been examined
and are believed not to be significant.

In situ tests continue in four general areas: thermal-structural interaction experiments, waste
package interactions, plugging, and sealing, in addition to several experiments to obtain
information about the deformation of salt when heated, hydrofracture experiments have been
conducted which found information that the in situ stress is nearly lithostatic and isotropic
away from room excavations. Waste package interaction tests with simulated defense high-
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level waste packages use heaters and nonradioactive glass, if salt temperatures are kept at less
than 100°C around actual waste, brine is not expected to migrate. The plugging and sealing
experiments test the effectiveness of engineered barriers and will also quantify salt bed
permeability. Changes in permeability will be measured as backfill is compressed by
accelerated closure of the overtest room.

The WIPP is far along in construction and provides a test facility for concepts derived from
laboratory experiments. Experiments with simulated and actual defense high-level waste
should demonstrate that salt beds can be used to isolate such waste. In October 1988, the
WIPP is expected to begin receiving defense transuranic waste, "...finally closing the last link in
the waste management chain governing this category of waste." DWP

Weart, W.D. 1989. "Status and Future Prospects for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," Nuclear
Materials Management, 30lh Annual Meeting Proceedings. Orlando. FL, July 9-12, 1989.
SAND89-0760. Northbrook, IL: institute of Nuclear Materials Management. 640. (Abstract
Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeast New Mexico has been
constructed and is physically ready to receive transuranic (TRU) wastes generated by
Department of Energy (DOE) defense programs. But before radioactive wastes can be received
at WIPP, the site land must be withdrawn from public domain, either by legislative action or
administrative withdrawal; the waste transporter TRUPACT must be certified by the NRC; the
WIPP plan for activities leading to determination of compliance with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) standard for geologic disposal must be reviewed by the State of New
Mexico and the National Academy of Science; and the EPA/New Mexico mixed waste
regulations must be satisfactorily addressed. The DOE anticipates these hurdles will be
surmounted and that a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) will be issued in
time to allow the WIPP to receive waste in September 1989.

Technical and engineering issues that are now being addressed relate to seal design for the
repository, the brine seepage from the salt, gas generation from the waste, the radioactive
source term, and the ultimate state of the waste rooms after salt creep consolidation. The
efficacy of engineered modifications is also being examined in the experimental program.
Results of these and earlier studies will be incorporated into performance assessment of the
WIPP in order to determine compliance with the EPA standard for geologic disposal before the
end of 1994. All these issues will be discussed in this presentation.

Weart, W.D., and D.W. Powers. 1980. "Geologic Issues for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP)," Abstracts with Programs. Geological Society of America, 1980 Annual Meeting,
Atlanta, GA. November 17-20, 1980. SAND80-1269C. Vol. 12, no. 7, 546. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has been pursued for disposal of defense
radioactive waste in bedded salt of the Salado Formation about 30 mi east of Carlsbad, NM.

Two recurring issues which have broader implications than for the WIPP are dissolution and
natural resources. Any repository in salt or other somewhat soluble rock will be scrutinized for
effects on a repository. Natural resources are an issue because of their intrinsic value and
because of their potential attraction for exploration. This aspect is addressed by consequence
assessment.

Dissolution in the Delaware Basin occurs as a wedge at the top of and low in the evaporites
and also as point source exemplified by features commonly called "breccia pipes." Dissolution
of salt at the WIPP Site occurs mainly in the Rustler Formation; some dissolution has occurred
at the Rustler/Salado contact on the western side of the site. "Fhe Rustler thins as much as 150
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ft across the site, The overlying Mescalero caliche does not reflect Rustler thinning and
indicates dissolution is not now occurring at the site.

Dissolution of the lower evaporites is not known at the site though it occurs elsewhere in the
basin. Several geophysical anomalies at the site have been investigated by drilling and are not
breccia pipes, A recent hypothesis of origin restricts their occurrence to tile basin margin; we
are drilling these features to elucidate their genesis.

Wells, J.G., and S.L. Drellack, Jr. 1982. Geologic and IL'elI-Con,struclion Data for tilt' H-8
Borehole Complex Neat" lilt" Prtq_o.st'd Waste Isolation PiltJl P/ant Sile, Sollthea.slertl New
Mexico. Water-Resources Investigations 82-4118. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological Survey.
(Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The H-8 bore hole complex, a group of three closely spaced bore holes, is
located 9 mi south of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in southeastern Eddy
County, New Mexico. ']'he holes were drilled during July, August, and September 1979 to
obtain geologic and hydrologic data to better define the regional groundwater-flow system.
The geologic data !._resented in this report are part of a site characterization study for the
possible disposal of defense-associated radioactive wastes within salt beds of the Salado
Formation of Permian age, The geologic data include detailed descriptions of cores, cuttings,
and geophysical logs.

Each bore hole was designed to penetrate a distinct water-bearing zone: H-8a (total depth 505
ft) was completed just below the Magenta Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation of
Permian age; H-Bb (total depth 624 t't) was completed just below the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation; and H-8c (total depth 808 ft) was completed just below the
Rustler Formation-Salado Formation contact. Tile geologic units penetrated in borehole H-Bc
are surficial alluvium and eolian sand of llolocene age (0-4 ft)', the Mescalero caliche (4-10 ft)
and Gatufia Formation (10-153 ft), both of Pleistocene age; and tile Dewey Lake Red Beds
(153-399 ft), the Rustler Formation (399-733 ft), and part of tile Salado Formation (733-808
ft), all of Permian age. The upper 41 t"1o1"the Salado Formation penetrated by borehole H-8c
is composed of residue from dissolution of halite and associated rocks and the hydration of
anhydrite to gypsum, indicating that tile eastward-moving dissolution on top of the Salado,
found west of the WIPP Site, has reached the t-t-8 site.

Wells, J.G., and S.L. Drellack, Jr. 1983. Geologic and IVell-Ctmstruction Data fop' the H-IO
Borehole Complex Neap' the Proposed IVaste Isolation Pilot Plant Site. Southeastern New
Mexico. Water-Resources investigations Report 83-4124. Albuquerque, NM: US Geological
Survey. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The H-10 bore tlole complex, a group of three closely spaced bore holes, is
located 4 mi southeast of the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Site in west-central
Lea County, New Mexico. The holes were drilled during August and October 1979 to obtain
geologic and hydrologic data to better define the regional groundwater-flow system. The
geologic data presented in this report are part of a site characterization study for the possible
disposal of defense-associated radioactive wastes within the salt beds of the Salado Formation
of Permian age. Tile geologic data include detailed descriptions of cores, cuttings, and
geophysical logs.

Each bore hole was designed to penetrate a distinct water bearing zone: H-10a (total depth
1318 ft) was completed just below the Magenta Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation of
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Permian abe; tl-10b (total depth 1308 t't) was c_rnpleted just below the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler I:()rmation; and II-10c (total depth 1538 I't) was completed below the
Rustler Formation/Salado Formation c_ntact. The geologic units penetrated in borehole II-10c
are surficial alluvium and eolian sand _1" Iiolocene age (0-5 ft); the Mesc'_lero caliche (5-9 ft)
and the Gatufia Formation 1'9-90 t't} of Pleistocene age; formations in the Dockum Group
(Chinle (?) Formation, 90-482 t't and Santa Rosa Sandstone, 482-658 ft) of Late Triassic age;
and the Dewey Lake Red Beds (658-1204 t't), the Rustler Formatic_n (1204-1501 ft), and part
of the Salado F'orrnation (1501-1538 ft), all of Permian age. The sections of the Rustler and
Salado Formations penetrated by borehc_le II-10c are complete and contain little or no evidence
of dissolution of halite and associated rocks, indicating that the eastward-moving dissolution
within the Rustler or on top of the Salado, found west of the WIPP Site, has not reached the
H- 10 site.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 1988, Gcotechnwal Fteld Data atzd Amdy_i_ Report. July
1986-Jmze 1987. DOE/WIPP 87-017. Carlsbad, NM: Wt,stinghouse Electric Ccrporatton.
Vois I '_

ABSTRACT: "Shaft convergence, liner and key stresses, and piezometric data confirmed that
the three shal'ts and assc,cialed keys were perforrning in accordance with the pertinent design
criteria." Average fluid inflow through the lined section in the waste handling shat't averaged
about 0.2 gallons/minute during the rep¢_rting period. Infl¢)v,' in the lined part o1"the exhaust
shaft is observable but not measurable. Stations for both the ¢(_nstructi()n and salt-handling
and waste-handling shafts show fracturing and excess creep requiring enlarging and mcJdit'ying
the shaft station areas, Access drifts meet design criteria, with one exception. "lhe principal
waste haulageway will require enlarging and periodic trimming. Opening maintenance,
including rock bolting, increased ¢on_iderably tlttring this rep_rting period alltl shc_uld be
expected to increase further as new facilities are exca,.'ated anti existing facilities become _lder.

Test rooms show gradually decreasing ttisplacement with time, pc_ssibly approaching a "steady-
state" rate. Vertical closure rates in test r_rns ranged t'rc_m 2.18 tc_ 2.85 inches/year while
horizontal closures rates ranged t'rom 1.27 to 1.74 inches/year. "l'he average vertical-to-
horizontal closure ratio is 1,65. i:racturing h,'ls also de_.'eloped art_und test rooms.

Excavation for waste storage areas began during the reporting period. Permeability and
geomechanical testing for waste storage areas are insufficient to date to evaluate.

Displacements in boreholes, rninor spalling, and vertical displacements show that changes
continue and maintenance will be required; ".,.there is no evidence at this time that the hJng-
term stability of these areas is compromised,"

Three gas occurrences were observed in the first waste steerage panel. 1.3rine occurrences
continue to be documented and monitored, thougl'_ none of the gas or brine occurrences
adversely affect development or operations. Advance drillholes allow safe development, DWP

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 1989. Geotc,c'lmic'a/ l-'ie/d Data am/ .,Im_l)'st_ Repro't. July
19,_'7-Jum' 198,_'. DOE/WlPP 89-009, Carlsbad, NM: We.stingh_use Electric Corporation.
Vols. I-2.

ABSTRACT: The Geoteclmical f'ie/d Data arid ,,l_tal.l'_ts ]?el,t)rl pn_,,ides a timely assessrnent
and formal documentation ot" the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI') geolechnical status,
additional information for design evaluation, guidance for design modifications and remedial
actions, and geotechnical data to assess the performance of underground openings in salt rocks.
The two volumes provide a summary/e_aluation and d_cumentation,'clata.
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Data continue to confirm that the thrt'e sh'lt'ts and keys are pert'orrning in accordance with
design criteria, Stations at lilt, ¢onsllUclion and salt-handling (C&SII) and waste handling
shafts were enlarged; the work destroyed m()st of the geomechanical locations, which will be
replaced as appropriate al'ter construction, Access drifts continue to meet design criteria, with
openings maintenance increasing as the I'acility ages, lest rooms show steady or increased
displacement during this reporting period, Data from the previous period suggested
displacements were approaching a "sleatly slate." The first waste storage panel was completed,
though long-terra structural performance cannot yet be predicted. Mapping confirms the
stratigraphy in the vicinity ot' the first storage panels, with units locally showing evidence of
syndepositional dissolution and reprecipilation o1"halite from channel cutting o1"subaerial mud
Flats, Observation boreholes showing normal displacem,,nts increased (luring the year, as
Fractures in boreholes and exposed surfaces continued. DWP

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, IOg0a. II'a._te l_,la//,_z Pilot P/am N,-,tliA, ratton I'ariam'e
Petition. DOE/WIPP 89-003, Re`"ision I. Carlsbad, NM' Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Waste Isolation Division.

ABSTRACT: Stringent new lav,'s enacted by C(_ngress in 1984 prohibit land disposal o1'
hazardous wastes unless certain standards are met (e.g., concentrations or treatment by a
requires nlethod approved by the I£nvironv'nental Protection Agency [I:.I)A]). The EPA
detern)ined in 1986 that I_azardous waste components o1' radioactive waste are also subject to
the regulation, An EPA approved variance or exemption may be obtained ii' it can be
demonstrated with reasonable certaint_ that hazardous constituents will not migrate from the
site as long as the waste remains hazardous, "l'he I.I'A relies on health-l_ased standarcts, as well !
as other stringent criteria, to evaluate petiti()ns for _ariance or exeturDtion.

Only transuranic (TRU) wastes t'l'Om defense I'_lOglaVl)Swill be accepted at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Phant (WIPI)), Ilowever, this waste is also COl)tallliV)ated,,,,ill) regulated hazardous waste
including toxic n)etals, halogertated organic compounds, and nt)nl'talt)genated compounds.

To obtain a variance, the petition includes information it) t'i`'e categories: waste int'orn_ation,
site characterization, Facility inl't)rmati()n, en_irortntental iml'mCts, including modeling of' waste
mobility, and analysis of uncertainties. Information is presented in the main body of the
petition and appendices, and an extensive addendum was published in October 1980 with a
revision date of March 1990.

"The WIPP Facility relies on both the inherent characteristics of the salt in which the
repository is constructed and engineered barriers, such as backl'ill and seals, to permanently
isolate the wastes that will be emplaced, as well as operational procedures that protect workers
and the public during waste eml_lacement activities, The l)epartment of Energy (DOE)
believe.,; that the II'ast(' I sohtttt.t Pilot Pltntl No-,_l/gralto/t I'artam'(' Pt'li/itm demonstrates, to
the necessary degree ot" certainty, that there ,,,.'ill be no releases of hazardous constituents from
the WIPP F'acility," DWP

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 1990b, Gcol(,('tmi('al l.'ichl Dat. am/ ,.lnaly_i._ R(,port, July
I988-Jum' 1989, DOE/WIPP 90-006, Carlsbad, NM' Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Vols. I '_-,,. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: The Geotc('hnt('al Fi('hl Data amt ,.Imd.rst.s Report docurnents tl)e geornechanic:ll
data collected at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) up to June 30, 1989 and describes the
conditions of underground openings from July I, 1988 to June 30, 1989, The data are
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required to understand performance during oper;iti(_ns and do not include data to support
performance assessment.

The underground openings have perl'(_rmed satisfactorily during tile reporting period. This
analysis is based primarily on the irlstrurnental data, in particular tile measured convergence
compared to predictions, and the observations of exposed rock surfaces, '['he main concerns
during this period have been the tleteri()ration found in site and preliminary design validation
(SPDV) test rooms I and 2 and some spalling t'c_undin panel I.

Ground conditions in the t'acility were m=lintained by routine scaling and rock bolting. In
panel I, "drummy" areas of the r(}ut's, I'l(_ors,and walls _1t"the rooms were scaled or supported,
where necessary, with rock bolts as part (}f n()rmal activities.

Convergence data from throughout the underground indicate that the only locations in which
measured closure rates consistently exceed predictions are in the SPDV test rooms I and 2,
These rooms are among the largest and oldest WIF'P excavations and are about '7 years old (as
of June 30, 1989), Aging ot' the e,xcavations is accompanied by increased closure rates in some
parts of the rooms and the devel()prnent (_t" fractures in the ro()l', floor, and ribs. Fracture
mapping and instrumental data have allowed c_Jnditionsm be assured on a timely basis, and
appropriate action to be taken, liasetl cJntilt, c¢_nditions that had developed, access into the,,;e
lest rooms was restricted in May 1989, DWP

Westllnghouse Electric Corporation. 1990¢. I,'otal Safely As_u/y,,I,_Report, Ii'a.,,/e I,%olationPilot
P/am, Cttrl_had, New ,'_fe._'tco, WP 02-9, Rev, 0. Carlsbad, NM: Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, (Copy on file at tile Waste N,larlagenlentand 'lransp()rtation I.ibrary, Sandia
National l,aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

AI]S'I'RAC'T: The b'otal Safe/)' .,Imd l'_t_ R_'l,m'/ {I.'S..IR) has been prepared "...to docunlent
that a systematic analysis ot' tilt' lmtential hazards associated with operating the WIPP t'aci!ity
has been pert'ormed, that potential ¢onsetluences have been analyzed, and that reasonable
measures have been taken to contr_)l or mitigate tile hazards. Specific potential hazards that
were analyzed include credible natural hazards such ,Is I'hmtt, weather (tornado, wind, etc.) and
earthquake; anti credible nlanmatle hazards such as fire, e._l)l(}sicJn, radiation, and mining
hazards. Mitigating measures include facility design and construction, operational controls, and
administrative limits," The t,'SAR has also been prepared to meet part of the requirements of
the Consultation and Cooper_ltion Agreement between tile Department of Energy (DOE) and
tile State of New Mexico; it is tile most comprehensive document concerning the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in general as related to public health and sal'ety.

Though the WIPP is not required to prepare a safety analysis report, the FS,,tR was considered
appropriate because the WIPP is a first-of--a-kind facility justifying a conservative approach
and because agreements with the state require "l'inal facility ;_mendments" to the SAR to be
published.

The design basis for WIPP is a 25-year operating life with a 5-year test phase. The WIPP will
be converted to a permanent repository for transuranic (TRU) wastes after demonstrating tile
facility can meet standards in 40 CI:R Part 191. 'iRU waste placed in the WIPP during the
test phase will be readily retrievable;.

Performance assessment methodol_gy is described in tile I,'S,,1R, but tile long-term perfornaance
of the facility is not revised for this document. This activity is carried out separately through
a pert'ornlance assessment prograrn,

"TEis FSAR represents a staten'lent and conlmitnlent by the DOI.."that the WIPP facility can be
operated safely and at nlinimum risk, il' operated in accordance with this FSAR.
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("lln,_t,_lut, ntly, tlli.,i #.'<_l',,t/_ hli_ I_l,t, il I_rt'lliirt'll tli tlt_c'tililt, ni thiii _y,_l(,ili|illt: _illlily_J._ ell" tht,
l_lllt, nlilil tllltiir(I._ _i._._ll¢ilill, ll vi, ilh illll, i-_llinl_ Ihl, WIIIi _ I'il_.'ilily tlli,_ I_l,t'tl l_t'ifllrnli, Ll,,._ Illiil
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ABSTRACT: Quaternary eolian deposits in the eastern Delaware l]asin, Eddy and lea
Counties, New Mexico, including gypsum clay dunes (or"lunettes"), gypsum sand dunes, and
quartzose sand dunes, provide evidence for paleoclimate and age ot" associated collapse events.
Gypsum clay dunes are found at ltell l.ake Sink, Slick Sink, and Willow l.ake; gypsum sand
dunes occur at Nash Well Sink. Quartzose sheet or "cover" sands (the Old Mescalero and
Mescalero sands) blanket approximately 62% oI" the basin and rel_esent both fossil and active
dune fields. Stratigraphic relationships between these and other Quaternary deposits are used to
determine the effects of different clinlatic episodes on dissolution in tlle l)elaware l]asin.

Early llolocene gypsum clay dunes fornled under specific climatic conditiorls intermediate
between a wet, cool glacial episode (Wisconsin) and an arid, hot inlerval (Altithermal). Gypsum
sand dunes, representing senli-arid t_ arid conditions, probably formed during lhe Altilht, rnlal.
The youth of these deposits and evidence of lake sands in l]ell l.ake Sink and Slick Sink
indicate that collapse of the sinks was a late Wisconsin dissolution event.

Relationships between Quaternary deposits and collapse l'eatures in the Delaware Basin indicate
that collapse events may have been significantly influenced by past pluvial episodes that caused
acceleration of both local and regional dissolution in the Delaware l]asin.

Wledu.ilt, W,(;. 1977, l"h'ctrt_'tsl Ch,optU',_tcal Survt,y_ of ttzt' l.o_ Medutlo._ Site .rid
Sltrrouttdillg Area,,, for II'mlt, I,_olalit.t Pilot Plant t_rogra.t, Edd.l' and Lea Countie._, New
,_textc'o, [Tucson, AZI: Mining Geophysical Surveys, Inc. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation l.ibrary, Sandia National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM),

ABSTRACT: Mining Geophysical Surveys conducted resistivity surveys in the area of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WII'P) from May 9 througll No_ember 15, 1977. About 37 square
miles, including tile site and some adjacent areas, were covered using a gradient array with
measuring points 200 l't apart in t1_ost areas and J00 l't apart _ilong tlle east and west
boundaries of the surveyed area. About 9750 data points were generated in the gradient array
survey. Specific target areas and physical features were investigated in tile site area and Nash
Draw with 20 Schlumberger soundings arid 4 pole-dipole profiles. Scl'11urnberger soundings
used current dipole (AB) width tip to 20,000 ft. Ratios of current dipole half-width (AP,/2) to
potential dipole half-width (MN/2) were between ,5 and 200. For pole-dipole prol'iles, the
spacing ("a") to the potential or receiver dipole was I00 fl and the currenl electrode (pole) was
a multiple ("n") of 5 limes the distance from the potential dipole to the nearest potential
electrode. The reference current electrode was a distance greater than I mile from any station
of the pole-dipole array. I)WP

ANNOTATION: The report by Wieduwill presents the basic program oi' resistivity
inx,estigations during early site characterization. It includes various calibration, production,
and personnel data. The data l'rorn the survey were reported and interpreted by C.I.. Elliot
under separate conlract (i'lliot, 1977a, b, f, g). The extensive coverage by resistivity combirted
with seismic reflection data (e.g., llern et al., 1979), provided basic inforn'lation that led to
specific drilling programs and l'urlher geophysical work as part of site characterization. One
example of a target from this survey is WIPP-13, drilled to explore a low resistivity area
northwest of the site center; low resistivity is also a characlerislic of breccia pipes - collapse
features known to exist over the Capitan reel' near the Mississippi Chemical Corporation potash
mine. Such resistivity and other surface geophysical techniques were an important and
efficient means of directing drilling as part of site characterization.

Winslow, C.D. 1981. 7'ht' Sorptiolt o.I C¢'sitmt and Strontium t.'rom Con_'entruled Brlnt'._ hy
Backfill Barrier ,_l.terial._. SANi.)80-2046, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National l.aboratories,
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ABSTRACT: The sorption of radi_nu_.'lides t'ron_ potenti:llly intruding groundwater at a
nuclear waste repository is a lil;i.j_)r_.'hemic;ll t'tln_.-tion o1" backl'ill I'_;irl'iers. Ii1 this stud),,
various materhlls (including clays, zt't_lites, and at1 inorgatli_: i_n exth=lnger) were sttt, ened for
the sorption ot' the fission pr_)tlu_:ts _'esium and sire)hilum in _:_)n_:entrated brines. !
Representative brines A and i,l I'_)r the 9,'aste Is_)lation I'ih_t Plant (WIPP), a proposed
radioactive waste repository and lesl t'aciliI) in bedded salt were used. So,pth)n properties were
quantified using empiri,,:al distributi,_tl ¢oefl'i_:ients, K,I. Of the materials examined, stadium
titanate had the highest k d t'¢)t the sorption of Sr(ll_ in berth brine A (K,i 12_ ml,,g)and
brine 13(K d = 500-600 nll./g). A mordenite.-type zeolite was the m_st et'fettive getter for ('s(i)
in brine A (Kd 2"7 ml,/g), while illite yielded the highest K,i for Cs(I} in brine It (Kd 115
ml./g). The relative merit o1" these K a _;llues is evaluated in terms of _:altulated estimates of
bre_tkthrough times t'or a backfill barrier _:ontaining the getters. Results show th;lt;.I batkt'ill
mixture containing these getters is potentiall._ an effective barrier to the migration of Sr(ll)
and C's(I), although t'urther stud,, (especially for the s¢_rption of tesiurn from brine A) is
recommended,

Wtnstanley, D.J., and R.C. Carrasco, I qS{_..,lltm,fl II.l',lrog='olr,.t,,t_' 19_:/_:R_'f,or/.' I_,_'._ /v,s'6 for
lht' It'_:._l_, I._t,h:/io_ I'flo/ i'hm/. I)C)1!-9,'11'1_-86-004. (.'arlsl_:id, NM: Westinghouse i':lettri¢
Corporation, (Copy on t'ile at the Waste Man_gement ;_nd Iransp_rt_tionI.ibrary, S;_ndia
National l.aboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: tlydrologi¢ data _.'ollett,d at the LIS I]eparlment ¢>1'Iinergy's (DOl:.'s) Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in s_uti_eastern New Me_i_.'o are presented. l'wo compiled
topographic maps 'are 'also included at a svale ot" I in. equals I mi. The first map covers
approximately 1400 mi _ and the second co_ers alq_r_)ximately 450 mi:_ _nd includes selected
hydrologic well location inl'ormati()n.

Water-level n_east=rements collected t'r_m _0 wells during the l'itst hail" of calender year 198(,
are presented, A number of wells are _.'oaupleted in multil_le zones separated bv produttion-
',njettion pn_:kers, allowing measurements tt_ be taken from m_)re than one zone. Nine water-
level measuren_ents were collevted _1"the Magenta I)_l_mite Member o!' the Rustler I.'orm_tior_,
45 of the Culebra I)olomile Meml_er _1' the Rustler I._)rm;ition, 3 _)1"the Rustler'Salado contact
residuun_, 2 ot" the Bell ("anvon I:orm_iti_)l_, I t)t" the (':lstile iormation, and 2 from tlnknown
zofles,

Pressure re_:overy and I'low-.rate dater :tt e i_resenlt'd I'n)m Pumicing at well 11-12 during August
1985. Pumping continued t't)r q tla.vs at an average I'l_v rate of apl_roximately 17 gal/hour.
Recovery data was _:ollet.'ted for 5 days after termin:tli_n of pumi_ing. No data interpret;ttion is
provided.

Well cont'igurati_n data are provided t'ot (_? wells in the vicinity of the WII'P Site. The
inl'ormation is v_mpiled t'ronl pul_lished reports, Illelllt)s, field notes, and other documented
sources of which a detailed listing is pro_idetl. Each ,,_ell reg.'oral includes general well
inl'ornlatior_, tasing'hole_screen d:_ta, _.'t)mpletion inter_;_l data, packer or plug install_tions, and
comments.

Geoi_hysi_.'al logs fr()lll _2 hydroh)gi¢ test _t'lls _,ere reinterpreted, and the picks are presented
for the following str_tigraphiv markers: the Rustler,_Sal_do ¢ont;.ltt residuum, the base and top
o1" the Culebra Dolorr_ite, 'lnd the base and top o1"the M:_genta Dolomite.

Wlnstanley, D,, R.IC',I Carrasco, and ,I. Zurkoff. Iq86, "l'ressure and I)ensity Measurements ot"
Selected I:luid-Beaning Zones at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WiI'I')," II't,_.slt,,tl_ztlg, t,nlt'_ll

2-6, /9,_'6, F.d, R.G, Post, luvson, AZ: Llnixersity of Arizona, Vol, 2, "17-220,
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ABSTRACT: A field effort is presently being conducted at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) to collect accurate pressure and density information from the Culebra and Magenta
Dolomite Members of the Rustler Formation. The spatial variation of fluid density that occurs
in these water-bearing units requires the use of numerical models to accurately solve for flow
direction and velocity. The groundwater regime is a vital element in possible release scenarios
of radionuclide-bearing fluid from the repository.

Field tests were conducted on four wells utilizing a testing apparatus composed of two pressure
and temperature monitoring systems and a point water sampler. Pressure versus depth plots are
linear with a correlation coefficient of 0.999 or greater. Comparison of the calculated density
and measured density of water obtained at depth agree within 2% of density measurements
obtained after continuous pumping of the formation for several days before sampling. The
temperature gradients ranged from 0.4 ° to 0.6°C/100 ft. The data presented here are
preliminary and serve as developmental information for the detailed operating plan currently
under preparation.

Wofsy, C. 1980. The Significance o/ Certain Rustler Aquifer Parameters for Predicting Long-
Term Radiation Dose.s From II'IPP. EEG-8. Santa Fe, NM: Environmental Evaluation
Group.

ABSTRACT: The Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
includes modeling of the radiological consequences of breach events of the WIPP and
radionuclide transport through the Rustler Formation to the Pecos River near Malaga Bend.
Some plausible changes to parameters used in the SAR have been examined to determine if
radionuclides may move significantly faster than predicted and if radionuclides may be more
concentrated in the Pecos River, resulting in higher calculated doses than predicted. Three to
four orders of magnitude change in certain parameters is necessary to reduce the travel times
calculated in the SAR to 104 to 10s years or less, a range considered to result in peak Pu-239
concentrations.

it does not seem credible that the hydraulic gradient parameter should change by even an
ordtr of magnitude. Hydraulic conductivity near the site might plausibly change by an order
of magnitude. The distribution coefficient for radionuclides is highly variable within
experiments as well as for differing rocks and chemical conditions. For some conditions,
plutonium may not be retarded at all. Given the factors concerning radionuclide retardation, it
is considered a plausible worst case to assume I% of the plutonium entering the Rustler moves
unretarded through the aquifer to the Pecos River.

The whole body 50-year dose commitments from I-year ingestion of plutonium from Peco.s
River water (730 r/yr) by a maximally exposed adult were calculated: 3.2 x 10-2 mrem for a
specified travel time of 10_ yr for Pu-239 and 5.1 x 10..3 mrem if 1% of Pu is not retarded but
the "natural" travel time is longer. These doses are comparable to computed radium-226 doses
reported for the SAR, indicating plausible changes in hydrologic parameters do not result in
doses significantly greater than those reported for the SAR.

DWP

Wood, B.J., R.E. Snow, D.J. Cosier, and S. tlaji-Djafari. 1982. Delaware Mountain Group
(DMG) Hydrology-Salt Removal Potential, Wa._le Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project.
Southeastern New Mexico. TME 3166. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).
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ABSTRACT: There are some concerns that salt could be dissolved and effect isolation of
waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Fluids in the underlying Delaware Mountain
Group (DMG) have been considered the agent of salt dissolution and the medium to transport
radionuclides. In this study, DMG hydrologic data were compiled and reviewed, salt
dissolution hypotheses and potential were assessed, a hydrological model for salt removal
through the DMG was established, dissolution rates and solution cavity dimensions were
assessed, and the sensitivity of salt dissolution rates to hydrologic and geochemical parameters
was evaluated.

Diffusion and very weak convection (brine density flow) from halite layers to the Bell Canyon
Formation (upper DMG) and Capitan may remove Castile halite overlying the DMG.
convection may be significant adjacent to the Capitan reef aquifer. DMG hydrogeologic and
geochemical conditions indicate diffusion would advance the dissolution front by only 0.3 cm
in 10,000 years and would not significantly affect the integrity of the facility. A potential
increase in flow rate of an order of magnitude for the Bell Canyon would not increase removal
of salt from the Castile by more than 17%; this unlikely occurrence is not anticipated to have
any effect on repository integrity. The "...implausible worst-case dissolution rates associated
with both diffusive and convective dissolution at the Bell Canyon aquifer - Castile Formation
interface suggest that the structural integrity of the WIPP facility located more than 400 meters
above would not be affected." Also, "...the theoretical maximum cavity radius would be 7 m
over a fracture and I m above a circular porous zone in a period of 10,000 years." DWP

Woolfolk, S.W. 1982. Radiologic Consequences of Brine Reh'ase h.l' ttuma#t Intrusion /ntc
IVIPP. TME 3151. Albuquerque, NM: US Department of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant. (Copy on file at the Waste Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Pressurized brine reservoirs have been encountered in the Castile Formation at
boreholes ERDA-6 and WlPP-12. The radiological consequences of inadvertent human
intrusion into a brine reservoir connecting with the waste repository are evaluated in two
scenarios considered to take place 250 years after closure of ihe repository. Intrusions based
on knowledge of the site are not evaluated. Both scenarios involve 15-in. boreholes through
the facility, intercepting a pressurized brine pocket below the facility. The first scenario
involves 24 hrs. of flow to the surface before the borehole is plugged. The consequences are
based on initial exposure and further exposure to dispersed residue from evaporation of the
drilling fluids on the surface. The second scenario results in filling the repository with brine,
after which the initial borehole is plugged. A second borehole intercepts the repository after
the brine has come to equilibrium with plutonium dioxide. The brine flows to the surface for
24 hrs., with subsequent events similar to the first scenario.

The radiological consequences of both scenarios are considered not significant compared to the
existing natural background of the area. The events are considered rather improbable based on
DOE plans to permit extraction of resources using slant drilling techniques. A drilling crew
may be unwilling to continue operations in striking an obviously unusual situation, and the
second scenario involves drilling two boreholes into unusual conditions. Thus, "... it is
apparent that the presence of a brine pocket beneath the site does not significantly increase the
risk associated with the disposal of radioactive waste at WIPP." The analysis also indicates that
WIPP meets the draft standard for release limits in the first 10,000 years after closure, as
proposed in draft 21 of 40 CFR 191. DWP

Wowak, W.E. 1979. Early ln-Silu Measureme#tts Program for ttre lVa.s'te Isolation Pilot Plant.
SAND79-0362. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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ABSTRACT: The technical basis and description of measurements for the early in situ
measurements program at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) are described and a proposed
organizational structure is presented. Measurements are needed for verification of design
predictions and also for a prelude to the main experiment program. The design verification
measurements will be concentrated in the first shaft and the underground support and access
areas. Early experiments will be concentrated in the test drifts on the storage horizons.
Recommendations are made to Department of Energy (DOE) for appropriate division of
responsibility among Bechtel, the technical support contractor, the instrumentation contractor,
and Sandia National Laboratories.
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Yost, F.G. 1986. "Salt Consolidation Mechanism Studies," Working Papers from the US/FRG
Workshop on Sealing and Backfilling of a Salt Repository. Albuquerque, NM, September
23-25. 1986. Comp. R.F. Cook. Columbus, OH: Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, Battelle
Project Management Division. !I-8-1 through 11-8-20. (Copy on file at the Waste
Management and Transportation Library, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM).

ABSTRACT: Any mechanism to explain crushed salt compaction must be consistent with two
experimental observations: moisture accelerates creep; and compaction continues after a stress
decrement. Pressure solution and the Joffe effect are two mechanisms consistent with these
observations. Pressure solution describes "a wide range of phenomena in which solids,
immersed in liquids containing one or more components of the solid, have higher solubility
when stressed. The Joffe effect is the facilitation of glissile dislocation nucleation at the
surfaces of salt particles due to the presence of brine." It is not clear whether the moisture,
which is necessary for the operation of these mechanisms, must be condensed or absorbed
brine. Our experiments have shown that moisture adsorption on crushed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) salt can be described by a BET (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller) type Ill isotherm
with brine droplets nucleating above 70% relative humidity, This corresponds to
approximately 0.2% added moisture, The effect of moisture on the kinetics of crushed salt
compaction investigated experimentally by Holcomb included moisture significantly greater
than 0.2%. A simple model for creep compaction of crushed salt was derived by solving the
continuity equation. The model, valid for both of the above mentioned mechanisms, was
found to fit the experimental data of Holcomb extremely well. DWP

ANNOTATION: The experiments by Holcomb discussed by Yost are those reported by
Holcomb (1986) and included in the annotated bibliography.

Yost, F.G., and E.A. Aronson. 1987. Crushed Salt Consolidation Kinetics. SAND87-0264.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The compaction of crushed salt is an important process in the sealing of a salt
repository for nuclear wastes. Reported here is a simple phenomenological model of crushed
salt compaction kinetics. The model is compared to experimental data and it is shown that
very good least-squares fits can be made. The model allows correlation of experimental data,
comparison with physical mechanisms for compaction, and the prediction of long-term
compaction behavior.
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Zand, S.M., 1982. "Dissolution of Evaporites and Its Possible Impact on the Integrity of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), New Mexico, USA," Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste
Management V, Materials Research Societ.e Proceedings. Fifth International Symposium on
the Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management, Berlin. Germany. June 7-10. 1982. Ed.
W. Lutze. New York, NY: North-Holland. Vol. 11, 439-448.

ABSTRACT: "The radiologicai consequences of a breach of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) transuranic (TRU) waste repository, as a result of dissolution processes were shown to
be in two broad classes. Most of the possible scenarios that could happen as a result of the
deep dissolution processes were shown to be addressed by the scenarios already presented
elsewhere or are being investigated at the present. The remaining possible scenarios, except
one, showed that the possible release of radionuclides through the geosphere to the biosphere
would take periods of time orders of magnitude longer than the half-life of plutonium-239.
The one not specifically addressed, a postulated hydrologic pathway with the characteristics of
the Salado/Castile interface aquifer, appears unlikely. However, it should be quantified when
more data become available. To obtain a better understanding of the radiologicai health
effects of the deep dissolution-caused breach of the repository, emphasis must be placed on
better evaluation and refinement of the existing mathematical models and associated
parameters.

"In the majority of the existing scenarios, the most significant pathway of the radionuclide
through the geosphere to the biosphere is the dolomitic Magenta and Culebra aquifers.
Because these formations are fractured, mathematical modeling of radionuclide transport is
subject to a large degree of uncertainty. Other uncertainties that relate to this pathway which
need further study are: a) the possibility of having more permeable abandoned mined potash
tunnels as a part of the radionuclide flow path and b) the possibility of discharges to the
biosphere occurring at the outcrops of the Magenta and Culebra Formations in Nash Draw, 11
km (7 mi) before the outlet to the Pecos River at Malaga Bend. The problems associated with
the quantifications of these uncertainties as well as the effects of long-term climatic and
hydrologic changes and hydrogeological data requirements of the models should be further
addressed." DWP

Zeuch, D.H. 1989. lsostatic Hot-Pressit_g Mec'hattism Maps for Pure and Natural Sodium
Chloride: Applicatiolls to Nuclear IVaste Isolation iJt Bedded and Domal Salt Formations.
SAND88-2207. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a US Department of Energy (DOE)
research and development facility that is intended to demonstrate the safe geologic disposal of
transuranic (TRU) wastes, The mechanical behavior of crushed rock salt is of interest to the
WIPP Project because the mined W1PP salt is a candidate material for use as backfill around
the waste packages and in the underground openings during and after the operational phase. It
is anticipated that, in response to the convergence of the mine openings, the crushed salt will
compact sufficiently to serve as an effective component in WIPP seal systems. In this report,
the model for isostatic hot-pressing, which was developed by Helle, is applied to the problem
of compaction of both pure sodium chloride and natural (WIPP) salt to develop a model
capable of predicting densification rates as a function of temperature and applied pressure.
Calculations for pure dry salt suggest that under conditions in situ, the contribution to
densification by diffusional processes is negligible; all compaction will occur by dislocation
creep. Assuming then that compaction will occur only by dislocation processes, the model is
extended to nominally dry WIPP salt. Model predictions are shown to agree favorably with
limited test data, and the kinds of laboratory tests that may be done to validate the model are
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discussed. Hot-pressiug mechanism maps for dry WIPP salt, under anticipated repository
conditions, indicate that fractional densities in excess of 0.95 are attained in about 30 years.
At this density, connected porosity and hence, permeability, diminish rapidly and the
recompacted salt can begin to serve as an effective seal material. This prediction is
conservative because moist salt will compact even more rapidly. Work is in progress to extend
the model to include the effects of brine on densification rates.

Zeuch, D.H., and D,J, Holcomb. 1984. "Analysis of Creep Consolidation of Crushed Rocksalt
Using a Plastic Flow Model for lsostatic Hot-Pressing," EOS Transactions. American
Geophysical Union. SAND84-iS99A. Vol. 65, no. 45, 1108. (Abstract Only).

ABSTRACT: Recent, short-term experiments (-3.5 days in duration) on the creep
consolidation of crushed, natural rocksalt indicate that compaction occurs very slowly. Since
waste repositories sited in naturally occurring salt formations are likely to use crushed, native
rocksalt as "backfill" to encapsulate waste packages, it becomes necessary that we understand
this unexpected result in order to predict densification rates in situ over long time intervals.
The problem of consolidation of powdered aggregates using heat and pressure is a relatively
old one in the fields of ceramics and powder metallurgy, and an extensive body of literature
exists on the theory and practice of sintering and hot-pressing. A simple model for isostatic
hot-pressing to the test results has been applied. The model fits the individual test results
quite well, and further investigation is clearly warranted.

The model which we used was that of McClelland, which derives frorn the early sintering
theory of MacKenzie and Shuttleworth. The particles are assumed to behave as a Bingham
solid, deforming elastically below a yield stress, r, and viscously above the yield stress as
described by the other material constant, r/. The model also accounts for the difference
between the applied pressure, Pc, and local contact stresses. At constant applied pressure

i _2r in(l - D)1dD = 3Pc(l - D)i (i " D)2/3 + Pcdt 4n

where D -fractional density, i.e., actual density normalized to theoretical density and t -time
at pressure. Individual creep consolidation tests can be fit quite well using this model. The
parameters 7 and r/ show little systematic variation with temperature. This may be the result
of a limited temperature range used in our tests. On the other hand, these parameters increase
monotonically with Pc, showing a strong correlation. This provides a qualitative explanation
for the slow consolidation rates: the salt hardens rapidly with applied pressure, so the yield
stress is always approximately equal to the applied stress. The particular model used here
predicts an "endpoint density" beyond which no further compaction will occur. Further
experimentation will be required to develop a better understanding of the relationships
between r and r/ and test temperature before this model will allow prediction of material
response from test conditions.

Zeuch, D.H., D.J. Holcomb, and H,S. Lauson. 1985. Analysis o/Consolidation o/Granulated
Rocksalt Using a Plastic Flow Model for lsostatic Hot-Pressing. SAND84-1106.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

ABSTRACT: Since waste repositories sited in naturally occurring salt formations are likely to
use crushed rock salt as "backfill" to encapsulate waste packages, it becomes necessary to
understand the behavior of this material in order to predict densification rates. The problem
of consolidation of powdered aggregates using heat and pressure is an old one in the fields of
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ceramics and powder metallurgy, and an extensive body of literature exists on the theory and
practice of hot-pressing. In this report, it is shown that a simple model for hot-pressing fits
the results for individual creep consolidation tests reasonably well. This leads us to believe
that hot-pressing models are appropriate to the problem in the laboratory. The particular
model used predicts an endpoint density beyond which no further densification will occur.
However, the current data base is insufficient to fully justify either adoption of the model or
long-term extrapolation of material response. Further laboratory testing is required to better
define the model parameters as functions of temperature, applied pressure, and time.
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